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May 2h, 1948 j 

Dr. Durward L. Allen 
Patuxent Research Refuge 
Leurel, Maryland 

Dear Durward; 

You ean hold off sending me an avalanche of reprints 
until I get specific. At the moment I am not sure 
just which ones of ») Leopold collection we ara 
going to lose. tan aa 15,000. He filed thom 
under subjects, and often used extra reprints to 
enable him to file a given title in several different 
hoxes. Where this occurs we will only lose one copy. 
Tedon't think we will be badly off on the nore important 
veprints, but we will lose ont on the older a, i. 
will let you kmow specifically what enps extatiion 
they occur. . 

You brought me up to date in a personal way in re~ 
prints when I was at Patuxent. I will besle, of 
course, to give our students access to these, mt 
I do feel that the Department should have a permanant 
collection, 

I wish we had a little time to discuss some of the 
activities at the last North American Conference, I 
sure was disappointed in the scheduling of a water- 
fowl session at the time that the Wildlife Society 
met. Believe it or not, no one here kmowg who was 
awarded the scroll for the best management vaper in 
1947; in fact, I am not sure that I kmow whe is the 
new president. Maybe [ am cut in the cold largely 
due to some Eléwical error in the Society's files 
which has prévented me from receiving any mublica~ 

) tions since last October. 

Would it be politic for us to pt the pressure on 
t the Institute to abandon the idea of an anmal 

banquet? The Institute seems to feel that they 
have to entertain people who go to the Conference, 
This is undoubtedly true for some, but it really 
doesn't hold for the blolocists. 

‘



Durward L, Allen “De May 24, 1946 

Peggy and I have finally found a place te live 
here, and hope to move in this week. What a 
relief! 

Best regards. 

Sincerely, 

IJHspm Joseph J, Hickey 
Assistant Professor



DURWARD L. ALLEN 

PATUXENT RESEARCH REFUGE 

LAUREL, MARYLAND 

20 May 1948 

Dear Joe: 

Your note about reprints has been circulated. 

I will be more than glad to send you what I have but 

before doing so I need to know a little more, My thesis 

is now down to half a dozen copies. You can certainly 
have one for the file there if there isn't one already. 

At one time that was required reading for the students 

there and I had sent Mr. Leopold at least half a dozen 

of them. Possibly these went to graduate students. 

Did I give you what you wanted for your 
personal file while you were here? There is no card for 
you in my file and I nearly always make one. If you 
want duplicates you will get them even tho I'm down to 

a few copies. There is no better place for them. 

Also, do you now have Rose Lake reports up to 
date? I have a few of them, and the Game Division in 
Mich. has plenty more. I wonder if Bob McCabe got the 

ones he requested. 

I'll bet things are really busy there. Squeeze 
me out a postcard with these answers when you get tine 

and the stuff will go out right away. D. H. S. Davis of 
South Africa was here yesterday. You would have been 

much interested. 

Regards to Peggy and Susie. 
. _As_ever, 

ae wrod



Moy 3, 1948 

Mr. Durward L. Allen 
Patuxent Research Refuge 
laurel, Maryland 

Dear Durward: 

Regarding possibilities of a medal for best non- 
technical wildlife publitation, you might investigate 
terms of the award now connected with the John Burroughs 

: medal. ‘This modal, I know, has been received by the ; 
Jacques'. dust mae sure thet your idea doesn't over 

/ lap with it. fe 

Leopold's fine personal library wae willed to his 
son Starker, and it will be shipped to him in 
Berkeley during the next year. In the emergency ; 
MeCabe and I will pool our personal libraries to : 
keep the Department going, but I would like to 
receive contritmtions of reprints for the library 
of the Department of Yildlife Management here, 

which I am now setting up. Please pase the 
signal on to my fellow pack rate at the Refuge, 
and tell then to start clogging the mils. 

Best regards, 

IIH ep Joseph J, Hickey 
Agsistant Professor



DURWARD L. ALLEN 

PATUXENT RESEARCH REFUGE 

LAUREL, MARYLAND 

26 April 1948 

Dear Joe: 

It was kind of you to send us the news so 

promptly. All of us thought he was improving right along 

and then suddenly it happened. 

Wouldn't it come about like this. Some damfool 
doing his spring burning, no doubt,and--- 

I'm going to start talking with people about the 

medal idea. I think it would be highly appropriate to 

make it for the best non-technical wildlife publication. 

Leopold was very concious of the need for selling our 

stuff Tox the public, and his own essays will undoubtedly 
be a magnum opus in this field. 

If I took any stock in this afterlife business, 
I could well imagine him and P. S. sitting on a bank of 
the Holy See, whittling a stick, and chortling over old 

times. 

¥ I guess it's the end of an era or something. 

Whether we look back on it as the stoneage or the good old 
days probably depends upon the rest of us. 

Keep me posted. 
Sincerely,
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DURWARD L. ALLEN 

PATUXENT RESEARCH REFUGE 

LAUREL, MARYLAND 

10 April 1948 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

e 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The deer story which you so kindly 
reviewed for me last winter will appear in Sports Afield, 

probably some time in the fall. It has been reduced 
to 2100 words but still hangs together, I think. 

I asked Seth Gordon to criticize it 
also, and he indicated that he will aske permission 
to reprint it in his magazine. So mybe it will get 
around enough to help the cause a little. 

You were missed at the conference, 
I can assure you. Let me add, however, that McCabe 
did a grand job and Wisconsin was , as usual, most 

ably represented, 

We are much gratafied to learn that 

your health is improving. That is the best thing you 

can do for your cause. Keep up the good work, 

Sincerely, (
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Maxdh 17, 1948 

Me. A. 3. Andrews 

Route 3 
. Dewar Lake 

Syracuse, Indiana 

Dear Hr. Andrews: 

thanks for your letter and your very interesting 
lipping which I am talking the liberty of sending 
to Allen Stokes on Pelee Island. 

Your suggestion that chiggers might heve something 
$o do with the abundanes or scarcity of pheasants 
is on extremely interesting one. You my want 
to lmow that uy friend Rilyh Teatter of the TMiincta 
Netural Hastory Survey hag been woricing on tho 
provles of why phessants fall in the southerly 
intitudes. I am sending him 4 copy of thie letter 

te give him this ehigzor idea. 

Thanking you for your intercst, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALapra Aldo Leopeld
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Mardh 9, 1948 

Me. Frederick $. Ford 
Agsooiation for the Preservation 

1630 Dine Bultding 30 Dine Building 
Detroit 26, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Port: 

Like Oleus Murie, who wrote yon his good wishes 
wuler dete of “sbruary 24, 1 want to express ay 
hearty interest, and likewise my ABbIlity to 
contribute financially. I also urge that you 
heed Olaus Murle's warning about any mJjor 
caphasis on artificial propsgetion. That is 
not that the grouse need, tut seme of the grouse 
need desperately to have their environsent pre- : 
served, particularly the spruce groves, sage hen, 
end sharptaiie®. I hope you will seek the advice 
of some teghni¢al grouse mon before committing the 
Seelety finally on 4 program, 

Yours sincerely, 

Abrpes Aide Leepold



Moose, Wyoming 
February 2)),19)8 

Wr. Frederick S. Ford, Secretary 
Association for the Preservation of 
American Grouse, 
1630 Dime Building, 
Detroit 26, Wichigan 

Dear Wr. Fords 

I am happy indeed to learn of your association. I have been greatly 
disturbed by the apparent lack of interest our native grouse. I grew up 

with the prairie chicken in Minnesota. I have lived many years with the 
blue grouse and ruffed grouse in our ak western states. I have seen. the 
sharp-tailed grouse disappear from Jackson Hole, and I see the sage grouse 
threatened in many places. 

I wish I could contribute financially to your cause, but I have 
already joined most of the conservation organizations of the United States 
and my pocket book just won't stretch any further, but believe me, I am 
most happy about your organization, and shall give it all the moral support 

I can. 

I have only one serious fear about your prospectus, and may I give you 
my thought on that? I note that you are stressing particularly the raising ? 
of grouse for distriwution. I sincerely hope that your organization will 
not go off predominantly on that tangent. Such a course could never succeed. 
I confidently believe that the trend today us for natural reproduction in 
native habitat, though of course I recognize the need for restocking of 

: ‘ totally depleted habitats. But let me stress the need for preserving suitable 
habitat. That is the Number One problem in conservation today. For example, 
the threat to our public domain in the west , research on methods to destroy 
sagebfush by spraying from airplanes, and various projects to replace sage with 
grass, I consider a far greater threat to our sage grouse than over=shooting 
or destruction by predators. In one instance I am inclined to think that 
over=-browsing by elk, thus removing available budding opportunities in winter, 
was the cause of disappearance of a population of sharpetailed grouse. I 
sincerely hope that you will approach your problem from the ecological angle, 
the only one that will succeed. Conservation today is a land problem. Let us 
not forget thats 

With all good wishes for your success, 

Sincefely yours, 

Olaus J. Wurie 
Director 

2 ar Bn cot eens a f
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Association 

for the 

Preservation of American Grouse 
In United States and Canada 

1216 Dime Building * Detroit 26, Michigan 

PRESIDENT 

Dr. Frep H. Core 

e 

VICE-PRESIDENTS 
The American Pinnated, Sharptailed, Sage and Ruffed Grouse 

Grorce R. Cooke * AN ComerCce are on their way out. Unless something effective is done 

Cuas. E. McIntyre these birds will soon become memories, as have the 
Roy C. Witcox Passenger Pigeon, Eastern Pinnated Grouse (Heath Hen), 

- Eskimo Curlew and other valuable forms of our American 

wild life. The improved highways, airplanes, destruction of 
SECRETARY-TREASURER natural habitat, the increasing number of hunters and lack 

Freperick S. Forp of organized preservation, all speed their extermination. 

© Hundreds of thousands of dollars have been expended for 

VICE-PRESIDENT AND exotic birds, yet comparatively little has been done for 
MANAGING DIRECTOR our American Grouse. 

Ricuarp E, Fottetr 

Grouse, contrary to general opinion, can be successfully 

© raised and released for breeding. 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
Groat R. Cooke The Association is a non-profit corporation organized to 
Cuas. E. McIntyre do this job. We want to start breeding operations next 
Ken Koppin Spring, so that broods may be restored to depleted areas. 
Ww. A. Comstock 

e While we need money to start we also need your sustained 

interest and membership. The Director is devoting his 

DIRECTORS time, money and broad experience to the project, without 
Frep H. Core—Mich. Salary, has given four years of careful study and has 
Harorp Stantey—N. Y. raised four varieties of American Grouse. He has also 
eon demonstrated the fact that they can be bred successfully 

Giouee Re Commence under controlled conditions from one generation to another, 
Teo. WHITTEMORE—Mass. his purpose being to build up a permanent organization and 
Appison Hotton—Mich. to give others the benefit of his knowledge and experience. 
Gero. W. Mason—Mich. 

Cuas. Stetson—Mass. _ : 
De WantEL Bean: Macs. Wadd you join in the crusade to save these American game 

Frevericx S, Forp—Mich. birds? Just wishing us luck won't help. 
‘Ws. A. Comstock—Mich. 

Bruce THorne—Ill. Sincerely, =e 
Wo. McGivertn—Mich. 

A. G. Bozser—N. Y. = — D ae 
James McMittan—Mich. 2 

Rosert Hernpon—Mich. 

H. B. D. Brauvett—N. J. Secretary 
Donatp ALEXANDER—Penna. 

Ken Koppin—Mich. 

2 apeiron eat In accordance with the ruling from the Department of Internal 

Ricsaar bo Mich: Revenue of October 3, 1947, your contribution is deductible 
E. A. SkAE—Mich. from your income tax,
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SCIENTIFIC COUNCIL © 

: Dr. ArtHur A, ALLEN—Cornell University 4 3 5 
; Dr. Rosr, CusHMAN Murpuy—Am. Museum Nat'l. History 

Dr. Witrrep Oscoop—Chicago Museum Nat'l. History 

Dr. Joun W. Scorr—University of Wyoming 

Dr. Eart O’Roke—University of Michigan 

Dr. Harrison Lewis—Ottawa, Canada é 

PATRONS 

James B. Wesper, Sr. 

CHARTER MEMBERS ; 

Harotp StanLey 
: RicuHarp H. WEBBER 

z ASSOCIATE MEMBERS 

: Bruce THORNE 

J. F. Curyster iit eee 5 eee es 
. SOT Cuas. CHAPMAN 

D. F. Mircuecy © 
5 H. G. Perkins 

THEO. WHITTEMORE : 
RateH THOMAS 
ALBERT BogsEL 

Ws. A. Comstock 
Cuitps Frick 

$ Preperick C. Caurcu 2 
Rosert HERNDON ; ; 

LIFE MEMBERS ANNUAL MEMBERS 
: JoserH L, WEBBER Atvan McCautey 

Puetrs NEWBERRY Frep H. Core 
Lester F, Ruwe H. J. Avtincron - 
J. B. Weszer, Jr. W. H. Bearp 

: Grorce R. CooKe J. W. Wattine 
Ws. G, LercHen Ww. McGivertn 
ALEXANDER J, GROESBECK J. W. Fartey 
Geo. W. Mason B.S. WarreN 

: - James McMitran R. P. Joy, Jr. 
Herpert V. Book J. T. Nicutrcate 

z : Franxk P. Boox Lepyarp MitcHet, Jr. Se 
W. Lee Ware Stoney Sat ES 
Roy C. Witcox W. F. Torrey 
Appison Hotton D. CAMPBELL 

ene ~ Tae ecm ee Cuas. E. McIntyre A. S. Levinson 
Cuas. Stetson W. W. Hartz 

rE Wo. McIntyre Jorn L. Sarronsatt 
Ken Koprin Henry B. Suiru, Jr. 
Anprew Gump F, A. SCHLESINGER 

: Brover D. McIntyre Extiorr HENDERSON 
: Freperick S. Forp H. Y. Fouterr 

f Epwarp A, Skar H. L. Cautxins 
: Roy D. Cuartn, Jr. RALrH A. FLeTcHER 

F. M. Atcer, Jr. E. R. Lovett d 
wr H. D>B. Biauverr ERNEST QUANTRELL~ 

; DonaLp ALEXANDER Wo. H. Crarty, Jr. 
-W. C. Taccarr J. M. Taccarr ; 

~~ ~EveenE DuPont II Geracp D, BoaroMan : 
z Eucrne DuPont III Cuas. G. MixTer 

Mirrorp BAKER 
W. F, MircHetr , 
Atva B. LEE 

* _C.T. CHurce 
B. Dave Busuaw



CONSERVE SOIL, WATER AND FORESTS 
—or Perish 

“If we first know where we are and whither 

tending, we can best judge what to do and how 

to do it”...'. : 
Abraham Lincoln 

A LITTLE over a century ago or four generations 

past, this was the richest country on the face of 

the earth, in forests, soil, water, terrestrial and aquatic 

life. . 

What’s happened? 

Each generation has taken from the forests, soil 

and water, all it could possibly seize upon, indifferent 

to future consequences, and resulting in the total loss 

of the Passenger Pigeon, Carolina Parrakeet, 

Eastern Pinnated Grouse, Eskimo Curlew, Labrador 

Duck, Great Auk, Blue-Back Trout of Rangeley Lakes 

- and the Michigan Grayling; together with the 

disappearance of the Atlantic Salmon, in Lake 

Ontario, the New England Rivers, the St. Lawrence 

5 and its tributaries, where they once existed in count- 

less millions. 

During this period, there has been a frightful loss 

of soil, animal and vegetable life, the value of which 

is beyond the comprehension of the human mind.



The wealth of a nation is in its soil, water, forests 

and the things they produce and reproduce. Upon 

these depend the health, strength, prosperity and 

future life of the nation. 

Quoting from Doctor Isaiah Bowman in “Science” 

of 1941: “Time is wasted on postmasterships that 

should be spent about the waste of things that we 

shall never again recover, like the 40-acre farm that 

goes down the Mississippi every minute.” 

Soil erosion today is a national tragedy, national 

suicide. All organic life is absolutely dependent on 

soil and water, and the forests are vitally related to 

both. 

Mr. Chester Davis, at the recent convention of the 

Friends of the Land, said: ““There are two ways we 

can lose our land. We can lose it to a foreign power. 

We can lose it with even greater finality as far as 

human life is concerned if we merely continue to 

strip its cover with plow and ax as we have been 

doing while the precious and irreplaceable topsoil 

flows past our cities down to the sea in mud.” 

According to Darling, about 25 million cubic feet 

of top soil is washed away each year, lost forever. . 

This is the soil that supports vegetable life, upon 

which all terrestrial animal life is dependent for 

existence. Iowa, Darling’s own State, is still re- 

garded as one of the most fertile and one of the



greatest corn producing States in the Union. Yet he 

says that the Southern third of its farmland is so badly 

eroded that whole counties have gone on relief, and 

schools, churches and local Governments are 

bankrupt. 

With the loss of soil, there is a corresponding loss 

of ground water. The source of all fresh water is 

rainfall or snowfall. The average rainfall in the 

United States being about thirty-six inches annually, 

equalling in volume ten Mississippi’s Rivers. Under 

normal conditions (which no longer exist) about 

half of this would be evaporated, that is, taken up by 

the atmosphere. About one-fourth would be ab- 

sorbed by the earth. The balance going off in the 

form of surface waters to the seas. But our living 

streams and springs are not maintained by the 

current rainfall. They are sustained by the storage of 

water accumulated in the ground, as the residuum of 

preceding seasons and decades. This natural reser- 

voir is known as the water table. It is not only the 

source of all living streams and springs, but it is also 

“the reserve agricultural and industrial capital of the 

nation and the very measure of productivity and 

habitability. 

Under wasteful and extensive destruction of our 

forests, followed by burnings, over-grazing, etc., 

resulting in soil erosion, the store of ground water 

is being rapidly depleted, the loss being due to in-



creasing run-off in the form of freshets and floods, 

while innumerable source spring and streams have 

disappeared altogether. 

How shall we arouse our people to a realization of 

their sense of public duty and responsibility sufficient 

to overcome this inconsiderate greed and selfish 

desire to over-commercialize and thus destroy these 

gifts of Nature which we hold in trust for ourselves 

and our descendants? The losses of the past have 

been largely due to disorderly commercialism and it 

still goes on, e.g., the murder and waste of the 

millions of little Christmas trees each year which 

belong to the future generations and not to us. 

When all the gifts of Nature that can be commer- 

cialized have been converted into dollars and cents, 

this will be a very poor place to live. 

“GOD has lent us the earth for our life. It is 

2 great entail. It belongs as much to those who are 

to come after us as to us and we have no right by 

anything we do or neglect, to involve them in any 

unnecessary penalties, or to deprive them of the 

benefit which was in our power to bequeath.” : 

John Ruskin. 

This country is rapidly losing its productive, soil. 

water, forests and the things they produce and re- 

produce as well as other resources and at the same 

time increasing its population. Life is ever changing.



Nations like individuals either progress or retro- 

gress. The annals of history show that great and 

rich empires have come and gone, and that man, the 

so-called human, is the most cruel, greedy and 

destructive of all animals. Even the seven wonders 

of the world have all disappeared with the exception 

of the Pyramids of Egypt surrounded for centuries by 

man-made desert. 

The major responsibility of the Conservations 

rest upon the citizen, the landowner and not on the 

Federal and State Governments, which means the 

taxpayer, for this generation to neglect its own 

obligations and bequeath to those who are to follow 

us a further wasted and impaired inheritance is 

a crime against posterity, it is not fair, it is not 

a square deal. It is not fair to our children or to the 

children yet unborn. 

Quoting from Fairfield Osborn in “The Urgency of 

Conservation” 

“Man cannot get along without the Good Earth, 

é and when I say Good Earth, I mean all the natural 

living things on this earth, the things that conser- 

vationists refer to as renewable resources, forests, 

: animal life, soils and waters. Every conservationist 

knows that these are one and all inter-related and 

inter-dependent. But the public does not know this 

fact; the industrial corporations don’t know this fact; 

the legislators don’t know this fact—except for a few



of them. The truth is our government and other 

governments give no evidence that they actually 

realize what is going on, or, let us say, realize the 

extremity of the seriousness of the situation.” 

In the process of nature, the high altitudes receive 

the most rain and snowfall. And where the forests 

are intact on the mountain slopes they hold back the 

melting snows, distribute the moisture, retain the 

soil and the essential properties in the soil, and 

sustain the water table. 

There is nothing that will retain the soil and mois- 

ture on our steep mountain slopes but forest trees. 

Forests should be protected and cultivated as a grow- 

ing crop. The trees harvested for timber and fuel at 

the right time and in a sane and orderly manner. 

It has already been proved that by careful, intelligent 

management forestry pays from the single point of 

tree culture, i.e., for the value of the trees themselves. 

There are many benefits which come from the 

forests, not only by preserving soil, vegetable, and 

animal life, but also the kindly influences of the 

forest trees on rainfall, soil, climate and atmosphere. 

RICHARD E. FOLLETT, ‘ 

Director of The Association for the 

Preservation of American Grouse; 
Former Director and Builder of the 
Detroit Zoological Park.



THE ASSOCIATION FOR 
THE PRESERVATION OF AMERICAN GROUSE 

1216 Dime Building 

Detroit 26, Michigan 

Telephone: CA 0813 

CLASS OF MEMBERSHIP 

Annual Membership .................................. $ 10.00 

Associate Member ..................0.0-0-00.0.0.0.4.. 25,00 
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Charter Member ......................0.0.0.0.0-.-.-. 500.00 
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Benefactors 20.00... 2 eee eevee se... 5000.00 

APPLICATION OF MEMBERSHIP 

Name eee 

Address 

ee ee 

Enclosed please find check in the amount of 

ee Of ee embership, 

Membership card will be mailed.



Association for the Preservation of American Grouse 

1630 DIME BUILDING 

DETROIT 26, MICHIGAN



Hagwh 3, 104g 

Dr. Charlea C. Adams i 
149 Memning Boulevard 
Alvany 3, Hew Yortc 

Decry Dr. Adama: 

I om deeply grnteful to you for your gift of so 
valuable « publication as your “An Boological ; 
Suxvey in orthern Michigan". Please be assured 
that thie will go into the University Library 
og & permanent reference work, and I greatly 
appreciate your generosity. Thaniss also for 
the other reprints. 

With kind personel. regarte, 

Yours sincerely, 

Abipn Aldo Leopold 

Dear Mr. Hean: 

fhis is a really valuable item that I would 
suggest you have bound because you are not 
likely to find another copy. You may prefer 
to put it in Zoology or in any event, Zoology 
ought to be notified that it exists in the 
Ag. Library. 

Aldo Leopold
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December 23, 1947 

Mr. Durward L. Allen 
Patuxent Research Refuge 
leurel, Maryland 

Dear Durward: 

I had to put off reading your deer article until after I 
got organized for the Reolocieal Society meetings. I 
have now read it and like it. I doubt, though, whether it 
will be clear to the layman because 1t jumps too much from 
one idea to another. To put it » little differently, it ia ’ 
an excellent commentary which wlll be understood by those 
already acquainted with the facts, tut 1¢ is not a good 
exposition for the layman who does not yet know the facta. 
fo mt this positively, I would sugcest that you pick out 

; the half dogen ideas that you write about and treat then 
ene by one, including their relationships to each other. 

In short, sll you need is » reshuffling of your present 
materials. I may be wrong in my hunch that the laymn 
will not ,et it. Why don't you try it on some friend who 
lmows nothing at all about deer? 

The style is more Saturday Ywenine Post than Atlantic 
or Harper's. That is not intended as a derogatory etate- 

nent, but it affects the choice of a magazine to wblish 
the article. 

You omit only one idea, which seems to me important to 
the understanding of the present situation: the fact 

that the official propaganda about “too many deer” has 
regulted in the hope for public approval of doe killing, 
but rather in relaxation of ethical standards in the woods. 
If tho abandonment of carcasses in the woods had been a¢ 
prevalant twenty years ago as it is now, the deer herd * 
would never have gotten started on the building up process. 

T am gled that you are launched on popular writing. It is 
a natural function for you, and I hope you will do a lot 
of it. 

When this gets into print, please let me know so that I can 
glean a copy for my library. 

With personal regards and dest Christmas wishes, 

Yours as ever, 

ALspa Aldo Leopold



IN REPLY REFER TO TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS: 

LAUREL,MARYLAND OR 
UNITED STATES WASHINGTON, D. C. 

(TOWER 6430) 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR . 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

PATUXENT RESEARCH REFUGE 

X OR MUXEX MORN KAI X 

LAUREL, MARYLAND 

10 December 1947 

Prof, Aldo Leopold 

Department of Wildlife Management 

' 424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

This is a request for a favor. Knowing how busy you 
must be right now I almost hesitate to send it, but I feel much in need 
of your opinion. 

The attached manuscript is a deer story that I would 
like to try on one of the "quality" magazines (Harper's, Atlantic, etc.) 
for midwinter publication. Although this is a purely private, and 
commercial, enterprise, I am interested in considerably more than just 
selling it. 

It would be much appreciated if you would scan this, 
especially with the following in mind: (1) Anything more that I could 
say that would help the cause; (2) Anything I have said which might 
hurt it; (3) Inaceuracies; (4) Editing or suggestions of any kind 
which might improve the story. Please write your comments directly on 
the ms. I am asking for criticism. I don't think it is necessary to 
assure you that I can take it. 

Nor do I think it necessary to justify writing this. 
Public information is our weakest point. If a biologist who is not a 
deer expert is not willing to make such interpretations, then we've got 
to depend upon reporters who are not even biologists. 

Please don't take much time on this. If it's bad, just 
say so. I expect to do the work myself. 

Sincerely, 

QPVICTORY 7 Durward L. Allen 

Mis 
eo stines
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4oh University Farm Place 
January 29, 1941 

Mr, Robert Allen 
P.O. Box 13 
Tavernier, Florida 

Dear Bob: 

I fear the "bottleneck" in your proposal is the dependency of 
the young spoonbills on regurgitated (and presumably predigested) 
food. Bent (Bull. 135, p. 17) makes it very clear that the young 
reach into the parent's gullet for food, and I assume this means 

% predigestion. 

If you are sure it does not, or if you have some other scheme 
for feeding, then your artificial propagation idea is in order. 
You can probably get eggs incubated electrically in some commercial 
poultry plant, thus dispensing with outlays for this equipment 
until your idea is tested. My student, Albert Hochbaum, director 
of the Delta Duck Station, Delta, Manitoba, has had large experience 
in incubating and rearing waterfowl, and is at your service in any 
matter of detail you want to write him about. 

I tried to verify the addling of eggs by lightning when I wrote ny 
J book, but found no one who could say either yes or no. As far as 
‘iT know, it is still an unanswered question. 

I'm delighted to hear from you, and appreciate your constantly think- 

/ ing ahesd into new questions. Come back at me when ym think I 
if can help. 

Z / j Yours as ever, 

ia } 

er Aldo Leopold | 
df i Professor of Wildlife Management \ 

‘ |
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New Soils en 
Septenber 18, 193 

Mr. Clarence J. Allen 
P, 0, Box 1738 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Clarence: 

I expected to be in Milwaukee this coming Friday, but the 
meeting which I was to attend has been postponed, so I cannot at this 
moment set a definite date, It will occur, however, not later than 
the first or second week in October, so I can promise to call on you 
in Milwaukee sometime before October 15, 

Your offer of the use of the Caw Caw Club property is very 
attractive and I wish I had enough marsh work going to take advantage 
of your generosity. I do not at present see any prospect of enough 
work under way in that section to take you up. We are making good 
headway on the Wood County project, and I also have a survey crew 
examining addition marshes, I will defer telling you the details until 
we can discuss them in person. 

Should the matter which you have in mind need to be handled 
in more of a hurry, I would, of course, be delighted to see you here 
any time, tt I would advise your calling me uw to male sure I am in 
town. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

ALevh



- September 12, 1934. 

CLARENCE J. ALLEN 

Post Office Box 2381738 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Soils Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo:= 
It would give me great pleasure to take 

up @ little of your time at an early date, to talk 
over sundry matters of mutual interest. I have'nt 
much hope of having you to myself here, but if there 
is any chance of your being here soon and with any 

time to spare to me, it will give me great satisfaction 
to entertain you, either at my place or at the club, 
to suit your convenience. If you are not to be in 
this city in the very near future, I would like to 
see you in Madison. 

In May I had the satisfaction of seeing the great 
wader migration at Puckaway and the great numbers of 
individuals and the unusual (to me) varieties, were 
amazing. Your reaction to this will be of the greatest 
interest. 

As you know, I now have the sole ownership of the 
properties of the Caw Caw Club, the clubhouse and 
boat house lots and the Cobblestone, all now vacant. 
The C.C.Club has been dissolved and no longer has a 
legal existence, but the houses are very well furnished 
and are in very fair condition. Repairs have been 
kept up. If there is any way in which these properties 
can be utilized in connection with your work I will 
be glad to put them at your service. This is said 
with the idea of getting use out of them for the 
furtherance of the good work. There is no idea in my 
mind of profit other than the benefit of having them 

occupied and used, instead of deteriorating through 
vacancy and of course, with some hope of using a 

small part myself occasionally. 
It was intended to start a small association, or club, 

out the depression made that scheme impossible and 

there is now no demand from responsible people to 
rent, but it is likely that a cheap tavern or road 
house would be undertaken, if I were willing to take 
a chance. 

Marquette seems to me to be a central point in the 
largest duck breeding area of S.E. Wisconsin, where 
naturally the waterfowl question is of the greatest
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CLARENCE J. ALLEN 

Post Office Box 738 1738 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

importance, where submarginal lands abound and where 
water supply and aquatic foods are abundant and 
dependable. I have not had the pleasure of hearing 
of progress that has been made in acquiring lands 
for waterfowl areas, but hope that something has or 
will be done for the Marquette region and that I may 
have the satisfaction in helping out in some way. 

So I hope that you can see your way clear to make 
a date for the Milwaukee Chapter, or the Madison 
Chapter of the Jacksnipe Society, solely for the 
inoculation of old members and hope that you are in 
position to take quick action. I will be at Marquette 
on the 17th, next Monday, to stay until Wednesday 
following and will be at Robert Miller's, but will 
be glad to meet you here or in Madison later in the 
week. 

It will be a great pleasure to me to have a good 
talk with you on the above and a lot of other matters 
and I hope that it will suit your convenience to let 
me hear from you soon setting an early date, 

Cordially yours,



Copies to Kanneberg, Clancy, Sowls 

New Soils Building 
dagust 31, 1934 

Mr, Gus Ahrnadt 
Troy Center 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Ahrnits 

T have been talking to Mr, Claney of the PERA, and I gather 
that my telephone guggestions about the steps necessary to out out the 
Troy Marsh fire were not entirely clear. Accordingly I an writing you 
this letter to repeat the sugrestions whieh I made by phone, 

Mr, Kanneberg wante you to mibait to hia a written ayplicae 
tion for water to reflood the marsh, ‘This application should state 

how many inches of water you will have to draw off of the Lauderdsle 
lakes snd how many acros you expect to reflood with it for the puryose 
of extinguishing the fire, Waturally the lees that you need to lower 
the leke level, the easier it will be for Mr, Kanneberg to issue you, 

an order for the necessary water, I would therefore suggest that you / 
do not ask for any more water than is necessary for your purpose, 

Mr, Kanneberg lead me to believe thet as seon as he has the 
proper basis for giving you ponaission to teke this water, he will do 
B06 

Meanwhile Mr, Clanay is also seeing Mr, Kanneberg, but my 
guess is that Mr, Kenneberg will not be able to act until you send him 
the above information, i 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research ; 

Alevh,
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424 University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management April 11, 1939 

Dr. T. H. Prison, Chief © 
Illinois Natural History Survey 
Urbana, Illinois 3 

Dear Dr. Frison: 

I am very glad to recommend Harry G. Anderson for 
the position as assistant in food habits research in the Illinois 
Natural History Survey. 

Anderson took his master's degree in zoology three 
years ago, has had one year's experience on a refuge with the 
Biological Survey, and has had considerable game management with 
me. He is especially expert as an ornithologist. He either 
knows or could readily pick up all the techniques of identifying 
stomach material. He has already done a great deal of work inde= 
pendently in the analysis of pellets. 

He is extremely conscientious and cooperative and I 
think you would be lucky to get him for this job. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management 

Z



42h University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Manegoment fonmany he 5099 

Dr. Miles D. Pirnie 
W. K, Kellogg Bird Sanctuary 
Battle Creek, Michigan 

Dear Miles: 

I have talked over your openings with all my students. 

Lyle Sowls, as you know, is still an undergraduate and hence 
would not yet be qualified for your graduate assistantship. On the other i 
hand, as your fulletime helper his graduation would be delayed. He has 
already delayed it one semester by taking over Paville Grove during the 

past summer and fall. He thinks he should not delay it any longer and I 
agree with hin. 

Shovld you fail to find anyhody before fall for your graduate 
assistantship, he might be interested at that time. For the summer he is 
hoping that the Delta plans will carry through. ‘ 

Irven Buss would be a good man in either position, tut he has 
hopes of either a fellowship or an assistantship here. He has the matter 
under advisement. If he decides he is interested in either position, I 
will let you know later. 

My best contrition to your needs is Harry Anderson. He took 
his master's in zoology here a year ago and worked for the U.S.3.S. on the 
Sacramento Refuge, California, in a CCC foremanship. The funds played out 
and they have now apparently forgotten about him even though everyone was 
pleased with his work. He is here in Madison marking time. For the moment 
he is trapping and banding for me at Faville Grove. 

Harry is a bang-up ornithologist, very pleasant to work with, 
quiet and inconspicuous, but thoroughly dependable and conscientious in 
everything. I think he would jump at your helper position and I think 
you would find him just about ideal for the place. His address is 409 
Sidney Street, Madison, but during the next few weeks if you want to write 
to him, you had probably better write o/o Faville Grove Wildlife Area, 
Lake Mills, Wisconsin, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management



kek University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management December 9, 1938 

Messrs. J. 0. Salyer 
W. B. Bell 
Albert M. Day 

U. &. Biological Survey, Washington, D. ¢. 

Gentlemen: 

I am writing you in a purely personal capacity to remind you 
of the availability of Harry G. Anderson. 

Anderson ia not one of my students, but he did @ good deal of work 
with me while taking a master's degree in zoology here. He served the 
Biological Survey as a 0.0.0. foreman on the Sacramento Refuge, Willows, 
California, for a year, but was let out last summer. He has since completed 
his Civil Service status (Junior Biologist). 

Anderson is one of the best ornithologists I know of among the 
younger technical men. He has a quiet but pleasant personality Hie admin- 
istrative ability has not been tested, but I have no reason to doudt that he 
is good in this respect. He is not an expert game manager but I think has 
had more game management than the averege graduate of other schools. 

ft hope you will keep him in mind for openings. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



42h University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management Ostober 11, 1938 

Dr. Ira N. Gabrielson, Chief 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
U. &. Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Dr. Gabrielson: 

I kmow of only one man available and qualified for 
Pittman-Robertson work: 

Name + Harry G. Anderson 

Address - 409 Sidney Street, Madison, Wisconsin 

Marital status ~ Single. Ace - 28. 

Expected salary - Don't know, but probably $1800-$2400, 

Pield experience + One year as technical assistant for the 
U.S.B.S. on the Sacramento Migratory 
Waterfowl Refuge, Willows, California. 
Three years as ornithologist for the 
University of Wisconsin on the University 
Arboretum, Madison. 

Previous work ~ See above. : 

Present employment - Temporarily working for the Division of 
Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. 

References ~ Prof. George Wagner, Biology Bldg., Madison, Wis. 
Prof. Aldo Leopold, 424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Preferred region - Anderson would prefer to work in the north central 
region but would accept suitable openings else- 
where. He has no preferences as to species or 
kinds of wildlife. He ie particularly expert in 
ornithology. 

Yours sincerely, 

; Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ; 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY October 10, 1938, 
AND REFERTO 

Prof. A. S. Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

In our contacts with the various state game departments we have 
found that some departments are experiencing difficulty in contacting 
men properly trained and with sufficient field experience in game man- 
agement and research to qualify for positions under their new Pittman- 
Robertson programs. 

We are convinced that there are many qualified individuals looking 
for such opportunities. Perhaps this Bureau can be of service to the 
individuals desiring employment in this field and to’the states desiring 
the services of trained personnel by acting as a contact agency. 

Although the Bureau cannot assume the responsibility of recommend- 
ing any individual to a state, we would be glad to forward to the states, 
at their request, any information we might have as to individuals desiring 
employment in this field. If you feel that this would be a worthwhile 
service, and if you know of any persons who, in your opinion, are well 
qualified by training, education, experience and personality and who are 
desirous of obtaining work in this field, we would appreciate it if you 
would send us their qualifications. 

The various state administrators will be interested in knowing the 
name, address, age, marital status, expected salary, field experience, pre- 
vious work, present employment and references of such persons. It would 
also be well to state any preferences as to locality or region and species 
of wildlife in which they might be interested. 

Please note your reply for the attention of the Division of Federal 

Aid in Wildlife Restoration. We thank you for your kind cooperation in 
this matter. 

: Very sincerely yours, 

g y/ 

i. 
hief.



42h University Farm Place 
September 3, 1938 

Division of Game Management 

Mr. ¢. B. Sykes, Chairman 
State Game and Fish Commission 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 

Dear Mr. Sykes: 

ur. Charles L. Horn, at the suggestion of his field representative 
Mr. Russell, wrote me recently that you desired names of available game tech=- 
nicians and suggested that I write you. 

At this moment my list of available men is very small; in fact, I 
know of only one. It so happens, however, that this one is a Wisconsin preduct 
whom I know personally. His name is Harry G. Anderson, 409 Sidney Street, 
Madison, Wisconsin. I of course have no detailed specifications as to the kind 
of work you want your man to do, but I will give you a description of Anderson 
so that you can judge whether he might fit your needs. 

Anderson took his master's degree in zoology from this university in 
1937. He has worked a year for the Biological Survey on the Sacramento Refuge, 
Willows, California, and I think the Survey was pleased with his services. 
They were obliged to let him out by reason of a cut in appropriations. 

In personality Anderson is quiet, unassuming, very thorough, does not 
make any great impression at first acquaintance but always wears well, and he 
enjoys the friendship and confidence of all the faculty and students who were 
acquainted with him. 

As to his training, he is first of all an expert ornithologist as well 
as an all-around naturalist. He took a good deal of game management with me 
although his experience in this field has been less thorough than some of my 
other students who took their degrees entirely in my department. I think, 
though, that he knows more game management than the men you would get from 
universities which give only undergraduate training in this subject. 

Gall on me if you need any further information. 

Yours sincerely, 

Alde Leopold 
Signed in Professor of Game Management 
Mr. Leopold's absence. 

ce Mr. Horn



424 University Farm Place 
August 3, 1 

Game Management Division ot Sy Om 

Mr. Val Solyom 
Department of Conservation 
Nashville, Tennessee 

Dear Mr. Solyom: 

Mr. Harry Anderson has showed me your letter of August 18 
and I am glad to give you my estimate of his training and ability. 
I of course have no detailed specifications as to the kind of work 
you want him to do, but I will give you a description of Anderson so 
that you can judge whether he might fit your needs. 

Anderson took his master's degree in zcology from this 
University in 1937. He has worked a year for the Biological Survey 
on the Sacramento Refuge, Willows, California, and I think the Survey 
was pleased with his services. They were obliged to let him out by 
reason of a cut in appropriations. 

In personality he is quiet, unassuming, very thorough, does 
not make any great impression at first acquaintance but always wears 
well, and he enjoys the friendship and confidence of all the faculty 
and all the students who were acquainted with him here. 

As to his training, he is first of all an expert ornithologist 
as well as an all-around naturalist. He took a good deal of game man- 
agement with me although his experience in this field has been less 
thorough than some of my other students who took their degrees entirely 
in my department. I think, though, that he knows more game management 
than the men you would get from universities which give only under- 
graduate training in this subject. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management
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SAM F. BREWSTER Q ae ea 
COMMISSIONER STATE INFORMATION = HOTEL AND RESTAURANT INSPECTION 

DIVISION OF GAME AND FISH "Pat al 

HOWELL BUNTIN, Director 

i August 18, 1938 

Mr. Harry G. Anderson 
409 Sidney Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Anderson: : 

While it is true that we may need some assistance, it is 
not, however, an established fact. We are interested in 

securing applications of qualified men in the field of 

applied biology, and would like to secure your qualifi- 

cations for our files. 

Will you in-addition to filling in the application form : 

we are sending, have a number of men qualified to make a 

statement concerning your qualifications, write us? 

Yours very truly, 

Val Solyom 
Game Technician 

VS sMFK
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE \ ome 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY \ - 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO July 26, 1938 
CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

: Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
1532 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. ; 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

You are right in surmising that we had to let Anderson 
go for lack of funds. Otherwise he was a satisfactory worker. 

If he did average or better on his examination, he is pretty 
sure to get a bid in the near future as we are now calling for a 
number of men from that exemination. I am glad to have your further 

recomnendations of this promising land. 

His last work at Sacramento was a compilation of a nesting 
report, which I think you would be glad to have in your files, as 
he makes a number of interesting and original observations in this 
report. I have the original in our regular files, but possibly 
Anderson would have an extra copy he could let you have. 

With best regards, 

Very truly yours, 

Je . Salyer II, 
Charge, : 

Division of Wildlife Refuges.



1532 University Aveme 
March 23, 1938 

Mr. Harry G. Anderson 

Sacramento Refuge 
Willows, California 

Dear Harry: 

I am glad to have a word from you and to know that 
you received the reprints. 

The Baltimore conference was better than usual. 
Doug Yade got there but none of the other students. 

I have not heard of any new refuge in Monroe County. 
I have heard that Resettlement is contemplating an extension 
of the Gentral Wisconsin Area, either in Monroe or Jackson 
counties. I have also heard that the old area is probably to 
be turned over to the Conservation Department sometime soon. 
No doubt federal aid funds are to be used for its administration. 
I would not advise you to work for Resettlement, but of course 
I would be pleased to have you eventually land something in 
this vicinity. 

I am, of course, ready to pull strings whenever you 
want me to. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



March 19, 1938 . 
Willows, Calif. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I went to thank you for the copies of the Cottontail 
report and for the other phamplets which you have sent. I have given out 
a few copies of the Pheasant movement studies to the Game Wardens and 
officials who are interested in Pheasants around this section. They want 
to make a more detailed study om the Phesant movements of their released 
birds which up to date they have been making no observations after making 
the releases. From what I have observed and heard, California is very lax 
in this type of work and it ,is only the local wardens who seem to have any 
interest in what happens to the Pheasants. 

How was the Wildlife conference at Baltimore this year? From what 
I have heard, the exhibits were excellent and that it was better this 

| year than last. Did anyone go from the office but yourself? Was wondering 
whether Doug or Art was there. 

I understand that the state and federal government have combined 
| on a refuge near Monroe county. Is this a waterfowl refuge or a refuge 

set aside for all types of wildlife? I am interested in knowing how to 
make contacts for possible openings there. Could you give me any information 
concerning it. ; 

The spring birds are just beginning to arrive on the refuge such as the 
swallows, dowitchers, avocets and thrushs. Our duck and goose population 
has dropped tremendously. We have a mere handful here now as compared to what they 
were a few weeks ago. 

A few birds have started to nest as the California Shrike of which I 
have 12 nests under observation, Killdeers of which I am watching four nests. 
Pheasants have started to nest. To date, I have two of them that I am 
watching closely due to there nearness to water and with the recent rains, 
they are in a precarious position. All the Killdeer nests are located on the 
‘grevel roads usually between the rute. One of them is 5 inchs from a rut on 
a fairly well traveled road. I have passed by her three times and she hasn't 
left the nest. 

I have been made the photographer in camp now and the little work 
that I did along this line at your office has been to my advantage. 

Sincerely ...; 

Ve -U l™



1532 Univered ty Averme 
Jamery 20, 1938 

Mr. Berry &. Anderson 
Sacramento Refuge 
Willows, Californis 

Dear Harry: : 

I heard as soon as I got back that I had missed seeing 
you and I am very sorry. 

Your waterfowl figures are of course quite staggering 
to us here. . 

The Arboretum position has been filled by the transfer 
of Feeney, whom you probably remember. So far he is doing very well. 
Accordingly there is no present prospect of an opening there. 

The Conservation Department is talking about putting on 
some regional technicians, three for the state. If this appeals to . 
you, I would suggest your writing to Bill Grimmer. I know no details. 

Prof. T. H. Frison of the Illinois Natural History Survey 
is dickering with Art Hawkins to take over the supervision of his new 
refuge. If by any chance Art should turn it down, I would strongly 
recommend that you and Frison get in touch with each other. I am 
notifying him of your possible availability. . 

The state of Missouri has cleaned house and is reorganizing 
its Conservation Department, including some techniml workers. I assume 
that Rudolf Bennitt at the University will also get an expansion. 
I am letting Bennitt know about your availability. 

I know of no other impending moves in this region, except 
that Michigan seems to be steadily taking on men. You should corres- 
pond with Harry Ruhl. 

The Arboretum manuscript awaits a decision by the President 
as to whether it can be printed. There will probably be some delay 
but chances are good. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



Copy to Prof. Bennitt 

1532 University Aveme 
January 20, 1938 

Dr. f. H. Prison, Chief 
State Natural History Survey : 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Dr. Frison: 

; I have just learned that Harry Anderson, who 
took his master's here last June and is now on the Sacra- 
mento Refuge, Willows, California, for the Biological Survey, 
wishes to get back in this region. 

If you and Hawkins should fail to come to terms, 
I would suggest you consider Anderson. He is equal to 
Hawkins as a waterfowl ornithologist and as 2 steady and 
consistent worker, but his major was in zoology, not manage- 
ment, hence he knows less management than Art. However, he 
would be way ahead of your average material. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 

Dear Rudolf: 

It also occurred to me thatthe Missouri 
reorganization might cause you to be looking for somebody 
like Anderson. 

A.L.



” Willows, Calif. 
January,15, 1938 

Dear Poofessor Leopold: ; 

I want to thank you for sending the publications 

to me which are eagerly read and much appreciated. Out here, I do not get the 2 

dhance to see these writings as we don't have access to the various 

Journals in which they appear unless we subscribe. I hope to subscribe 

to a couple of them before long when I finally get my finances straight- 

ened out. : 

I was in Madison over the Christmas holidays and am sorry 

I didn't get a chance to see you before you went south. I hope that 
your trip to Mexico was a pleasant vacation and an interesting one. 

I would like to get down there some time while I am out here to study 

; a few of the birds. 

John Emlin was up to see me in November for a couple of 
hours and he told me at that time that you and Starker were planning 

to go to Mexico atndbring the holidays. I guess he and Starker plan 

to come up to the refuge sometime this spring. 

Our goose and duck population is very low at the present 
time as they are spread out over the entire valley. Just south of the 

refuge about 3000 Swan are wintering. During the huntimg season, part 

of this number was on the refuge. About the middle of December, we had 

160,000 geese on the area. A great number of these were Lesser Snows 

and following in order of numbers were the Cackling Goose,White Fronted 

Goose, Lesser Canada and Canada Geese and the Ross Snow Goose. 

The hunters in this section had the best goose shooting 

that they have had for years but the worst duck shooting, The ducks 

had all moved south before the season opened and shortly afterward. 

We have a couple of thousand on the area now composed mostly of 

Baldpates, Shovellers, Malllard and Green Winged and Cinnamon Teal. 
The Pintails should be numerous but have absolutly disappeared from 

this section of the valley. Our census the other day showed 2 birds 

whereas earlier in the year, they comprised most of the ducks. Wood 

Ducks and Ruddy Ducks are common, » 

We have been feeding and trapping most of the winter as our 
food and cover areas were small and they were soon destroyed by the tho- 

usands of birds that used the area. I built six traps of three types and 

have had good success with all of them, cafching as many as 40 in one 
trap. Lately due to high water we have had to abandon the banding 

progrem. 

The work to date has been very interesting and eduvational 

put I still like the midwest better. I was wandering whether anything
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had been done about the Wildlife Foreman on the Arboretum and if not 
whether there was a chance that if the position hasn't been thrown 
out if I would have a chance to get the position. If it has been taken 
or abandoned, do you have any knowledge of other jobs of like nature : 

: or as biologist or naturalist in and around Madison or the adjonning 
states. I would like to get to Madison or that general country this 
spring or summer, I thought that if anything was open at Madison, I 
could get back there and possibly get in some school work on my program 
as I intend to go for my doctors degree in the next few yea rs. If 
you know of any such positions, I would appreciate it if you would let 
me know and if there isn't any at the present would you sort of keep 
me in mind for anything that may turn up in the next few months. 

I sent in my application for a Junior Refuge Manager civil service 
exem but was disqualified on lack of field experience. This made me 
a bit angry as I felt that.I have had sufficient field experience over 
the last two or three years to qualify but they no best, I suppose. 

I shall close and thank you for any information which you may 
have on prospective work in the midwest. 

Sincerely dlacon



PeP J 
Wis. June 28, 1937 ; 

ADL MALL 
iM, Harry G. Anderson, 

409 Sidney Street, 
Nadison, Piscousin 

Dear Mr. Andersons 

We have today received approval ef your appointment ae E,C,W, 
Bhologiaal Aide on the Sacramento Refuge at a salary of $1900, Further 
information is being miled by our Personnel section. While we can make 
no assurance relative te the duration of this position we wish to say that 
several such appointments are still effective after two years of service. 

if you remain in this position for one year you will have qualified 
a ee ee nn ant ae ee 

ment, Your work will be outlined by Mr. Peter J. Van gem, U. S. Game 
Menagement agent, whose address is Willows, California. 

I expect to be at the Sacramento Refuge sometine this sumer and 
will gladly help you with any problems that may arise. 

Very truly yours, 

ASKinbeche 
We Pe. Kubichek 

In Charge, Seetion of Neconnaissance 
and Habitat Improvement 

Micratory Waterfowl Division 

ecs Prof. Aldo Leopold 
WK: bwn



1532 University Aveme 
dune 1, 1937 

ETRRSOMAL 

Mr, Paul V, Brown 
National Par Service 
300 Keeline Building 
Omaha, Nebraska 

Dear Hr, Brown: 

At the suggestion of Bill Howard I am writing you in 
behalf of Harry Anderson, who hag been tentatively offered a 
junior foremanship for wildlife work on the University Arboretum. 

Anderson completes his master's degree here this Jume and is one 
of my best men, 

’ T am writing not so mch to press for his appointment 
ag to press for a yes or no in his case. His papers went in a 
month ago, but we have not heard a word. I understand we are in 
your district and I would appreciate it if you ean shake down 
an answer because it leaves both Anderson and me in an enibarras- 
sing predicament. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 
: WASHINGTON, D. C. oper 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 
c CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

ze 
AND REFER TO 

P-P May 25, 1937 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

College of Agriculture, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: : 

Your letter dated May 6 and addressed to Mr. Salyer has been referred 
to this office for reply. 

We shall make every effort to place Harry G. Anderson on one of our 
major refuges but at present cannot make any definite promises. We expect E 
to have a biological position open on the Sacramento refuge in Northern 
California and in the event this materializes we would like to have Mr. Ander- 
son's reaction to the location and salary. This position will probably pay 
at the rate of $1620.00. & 

We are enclosing a blank to be filled in by Mr. Anderson and returned 
at the earliest possible date for we may have to act. quickly if a temporary 
appointment to Sacramento is granted. While it is not possible to promise 

: work for any definite length of time I may say that some of the temporary- 
appointees are still holding positions to which they were assigned in 1935, 

The Civil Service Commission has been requested to hold an assembled 
examination for Junior Refuge Managers which should be announced within the 
next few weeks. I have requested our personnel office to send you an amnounce- 
ment as soon as it is released, The Junior Refuge Managers position carries 
a salary of $2,000.00. 

The necessary experience requirement consists of one year of actual 
practice in game management or closely related fields, 

: Very truly yours, 

FH tee he h, 
We Fe Kubichek 

In Charge, Section of Reconnaissance 
and Habitat Improvement 

= = Migratory Waterfowl Division - 
higdct Owe Ib Nakrebiy



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

ECW REGION ONE 

801 GRACE SECURITIES BUILDING 

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 

May 25 19376 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 

T532 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

Have written personal letters to . 

Cahalane and Murie and have asked them to do what they oan 
to get Anderson placed. I would suggest that you write to 

Paul V.Brown, Regional Officer, National Park Service, 

Omaha, “ebraska, and put the case before him. By all means, 
mark the letter personal, otherwise it will "go through 

the mili". 

As you know, the CCC bill is 
at present hung up in Congress, with the result that affairs 
are more or less at a standstill in this Service, particularly 

. Yregarding personnel matters. 

Wisconsin is not in our Xegion, 

and I am unable to do more than make unofficial suggestions, 

but I shall do what I can. I hope Anderson is successful, 
as we should have many more well trained men. 

Yours very truly, 

bills : Herron 

William J. HoWArd, 
Wildlife Technician.



1532 University Ave. 
May 15, 1937 

Mr, William J, Howard 
National Park Service 
801 Grace Securities Building 
Richmond, Virginia 

Dear Howards 

I didn't kmow about the out, 

Yes--Anderson is definitely interested in 
the Arboretum foremnship here. Hollister is trying 
to write a specification which will fit him and exclude 
the political candidates. IZ you can hasten the matter 
through Murie, I'll surely appreciate it, ani so will 
Hollister. 

. Yours sincerely, 

‘ Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 

he Ps +s



“Te UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

ECW REGION ONE 

801 GRACE SECURITIES BUILDING . 

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 

May 11, 1937 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

Department of Agricultural Economics 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Your letter concerning Harry G. Anderson arrived while I was 
attending a meeting at Washingtone 

For your confidential information, we are undergoing a heavy 
cut in personnel in the very near future, and I am positive that we 

will have no openings. In fact, we have been unable to get some of 
the boys back we lost six months ago, and are operating with a skele- 

ton organization. 

The only thing we have to offer,at the present time, is the 

position of student technician. This position is intended for grad- 

uate students who intend returning to school, end is from June 1 to 

September 15, and pays $70 a month. I should say that it would not 

be attractive to Mr. Anderson, but if he is interested I can put him 
on for the summer. He would have to pay his own way to where he would 

be stationed, which would take a good portion of his summer's pay. It 
is possible that he could go on as a student technician in a camp near~ 
ér Madison. If interested, let me know eat once so I can get the wheels 

started. I em not sure that he could get placed out that way, as I have 

nothing to do with the Second Region, but I would be very glad to put in 

a word for him. 

I have learmmed that Salyer may take some on a civil service status. 

When, I do not know, but he said this summer. 

If Mr. Anderson is interested in the foreman job at the Arboretum, 

let me know, so that I can take the mtter up with Adolph Murie, who is 

Regional Wildlife Technician for that part of the countrye As we settle 

down to a permanent basis, that may be the way to get a start. If Mr. An~ 

derson is willing to take a chance on a job like that, it is possible that 

vacancies will occur in the better jobs, and he would be in line for one 

of theme 

I am sorry that I can offer no more encouragement, and thank you



Professor Aldo. Peopoldis és2«ccccceed May 11, 1937 

for bringing the matter to my attention. 

Yours very truly, 

Williom J. ghd 
Wildlife Technician,



. Z UNIVERSITY GF WISCONSIN : yw 

_ COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE be 
MADISON, WISCONSIN (wr 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS Lpse University Ave. 

May 6, 1937 

Mr. Joseph S. Dixon 
611 Sheldon Building 

: San Francisco, California 

Dear Dixon: 

I have an extra good student getting his master's 

degree in June--Harry G, Anderson, 

Anderson is a real field naturalist. I would like 
to place him under or near a real field naturalist. If you 
have any present or prospective openings, I'd be glad to give 

you further details. 

The National Park Service has offered him a CCC 
foremanship here on the University Arboretum, and of course 
I'd like to keep him around, but sooner or later he ought to 

widen his experience. He is, of course, unfamiliar with far 

western field conditions. 

Yours sincerely, 

ny 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 

Ihrer ef one apieernaeg hire at 
Pine Ot ‘ nay devalepectond fac



Same to Salyer & Bell 

1532 University Aveme 
February 17, 1937 

Dr. H, C, Bryant . 

National Park Service 
Washington, D, ¢, 

Dear Dr, Bryant: 

Harry G.Anderson will complete his master's degree in 
zoology in June and will become available for technical or research 
work, 

Anderson is an especially competent field naturalist. 
He switched to game management only during his last year, having 
previously been attached to zoology, hence his experience in ornith- 
Ology, mammalogy, and the like is greater than his game management, 
He has, however, handled all his management assignments with excellent 
judgment and I rate him as one of my best men. His personality is 
very pleasant and substantial, but not conspicuous. He has worked his 
way through his entire college and graduate work without outside help, 
I consider him very desirable for either the Park Service or the 
Biological Syrvey. 

He will be at the St. Louis Conference should you anticipate 
taking on any men and should you want to leok him up, I am writing 
this to place his name on your records and in your mind, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 

& Eas xe een pee ‘ <5



July 20, 1936 

; Prof, E, M, Gilbert 
Chairman, Arboretum Committee 
Biology Building 

Dear Professor Gilbert: 

There will be completed some time in 1937 a mam- 

seript on the birds of the Arboretum, Harry Anderson, sho 

has been working on this project for several years unier 

Professor Wagner, has made remarkably good progress, The 

attached memo indicates the plans for the completion of the 

. job. 

This letter is to notify the Arboretum Committee 

of the impending availability of the mamsecript in order 

that the committee may consider plans for its publication, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

wat



. duly 18, 1936 

Memorandum re Flens for Harry Anderson: 

o At a conference with Professor Wagner on July 18, the following 
plans were laid out: 

Anderson will contime on his Arboretum bird list as a master's thesis. 
The mamscript will be revised to include such references to Gahn's work as seem 
to be within the bounds of probability; also suitable parts of the Chase Journal 
and the game records so far accumlated by Leopold and his students, 

Professor Gilbert is to be notified that the mamseript will be 
ready, probably in about a year, so that the Arboretum Committee can consider plans 
for publishing it, 

If an NYA place is forthcoming, it will be given to Anderson for 
support of this job, In any event, should Moore decide to relinmish his Arboretm 
position, it will go to Anderson, 

4n additional NYA place, if available, will be given Hilder to start 
work on the menmals of the Arboretum, (Fassett is presumably laying plans for 
a companion publication on Arboretum plants.) 

Anderson igs to review the layout for fenced areas to make sure that 
they include any bird range needing protection, 

There is to be incorporated in the mamscript the management plans for 
such new species as prairie chicken, ruffed grouse, heron, sharptail grouse, ete. 

If the Moore position goes to Anderson, he will do the bulk of the 
work on stomach examinations in connection with experimental food patches, 

A special effort is to be made to round out the breeding census and 
other measurements of population density. 

Copies of this are being sent to Anderson, Wagner, Fassett, Gilbert, 
and Longenecker, 

Aldo Leopold



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

WASHINGTON 

July 9, 1936, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Game Management, 

College of Agriculture, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

Many thanks for your prompt reply to my telegram of June 
30. 

Mr. Anderson submitted his application for the position 
as Wildlife Foreman on Isle Royale with a statement of his 
qualifications. At the same time we received the application 
of another man who, while not the possessor of better training, 
will perhaps more fully meet the requirements of the field 
authorities because of his previous experience in CCC construc— 
tion work. As briefly stated in my telegram to you, the posi- 
tion is only part time biological. While Anderson's competitor 
will probably receive the appointment, I am holding the applic- 
ation of your man in case the proposed arrangement falls through. 
I greatly appreciate your cooperation in referring us to Mr. 
Anderson and will keep him in mind if anything can be done for 
hin, 

I would also like to take this mportunity to thank you for 
your kindness in sending reprints of several of your recent 
articles to me. Having recently been in the field for two weeks 
I am swamped with work and your publications are in my pending 
file, but I anticipate mich future pleasure in reading over 
your ideas. 

Sincerely yours, 

be H. Cehelane, 
Acting Chief, 
Wildlife Division.



July 1, 1936 

Mr. Victor H, Cahalane 
National Park Service 
Washington, D, C. 

Dear Cahalane: 

I have your wire of June 30. 

Most of my regular game students are of course tied 
up for the whole year, but I have one student unplaced, and 

am asking him to let you know whether he is interested, namely 
Harry Anderson. If interested, he will give you his acadenic 
status and experience. 

. Anderson does not have an “ornamental” personality, 
but he is pleasant, cooperative, competent, tactful, and 
indefatigable as a worker and as a naturalist, He has worked 
his way through his B.S, in zoology, and written a thesis on 
the "Birds of the Arboretum," which is better than most master's 
thesés. He hag taken my course in game management, mt is not 
yet professionally trained in game research, As a general 
naturalist, however, he already is shead of many a Ph.D, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh
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May 21, 1948 

Mr. Nash Buckingham 
Box 720 
Memphis, Tenneases 

: Dear Mr. “uckinghamt 

Thank you very much for your kind offer to loan us 
your photograph of Aldo. lo are writing to Rex 
Gary Schmidt, the official photographer for the 
Mjssouri Conservation Departmont, for copies of 
all photographs of Aldo taken that evening. 

We are assembling as many good photographs of 
Aldo as possible so that those wishing pictures 
wil. be able to get one. Again, thanks for your 
offer, 

; 

Sincerely yours, 

; RAMeCipm Robert A, MeCabe 
Instructor
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Mrs. Allen Beard 
9904 Burwick Avemo 
Plymoath, Michigan 

Dear Betty: : 

The enclosed will at least account for most of my spare time ina the last two or : 
three weeks, I have just gone through your two teaching aids in wildlife manage- 
nent. Frankly Langa wee of the typographical errors that you speak of. 
Bais 'may bo ffs times, or an indication that they ave really pretty 
minor. f 

‘ Of course I try to form a mental picture of the kind of wildlife management you 
folke are teathing at Michigan, but I realize that one needs more than an outline 
to give euch a picture depth and color, Going over these outlines at night it 
oeourred to me that both cammses probably covey meh the same field, although 
apparently in entirely different ways. ‘The tendency here at Wisconsin now is to 
emphasize population mechanisms in teaching the biology of game populations. 
Leopold and the others thought they could menage wildlife populations in the 
1930's, but in 15 years, learned that they couldn't, henee there has been a shift 
from practical management to biology and ecology in their pure forms. I hope this 
shift is only temporary. 

Your literature lists represent in wfer-s a great deal of work. I! have tried 
to compile such lists for our course wildiife ecology, snd I cam yvealise how 
much trouble these lists have given you. If 1 ever get a chance to compare 
them against some bibliographies around here, I will let you know. Ieepold 
kept an accumletive index of the gane literature, ut [ have never been able to 
appreige:this critically against anothor's bibliography. This Looks like a good 
chance. 

Peggy and I have finally found a place to live here in Madison. At the moment 
we are living 2 miles outside of town under rather undesirable clrounstances. 
Suzy is very lively, but quite emall. I am hoping to visit Delta for s couple 
of weeks in June. Phe loss of Professor Leopold is still such a shook that it 
will be some time before we realize what a loss he represents. ‘The Governor 

appointed a drug store proprietor to his place on the Commission, and I am told 
that the newspapers set up a wide howl. 

Give my best regards to Allen and to Warren Chase. 

Sincerely, 

JJHtpm Joseph J, Hickey 
Assistant Professor
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Hy. Salter Scbbers 
Boom 2 Gourt House 
iilwaukee, Tisconsin 

Deay Galfer: 

i wae delayed in replying te yours of March € by an 
enn ay oh, we § ee sia 

already over with. I would hove Liked to ait ane 
item to the trilates to Governor Gooilent, nounely 
Mie ccumege Sa tastening on Midhqulity ssuetunnate 
to the Conservation Comsiesion. In the of heavy 
adverse pressure he selected the good sen and refused 
the dubious ones. If all of our governors had done 
the seam eineo the Comiesion was established ta 1927 
we would be further along on consexvation. : 

Yours cloversly, 

Aleem : Aide Leopold
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Oscar Rennebohm, pSeoNS|h Ora R. Rice, 

Acting Governor Chairman 

R. P. Robinson, 

Mester 1948 » Wisconsin Centennial - 194: Eaereier? 
Senator R. P. Robinson M. C. Palmer, 

Senator John C. Mc Bride : MUSEUMS COMMITTEE Office Manager 

premctdiaey on eee Welter Bubbent, Chainman 
Assemblyman Arthur L. Padrutt ROOM 2 COURT HOUSE 

Mason Dabaeny MILWAUKEE 3, WIS. 
Fred L, Holmes, 

2nd. District 

J. S. Earll, 
8rd. District 

Albert Pawlak, 
4th. District 

Milton Pollana, Dear “rofessor Leopold: 
5th District 

yn Disease” While it may seem a bit early 
M.G. Eberlein, to be doing things I have arranged for a "Museumful 
eeinitosGee Wisconsin Centennial Bus Tour"again and this time 

8th. District thru Racine County. 
Walker D. Wyman, 

9th. District 3 

Howard J. Underhill, We are timing it with the anniversary of the 
ee, passing of Gov. Goodland and are holding at the 

be he Lp isident 

University of Wisconsin suggestion of local farmers a simple sort of a 
George At Haga msn, tribute..The local arrangements committee went 
Joseph F. Heil, ahead on the basis of us spearheading the idea with 

ananstey a bus tour... 
MJ ee 
Ernest Swit While the 'official' publicity did not contain 

Recreation Sala my request that citizens who desire submit tributes, 
maybe it sounded too far fetched, we have asked all 
those who were on the ballot when Goodland was a 
candidate to write tributes. 

The idea is to have something to say about 
his concept of good government, etc., If you care 
to we would appreciate it if you would write or 
speak some words that couitd help to orient the 
'citizen-side' of the countryside. 

Thanks. 

‘ay tw @
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Jamary 28, 1948 

Professor Rudolf Bennitt 
Department of Zoology 
University of Missouri 
Wildlife Conservation Ballding 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Rudolf: 

All doctorates involving wildlife are here given as joint majors with some base 
science department. This is usually zoology, but ogeasionly botany. 

There has been  fecent revision of the requirements for a joint major with Zoology 
henge I de not yet have the mimeographed form. I am attaching a typed copy. You 
might aleo have some use for the general course List, mimeograph of whieh I am 
attaching, a-eexg:. This list is just a general orientation for all grades of stu- 
dents, but 1¢ includes the advanced zoology courses which our stahente commonly 
take. hee tne 

The course requirements for each individual student are made out by a joint 
committee in the manner usual for all doctorates. Tho comelttes is guided by 

: the requirements on the attached sheet, but if modifies the requirements for eagh 
individual to fit his needs, his thesis, ond the kind of job he looks forward to 
getting. 

In the early years of this joing major arrangement, there probably was a feeling 
in Zoology that wildlife was somehow a ligit weight subject which should be con 
pensated for by extra heavy zoology requirements, but I am not aware that any 
remant still exists. ‘The best relations of mtual confidence and cooperation 
are obtained at the present time. Ag to thesis reculrenents, my standards have 
alwaya been more severe than those of Zoology, and I imagine our high average in 

eet doctorate theses has helped to break down any doubts about the soundness of the 
joint major arrangement. As you know, this Department has, from the offset, 
vequired a publishable thesis, and since mny of these are in your library, 
they will probably need no further coment. . 

Now Bsvtoxsupnort for wildlife doatorates, At the present time we follay one of 
two plans. 

ne ee He thesis research is local (such as on the University Arboretum), 
3 get along on a research assistantship ($100.00 per month) plus 

mileage usually paid by this Department. fe have to compete for most of these 
assistantships, bit usually one is alloted to the Department. 

Elan 2. The student alternates in various years betweencourse work on the 
campus and in other years an-aetuaily salaried job in the field. ‘These salaried 
jobs are mostly with the state conservation department under its Pttman-Robertson 
program, but at times they have been with other states, Canadian Provinces, Delta 
Duek Station, ete. This of course will not work unlesea the job is setually in
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line with the thesis, at least in large part. 

fT am classifying the doctorate students now. enrolled as between Flan 1 and Plan 2. 

The students whe heve outside jobs are ugually provided with an assistantship 
for the particular years or semesters when they return to the campus, 

I take it that your provosed plan visualises some funds actually put at your 
G@isposal by the state for the salaried support € doctorate students. I hope 
you Gan get that, but no such thing has ever ‘obtained here. Were it not 
for the fret that we have a research minded man, Irven Bugs, at the head of 
Pittman-Robertson research Plan 2 would not work. 

Doubtless I have omitted points on which you need information. If a0, please 
Gome back at me. 

With personal regards, 

Yours as over, 

ALspn Aldo Leopold



UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 

MISSOURI COOPERATIVE WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNIT 

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE Meee enai oe EEGs tSORERTICN WILDLIFE Coe BLDG, 

January 12, 1948 

Dr, Aldo Leopold 
42 University Fam Place 
Madison, “Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

“alter has just returned, and we are thinking about ways and means of 
arranging a Ph.D. program for him, You will understand that there are 
several rather important questions to be decided. First, we must develop 
a prospective program, respectable as a Ph.D. program in Zoology jvo induce 
Dr. Guthre and Deah Bent to approve the idea in principle; this, in my 
opinion, is vital. Next, we have to broach to Mr. Steen the question of 
research employment of predoctoral graduate students for full time while 
they are completing their work for the thesis, There are several other 
questions, but these are the most important ones. 

In order to fumish us with ammunition, will you please write me, as 
fully as you care to, on what the University of Wisconsin does along both 
lines. Bill could tell me,no doubt, but it would look more official coming 
from you. Give me, if you can, some sample course programs designed to show 
that the candidates have taken a group of zoological courses comparable in 
extent and difficulty with those taken by Ph.D. candidates in orthodox 
laboratory zoology. To impress Mr. Steen, will you please tell me how many 
of your students have been employed by the Wisconsin Conservation Department 
for full time research toward the doctorate, and unier what conditions; mmes 
and projects would help. 

If possible, we should like to conduct the necessary negotiations this 
month,so that we my find out whether the plan you have suggested for Walter 
is feasible. Incidentally, there are nar two others who desire to work toward 
the Ph.D. on something like this basis, so we have a precedent to set as well. 
My guess is that the proposals will have to be carefully discussed and organ- 
ized, and will have to be backed by some heavy artillery, the attitude of 
the Zoology Chairman (Dr, Guthrie) being what it is. 

I have only seen Walter for a few minutes this morning, because I turned 
him out quickly in order to get his preregistration completed. I shall talk 
with him at greater length, but meanwhiley I want to express my own thanks to 
you and the others on your staff who helped to give him what he considergs a 
packed and profitable week, 

Kez = Ee 

Rudo¥f Bennitt 

Rucker Professor of Zoology 

RB/j
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December 17, 1947 

Prof. career bes 
Department ogy 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missourl 

Dear Budolts 

I had a good talk with Mah aad vos gint to learn 
thet his special interest in quail. 

i have been wishing for a year that Missouri would 
start some quail resenrch paralleling the present 
effort in Wisconsin. We have some ideas here which ; 
I consider far superior to anything sac dona, by 
we cannot test them fully without a°$uitable i. 
tion eapable of yielding large samples. You have a 
such a population. Moreover, the work I bave in 
ming would fit in besutifiliy with the age ratio 
work which you already have under way. 

What occurs to me is that Walther might be the : 
man for auch an undertaking in Missouri. He could 
Gone to Wisconsin to get a thorough grasp of the 
ideas which we are trying out. Whether he would 
take his degree here or at Missourl is a minor 
matter. 

Should this interest you, you might deputize Bill ~ 
to talk it over in more detail at Christms. Tf 
would algo Like to get from Bill, a more detailed 
appraisal of Walther's abilities,and also his 
scholastic staniing, and situation with respect 
to languages. 

Should W,lther wish to make a tentative visit up 
here, I would welcome him ~~. after the 
holidays. I would like for MeCabe and Joe 
Hickey to see him before getting serious about 
taking hin on for a doctorate. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALspm Aldo Leopold



December 12, 1947 

Profeasor Rudolf Bennitt 
106 Wildlife Conservation Bldg. 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missourt 

Dear Rudolf: 

T had a good talk with Walther, and I am glad to 
lmow that Hs special interest 4a in quail. 

: The upshot ia that I doubt whether it would be 
advantageous for hin to start a doctorate here, 
mainly be¢ause he is so far along already that 
his research started here anew would take too 
long. In any event we have no room at the present 
noment, although wo might have within a year. 
Should he, nevertheless, want to start a doctomte 
here, I would welcome his bringing the matter up 
when he wante to in the future, I had a favorable 
impression. 

The plan which struck me as the most feasible wes 
for him to come here to pick up the eurrent ideas 
on quail and then carry them out as a Missouri 

: thesis. Incidentally these ideas stem in part 
from the sex and age results which you and Sterker 
started. We cannot test them fully in Wisconsin 

: betause our hunter kili is too light, hence it 
would be a good thing from our standpoint to have 
them thoroughly tested in adjoining states. 

We would of course welcome Walther any time he 
wants to come up to look things over. 

Should the above thoushts not be clear, I would 
be glad to thresh them out in more detail when 3111 
cones up Christmas time, and then he could later 
discuss them with you. 

With personal regards, 

Yours as ever, 

ALtpm Aldo Leopold



Let 

December 5, 1947 

Mx. Gardiner Bump 
New York Conservation Department 

Dear Gardiner: 

1 am delighted that the ruffed grouse book is 
at last out, and I await word from Mr. Wells. 
I am surprised and pleased to hear of your 
plans for a doctorate, I would guess that 
you would have plenty of thesis. 

With personal rezards, 

ALtypm Aldo Leopold



PERRY B.DURYEA Division oF FisH AND GAME 

eee STATE OF New YorK WILLIAM C. ADAMS birector 
DMICTOR SNe JUSTIN T. MAHONEY 

nontrengtany ne CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT ae iter mune raven 
CLAYTON B. SEAGEARS : WILLIAM G. SENNING 

GARDIN ER BUMP. co 
ALBANY 7 cnn. noel 

November 28, 1947 Henry A TEAL ni ares ee 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin : 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

At long last the book on grouse about which you wrote me some time 
ago - "The Ruffed Grouse in New York State - Life History, Propagation o 
and Management," is off the press and will be ready for delivery just 
as soon as the price has been finally determined by the appropriate State 
agency. I regret that publication difficulties have necessitated the long 
delay in placing this book in your hands, but I am certain you will find 
in its 915 pages a great deal of very real interest to you. In fact, I 
think you will agree that it is well worth waiting for. 

You may expect to hear direct from Robert A. Wells, Secretary of 
the Conservation Departmemt, regarding the price of this book as soon as 
it is determined. Secretary Wells is taking over the distribution of the 
book, since I am returning to Cornell to finish up my doctor's degree and 
wanted to make certain that you knew your request for a copy had not been 
forgotten. 

ee yours, 
= 

GB:V Superintendent of Game



ye 
October 2h, 1947 

Mr. Irwin T. Bode 
Director of Conservation 
Jefferson City, Missourl. 

Dear Irwin: : 

Iam really deeply aporeciative of your talking the pains 

to drop me a note. I imow only too well how meh you hove 

en your shoulders. 

I am anxious to hear of the diffiew.ties which you sllude 

to mt do not describe. Such things are slwnys coming up 

and I am glad you are not immediately alarmed shout the 

outcome. 

Severs months ago I heard that the Missouri legislature 

was considering favorably a large increase in the Director's 

salary. Do you mind telling me what actusliy mes donet I 

ask not only out of personal interest but because we need 
; evidence from other states to improve our sitvation in 

Wisconsin. I thought I kmew to what exten® conservation 
administrators are underonid tut I really learned something 

additional from my recent attemmt to find «2 l4restor for 

Wisconsin. 

I was very mich touched te have a note from ettye Horn- 
buckle. I really lie awake nichts thinking of all my 

friends who have sent me good wishes during the small 
@iffieulty I have been in. 

Yours faeithfally, 

AL: Pu Aldo Leopold
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Augast 7, 1947. 

Mr, Rudolf Bennitt 
106 Wildlife Conservation Bldg, 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Rudolf, 

Thanks for the information bearing on the Missouri, Commission 
: and also the good news of your increased fonds, I look forward 

to seeing you in September, 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold 

ab 

J 

ti 

/



EDW:RD K. LOVE RUSSELL L. DEARMONT GUS E. BUDDE 

E. SYDNEY STEPHENS TESTIMONIAL DINNER 

Suite 5-7-9 106 Wildlife Conservation Bldg. 
648 East Big Bend Road University of Missouri 

WEBSTER GROVES 19, MISsouRI Columbia, Missouri 

duly 29, 1947 

2 t CONFIDENTIAL pwr l pos Professor Aldo Leopold a 
42), University Farm Place A 
University of Wisconsin : 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I should tell you of the Governor's two new appointments to the Conservation 
Commission since they create a situation which might be helped in the course of 
your remarks about Mr. Stephens. 

This somewhat ambiguous statement will be clarified when I tell you that in 
his two appointments the Governor ignored the recommendations of the Federation 
and many other conservation groups in Missouri. He appointed former Senator 
Frank P, Briggs and Mr. Dru L. Pippin, farmer and resort owner in the Ozarks. 
The discouraging feature is that the recommendations of the Federation, which 
included neither od these men,were passed over. The encouraging feattire is that 
these men are apparently not identified with the somewhat noisy group of critics 
of the Conservation Commission, centering largely around St. Louis. However, it 
does mean that the other members of the Commission and anyone else whom they can 
get to help will have a jo of indoctrination to do. This has been done before 
on some other new members of the Commission, as you know. Iam confident that 
it can be done again, 

The point of all this is that if you can contribute in a broad way to the 
perspective of these men, who will undoubtedly be at the dinner, this would be 
valuable and, I am sure, appropriate in a tribute to Mr, Stephens. 

Another matter or two: I wonder if I have told you that effective July 1 the 
contribution of the Missouri Conservation Commission to the Research Unit is stepped 
up from $6,000 to $12,000 a year; that Dalke will be leaving us to go/to the new 
Colorado Unit; that Bill has had a supplementary raise in salary which, with the 
earlier one, will give him a $500 increase effective September 1. 

With best wishes, 

erely yours, * 

Rudolf Béhnitt
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NOTE y 

May 27, 1947 

Dr. Rudolf Bennitt 
106 Wildlife Conservation Bldg. 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missourt 

Dear Rudolf: 

I am pleased to learn that some organized expression 
of our common debt to Sydney Stephens is talking forn. 
At the present moment, not being able to travel at 
all, it would be rather rash of mo to promise to be 
on hand September 20. My wish to help honor Sydney 
will hardly need any explaaation to you. I suggest 
you go ahead and consider me as accepting tenta- 
tively, and I will do the best I can. 

The suggestion of your other letter is one on which 
I would rather not write, but I look formard to an 
opportunity to diseuss it with you Verbally. I 
appreciate very much what you say, and I might be 
able to offer some useful comment on it. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALtPu Aldo Leopold



HONORARY CHAIRMAN. © cueuan woes 
EO x LOVE RUSSELL L. DEARMONT GUS E. BUDDE 

E. SYDNEY STEPHENS TESTIMONIAL DINNER 

Suite 5-7-9 

648 East Big Bend Road 

WEBSTER GR : 
ee Columbia, Missouri 

May 24, 1947. 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Though you may be surprised at this letterhead, you must have sus- 
pected that Sydney Stephens's friends and associates could not allow him 
to leave the Missouri Conservation Commission after 10 years! service 
without some fitting testimonial to one of the really great men in Ameri- 
can wildlife conservation. 

The dinner is to be held in St. Louis on Saturday, September 20, at 
one of the only two hotels that could accommodate such a large affair: 
the Jefferson or the Coronado. Bob Hill of Columbia is to be the toast- 
master, and Mr. Love is inviting Ding Darling to be the principal speaker 
---next to Mr. Stephens, of course. (Incidentally, I didn't hatch the 
plan; wish I had; but I am complimented and pleased to be on the com- 
mittee.) 

At a recent committee meeting in St. Louls, it was the unanimous 
opinion that in addition to Ding's address there should be some brief 
comments by about four men who have known intimately Mr. Stephens's 
national influence. It is my pleasant duty to ask you to be one of 
those four; the others are Dr. Gabrielson, Seth Gordon, and Harold 
Titus. 

This is asking a great deal. To minimize the inconvenience to 
some, the date has been set just before (or just after, I forget which) 
the meetings of the International Association at Denver. Even if you 
go to Denver, however, this would mean a considerable detour. I hope, 
as does the Committee, that two other considerations might bring you to 
St. Louis; what we consider the national importance of this event, and 
an opportunity for a visit with Nina and Bill. (The Committee didn't 
think of the latter; I did.) At any rate, the Committee regards your 

presence as a "must." I hope you will too, and that you will tell me 
so in an early mail, I don't think there has ever been an affair quite 
like it, in our field at least; its scope far transcends the state of 
Missouri. You---and, if possible, Mrs. Leopold---must be there; no 
one else could fill your place in this"assignment." 

Let me know at your early convenience, will you? Best wishes. 

P.8. There will of course be a plaque, Sincerely yours, 

bound letters and telegrams, and other 
tangibles, I haven't bothered you with 
these details, which will be s ou 3 
later. fo 

Rudolf Bennitt
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Jamary 10, 1947 

Dr. Daniel L. Leedy, Leader 
Ohio Wildlife Research Unit 
Chio State University 
Colusbus 10, Ohie 

Dear Dans 

George C. Becker, who is enrolling with you next 
summer,has asked me to give you an opinion of 
his capabilities. 

Becker was enrolled in my ecology course and 
did excellent work. I have also imowm him for 
@ Longer period as a good ornithologist and as 
a born student of ecological conservation, 
He has a lot of initiative and has the kmack of 
collecting data which are worth publication. 
He has written a paper on the black bear in 
Wisconsin which is not yet published, but which 
shows ability beyond what ons ordinarily expects 
in a graduate student. 

r I cannot rate his research ability, mt I have 
no reason to doubt that it is normal or better, 

I think you would not regret giving him a research 
fellowship if one is available. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold
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Og 7, CONSERVATION ALLIANCE — 
C4 Uy WISCONSIN A 8 pee 

bi Gf, Wood County Conservation League - - - - - Nekoosa Conservation League _ 

Cent. Wisconsin Conservation Club - - - So. Wood Co. Conservation League _ 
7 Isaac Walton League ASG eee 

Port Edwanis, Wisem sin 
January 4, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Manageme t 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor: 

I hope to take up residence at the 
Ohio State University in wildlife manage- 
ment this next summer, You probably will 
recall that some time ago I asked you whe- 
ther you would write a letter of recommend- 
ation for me, 

Today I mailed away an application for 

research fellowship at the Ohio Wildlife Re- 
search Unit. Would you please send a féw 

words of recommendation to; 
Dr, DANIEL L. LEEDY, LEADER 
Ohio Wildlife Research Unit 
Ohio State University 
Columbus 10, Ohio 4 

Walter Scott was also asked to furnish 
a recommendation, 

I trust that this wont inconvenience 
you, I understand how busy you must be these 
days, Many thanks, 

Sincerely, 2 

aa: C, Becker
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Pobrnzy 4, 1946 

ie. Bbort A, Ballay 
Sarasa, Vieconsin 

Beay Mr. Radley: 

I reed the Glivping with interest, and alee your Letter 
T% 16 onsourmging to me to moot a citisen the hb tually 
thinks in ecologies! term. 

Some day I'4 like to spout i County with you just te 

Alomise thee questions ao the grands ; 
I, too, om convineo? that the remove of dartranble 
eoud.ings (ifice white pine and red oak) by aser and 
rabhite fer onteetsia tw whele referastation program 
ant that this Zect ix literally imvisibie to the averse 
oiticon. rig nbell diay sagem adie cerionsetnee grote tod 
will make it impossible to Gee present error for 
another generation. 

t am sending your letter to the other Commiastoners and the 
Neparteent, It 4s worth eorious study, 

Toure sincerely, 

es Yandersali 
ABerng = Moreland - Motcinsen - Gaith « Raby
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November 30, 1945 

Dr. Adrey Borell 
Soil Conservation Service 
Albquerque, New Mexico 

‘ 

I have faced the samo problem as you face in 
Attitude to Duis Unlimited. My net conclusion 
is that I have joined and make a nominal con- 
tribution, 

Speaking in greater detail, I have a greater 
resect for the Ganadian field workers than 
the people on this side of the berder, I an 
sonvineed, however, that there is no} enough 
biological work, although Bert Carturignt is 
@ good man ani does his best. Despite his 
best tfforts, et ee een eee 
of gross exaggeration, I think it would do a 
lot of good if people like yourself indicated 
oar we Sve tan © Winky Wes 
warning that you would drop ont unless con» 
vineed that their findings ave biologically 
conservative. 

Bartley is a former member of More Gane Binds 
ani while a nece fellow, I cannot estaps the 
suspicion that he always leans toward gun 
powder. 

I am delighted that Mmest Held is soon to 
be back. 

With kindest personal regards to you and your 
wile, 

Alde Leopold



= 
UNITED STATES eid 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE rood 
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE pres 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

November 27, 1945 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

2h University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Mr. Bartley of Ducks Unlimited is in Albuquerque trying to raise 

money and organize support throughout the State. Last night 
Bryan Stephenson gave a dinner for twenty sportsmen (including 
myself) to get the ball rolling. 

Bartley gave a good talk on the accomplishments of D.U. and did a 
good job of answering questions. 

; It appeared to me that the biggest weakness is in lack of biologi- 
cal advisers. Bartley could not name any biologists who are on 
the Board of Trustees in the Ue S. He said that two engineers and 
one biologist, (Mr. Cartwright), are in charge of the work in Canada. 
The program may be biologically sound, but Mr. Bartley wasn't able 
to tell us much about that phase of the work. 

Having been invited to the dimer, I know that I will shortly be con- 
tacted relative to support of the D.U. program. Before I get in- 
volved, I would like very much to know more about the soundness of 
D.U.'s work. 

I know that you are acquainted with the work of that organization, 
and I will appreciate any information that you are willing to give me. 

You may be assured that any information you do give me will be 
treated confidentially. 

Ts. Jat ec dae 
Ss ie fax, the yr qo Cordially yours, Yi 

ey ot Les Sane aD Bet 
/ ‘ q a i Mm 

i a " peter A. E. Borell, Chief, 
Goze tS the ee ee? Regional Biology Division 
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: - Nigh University Farm Place 
July 15, 1941 , : 

. ite 
£ 

Mrs. Eligaboth U. Devis ry a 
Mrs. Caroline U. Hughes ; ¢ Rh chs 
Route 1 ars 
Middletown, Delaware ; 2 ae ee 

Dear Mrs. Davis and Mrs. Hughes: ae 

When I got back from a recent trip, Dean Christensen told me a as 
. the good news about the gift of Blackhawk Island. aS 

; I am writing to express to you my personal appreciation and that ee 
of the wildlife management group in my department. I am con- 
vineed that the island will prove vory valuable for instructional 
purposes to many grades of students from 4-H members up to graduate é 
botanists. Be, 

; Only those of us who have tried to teach something about the iS 
Wisconsin flora appreciate the value of undisturbed spots in . ‘iy ee 
~which that flora can be seen in ites entirety. Undisturbed spots ( 
of woods, bog, and prairie flora are becoming increasingly searce, 
80 scarce that wo are actually trying to reconstruct samples of ; 
them on the University Arboretum. It is ovident, though, that Res : those synthetic samples will never have the samo authenticity ‘ ae 
as natural ones, and Blackhawi: Island will be ono. of the valuable ‘ g 
exhibits of wood flora to which the University has access, — ge ae 

I imagine that Dean Christensen and Howard Greene have told you é 
: that the University not only appreciates help from others in 

this regard, but is also trying to help itself. The entire ita 
University Arboretum is an effort in thie direction, but is : 
hardly sufficient in and of itself. Sa 

Yours sincerely, de 

Aldo Leopold A ae y 
Professor of Wildlife Management ~ es 

SS Sa kale: : 
cc Dean Christensen - ; i. Beak 
"Colonel Jackson : ape : 

} = 5 : ? a gan



42h University Farm Place 
September 3, 1940 

Mr. George C. Becker 
Port Bdwards 
Wisconsin 

Dear Becker: 

i T have gone over your bear paper and I think you have done 
very well with it. It contains a lot of solid material and I am sure 
it is worth publishing. 

As to where to publish, I would think the Wieconsin Conser~ 
vation Bulletin your best bet. The Journal of Mammalogy would hardly 
accept it without a redical shortening. ven the Conservation Bulletin 
might wish it to be shortened somewhat. They would doubtless have to 
Tun it in sections, Wut reprints are now obtainable from them so that 
all the sections could appear as a single reprint. 

I note only one statement which I would challenge, and that 
is speaking of the scattered occurrence south of the regular range as 
"migration." The most natural assumption is, I think, that this 
Yepresents wanderers such as are constantly being thrown off by any big 
game herd. Wandering deer are constantly reported miles frow the 
Yegular range, and wandering moose from Michigan and Minnesota have 
frequently been recorded in Wisconsin. 

Sinee you ask that I exoress my opinion to Walter Scott, I am 
sending him a copy of this letter to record my opinion of the mamscript. 

Dr. Schorger 1s out of town on vacation, but I am sending him 
my copy and am suggesting that he let you know directly whether he has 
any objection to your use of the newspaper notes. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce Scott 
Schorger



42h University Farm Place 
September 3, 1940 

Dr. A. W. Schorger 

1015 Hast Washington Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

George 0. Becker is a graduate student in the German 
Department who has a great enthusiasm for research in wildlife. 
He has been working on this subject of bear for the last year or 
so, but I did not expect that he would produce so meritorious a 
manuscript. While it is, of course, largely a compilation, he has : 
gathered together and digested a lot of material, and the use he 

makes of the newspaper clippings represents only a small fraction 
of the total job. While I do not want to be in the position of 
telling you whether or not to 0.K. his use of the newspaper clippings, 
I certainly regard his work as much more meritorious than the skimming 
which our friend Hein did recently, where the whole paper consisted ‘ 
of references to the newspaper clippings. Would you be so kind as 
to notify Becker whether his use of the notes meets with your 
approval? 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



August 31, 1940 

Gol. A. M. Brayton 
Wisconsin State Journal 
Madison, Wisconsin : 

Dear Colonel Brayton: 

I wonder if you realize that the conversion of the 
University Bay marsh into a boat harbor, which you advocate in 
your Friday issue, has important bearings on conservation? 

One of the fundamental premises of conservation is that 
marshes are an important pert of the organiem we call land, and 
a8 such are not to be lightly *ammtated" from the landscape. 
Land, like eny other organisem, consists of interdependent parts. 
Tt 4s a fallacy to think we can amputate one part and retain normal 
health in the land as a whole. 

If you doubt this, I suggest you listen in on the Hydro- 
diclogical Symposium being held on the camus noxt week. It is 
fronical that the university faculty should be telling the world 
about the indispensability of marshes during the very week that the 
City of Madison is arranging the deaise of the University Bay marsh. 

; I admit at once that the University marsh {8 a small place, 
and that ite demolition will have no measurable physioal effect on 
the land~health of the county or the region. ut the sum total or 
cummlative effect of these small demolitions is another matter. One 
of the effects has been the ruin of five counties in central Wisconsin. 

University Bay is a moral, rather then a physical, issue. 
if the university expects Wisconsin farmers to heed its advice to be 
Cautious shout demolishing marshes, it had better watch what example 
it sete on ite own campus. 

An esthetic issue is algo involved. The university margh, 
which you call “one of the fow uninviting spote on Lake Mendota," 
is the sole bit of natural landscape remaining on the cams. If, in 
the eye of Wisconsin citizens, "“deckege and sightly wuildings" are 
more inviting than a natural marsh, then we had better spend our money, 
if we have any, on a new department of esthetic education, rather than 
on new dockage for boats. 

t am heartily in sympathy with the proposal te encourage 
boating on the lake. If University Bay is the only possible place



2 - Brayton mag. 31, 1940 

for doekage, then I suppose the marsh will have to go. But let 
the sacrifice be made sadly rather than gladly, and let it made 
Clear that we sacrifice this area not because it is a marsh, mt 
despite the fact that it is. And finally, let the university, ia 
token of its regret, set up a research fellewship for marshland : 
Conservation, or some other concrete evidence of its attitude toward 
the fast~-vanishing marshlands of the state. 

Sincerely yours, 

Alde Leopold 
Profeaser of Wildlife Management 

ec Dykstra 
Hopkins 
Christensen



dugust 31, 1940 

President ¢C. A. Dykstra 
Bascom Hail 

Dear President Dykstra: 

The attached letter is a reply to a State Journal 

editorial of August 30. 

Since you courteously consulted the biological 

faculty on this question of University Bay, I want to be sure 

that you see my reply to Colonel Brayton, whether or no he 

publishes it. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Wildlife Management
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i “Undoubtedly ‘the strong stand’ that — mendations for an increased appropriation are | 
Johrson tas taken against any steps by this tet ae 
nation that may plunge it into the ee : 
conflict played a major part in the call that ° 

the tend of California have extended that Give Us Small Boat 
he remain one of the United States senators Harbor A 

from that state. Apparently no better location could be 
Other qualities in Sen. Johnson, however, secured for a harbor for sailboats, sibehic | 

contributed to his victory. He has been and other watercraft than University bay on| 
through all of his long history in the United Lake Mendota. | 
States senate, a strong and rugged fighter for Mayor James R. Law will confer with | 
measures that he believed of: benefit to the President Dykstra upon the latter’s return from | 

® nation. He has refused to obey party: lashes California upon the proposal. The establish- 
and has stood for what he, as an individual, | sont of a small boats harbor in University bay 
considered for the best interests of his country, ‘would improve what is now one of the few un- 

During his political career also, Sen. John- inviting spots on Lake Mendota. It would mean 
son has played a prominent part in the choice the filling in of the marsh there and the estab-. 
of presidents, He also’ has shown his inde- lishment in its place of a harbor with dockage | 
pendence ‘of partisan orders in his attitudes on roone und: dahily buldinge | 

presidential nominees. In 1916 he showed a Lake Mendota is an ideal place for.sailing 
decided friendliness for the reelection of Wood- and other small boat sports. This statement is 
row Wilson to the presidency. In 1932 he WS confirmed by yachtsmen who have attended re- 
a supporter of Franklin Roosevelt. ‘The third gattas of the Inland Lakes Yachting Associa- 
term and other dictatorial trends on the Part tion’ salled’ on the larson of the Dane end ey 

of the president have, however, alienated Hiram chee 

Johnson from the Roosevelt standard, Sen. Yachtsmen here for the regatta of last week 
Johnson is advocating the election. of Wendell were all loud in their-praises of Lake Mendota 
Willkie, the Republican candidate for presi- as an ideal water for the yacht racing. Each 
dent of the United States. E year sees more and more small craft added to 

. Sen. Johnson also has in his political career | the fleet of privately owned Madison boats. A 
shown a marked individuality in his conn central harbor for these boats is absolutely 
ideas. The people of California have not needed, and the quicker that a site is selected 
always in the past been so kind to Sen. John- and the harbor created, the sooner will Madi- 
son. He has had many bitter fights waged] on become a haven for yachtsmen and other 
on him from, within the Republican ranks.| yall boat sailors. 

‘Although not agreeing at all times with other The question is of large importance to the 
Republicans in the country, the senator has) city as adding to its resort attractions and to 
retained a Republican affiliation. recreation for its citizens, Madison has the 

Senator Johnson has been an outstanding) natural setting for small boat races and cruises. 

figure and has triumphed ‘over many political! The creation of an adequate harbor for these 
enemies. ‘His reward has come now in the| boats is one in which all Madison citizens 
nomination accorded him by his constituents of | should be interested. 

: i Ching. 32, / GLO



April 30, 1934 

Menorandux for Dean Baldwin: 

Far Manacesent 

.. I om recording the following points sumsarigzing our conference with 
Professor Hadley for your convenience in presenting this qestion to 
Dean Christensen. . 4 

I would be very glad to have Professor Hadley's proposed course hitched 
together with my Game Management 116 to fill out a semester, I should, 
however, point out that the fur course will deal largely with artificial 
propagation, while the game course deals entirely with wild propagation, : 
Hence the sane students might not all be interested in taking both, 

I think Professor Hadley's course offers the University an unutilized 
opportunity, bat I think the opportunity is still greater in the field of 
wild fur mamagesent, The two, of course, go logically together. My 
reasons for thinking that wild for management is due for a large development 

: are as follows: ; 

(1) the Forest Service has just decided to aubark on wild life manage- 
ment in earnest and on a large scale, ‘the opportunity for fur aanagenent 
on the several mfllion acres of National Forest land 1s at least ac great 
as the oppertinity for gaue management, and the status of knowledge is 
mach lower. I have already told the Forest Service that they will have to 
develop their own imowledge on the wild esology of fur and they have agreed 
that this is the case. I understand they are putting on four mon, at 
least one of whom will attespt to lead their fur management. As the activity 
develops there will be growing need either for giving courses te their 
present personnel or for developing now ani specialized personnel, or both. 

(2) the State Conservation Commission has recently appointed a fur 
man (Jalkobek) and is talking about an “experimental fur farm’ in connection 
with the new game farm at Poynette. ‘There is no one now in the Conservation 
Department who has anything but an onupiricia]l. knowledge of the subject, so 
that the biological consulting facilities of the University will sooner or 

later become absolutely necessary to the whole state for e program, This 
again will require short courses for the existing persomel. or the building 
of special personnel, or beth. 

Incidentally, if and when the feders] sub-marginal lend program is 
@arried through, the managment of these lands will rest at least 30 per 
cent on fur management, and there is no one to say what fur management is. 

the Biological Survey has severe] fur men, bat they, too, have developed 
the artificial propagation angle rather than the wild ecology. ‘The University 
of Michigan tried to mike a start on the wild ecology ond iemed one publica=- 
tion, but the faculty member who did the work has now retired. 

The University of Minnesota of course leads in the pathology of fur 
animals, but there is uo disposition there to develop wild ecology or management.



-2e# ‘ 

fo sum up: This University is confronted by a virgin field in 
the wild managenent of furs, plus at least two administrative actions : 

within the state which cannot succeed any faster than the research in 
wild fur managewent, : 

It is of course also true that the large and important fur farm é 

industry in Wisconsin needs to be serviced by the University, mt I 
have not repeated that argument becouse Professor Hadley has already 
adequately presented it, It should also be kept in mind that certain 
researches are equally important to both the wild end the artificial 
propagation field. Research on disease is the outstanding example. 

I recommend that Pe Dinette Cannes) sees ae confer 
with the Conservation Departeent the Forest Service and lay oat a 
course of action in which the efforts of all three agencies will be 
coordinated, . 

a Aldo Leopold



Proposed Course in 

FUR FARMING or FUR ANIMAL HYGIENE AND MANAGEMENT 

Veterinary Science 

It has been suggested that this course might well be offered for 
1 credit in the second half of the second semester. As planned, it 
would complement and dovetail with the new course in Game i. 
ment, Agricultural Heonomics 116, which is offered during the first 
half of the second semester by Prof, Leopold. 

Ashbrook's "Pur Farming for Profit" would be used as a taxt. 
This is ee and err a illustrated, so would be 
quite suitable for the purpose. Field trips te iseding fi farms 
will be made. Discussions and demonstrations by lead fur far- 
mers ed in raising various kinds of fur bearing animals will be 
avenheot so that students can seeure first-hani information relative 
to practical problems, 

The following titles are suggestive of the subject matter te be 
covered: 

(1) Biatory of Fur Farming 

(2) Natural Factores -~ Soil, Air, Water, Shade 

(3) Anatomy of Fur Animale 

(4) Physiology of Fur Animals 

(5) Feeds and Feeding 

(6) Hygiene and Management of Fur Animals 

(7) Raising Foxes : 
Arron Pacha 

(8) Raising Mink, -Merteng-eni-bearer 

(9) Raising Other fur Bearers 

(10) Pelting Practices 

{11) Marketing Pelts 

(12) Animal Parasites 

(13) Deficiency Diseases 

(14) Non-infectious Diseases 

(15) Infectious Diseases 

(16) General Review.
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New Soils Bldg. 
- April 5, 1934 

Mr, Wm. L, Barker, Jr, 
U. S, Forest Service 
Federal Building 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Barker: 

One thing which we entirely omitted from our 
game management outline is the management of cuttings 
in such a way as not to leave the deer high ani dry 
without feed in the middle of the winter. 

You have no doubt picked up from the Michigan 
Conservation Department publications that one of their : 
heaviest losses arises from a bunch of deer yarding up 
on a cutting area, feeding on the down tops and then 
have the cutting discontinue in the middle of Jamary or 
February, 

This is a matter where direct correlation 
between game management and forest management is the z 
only possible solution, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
d , In Charge, Geme Research 

AL/vh :



New Soils Building 
February 16, 1934 

Charles Billert 
112 Woolland Lane 
Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Billert: 

I think the area which you suggest has great 
promise, but the same lands which might be interspersive 
in the area are probably pretty expensive. I am referring 
your recommendation to Mr, Grimmer, as you suggest, with 
the request that he in return forward it to F, S, Henika, 
care of State Forest Nursery at Wisconsin, who is now ex 
maning large land projects for the State. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/mis
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E Bradley, Wisconsin, 
Town of Little Rice, Oneida Co. 

ie r — llth, 193%.4 

ey ws 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 2 Vv 
e/o The College of Agriculture, GY aes 
Madison, 
Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I wish to congratulate you upon your appointment to a committee 
that will carry out a program to convert wild and waste lands into a 
Wild Life Refuge--at different parts of the country....It certianly is 

- good to know that our 'New Deal' is really attempting somthing of a 
nature that will benefit the country as a whole and also our Childern and 
their Childern, it is too bad that a wonderful plan of this type was not 
devised many years ago. So before I go into the details that I wish to 
propose, permit me to wish you and the National Program and Protection 
of Wild Life Refuges a world of success. 

I have always had a soft spot in my heart for CONSERVATION, 
an naturally living in the Northern Part of Wisconsin very near twenty 
years I could see that there must be more done than talk about Game 
Perserves--and increases of forests. At last we are to step into a real Rea 
national program---but best of all is that we have Wisconsin representation 
in your appointment. Therefore may I suggest $o you as I did to the Hon. 
Secretary of Inherior Harold L. Ickes, on December the 13th in a letter 
that he turned over to the Department of Agriculture. 

In this letter we proposed that the Federal Government take over 
this tract--but perhaps the State would only be to glad to maintain this 
proposition, after the Federal Government put it up to the requirements 
of a forest project under their capacity. 

First; may we bring up the Growing Season of this lands that we 
propose, last year we had a frost every month in tl iene Some years we 
have a 75 day growing season. The soil would classed as vilas and plain- 
field sands--very unproductive. Farms here are very few and far between 
as the maps that I enclosing will prove to you. You will easly see that 
there is not much population to content with in taking up this venture. 
As far back as year ago I proposed this to the town board and the County 
Agent, but it seems that they are bent on haveing somthing of a politcal 
nature so that all envolved may receive a certian amount of small town 
graft. The cost to operate these towns run in the amount of $1,%00.00 
a@ year just for the officers and twice that much for upkeep of the town 

: in general, and about of $4,000.00 a year for schools. Please don't think 
I am a crab--but this town is in-deétso bad that there is no way but to 
borrow from the R.F.C. inasmuch as the banks will not extend more credit. 

I would be pleased to hear further from you and you can read 
the enclosed copy a letter I wrote to our County Agent about a year ago, Si 

, proving that I feel that the Government is on the RIGHT tract. Please return 
| the sopy for files. You can be assured of any and all assistance from 

me in the nearetuture, I beg to remain, 

gt . Faithfully yours, Ja =~ 

HS te alee unk, Me npr tabla cn: Sonn ng gue



New Soils Building 

Madison, Wisconsin 
Jamary 5, 1934 

Mr. John N. Ball 
Madison, Yisconsin 

Dear John: 

I have read your two waterfowl reports with 
great interest. You did not say whether I might keep 
these carbons, so I am returning them, but if I may 
have them I would much appreciate it. 

I have no specific criticism except that your 
calculations on Page 4 of the Illinois River revort are 
obscure. If you would use the term "duck days" it would 
help distinguish the seasonal from the dailies. 

In general I think you have acounmlated some 
very important information and I am much obliged for 
letting me see these reports. 

The difficulty of regulating baiting by 
national regulation tends to throw me baci: on the 
old theory that the most feasible curtailment at this 
time is the elimination of guns shooting over three 

shells. You may quote me to this effect if you desire. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
ALIGu Game Manager 
Ene.
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December 17, 1947 : 

Mr, Charles ?. Black 3 
Extension Service be 
432 Agricultural Hall : 

‘ Mast Lansing, Michigan : 

Dear Charles: 

I am sorry I didn't get to see you at Purine. 
I remember your crow work very well, and I am 
sorry that it hag not yet been published. Why 
not? You surely had the makings of an excellent Oe 
paper. ‘ 

bs 
I am finding it very difficult to covey even " 
briefly, the work under. in game and fur - 
species, and it is Lstonigty impossible to cover 
any broader field in the Vime allotted. But for 
this fact, I would weleome the idea of including 
your crow work. I am glad you took the matter up 
with me, and I am sorry that 1 cannot act on your 
suggestion. i 

With best rogards to Mrs. Black, 

Yours sincerely, 

Abipa Aldo Leopold



COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 

STATE OF MICHIGAN 

EAST LANSING 

MICHIGAN STATE COLLEGE 

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION EXTENSION SERVICE 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE LAND USE AND CONSERVATION 

COOPERATING = 432 AGRICULTURAL HALL 

December 12, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

: At the recent Midwest Wildlife Conference at Purdue University 
I learned that you will conduct a round table discussion on game popula- 
tions at the Ecological Society of America session at the A. A. A. S. 
meetings in Chicago on December 31, 1947. Mr. Frank Bellrose was kind 
enough to show me a copy of your introductory remarks for that discussion. 

I understand completely your desire to limit this discussion to 
game animals. Yet, it occurred to me that some of the material which I 
gathered several years ago in Illinois regarding the crow might possibly 
be of interest to you and to those attending the game population symposium, 

and might therefore be included. 

To refresh your memory of a rather brief contact with that project, 
permit me to remind you of a few of its features which might apply here. 
All banding data (over 900 recoveries) available at that time from the files 
of the Fish and Wildlife Service were analyzed, and a clear idea of annual 
mortality, survival, and resulting population turnover was received. In 
addition, data on sex and age classes in the actual Illinois populationd 
crows were obtained through examination of over 16,000 birds from dynamit- 
ing operations in roosts (16,000 aged, 3,000 sexed). A remarkable agree- 
ment in age ratios between the bombed populations and the banding data was 
noted. This work has not yet been published, and hence is still entirely 
new to the profession. 

Because the crow is not a game bird in the ordinary sense of the 
word, my suggestion is probably highly out of order. Yet the crow is sub- 
ject to intensive gun pressure, and is sought after by many of the same 
classes of people that seek game birds. Also, the crow is a predator and 
buffer species of considerable interest to game managers and sportsmen. 

I could hardly resist bringing this matter to your attention, 
even though I realized that it was probably a futile gesture. Yet, having 
done so, I can rest more easily knowing that I have at least called it 
before you, since in all probability you had forgotten that the work was : 
done and possibly applied here. 

I regret that I did not have an opportunity to shake your hand 
at, the Purdue meeting, but did enjoy your remarks at that session and look 
forward to seeing you again, perhaps at Chicago. 

Very truly yours, 

CF eee 
Charles T. Black 

CTB:tbv Farm-Game Extension Specialist
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at, Tea Blake 
WM. H. LOUTIT ———"E" A. PAQUIN 

GRAND HAVEN, CHAIRMAN STATE OF MICHIGAN EDUCATION 

WM. J- PEARSON Mr ELD ADMINISTRATION 
a CAE F. A. WESTERMAN 

THOMAS J. MASTERSON J 36 FISH aNO FISHERIES 
IRON MOUNTAIN eA 

o> 2 MARCUS SCHAAF 

HAROLD TITUS ( ge) FORESTRY 

TRAVERSE CITY a 7) H. D: RUHL 

HARRY H. WHITELEY Sa GAME 

DOWAGIAC R. A. SMITH 
GEOLOGY 

JOSEPH P. RAHILLY 

Bees DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION CURNBER Teo 
ALEXANDER W. BLAIN. M. D. LANSING ce N. JONES 

—~ P. J. HOFFMASTER. DIRECTOR ee 

WAYLAND OSGOOD Ss. G. FONTANNA 
SECRETARY DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

Rose Lake Wildlife Exp. Sta. 
East Lansing, Michigan 
August 4, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
4ol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

In looking over my Wisconsin notes, I ran across 
certain material which I am returning to you in this same 

mail, namely Trippensee's cottontail reprint, the 1939 crop 
maps for the Faville Grove Atlas, and certain blank forms. 

It will probably be of interest to you to learn 
that I have just been given one of the newly-created game 
area manager positions in the farming section of the state. 

I am to have charge of about 10 counties, there to act as 
liaison man between the Game Division and the sportsmen, to 

keep tab on game conditions, etc. Michigan has had game area 
men in the deer country for several years, but these are the 

first positions of this nature in the farming section. The 

position pays $1960, a considerable increase over the salary 
which I accepted when I left Wisconsin. 

I could not forebear mentioning this increase to 

you, in view of certain circumstances of which we are both 

aware. 

Sincerely yours, 

C. @. Black



424 University Farm Plece 
September 11, 1940 

Mr. ¢. T. Black 
Rose Lake Wildlife Experiment Station 
B.F.D. 1 
Bast Lansing, Michigan ; 

Dear Teds 

Instead of showing your letter I now think 

it would be better to convey your attitude by word of 

mouth to the persons you mentioned. I have already 

done so in the case of Art Hawkins and will see the 

others shortly. Thank you for your permission, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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East Lansing, Mich. 

September 5, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

4o4 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I was quite relieved to receive your last letter. 
I feel that it would be quite a consideration to me if you 
would show my letter to Art Hawkins, Sam Kisow, McCabe, and 

any others who may be concerned. 

In that letter I expressed a desire that if any 
other chickens had come home to roost, you would let me 

know about them. I frankly will be surprised if there are 

any. However, I feel that I owe it to you to make explana- 

tions where possible. 

Sincerely yours, 

— 

c. T. Black
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Rose Lake Wildlife Exp. Sta. 

Route 1 
E. Lansing, Mich. 
Aug. 13, 1940 : 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I cannot do anything but thank you for your letter of 

August 8th. Your reminder and proof that one's "chickens" always 

“Gome home to roost," will remain with me as long as I live. 
I, of course, know better than anyone else the occurrences to 

which you refer. 

A combination of weather, car failure, and negligence 

contributed to the death of four quail at my Prairie Corners trapping 

station. Also one hen pheasant mortality which might have been pre- 

vented occurred at one of the Farmer's Island trapping stations. 

Trapping was attempted here but was discontinued after a short time 

and systematic feeding recommenced. A hen apparently blundered rt 

across the unbaited trapdoor of an underground tip-top trap and _ pert ae? 

starve o death before I revisited the station a few days later. : 

Obviously, after trapping stopped, I should have removed the trapdoor 

and placed it across the top of the trap. 

If there are other "chickens" which I have failed to recog- 

nize, I should appreciate your letting me know of them. Please do 

not spare me any details. It may be that i may have something to 

gay about the "plumage" of those "chickens". 

As to the nature of my work here, the enclosed copy of 

a recent letter should speak for itself. My project is given the 

official designation of 2-R. 

Sincerely yours, 

Cc. T. Black



42h University Farm Place 
August 8, 1940 

Mr. 6. T. Black 
Rose Lake Wildlife Experiment Station 
Route 1 
East Lansing, Michigan 

Dear Ted: 

Since you left a number of things have come to my 
notice bearing on your performance at Faville Grove. 

The latest one is a number of quail found dead in your 
traps. While I fully understand the difficulties under which you 
were working, ani while I have at times myself let a bird starve 
in a trap through some slip, I can't help but think that if you 
knew of such things you should have told me about them. Such 
matters always come home to roost, and by telling me you would 
have forearmed me to deal with them. I realize, of course, that 

you may not have known about the dead quail, but in such case you 
mst have been remiss in your visits to the traps. 

The purpose of this letter is not to ask for an explan~ 
ation, although you may give me one if you wish, but rather to 
advise you to always tell your superior officer about such mishaps. 
I will have to leave it to you to live up to the unqualified recom 
mendation which I gave to Harry Ruhl. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKKXXAK t 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

OFFICE OF REGICNAL DIRECTOR 
500 National Building 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 

FA-Michigan 
Projects 2-R July 20, 1940 

7-R 

Mr. P. J. Hoffmaster, Director . 
Department of Conservation 
Lansing, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Hoffmaster: __ 

We acknowledge receipt of your Quarterly Progress 
Reports for Michigan Projects 2-R and 7-R. 

Permit us to compliment you on the thoroughness of 
these reports. They are most interesting and indicate 
that extraordinary effort has been put into the work on 
the respective projects by the Project Leaders. : : 

. Very truly yours, 

¢ M. O. Steen 3 
Federal Aid Inspector z 

ec. Mr. Black 
Mr. Ammann
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Rose Lake Wildlife Exp. Sta. 

Route 1 
East Lansing, Mich. 
April 11, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

The quail censuses for Faville Grove are recorded 

in the Atlas, which I left out at the office in the old 
farmhouse at Tillotson's. I failed to get a spring Hun 
census before they paired off. 

Enclosed is a copy of rabbit and game bird trap- 
ping done at Faville Grove last winter. Apparently rabbit 
and pheasant populations here are quite similar to those 

at Faville Grove. Pheasant trapping operations here last 
winter netted 24 birds, using Leedy (or Hicks) traps. The 
traps will be permitted to remain in place throughout the 

year. I plan to add to the present traps at least five 

tip- top traps with submerged boxes, similar to those built 

by Hawkins at Favilile Grove. 

The prevailing viewpoint here is that neither 

winter feeding nor food patches are necessary under Michigan 

conditions. However, previous investigations at this 

station have concerned themselves with food patches. We 

plan to continue such work, and to conduct palatability 

tests along with them. I suggest that perhaps next winter 

simultaneous palatability tests be made in Wisconsin, 

Illinois and Michigan. In some parts of Michigan, pheasants 

feed extensively on sugarbeets left in the fields, or on 

the top portion of the peet, which is cut off when the 

beets are harvested. In the latter process, about one-fourth 

of the beet itself is cut off with the tops, and it is upon 

the "meat" of the beet that the birds feed. In an attempt 

to determine whether or not pheasants could live upon beets 

alone, several cut-up sugar beets were given to pheasants 

at the Game Farm of the state, and all other food excluded.



a ; 

The birds nearly starved, simply because they did not recog- : 
nize the beets as food. Finally their customary feed was 

. given to them to prevent their starving, but one bird was 
so far gone that it died. The other recovered. It may be 
that familiarity with certain foods determines the palata- 
bility rating at first tests, but continued subjection of , 
the same group of birds to a set group of grains should 
eventually bring about a uniform group of results which 
would indicate the true palatability rating of the grains 
tested. All of which brings to mind the question of 
which is most important in considering grains to be fed 
or put in food patches, a "familiarity rating", or a 
"palatability rating". Obviously the only successful 
rating is a combination of both. 

| If you have received your sample of rabbit 
: | "chow", or whatever wm rabbit bait you ordered at Ger- 

: stell's suggestion, I'd appreciate receiving the name 
and address of the manufacturer and the name of the p 

| product. 3 

: : Sincerely yours, , 

C. T. Black 
Game Research Ecologist 

d 
jal 

oe
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Rose Lake Wildlife Experiment Station 
Route 1 
East Lansing, Michigan 

April 5, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

4olu University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Just a brief word about my new position. The original 
project statement as submitted to the Bureau of Biological Survey 
states that "the ultimate objective of the Rose Lake Wildlife Bx- 

periment Station is to determine whether game management is com- 

patible with good farming." Points to be considered are cover 

planting for erosion control, fence row cover, contour farming 
and strip cropping, pasture management, woodlot management, harvest- 

ing of corn, harvesting of small grain, flushing bar, manure, food 

patches. These assignments are a rather heterogeneous assortment 

and merely indicate suggested scope of work desired. Actually 

I have a "carte blanche" in the manner of research. 

I plan to try fencerow plantings of red cedar between 

existing fenceposts in pastured woodlots, and also a plantation 

of red cedar--as we had planned for the Faville Grove Area. If 

you have other "new wrinkles" in cover planting, I'd be glad to 
hear about them and try them out. Needless to say, proper credit 

will be given as to source. 

The Rose Lake area is a new development. I have every 
opportunity to grow up with it, and plan to make the most of it. 

Enclosed is a map of the general lay-out, showing cover-types. 

Eventual expansion to over 2,000 acres is planned, and not all 
of the land shown within the boundaries of the area has been 
purchased. We have a modern laboratory, as yet only partially 

equipped. Dr. Durward Allen is in charge of the station. He is 
a go~getter--quite a match for Hawkins, although that may be dif- 

ficult to visualize.
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Research on pheasant, rabbit, fox squirrel, and skunk has 

been carried on here during the past two years. The research staff 

now consists of four men, and will probably be expanded to five in 

a few months. We have NYA help in the form of local farm boys, and 
several WPA projects have provided man-power for any maneuver requir- 
ing mass action--such as pheasant drives, nest hunts, etc. 

I'd appreciate it if you could attempt to have students in 
your ecology class undertake crow nestling banding as they did last 

year. I'11 not be able to get much done along that line this spring 

myself, but I'm trying to contact Michigan State College people. It 

may be that more may be done than I suppose possible. You mentioned 

to me at the time of our last conference that you had heard from one 

of the crows banded by your students last year. If you can, please 
send me data on that bird. 

If my check for March has not already been sent to me, please 
address the letter to my present address, at the head of this letter. 

Also, if Vivian has not had time to take care of the matter of learning 

whether or not I may be refunded any part of my second semester fees, 
please remind her. Again I express my regret at my precipitous exodus 
from Lake Mills, and hope that I may soon have the opportunity to talk 
matters over with you again. 

If ever you wish to have a bit of research performed and 

feel that you do not have man-power enough or adequate facilities, 
please do not fail to broach the matter to me. It may be that we will 
be able to do something of use to you here. I could not help but con- 
sider the possibility of the novelty of conducting simultaneous palata- 
bility tests on pheasants of Wisconsin, Illinois, and Michigan. “Using 
some of the refinements suggested by Feeney to eliminate any or several 
of the competing species, we should be able to accomplish considerable. 
I will be able to have a pen of control pheasants from the State Game 
Farm in addition to wild birds. 

Regular censuses are scheduled for pheasants, and at present 
I am attempting to locate all crowing cocks. The area was opened to 
controlled hunting last fall, and a heavy kill resulted. At present 
the ratio appears to be 1 cock to 10 hens. It will be interesting to 
learn what results from such a lop-sider ratio. Rabbit and squirrel 
trapping were carried on all winter, and squirrels are being trapped 
still. I'd appreciate it if you'd send me the trade name of rabbit 
"chow", and the name of the manufacturer, if you have received your 
sample or supply to date. 

Sincerely yours, 

Goh Bbaade 
Cc. T. Black 
Game Research Ecologist
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4oh University Farm Place 
April 10, 1940 

Mr. ©, T. Black 
Rose Lake Wildlife Experiment Station 
Route 1 
Eaet Lansing, Michigan 

Dear Teds ' 

; I am interested in your report but do not quite 
understand whether you do the farming or whether you simply 
have a headquarters and have to operate with volunteer 
farmers. 

The report on my crow band is contained in the 
attached copy of a letter to Professor Wagner. I will push 
the matter of crow banding by 118ersa, but so far none have 
volunteered. 

Vivian has attended to your refund. There will 
Be a small one, which will be sent to you directly from the 
registrar's office. Your check has been forwarded. 

I am circulating your letter among the students 
here, since they will be interested to kmow of your set-up. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Wildlife Management
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; yok University Farm Place 
April 2, 1940 

Mr. C. T. Black 
Michigan Department of Conservation 
Lansing, Michigan 

Dear Ted: 

I'm very glad you got your chance in Michigan, 
and particularly thet you are working with Durward Allen. 
I have great confidence in him. 

I would advise you, if you have not already done 
80, to tell him exactly where you are on the thesis, and 
if possible, get some time allowance made for its completion. 

There is no hurry about the Faville Grove reports, 
provided the stuff doesn't get stale in your mind. The 
feeding experiment I shovld have ready for Arthur when he 
gets here. 

Vivian is looking up the refund question, and will 
let you know. | 

Please give my regards and good wishes to Mrs. 
Black. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



3836 Lowell Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 
March 31, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Ruhl finally “came through" and offered me a job as 
Game Research Ecologist, Pittman-Robertson project, the project 
being @ coordination of farm game management with “dollars and 
cents" farming. I willbe located at the Rose Lake Wildlife Ex- 
periment Station near Lansing, and will be reporting for work 
as you read this. I am to work under or with Dr. Durward Allen. 
Confirmation of appointment came late last week, and since that 
time I have been occupied with assembling pheasant and rabbit 
traps for storage at Faville Grove, and moving wife, baby, and 
belongings temporarily to Chicago at my folks home. I apologize 
for not having phoned you or coming directly into Madison. 

Out at the office at Faville Grove there are several 
things which should be at. your office in Madison. Elizabeth 
Tillotson informs me that Hawkins will visit the Area during 
the next two weeks, and I will make arrangements for him to 
take 211 necessary items into Madison at that time. Most im- 

. portant items are: 

(1) United States Atlas which you loaned to me 

(2) Faville Grove Atlas 

(3) Miscellaneous reports concerning work at 
Faville Grove (mostly by Hartman and Bussewitz), 
which should be given to Buss for organization 

(4) Small mammal traps, which should be returned 
to Professor Wagner 

(5) Gram scale 

(6) Pheasant and Hun bands 

My report on rabbit and bird trapping will be sent to 
you after I am settled at Lansing. I have additional reports 
to make concerning the area and its operation, but these will 
be made in later letters. I shall be pressed to the utmost to 
complete my thesis within the required time, so that your indul- 

gence in the matter of reports will be appreciated. 

Needless to say your taking me on last fall was a stroke 
of good fortune for me. It is practically impossible for me to
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express my appreciation adequately enough. If it were not for my 
overwhelming financial distress, I should have turned down the 
Michigan offer. Completing a year cy¢cle at Faville Grove had 
been my plan and desire, as well as your plan for me. Practical 
experience with game, men, and the land was what I needed--partic- 
ularly under your supervision. My only regret is that I was not 

: able to see you more frequently in Madison. 

Please extend Mrs. Black's and my good wishes to Mrs. 
Leopold and thank her for her kindnesses and interest in our 

situation. Meeting ani knowing the Leopold family has been one 

of the bright spots of our brief stay et Madison and vicinity. 
» 

Please have Vivian forward my March check to me, address- 

ing it to the Michigan Department of Conservation, Lansing. Also, 

if there is any possibility of me having any part of my fees re- 

funded, will you please ask her to take care of it for me, or tell 

me to whom to write to? Enclosed is my check for $32.50, the 

amount you so kindly loaned to me when I found myself financially 

embarrassed at the time my February fees were due. I don't Imow 

why I failed to speak to you about it afterwards. Your "stepping 
into the breach" for me at that time certainly tided me over a 

shaky period. 

I shall make it a point to keep in touch with you from 

time to time in the future. Comparing notes with the progress of 

develooments at Faville Grove, Riley, and the Rose Lake areas 

should offer interesting matter. 

Sincerely yours, " 

; Fa Trhaek 

¢. T. Blak: 

«



§ April 1, 1940 

Dean ©. L. Christensen 
Agricultural Hall 

Dear Sir: 

Due te my having accepted a position with 

the State Conservation Department, Lansing, Michigan, 

I am submitting my resignation as half-time assistant 

in wildlife management, effective April 1, 1940 

Very truly yours, 

c. T. Black



Nevember 27, 193° 

Permits 
Bird banding 

Me, C, T, Black 
Vest Madison street 
Lake Mille, Yieconsin 

Dear Sir: 

anelosed is bird banding pt No, Go, issued 
to you at the request of Aldo Leopold, professor of 
wildlife management. 

This permit expires on December 31, 1939, and 
the proper forms for renewal will be sent to you 
shortly before the expiration date. 

FOR TRE DIRECTOR 

Ww. F. Grimmer 
Sup't of Game Manag ement 

mo ae 
ec Aldo Leopold 
ec Fese 
Ene,1



42k University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management November 18, 1939 

Mr. G. @. Black 
Lake Mills 
Wisconsin 

Dear Teds 

My negotiations with the Canadians to get an 
opening on chickens for the Hamerstroms suddenly revived by 
reason of a letter received today, and I feel hesitant to 
complicate the situation by immediately injecting into it an 
additional proposal on crows. For this reason I will defer 
presenting your case until I am a little surer of my ground. 

In suggesting December 16 for the Faville Grove 
census, I forgot that I will probably be going hunting about 
that time. If you need me in the census, can you set it up 
a@ week to December 9? 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



é _ September 28, 1939 ss 

Mr. Charles T. Black 
: c/o Professor Leopold 

f O1d Imtomology Building : : 

Dear Mr. Black: 

The Regents of the University of ‘isoonsin : : 
j have appointed you assistant in wildlife management 

(half time) for the period September 16, 1939, to 
June SO, 1940, at a salary of $476 for the period. 

Yours very truly, : 

M. E. McCAFFREY 

Secretary 

In place of George F. Hartman, resigned, p. 113, fund © 
3u(R) 

Christensen - 2 2 
RR 
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Recommendation For Appointment 

College of Agriculture ... University of Wisconsin 

Department _"41dlafe Management Date September 16, 1939. 

1. Name Sharles Theodore Black __ Date of Birth 26m 24, 1924 

Married eS 

2. Staff Position___ A884 8tant ae 

3. Beginning Dat Sept. 16, 1 

Closing Date Sune 30, 1940 

4. Compensatign= = ae per month Payable in—______________Installments 

5. Chargeable to: 

WAR a een ae 

Badget"Page | ste i Fee 

Budeet tema! 6 5) ees ce eg 

Fund SR Noo) eta 

6. Character of work to be done 

Research on game bird populations on the Faville Grove Wildlife Area, 
hake Mills, Wisconsin. 

7. Training and Qualifications 

Graduated from. Uaiversity of Tikineis pare Fumes 1935 Degree Ar Be 

Other pertinent Data 

Received master's degree, University of Illinois, February, 1937 
Hes nearly completed work for a Ph.D., University of Illinois. 

APPROVED Oi, 
¥ Chairman of Department



42h University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management September 6, 1939 

Mr. C. T. Black 
3836 Lowell Avome 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Blacks 

I am now able to definitely offer you the research 
grand of $50 per month, beginning September 15 and ending, as 
far as present funds are concerned, July 1. 

I will be out of town on a trip for the Soil. Conservation 
Service until about October 1. However, it will take you ea little 
while to find quarters at Leake Mills and become acquainted with 
the area. We will have to have a farmers’ meeting to decide on 
shooting rules soon after my retura. You might be getting ready 
for that. If Buss is here he can tell you about rules in the past. 
If he is not here, Sowls can tell you a good deal. He will return 
by the time school opens. ; 

In general, you can use the job list already sent you as 
& preliminary guide. If for any reason you should not be available, 

: will you kindly notify Miss Horn so that she can get in touch with 
me in the field? 

For the details of your registration you had better deal 
directly with the Graduate School. . 

Tours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



42h University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management August 24, 1939 

Mr. C. T. Black 
i 3836 Lowell Aveme 

Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Black: 

Your sample of writing, together with my general 
impression of your output, enables me to check off the writing 
qualification as satisfactory. ; 

I will have to put off final decision on the appointment 
until September 4 or 5. ‘The field work now being done is good and 
I feel obliged to let the boys finish it before arriving at a 

: final judgment. 

If I decide to appoint you, the attached sheet will give 
you a more explicit idea of your duties now foreseeable. Of course, 
unforeseen stuff always comes up. 

not 
I have decided that you could/take over Riley, as well 

as Faville Grove, and still exist on $50. Hence I heve left Riley 
out of the job list. This list does not attempt to go beyond next 
May. To round out your experience your actual work should, I think, 
run through the pheasant survival experiments next August. 

It is understood that you would have the authorship of 
writings on pheasants beyond October 1. Up to that time Buss has 
it. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Wildlife Management



Probable Work Plan 

C. 7. Black 

In charge: (1) Pheasant Survival Study 
(2) Faville Grove Area 

Sonne 1-15 

elp organize meetings with Faville Grove farmers to adopt shooting rules 
for 1939. (A little free time.) 

October 15-30 
Supervise shooting and look for bands. Maybe some volunteer student help 

on weekends. (No free time) 

Novemb 

Organize ene and winter protection of plantings. (Considerable free 
time 

December : 
Make fall pheasant, Hungarian and quail census, Faville Grove. 
Start trapping & banding pheasants and rabbits, Faville Grove. Winter 

feeding. (Some free time) 

NE 
Tapping and banding pheasants and rabbits, Faville Grove. Winter feeding. 

Assignment to Hamerstroms at Plainfield, Wis., to pick up prairie chicken 
trapping. 

frip to Illinois to take finals. (No free time) 

Bens and banding pheasants and rabbits, Faville Grove. Winter feeding. 
Audit parts of Wildlife Heology 118 (7). 
Revise base maps of Faville Grove. (Some free time) 

March 
Spring censuses, pheasants, quail and Hungarians, Faville Grove. 
Organize plantings. ; 
Audit parts of Wildlife Ecology 118(?). Organize crow-banding work by 118 

students. 

April, 
Small mammal trapping census, Faville Grove. 
Count booming chickens, Faville Grove. 
Carry out plantings, Faville Grove. 
Census arriving plovers, Faville Grove.
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May. 
Nesting census of plovers, Faville Grove 

Jobs grasedsuse as to time 
. Seminar on ee, crow work. 

2. Kumlien Club paper on Illinois ornithological history. 
- Check up on crow roosts near Madison. 

+ Try to organize Wisconsin crow study. 
2: Attend seminar and visit office every two weeks, November-April. 

. Readings (to be laid out as we find what you need).



3836 Lowell Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 
August 19, 1939 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I regret exceedingly that I was unable to 
remain in Madison and accompany you to Fayville 
Grove. The experience would have been a valuable 
one to me, but other considerations made it seem 
advisable for me to return to Chicago without 

delay. 

Enclosed are several pages from my recent 
crow damage report, as examples of my writing. 
Others are to be found in my notes in the Auk, which 
are listed on the data sheets I enclosed with my 
first letter. 

Now that I have your research set-up more 
clearly in mind, I look forward more than ever to 
possible active work in your department. 

Sincerely yours, 

C 2 Beck 
C. T. Black, Research Fellow 
Ill. State Nat. Hist. Survey



CROW DAMAGE TO CROPS AND POULTRY IN ILLINOIS IN 1938 

Introduction 

A comprehensive program of research into the ecological 

and economic relations of the crow in Illinois is now being carried 

on by the Illinois Cooperative Crow Investigation, which is supported : 

by the Department of Zoology of the University of Illinois, National 

Association of Audubon Societies, Illinois State Natural History 

Survey, and Illinois Department of Conservation. To determine current 

opinion of the farmers of the state concerning the present seriousness 

of crow depredations on crops, poultry, and wildlife in Illinois, a 

comprehensive questionnaire was distributed. 

The Questionnaire 

The questionnaire was designed to bring together information 

which would make possible a quantitative analysis of damage inflicted 

by crows in the several regions of the state. Introductory questions 

determined the size of the farm, amount of available crow nesting 

cover, proximity of possible crow nests to the farmyard, number of 

active crow nests on the farm, and the number of crow nests destroyed 

or robbed. In relation to crop damage, the total acreage of the crop 

on the farm, percent and degree of damage, and season of serious 

damage were requested. Losses of poultry were to be itemized accord- 

ing to the kind of poultry and losses of young birds or eggs. Finally, 

the farmer was requested to give an estimate of his financial loss from 

crows. All of this information was to apply to the crop year 1938. 

In addition, the farmer's opinion as to the necessity for expenditures ‘ 

for crow control in his vicinity, and information concerning the loca- 

. tion and size of crow roosts, present and past abundance of crows, crow 

predation on wildlife, and beneficial behavior of crows was requested.
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Through the kindness of Dean J. C. Blair and Professor J. C. 

Spitler of the College of Agriculture and Extension Service of the Uni- 

versity of Illinois, mimeographing, mailing lists, and envelopes, were 

provided. The questionnaire itself was outlined by the writer. 

Approximately 1,700 questionnaires were distributed, the bulk 

of them on May 1, 1939. In all, 431 questionnaires were returned and 

analyzed. The 419 farmers who reported acreages farmed a total of over 

129,000 acres. Losses were estimated by 403 of these farmers for over 

125,000 acres. Reports were received from 98 of the 102 counties of 

the state. 

Crow Damage 

It is the purpose of this report to state the effect of the 

crow on crops, poultry, and wildlife, each of which differs in some de- 

gree over the state in accordence witht he types of farming prevalent 

in the various sections. Case and Myers, in their analysis of Illinois 

agriculture (Types of Farming in Illinois, Univ. Ill. Agric. Exp. Sta. 

Bull. #403; 1934) divide the state into 9 regions in which one or more 

dominant types of farming are easily recognizable. Their "type-of-farming" 

areas form the basis of the following discussions of differences in crow 

damage over the state. a as cla itil characterizations of the agri- 

culture of the various regions are quoted directly from Case and Myers. 

Estimates of crop and poultry damage are computed on the basis of the 

totel area of the farms reporting. Supplementary information is given 

concerning severe individual losses only. 

1. Northeastern Dairy and Truck Area 

"Two types of farms, dairy and truck, predominate in Area 2. 

53 percent of all farms being classed as dairy and 12 percent as 

truck farms in this area in 1929. 

"Approximately half the gross income from agriculture in 

Area 1 was from sales of livestock products, principally whole 

milk, and 18 percent was from sales of crops, nearly two-thirds 

of which was from vegetable crops. An urban population of more
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than 4 million people is the important reason for the development 

of dairy and truck farms in this area. Soil and climatic conditions, 
however, are also favorable for these types of farming. 

"Gorn, oats, barley, and hay or pasture occupied 89 percent 

of the crop and pasture land in 1929. Truck farms occupy only a 

small part of the total farm area and are found near the cities, 
while dairy farms are found thruout the area." 

Wooded tracts along streams and upland farm woodlots constitute 

the chief nesting sites of crows in Area 1. The questionnaires report 

an average of 54 acres of woodlot and orchard and 70 rods of large 

osage orange hedge per square mile. An average of 11 crow nests per 

square mile, 4 of which were destroyed or robbed, was reported for 1938. 

Large urban and industrial areas occur in Cook and DuPage counties and 

are not included in averages here presented, which are for farmiand 

only. 

Losses attributed to crows were low in 1938. Estimated damage 

averaged slightly over 2 cents per acre and $15 per square mile. Farms 

on 77 percent of the area reported damage, but losses on these farms 

averaged only 3 cents per acre. 

Twenty-seven percent of the area reported on was planted to 

corn in 1938. Damage to corn was uniformly slight over 77 percent of 

its acreage and absent on the remainder. Poultry losses were slight, 

an average loss of 8 chicks and 2 chicken eggs per square mile being 

reported. Only 17 percent of the farms reported losses of chicks, an 

average loss of 14 chicks per farm being reported. Four percent of 

the farmers mentioned losses of hen's eggs. Damage to small grains, 

fruits, vegetables, or soybeans was reported on less than 9 percent 

of the farms. 

2. Northwestern Mixed Livestock Area 

"waxed livestock farming best deseribes the agriculture 
in Area 2. More than three-fourths of the gross income in 

1929 was from sales of livestock or livestock products. 

"Dairy farms, found over the entire area, are most common 

in the northern part, where condensaries, cheese.factories,
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3836 Lowell Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 
August 14, 1939 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin . € 

Dear Professor Leopold: : 

I thank you for your letter of 
August 11, answering my request concerning ; 
possible opinings in wildlife work at the 
University of Wisconsin. 

I am interested in September employ- 
ment. With the exception of the final exam- 
ination for the doctorate, nothing remains to 
be done at the University of Illinois that 
cannot be taken care of before September lst. 

I should appreciate the opportunity 
to talk matters over with you on Wednesday, 
August 16th. I shall probably arrive in Madi- 
son about noon. If these arrangements are 
not satisfactory, please telegraph me, indi- 
cating a more suitable time and date. : 

Sincerely yours, 

Co ee es 
C. T. Black, Research Fellow 
Ill. State Nat. Hist. Survey 
Ill. Coop. Crow Investigation



42h University Farm Place 
August 11, 1 Division of Wildlife Management sidan 

Mr. 6.7. Black 
3836 Lowell Aveme 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Blacks 

I am much pleased to know of your interest in 
some work here. I take it that you are considering possible 
work after you complete your degree in February, 1940. It 
will be necessary for me to fill a vacancy in my force by 
September, 1939. Sould you by any chance get off that early 
and return to Illinois for the necessary formalities during 
the winter? 

If so, I would appreciate an early opportunity 
to talk things over without commitment either on your part 
or mine. Gould you run up some time, preferably next week? 

The work which I now have vacant is, I think, 
exactly what you need to supplement your Illinois experience. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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3836 Lowell Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 

August 9, 1939 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Please consider this letter as an application 
for any position or fellowship in wildlife work which may 
be available at the present time at your institution, and 
for which I am qualified or eligible. 

For the past two years I have been studying the 

life history, ecology, and economic importance of the crow 

in Illinois. I will recieve my Ph. D. degree in zoology 

from the University of Illinois in February, 1940. All 

academic work has been completed, the preliminary examina- 

tion for the doctorate has been successfully passed, and 

the thesis is now being written. 

Except for extensive field work in connection 

with the crow study and my work in animal and plant ecology, 

there has been little opportunity at the University of 
Illinois for any work which approaches practical wildlife 

management. In order to round out my training, I desire 

to obtain practical experience at a recognized wildlife 
school. I had hoped to continue my crow work, but unless 

. satisfactory and additional financing is forthcoming, it 
will be temporarily laid aside. 

Enclosed are data sheets and a photograph. If 
you desire further information concerning any phase of the 

matter, I shall be glad to write more in detail. 

Sincerely yours, 

a pes eS 

Cc. T.Black, Research Fellow 
Ill. Coop. Crow Investigation
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE ILLINOIS COOPERATIVE CROW INVESTIGATION 

September, 1937--June, 1939 

1. Life History 
Located over 250 nests; a few studied in detail for incubation 

period, frequency of feeding, activity at the nest, etc. 
Banded over 300 nestlings, and have notes on growth and devel- 

opment of about 400 
Measured gonad development from winter to breeding condition 

on about 4,500 crows 
Have notes on progress and date of moult of over 100 birds 

2. Topubasamag 
questionnaire determined location and approximate gize of all 

major winter roosts in Illinois--over 100 roosts 
Made personal studies on about 20 roosts 
Examined over 13,000 crows for age ratio (adult or immature) and 

5,000, for sex ratie; differences analyzed by season and lattitude 
Gensused breeding population on 30 square miles in 1938 and 1939 

36 WB Be herations 
anded about crows, 115 in winter, remainder, nestlings 

Ue Se Bureau of Biological Survey, at suggestion of aoe 
sent out two letters urging its cooperators to band nest 
crows; 50 and 80 special requests for crow bands were received 
in 1938 and 1939, respectively 

U. S¢ Bureau of Biological Survey files contain 400 crow recoveries 
now being turned over to the investigator for analysis; other 
now unavailable recoveries are to be made available later. 

4 ttl ote 
Distributed 1,700 questionnaires to farmers, receiving 25% response; 

nature and amount of damage, need for control, changes in abundance 
and affect on wildlife were requested; analysis completed 

About 3,000 stomachs and 1,000 pellets were collected, chiefly in 
winter; examination only partially completed. 

5. Ae 
ontribut financially--Department of Zoology of the University 
of Illinois, National Association of Audubon Societies, Illinois 
State Natural History Survey, Illinois Department of Conservation 

Other aid--U. 8. Bureau of Biological Survey, Agriculture Extension 
Service of the University of Illinois, National Parks Board of 
Canada 

Directora--Professors S. G. Kendeigh and Ve EB. Shelford, Department 
of Zoology, University of Illinois, and Dr. Re Ee. Yeatter, 
Illinois State Natural History Survey 

Investigator--C. T. Black, Graduate Fellow in Zoology, University 
of Illinois, and Research Fellow, Illinois State Natural History 
Survey



C. Theodore Black 

204 Experimental Zoology Laboratory 

University of Illinois 

Champaign, Illinois 

Personal: 

Born January 24, 1914; age 25; health good; mmmarried; height 5' 10"; 
weight 165 lbs.; home, Chicago, Illinois 

Education: 

Undergraduate: Northwestern University, 1931-32, and summer, 1932, 

University of Illinois, 1932-35 
University of Buffalo, summer, 1933 (Allegany 

School of Natural History) 

Graduate: University of Illinois, 1935-39 
University of Maryland, summer, 1937 (Chesapeake 

Biological Laboratory) 

Degrees and Honors: 

A, B., with highest honors in zoology, University of Illinois, 1935; 

major, zoology; minor, botany. 

M. S., University of Illinois, 1937; major zoology (ecology) 

Ph, D, candidate, University of Illinois, 1939; major, zoology (ecology) ; 

minor, botany (ecology) 
US. Civil Service rating a3) Assistant Brofopsst (Wildir te) 

Positions Held: 

Field assistant in ornithology, University of Illinois, spring semesters, 

1932-85 
Assistant, Allegany School of Natural History, summer, 1933 

Graduate assistant in zoology (4-time), University of Illinois, 1935-38. 

Graduate fellow in zoology, University of Illinois, and research fellow, 

Illinois State Natural History Survey and Illinois Cooperative Crow 

Investigation, 1938-39 (full-time research). 

Wildlife Training: 

Advanced courses and research in animal ecology (all phases, with emphasis 

on vertebrates, especially birds) and in plant ecology (environmental 
factors, communities, geography) 

Research in bird populations; life history, ecology, esonomic relations of 

the crow; ornithology of Illinois and bordering states; ornithology of 

Champaign County, Illinois; food of crows, hawks, and owls by stomach and 

pellet analysis. 

Close contact with farmer and sportsman by virtue of their interest in the 

crow; realization of farm-game problem and need for management, 

Practical experience in map-making while in advanced corps of ROTC. 

Advanced courses in zoology: field zoology, invertebrate taxonomy, 

ichthyology, parasitology, entomology, ornithology; in botany; field 

botany, plant taxonomy, forest ecology, plant geography. 

Other advanced zoology courses: vertebrate anatomy, genetics, embryology; 

also usual fundamental courses in zoology, botany, and chemistry.



Scientific Societies: 

i Sigma Xi, Phi Sigma, American Ornithologist's Union, Wilson Ornithological 
Club, Chicago Ornithological Society; also National Association of Audubon 
Societies, Illinois Audubon Society, and Wildlife Club of the University 
of Illinois; first president of latter organization, and also president 
of Animal Ecology Club, graduate seminar. A 

Publications and Theses: 

Records for Illinois and Michigan, AUK 51:100; 1934. 
Late Spring records for Illinois, AUK 51:101-102; 1934 
Common loon in Illinois in July. AUK 52:74; 1935. 
Mockingbird in Wisconsin. AUK 52:90; 1935 
Richardson's Owl in Wisconsin. AUK 52:451-452; 1935 
Notes from northeastern and east central Illinois. AUK 52:464-W65; 1935 
Chuck-will's-widow in Illinois. AUK 53:83; 1936 
Additional Illinois golden eagle records, AUK 54:385-388; 1937 
Birds of the Champaign County region of Illinois, A. B. Thesis, 

University of Illinois, 1935, unpublished, 
Ecological relations of the birds of Champaign County, Illinois, 

M. S. Thesis, University of Illinois, 1937, unpublished. 

In preparation: 

Golden Eagle in Illinois 

Birds of Champaign County, Illinois 
Birds of Illinois (with A. R. Cahn) : 
Ecological and economic relations of the crow in Illinois, Ph. D. 

Thesis, University of Illinois, 1939 

References: 

Professors H. J. Van Cleave, V. B. Shelford™ §, C, Kendeigh,* 
B, V. Hall™* L. A, Adams, Department of Zoology, University of 

Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 

Dr, 1. Hs Frison* Dry. Re By Yeatter® and Dr. D. H. Thompson, Illinois 

State Natural HiSLOny Survey, Urbana, Illinois 

Professor A. G,. Vestal’, Department of Botany, University of Illinois, 
Urbana, Illinois. : 

Professor R. V. Truitt, Department of Zoology, University of Maryland, 
College Park, Maryland, 

Professor R. E. Coker, Department of Zoology, University of North Carolina, 

Chapel Hill, N. Car. 

Dr. A. R. Cahn#* Forestry Building, TVA, Norris, Tennessee.
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Tuomas E. BrRITrINGHAM, JR. . (he 
DELAWARE TRUST BUILDING 
‘WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

August 15,1938 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Thank you very much for your final 
accounting of the money I advanced 
to you. It was a pleasure for Sister 
and myself as the trustees of the 
fund to have been of help to you in 
your work. 

Sincerely, 

Leal tittcng Ka. 
Thomas BE. Brittingham, Jr. 

TEB:R



42h University Farm Place 
August 3, 1938 

Game Management Division 

Mr. Thomas 8. Brittingham, Jr. 
Delaware Trust Building 
Wilmington, Delaware 

Dear Mr. Brittinghan: 

This letter is to give you an accounting of your 
contribution for the year ending July 1, 1937. Yor the ensuing 
ear, which has just ended, the account is on the University 
leas ond 5 doouse neues 8s @pecial reporting on my part. 

As you will see from the account, I have taken the 
liberty of using the fund for the previous year to facilitate 
@ number of reseerch operations in ways which would be clumsy 
under the regular fiscal procedure. 

Your help has been o life-saver in this regard and you 
may be assured that it is heartily appreciated. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
chi Professor of Game Management



Statement of August 3, 1938 

(Previous statements have iteuized expenditures up to March 29, 1937. 
Last statement submitted under date of April 6, 1937.) 

3/29/37 Balance $ 204.73 

4/1/37 10f Manchurian hem seed $ 1.00 

4/8/37 Hawkins, 1/2 salary for February 30.00 
Hawking, 1/2 salary for March 30.00 
hee, 1/2 salary for March 20.50 

4/12/37 Received from 2. B. Brittingham 1100.00 

4/14/37 University Photo Lab, photo supplies 17.68 

4/17/37  ‘Pransportation of mrsery stock for gamo areas 10,00 

4/26/37  Bursery stock for Lake Mills area 10,00 

5/3/37 fable for laboratory 6.00 

5/4/37 Diemer Photo Lab, photo supplies, prints, slides 13.52 

5/8/37 Lee, 1/2 salary for April 20.50 

5/17/37 Express on reprints 2.47 

5/18/37  YPencing material for Riley game area 18.20 

5/26/37 Outline maps Mele 

5/29/37  Gollege of Agriculture, to cover deficit in 
Game Research Fund 20.00 

6/1/37 Hewkins, 1/2 salary for April 30.00 

6/3/37 Diemer Photo Lab, photo supplies 4.01 

6/3/37 University Photo Lab, photo supplies,prints, slides 12.94 

6/3/37 Mise. equipment for bira banding 1.59 

6/5/37 ‘lle Sowls, putting in food patches on Arboretum 25.00 

6/9/37 L. L. Olde Seed Co., seed for Arboretum food patches 2.25 
Terrell's Aquatic Nurseries, seed for game areas 1.22 
Hawkins, 1/2 salary for May 30.00 
Lee, 1/2 salary for May 20.50 

6/10/37 Hawkins, travel expense for Jan. ,Feb.,March,April 126.24 

6/10/37 Office cabinet made at University carpenter shop 52.00



oes ows 

5/16/37 L. L, Olds Seed Oo., seed for Arboretum food patches 3.20 

5/17/37 Walter Boerger, 1 day's work on food patches 2.00 

5/24/37 Diener Phote lab, slides 47.59 

5/24/37 University Photo Lab, photo supplies 4.96 

6/12/37 Cantwell Printing Go., ruling paper ifs 
American Mi@land Naturslist, reprints Pee 
Journal of Forestry, reprints 8. 

6/15/37 6.0.D. charge, tanned skins for office collection 2.97 

6/29/37 Hawkins, 1/2 salary for June 30.00 

6/31/37 Wilson Bulletin, reprints 5.00 

6/31/37 Dlomer Photo lab, slides . 8.38 

7/3/37 Frautechi's, 2 card cabinets 8.48 

7/26/37 = Bass, salary for July 50.00 

1/30/37 Havkins, salary for July ; 60,00 

8/1/37 Buss, salary for August 50.00 

8/30/37 Democrat Printing Gc., 1000 ruled sheets 18.00 

Jamaal bieclee certinte 559 

8/31/37 Gerard A, Rohlich, drefting work 1.00 

9/4/37 Hawkins, travel expense for May, June, July, plus 
expenses of WPA crew on Lake Mills area 219.79 

9/1/37 Whitall Tatun Go., 1 gross capsule bottles 5.39 

9/28/37 Dissecting instruments 5.00 

9/29/37  § Pednting laboratory 10.00 

10/2/37 University Photo Leb, photo supplies,prints, ete. 27.25 

10/2/37 = Amer. Midland Neturalist, reprints 11.78 

10/8/37 Buss, salary for September 50.00 

11/16/37 = Expenses of Midwest Wildlife Conference, held in Madison 38.94 

1/28/38 1/2 reem herbarium mounting paper 5.00 

2/3/38 wien ae Matery. deck for mounting Schmidt prairie se



si j +5e i ae 

2/3/38 Cantwell Printing Go., punching 2000 sheets $ 1,00 

2/10/38 National Band & Tag Go., 50 rabbit tags +70 

3/22/38 Wis. Conservation Dept., 4000 Norway pine 
transplants for game areas 28.00 

3/23/38 "Bill" Goff, Inc,, ring binder 3.10 

Bank service charge, February 63 

5/5/38 4 shovels at 1.75 7.00 

5/11/38 Express on nursery stock 453 

5/12/38 Hd Ocsner, making turkey skin for office collection 5.00 

5/28/38 Cantwell Printing Co., punching paper §,00 

Bank service charge, March 61 
Bank service charge, April oh 

5/30/38 1 set of scale weights, 6 rabbit traps a) 

Bank service charge, May ye 

8/1/38 Met, Band & Tag Co., bands 19.15 

Tapendt tures peice $1306.86 

(Difference in amounts made up from another fund.)



: File _ 

April 24, 1938 

Mr. Thos. 8. Brittingham, Jr. 

251 Delaware Trust Building : 

Wilmington, Delaware 

Dear Tom: 

I find that I failed to remind you (as per your 
request to Mr. McCaffrey of October 19) of the second and 
final half of your contribution for this year. 

The well is dry and I'd mech appreciate your 
remitting ($1,000) to M. E. McCaffrey, Secretary of the 
Board of Regents. . ( 

You don't know how much your help has meant to : 

my work. At the present moment it is keeping my group 
afloat. You have certainly been generous and I thank you : 
heartily in behalf of my whole organization. 

Yours sincerely, 

ec M.E.McCaffrey Aldo Leopold
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October 21, 1937, 

Mr, Thomas &, Brittingham, Jr., ie 
Delaware. Trust Building, 
Wilmington, Delaware, 

Dear Mr, brittinghams : 

3 : Thank you very much for your check 
for 1000, representing the first payment of your 4 = grant of ©2000 for research in game management ; 
for the period July 1, 1927, to June 30, 1938, : 
I am advising Professor “eopold of the receipt of 
this check and we shall bill you for the resain- ; 

} ing $1000, as you request, when the amount now on 
, hand runs out. : vee 

: Yours very truly, per 

Ce ‘ Secretary, : 
Copy to Professor Leopold. :
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1532 University Aveme 
October 14, 1937 

Mr. Thomas B. Brittingham 
251 Delaware Trust Building 
Wilmington, Delaware 

Dear Tom: 

I find that no deposit has been made under 
the agreement signed June 23 and that our expenses in 
the interim have been borrowed from other funds. 

The agreoment calls for $2,000 for the period 
July 1, 1937, to June 30, 1938. It mentions one instal- 
ment, but I am sure the Dean's office would be glad to 
mest your convenience on this question. 

Remittance should be payable to the University 
of Wisconsin but can be made either to me or to Dean 
Christensen's office. 

3 With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN # ue : 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION \ - 

MADISON. WISCONSIN ie 

OFFICE OF ASSISTANT DIRECTOR July 16, 1937 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Economic Entomology Bldg. 

Campus 

My dear Professor Leopold: 

Herewith I am sending you a signed copy of the agree- 
ment providing for the grant of $2,000 by the Thomas Evans 

Brittingham Estate to the University for the support of your 
work in game management. You will note that this was formale 
ly accepted by the Board of Regents at a meeting on July 10, 
and has been signed on behalf of the University by Business 
Manager Phillips and Dean Christensen. 

We have already sent one of the completed copies of 
the agreement to Mr. Brittingham, and have also sent a carbon 
to Professor Asher Hobson, Chairman of your Department. The 
enclosed copy is for the files of your office. 

Sincerely yours, 

: Assistant ag 
Experiment Station 

C.¢. Prof. Hobson



MEMORANDUM AGREEMENT BETWEEN THOMAS HE. BRITTINGHAM, JR., AND THE : 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN IN REGARD TO A GRANT TO THE 
UNIVERSITY IN SUPPORT OF RESEARCH IN GAME MANAGEUINT 

Thomas BE. Brittinghem, Jr., Wilmington, Delaware, desires to make a grant of 

funds from the University of Wisconsin Trust of the Thomas Evans Brittingham Estate 

for the period July 1, 1937, to June 30, 1938, for the support of research in gane 5 

manegement, with particular reference to the preparation of a game management 

handbook that could be made available to farmers and other landowners. For this 

purpose it is mtually agreed by Thomas E. Brittingham, Jr., and the University of 

Wisconsin as follows: 

(1) Thomas E. Brittingham, Jr., agrees to place at the disposal of the 

Regents of the University the sum of $2,000.00, the same to be paid in one install- 

ment on or before July 1, 1937. Voucher is to be made payable to the University of 

Wisconsin, and is to be sent by the donor to the Administration Office, Agricultural 

Experiment Station. 

The University of Wisconsin will keep this fund separate and will engage com 

petent research fellows to be assigned to this study. ‘The funds provided by this 

grant will be used to pay travel, to purchase photographs and other supplies, and 

to defray other necessary costes in connection with the study. Detailed plans for 

the conduct of this research have already been agreed to. 

(2) The University will furnish office, laboratory and other facilities and 

equipment as are required for the carrying out of this study insofar as the facil- 

ities of the University will permit. 

(3) This project will be assigned to the Department of Agricultural Beonomics, 

the University having designated Aldo Leopold to give the project immediate super 

vision. 

(4) Upon the termination of these studies any equipment, materials, and 

supplies remaining in stock shall become the property of the University of Wisconsin.



ae : 

(5) the University will render, at the expiration of this work, to Thomas . 

Z, Metttinghan/s vepert f the yesserdh sarsicd on waler this grunt, vith the we 
derstanding that the University in accepting this fund for the purpose herein stated 

intends that it shall be used for the promotion of scientific knowledge in the field 

referred to, that the results of such research shall be mate public by the University, 

through publication or otherwise, in any manner that it may deem desirable, keep- : 

ing in mind that the public interest or welfare shall be dominant. When the results j 

of the research are published the University agrees to make acknowledgnent of the 

aid received from Thomas BE. Brittingham, Jr. 

The above memorandun has been presented to the Board of Regents of the Univer+ 

sity of Wisconsin and aceepted by then on pale oe and is 

declared effective upon the signature of the of the University 

and the Director of the Agricultural Experiment Station for the University of Wisconsin, 

and Thomas 3. Brittingham, Jr. 

a ae Manager, ty WA 

pgs Zoree Esta spony 
B. Bri vee 

APPROVED: 
. . g ; Se 

‘ps sis Boe alr 
s ""sbverslty of Vissmetn



Tuomas E. BRITTINGHAM, JR. 
DELAWARE TRUST BUILDING 
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

dune 10, 1937 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I recently heard from my sister relative to the 
plan about which you wrote me some time ago. As 
my sister wanted to keep that letter,would you be 
kind enough to send a copy of it to me at P. 0. Box 
1191, Madison, for our files? We have decided 
to support your project for another year. 

We are leaving Wilmington on the tenth and you 
can reach me by telephone at my residence, Fairchild 

; 459, or at the office of my secretary, Miss Rosemary 
Riley, First Central Building. 

AN 
ia \ Sincerely yours, 

kt \ be 
tur ge = p a 2} , Y 

5 v i” Kormese 6) Uhr Kava 
gids Thomas E. Brittingham, Jr. 

‘ 

TEB:R



Copies to Noble Clark, Dean Fred 

1932 University Ave. 
May 25, 1937 

Mr, Thomas 2, Brittingham, Jr. 
Delaware Trast Building 

Wilmington, Delaware 

Dear My. Brittincham: 

You agked me to subait a plan for a game project which might 
be undertaken next year, 

After reviewing many needed undertakings, I conclude that 
the most urgent is the compilation of a Farmers’ boiling 
Soon te pemtlat Sate the chat of alt tal ne eee, te atk co 
the improvement of gene food and cover in Wisconsin, 

Pe 6 ee ee ee ee ae 
for all the for improvement of range so far tested by us. 
Examples: feeding stations, food patches, cover plantings and fencings. 
The handbook mst include enough of the natural history of each kind 
of wildlife to explain the wherefor of the techniques, 

No gach publication hae ever been tried in any state, 

uc nasled! Many requests for such information come across 
oe requests are for speeches ani advice, To comply with 
of then would put a stop to all research. The county agents and 

conservation wardens mst ultimately take over the advisory job, bat 
they can't help mch until some "recipe book" is placed in their hands. 

Incidentally such a handbook would serve as a text for the 
FYeruers' Short Course, anf for conservation teaching in the country 
schools now compulsory under Bill 319 8, Both ventures are crippled 
for lack of text materials, é 

Most of the requests for service are from people other than 
farmers. It is on asmueption that farmers want and will use game re~ 
search. Giving them our findings as « handbook will teat this assumption, 

eRe. The Sh wank be Sheastes. T mst do it myself, 
wut in order my efforts on it, I must have assistance to relieve 

me of part of the regular lead, Yor this purpose I plan to relieve 
Hawkins of the lake Mills ares and attach him tewporarily to this office, 
for the duration of this job. I heve asked for an assistantship from 
the University to carry Hawkins’ stipend, but I lack his travel.



f, B, Brittinghem, Jv,~«2 May 25, 1937 

I will algo need travel for another ageistant (Wade) te 
setter a8 cngtie Setenines Bi0s See Seinen, Ceeneenee eee 

state, who have been making experiments under informal guidance 
from us, 1 ean carry hie stipend, but am short his travel, 

Tt mast also be free myself to travel over the state, which 
is now €iffieult becauee all my expense funds ore allotted to research 
assistants, 

There will be some minor expense for drawings ant photographs 
to illustrate the handbook, : 

Printing ean, I hope, be handled out of university funds, 

. The tedhuical data to be translated 
tnt «paler oaninos suid rbllabed separtely te te, mn 

ee Semehed Geis Guah Go anenmane to tie dae It is hoped te get 
the technlesl publication printed in the Transactions of the Wisconsin 
Agadeuy, from vhich reprints can be derived at auall cost, 

Texlonesiok? One year. 

i. Seats 
Trevel expense for Hawkins (salary from university) ...........+0.9600 

Seek Geeeee fer Seat totter Gon eo en a 
Travel expense for Leopold (salary from university) .......se.cee 
Saoaale’ photoes, and miscellaneous expense. .....ssccsseceveseese 

of technical nen enna 

These two publications will bring inte tangible usable 
on ve te eS eS See 

velieve we of yy load, He is ee at eee yo of wy mw 
Se setak: aah seuiel af ke taeuh cattaein Uh ealaeeke 

I still await a chance to show you the Paville Greve area, : 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Manegement



1532 University Aveme 
April 12, 1937 

Mr, Thomas B, Brittingham, Jr. : 
’ Delaware Trust Building 
Wilmington, Delaware 

Dear Mr. Brittingham: 

I appreciate very mach the check covering the second 
half of the current year, and I will send you shortly an outline 
of plans for the following year, should you be able to continues 
the arrangements, 

Hawkins and I are both delighted that you are still 
interested in the chickens, and I am glad te report that the 
blind and 211 the arrangements are still in good working orier 
and the birds have been performing satisfactorily, Let me know 
a day or two in advance, if possible, your preferences as to 
dates, It would be better to run out and spend the night with 
Hawkins and then get up early to go to the blind. 

On the chance that a letter or a call might come from 
you while I am temporarily absent, I am asking Miss Horn to under- 
take to notify Hawkins. However, I fully expect to go with you, 
since I have not seen the birds this year and would like to do so. 

Yours sincerely, : 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 

i Sate i x



Tuomas E. BRITTINGHAM, JR. 
DELAWARE TRUST BUILDING 
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

April 9, 198% 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor, Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing the check of the University of Wisconsin 
Trust for $1,100. which will cover you to July 1. Some- 

time later I wish you would write me a letter giving your 
plans for another year's work and I will send this letter 
to my sister to see what she wants to do about it. 

I am in hopes that I will be able to get out to Madison 
the latter part of this month, depending upon when the 
Foundation meeting takes place. I certainly would enjoy 
seeing the booming chickens. 

I am sailing on May 1 for the Coronation. 

Sincerely, 

eee tft 
Thomas E. Brittingham, Jr. 

TEB:A 

enc.



1532 University Avene 

April 6, 1937 

My, Thomas H, Brittingham, Jr. 
Delaware Trust Building 
Wilmington, Delaware 

Dear Mr, Brittinghem: 

T have delayed reply to your letter of Jamary 21 because 
of the rush of class work. 

You are entirely right that there was no commitment. on your 
part (or understanding on my part) that this donation would be con- 
timed beyond the year. I had written in an “optional” renewal clause 
begause these are customary in agreements of this sort, but neglected 
to tell you my reason. 

I remouber your saying it was immterial to you whether we 
formalize’ this thing at once, If agresable,let's let it ride on the 
informal basis ti11 duly 1. Should you at that time be able to extend : 
the arrangement, I will send you an agreement, : 

The remittance to cover the quarter beginning January 1 would ‘ : 
be weleome ($550), Should you be able to extend to July 1, the two 
quarters ($1,100 could be sent. i 

It's nearly time to show you the booming chickens at Faville i 
Grove. I'11 be out of town the week of April 19, but at any other time | 
am ready to take you out. The show lasts well through May, | 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold i 
encl Professor of Game Management :



Statement of April 6, 1937 

(last statement, dated November 16, 1936, itemized expenditures from July 1, 1936, 
to November 8, 1936.) 

11/8/39 Balance $33.07 

11/9/36 4M, J, Gundlach, office work Oct, 6-Nov. 6 (in 
absence of regular stenographer) 100,00 

11/18/36 Bureau of Visual Instruction, use of lantern 
slide projector for illustrated tall 1,00 

11/20/36 M. J. Gundlach, Mov, 6-18 40.00 

11/28/36 Received from T, B. Brittingham, 24 quarter 550.00 

11/30/36 Hawkins, travel expenses, August 13,15 

11/30/36 Hawkins, travel expenses, September 11.40 

11/30/36 Hawicins, travel expenses, October 4o.4e 

12/14/36 Lee, 1/2 salary for November (other half 
from N.Y.A.) 20,50 

12/19/36 Bureau of Visual Instruction, use of lantern 
slide projector 2.00 

12/30/36 Yrautsehi's, 2 3x5 card cabinets 9.01 

12/30/36 Grimm Book Bindery, miking up “atlases” for each 
demonstration area 12.55 

-12/30/36 Whitall Tatum Co,, Philadelphia, 1 gro. capsule 
bottles for game food collection 5.44 

1/4/37 November service charge on checking account 46 

37 Diemer Photo Laboratory, prints and slides, 
November-December 3,01 

1/5/37 L, L, Olds Seed Co,, seed for Arboretum 9,20 

1/5/37 Lee, 1/2 salary for December 20.50 

1/11/37 = Hawicins, 1/2 salary, November 30,00 

1/11/37 Hawkins, 1/2 salary, December 30.00 

1/5/37 Field Museum, 1 Cambridge Can for bird and manmmal 
skin collection 5.00 

1/18/37 Received from T, 2, Brittingham for equipment 250,00 

1/20/37 Seribner's, 3 copies "Game Management" for use 
of classes 9.50



-2e- é 

Brought forward 833.07 363.14 

1/26/37 Hawkins, travel expenses, November 41.05 

1/24/37 Hawkins, travel expenses, December 38.80 

2/3/37 Willoughby's--lantern slide projector 52.00 

2/8/37 lee, 1/2 salary for January 20.50 

2/8/37 Hawkins, 1/2 salary for Jamary 30,00 

2/8/37 Grimm Book Bindery, altering atlases 3.00 

2/9/37 Bureau of Visual Instruction, photo supplies 10.00 

2/13/37 Paint for lantern screen 1,65 

3/1/37 Diemer Photo Leb, prints and slides, January-February 10,4g : 

3/12/37 lee, 1/2 salary for February 20.50 

3/22/37 Awerican Forestry Association, reprints 15.00 

3/29/37 Hawkins, transportation expenses of WPA crew on 
Faville Grove Area 22,22 

$833.07 $628.34



x 

x 

Tuomas E. BRiITTINGHAM, JR. 
DELAWARE TRUST BuILDING 

‘WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

January 21, 19327 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor, Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I just received your letter and I am returning the 

rough draft unsigned as the provisions therein do 

not check with my memory or anything I can find in 

writing. As I recall and as our letters indicate, 
we agreed to renew this project last year for the 

sum of $2,000 a year, but at no time did we commit 

ourselves for an original five-year program and 

that is the impression I think you have in your 

rough draft. lf that is.so, where did you get it? 
As you know, I am interested in the game work you 

are doing and 1 will be glad to take it up with 
Sister—at the expiration of this year, but because 

of other commitments we have made for a longer period 

of time I do not feel like tying our available funds 

up for any period. Therefore if you want to make the 

rough draft with #6 left out it will be satisfactory 

to me. 

As I told you, I do not care whether the University 

Regents accept this or not and I am perfectly happy 

in having you handle the funds without running it through 

the regular University channels. Hence, we can just 

do nothing or further carry out the rough draft. It 

makes no difference to me. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas BE. Brittingham, Jr. 

TEB:R



1532 University Avenue 

Jamary 18, 1937 

My. Thomas Z, Brittingham, Jr. 
Delaware Trust Building 
Wilmington, Delaware 

Dear Mr. Brittingham: 

I have drawn e rough draft of an agreement covering the game 
research fund, but I lack accurate information on how to designate you 

as donor. Will you kindly indicate on the attached copy whether the 
present designation is correct or whether the donor should be called 
“Pyastee, University of Wisconsin Trust," or by some other title? 

The agreement copies the usual form used by the University, 
but if there are any alterations which you wish to suggest, kindly 
indicate them, I have not yet submitted it to anybody, but will do so 
upon hearing from you, 

I enclose a copy of the “Ieke Mills leader" in which Hawkins! 
experiences in winter feeding are described. This story wes written 
by @ high school boy who has been doing volunteer work with Hawkins on 
the area, I think I have told you that Hawkins has stirred up con- 

i siderable enthusiasm among the local boys, and to my mind this story 
indicates that he has really taught them something, else the project 
could not have been written up so accurately. 

It is my recollection that we agreed to handle the $250 for 
needed equipment in the same informal manner as the fellowship funds 
have been handled in the past, I have carefully thought over the 
relative urgency of our various equipment needs and I am still of the 
opinion that what we need is a stereopticon projector and a microscope, 
I can ssure you that we will get a lot of benefit out of having these 
items on hand in the office, and I am very appreciative of your making 
them available to us, 

Hawkins and I are counting on you to visit the prairie chicken 
booming ground at Faville Grove in April, and I will remind you of it 

: beforehand. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

vh Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management



2--1,5.Brittingham, Jr. 

P.S. The check for $250.00 just arrived in the morning mail, Your 
very prompt action on this is mch appreciated. 

AL,



Tuomas E. BRITTINGHAM, JR. 
DELAWARE TRUST BUILDING 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

~ January 15, 1957 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing a check for $250.00 to cover 
the necessary equipment for your work and I 

hope it puts the laboratory in first-class 

shape. Certainly I want to thank you a lot 

for the interesting visit I had with you and 

Hawkins and I am looking forward to going 

out to see the prairie chickens strut their 

stuff. 

Sincerely, 

f) 

a f? = 

Kamae Z [butions har) 
Thomas E. Brittinghan, Jr. 

TEB:R 
enc.
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ae ei MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN THOMAS EB. BRITTINGHAM, JR., AND THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF 
A GAME RESZARCH FUND AT THE UNIVERSITY 

Thomas BE. Brittingham, Jr., hereinafter called the donor, desiring 

to assist the work of the University of Wisconsin in the management of 

Wisconsin game and other wildlife, hereby agrees with the University of 

Wisconsin as follows: ; 

ee (1) The donor agrees to place at the disposal of the University the 

sum of $1,100 for the period January 1 to June 30, 1937. 

(2) The University will keep this fund separately and will use it to 

pay the salary and traveling expense of a competent research worker on the 

Faville Grove Game Area, and for miscellaneous costs for labor, equipment, 

and supplies incident to the project. The Fellow shell be on the same basis : 

as regular University Fellows as regards fees, both registration and laboratory. 

He shall work under supervision of the Chair of Game Management, College of 

Agriculture, which shall also formulate plens for the prosecution of the , 

work, 

(3) The University will furnish office space, laboratory facilities, 

and such usual equipment as is required for the carrying out of like projects 

in so far as the facilities of the University will permit. 

(4) Upon the termination of these studies any equipment, material and 

supplies will become the property of the University. 

(5) The University will render to the donor at the close of the year 

a report of the research carried on under this grant, with the understanding 

that the University in accepting this grant intends that it shell be used for 

the promotion of scientific knowledge and the formulation of land practices



* - a - 

conducive to the conservation of wildlife resources, The results of 

such research shall be made public by the University through publication 

or otherwise, in any manner that it may deem desirable, keeping in mind 

that the public interest shall be dominant. 

The above memorandwn has been presented to the Board of Regents and 

accepted by them on and is declared effective 

upon the signatures of the Business Manager of the University and the 

Director of the Agricultural Experiment Stetion for the University of 

Wisconsin, and the donor. 

Date Business Manager, University of Wisconsin 

Date 

APPROVED: 

Date Director, Agricultural Experiment Station



1532 University Avenue 
December 1, 1936 

Mr. Thomas &, Brittingham, Jr. 
Delaware Trust Building 
Wilmington, Delaware 

Dear Mr. Brittingham: 

Thank you for the remittance of $550 for 
the quarter beginning October 1, 

I am interested and gratified to know of 

the situation with the Regents and would like to talk 

over putting our project on a regular basis, Will you 

let me know when you get to town? 

I am still hoping you can spend a day to go 

out and look at the work at Iake Mills. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

: vh Professor of Game Management



Tuomas E. BRITTINGHAM, JR. 
DELAWARE TRUST BUILDING 
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

Nov.25,1936. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisc. 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

; I am enclosing a check on the University 
of Wisconsin Trust for $550. as per your request for the 
game work we are helping. Itmight interest you to know that 
I got squared around with the regents just before I left, 
so in the future, if'you want this to go through the regents, 
it can as easily be handled that way, as the present system. 

I'll try and let you know when I come to 
town again, and arrange for us to get together to hear all 
the interesting work, which I am sure you are doing. 

Sincerely,



RL} } a a 

1532 University Avenue : 
Novembe? 16, 1936 

My, Thos, EB, Brittingham, Jr, 
= Nelawere Trust Building 

inington, Delarnare 

Dear tir. Brittingham: 

T enclose statement of expenses to date from July 1, 1936, 

You will note the inelusion in this statement of several mince)lencous 
items of equipment, travel for myself, ete., which do not seem to per= 
tain directly to the Faville Grove Project, The reason for thie is that 
in order for Hawkins to receive official appointment as a university re- 
search assistant (which involves certain privileges, including exemption 
from the $200 out-of-state tuition), his stipend mst come through regu- 
lar university channels. Concequently I heave set up $700 of my own 
WARP fund to be used for helf of Hewkin's salary beginning September 1, 
To compensate for this, I am using your fund for small miscellaneous | 
expenses such as those listed, the total amount so used not to exceed 
$300. 

If thie is ectisfectory, I would be pleased to have your remittance for 
the third quarter, Septerber ~ December 31, in the sum of $550, 

let me knew when you are in town so I may tell you whet we are doing, I 
stili hope you can go owt and leok over the work, We have a PA crew now 
to do a lot of the rough labor. 

Yours sincerely, 

ATUuIG Aldo Leopeld 
Ene. Professor of Game Management 

#£



Statement of November 16, 1936 

(last statement summarized expenditures from Jan, 1, 1935, to July 1, 1936.) 

7/1/36 Deficit of $ 13.25 

7/2/36 Graflex camera for use of all students 40.00 

7/2/36 6 dos. capsule bottles for food collection 2.43 

7/21/36 Received from 7, EB, Brittingham 550.00 

8/6/36 Postal scale 5.40 

8/10/36 Howiins, salary for July 60.00 

8/10/36 Siegler, salary for July 40.00 

8/18/36 Hawkins, travel expense, July 36.71 

8/18/36 Payroll for Hun nesting study 42.00 

8/26/36 Diemer Photographic Laboratory, prints and slides 17.25 

8/26/36 3 bookease units 18.03 

; 9/1/36 duly service charge on checlcing account 26 

9/28/36 Leopold, travel expense 11.78 

9/30/36 Dept. of Visual Instruction, use of stereopticon 2,00 

10/2/36 Siegler, salary for August 40.00 

10/5/36 Hawkins, salary for August 60.00 

10/9/36 0. 8, Lee (replacing Siegler), salary for September 6.67 

10/12/36 Hawkins, 1/2 salary for September (other half received 
from W.A.R.F, in order to qualify as University assistant) 30,00 

10/12/36 Diemer Photographic Laboratory, prints and slides 21.50 

11/3/36 Jones Typewriter Co., typewriter overhauled 15.00 

11/14/36 Diemer Photographic Laboratory, printsand slides 4,15 

11/8/36 Hawkins, 1/2 salary for October 30.00 

11/8/36 lee, 1/2 salary for October (other half from NYA) 20.50 

9516.93 $550.00



July 22, 1936 

Mr, Thos, 8, Brittingham, Jr, 
Madison 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Brittingham: 

I acknowledge receipt of $550 for the quarter begin- 
ning July 1, and thank you heartily for your contimed help, 

Hawkins has been making a drive on counting nests 
lost in hay mowing. Thisis the first careful study of this 
important loss, and I think will yield valuable results, 

We have a chance of getting a snall WPA crew to 
help with the physical labor on the project. 

In the next quarterly account you will see an item 
of $45 for a second-hand Graphlex camera, We have badly 
needed this a long time for technical photos, ‘the boys seldom 
can buy their own until they are through ani get a regular 
salary, All the students, including Hawicins, will use it. I 
hope you approve. 

Yours sincerely, 

: Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh



Tuomas E. BrirTInGcHAM, JR. 
' DELAWARE TRUST BUILDING 

] WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

July 17, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am terribly sorry about not having sent you 
the money sooner. It was due to an error 
caused by the move from Wilmington to our 
"visiting place" in Wisconsin. 

I am enclosing our check for $550.00 which 
I understand will cover the first quarter. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas E, i - 

TEB:R 
enc.



June 8, 1936 

Mr, Thos, EB, Brittingham, Jr, 
251 Delaware Trust Building 
Wilmington, Delaware 

Dear Mr, Brittingham: 

In further reference to your note of April 7 concerning the 
renewal of the fellowship and my acknowledgment of April 10. 

As I told you in our last conference, I have managed to 
stretch the last year's funds over 18 months. I have sent you accounts 
of expenditures to March 12, 1936, I now enclose a summary for the 
entire 15 months period ending July 1, 1936, Your last letter requests 
me to let you know when the renewal is due, I would appreciate therefore 
if you would remit for the first quarter in the sum of $550 for the 
period July 1-October 1, 

The total amount has been left flexible between $2,000 and 

$2,200 per year, During the past year the maximmm of $2,200 was paid. 
I am suggesting that the year beginning July 1 be on the $2,200 basis for 
the reason that Hawkins has taken on an assistant, Mr, Hilbert Siegler, 
I did this,firet,in order to break in a new and promising man, and second, 
to furnish needed help for a large-scale nesting study which Hawkins is 
undertaking this sumer, I anticipate within a few months putting Siegler 
in charge of the work on the area and assigning Hawkins to a general life 
history study of the Hungarian partridge throughout southeastern Wiseonsin. 
Hawicins will contime to use the area as a proving ground and headquarters. 

Should it be inconvenient for you to pay the maximum rate during 

the coming year, I will of course be glad to curtail my plans accordingly, 
and you may remit $500 instead of $550 for the first quarter. 

I have just returned from a week's inspection of the work and 
wish you could have been with us, I still hope you will let me know some 
time when you are in Madison and actually visit the work on the ground, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh 
encl



Statenent of Expenditures, Jemary 1, 1935 to July 1, 1936: 

Salary, Hawkins, at $60 per month,............0s0000$ 855.00 
(paid only $15 for 5 months because University 
gave us a vacant position) 

Photographic supplies, slides, ete........cccseseeee 81.63 

Labor and miscellaneous ........scsecsvcecncssvecess 222632 

$2810.78 
Total rec'd from 1, B, Brittinghan, Jr. $2200.00 - 

"Travel for June estimated at $45.00,



1532 University Ave. 
April 10, 1936 

My, Thomas E, Brittingham, Jr. 
; Delaware Trust Building 

Wilmington, Delaware 

Dear Mr. Brittinghamt 

I am very appreciative of the renewal. I had been 
wondering as to what I would do if the project had to be cut off, 
Hawking’ published output is just beginning and within a short 
time I will be able to send you some concrete samples of what he 

. has deen doing, 

I would like very mmch to have you go out there with 
me some day. Will you kindly let me lmow when you are in town 
and could spare a day or even half a day’ 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh 

uf CBs Ss 

4550



Tuomas E. BrRiTTINGHAM, JR. 
DeELawsaRE TRUST BUILDING 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

April-7, 1966 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I took up with my brother and sister the 
question of renewing our work with you 
for the same amount as per last year and 
they were agreeable. You may therefore 

definitely count on it and let me know 

when you want the money. 

Sincerely yours, 

» 3 ‘ -” 

Thomas E. Brittingham, Jr. 

TEB:R



Tuomas E. BRITTINGHAM, JR. 
DELAWARE TRUST BUILDING 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

April 1, 1956 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Mr. Brittingham is away on a week's 
vacation, but I am enclosing the check 
for $300.00 which he promised to send 
you at this time. This money is from 
the University of Wisconsin Trust set 

up by Mr. Thomas E. Brittingham, Sr. 

Yours very truly, 

Secretary to I . Briftinghem 

enc. 

Pg i .
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1532 University aveme 
March 12, 1936 

Mr. Thos, E, Brittingham 
251 Delaware Trust Building 
Wilmington, Delaware 

Dear Mr. Brittingham: 

This will acknowledge receipt of your check for $400, which has 
been deposited in Hawkins' fund. 

Tn writing you for the past quarter's remittance, I forgot to 
give you an account. ‘This is enclosed, 

: I very heartily appreciate your adding the extra $200 to the 
fourth quarter for 1935, It has greatly eased my situation at this parti+ 
cular time, I have used it to pay Albert Gastrow, a local farmer who helps 
count quail during the periods when Hawkins, by reason of classes, has been 
unable to be in the field. Gastrow really works for all the students as 
well as for Hawkins, and his account is awkward to handle through regular 
University channels by reason of the fact that it is a lump sum for the 
whole winter. 

When the additional $300 are received, our agreement, as summar- 
ized in your letter of December 4, 1934, will have been completed, I have 
not had an opportunity to ask you personally whether there is any possi- 
bility of extending it for another year. The savings I have made so far 
will enable me to carry Hawkins until approximately July 1, After Hawkins 
and I have had an opportunity to report progress to you, you might care 
to discuss the possibility of a renewal beyond July 1, Hawkins’ project, 
of course, will not be finished for a couple of years, Whether or no there 
is any possibility for extension, I want to express at this time my very 
hearty gratitude for your support. 

‘ Will you let me know when Hawicins and I might have the chance to 
report on our work to date? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh 
Encl. 

&



March 12, 1936 

11/1/35 Total receipts to date from 7, 2. Brittingham $1,000 

11/1/35 amount expended to date, as per previous 
statement submitted, dated Nov. 1, 1935 $979.36 

12/2/35 Received from T, B. Brittingham 500 

12/8/35 Hawkins, salary November 1-December 1, 1935 60.00 

1/8/36 Hawkins, salary, December 1-Jamary 1, 1936 60.00 

1/27/36 Hawkins, travel expense, Novenber 62.03 

1/27/36 Hawkins, travel expense, December 63.63 

2/8/36 Hawkins, salary, Jamary 1-February 1, 1936 60.00 

2/18/36 Diemer Photographic Laboratory, for films, 
developing prints, and making slides 13.93 

3/5/36 Received from T. EB, Brittingham 4oo 

3/ 6/36 Diemer Photographic Laboratory, slides and 
prints 26.10 

3/ 6/ 36 Albert Gastrow, quail observations 190.00 

3/8/36 Hawkins, salary, February l-March 1, 1936 60.00 

$1,575.05 $1,500"



Tuomas E. BRITTINGHAM, JR. 
DELAWARE TrRuST BuILDING 
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

March 3, 1936 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Mr. Brittingham asked me to answer your 
letter since he is out of the city for 
a couple of days. He is agreeable to 
increasing the last quarter payment as 
you requested. However, since the cash 
funds in the University Trust account 
are somewhat low at the present we are 
enclosing a check for only $400.00. The 
remaining $300.00 will be sent to you on 
April lst. 

Yours very truly, 

Secretary to Mr. Brittingham 

enc.



1532 University Averme 
February 28, 1936 

My. Thos, BE, Brittingham, Jr. 
251 Delaware Trust Building 
Wilmington, Delaware 

Dear Mr, Brittinghams 

If agreeable to you, I would appreciate the remittance 

for the scholarship fund for the last quarter of 1935. In our 

original understanding, the annual contribution was to be not to 

: exceed $2,200 per year or $500 per quarter. I have never called 

on you for more than the $500 per quarter because I was able to 

get along without it. We have recently, however, had the misfortune 

to lose our senior research assistant, Franklin J, Schmidt, who met 

his death in a fire, I had always leaned on Schmidt to drill and 

train the young reornite in field technique, I now have to lean on 

Hawkins, whom you have been supporting, and this has somewhat 

dnereased the cost of Hawkins’ set-up. I am wondering, therefore, 

whether for 1935 I could call on you for the additional $200. this 

would make the payment for the last quarter $700 instead of $500. 

Should this seem fair and proper to you, it would help me out of 

quite a pinch, since I have had to take on several additional young 

men in the effort to find somebody qualified to take Schmidt's place. 

I wiesed the chance of seeing you here during your mid- 

winter trip, but wish you would let me Imow when I may have another 

opportunity to call in Hawkins and talk over the year's progress. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Game Management : 

vh



December 6, 1935 

Mr. Thomas B, Brittingham, Jr. 
Delaware Trust Building 
Wilmington, Delaware 

Dear Mr. Brittingham: 

This is to acknowledge receipt of your check 
for $500 to cover the research work for the quarter be- 
ginning July 1. 

, I much appreciate your prompt remittance and 
I am very glad to learn that you will be here in January, 
I will call you up and ask for a date to make our report. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

va



Tuomas E. BrRITTINGHAM, JR. 
DELAWARE TRUST BUILDING 
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

Daamohar.o& "OZ Deemeber 2, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing the check on the University 
of Wisconsin Trust for $500.00.to carry 
further your game research project. 

We have not been back to Madison since we 
moved last September and at present hope 
to get back for a couple of days sometime 
in January at which time I should love to 
see you and hear about your trip in Germany 
which sounds nc et Pascinating hich sounds most fascinating. 

Sincerely; 

Thomas #. Brittingham, Jr. 

MRP



New Soils Building 
November 25, 1935 

Mr. Thos, 2B, Brittinghan 
251 Delaware Trust Building 
Wilmington, Delaware 

Dear Mr, Brittinghan: 

the fellowship funds received from you to date for the 
first half of 1935 are now exhausted, as shown by the attached account 
up to November 1. 

I think I explained to you verbally that by reason of certain 
vacant assistantships loaned me temporarily by the Dean, and other 
economies, I had been able to make some savings. ‘The extent of these 
are briefly reflected in the fact that the deposits te dete have lasted 
until November 1, when they wre due to last wmtil July 1. 

I would now like, if you are agreeable, to call on you for the 
July 1 renittance of $500 to cover the period July 1, 1935, to October 1, 
1935. 

I have, as you know, been on a trip to Germany, which is the 
reason for my not reporting to you on the progress of the work, I hope, 
however, for an early opportunity to tell you how things are going, and 
if you would like, we might have Hawkins join us and tell us in person 
what he has been doing. 

I was sorry to hear about your change of residence, but trust 
that you will still be in Madison, even during the winter, to make this 
possible, I would appreciate your letting me kmow when there is a suit- 

able opportunity to make our report. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh 
Enel.



Statement to November 1, 1935 

Receipts § Bxpenditures 

1/35 From T, BE. Brittingham $500 

6/8/35 Amount expended to date (as per 
statement submitted June 12) $380.93 

6/26/35 From T. B. Brittinghan $500 

7/20/35 Travel expense, May 1.28 

7/1/35  Hawicins, to supplement salary June 1- 
_ duly 2 15.00 

7/18/35 Travel expense, June 47.34 

6/8/35 Hawkins, full salary July l-angust 1 “ 60.00 

9/8/35 Hawkins, full salary August 1+Septeuber 1 60.00 

9/19/35  Trevel expense, July 51.98 

9/19/35 ‘Travel expense, August 4s .65 

10/1/35 ‘Travel expense, September 55-47 

10/8/35 Hawkins, salary September 1+Octoder 1 60.00 

11/1/35 Travel expense, October 58.71 

11/8/35 Hawkins, salary October year 1 a7 see



New Soils Building 
Jane 28, 1935 

Mr. Thomas B,. Brittingham, Jr, 
P, 0, Box 7il 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Brittinghe: 

| This acknowledges receipt of your remittance of ‘ 
$500, which will be applied to the further prosecution of " 
the research project in which Arthur 8, Hawkins is engaged. 

I am counting on our luncheon engagement with you 
on July 5 to give you an up-to~date report on the work, 

: IT need hardly say that your friendly interest and 
support is amch appreciated. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



Tuomas E.BRITTINGHAM, JR. 
Manison, WISCONSIN 

June 24, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing a check for $500.00 from 
The University of Wisconsin Trust, which 
is the quarterly fund due for your project. 

Let me know when you need money again. 
We are very happy to be helping in this 
valuable work. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas E. Brittingham, Jr. 

TEB:R 
enc.



New Soils Building 
June 12, 1935 

Mr, Thos, B, Brittingham, Jr. 
: P. 0, Box 7il 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Brittingham: pr 

I have not called on you for the quarterly payment due April 1 
beceuse I managed to get the tempo use of a vacant university assistant- 

~~. ship for Hawkins which put me shead $450 on July 1 in the actual full fund. 

: Our agreement was for the year ending next Jamary 1, bot this 
= balance will just enable me to carry Hawcins six months longer, and since 

I now rate him as one of my best men I am mmch pleased with this arrange- 

ment, if it is satisfactory to you. 

In addition to contiming his work on the quail irruption study, 
I heve placed Hawkins in charge of all demonstration areas and have 
obtained from a new private source a new fellowship to carry an assistant 
for Hawkins next year. 

: An account of the expenditures to date is attached, 

’ I have still failed to arrange for you to meet Hawkins and hear 
&@ report of his work, and now I understand that yo are out of tom. TI 
will watch for your return ani would like to have you eat lunch some day 
with both Hawkins and myself to discuss the whole project. 

If the use of the fund so far has been satisfactory, I would 
appreciate your remitting at your convenience the $500 for the quarter 

i April l-June 30, end if you wish, the following quarter July 1<September 30 
may be remitted at the same time. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
y In Chargeg Game Research 

vh ; 
“ele



June 12, 1935 

Bapendi tures, Quail Irmption Fund 

Jan, 16, 1935 Equipment $ 18.27 

Bquipment 10.50 

Jan. 28 Arthur §, Hawkins, salary Jan. 1- 

Feb. 7 Travel expense, Jamary 42.78 

March 4 fravel expense, February 67.13 

March 8 Hawkins, to supplement salary Feb, 1- 
Mar, 1 (rest of salary supplied 
by university funds) 15.00 

April 1 Travel expense, March 66.95 

April & Hawkins, to supplement salary Mar, 1- 
April 1 15.00 

May 9 Hawkins, to supplement salary Apr. 1+ 
May 1 15.00 

May 14 fravel expense, April "55430 

June & Hawkins, to supplement salary 
May 1-June 1 15.00 

3380.93 

(Travel expense for May and June and $15 salary 
for June to be added to this by July 1, end of 
second quarter) Mstimated additional liabilities 
Ob BOSE ccccsasd drestsssevecatetinestiisesinionnn 1 

Receipts (Jan, 16, 1935) CCPC H SHH HEHE CHER HHO EH EHH Ee 500.00



New Soils Building 
Jemuary 10, 1935 

My, Thomas B, Brittinghem, Jr, 
Madison 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Brittingham: 

Thia acknowledges receipt of your check tae 70s which 
Tt am handling in accordance with the plan sent you previously. 

I am wach gratified to have this work actually uniter 
way. Hawkins has just returned from his first trip in the sand. 

counties and reports that the quail ere already dead there except 
those having access to feeding stations, corn shocks, or oak woods 

pawed up by deer, This latter was a new point and a very interest- 
ing one. Apparently when the deer dig acorns out of the snow they 

leave enough crumbs to feed the quail, in the same’ manner es 

squirrels have long been mown to G04 00 

In southern Wisconsin, however, the mortality is still 

under way. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

“ 4



Tuomas E.BRITTINGHAM,JR. 
“MApDISON, WISCONSIN 

January 7, 1935 

Mr.Aldo Leopold 
University of “isconsin 
Madison,Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of the 5th. I 
am accordingly sending you a check for 
five hundred dollars (¢500.00) which 
should last you through the first quarter. 
Any time when you run short of money 
please do not hesitate to call on me. 
I do hope that this contributes something 
in the way of knowledge towards the game 
work. ; 

Sincerely, 

Thomas E. Brittingham,Jr. 

TEB:R 
enc.



New Soils Building 

January 5, 1935 

Mr, Thomas &, Brittingham 

P, 0, Box Till 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Brittinghen: 

Arthor 6, Hawicins reported for the quail irruption study on 

Jamary 1, He left yesterday for the central counties to start a system 

of observation areas which will cover the entire central and southwestern 

part of the state and which will be visited once a month throughout the 

winter season, Hach area will be about two square miles and a census of 

all the coveys will be made at each visit. Specimens will also be taken 

to trace current food supzlies, 

I am paying Mr, Hawkins $60 per month, which 1s the same ae my 

other graduate students are getting (Schmidt and Wing). I am also, of 
course, paying his travel expense while away from Madison, 

In order to train him for these observations in the quickest 

possible time, it will be necessary to divert Schmidt and Wing from their 

regular duties from time to time in order to instruct Havwicins, and in 

addition I expect, of course, to instruct him myself, While they are so 

engaged I am going to charge their travel expenses against the quail 

irruption study, provided this is agreeable to you, I am really forced 

to do this because of shortage in my other funds, 

These plans expressed in budget form are as follows: 

Quail irruption fund available for calendar 
year 1934 pciekiesteasener soy deen eecnedevessae Sh OR 

Stipend for Hawkins, 12 mos, @ $60...... $720 

Travel expenses for Hawkins and 
incidental equipment.....ssesssesese 800 

Travel, Schmidt, Wing & Leopold, 
while instructing Hawkins .....e.e0 

anos $2,000 

Unalletted contingent fund, to be drawn 
upon only 1f MOCOSBATY 2. .cccseenets 00enn e608 008 teen 

Maccinam allottment...scccsccsescseuscracesecsecsseuns@epeue 

I will send you shortly a more detailed plan of work which : 

Hawkins and I are now drawing up, but part of which mst await our preliminary
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experiences in initiating the study. 

I suggest that we handle the funds for this work as a separate 
checking account in my name, The deposit might, if agreeable to you, 
be made quarterly, ‘The deposit to handle the first quarter, Jamary 1- : 
April 1, would accordingly be $500. 

; It is a great satisfaction to me to get this work under way, and 
so far I am much pleased with the way Hawkins has dmg into the job, I 
think I forgot to tell you the other day that the project will receive a 
lot of contritmted services from the Soil Brosion Service, the CCC camps, 
the AAA overhead on the Central Wisconsin Conservation District, and from 
private individuals living near the observation areas and donating their 
time to keep track of things between Hawkins’ visits. ‘the total of this 
contributed time will probably be greater than the total of Hawicins' time 
and will greatly increase the reliability of the findings, because it will 
mean that each area is under somebody's observation almost contimuously, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



New Soils Building 
December 11, 1934 

Mr, Thomas EB, Brittingham, Jr. ; 
P, 0, Box 7ll 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Brittingham: 

I am very mich pleased to be able to undertake 
the study of the quail irruption, 

I have immediately set about locating a suitable 
man, The selection may take a week or two, since the good 
material at this season is already committed to other plans. 

: It is a simple matter, of course, to just hire the work 
done by somebody already trained, but to accomplish the 
double parpose of @loping an individual and finding the f 
facts takes more planning, ‘The budget, of course, 
depends on the se. on, As soon as I have a man and a 

budget, I will see you about further details. 

It is a great load off my mind to know that, 
thanks to you, this opportunity will not have to pass 
umsed, It was hurting me a good deal to realize that after 
urging the study of this phenomenon for years, I was letting 

E the chance of a lifetime go untouched. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



THoMAs E.BRITTINGHAM, JR. 
MaApison, WISCONSIN 

December 4, 1934 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Relative to your letter of November 27th, I have 
taken the matter ~~ with my fellow-trusteesof 
the University of Wisconsin Trust, which is the 
money which my father left in his will for the 
benefit of the University or anyone directly 
connected with the University. 

As per your request and your own suggestion, we 
would be delighted to support the study of 
"Quail Irruption". I understand this is to be 
a study which will be wound up approximately in 
one year, and I naturally expect you to make the 
dollars go as far as you can, but in no event 
is the project to total more than $2,200.00. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas E. Brittingham, Jr. 

TEB:R



New Sofle Building 
December 3, 193% 

Mr, Thos. B, Brittingham, Jr, 
P, 0. Box Til : 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Brittingham: 

Since writing you Tmrsday it has ocourred to me that you 
might prefer, in a short-time undertaking such as the one under discussion, 
te tackle some "practical" project rather than o deeply scientific one. 
What I mean by practical is some undertaking which will deliver immediate 
and tangible results, 

Should this be the case, I want to sugeest as an alternative 
for the other project, the publication of a farmers’ handbook on game 
cropping, 

I mentioned this in my report os one of the big undertalcings 
for the coming year and I stated that I hoped the College would finance 
it, However, this is still merely a hope, and even if the College would 
be able to pay for the actual printing, there sre certain expenses con- 
nected with the project which it is pretty certain they will not pay for 
and which are essential to getting out a good job. ‘The principal expense 
of this class is the employment of an artist for several months to drew 
@ series of clear and impressive illustrations of various methods for 
providing food and cover, 

We have no such artist availeble in the University, tot I am ; 
in touch with a free lance artist in Chicago who would, I think, be 
available at a reasonable rate, He did the attached illustration of a 
wire feeder for pheasants, 

I have not looked up detailed cost estimates, excent that I 
know this handbook ee will not exceed the total we spoke of for the 
other project, namely $1,500, Should it appeal to you more than the 
study of the quail irruption, let we know and I can send you a specific 
cost estimate, I will, of course, first find out exactly what part of 
the venture the University itself can carry, 

I might say thet I have been preparing material for this hand~ 
book for the last four years and it has been all along one of my principal 
objectives, I think I am all set to get out the best thing of its kind 
which has ever been published in any state, ‘here is very little doubt 
in my mind that thie handbook will have an immediate effect upon the 
practice of geome cropping in Wisconsin, since I am swamped with letters 
wanting information, I camot visit all these people on the ground and
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a good handbook will go every so much farther than letters in answering 
their questions. 

T heve not diseussed this matter with anybody mt yourself. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh ; 
Enel. 

P.8. You may ask the question why we need drawings rather than 
photographs for s publication of this kind. There are a few points of 
technique which can be and will be Ulustrated with photographs, but 
there are mony others which are simply impossible to photograph clearly. 
The photograph on the first page of the attached paper is an illus~ 
tration of a point of technique where a photograph is mfficient, ‘The 
illustration on the last page shows the kind of thing for which drawings ma 
are necessary, 

Ale
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May 13, 1948 

Professor H, H, Chapman 
Yale Forestry School 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Professor Chapman: 

Many thanlee for your Sitrmely int 1100 of the 
Leopold publications file in the School of 
Forestry library. At loagt three of the titles were 
new to the list that I was preparing. A copy of the 
bibliography as of last Monday, has just been mimeo- 
graphed, and 1s being sent to you under separate 

: cover, It lacks at least four articles which f 
could not secure here in Medison. Inasmch.as 60 
of the titles were not in Aldo's ow card catalogue, 
I have some doubts as to how complete the List 
really is. 

Aldo Left about 125 mamsecripts in varios degrees 
of completion. He undoubtedly published his best 
things, but some of the incomplete articles are 
gems thet should be preserved in some form or other. 
In general, we are turning over all the technical 
namuseripts to his son Starker, to examine at the 
University of California, where he is consultant 
in game management attached to the Museum of Verte- 
brate Zoology. His second sen, Luna, is an assoc- 
fate editor of the Journal of Soil and "ater Conserv 
tion. Tuna seems to have inherited Aldo's high 
esthetic appreciation of the land, and we are gradually 
sending him the literary essays that exist here in 
Madison. The book of essays will be published by 
Oxford in the fall of 1949. 

Sincerely yours, 

JJHtpm Joseph J. Hickey 
Agsistant Professor
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ay Conservation blueprints. 43(12):596.Dec.1937. 
156 Conservationist in Mexico.43(3):118-120.March 1937. 

_ Coon Valley, an adventure in cooperative conservation.41(5):205-08.May 1935. 
218 ve Destroying female trees. 25:1479. 1919. 

Thefarmer as a conservationist. 54(6):295-99.Jdune 1939. 
Game management in the national forests.duly 1930.p.412. 
The home builder conserves.May 1928.p.276. 
The last stand of the wilderness.31, 1925.p.599. 
Marshland elegy. 43(10):472=74.0¢et.1937. 
Threatened species, a propesal to the wildlife conference for an inventory of 

the needs of near-extinct birds and animals, 42(3):116-19.March 1936. 
~ University of Wisconsin establishes Game management dept. under direction of 

Aldo Leopold, 1933. Oct.1933,peh65s 69" 
Weatherproofing conservation. Jan.1933,p.10. 
Wild follewers of the forest. 29:515. 1923. 
Wildlife management on private and state lands. 42(3):120-21.,147.March 1936. 

American games 

ABC's of winter feeding birds. Sept-(ct.1933,p.70. 
Grouse in England, by A.Leopold & J.N.Ball. Jaly-Augel1931.p.57.6 
Wildlife research rapdily growing. 24(1):5,13. jan.-Feb.1935. 

American wildlife: 

Notes on game administration in Germany. 25(6):85, 92. Nov.—Dec.1936. 

xX Conservation: 

Conservation esthetic. 4(3):18-21, May-June 1938.
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A biotic view of land. 37(9):727-30.Sept.1939. 
Conservation economics, May 1934.p.537. 
The conservation ethic. Oct.1933.p.634. 
Deer and Dauerwald in Germany. 34(4-5): 366=75.Apr. & 460-66, May 1936. 

~X Environmental controls for game through modified silviculture.Mareh 1930,p.321. 
ale Forest products research and profitable forestry May 1927.p.542. 
aM Forest service salaries and the future of the national forests. 17:398=401.Apr.1919 
aN The forester's role in game management.Jan.1931.p.25,. 
Vik Forestry and game management. 16:404—11. 1918. 

anv Game range. Oet.1931,p.932. 
\ 340 v’Game system deplored as "melting pot." Feb.1932.p.226. 
a Grass,brush, timber & fire in southern Arizona.22?1-10.0ct.1924. 

The national forests, the last free hunting grounds of the nation.17:150-53.Feb. 
A plea for recognition of artificial works in forest erosion control (1919. 

policy. 19:267-73.March 1921. 
Some thoughts on forest genetics.0ct.1929.p.708. 

« Wildlife conference,1936, 34(4):430-31.Apr.1936. 
The wilderness and its place in forest recreational policy. 19:718-21.Nov.1921. 

Journal of wildlife management: 
Wildlife food patches in southern Wisconsin, by A.Leopeld, E.B.Moore & L.K.Sowls. 

3(1):60-69, Jan.1939. 

V Louisiana conservation review.0ct.1932.p.15. <The role of universities in game 
conservation. 

Parks & recreation: 
Some thoughts on recreational planning.18(4):136-37.Dec.1934. 

oy Natural reproduction of forests.v.8,1924/25.p.366. 
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April 27, 19468 

De. H. H. Chapman 
Yale Forestry School 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Dr. Chapmant 

As you have probably heard, Aldo Leopold passed 
awoy on April 21 from a heart attack. He had been 
fighting a bad grass fire on a neighbor's property 
for two hours. He was buried on April 23 in the 

. Aspen Grove Cemetary, in Burlington, Iowa. 

The very great pressure under which Leopold had been 
working in recent years mide for an inereasing smount 

: of unpublished material which he wanted to get into 
print. He had hoped to retire in 1950 and clean up 
this unfinished business, tut that job is now left 
to other hands. We are negotiating with Oxford 
University Press for publication of a volume of 
new essays which they had verbally agreed to print 
in the fall of 1949. 1 have good hopes that this 
deal will go through. 

There are many other unpublished items of Leopold's 
which we will attempt to get into print. I should 
like to throw 2 small one your way in the hope that 
you can get it published in the Journal of Forestry. 

; This involves a little skit called “The Pig in the 
Parlor", which was mimeogrephed in the Service Bulletin, 
Volume IX, Number 23, June &, 1925. In duly 1940 when 
Aldo published a chronology of the move for wilderness 
areas (The Living Wilderness, Volume 5, Number 5, i 
Page 7) he mentioned this brief rebuttal to the anti- 
wilderness stalwarts who were directing Forest Service 
policies during the 1920's, This skit, Aldo said, 

ee not mind signing today", 

As an historical item this small note deserves 
permanent record. like the erosion article on the 
Southwest, which you had published in the Journ.? 

; in 1946, it 19 as fresh today as when it was written, 
The contents of the Service Bulletin were of course 
confidential, and I leave the matter of getting per- 
mission to you. A copy of this note is enclosed. 

Sincerely yours, 

JJ Joseph J. Hickey 
= Agsistont Professor
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April 14, 1948 

My. Vietor H. Gahalane 
Department of the Interior 
National Park Service 
Washington, D. G. ‘ 

Dear Vics 

i appreciate your writing me about missing ne 
at the conference, and I am also intensely 
interested in the possibility of @ long time 
game research project at Mount Mcitint ey Is 
there any chance of getting Adolph for this 
work? In any event, I greatly welcome news 
of the attempt and I thank you for the 
reprints. I haven't read them yet on account 
of eye trouble, tut I will shortly. 

rs With personal regards, 

Yours as ever, 

ALipm Aldo Leopeld



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

Washington, D. C., 
March 25, 1948. 

Dear Aldo: 

Ever since the Wildlife Conference, I have intended 
to tell you how much I missed seeing you. Probably it 

was a good thing that you pampered yourself, but it was 

hard on your friends. I hope that good care is paying 

off, and that you will soon be in good health once more. 

A mimeographed copy of your paper, "Why and How 
Research," has been on my desk for several days. I 

have just read it again. Much of the P. R. program is 

beyond my ken, but I have been particularly interested 

in the beginnings of a project in Alaska. As a check 

on conditions in McKinley Park, the N. P. S. has been 

trying for two years to secure a fact-finding survey 

on game conditions and trends and the effects of 
predators. Something extremely simple and fundamental. 
Up to date, the project apparently consists in dropping 

poisoned baits from airplanes! 

Enclosed are a couple of recent items which you 

may wish to put in your attic. 

Best regards. 

lee 
Victor H. Cahalane.



Apytl 9, 1948 

Mr. Ralph 0. Conway 
American Humane Association 
135 Washington Avenue 
Albany 6, Wew Yoxs ; 

Doar Ralphs 

/ This will not reach you in time for your April 9 meeting because I ws unable to 
get around to it sooner, I will bagin by specifically admitting thet (1) trapping 
ip now pmeticed as needlessly oruel, just as shaoting is; (2) research for less 
emel but effective traps is aeoded and should be pushed; (3) thera is need for 
suitable organizations to promote 1 and 2, 

1 dontt think, however, that the prohibition of tho steel trap is a satiefactory . 
remedy snysmore than the prohibition of the gun fs. 

the gompariseon with the plumage crusade seems to mo langely invalid. ‘There was 
some cruelty involved in some species such as egrets shot on yoolkeries and the 
young left to starve, tut the anti-plumge crusade had a much wider objeot than 
that end certainly bad as ite prime motive the extinction of guia gpecies. 

In the fur ficld there is certainly dancer of some species such as marten and 
fisher being extinguished, but this does net apply at all, or only in amall 
part to the sajority of fur bearers, ‘the element of cruelty, havever, is more 
or lees appli), to oll species taken by Stool traps. 

It may not be amias to say that the steel tran ie by no means the most exuel 
of fur takeing methods. I am told that Arctic foxes ave now harvested on a big 
scale by travelling the tundra ia alrplenes ond diatrituting polaon. That seons 
to me equaliy eruel and far more contemptible end dangeraua. 

In my opinica bodies like conservation comuissions would really tsy to play ball 
with any orgumization thet approached this trapping problem in « epirit which 

conppiiont the husan motive vith the conservation motive and with management. 
@ould be done with regulations, and of course still more by oedudation. 

: My plea would be thet the Defenders of Furbearers try to appyoach the thing fron 
that angle. Shen ce a Hn 

We had a very interesting vieit two weelns age fron Oamhd iaher, head game 
man from Manitoba, Ne told an entrencing stoxy of how far north is now 
being supported decently by fur managenont ~ principally muskrata, whereas 
during the depression they were degenerating under governmant dole. Anyone who 
really understands the fur situation would have to ask, what about those 
Indians? In short, one can't take fust ono element of this fur situation and 
Gigaseociate it from a1 the other elements. ‘the Canadians have renlly mde 

astonishing progress. I advise the DOF te hear the whole story before they 
comelt thereelves too far. 

With kind personal rogards, 

; Yours sincerely, 

Abapm ; Aldo Leopold
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DEFENDERS 
AYE Eu RY ELEN 

OVE LCITIPRPLAYREYRC 
OF FURBEARERS 

Conserving and protecting from cruelty 

furbearing animals everywhere 

1214 l6rH STREET, N. W. 

WasuincTon 6, D. C.



MASS TORTURE ; 

To those who wear the furs of wild animals for 

ornament, it is not generally known what extreme 

tortures are endured by the animals that give up 

their skins. As a matter of fact, the methods of 

taking furbearers are carefully hushed up by those 

who collect and handle the skins. The conspiracy 

of silence extends everywhere. No publication 

dependent upon its advertising dares print the truth. 

What, then, zs the truth about the procuring of 

furs? 

The truth is that practically no wild furbearing 

animals are taken by quick and painless methods. 

Usually, in America, it is by the prolonged and 

unbelievable agony of the steel trap, which us- 

ually does not kill. It seizes a foot or leg in powerful 

jaws that crush and mangle the limb, holding 

the animal for hours—often days—in a pressure 

so intense that many victims gnaw off their own 

legs to escape the torture. 

These conditions are not just here and there; 

they exist wherever the traps are used. Most pelts, 

of the millions trapped in the wild and shipped 

annually to the fur markets, represent the ex- 

cruciating anguish of the trap’s jaws, fever, sickness, 

thirst, and starvation. Almost every conceivable 

agony to the living body is suffered by the trap- 

ped animal. 

Formerly, the business of furnishing furs flourished 

in cold countries, but lately, because of the growing 

scarcity of fur animals there, other parts of the 

earth—even tropical lands—have been invaded. 

No section of the globe is now exempt from trapping 

operations. In North America the steel trap is 

commonly used; in other regions the devices vary 

greatly.
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W. J. Schoonmaker 
- A “wring-off’’; a muskrat gnaws off its leg to escape the pain 

of the steel jaws of the trap. 

CAN CRUEL METHODS BE 

SLOPED? 

The pain and suffering endured by trapped animals 

cannot be condoned. There are already methods 

devised for painless capture. Further development 

of humane traps is necessary, however, to reduce 

the cost of production. 

There must also be an increase of fur farming to 

relieve the pressure upon wild furbearers. 

But most important of all is the need for public 

enlightenment. Not only must the fur-buying 

public know the source of its furs, but all, young and 

old, should know the facts concerning the methods 

of capture. The force and power of an informed, 

aroused public opinion, near the turn of the century, 

stopped the wholesale slaughter of wild birds for 

their plumage. Similar efforts can reduce the cruelty 

of the trapline. 

DECREASE OF FURBEARERS 

That our populations of wild furbearers cannot 

withstand such extensive exploitation is proved 

by the serious decrease of the marten, fisher, otter, 

beaver and several other species. The annual catch
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of 100,000,000 skins in the early 1920s has dwindled 

drastically in twenty-five years. 

The wildlife of America belongs to everyone—to 

those who enjoy its beauty and appreciate its vital 

place in Nature’s scheme, but not exclusively to” ~ 

those who exploit it for gain. This latter group has 

long been destroying more than its share. It therefore 

remains for the disinterested conservationist so to act 

as to insure survival of all wild creatures for the 

benefit and enjoyment of succeeding generations. 

DEFENDERS OF FURBEARERS 

Defenders of Furbearers, an independent, non- 

profit organization with nation-wide membership, 

is dedicated to this purpose. 

There are organizations fighting for the protection 

of birds, conservation of soil, forests, water and 

other natural resources. Defenders of Furbearers 

fills a vital gap in wildlife conservation, for it is 

now the only organization in the United States 

devoting its efforts exclusively to the cruelly 

harassed and rapidly diminishing fur mammals. 

The objectives of this organization are to pro- 

mote, through education and research, the curbing 

of cruel traps and all other painful methods of 

capturing or killing wild furbearing animals every- 

where, and the protection and conservation of such 

animals. The society seeks to accomplish these 

objectives by: 

1. Educational programs to familiarize the public 

with furbearers, their habits and value, and methods 

for their conservation. 

2. Encouraging the use of fur-substitutes (most 

fur-wearing is for fashion rather than warmth), 

and more extensive development of fur-farming 

and the labelling of non-trapped fur produced on



‘such farms, as a” means of relieving the pressure 
upon wild furbearers and the cruelty involved in 
their capture. Our sole interest in fur farms is to 

promote. these humane ends. 

_ 3. Promoting research in the development of 

painless and humane methods of capture, such as 
non-injuring traps, and of sound methods to con- 

serve and increase the numbers of furbearers. 

JOIN NOW 

r| The combined effort of interested and thoughtful 
men and women everywhere is needed to’ make 
Defenders of Furbearers a powerful force in the 
campaign against cruelty and extermination. 

The aims of the society are worthy of the support 
of every intelligent citizen. They offer the means 

of taking an active part in the battle to protect 
this great natural heritage. The society will keep 
you informed on all developements through news 
bulletins. Join the Defenders of Furbearers. Select 
the class of membership that appeals to you, fill 
in your name and address on the coupon below 

and return it with your check or money order today. 

DEFENDERS OF FURBEARERS 
1214 16th Street, N. W. 

Washington 6, D. C. 

Because of the pain and suffering endured by 
millions of trapped animals every year, I want 
to join as a member of Defenders of Furbearers 

in helping to eliminate this cruelty and conserve 
our native furbeating animals. I have indicated 
the class of membership desired. 

(J Annual-$1 a year (J Contributing—$25 a year 
( Supporting-$5 a year [j Life-$100 
(J Sustaining-$10 a year [] Patron-$1000 

INGIG er An notin aay shee hes eu a ona 

PRE ae hee cate Nahe della ga Sa aa



“ONE OF THE FIRST FRUITS OF AN EDUCATED WORLD 

WOULD BE THE PROTECTION OF ANIMALS. IT IS A 

STRANGE THING IN HISTORY HOW LITTLE HAS BEEN 

DONE TO BEFRIEND THE ANIMAL LIFE ABOUT US. MERE 

WITLESS KILLING, WHICH IS CALLED ‘‘SPORT’’ TODAY, 

WOULD INEVITABLY GIVE PLACE IN A BETTER EDU- 

CATED WORLD TO A MODIFICATION OF THE PRIMITIVE 

INSTINCT, AND CHANGE IT INTO AN INTEREST, NOT 

IN THE DEATHS, BUT IN THE LIVES OF BEASTS, AND 

LEAD TO FRESH, AND PERHAPS BEAUTIFUL ATTEMPTS 

TO BEFRIEND THESE PATHETIC KINDRED CREATURES 

WE NO LONGER FEAR AS ENEMIES, OR NEED AS SLAVES.” 

att G- WEES
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Mr. Aldo Leopold ‘ 
42h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin : 

Dear Aldo: 

No doubt you know that a new organization called "Defenders of Furbearers" was 
recently formed. The President is Delos Culver, the Treasurer, Richard Westwood and 
the Secretary, Devereaux Butcher. Needless to say, such a group could greatly influence 
the thinking of a considerable number of people particularly as they used the National 
Parks magazine and the Nature Magazine as outlets for their written material. To date, 
their releases include an article in the National Parks magazine which you undoubtedly 
read and the enclosed pamphlet. I am not in sympathy with their approach to the 
trapping problem and I am meeting with several of the directors to exchange ideas and 
to determine just how much we have in common. 

‘ 

One argument they will use in support of what appears to be their sentimental 
approach to the trapping question is included in the enclosed pamphlet. I have 
marked the paragraoh in question. In the past, the A.H.A. has never been able to 
go along with all the policies of the "anti-steel trap" organizations and at the 
moment, I am trying to prepare points in defense of our position. I am not having 
too much success in so far as their plummage argument is concerned, chiefly because 
the battle over that problem took place before my time and I can't find proper references 
in this immediate vicinity. 

I assume that the comparison they draw between the trapping situation and the 
plummage activities is a true and just one up to a certain point but eventually it 
falls down. Cruelty is certainly involved in trapping and also involved in the 
plummage trade, but I wonder whether the action finally taken to put an end to the 
plummage industry wasn't successful because conservationists and not sentimentalists 
were concerned with the matter of extinction as well as cruelty. 

We must admit that fur management has been far from satisfactory in many instances 
and there is still much to be desired in the general fur picture, including a question 
of extinction of certain species, but if the question of extinction was a real factor 
in the plummage legislation and if it isn't as strong in the fur picture, doesn't 
it greatly weaken such an argument on the part of the "Defenders of Furbearers"? 

I also intend to point out that the prevention of trapping would not be practical, 
economically sound or even entirely humane. No doubt they will be more concerned with 
whatever argument I may be able to present to prove that the prevention of all trapping 

(Over) 
TRUSTEE OF ENDOWMENT FUND: THE CITY BANK FARMERS TRUST COMPANY, NEW YORK CITY
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would even involve some cruelty, than whether their position will be entirely practical 

or economically sound. No one will ever know just how much furbearers suffer when 

populations exceed the carrying capacity of their range, but certainly no one can 

deny that starvation and disease do not involve some cruelty (let nature take its 

course?) 

Will you please advise me whether you feel that my position in regard to their 

using the history of the plummage war as indication of what could be accomplished 

with trapping is a sound one? I would also welcome any suggestions you may care 

to make which you feel would aid me in my attempt (possibly a futile one) to convince 

the "Defendérs of Furbearers" that crusading never accomplished very much in the 

history of trapping and never will. 

My meeting with the group is on April 9. If this letter reaches you at such 

a time that you are in a position to reply within the next few days, your advice 

will be sincerely appreciated and most helpful. I would suggest that your letter 

be sent to my Albany address and that a copy be sent to me in care of Christian 

P. Norgord, 1617 Rhode Island Avenue, N.W., Washington, D. C. Self-addressed, 

stamped envelopes are enclosed for your convenience. 

Sincerely yours, 

THE AMERICAN HUMANE ASSOCIATION 

RALPH ot CONWAY, Director \‘ 
Wild Life Department 

RCC: vi 
Enc.
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April 6, 1948 

Professor H. H. Chapman 
Yale Forest School 
New Haven, Conn. 

Dear Herman: 

There hag been referred to me a a 
on “Soils of Wisconsin in Relation to vi- 

F culture", by S.A. Wilde, 7.0. Wilson, and 
DP. Maite. The suggestion is that I asi 
the state conservation comission to under- 
write the ecate of publication. It is obviously 
not a commereial publication, end has to be 
underwritten by somebody. 

Before I endorse the manuscript I would like te 
have a ¢ritical appraisal by some unbiased expert 
with an ecological point of view, I am afraid 
that my own familiarity with the personnel of . 
forest soils has lepsed, At least I have no 
one in mind to whom I should tur for thie 
function, If you were in my boots, to whom would 
you turn for a critics] apsraisal? 

With pergonal regards, 

Yours sincerely, : 

ALepa Aldo Leopold 

Condit ce b 
7 Mean Lebdn 

Erna Saye



March 17, 1948 Ms 

My. Mgtris L. Cooke 
Hay~Ademe House 
Washington 5, B. 6. 

Dear Mr. Cooke: : 

Tam plenged te hen from you, anf I hasten to 
admit that it is quite probable that I read 
move inte your gredo then wee intended te be 
there. 

i hawe nothing resembling « complete exposition 
of wy views on the ecology of rivers, but the 
attoched reprint “The Zeologles1 Sonscienee" 
dieousses one dase. Tf do act here imply that 
I have a eampletely logical philosophy all 
thought out, in fact on the contrary, I am 
fegply disturbed and do not myself mow the 
eneyer to the conflicting needs with which 

wo are faced. I thank you for your charitable 
ond kindly attitude. ; 

Agsuxing you of ay personal esteem and friendehin. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALrpia Aldo Leopold
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March 9, 1948 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

It was polite to send me your letter 
dated February 11, giving your reasons why 
you could not sign our Credo. Frankly, I 
think you read into our document mich more 
than it was supposed to include, or rather : 
you failed to realize that we too believe 
in aesthetics and in safeguarding some 
streams from being made a necessary part 
of river system developments. 

Since I began taking an interest 
in this field I have been taught to sit at 
your feet, so I would be interested sometime 
in your sending me something that you have 
written covering the matter of your dissent 

i from our Credo. 

Yours very sincerely, 

Morris L. Cooke 

; MLC:s



March 9, 1948 

: Dy. CG. H. BD, Clarke 
Department of Lande and Forests 
Toronto, Ontario 

Dear Deug: 

I am very sorry that your letter about Mr. Peters - 
aia not come up until too late for the conference. 
Tho reason for this is an eye operation which hes 
delayed my attention to wail. I know, though, that 
So sone See eet ne © ee 
dow there that they will take care of negessary 
introductions. I am sorry to have fallen down on 
you in this miter. 

Ihave today wired Bob MoCabe as follows: 

"Doug Clarke wants Austin Peters @f Toronte to 
meet Gebrielson and other Institute people. 
Please do this if possible." 

With best regards, 

ALtpm Aldo Leopold
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DEPARTMENT OF LANDS AND FORESTS 

Toronto, Ont ario, 
March lst, 1948. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am writing in hope that you will be able 
to do us a real favour at the St. Louis meeting. 

: None of us from this Fish and Wildlife Division 
are going to be there, but Mr. W. Austen Peters, 
President of the Ontario Federation of Hunters' 
and Anglers’ Associations will be there. 

Mr. Peters is the most enlightened representative 
of organized sportsmen that this Department has so 

; far had to deal with. He has an interest in wildlife 
management and an understanding thereof, and desires, I 
believe, only to see the job done properly. I was 
greatly surprised to learn that he is working on the 
idea of a Wildlife Management Institute here, and that 
his purpose in going to St. Louis is to make contact 
with persons familiar with the background and workings 
of your Institute. He is a man of influence and knows 
the proper people, and may be able to put it over. I 
should certainly recommend a discussion with you and 
should like him to meet Mr. Gutermuth, Dr. Gabrielson, 
Senator Walcott, Miss Quee and others whom you could - 
choose better than anyone else. : 

My own outlook may be coloured by the fact that I 
have seen many reindeer but no Santa Claus. However, 
on the strength of his interest I should like Mr. Peters 
to meet a representative group of people. I shall ask 
him to get in touch with you and if you cannot introduce 
him, would you please delegate the job to someone else. 
Mr. Peters may be recognized by his imposing height and 
bulk, unmatched by any wildlifer that I can recall offhand. 

With kindest regards, I am, 
| t 

Professor Aldo Leopold, Yours very truly, 
Dept. of Wildlife Management, 

_ University of Wisconsin, Dos 

an Se mae + 4 C.H.D, Clarke, Supervisor 3 eiklie Die e Tseees Wildlire ManaZemeat. j
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March 8, 1948 

Professor Warren ¥. Chase 
School of Fo restry 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Deay Warren: 

Thanks for your letter about Gower. In the 
interin I have given up the idea of appraising 
research accomplishments because it would take 
more time than hag been allotted me, and more 
work than I have time for. 

With best regards, 

Alspm Aldo Leopold



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
ANN ARBOR 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

February 12, 1948 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin ; 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am afraid I can't help you very much on the 

history of Gower's discovery of the bursa. He did 

not take his work at the University of Michigan, but 

was working in the Department of Zoology at Michigan 

State College. It may be that Durward Allen, now at 

Patuxent, would know about the details of this, or 
perhaps Harry Ruhl could give you some information. 

I am very glad to know that you are listing the 

big accomplishments in wildlife research. I shall look 

forward to hearing your paper at the Conference. 

Sorry I could not be of specific help. With best 

wishes, 

: Sincerely yours, 

Warfen Chase 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Vebruary 11, 1948 

Me. Morris L. Cocke 

Uny Adams House 
Washington, D. &. 

Dear Mr. Coolie: 

I'd like very mech to go along on « general 
statement to Congress on present conservation : 

5 ismes, tut an you nay mow I dissent mdically 
from “democratically managed river and power 
Oontrol" of the Roosevelt ind, and nise “on 
prehensive development of river basina for flood 
control". Both, to me, are the opposite of con- 
servation. I'm sorry I ean't go with you, 

With best regards, 

Yours eineerely, 

Algom Aldo Leopold



RETURN WHEN SIGNED TO: 
Morris L. Cooke 
Hay Adams House 
Washington, D. C. 

CONFIDENTIAL Because 
Not released for 
Publication 
2-4-L8 

CONSERVATION CREDO OF AN AMERICAN 

We believe in the great conservation movement. We believe in the full 
use of*our natural resources for and by the people of the Nation. 

We are heirs to the victories for the public domain won by Theodore 
Roosevelt and his crusading forester, Gifford Pinchot, and we are enlisted in 
the battle for democratically managed river and power control waged by Franklin 

| Roosevelt and George Norris. 

We hold that the welfare of this and future generations in our land, with 
which is closely tied our continuance as a great power, requires that the concept 
of conservation as expressed by these great leaders continue as a keystone of 
government policy, and that it be expanded as the demands on our national re- 
sources increase. 

We believe that the peacetime uses of atomic energy should be under 
public, civilian and democratic control at all times. 

We subscribe to the conviction of all our great conservationists that the 
nation's waterpower resources should be forever retained as the inalienable 
possession of the people and that the potential 100,000,000 horsepower of as yet 
undeveloped hydro-electric energy should be brought into service by the govern- 
ment for the benefit of the people either directly or under limited term limited 
term licenses providing adequate protection for the consumer and recapture at 
not more than actual net investment as provided for in the Federal Water Power 
Act signed by Woodrow Wilson. 

| We believe in the comprehensive development of our river basins for flood 
control, power, irrigation, navigation, recreation and all other beneficial 
public purposes under regional and autonomous management in general accordance 
with the highly successful methods of the Tennessee Valley Authority. The full 
development of the latent energy resources of our rivers, great and small, is 
one of the keys to an expanding system of competitive private enterprise, de- 
pendent as that system is upon increased supplies of electric power and all forms 
of energy. Our people mst be on the alert against the efforts of any vested 
interest to limit these developments. 

We hold that large-scale power development and flood control works on the 
major streams must be safeguarded and supplemented by conservation practices on 
the croplands, ranges, and forests of the watersheds above them. 

We believe in the principle that governmental agencies responsible for 
marketing power from river basin projects should have full authority to take 
the steps necessary to assure the farms, homes, places of business and industries 
of the region an abundance of electricity at the lowest possible rates. To 
that end, such agencies should be empowered to construct transmission lines, 
steam generating stations and all other facilities necessary to provide power 
at wholesale to municipalities, power districts, cooperatives and other dis- 
tributors of power willing and able to pass on the benefits of publicly-
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developed power to the consumers. 7 

We hold that such a program provides the most effective assurance 
that the American system of free enterprise shall not be cramped by the op- 
pression of great monopolies and shall be enabled to develop along the lines 
of widely-distributed local competitive effort which has played such an im- 
portant part in making our country a satisfying home for a free people. 

We are against the sale of reserved public lands. 

We are against the reduction in area of any National Park or National 
Monument, power reserve, irrigation reserve, or Indian reservation, and 
against proposals to abolish the prerogative of the President to create 
National Monuments by executive order, 

We are against any proposal to turn over to the States land now held 
in government reservations. 

We are against any move whatever that would set a precedent for the 
interference of private individuals or corporations with the autonomy of 
governmental conservation organizations such as the Forest Service, the 
National Park Service, the Soil Conservation Service, the Rural Electrifi- 
cation Administration, and the Bureau of Reclamation, 

We are against advisory boards composed of private individuals em- 
powered to require government agencies to consult them in determining regu- 
lations for grazing or timbercutting on public lands; and against any measure 

whatsoever that would tend in any way to create vested rights in grazing 
among present holders of grazing permits on public lands, 

And finally we reaffirm the principle, upheld by the highest courts 
for generations, that the utility business is essentially a public business, 
however owned, and that corporations authorized by the people to conduct this 
business for private profits must be subject to such effective regulation as 
will assure adequate service on a legitimate cost basis, This is essential 
to effective conservation. In our modern age of more itensified development 
and use of national resources with interstate pools of energy and fuel, such 
effective regulation requires a continued strengthening rather than a weakening 
of Federal vigilance in behalf of the people, 

May God prosper the Republic! 

Signed: 

MORRIS L. COOKE WALTER C, LOMDERMILK 
DEWEY ANDERSON STEPHEN RAUSCHENBUSH 
J. RUSSELL SMITH ALSTON WARING 
DAVID CUSHMAN COYLE HARRY SLATTERY, ET AL, 

(SIGN HERE)



February 9, 1948 

Ralph ©. Conway, Director 
Wildlife Department : 
The American Humene Association 
135 Washington Avenue 
Albany 6, Mew York 

Dear Ralphs 

Your letter of February 5 received. I am at the moment writing 
this paper for publication. In That review you saw of the 
mini study in the Wieconsin Conservation Bulletin was « summary 
of an extemporaneous talk given at the Soelety of Mammlogy 
meoting. I do have s trap but it is not in diagram form 1 
will send you two photographs which should give ydh the main 
details. I will say this in advance, that the netal door 
arrangenont is very offective, but the mink seem to shy away 

; from the metal traps. Therefore the sane style of trap withe 
cut metal having a plain wooden door and brass catch, worked 
best in the mink study. 

If after seeing the photographs you hve any questions, I will 
be glad to answer them. The pictures I think will give you 
@ good idea of the construction. Verbal explanations of traps 
always seem to be inadequate. 

Best regards. 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert A, McCabe
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February 5, 1948 

Mr. Robert McCabe 
c/o Mr. Aldo Leopold 
1412 University Farm Place 

. University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bob: 

In the last issue of the Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, 
I noticed reference to the fact that you had modified or 
developed a live trap for mink. I would sincerely appreciate 
it if you would send me a sketch or photograph of this par- 
ticular trap. While I fully realize the difficulties involved 
in the taking of mink in a live trap, there are occasions 
when live trapping is necessary or advisable and we would like 
to use your type of trap. 

If you have a re-print or extra copy of the paper on this 
subject, which you presented at the annual meeting of the 
Society of Mammalogists, we would like to have one for our li- 
prary. However, if in due time, they will be distributed through 
Mr. Leopold's office, I undoubtedly will see one. 

Sincerely yours, 

THE AMERICAN HUMANE ASSOCIATION 

(2 : £ 1 

RALPH C. ae Director 
Wild Life Department 

RCC: vi 
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February 2, 1948 

Professor Warren ¥. Chase 
Sehool of Forestry and Conservation 
University of Michiganinn Ar 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Warren: : 

What can you tell me about the history of Carl 
Gower's discovery of the bursa? Was it ever 
part of a formal project or did he stumble on 
it while engaged in something else? Was he 
working in the School of Forestry, in zoology, 
or in the mjseum or the Conservation Department? 
What was his°rank or academic status at the time? 

My reasons for asking are that I have been asked 
to talk on research at the Sq. Louis meeting, 
and to do this I have to List the big accomplish- 
ments in wildlife research. Gower's paper, by any 
man's yard stick, is one of these big accomplishments. 
I would like to record it accurately, and eince this 
is one of the big contritutions of the University of 
Michigan to wildlife, I think its accurate history 
should be on file. 

With best regards, 

Yours as ever, 

ALspm Aldo Leopold
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Jomavy Th, 1946 

Me. Ralph 6, Conway j 
Aneriean Humane Seelety a 
Alsany 6, Hew Yoxts 

Deer Ralph: 

Bill Mider's address is: Department of Zoology, 
Uciversity of Massourl, Columbia, Migsourl. 

‘there 4s vory little iiter:ture in print on the 
question of non-toxic chet, and ainee 3411 has 
@exthored 1t carefully, I will leave it to hin 
to give you the citations. I am forwarding your 
letter to hin with a esrben of this one, 

On the question of slug ve. tekshot, the real 
yard stick should be of course the comparative 
Grippling lose, but I imow of no agtual published 
date giving such a comperigon. Personally, 1 shall 
never again vote for a wudkwhot seagen although I 
Peolise that buckshot are used presumbly with 
decent sucess in the South. During the year when 
tuckshot wore legal at ay form I heard deer hunter 

after deer hunter shoot four ond five times in 
suscessionaihich denonetmted clearly that they 

: shot buckshot fate the rear end of «a sunning deer, 
for only the first shot could have been at the. 
ribs. ‘Since hunters are not deaent enough to 
restrict buekshote to brond cide, close by 
Opportunities, there is no choige tut to outiqw 
watkshot altogether. 

With personal regurds, 

Yours sineeroly, 

AG epi Aldo Leopold



Jamuary 9, 1948 

Me. Dennis Shitty 
Bureau of Animal Population 
91 Banbury Head 
Oxford, England 

Dear Dennis: 

It is good to have a word from you and I will Look 
forward with great interest to the papers you mention. 

: I can imagine that the restrictions on motoring are : 
® very bed handicap te you and your group. We got 
& Slight taste of that during the war, but of couse 
are no longer impeded. 

For some reason that we do not understand, the 
epizootic among foxee last spring aid not seen to 
greatly reduce the numbers. 

I wish you could have joined in a recent symposium 
at Chicago, an outline of which is given in the 
attached mimeograph. 

All of us here still remember your visit with 
pleasure, and wish it could be repeated oftener. 

With kind personal regards, 

Yours as ever, 

: Alp Aldo Leopold 

é
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Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Wildlife Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 

42), University Farm Place, 

Madison 5, 

Wisconsin, U.S.A. 

Dear Professor, 

I still owe you a reply to your letter of July 7, with the interesting 
details about the die off in red fox. I have not yet heard from Steve Richards, 
which is one reason I have held up my reply. 

Since I last wrote I have continued with rat ‘work and now have it in 
its semi~final state so that I am able at last to spend a little time on other work. 
I am hoping to test the validity of the ideas I put forward about vole cycles when 
I was in Madison. 

We have had a fairly stimulating time recently, especially with 
our two visitors: L.C. Birch from Australia, via the University of Chicago, and 
secondly with D.H.S. Davis, on leave from South Africa. We have had a number of 
interesting seminars which we hold weekly in conjunction with the Edward Grey 

Institute. 

: The "November issue" of the Journal of Animal Ecology will be 
rather late because of the delay introduced: by last winter's fuel crisis. The 
May 1948 issue will be largely a local effort, including papers by Birch, Davis, , 
Lack, Monica Shorten and my wife. I think you will be particularly interested 
in Miss Shorten's account about determining age from tooth wear in squirrels. 3 

I would like to thank you very much for the parcel of reprints. 
I particularly enjoyed "The Ecological Conscience". 

In general, life is rather drab but by no means too difficult, and 
the year ends with at least some prospects of eventual recovery. The abolition ~ 
of private motoring is probably the most infuriating new restriction, though our 
lab. activities still enable most of us to get around a little. 

With kindest regards to everybody, F 

Yours, 

Dbetis 
Dennis Chitty. 

DC/ER
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august 1, 1947 

De. EH. H. Chapman 
Yale University 
Seheol of Forestry 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Herman: 

Ho, I have no immediate prospect of getting Hast, 
but I will try to convey to you briefly what I 
had in mind. 

It seems to me highly probable that the State vs. 
Federal controversy in relation to the Superior 
aedtende ee ee 

interests as a means of mllifying the 
wilderness program. If so, we all played into 
their hands in one way or another. That, of 
course, is water over the dam, but the lesson 
for the future is to keap the pro-wilderness 
forees from fighting, if that 1a possible. Our 
internal differences are amil compared with 
the external dangers. 

Yours sincerely, 

AbsPH Aldo Leopold
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July 2h, 1947 

Prof. Herman H. Chapman 
Yale University 
School of Forestry 
205 Prospect Street 
New Haven 11, Connecticut 

Dear Herman: 

Thanks for sending me your memo on the Alaskan 
forests. T had not ¥sard about this, and of 
course I agree 100% “ith your views. I think 
you have done « very useful thing in reminding 
at least a few people of the magnitude of the 
present anti-conservation trend in the West. 

i was recently in Minnesota and have a new 
: slant on the Quetico-Superior question. I¢ 

is too long to write about, Imt I hope sone 
day soon to have a chance to discuss it with 
FOU. 

Yours as ever, 

AbgPy Aldo Leopold 

s Signed in Prof. Leopold's 
absence to avoid delay.
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ALASKA NATIONAL FORESTS 

Uader H. R. 206 providing for the granting pf statehood to Alaska, the Chugach and Tongass National Forests would be eeded to; the new state, and disposed of by the state government according to its own desires. Hearings have already been held on this bill but action by the Comittee has been deferred pending a planned trip te Alaska this sumer, 

These two national forests cover 20,248,324 acres and contain 83 billion board feet of timber, most of it accessible to tidewater, The land on which this timber Brows is for the most part nonagricultural due to steemess of the topography, excessive cost of clearing, and lack of markets for produce. Continuous efforts dating back for decades have been made by the Forest Service to open up a market by the es- tablishnent of a pulpwod industry on sustained yield basis, but have been unsuccessful, owing to high costs of labor and other economic factors though the cost of water power does not constitute an obstacle, Transfer of these national resources to state ower= ship would not improve the situation for Alaska if the state retained the forests and incurred the costs of management and protection now carried by the federal governnent. The inevitable tendency would be ta get the resoumee on the tax list by sale to private purchasers, who would then be relieved of compulsion to practice selective cutting or any form of silviculture, Such a move would be similar to granting to the new state complete control of its salmon fisheries, whose productivity is assured only by federal control at present, it is on a par with, but far worse than the recent effort of the late secretary of the interior, Harold Ickes, to secure huge grants of national forest, timber to certain Indian villages, It is the most audacious manifest- ation of the recent tendency in the West for the states to seck crants of public cras- ing lands and even of national forests so that these lands uay be sold, bringing revenue to state coffers, and later taxed for further income, For this reason, if for no other, the proposal to abolish national control over the forests of Alaska should be resisted, The paramount consideration, which underlies the local prosperity of every state, and of the territory of Alaska, is the management of its natural resources in such a way as to insure their preservation and productiveness on a permanent basis, The era of exploitation in the United States as past. is it to be initiated again as a panacea for prosperity in Alaska, and as the main consideration in granting statehood to that territory? ; 
Lenke, 

Keanvhile, H, R. 868/and $ 991, Young, propose to throw open the Alaska National Forests to howesteas for veterans fora gricultural, grazing, timber, and mixed dlains, just at the time when the Forest Service has at last been able to advertise a sale for’ a paper mill, one of seven it hopes to see established on sustained yield from National Forest timber} 
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Reweandber 23, 1946 

Poofessor toon J. Cole | 
See ee 

ty of “ooonsin 
Medison, Weconsin 

Dear Leone 

Om this cocssion for ooating good works, 2 wan} to 

genta cog cd re eciinees a Snes, of oe tom en 
of Saraming {ge Wand, To Ds ho Mon of Wanding. 
The Avie e 

rips RypathenenmMgedh yoy sey he Pane ponth oD oB gyre ses uy 

lamin on mento, yore isaue in 19d) 

sdeaaed Wr eee phan te eeu cai et ealied aa 
in Guise country. 

Fon pooplaé realize as ‘that beniing te now not only a means of 
seule ele uaceihe, wet tet tetas ec tee ee 
analysing the sex end age gomosition of popalations, ant for 
detecting thelr intern] control nechaniamw. I% thus Mics at the 
woot of aniaal conservation techniques. 

Walle all thie ie cumson lmewkedge anang anion ecolegiata, it 
Goe8 wo harm to ranind you, cl ourselves, of cur intallertual 
Gabs to yous. 

Yours sinomraly, 

Aldo Leopold



SALLY CARRIGHAR * ROOM 302, 628 MONTGOMERY STREET: SAN FRANCISCO 11 

y 
July 20, 1946 

Dear Dr. Leopold, 

I have intended for so long to write you 
about your seview of my book, One Day on Beetle 

Rock, in the Journal of Forestry, that now it 
would be easy to let the letter go. But I do 
want you to know how much pleasure it gave me 
to read thau review. 

I must congratulate you on discovering the 
lapses. You were the only reviewer who pointed 
them out. I couldn't believe that I had said a 
jay foresees the steps in his cycle of fatherhood, 
but there in the book were the words, and they 
were indeed a lapse, for I don't believe them. 

It is good that you think it debatable whether 
birds would raise their voices when singing beside 
a noisy suream. When I was telling my mother about 
your review, we were in a noisy place, and suddenly 
I realized that I was shouting my words, with no 
conscious intention. Couldn't any animal do that? 
The question, I suppose, is whether they sing to be 
heard. 

When Olaus Murie was here last month, I told 
him that I had been very much interested in your 
recommendations to conservationists, in your Game 
Management. Some time I should like to talk to you 
about conservation publicity. In some direct way I 
should like to use my small influence (I mean in some 
way beside my narratives) but I am not convinced that 
addressing the sportsmen is very effective. The kind- 
hearted general public seems easier to arouse. but 
of course th. sportsmen have the lobbies. The whole 
problem of saving endangered species would seem hope- 
less if some past efforts, like Mrs. Edge's, had not 
been successful. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Aldo Leopold ae — 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin
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Dennis Chitty, Haq. 

tae 91 
Oxford, England 

Dear Dennis: 

I am delighted to have a personal word from you and to know you are 
settled down in adequate quarters. 

T am asking Steve Richards, whe is the new fox man in the Conservation 
Department to send you a brief account of the recent history of the 
high in foxes, By and large the high began to die off in the northern 
Counties a year ago and in the southern counties this spring. ‘Steve 
has actually layed hands on several dead and severml dying foxes 

j ani hopes to get one to a laboratory in good enough condition for 
uf bacteriological examinations. The mortality point was chametorized 
f by severe loss of weight and in some cases by loss of wildness. 

f The most deaths occurred at deming time, some dying in holes and 
others in the open. The whole picture has been rather dramatic 
and I am still hoping that Steve can get the answer to the question 
of causation. 

I am cireulating your letter to Bob McCabe, John Balen and Allen 
Stokes. All of us remember your visit with special pleasure. 

: Yours ag over, 

Aldo 
EC \i xe ae



esos OXFORD UNIVERSITY 

BUREAU OF ANIMAL POPULATION 

Postal Address: 

Bureau of Animal Population Telephone: Oxford 4261 

91 Banbury Road, Oxford 5 June, 197. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Wildlife Management, 
University of Wisconsin, : 
42), University Farm Place, 
Madison 5, 
Wisconsin, U.S.A. 

Dear Professor, 

We have had a busy time in the last six months, 
and good intentions about keeping in touch with you and 
others I met on the recent visit have not materialised. 
We moved into grand new quarters in the depths of our 
Wisconsin-like winter. Except that we had restricted 
supplies of coal and electricity just then, everything 
has turned out exceptionally well. Unfortunately 
Charles has had an overdose of administrative troubles 
but is still hoping to do uninterrupted research some 
day. 

After clearing off a good many items arising from 
my visit to U.S.A. I got down once again to writing up 
my share of the rat work and editing that of other 
people. However, there were a number of other things 
which continually interrupted me, so that a great deal 
still remains to be done. 

I have been particularly concerned with the diffi- 
culties and errors of small mammal census work and have 
just started on some new schemes in conjunction with 
our Rhodes Scholar, Peter Larkin from Saskatchewan, 

and shall be doing a similar scheme with my wife on 
Microtus. Fortunately the vole cycle did not end this 
spring, and I hope to have more time in 1948 to make an 
all-out attack on the expected crash. 

Other work on cycles has consisted mainly in 
getting up the past few years' records from the Wildlife 

P.T.0.
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Enquiries, and in preparing similar data on the red 
fox. In this connection I would particularly 
appreciate a short account from you of the state of 
the red fox population during the past winter and 
spring. ; 

Please give my kindest regards to John Emlen, 
Allen Stokes and Bob McCabe, to mention only a few. 
With very best wishes to you and your family, : 

Yours sincerely, : 

Dowuts > 
i Dennis Gaiety 

'_DC/ER 

|



Maxch 27, 1946 

My. He BH. Chapman 

Yale Forest School 
Now Haven, Conn. 

Dear Herment 

Your article 4a very convincing. I am wondering 

mash the: Matbeneees ape “te te 
pol ray ame pe Me oe td a 
exedutive officers, and I think you and they ought 
to be nequainted. If you ever get to Washington 
will you keep this in mind? 

Hove in my Letter about the 0 and ¢ lands. 

Yours ever, 

Aldo Leopold 

eo Olaus Murie 
Howard Zahniser
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Norah 27, 1946 

Senator Robert La Follette 
United States Senate 
Washington, 5. G. 

Deer Senator: 

i oe aatreak Secak Tanna HINGMSe vonwtttng 00 Sunwenae the cont 
} of n&tional forest revemes to ¢ounties, fron te is 

‘ Tho Gabe of soetidn exuathis te tenaee ead ellaeeaet mo 

fate hon nok cence tee ene teat oat to te 
caso. I am not. competent to judge in, 28 & 
Conservation Gomfssioner for Weconsing that special. "raids on 

diasiy greubealiy te week the shake yublie Saves’ craton "how, 
national and state. 

Ye Sones) sthenyte slang tho sane Ling during oxp ined 
ieckienelae "es teen axpbésive. 

I qurmise that the danger to foreute latent iu 112593 has never 
been considered. state 

I for one hope you wilt yA), the DLI%, ft on this let ant sopsepriche Gxtny $0 the Ghalmen of our comission” 7 

Yours afneorsly, 

Alds Leopold 

ec Dickinsen 

Chapaan
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New Haven, Conn., 4 AU 

February 25, 1946. 

To Wuom tr May Concern: 

H.R.2593 providing for the transfer of 462,000 acres of national forest land in Oregon to the Depart- 
ment of the Interior to be included under the provisions of the Oregon and California Land Grant Admin- 
istration, is intended to add 75 per cent, eventually, and 50 per cent, inimediately, of the gross income from 
some of the most heavily forested lands in the world, to similar income already provided for 18 counties in 
that State under legislation passed in 1916. 

No tax loss was ever sustained by these counties by reason of national forest lands, which never were 
subject to taxation, and which contribute 25 per cent of the gross income to all counties and have done so 
for over 4o years. The lands now sought are under a false pretext of lieu selection for lands within the 
original grant which passed to private ownership and have been on the tax lists ever since. 

Yet the House Committee on Public Lands on February 12, 1946, reported this bill favorably, pass- 
ing over all facts and arguments of the Secretary of Agriculture against its passage. ‘ 

The Act is discriminatory against all counties in the east and in other western states, which receive 
but 25 per cent of the gross, and whose taxpayers suffer the loss of the larger rates paid these Oregon 
counties. 

Below is a preprint of part of an article by the undersigned which will appear in the Journal of For- 
estry for February, 1946, bearing on this legislation. 

Respectfully submitted, 

The writer has been at pains to explore every bit of printed testimony regarding this O. & C. legis- 
lation, supplemented by further inquiry into subsequent published statements bearing on the questions 
raised. Had he believed, as the result of this investigation, that the issues were of only local concern, and 
merely indicated a scrap between two bureaus over prestige, nothing would have induced him to participate 
in the affair. He believes, however, that instead, a fundamental principle is involved which affects prac- 
tically every state and citizen. 

; The heart of this isstie is the mooted question of a proper method of participation by the federal 
government in the support of local (county) governments, within whose areas land is permanently classified 
and administered as federal property. It has been universally recognized by states that grants in lieu of 
property taxes be made to counties or towns on the basis of assessed valuation and tax rates or by a flat 
acreage payment. The only exceptions are in states where the status of large land grants from the federal 
governthent has not yet been crystallized, as for instance in Minnesota. State assistance is inevitable on 
some basis. 

The federal government by contrast adopted the principle of paying a “yield tax” at the time the 
revenue from sales is received. ‘This tax, perforce, was based on gross income, for in the nature of things 
the character of the national forests, and their large use and development for other than purely timber sale 
purposes, plus their relative inaccessibility, rendered the receipt of et income problematical. It never has 
materialized, and possibly never should if it means curtailment of these other uses and expenditures. 

With mounting burdens of cost resting on local communities because of modern developments of all 
kinds, there has been increasing dissatisfaction with this system of federal grants based on yield taxes. One 
phase of this protest is based on the exchange of lands and timber, to consolidate the national forests, which 
acts to reduce the cash intake of the counties. An interesting and very recent development is the protest 
of Cook and Lake Counties, Minnesota, in the Superior National Forest, which now seek a cash payment 
based on acreage, not on yield, though these counties are in receipt of the 25 per cent grant plus the ro per 
cent fund for construction of roads and trails, along with all other counties in every state except Oregon. 
These Minnesota counties suggest 1 cent per acre for denuded land, 12 cents for permanent wilderness 
reservations, and 5 cents for roadless districts. The Forest Service personnel have been seriously studying 
the entire problem, on a nationwide scale, seeking some formula which will provide an equitable compen- 
sation on the one hand, and on the other, avoid unjust subsidies which, as the State Forester of Arkansas, 
Fred Lang, recently stated in a letter to the author, would encourage communities to seek undue extension 
of national forests for the sole purpose of future financial support backed by Uncle Sam at the expense of 
the tax payers at large. 

| 
| 
F
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There was much to justify the 18 Oregon counties, beside mere self interest, in seeking and securing 
in 1916 an arrangement for a grant in lieu of taxes, for the revested lands of the O. & C.R. R. But when it 
comes to the question of determining the equity of such grants, one cannot escape the necessity of apprais- 
ing the situation factually with regard to the entire financial setup, both locally and nationally. However, 
the dangerous. precedent was established in 1916 of making an exception in favor of these few counties 
owing to the unusual situation created by this revestment. The terms of the law are such as to make the 
payments independent of any change in future economic conditions, increased revenues, or county needs, and 
are premised on an ultimate payment of 75 per cent of the gross revenue from the lands—which to all intents 
and purposes either devotes practically the entire net revenue to local use, or, in order to leave an operating 
balance, condemns the lands strictly to timber production and fire protection by contrast with the expand- 
ing use and cost of other public services on national forests. 

But the immediate issue as presented by the O. and C. bills, of which H.R.2593 has already been 
reported out favorably by the House Committee of Congress, is not whether this entire basic situation 
should be overhauled, but, on the contrary, it is an attempt to add to the area now administered solely for 
the benefit of these counties an additional 462,000 acres of national forest land which previous to 1939 
never entered into these calculations, and which all parties, including the Forest Service, the Department of 
the Interior, and the counties had consistently recognized as of permanent national forest status and thus 
subject, for county benefit, to 25 per cent and not 75 per cent of the gross income. The motive of the 
counties and these Congressional representatives, one of whom was formerly their attorney, is obvious—an 
enlargement of the grant by a very substantial amount, on a perpetual basis which mortgages the sustained 
yield operations of the O. and C. administration as long as timber grows on the land. What motives, if 
any, induced the Department of the Interior of the lumbermen of the West Coast to sponsor this proposed 
dismemberment of some of the oldest national forests in the country is not pertinent to the discussion. But 
in my opinion, based on as careful a perusal of evidence as I have been able to make, a legal basis for this 
claim can only be established by the law making body, Congress itself. Certainly it has not the support of 
the two Attorney Generals who were asked to pass on it. Any Jaw is legal after it receives the approval 

| of Congress. If the claim is true as asserted, that this 462,000 acres was legally a part of the O. and C. grant 
| subject to the terms of the Act of 1916 and later revision, no legislation would now be required. The fact 

that it is sought, disregarding motives, arises from the further fact that in 1939 and not earlier, the entire 
previous position of the Department of the Interior and of the interested counties was reversed. Why did 
this change of front take place? Jn 1921 the O. and C. R. R. claim for compensation for lands to which it 
never had and never could have obtained title previous to that date, had been settled in full thus clearing any 
shadow of a claim on these national forests. Six years afterwards, in 1927 an ex post facto decision in an- 

other case involving the Northern Pacific R. R. indicated that had such court decision been made before 
this claim was settled in cash, the O. and C. under its precedent, might have succeeded in further disrupting 
these national forests by additional selections! Even this thin legal wedge was overlooked for another 13 
years and then suddenly emerged in 1939 as a vehicle for the enlargement of the grant to the favored 
counties, provided they could bring enough influence on Congress to legalize the move. That, in a nutshell, 
is the meat of the O. and C. case. The facts have been painstakingly and repeatedly set forth, in Congres- 
sional hearings, and in the Journal of Forestry. 

As one of my forestry colleagues wrote me from Oregon recently, “The issue is not understood 
here and terribly misrepresented. The dual federal ‘forest services’ here in Oregon is an intolerable and pre- 
posterous situation but the O. and C. is terribly strong.” 

H. H. Cuapman.
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Jackson, Wyoming 

December &, 1943 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

421 University Farm Place 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

On the 30th of November I was appointed a Lieut. (jg) in 

the Naval Reserve and in less than 48 hours I was notified 

that I should report almost immediately to the Naval Train- 

ing School at the University of Arizona. This was such 

short notice that the winding up of my official business 

and personal affairs precludes the possibility of my doing 

any further work with the sub-committee at this time. 

Accordingly, I have turned the file over to Dr. S. ¢. Kendeigh. 

I had planned on spending considerable time this winter on 

our project and needless to say I regret that this will 

not now be possible. I wish to say, however, that I have 

enjoyed the work, as far as it went, and wish that it could 

have progressed to more fruitful results. I wish to thank 
you for your cooperation and hope that when the war is over 

we have the opportunity of again working together. 

Sincerely, 

ey Je met
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October 1, 1943 

Mr, Richard J. Costley 
Teton National Forest 
Jackson, Wyoming 

Dear Costley: 

I wish we could talk instead of write about the committee program, 
The subject is so big that I can't hope to convey more than a fraction 
of what is in my mind, What is needed is an ecological statement of 
the peculiar nature of ungulate populations and their behavior under 
predator pressure, lack of predator pressure, buck laws, refuges, etc. 
I have written in the attached paper a non-technical account which 
more or less parallels what I hope your committee can put in ecological 
form, 

I of course agree with your suggestion that wilderness areas are 
threatened by the lack of understanding of the peculiarities of 
ungulates. I hope, though, that the report of the committee will have 
even wider scope than wilderness areas. 

I think the report should be implemented with examples of which the 
Yellowstone elic herds are certainly one. I am sure the public doesn't 
realize the radical shrinkage in carrying capacity that follows an 
irruption, nor the length of time requisite for range recovery. 

I hope your committee will recommend a continental survey of the 
original and present distribution of ungulates, wolves, and “4ons. : : 
Scientifically it is of critical importance to know whether any 
member of the deer family ever maintained a stable population without 
the help of wolves or lions or both. The same research project 
should search for evidence of irruptions ante-dating wolf and lion 
removal, 

I am worried about your reference to poor health, I hope this 
doesn't mean that you have overdone yourself, 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

(Signed in Mr, Leopold's absence to avoid delay)
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Towa State Dollege 
Ames, Iowa 

SUB-COMMITTEE ON OVER-POPULATIONS IN NATURAL AREAS 

Chairman: R. J. Costley, Teton National Forest, Jackson, Wyoming 

September 25, 1943 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

424, University Farm Place : 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

About nine or ten months ago Dr. S. C. Kendeigh asked me to accept_ 

the chairmanship of his sub-committee on "Over-populations in Natural 

Areas" and listed you as one of the members of the committee. I 
assured Dr. Kendeigh that due to some poor health and a full work 

program I didn't know how much time I could devote to such a program, 
but that if he would be patient I would do the best I could. 

Since my answer to Dr. Kendeigh I have been waiting for some of that 

oft mentioned but rarely found "spare time". Inasmuch as I was 

shifted to an administrative position late last spring the "spare 

time" has failed to materialize so I thought that we had better be 

getting our program (?) under way before the work load becomes even 

heavier. ‘ 

I say "program" with my tongue in my cheek because I'm not just ex- 

actly sure what our objective will prove to be, nor of the means to 

which we will have to resort in order to attain it. I feel, therefore, 
that because all of us have had quite some time to give: this matter 
some thought I should probably first call for your suggestions and 
ideas on crystallizing our: objective, and your proposal for steps 
toward the organizing and launching of a program to achieve our goal. 

Our committeemen are predominantly employees of one of the several 

land management agencies of the Federal Government. We realize, I 
am sure, that we officially represent organizations with entirely 

different aims and official policies. It is obvious, therefore, 

that we must exert ourselves in this respect in order to maintain 
our program on an even keel.



2--Dr. Aldo Leopold--September 25, 1943 : ; 

Ours is a grave responsibility. ‘There are many groups and indivi- 

duals who have a real or fancied interest in the future trend of 

events in our wilderness areas and we must at all times keep them . 

all in mind. For instance, in connection with the summer range of 

the local Jackson Hole elk herd, scientists (both the "students in" 

and the "lovers of" nature in the rough) are interested, as are the 

hunting sportsmen, the adjacent ranchers, and the dude operators. , 

The future welfare of all of them is tied up with the elk herd and 

its range, and any decisions we might arrive at will be of permanent 

importance to them as well as to the land management agencies to whom 

our reports may be made available. I'm sure that the story of the 

Jackson Hole elk herd has its counterpart in varying degrees in 

every state in the Union. So as was said before--we do have a grave 

responsibility, and I might add--a fertile field for some productive 

effort. ‘i 

Without going further into the proposition at this time I should 

like, therefore, to invite your serious thought about the possi- 

bilities of the courses we might pursue. After due deliberation > 

I wish you-would write me and set forth just what your preliminary 

conclusions might be and what you suggest we do about them. -You 

should probably also list the outstanding examples of wilderness 

areas with which you are familiar that are threatened with an over- 

population of game animals, and the names and addresses of compe- 

tent individuals:who may be in the best position to furnish us 

objective information on the problem areas in question. 

Please feel free to write and say anything that you think may be 

pertinent. Your wholehearted response will be appreciated. 

¥ very truly,
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daly 9, 1943 

Mr. Louis A. Clas 
26574 Horth Maryland Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Wr. Clas: 

i have looked over the island in company with Mr. August 
Derleth, who kindly showed me the property lines and 
the vegetation. I have also talked over the possible 
uses of the island with the Dean's office, ani I regret 
to inform you that we are unable to foresee any way in 
which the University could use the property, and therefore 
think it best to decline your kind offer. 

Mr. Derleth pointed out to mo that even in the absence of 
any imnediate use, the maintenance coste would be 
negligible. Wevertheless, the University has learned 
through experience thet when it holds property idle, there 
is considerable speculation as to ite intentions, and 
accordingly it hae lees liberty along these lines than an 
individual would have. 

Personally, 1 am keenly — of the things the 
island hae on it, parti ly the wahoo, woodeock, and 
partridge. The University, however, would have to use 
the property for some actual research purpose in order 
to justify holding title to it, and I was unable to locate 
any purpose for which it could be used. 

T want you to know that all of us here appreciate your 
generosity in making thie offer, and I can readily appreciate 
your personal reluctance te turn the property over te 
possibly unsympathetic hands. 

On behalf of the College, I want to again thank you. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leepeld 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Mr. Noble Clark 
Mr. August Derleth
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AUGUST DERLETH 

SAUK CITY, WISCONSIN 

31 may, 1943 
Dear aldo Leopold, 

candidly, I don't know what could be done with the Clas property. 
it is in the first place not an entire island, but 2/3ds of it, rep- 
resenting an area which is the haunt of woodcock, partridge, etc., 
and overrun with wahoo (burning bush or spindletree), bittersweet, 

Rhus toxicodendron, (tall, medium, & short), asparagus, greenbriar, 
bladdernut, among oak, cedar, birch, poplar, elm, cottonwood, prickly 
ash, black ash, sweet maple, etc. it is regularly visited by bird 
clubs and ornithologists out of madison, for in May and September the 
migrants visit in numbers, and can readily be seen. Why could we not 
get together and go over to the property, which is notvery far from my 
home? ....2. Yes, i would like to know moreaabout stoddard and Wetmore, 
ahey should have got at least mention in iHE WISCONSIN, As perhaps you 
know, writers of these kivers books are more or less tied down to 100, 
000 wds, and that forces the omission of a lot ofdesirable material, 

eeeee Glad to know that vohn Curry is doing well, 1 talked by telephone 
to kathleen just the other day, and she seemed reassured, which was good 

to hears ..... As for a weekend at your place -- however much i would 
enjoy it; the time element is out. However, an afternoon or mornin 
perhaps? Sometime when you come through give mea ring in advance and 
pick me up. 

sest wishes to you. rdially, 

Crawere 2 Lome § Her 
Poet. vrs BO . t es : 
[a \ q 
\ Vete— . uw (rentals, Ace }



May 27, 19U3MAXX 

Mr. August Derleth 
Sauk City, Wisconsin : 

: Dear Mr. Derleth: : 

The attached correspondence with Mr. Clas is self- 
explanatory. ‘ 

I am anxious to have a talk with you, not only because 
é of this case, but for many other reasons, but in order 

to avoid delay in giving Mr. Clas an answer, I wonder . 
if you would tell me by scribbling one sentence at 
the bottom of this letter whether you see in his 
island any notable historical or biological values. 
I don't mean to trouble you to explain the reasons for 
your opinion. If your reply indicates a doubt, I will 
postpone judgment until we can talk the thing over. 

I have been reading "The Wisconsin" and like parts of 
it very mech. Just as a matter of personal interest 
rather than as a ¢riticism of the book, I wonder if you 
have ever heard of Herbert Stoddard? I ask in connection 
with your selection of "notables" from the Wisconsin 
River region. He is the acknowledged "dean". of the 
profession of wildlife management, and to a great extent, 
of the scientific field of wildlife ecology. He lives 
at present at Thomasville, Georgia, but grew up at ate 
Prairie du Sac, and did his early work there for the 

@ Milwaukee Public Museum. Ed Ochsner or Albert Gastrow 
can tell you a lot about his early years. From ny 
particular {and doubtless biased) viewpoint, he is one 
ef the outstanding men of the Wisconsin River region. 

(over)



.Do you know of Alexander Wetmore, who grew up, I think, 
in the region of North Freedom? He is now a high 
officer of the United States National Museum, and has 
a worldwide reputation as an ornithologist. 

Shovld you ever wish to either talk or read more 
about these men, I have their books, and in the case 
of Stoddard, know considerable about his career. : 

I had Dean Christensen up at my “farm” in northern . 
Sauk County where I play around with various 
conservation problems. He said I ought to show it 
to you, and this is a standing invitation for you to 
come up there sometime with me for a weekend. ; 

The latest news from John Curry is favorable. i 

: Yours sincerely, 

aoe Alde Leopold



UNIVERSITY GF WISCONSIN 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

OFFICE OF ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR May 20, 19h3 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Dept . of Wildlife Management 

My dear Aldo: 

Your letter to Mr. Louis A. Clas in;response to his 
offer to deed tothe University his island in the 

: E Wisconsin River was exactly appropriate, and I will 
be interested in learning your impressions of the 

islend after you have had a chance to examine it. 

" In order that your file may be complete, I am returning 
the Clas letter herewith. 

~~ Sincerely yours, F 
& 

Ee / 

Associate Director 
Experiment Station 

NC; EM 

Enc.
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May 19, 1943 

Mr. Louis A. Clas 
2574 8. Maryland Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Clas: 

I appreciate your generous offer to consider deeding to the 
University your island in the Wisconsin River. / 

Before I can make you an intelligent reply, I will have to 
identify the islend and visit it, and I assume August Derleth 
can point it out to me. Accordingly, I shall look him up 
shortly, and after I have seen him, I will write you farther. 

It 1s costly for the University to protect and maintain real 
estate; hence the practical question is whether this particular 
island has biological or historical features which would repay 
the costs of protection and maintenance. I cannot, of course, 
render an opinion on this until I have become familiar with it. 

I would suggest that you go ahead with developing your alternative 
plens,and let me have sixty days grace before actually executing 
those plans. In short, I will let you know within sixty days 
whether the University is interested. In any event, you may be 
assured that the University appreciates your generous thought. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Mr. Noble Clark
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1532 University Ave. 
January 18, 1936 

Mr, Herbert W. Cornell 
City Service Commission 
Seventh Floor, City Hall 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Cornell: 

I aa hardly in a position to help push the 
establishment of the refuze in conjunction with the Astron- 
omical Observatory. There have been so many misapplications 
of the refuge idea that I would hesitate to do this in any 
event before seeing the area and examining both its mita- 
bility and the facilities for its administration, I might, : 
however, be of some use to you in planning the wild life 
development on the refuge should one be established. 

I am entering your name in my field book, and when 
my field work takes me in your neighborhood, will give you 
a Pring to see whether you have any need of my services. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Managenent 

vh



Gi poe EN ir oe eo SECRETARY 
JOSEPH H. MALLOY, 

OTTO F. HOPPE, EXAMINER OF LABOR 

pe Zea Ng ANTOINETTE V. JACKOWSKA.PETERSON. St ee sci emia 

Nerine same aU Sey y ea ey s ks = z 

ee City Service Commission 
wy Pp SEVENTH FLOOR, CITY HALL 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

January 15, 1936. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
Soils Building, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

On account of your intimate knowledge of the 
development near Hales Corners I am addressing you in regard to 
two scientific features which a group here in Milwaukee would 
like to see included in the new Federal Housing Project. 

You will remember that when you addressed the 
County Federation of Women's Clubs you were shown the memorial 
trees and other features being established in Whitnall Park. A 
mile or two east of this point it is proposed to have an astro- 
nomical observatory and a wild life refuge established as a part 

of the so-called "Tugwelltown" project. The area includes some 
land not suitable for houses or gardens and there is particularly 
a stream and lake area very suitable for a wild life project. 

Dr. S. A. Barrett, Director of the Milwaukee Public Museum, has 
gone over the ground carefully and strongly recommends such an 
establishment as being entirely practicable as well as desirable. 
Dr. Barrett also recommends the establishment of an astronomical 
observatory which would be administered as a branch of the Mil- 
waukee Public Museum for the purpose of adult education benefiting 
the entire comnunity. 

The scientific societies in this city very heartily 
approve this plan. As far as the astronomical observatory is con- 
cerned the Milwaukee Astronomicat Society, of which I am a member, 
will very gladly furnish volunteér lecturers and demonstrators who 

will make the observatory of maximum publie usefulness. Control, 
program planning and discipline would be under the direction of the 
Public Museum so as to give management by an established scientific 
institution and so as to guarantee the kind of results we are look- 
ing for. The success of the Museum is a sufficient assurance of the 
success of this branch. While on this subject I may add that 
since the establishment of the Milwaukee Astronomical Society three 
years ago there has been a tremendous increase in popular interest 
in this subject. Many public lectures have been given at the Museum 
and elsewhere attracting large crowds of people. The circulation at 
the Milwaukee Public Library of books on astronomy has increased 
more than eight-fold. The Society itself has had a rapid growth



and is doing work of real scientific importance. The wild life 
refuge I know less about, but I do know that a similar proposition 
has been approved in the case of another suburban settlement under ~ 
the Federal Resettlement Administration, I think in the State of 
Maryland. 

If you are willing to give your approval to this, and 
I know that this will carry with it your very precise knowledge of 
the botany, zoology and biological possibilities of this area, I 
would request that you write to the following authorities to whom 
appeal is being made: 

Mr. John S. Lansill, Director, Suburban Resettlement Division; 
Resettlement Administration, 2220 Massachusetts Avenue, 
Washington, D. C. 

Dr. R. G. Tugwell, Undersecretary of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 

Mr. Fred L. Naumer, 5149 Sixteenth Street, Washington, D. C. 

Mr. Naumer mentioned above is already familiar with the proposition 
as he was in Milwaukee a few days ago and went out with Dr. Barrett 
Dr. Parkinson of the University Extension Division, the President alia 
the Secretary of the Milwaukee Astronomical Society, and myself, and 
looked over the ground. I think he is thoroughly convinced of the 
soundness and desirability of the project but I think it might be 
helpful if you would send a copy of anything you write to Mr. Lansill 
and Dr. Tugwell to Mr. Naumer so that he will have it available when 
consultations take place. 

Thanking you for your kind attention to these suggestions, 
I am 

Very respectfully,



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
MADISON 

DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY 

AND 

MEDICAL BACTERIOLOGY 

426 NORTH CHARTER ST, , 

: March 26, 1935 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

2 New Soils Building 

Dear Prefessor Leopotdy 

If in the course of your work and 

: contacts with huntsmen, you should meet up with any small 

+ animals with spontaneous tumors, I should like very much to 
‘il rabbit 9,] have the opportunity to study them somewhat. 

SL 
1 

You may be aware of the recent work 

of Shope and of Rous demonstrating that a transmissible 

rabbit papilloma is due to a filtrable agent. of course it 
has long been known that a goodly number of tumors of fowl 

can be produced by means of a filtrable agent but only 
recently have two or three tumors of mammals been shown to be 

in this class, This, of course, arouses interesting questions 

with reference to human tumors. 

I shall certainly appreciate any 
aid you can give me in this direction. 

, Sincerely yours, 

lA & hb ., 1 

PFC#VAK,



Milwaukee County Federation of Women’s Clubs 
(FOURTH AND FIFTH DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN FEDERATION) 

- Mas Ofias. eichentaum, Same a 
MRS_H-K-CURTIS - - - - - - - President LS p ) MRS. W. A. TITUS - - - Recording Secretary 2716 _Nerth-Frederick—Avenue Is/ , ve) 4902 North Larkin Street 
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2966 North Hackett Avenue Bo LY, S 2232 North Seventieth Street, Wauwatosa = \R C. pS 
MRS. J. E. BIRKHAEUSER - - 2nd Vice Pres. a. N27 MRS, A. E. SYLVESTER - - - ~- Treasurer 

3406 North Downer Avenue OS SES, Z Ge Ley 2412 North Forty-first Street 
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Milwauker, Wis. July 31, 1934. 
TRUSTEES 

eee Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
MRS. J. C. BUCKLAND University of Wisconsin, 
MRS. N. O. SLATER y i ey as Madison, Wis., 
MRS. D. J. CROWLEY 

MRS. EVA LEHMANN My dear Mr. Leopold: 
MRS. FRANK HOWE 

Tar The Milwaukee County Federation of 
DEPARTMENT CHAIRMEN Women's Clubs is having "Conservation" for the theme of 

Americanization and Citizenship its meeting of May 20, 1935. 
raining 
MRS. C. C. HAMILTON 

Gciiesate ae ee It has become a part of our yearly program to plant 
Law Enforcement i ortion of Whitnall Park at Hales Corners. 

MRS. CLEM SEELY trees na Pi 
3456 North Oakland Avenue This spot is known as Federation Grove. The program 

MRS! RB. WALKER committee plans the usual tree dedication service in the 
Cohen” Newel Steet forencen of May 20, fo llowed by a luneh furnished by = 

MRS. F. W. TELFER conservation ta church ladies of Hales Corners, and a 
1137 West Wells Street 

Ae Sh of one hour at the close of the lunch. It is our hope 

3284 North Fifty-frst Bivd. that you, because of the work you have done in that 

eTeS. 6. E, WOOD vicinity and your position on the President's Committee 
auail®? North Thirty-ftth Street On Wild Life Restoration, shall be our guest speaker. 

PqaeL Weel Biltourn Avenue t ee Vat we make > oe 
AMISS BRA’ MARTIN Sours ee eer eee ee ted i 2714 North Grant. Blvd. program a year in advance so what it may a Lid a 
Public Healt. puicnensaum DOOKlet form. Will you kindly adviée Tae y aac 
f aes North Hsekett Avenue Payor us at that time, and what charge Ww e conn 

“MRS. WALTER MATTISON with your coming to Hales Corners. 
2889 South Wentworth Ave. 

TRS NO, SLATER 1 
2649 North Hackett Avenue Very sincerely yours, 

Parliamentary Law 
MRS. P. J. MORRIS Pom 

_ 2600 North Murray Avenue P 0s e @ ice 

HNIRS. 'B. P. CHURCHILL Rt SJ ex ye 
535 East Homer Street *s 

Press and Publicity 

wgo82 N. 70th SL. Wauwatosa 
eae : (Mrs. Herbert W. Cornell) 

STANDING COMMITTEES Chairman, Program Committee. 
Ontdoge SbwaRD CORRIGAN : 

534 Fifth Ave, Wauwatosa 4117 N, 15 th Street, 

enRS. WORTHING Milwaukee, Wis. 
2534 North Prospect Avenue 

Rural Co-operation 
MRS. J. E. RADCLIFFE 

1510 S. 71st Ave., West Allis 

Co-operation with War Veterans 
MRS. H. C. GRAHAM % 

2623 North Prospect Avenue = 

DEPARTMENT CHAIRMAN 

Motion Pictures 
MRS. F. E. PETTIBONE 

1224 North Prospect Avenue



: : New Soils Building 

éugust 7, 1934 

Mrs, Herbert ¥, Cornell 
W117 N. 15th Street : 
Milwaukee, Wiseonsin 

Dear Mrs. Cornell: 

I will be glad to make the address you desire 
,  @ Hales Corners on May 20, 1935, although I cannot at 

“\, this distance foresee possible emergency calls which 
‘might take me out of the state, However, if such a thing 
should happen, I cowld find somebody else to handle the 
occasion, If I may accept your invitation with this 

: condition, I am glad to do so, 

There will be no charge, since I am now work= 
ing with the University. 

Yours sincerely, 

; Aldo Leopold 
: In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh ,



New Soils Building 
July 20, 1934 

Capt, C, F, Caller : 

U. & Bureau of Msheries 
LaCrosse, Wisconsin 

' Dear Captain Ogller: 

I fished recently on the Mecen River in Waushara County, 
where the local farmers have organized and started a rearing pond 
and a system of stream improvements under the name of the Mecan 

: Trout Club, Wm, Wichner of Richford, via Coloma, Wisconsin, is 
: head of the organization, He requested that I secure for him an 

application blank for federal fish, Will you be so kind as to 
. send him a blank? 

While this venture is called a club, it is actually in. 
effect open to the public at $1.00 per year and the proceeds go 
to stream improvement, so I think I can assure you that there are 
no policy objections to a favorable consideration of Mr, Wichner's 
poll vse. ay I had the distinct impression that this seme method 
of handling fama land streams would be a good thing elsewhere. 

With best regards, oy 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

leva 

Copy to Mr, Wichner ; ;



ee tat a CO-OPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN wih AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE SERVISE: 

county soano or sursnvisons, AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS AEPnesuwrarive WORK 
STATE OF WISCONSIN 

Green Lake, Wisconsin 
May 5, 1934 

Mr, Leopold 
College of Agriculture 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

We believe there is an area in Green Lake County 

which will meet the requirements of a Federal Game Re- 

fuge. I have taken this matter up with the game com- 
mittee of this County, and it was discussed at some 

length last evening at a meeting of the sportsman held 

here at the Court House. I suggested that I thought it 

would be possible to arrange for you to come up here and 

go over this proposed area with the committee, local 

game warden, and any other interested parties, After 

making this survey and getting your opinion of the pro- 

ject, we would call a meeting at Princeton and give then 

your report. Kindly let me know if you would be avail-— 

able to make such a survey, and what date or dates would 

pe most convenient. 

Very truly yours, 

County Agr'l Agent. 

ADC/GG



March 11, 1934, 

Memo for Noble Clark on 

Federal Surplus Relief Land Purchases 

The present situation is confused because there is as yet no 

clear answer to tw basic questions: 

1, What to do with submarginal foermers who have been 
bought out. 

2, How to make the lands purchased serve some usefule 
public purpose. 

(1) What to do with expropriated farmers? ‘There are so far only 
two tenable suggestions: 

(a) Subsistence homesteads for forest labor. 
(b) Subsistence homesteads (or some custodial relationship) 

to public gamelands, 

The purchase program, therefore, can be no larger than what the 
rT or Custodial program (or other placement programs yet to be 

ised) will absorb. ‘The lower the per cent of occupied farms in 

purchase areas, the less the difficulty of placement, ’ 

(2) How to make purchased lends useful? ‘The "Committee on Wild 
Life Restoration" was evidently one "feeler" attempting to meet this 

question. The Committee's Report talks about 10,000 acre blocks, not 

because that is the best way to serve conservation, but because there seemed 

no other way to hold down operating (i.e. custodial) costs. During its 

meetings I can certify that there was no realization of the fact that 10,000 

acre blocks of prkvate submarginal farm land do not exist, - at least do not 

exist in Wisconsin. All such blocks already contain a heavy proportion of 
reverted public land. In Wisconsin this is county ad. ‘the feder 

government, therefore, is confronted by two actual alternatives: 

(a) Buying a lot 1f land already public in order to allow 
of federal administration, or 

(>) Adopting the new device of entrusting administration 
to the states, subject to satisfactory performance by 

the state. 

By adopting alternative (b) the following adventages are gained: 

(1) Purchase costs are reduced (probably over half). 
(2) Maintenance costs are reduced to near zero. 
(3) ‘the otherwise awkward limitations on size, dispersion, 

and purpose of purchase areas are largely overcome. 

(4) The political kickback of "paternalism" is largely overcome. 

The adoption of alternative (b), therefore, dissolves many of the 

obstacles to making federal purchases useful to a wide variety of interests.



-Q- 

Assuming alternative (b) to be adopted, the following paragraphs 
represent my mental picture of a well-rounded Wisconsin program. 

Allocation - The funds in the state would give a balanced program 
6f distributed as follows: 

1, Forests 50 per cent 

2, Marshlands hO per cent 
3, Miscellaneous consolidations 10 per cent 

Improvements: The public benefit will not go much beyond farm 
shrinkage unless funds are available for improvement as well as purchase. 
This is especially true of marshlands, for every dollar for marshland pur- 
chase at least 25-50 should be available for improvement. (This ratio is 
a rough guess). 

Administration: All of class 3, most of class 2, and that part of 
class 1 adjacent to state and county forests will have awkward limitations 
as to size and dispersion of purchase areas unless state administration is 
contemplated. As already pointed out, the lands should continue in 
federal ownership, but should be entrusted to the states subject to satisfactory 
stewardship, (except where they be adjacent to some preexisting federal 
reservation). 

Miscellaneous: Cless 3 includes farms lying on public streams and 
lakeshores already largely in public ownership; farms interfering with 
rookeries, refuges, parks, primitive areas for ecological study, and other 
locations which are or should be public. 

Gamelands: ‘The report of the President's Committee on wild life is 
predicated on a sharp segregation of purchase areas into (a) those bought for 
the dual purpose of shrinking agriculture and conserving wild life, and (b) 
those bought without reference to wild life. I think this sharp distinction 
artificial. The utility for wild life will be of all degrees from nearly 

zero to nearly 100 per cent. In Wisconsin at least the wild life objective 
should enter in some degree into all purchases, and the two classes of purchase 
should be made by a single overhead agency on which the wild life interest is 
represented, 

Federal Agency: It is of utmost importance, from the wild life angle, 
that the federal purchase agency should represent the experienced men already 
in the Biological Survey, plus two new ideas not yet firmly rooted in the 
Biological Survey, but obtainable by adding some skillfully chosen personnel, 
namely (1) wild life management or cropping, and (2) coordination of uses. 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research



Dec. 3, 1933 

Game Management and the Relocation of Settlers 

Memo for Noble Clark: 

I recommend that a game manager be placed on the staff of the pm ject 
for the relocation of settlers which you and Mr. Tinker are organizing. 

Yacated Farms. These will often be the "heart" of the surround ing 
game range, and should not be reforested if they are capable of producing c lover 
for deer and grouse, or food patches for grouse. ‘They may also prove useiil 
as pastures and campsites for forest work. Whether a given farm is valualie 
for game purposes, and how to develop it as a part of the surrounding game range, 
would be job No. 1 for the game manager. 

Occupied Farms. The proposed farm communities adjacent to Natimal 
Forests are usually chicken ranze, and could derive some reveme from chidcen 
shooting, if properly layed out and developed. Job No. 2 for the game mamger 
would be to advise the agricultural experts on the staff how to adapt the layout 
for game purposes, and to organize the settlers into groups for the regulation 
of shooting. 

I will be prepared to furnish the consulting services of a chicken- 
expert, but he could hardly take time to work out the actual cases one by one. 

Incidental to this work, the game manager could be making a start on 
a deer study, which is badly needed by all agencies concerned with forest land 
in Wisconsin. My hope would he for the Conservation Department to take him 
over at the conclusion of the project. 

I do not consider this position fully justified unless the deer study 
be considered as an incidental part of the job. 

Aldo Leopold
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MILWAUKEE SENTINEL wi SCUNSTERE ws 

BERT CLAFLIN 
Wisconsin Woods and Stream Editor 

Evening and Sunday Edition 

Green Bay, Wis., Nov. 20, 1933. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Game Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I enclose copy ef release for my columns in the Milwaukee 
Sunday Sentinel, Nov. 26. I should appreciate your reading it 
and then letting me have your reaction. 

I have acquired a very large following in Wisconsin and 
surrounding states because of my activities as outdoors editor 
for six newspapers. The great majority of my readers look to me 
to not only keep them posted in wild life matters, but also to 
fight. their battles for them. I flatter myself that I have been 
somewhat of a factor in doing those things. But I aim at all 
times to be fair and impartial. I do not cater to every wish of 
my followers simply because they are my supporters. I make every 
effort to help them find better sport in the great outdoors, it 
is true; but I am duly cognizant of the fact that we “cannot eat 
our cake and have it." There are two distinct factors with which 
we must deal. One is the individual who would sheot the last 
bird or catch the last fish to gratify his personal desires; the 
other is the one who looks beyond his own personal gratification 
and considers those to come after us. The former is bad at all 
times; the latter often too prone to be radical. 

I do not take for granted.as the right and proper one every 
move that emanates from our conservation commission, simply 
because of its authority in wild life matters. When 1 am satis- : 
fied that the commission is wrong in any proposition, or when I 
am assured that their endorsement of any particular move has been 
actuated by ulterior motives on the part of individual members 
of the commission, I do not hesitate to come out openly and 
express myself. Hypocrisy, deceit nor petty politics, according to 
my creed, has any place in the welfare of our wild life. 

I have followed with much interest the proposition of getting 
the farmers to raise game as a by-product, for I am convinced 
that the steady decrease in our upland game, increasing civiliz- 
ation and the growing tendency of farmers to post their lands 
against hunting spell the doom of field shooting. ‘ 

I should appreciate knowing more about what is being done by 
you in your department; and I want to assure you that I am at all 
times in favor of constructive work, such as I think you are doing. 

Very truly yours, 
f 

BC: W ; sr 
Caos CA te =) 

ao
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a oS New Soils Building 
fa November 22, 1933 

= Mr. Bert Claflin : 

Wisconsin : : 

oar es Caflint 
ae I think your proposed-release is entirely sound. I might also 

ae point out that the University is urging farmers to organize in groups, 
ae so that only one permission for each group will be necessary. You 
SS: might also point out that the average hunter now burns up enough car and 
ee gas in the mad seramble for distant hunting grounds to more than offset 
= what the local farmers would charge him for good hunting near home. 

. Another point you might use is that with farmer control of hunting 
pees privileges, we can again have long seasons without danger to the game. 

oS Our present short seasms are necessary only under the free-for-all 
=: s¢ramble on unposted jand. : : 

= 4 It is hard to convey to you by mail just what we are working on. | 
ee I am meking aonote to call on you the next time I am in the vicinity of 
a Green Bay, at which time I would like to discuss the whole program with 
ae you in person and get your advice on it. I am sending you a mimeographed 

— outline describing some of the research work which we hope to undertake : 
eos if and when finances become available. 

— With Icindest regards, 
eS ‘ : 

Nee 8. Het Yours sincerely, 

ee ‘ Game Manager 

_—  °#£«&wn 
ae Tnel. : 

Oe : ae =e ee
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‘Hove 26 

I am receipt of a letter which I believe calls for comment 

in my columns. In case, as this letter indicates, there is a 

false impression among other friends of mine as to how 1 stand 

in the matter of attempting to at all times make my columns 

helpful to my readers, and at the same time remain impartial to 

all, 1 desire to correct that impression at once. I have thous- 

ands of follewers, and I receive very few adverse criticisms, 

though I make claim of being right and the world wrong. I have 

tried hard from the start to make my columns a get-together- 

medium by which we all may profit. My correspondence indicates 

that I have succeeded in doing that. Now and then, however, some 

prother sportsman “gets me wrong." Here is the letter in full: 

"You urge farmers to sell hunting rights to the 
: hunters, but do you realize that we are not all 

so fortunate as you in the way of money? Another 
thing, if the hunters should pay the farmers for pro- 

, , tecting game why should the hunter pay the state ; 

for a license to employ game wardens to protect 
wild life? While hunting you hunt on more than one 

farmer's land and with this hunting rights system 
you would have to pay each farmer which would make 
hunting a rich man's game only. As far as shooting 

the farmer's livestock, in many cases it is one 

farmer shooting the others because of some grudge. 

This is also the opinion of many Wisconsin hunters. : 
Yours truly, 
Re F5 
3155 N. Humbeldt Ave., 
Milwaukee, Wis." ; 

Here is where "R. F." is wrong: He says, “you urge the 
farmers to sell hunting rights to the hunters." The article 

to which he refers read as follows: “There is a movement on 

foot to bring the sport of upland bird hunting back te some- 

where near normal. I refer to the proposition of getting the 

farmers to raise and feed game, and then accord them the 

privilege of selling the game they raise to the hunter at so 

much per bird or in any way decided upon as best." ioe 

The proposition was not mine. Credit for it must go to the 

University of Wisconsin College of Agriculture, where the first 

Chair of Game Management in America has been established, with 

Aldo Leopold to fill it. The objectives, as outlined by Dean 

Chris L. Christensen of the College of Agriculture, are to 

develop game as a crop for recreation and income on Wisconsin 

farms. z : 

se a = oe (morey s SSs
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In my opinion, considering the rapid declension of game, 

' the move is a good one. Unless something radical is done 

very soon there wili be little or no game to shoot in the 

near future. Furthermore, if the farmer can be induced to 

raise game, just as he does Liveatack: why should he not be 

: paid for it? And still further, the majority of farms are 

posted against hunting. What must we do? Why, simply this: 

We must arrange some plan to open them up again. And what is : 

: more logical than to get the farmers to RAISE GAME for us to 

shoot? I am for it, because I believe that is the only 

solution to the problem of titers sport afield with the gun. 

Ha
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ie THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
: . COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

: Madison 6 
DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

May 13, 1948 

Professor H, H, Chapman 
_ Yale Forestry School 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Professor Chapman: i 

Many thanks for your extremely kind 13 of the 
Leopold publications on file in thé School of 
Forestry library. At least thrée of the titles were 4 
new to the list that I was-Preparing. A copy of the 
bibliography as of lasgt“Monday, has just been mimeo- 
graphed, and is beixZ sent to you under separate 
cover. It lacks/4t least four articles which I 
could not segzxfe here in Madison. Inasmaich.as 80 
of the titxés were not in Aldo's own card catalogue, 
I have sOme doubts as to how complete the list 
re. 7 is. 

Aldo left about 125 manuscripts in various degrees 2 
of completion. He undoubtedly published his best 
things, but some of the incomplete articles are 
gems that should be preserved in some form or other. 
In general, we are turning over all the technical 
manuscripts to his son Starker, to examine at the 

_ University of California, where he is consultant 
in game management attached to the Museum of Verte- 
brate Zoology. His second son, Luna, is an assoc- : 

: ; jate editor of the Journal of Soil and ‘ater Conserva- 
f tion. Inna seems to have inherited Aldo's high 

esthetic appreciation of the’ land, and we are gradually - 
ci sending him the literary essays that exist here in 

Madison. The book of essays will be published by : 
Oxford in the fall of 1949, 

Sincerely yours, . 

JIHipn seo Rs 
Assistant Professor ;



: : UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

: NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
BRANCH OF FORESTRY 

WASHINGTON 

May 10, 1948 

‘ Dear Professor Chapman: 

- Thank you very much for your note of April 23 relating the sad 

news of Aldo Leopold's death. I had already read the newspaper item and 

had sent a letter of condolence to Mrs. Leopold, but your note gave de- 

tails which had not been included in the news item. Since then Vic Ca- 

halane has received a letter from Leopold's assistant at the University of 

; Wisconsin giving a more detailed account of his death, and I very much re- 

gretted to learn that his body had been scorched by the fire. ; 

Aldo's death is a great loss to the field of conservation in general 

as well as to the special field of wildlife conservation with which he has 

been so intimately associated as a leader during recent years. He was not 

Onwveway 

only outstanding among the members of the Class of 1909, but Likewise, fores- 

try graduates of the country in general. He will be sadly missed from our 

ranks, and his passing will leave a gap in the wildlife conservation field 

2 that will be difficult to fill with his energy and idealism. 

Sincerely yours, : 

Koh SD: OSH
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: - May 15, 1946 

A Mr. Dana Parkinson, : 

, ‘ U. S&S. Forest Service, 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Parkinson: ‘ : 

I greatly appreciate your kindness in sending me three copies 
of Leopold's article of 1922 on the problem of erosion, for our library. 

Leopold himself does not have a copy of this article. , 

I knew at the time of his oxploration of this subject, and that 

he was practically the first to call attention to this. My exposé in 

the Engineering Journal was subsequent to this by 10 years. 

; I have always wanted to have this article of Leopold's appear 
; in some pudlication sothat he could get eredit for this epochal state- 

ment and I still feel this way about it. Whatever the reasons might 
have been for not publishing it at the time would I think no longer 

apply, and the article is as good now, or better, than it was when 

written. 

- Yihat I would like to do,-if I can get the pormission of the 
Forest Service for release (copyright should have lapsed in 21 years) 

is to take up with Leopold the idea of submitting it as is to the ' 
Journal in the interests of historical record and of professional credit. 

, How about it? Te : 

Sincerely, ie 

: H. H. Chapman ;



a This article by Leopold was the first statement by a 

’ member of the profession of forestry, so far as known, which called 

I attention to the magnitude and seeteunnans of the problem of soil 

: erosion with apecial, reference to the once fertile valleys in the 

arid Southwest upon which restricted areas, intensively used, the 

agricultural econony of the region was dependent. The direct cause 

was indicated as overgrazing of the watersheds occurring since recent 

white domination. His suggested course of action emphasizes the neod 

for public copulation of grazing inf eria regions. Written 24 years 

i ago and delivered as a public address but never published, the con-~ 

tents of thie article stand as.a landmark in the slow recognition of the : : 

fact that the upsetting of delicately adjusted nutural forces in 

critical areas may lead to destruction of resources on a scale which 

mukes later attempts at restoration practically hopeless. \ / 

H. H. Chapman. : 

New Haven, Ct. ? 2 : ‘ 
June 1, 1946.



; June 1, 1946 : 

“: Prof. H. le Shirley, 
New York Staté College of Forestry, 

: : Syracuse, N. Ye : 

Dear Shirley: 2 

I knew about Leopold's pioneer work in the field 
of stream erosion in the Southwest, and have followed up the : 

effects in many lay areas, which are permanently destructive 
and have reduced the Mexican population to pauper status. Why 
the New Mexico Association for Science never published it I don’t 

know, But I ran across mention of it by Loveridge and he kindly 
had copies made of the only extant manuserips. I then got Leo- 
pold's consent - see cory of letter of May 21 - and cleared with 
Leveridge (seo enclosed letter). On this basis I offer it to the i 
Journal and have written an introduction which can be used by you 
or thrown away for one of your own. 

. g I hope this article may be published in order that 

Leopold can: get belated credit for this effort of his to save 

an entire civilization (Mexican) from destruction. \ 

: Sincerely, ite 

H. H.. Chapnan -



/ . August 24, 1933. 

OF 
3 Mr. Aldo Leopold, ( 

Soils Eldg., 
University of Wisconsin, ; 

Medison, “is. 

Dear Leopold: eee 

ithantce for your effort regarding the Fleming 

erticlee He sent me a radio address which he gave which : 

will do. : 

Let me congratulate you on your new position 

with the University of Wisconsin. This is very good 

indeed and will give you exactly the opportunity you 

neod. i 

My best regard to your wife and family. ‘e 

certainly enjoyed our visit with them immensely. 

. sincerely yours, za fot 

HHICs AB



February 15, 10933. 

Cae 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Soils Building, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

I had intended to supplement my previous 

letters with the information that the probable em- 

‘ ployment that you had in mind here was not referred 

to the faculty but was handled solely by the Dean. 

f later if you are interested I may send you 

; a copy of the memorandum prepared for the Executive 

Council of tne Society with regard to the general 

practices of state farest employment end substantially 

- touching on the activities of Faphael Zon. 

Sincerely yours, i 

HHC: AB
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. December 29, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, OF 
National Bank Bldg., 

404 University Ave., 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

Iam very glad to hear from you but am really 

unable to say what money could be found to employ you or 

whether the two departments of forestry and fish and game 

would wish to pay you a annual retainer. I told Vitcomb : 

that 1 thought he could not get you as you would cost too 

much and he may be of this opinion. It is not what your 

ee are worth but what the traffic will bear that 

: will probably determine whether the state can pay you 

$1800.00 for one months service. we have about 60,000 ; 

acres in state ownership to which plans may be applied, and 

there is not an extensive modification which could be made 

even on these areas as there ‘is not much land which has ; 

_ not been planted with pines. It would look, therefore, 

largely to be a matter as to whether the game department : 

would want your adtice on general game management, which 

would be reflected also in the management of the state 

forests themselves. 

You will,no douvt, hear from Hawes or Titcomb s 

in the near future. 

Sincerely yours, 

HEC: AB
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GAME SURVEY 
conoucteo ror THE ‘ 

SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE 

BY ALDO LEOPOLD 

: 421 CHEMISTRY BLDG. 

E MADISON, WISCONSIN ee 

Sept..4, 1930 Of 

| 
3 

Dr. H. H. Chapman ; é 
; ‘ Yale Forest School : 

: New Heaven, Connecticut 

f 4 
Dear Herman: oe 4 

; og i, 3 aA 
awk Duke“Ingélis hae“een after Be to supmit” something fer % 

the News.“ He dékes 0 met! poins wrth thdése meters himself thay_Le-” 
am a ot to coaly witlhLhr® recuest” 

| The recent news of my doings is very brief. During the 
last two years I have been making a geme survey of the north central 

| states and will shortly publish its findings. I am also working on a 
: text on game management, which I hope will be in print within the year. 

: In both projects I have found numerous opportunities for tying game 

management and forestry together. In fact, I have as yet found no way 
| to keep them apart. 

. The system of game research fellowshivs which my outfit 

3 has financed in various agricultural colleges is working strictly uo 
to expectations. B10, $f the four fellowships so far installed are in 

: conjunction with forestry schools. 

, I might add this advance summary of the findings of the 
game survey: The principal obstacle to game management in the north i 

central states is the grazing of woodlots. It is hardly news that this 
is also the principal obstacle to woodlot forestry. I wish that for- . 

; esters and geme men could make common cause in devising offsets for this 

dangerous practice. < 

; Yours sincerely, 

ao a¢é 

| Cee hap 
ALDO LEOPOLD 

! ; In Charge, Geme Survey 

: k 
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\ YALE FOREST SCHOOL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 

() NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

JANUARY 10, 1927. 

YALE FOoRESTERS : 

With this letter is enclosed the usual bill for annual subscription to the Yale Forest School News, and 

membership in the Yale Forest School Alumni Association. 

Two things are essential to the success of the Forest School Paper—Money and News Notes. 

You all come across quickly with the money. Remember—News Notes are equally as essential. 

So my plea is not only for money, but for news of yourself, and other Yale Foresters. 

Write a letter at once. Make it-personal. Write it as though you were talking to the other members 

: of your class. Tell them what you are doing, and how you are doing it, your family life, your successes 

and honors won. They will enjoy hearing from you. 

Send the news letter with your check for dues. 
a 

Having filled the office of News Editor for the year, I know all that the job means, and I want here 

to give due credit to Professor Chapman, for his untiring effort, through many years, in helping to make 

the School Paper a success. Being News Editor is more or less of a thankless job. It requires constant 

effort and attention, and this Chapman has given willingly and freely. We are all hoping that he will con- 

tinue to labor for the School News when he returns to his work in New Haven. 

The annual meeting of the Yale Forest School Alumni Association will be held at the School of Forestry 

~ on February 22, 1927. Save the date to renew old acquaintances and see for yourself the splendid progress 

made by the School. 

. Very sincerely yours, ; 

ae | 2 J. A. Fercuson, 

AY i 5 Secretary and News Editor. 
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: Alumni Data 

Name hed. ftofolhe Class at le ees 

Mailing address for Yale Forest School News. 

——__——---EuedWaedushe habaaaboey baaclanes toioe. 

Change in business address -———------—-------_-___________________ 

since Directory was issued —---—--—--------—--—-- —---___-__-______-___--__-__ 

Change in home address te an tate aetna anna 

since Directory was issued --—---—-—--—-—-—_-_—_-____ 

Change in occupation of designation aaa CR Aina mamma 

since Directory was issued —------—-——-~—--——--___________- 

Letter of at least 100 words for publication in Yale Forest School News?! 
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. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

: FOREST SERVICE 

FOREST PRODUCTS LABORATORY 

ADDRESS REPLY TO a hd 

DIRECTOR MADISON, WISCONSIN 

aes July 30, 1924. 

Prof. H. H. Chapman, 
Yale Forest School, 

New Haven, Conn. 

Dear Hermann: 

I have neglected to answer your comment of June 12 about my 

erosion article, but the point you raise is so interesting thet I do not 

want to miss the chance to come back et you. 

You question my statement that the average technical forester 

has picked up en unsound theory of erosion through unsound teachings at 

the forest schools. I will confess that I cannot remember definitely who 

taught me the theory which I am attacking. Possibly nobody did. I am 

certain, however, that practically every graduate originally holds the 

seme theory, which I can best describe in the statement that the prepon- 

i derant influence of forests is sssumed as a constant and all other factors 

made to vary accordingly. The best evidence I can bring to the support 

of this claim is Bates' recent article in the Journal, wherein he has 

encountered the same attitude in the profession as a whole sad demonstrates 

- cases where the attitude has proven to be incorrect. Maybe the old bulletin 

on forest influences, rather than the schools, is responsible. At any rate, 

I have omitted direct referance to the schools in redrafting the article. 

‘ vA



: Ho H.C. 

Naturally, I was intensely interested in your observation about 

the Edward Plateau in Texas. I have no doubt that what you sew there is 

strictly parallel to the D-3 situation. ~ 

With best wishes, 

Very sincerely yours, : 
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: ae DAILY BULLETIN : 
Nos 24-250 ‘ U. S. Forest Service S April 29, 1924. 

; ; Southwestern District / 

Leopold Transferred:: Assistant District Forester Leopolé has accepted the 
position of Assistant Director of the Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, . 
Wisconsin to become effective not later than July 1. Leopold was carefully 
selected by the Forester for this important position in recognition of admin- 
istrative and research qualifications of a high order and is admirably fitted 
to the needs of the job which has remained vacant since former Assistant 
Director Butler went with the american Forestry Association. Leopold! s going 
leaves a big hole in District 3 end he will be sorely missed. Looking at the 

: tramsfer from a broad Forest Service point of view we can feet that what is 
District Three's loss is the Servicets gain and congratulate the Madison 
Laboratory on the acquisition of a man so well suited to the important ad 
difficult position involved. Plans for filling the vacancy in Operation will 
be.amnounced Tater. KG. We Pe - . = 

. Grazing Manual: - Mimeographed copies of the new grazing maiukl are being sent 
to Supervisors todby for distribution to all forest officers. 

The World's Eighth Wonder: & Crook voucher just passed shows that Safford has 
-. a Gzayman that delivers packages from the depot to the supervisor's office os 

- a quarter miie haul and a carry up a flight of stairs, for - ter ; 
mé dime, the tenth pstt of a dollar. These packages run fire i 

“ee “ahles. The last of his species! How do you do }* 

: Zn ioe “es ones) ? : oo 

7 

: . j
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Data for Alumni Records. : 

OES fp: 

Name. (ZL Dbn locbot: Zt A 2 : Class. O A 

Indivate address to which Yale Forest School News should be 

sent by 2 star.* 

Permanent forwarding address. Epa Sone 2. 

Behe. “ Asta 6 ky h Me 

Business address Das & Bde ols £ LiLo : 

Zi bia GoLrtn Suvsh ie . 
: : U U 

- fo > ewe 
Present home address L355 Srl fof SF 

5 £ ena Beno ae fh Ae. 

¢ G 

s ‘ a =— 1s <= mx a 

occupation_nat- Miadt- Fen at blig2 7G taken « (Dronudetes — i ~5 

Notes: Changes cr promctions during year or since last communication, j 

with dates. . 

News items concerning yourself, or other alumni. : 

ie n 4) 

‘ Gore feet Uetinad, ef hhauss Hbevete- pe Bas Wow genes 

p +- - Ol tel Bowes A Crsehett il 

Mail to H. H. Chapman, Yale School of Forestry, New Haven, Connecticut,



———— = : 7 + 
= = \ i4,¢ 

‘inss 1 attor Lor : : Kao Pa b 

GS. Spapien . i 

Dear 1909: tn ee cea . 
Want 

Chapman's ¢rietcesbh hurry-up letter conteins a steely 

: gleam that I am familier with, and accordingly it seems expedient to de z 

fouth ee 
my little act before the fewsreenth one arrives. I em aware that I 

: : have always been noted for promptness, out the real oceasien for being — 

: so-exceedingly on time with this letter is that Chapman is right here ~ 

in Albuquerque and I can no longer meet with composure his repreachful r 

: stereo. . oe : 

: . : : There is nothing particular to say about my career excert a . 
anki drat vA gt Cone vik. : 

that I heve been through the mill and ame+ill—-tii, I syent a couvle 

of years cruising timber for John D. Guthrie and a couple of more - 

e wrangling sheep on the Carson, and a couple more as handy man for Faul | ; 
e ones © = oe ts 

. Se 5 a i 2 * ay 
Z Redington. I “then thought I would ses whether I coule get up the nerve 

_ to resign for a while from the Forest Service,and succeeded in doing so. 

; Sen Cet ae - 2, A Z ee eee ] 
_. Sinee that time I heave been, steering we%ship of states for the City of 

eae Albuqusraue 4s Secretary of the Albuavercue Chanber of Commerce. AL bud que as § tary of the Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce 

2 ; s oO : s : 23 7 : E . 
I find that being tem Secrotary is like being a 

Forest Service man -- a fellow has to be Jack of all trades and master : 

of none. Having a lazy streals in my make-up, I Bese bit off the 

secretary's job rather in the hopss that whet old Isaiah. saié would 

come true, namely "The wisdom of the secretary cometh by oppertunity 

g Dev 2 , S 

of leisura, and es that hath little business shall become wise.” 

a I do nct lmovw whether I hare tecome wise or not, dbut if I have it is : : 

- mot tarough anv lack of business. 

\ ime has shom that Joe Kircher and rrselz ere the only



had a = 

members of 1909 who could survive in eas dry a country as this is. i . 

ee I rather aeeoee as much et the time of the little fiesta that re . 
ofha See : 

i had in Hew Orleans siren breaking canp,s>-Douceste dae rest of the é 

class seexbd to be so fond of a moist climate thet they ge not , 

. even pass through here cence in a blue moon. I hear cceasionally fron 

ae 
: P, Paxton who, 4264, last I heard, promised to be back from France in . 

tine a go fishing with me this sumer. However, he has not od 

up. "Go up, thou beldnead!" © : Ay honey 

: : “The latest excitement in southvestern circles in the 

; publicaticn of John Guthrie's bock “The Forsst Ranger", Guthrie is : 

in Russia erguing with the Bolsheviri but I kope he will be back in 

time to be present at the unveiling of his statue in the Hall of Fame. ; 

Seriously, it is a good piece of work and will bs enjoyed by every > - 
= . @ 

member of the profession, i 

/ og aos ; ' My best clein ‘to distinction is the tro young foresters : 

: who raise cain eround ay. place and show all the symptoms for eligibility =~ 

_* dn the profession. Their wena are five and three, respectively, aS 

they hereby challenge eny — all comers enone the junior members of : 

1909 for title to ‘the world's championship for devilment of ail des- 

cane eription. : ; 

: : Yours as oiet, a 

| ) ?. 

fs 5 
+ 

. 

\ : a ‘ : 
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, Prof. HH Chapin 
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damary 28, 1948 

Me, Perzy 3. Duryea 
Gonservation Department 
Albeny, New Toric 

Denr Mr. Duryea: 

2 SSE ES At SRM the libraxy of the Department 
has bean received, and I thant: you heartily for it. 

It so happens that my personal library is need in 
: this department and you had already me & persona, 

scopy of this voluse. I am therefore p the see~ ; 
ond cosy in the library of the College of Agrioul ture, 
end this I trust will meet with your satisfaction, 

Youra sincerely, 

Abn Aldo Leopold



Jamary 3, 1946 

My. Otto G. Doering 
333 North Michigan 4veme 
Chieago 1, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Doering: 

The first name that oscurs @ in connection 
with your letter of December: » ig Dr. Poul 3B. 
Seara, Oberlin College, Oberlai, Ohic. You do 
not say anything about the compensation, if any, 
for the leiderfa tin, 80 I am guessing fron 
this angle. Sears already has full college 
duties, and was elected president of the Reologi¢al 
Soclety this week. He has, however, the combina- 
tion of broad imowledge and judgment, which such 

z a jod would require. Ho other names occur to me 
at this tine. 

With best regards, 

ALtpm Aldo Leopold



OTTO C.DOERING 

CHICAGO 

: December 
Eighteen 
129 ny 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

A friend of mine, Mr. Henry Regnery, is in the 
publishing business and has published several books bearing 
on the European situation. He and his associates are pub- 
lishers of Human Events and pamphlets that deal largely 
with the present politico economic situation of this country 
and Europe. 

A few days ago, over the luncheon table, he sug- 
gested the idea of publishing a pamphlet, or series of 
pamphlets, on the exhaustion of our natural resources and 
what that means to the future of our country. The idea, as 
we discussed it, was that some one person would be put in 
charge, with experts in various lines, such as timber, iron 
ore, copper, magnesium, lead, etc., writing the articles 
under this person's general supervision. There probably 
would be little new in the exposition of the facts, but we 
would hope to put it in such dramatic fashion before our 
readers that it would make the impression and create the 
understanding which the subject certainly deserves. 

I agreed to write you to ask if you would have 
any one to suggest who coujd generally supervise this work. 
I am not unaware of the fact that we will reach only a 
relatively small number of people, but it is a great and, I 
am afraid, little understood truth that needs telling. 

Thank you for your kind attention to this. 

Sincerely, 

\ 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison 5, Wisconsin.



pies: \auriis 

Title of Davis's paper: "The size of bursa of Fabricius Compared with 

the ossification of skull and maturity of gonads of some Brazilian 
birds", 

March 3, 1945 

Dr. David HE. Davis, P. A. Sanitarian 
fyphus Control Unit, Health Department 
San Antonio, Texas 

Dear Dr. Davis: 

Your undertaking is interesting and important, but I fear too big to be handled 
go briefly. 

Without experimental controls, is it possible to classify with accuracy into 
immature and mature, especially in small samples collected at random seasons? 
At least I think you should go into more detail on just how the classifications 
were made. 

I can't see that Table 1 has any validity. It ignores seagon, and the proportion 
of immatures, of course, vaties seasonally. Are you familiar with the concept of 
turnover? If not, the attached reprint might be of help. 

fable 2 might be interpreted in terms of turnover, but not imowing the life 
history, I can't do it. The samples are too small to be separately significant, 
and one can't add them without “adding apples and potatoes", 

In general, I just feel helpless in giving you any advice, because I know too little 
about the species, and too little about the methods of sampling and classification. 
I fear, though, that your materiale are too meagre for so comprehensive a treatment. 
They undoubtedly could be treated some way, but I can't visualize the way. 

Bear in mind that I know no physiology. I would seek the advice of somebody who 
knows physiology and who has done such work before going to print: at Wisconsin 
Kirpatrick, Irven Buss, Dr. R. K, Meyer, Hans P. Thomsen would all be more 
competent than I. All but Dr. Meyer are in Service, and he is so busy that I do 
not feel at liberty to refer your paper to hia. 

I appreciate your consulting me, and I assure you I'd like to be more constructive 
if I knew how. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Meyer, Buss, Thomsen, Kirpatrick



fe PHONE MARQUETTE 4140 

Izaak Walton League of America 
Milwaukee Chapter 

MURL DEUSING 

SECY. AND TREASURER 

818 W. WISCONSIN AVE. 

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

OFFICERS 

EUGENE WENGERT 
PRESIDENT 

LAWRENCE A. HAUTZ 
VICE-PRES. ; Mi A 9 MURL DEUSING Seles h ay 14 ’ 1940 

DIRECTORS 

DR. E. B. KOHLSDORF 

PAUL scHoLZ Aldo Leopold 
CLARENCE Ue College of Agriculture 
Panel Rceane University of Wisconsin 
CONE EU eWwEEL Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Enclosed find our check to cover your 
expenses on your last visit to us. 

Your report has been an emense help to 
us. We are now going ahead. Our first job will 
be an investigation of the human factors in the 
New Berlin area. If organization of the area is 
possible we will go ahead with the plan. In that 
case we will be calling upon you for help again, 

Sincerely yours, 

( : 
wmnwnm 4 

Murl beusing,, Peoretary 
PREG i : g Oey : : 

“WE PLEDGE TO POSTERITY THE OUTDOORS OF OUR ANCESTRY”



4oh University Farm Place 
May 9, 1940 

My. Murl Deusing 
Milwaukee Public Museum 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Deusing: 

I forgot to attach to my report the expense 
account which you mentioned. 

I covered about 160 miles, which at 5 cents 
a mile comes to $8.00; lunch at Milwaukee, 50 cents; 
total, $8.50. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



42h University Farm Place 
May 1, 1940 

Mr. Murl Deusing 
Milwaukee Public Museum 
Milweukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Deusing: 

This is my report on the two areas we examined April 27 as to their 
fitness for a demonstration of the “Ohio Plan" of game management. Will you 
kindly send the copies to Mr. Newton and Mr. Yagnert 

Sew Berlin Township, Waukesha County. This is a good sample of 
southeastern Visconsin range. 

It hes 5 or 6 wintering marshes which lie close enough together so 
thet the amturel dispersion of pheasants in spring would restock the uplands 
without the expensive trapping and moving necessary in Ohio. The north half 
is better supplied with marshes than the south half. 

These wintering marshes are now far below their normal carrying 
capacity because of widespread burning, at least part of which probably takes 
place in fall. The simple cessation of burning, plus feeding, would greatly 
increase the phossant and rabbit population. Sach of the larger marshes 
should be partly in refuge so as not to push the birds out of the area during 
hunting season. 

The best and simplest feeding hethod is te leave some corn standing 
er in shocks. Failing corn, soybeans should be raised and partly shocked. 
Gareful inquiry should be made as to whether it is the custom to have stock 
@lesn the fields in fall. Where this is done, you will have to fall back on 
artificial feeding stations installed after the stock is pulled in. This, 
however, lacks the holding power of standing corn. 

The uplands are short of good fencerows and ungrased woodlots 
for nesting. Perhaps you could get some concessions out of the torn road 
board to leave roadside cover where there is no risk of snowdrifts. 

The main defect of the area is the smell size of unit holdings, and 
the many small groups of suburban residences. This would make the nenbership 
of your proposed cooperative large and unwieldy, and increase the proportion 
of "resident" hunters. 

eo ® 

Saukville Township, Ozaukee County. Winter cover on this area is 
already perfect, and leaves nothing to be done. It is so perfect as to be 
non-representative of southern Wisconsin.



2 - Deusing 

The reason the area now has few pheasents is lack of winter food. 
Corn or soybeans should be left out adjacent to each unit of winter cover. 
My guess is the small potholes will hold more birds in winter than the big 
swamps. 

The big swamps are useful as a natural refuge during the hunting 
Senson. No artificial refuges will be needed except perhaps in a few corners 
where natural swamps are absent. Certainly no artificial moving of stock 
will be needed here. 

This area has ducks, woodecock, and ruffed grouse as well as 
pheasants. If ducks are to be included in the management plan (and I think 
they mst be to svoid confusion), then some of the lekes met be made refuges 
to avoid "burning out" the area. These refuge lakes could properly be baited, 
and should of course be closed to other hunting as well as ducks. The duck 
bunting would greatly swell the revenue. 

The restocking operations conducted here are a waste of good money. 
A dollar invested in feed would bring mech larger dividends than @ dollar spent 
in restocking. Restocking ie unnecessary because you cannet shoot out the 
breeding stock from these swamps. 

Any attempt to organize these farmers for game management should 
include an attempt to conserve the outstanding wildflower resources of the bogs. 
Tf outsiders are charged for bunting and required to park inthe farmyard, 
why not the same requirements for viewing the wildflowers? Once the farmers 
Tealise the value of these flowers, they would be more inclined to take care of 
them. : 

** * & 

Several questions apply equally to both areas. 

Predator Control. My experience is that this is unnecessary; ve 
have increased cur pheasants at both Riley (hunted) and the Arboretum (refuce) 
to very high levels without any predator control. 

pe One of the troublesome questions in any area shere 
there are fees to divide is how to divide them. If you ean let them accrue to 
the church, the organisation, or some other commnity body, you ayoid the 
question of division. 

The availability of key farmers enthusiastic enough to do actual 
work should not be overlooked. : 

Technical Service. In tise, you will need detailed planning ae to 
just what management measures, if any, are recommended for each farm. I could 
let you have a student for this if you could carry him during the time he works 
for you. 

i: Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



42h University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management = 18, 1938 

Prof. Loyal Durand, Jr. 

Selence Hall 

Dear Professor Durand: 

< understand that the council of the Wieconsin 
Academy bas used ite available funis for the special volune 
recently published, and that the regular volume will be 
delayed on this account. 

It seems to me thet this is hardiy fair to thous 
of us whe are trying to support the Academy by our dues and 

by giving it good papers. I would mich prefer to be assessed 
for my own long publications rather than be delayed in all 
publications. The delays which have occurred in the last 
fow years all but preclude the Academy as a means of publica~ 
tion, and to further increase those delays is prohibitive. 

This is not a criticism of yourself, since I know 
that the council vetoed this action. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Mansgement 

cc Fassett 
Hawkins
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October 16, 1947 

Mr. J. N. Darling 

Des Moines 
Iowa 

Dear Jay: 

I am glad you saw the Garden Club article and I 
am not surprised that you and I agree on our un- . 
willingness to make the ordinary brands of con- 

servation education the only ones to existing 

problens. 

I do not know of Professor Etheridge of Missouri 
State College, but I am «sking my son in law who is 
on the faculty there whether he can send me some of 
Etheridge's conservation literature. 

I am now about recovered from the operation and ready 
to resume some work. It is always a satisfaction to 
have a word from you. 

Yours as ever, 

AL: pm Aldo Leopold 

P.S§. I, too, regretted not having a longer personal 

talk with you at St. Louis, but I knew perfectly well 
that you would be under a strain, to which I had no 
mind to contribute. I wish you and I could have a 
personal confab under quieter circumstances. 

A. L.



October 3, 1947 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo --- 

In your Garden Club of America article of 
September 8th I was glad to see you challenge the University 

slogan "Education as a complete formula for the achievement 

of comprehensive conservation." I'm all for education, as of 
course you are, but it is by no means a cure-all for wasting 
resources, or international relations or rape. 

I get so dammed tired of education being 
used as an alibi for more energetic methods that there is a 

strong temptation to ridicule the whole educational system and 

its methods. Even such sure-footed operators as Hugh Bennett 

call back on it in their final dilemma as to what the individual 

shall do. You have furnished a much better answer. 

Professor Etheridge, of Missouri State Col- 

lege of Agriculture, seems to be making more progress in applied 

conservation principles than most and if you haven't observed 

his progress I am sure you would be fascinated by the application 

of direct methods through which he is accomplishing his purposes. 

Anyway this is just a note to congratulate 

you on your "ecological consciousness" — no call for reply. 

Sincerely, 

t 

JAY N “DARLING 

Cece Aue Cany eee 

D:S



Transcribed in 
_J.N. DARLING ”—~—CSCT.. SOOOCOOOL ES MOINES, IOWA 
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January 23, 1947 
(From Captiva, Florida) 

\yj 

/ het A a y 
Mr. Aldo Leopold Bx? Qe ; ¥ 
424 University Farm Place ‘e yor 
Madison 5, Wisconsin ON 

Dear Aldo: 

Thanks for your note. I guess Forbes has given 
us up for lost. I haven't heard from him since my last con- 
tribution to his education. 

I'll be interested to know if you have time to 
comment on how you find the new organization going under the 
name of The Wildlife Management Institute. I hear rumors of 
vast discontent with théir lack of program which I might be 
willing to share if I had more information on which to base 
my judgment. So far as I can detect their only objective at 
present is to hold an annual meeting but they have more money 
than they ever had before in their lives and I am curious to 
know what their course for the future may be. 

We are having a peculiar demonstration of nature 
down here on the west coast of Florida just now. Dead fish by 
the millions are washing up on our shores. Everything from 
two-hundred-pound Tarpon down to the smallest minnows and 
bottom fish,--eels and turtles. In fact, everything in the 
sphere of marine life seems to be dying--oysters, crabs, scallops, 
and clams. 

With a rather incompetent microscope which oper- 
ates only on low magnification, I have identified the cause as 
a small Protozoa which has multiplied into myriads and with a 
very rough count and even more rough estimate, it runs about 
22,000 per cubic centimeter. They color the water a bright 
yellow and on the filter paper get a mass of these organisms 
which is very interesting to watch. I think perhaps part of the 
effect is due to oxygen deficiency but there seems to be a def- 
inite toxic effect also because when I take a freshly caught, 
healthy fish and immerse it in the colored, infested waters 
it comes to the surface and gulps for air but does not recover 
when returned to clean water even though its immersion in the 
infested water is only for a moment or so. It's a very serious 
condition and probably somewhat parallels that infestation which 
destroyed the artificial pearl oyster beds in Japan some years 
ago. Haven't been able to get any research men down here on the 
Job either from the state of Florida Conservation Department or 
the United States Fish and Wildlife Service, but there should be 
someone who looked at this thing with a thoroughly scientific 
training. . 

Best regards and good luck. _ Al 

eee 
JND/G



eas Jay N. DaruIne 

Des Moines, Iowa 
December 31, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Until there is some definite 
solution to the questions brought up in this letter 
I wish you would keep its contents confidential. 

About a year ago I sought to 
stimulate emphasis on the research toward the solu- 
tion of lead poisoning, in the ducks. Word has just 
come to me this morning that an alloy has been de- 
veloped which seems to answer all the requirements 
for a good shot, which disappears in three days from 
the gizzard of the bird, and which is non-toxic. 

The problem arises as to how 
to protect this formula against monopolization by 
any manufacturer, and if possible how to secure any 
royalties that may result and have them accrue to 
the fund for wild life restoration. Remembering your 
very interesting device there in Wisconsin by which 
all chemical and mechanical devices are handled thru ) 
a Trustee and the profit set aside for the benefit 
of further research and project development, it oc- 
curred to me that you might advise us how to handle 
this non-toxic shot formula, which is the result of 
our Bureau of Biological Research activities. 

My first guess is that the 
formula should be the property of the United States 
Government, but my recollection is that any such ac- 

tion would automatically turn the profits back into 

the general Treasury of the United States. There 

may not be any profits, of course, and our chief ob- 

jective is to see that the non-toxic shot is uni- 
versally used, rather than to make any profit out of 
the discovery.



Leopold #2 

I'd welcome any suggestions 
you may have. 

I hope you had a pleasant 
Christmas week and my best wishes go with this letter 
to you and all yours for a Happy New Year. 

2 y truly, 

JND: MH



1532 University Aveme 

Jamary 7, 1936 

Mr. Jay N. Darling 
Des Moines 
Towa 

Dear Jay: 

Dean Russell is out of tom, so I cannot consult him 
directly about your problem. 

I assume you have gone into the qestion of whether this 
invention is govermmental or university, If the former, I think 
you have no option but to dedicate it to the public, ‘That was our 
experience at the Forest Products Laboratory. 

If university, then it 1s at least thinkable that the 
Wisconsin Alummi Research Foundation might handle it for you, or 
that Minnesota might organize a similar body to do it, I under= 
stand the W.A.R.F. draws no state boundary lines, but Dr, Russell 
would doubtless want assurance that Minnesota, as well as the U.S. 
B.S., wants him to consider the matter. 

Dr. Russell will be in by the end of the week, I know he 
would enjoy seeing you. Should you want me to feel the thing out, 
I'll do my best, but would need all the information you can con= 
veniently send. 

I think the customary set-up is for the inventor to get : 
15 per cent, the rest going for research. 

It is hard for me to express my delight that a non-toxic 
shot is im prospect. This was a big move, Jay, and I congratulate 
you. I tried to interest the S.A.A.I. in such a move once, but no 
luck. 

Yours as ever, 

vh



1532 University Aveme 
Jamary 13, 1936 

Mr. day N. Darling 
Des Moines 
Towa 

" Dear Jay: 
Dean Russell hag now returned and I have shown him your letter. 

He tells me I was mistaken when I told you that any invention 
by a government employee was subject to public dedication only, It 
appears that certain government inventions can be licensed if the coopera~ 

tive agreement under which they were made so provides. 

Should you wish to set up an outfit similar to the Wisconsin 

Alumni Research Foundation, Dean Russell gave me the explanatory liter- 

ature which is sent you under separate cover. 

He also told me he would be glad to discuss this matter with 

you either in an advisory capacity or to talk over the possibility of 

having it handled by the W.A.R.F. Ordinarily his organization handles 

Wisconsin patents only, but certain exceptions have been made and there 

ig nothing which prohibits the handling of outside cases when mich would 

seen in the public interest. 

In any event, however, Dean Russell made it clear that he 
could not consider handling the matter unless asiked to do so by the 

University of Minnesota. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh



New Soils Building 
July 1, 1935 

Mr, day N, Darling, Chief 
Buresu of Biological Survey 
U. S. Department of Agricul ture E 
Washington, D, ¢. 

Dear Jay: 

I entirely agree that Bode would be an extra good man on the extension 
and expoutive end, His only weakness would be that he could not coach research 
students (and their faculty superiors) on 

1, What local problems are "actionable" to research, 
2. How to tackle them, 
5 Whether progress is being made, and if not, why. 

. What other work bears on the problem, and how, 

Our difference in viewpoint boils down to thist I was assuming 
the local faculty and students do not yet know how to do wild life research and 
mist be coached and temght. I was assuming there will be little material to 
“extend” until Y several years of work, ; 

You, I think, are assuming that they already know how, ani that the 
main job is to organize their efforts and extend their findings. 

Possibly we are both right. It may take two men--an organizer and 
a@ research teacher, I thought they could be combined, I am sure Bode does 
pot have the research-teacher end, Maybe I am mistaken in considering this 
essential, 

My reason for suggesting Taylor is that I think he has both research 
and organizing ability, I think he has more organizing ability and experience 
than Bode, and in the same field here in question, I am floored by his low 
standing in your office, If I were you I would call him in and look at him youre 
self, If you say he is unsuitable--that he is no more than a research man--then 
I'll just chalk up another error of judging men to myself, Frankly, I don't 
think you have many men on your staff capable of picking a man for the job, 

and very few equal to Taylor either as scientists or organizers, 

I suspect there are some ancient-history animosities entering into this, 
I did not know of their existence. 

I'm delighted to hear of your negotiations with fishing tackle, and 
I'm delighted it is the DuPont crowd who stayed with the game project, . After 
nearly 10 years' experience with Western, I mst conclude they are predators, no? 

Samee



Jay N, Darling--2 July 1, 1935 

Jay--I'm sure I needn't tell you I'm not blackballing Bode==I 
have a high regard for him, Also that I'm not pig-headed enough to suppose 
that my way of organizing game research is the only wy. If you go the 
contrary way, I hope it will be a success, You personally have a great deal 
at stake in this job of picking, 

Have you read Rd Parker's "One More Bend"? Here is my review of 
it-~please return, . 

Yours as ever, 

“” :



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY June 28,1935. 
AND REFER TO 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

New Soils Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: ; 

I guess it was a good thing we did not have more than —— 
units of the research projects to establish in the various States. 
As might have been expected pit we had not been idealists, most of 
the State Game Commissions want the man appointed to be under their 
special direction, and having had some difficulty in keeping the 
Iowa State Fish and Game Commission from putting the halter on Mr. 
Errington and making his efforts absolutely worthless, I know that 
such an arrangement would have been suicidal. 

The rest of the negotiations seem to be working out all right 
and we are going to have nine well-distributed units going by fall. 

I had a very interesting meeting with the fishing tackle manu- 
facturers in their annual convention in Chicago on Monday. I told 
them what the game men were doing and suggested that if-they desired 
to promote their business there was a possibility of their adding fish 
technicians to the game research projects which we were setting up. 
They gave the suggestion a very enthusiastic reception but it is too 
early to know what official action they may take. If they would only 
finance one unit it would be a fine start. 

In your letter to Mr. Adams you pretty well wiped Mr. Bode out 
of the picture, but I cannot agree with you that the man to keep the 
machinery going should be a research scientist. Only about one out 
of one thousand of those boys have the combination of scientific qual- 
ifications with the additional executive capacity necessary to keep 
a forced draft under the boilers of all nine projects at once. 

We have, however, by no means decided upon Bode. He is one of 
those who is up for consideration and is to take a Civil Service exam- 
ination in the near future.



I wonder if perhaps you have figured out the administration of 
these research units in the same way we have. Bode, or whoever might 
be chosen to be administrator, would not write the specifications for 
the scientific research. The curriculum methods and outline of work for 
each division in the Various States will be prepared by the men here in 
the Department, Mr. Gabrielson, Mr. McAtee and Dr. Bell taking the lead- 
ing parts in writing the scientific outline. A program of study, re- 

search and game demonstration will be worked out for each ecological area. 
Mr. Bode will take these prescriptions and see that they are carried out 

by the various research units. ‘ 

I keep mentioning Bode's name because in my own judgment he has a 
better understanding of the mechanism by which extension work is accom- 

plished than any other man in the field. He was for years the man in 
charge of forestry extension at Ames. His operations were very success-— 
ful indeed. In the new set-up there will be of course the short courses 
for County Agents on game management. I can think of no one who has a 
better equipment to carry out that part of the work than Bode. 

On Mr. Gabrielson's trip west he was to investigate several men who 
might possibly qualify for this position. He has visited three of them, 
including Bode, and all of them have been pretty satisfactory material. 
I don't think you could find one man in this department who having inti- 
mate knowledge of Taylor's activities would consider him qualified to ad- 
minister from Washington the nine college units. As a research technician 
and able scientist he has a great deal to recommend him, but that is where 
he stops. 

The reason the stow shoe rabbit has not received attention from the 
Biological Survey is for the same set of conditions which has prevented Ud 
from carrying out the rest of the life cycle studies which lay in its path 
of duty. It is proposed that in each one of the new research units an 
immediate start be made on the investigation of a life cycle on a species 
predominate in that particular ecological area. It may be that if we can 
come to terms with Minnesota we could add the amow shoe rabbit to that re- 
search program. Thete is, however, a very great need for some scientific 
work on the moose and I had hoped that if Minnesota was included we might 

make the moose the chief object of scientific investigation there. 

I certainly will do everything possible to help Mr. Charles Elton 

in his proposed project. 

Yours very t: s 

: : URE 

J. N. Darling 
Chief. 

Re



New Soils Building 

April 15, 1935 

Mr. Jay N, Darling, Chief 
Bureau of Biological a. 
U. &, Bepartment of Agricul ture 
Washington, D, ¢. 

Dear Jay: 

Salyer, Woodward, McBride and myself have just finished 
a@ conference with General Inmmeli, and I hasten to inform you that . 
the outcome was a very happy one, ‘he disturbance in Generel 
Inumel1's mind undoubtedly existed previously tut it is now, I think, 
entirely dispelled, due largely to an excellent presentation on 
Salyer's part. 

However that may be, the status quo is as follows: ‘the 
state is to push for an immediate judicial decision on whether 
compensation for damages is involved, After having obtained such a 
decision, the state is to decide whether it wants Biological Survey 
participation, If it does, then it is to cede its present holdings, 
together with the various authorities requested in your letter, to 
the Survey, subject to later state operation of the 20 per cent open 
area. 

If the state does not want Biological Survey participation, 
it will proceed as best it can without large funds. 

It is understood, however, that the present surveys and 
negotiations by the Survey are te continue until the final decision 
is reached, which will be sometime in May. 

It is a relief to me to know that no trouble is brewing 
between the Survey and the Department, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

va



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. c. 

CHIEF, SunmAL OF BEEGIeRU ao wey February 27, 1935. 
AND REFER TO 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Building, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Thanks for your note on the automatics and repeating 
shot guns. That particular mess of pottage has been on the 
stove ever since I came into the Bureau and it required count- 
less conferences and repetitions but there was no real haz- 

ard in the way. The one necessity was to be patient and keep 
pushing. 

Everyone seems quite happy about it, now that it is 
done. 

If we do not get sufficient funds to enforce the law 
under the closed season you may be very sure that live 
decoys will come in for a real cloutting and every other 

artificial method of taking game will receive like treatment. 
We are not really in a position yet to determine just what 
we ought to do in next year's shooting regulations, but the 
supposition at the present time is that the decision will lie 
between a closed season and a very rigidly restricted and 
very brief open season with all the iniquities and artificial 
practices removed. This of course is confidential to you. 

With kindest personal regards, I am 

Yours ve: Vs : 

° ‘Ling 
a ef.



New Soils Building 
Jamary 21, 1935 

My. day N, Darling, Chief 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
U, &. Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D. C, 

Dear Jay: 

I thoroughly share your conviction that there is pressing need 
at this moment for published game material in ABC form suitable for laymen, 

I am certain, however, that this material mst be compiled by 
regions, or preferably by states, In other words, any attempt to compile 
it nationally would automatically contain so many "ifs and ands" as to 
destroy its simplicity, and if these "ifs and ands" were omitted, it would 
no longer be true. Accordingly I have thinking in terms of state or 
regional farmers' handbooks, and for the last two years I have been pre- 
paring to get one out for Wisconsin. It is my ambition at the present : 
moment to get this into print before next fall. 

If the Biological Survey can stimulate the compilation of such 
handbooks region by region or state by state, it is one of the most impor- 
tent new steps which the Burean could possibly undertake, In many regions, 
of course, the material does not yet exist due to the absence of local 
research and the absence of lecal demonstration areas from which local 
techniques could be derived. However, there are plenty of states for 
which the material does exist in usable degree, : 

If I can help in any way to forward such a Biological Survey 
program, I will most gladly do so. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh 

P,S, I very much doubt whether the carp project could be started with the 
temporary man~power available under PWA, in fact, one would have to shop 
around very carefully to find permanent man~power competent to lead this 
job. It might be that if a highly qualified leader could be provided, a 
lot of PWA men could be sent around to gather preliminary statistics, mt 
even that would have to be done very cautiously to be worth “ee 

A. ie



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

CHIEF, Ay ai Gee REI January 12, 1935. 
AND REFER TO 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 2 
New Soils Building, : 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo: 

The carp investigation is very much worth while. Send me ’ 
along any suggestions you have as to methods of procedure, and how 
it might be set up as a Made-Work Project. It may not be too late 
to get it in under the PWA for this year. Meanwhile I will contact 
the Bureau of Fisheries and see how they react to ite I will be 
seeing you soon in New York, I hope. 

Yours, truly, 

ge N. Darling, 
Chief.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. Cc. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY January 14, 1935. 
AND REFER TO 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

New Soils Building, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Having read Mr. McAtee's paper on the Bureau's position rela- 
tive to game management I presume you share with him the opinion 
that it is not the Bureau's province to prepare a manual of game 
management in simplified form for general distribution among the 
farmers and land owners. I wonder whether you have thought of the 
reasons for my request for such a pamphlet. 

Farm Bureau directors and county agents together with many 
State game officials have written in to know where a simplified 
plan of applied game management could be had. I-have cited your 
volume and the works and articles by Stoddard, etc., but almost 
invariably the request has come back for something boiled down to 
A. B. C. simplicity. 

It has seemed to me that within our Bureau and from sources 
within our reach material for such a pamphlet was available and 
could be thrown together with less effort than by any other agency. 
States might do it but if it were attempted at this stage I question 
the results. There would be inevitable duplication and probably 
some confusion in methods. 

I have been anxious that the term "game management" be not at- Ka 
confused with law enforcement, commercial breeding, shooting re < den 
tions, etc. I discovered that even the meaning of rgnme mapegstont™ tevahe 
was not understood by a large majority of those presentcuntil after “4 
several repetitions of the principles. Much has been written urg- os 
ing the land omer to adopt game management principles. I wish they 
would all read your book or that there were enough individuals versed 
in the principles to cover the field with helpful suggestions. Un- 
fortunately it seems unlikely that either method will be followed in 
a sufficiently wide field to satisfy the immediate needs. 

; To satisfy that demand which evidently exists and which can not 
be covered by other agencies I had thought a simple manual, even if



only a mimeographed pamphlet, might be compiled by the Biological : 
Survey. McAtee's attack upon the project has temporarily slowed 
me down until I can find whether,among those who should know,there 
is something in the preparation of a simplified statement of game man- 
agement principles that makes it advisable for the Bureau to tackle it. 

I recognize that upland game is in the custodianship of the 
States but I cannot see that such a contribution to the cause of game 
restoration by the Federal agency is any more of an invasion of State's 

rights than is our research activity in the same field of upland game. 

I am therefore writing you to assist me in clarifying this subject in 
my own mind. 

Sincerely, 

J. ‘Lin, 
iefy 

=o



New Soils Buliding 
Novenber 23, 1934 

Mr, Jay N. Darling, Chief 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
U. S. Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D, 0, 

Dear Jay? 

We seem to substantially agree on the matter of burean 
transfers, ; 

In answer to your question about progress on marshes: 4 
Bark River is about ready for the land buyer and I have arrangements 
with Rutherford to detail one or two men to the optioning on a week's 
notice, Forth, the principal landowner, has nearly accepted our in- 

7 formal proposal of $5 per acre, We are dickering mostly shout details, 
such as stumpage reservations, I am still awaiting Salyer's retum 
and I think will be ready to shoot when he next gets here, A deep 
water lake has been selected in accordance with his specification 
and awaits his 0.Z, : 

The AAA project in central Wisconsin was, I think, ratified 
by Wood County day before yesterday and the other counties will follow 
if Wood County sets the pace. Once ratified, the project awaits only 
the approvel of the options in Washington. As to how long it takes 
Washington to make up its mind, you can guess better than I, 

I had a pleasant visit recently with Mr, Childs of Chicago, 
whom I understand is a personal friend of yours, We projected a 
pipedream of a quail hunt in Missouri with you and with a mutual 
friend, Howard Weiss, Howard and I have a cabin down there, I am 
not yet able to make this a definite proposition because of inability 
to foresee whether I can get away. The date would be just before 
Christmas, Does it appeal to you? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
oe In Charge, Game Research



: UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. Cc. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO : November 16, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

New Soils Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

a Thanks for sending me a copy of your letter to the 

President on the coordination of conservation bureaus. 

gh I quite agree with you that if all the rumors of what is 

a now contemplated were carried out, it would do no good at 

alam as I see it from my short experience in Washington, 

it is more a question of capacity in the key positions of 

the various bureaus than it is lack of mechanical facilities 

for cooperation. 

What progress are you making with the Wisconsin 

marshes? 

With kindest regards, I am 

Yours very truly,



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 
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New Soils Building 

angust 27, 1934 

Mr, day X, Darling, Chief 

Buream of Biological Survey 
U. S, Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D. ¢, 

Dear Jay? 

I was hoping that you might want the high school text 
job for the Biologi¢eal Survey end furthermore, that you might 
assign it to MeAtee and that he might take a special interest in 
it. I still doubt, though, whether a satisfactory text could 
cover more then a limited region. Why not, as a starter, suggest 

. to MeAtee that he undertake the project for much region as he 
feels he is most faniliar with? 

I am sorry I did not get to see McAtee during his stop 
at LaCrosse, It happened to fall on the day when I was starting 
for the field with the marsh survey crew, 

It goes without saying that any information or ideas 
which I have are at MeAtee's disposal. I would like to know, how- 
ever, whether you decide to undertake the job and just what region 

_ he will cover, 

This thing is of such outstanding importance that he 
might make it his primary job for the next five years to cover one 
region after another, bringing together 211 the existing research 
findings in each, He is, of course, already familiar with such 
research basis as exists for each region, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
ALevh : In Charge, Game Research



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. c. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO « 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY August 21, 1934. 
AND REFER TO 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Building, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I say yes, yes, yes, a thousand times yes, to the question 

of a text book for junior high or high schools. 

Realizing the necessity for such a text book, I took it up 

with the faculty of the State University one time when they had a 
meeting and asked their advice as to how it might be produced. I 

Bot the promise of cooperation of their educational research depart-— 
ment and a quite unusual and spontaneous reception of the idea. 

I then took it up with Johnny Studebaker, Superintendent of Des 
Moines Schools, who is now National Commissioner of Education. 

He fell right in line also. I even went so far at one time as to 
outline the topics and sub-topics which might be included in 3 
such a text book. Of course my efforts were purely amateurish and 

only attempted because it might serve as a starting point for some 
one else to carry on. f 

Your letter has put new lief into the idea and suggests a 

new angle which has never occurred to me before. For instance, the 
the Biological Survey might sponsor such a text book. I am go- 
ing to pin that idea into the inside of my bonnet, talk with the 

Secretary about it, and see if we can't be-the incubator. I 
would be proud to have the Biological Survey render such a valuable service 
and I will admit that until your letter arrived the idea had com 
pletely escaped me in the hurley burley of this job. 

I was just this morning reading some of the manuscripts of 
Mr. McAtee and was again impressed with the remarkable style and 
clarity of expression which he employs. His breadth of knowledge 
and technical skill are unquestioned. With your consent I would 
like to broach this subject to him. é 

McAtee has me somewhat puzzled. He has the best mind in the



Bureau and I want to have him do the most effective work possible 

at the same time keeping him happy. Unfortunately he is not a good 
administrator. He probably would not agree with me on that score. 
I suspect that he looks upon me as an addle pated bounder who has 
invaded his sanctum. He will be calling on you soon, and out of your 
visit with him I hope you can make me some valuable suggestions. 

Anyway we will crowd the text book idea along. 

As ever, 

pes 

- 
Be = 
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New Soils Building 
dag st 16, 1934 

Mr, Jay N, Darling, Chief 
‘Buresu of Biological Surrey 
U. &. Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D, 6. 

Dear Jay? 

I want seriously to suggest for your consideration the idea which 
dropped into my mind in answering the attached inquiry, namely: To pull down 
some of the loose funds which are now being spent for all kinds of purposes 
for the specific object of compiling a competent text on conservation to be 

used in high schools, ; 

I suspect that there cen be no such thing es o text which will fit 
the entire United States, just as there can be no farmers’ hand book which 
fits the entire United States, It will have to be done by regions, mt it : 
would be an inmense help if one text for one region could be set up as an 
exauple, It is almost pathetic the wey Izaak Walton Leagues and women's 
elubs contimally pass resolutions, and even laws, for conservation education 
in schools, with the tacit assumption that any amateur can create the material 
which is to be temght, To create such material is a far harder task than to 
write a classical scientific monograph, 

It would have to be decided in advance, of course, just how wide a 
field the thing is to cover, The job is so difficult in any event that I 
would not advise going much beyond geme and song birds, If the field is to 
be kept this narrow, either the Biological Survey or the Committee on Wild 

life Studies, National Research Council, would be a mitable sponsor, or 
possibly the two could work together, If the field to be covered is wider, 
then the Department of Agriculture or some wider organization should sponsor it. 
The main sticking point would be to find a man with a real ecological point of 
view to take charge of the work, I think the north central states would be 
a suitable sample region to begin with. 

I might say that I have combed over all the materials which I could 
lay hands on which purport to fill this field and in my opinion it would be 
mild to call all of it incompetent. I am, of course, not referring to such 
individual detailed instructions as your bulletins on bird houses, the Iowa 
Handbook, ete, Much of this specific material is good and could be used as 

supporting material, 

What do you think of it? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Alevh In Charge, Game Research 

Enel.



Copies to Darling & Bode 

| 

New Soils Building | 
- fagast 16, 1994 i\ 

Mr, Carl Johnson 
625 3, Gunnison St, \ 
Burlington, Iowa | 

Dear Mr, Johnsont 

I have not found eny considerable emount of instructional material 
which is worthy of the name, the only thing which has come out, to my 
knowledge, during the past year is the teaching units of the Buergency | 
Conservation Committee, of which there are so fer two, ae follows: Unit 1, 
"The Shortage of Waterfowl," by Elleworth D, Iumley; Unit 2, "Hawise," by 
Ellsworth D, lumley, You ean get these by addressing the mergeney Conservation 
Comaittee, Mrs, GC, N, Bdge, Chairman, 73% Lexington Aveme, New York City, 

In view of the extreme importance of making some really high-class 
instractional material on conservation available to teachers who want it, like 
yourself, I am wondering whether some of the energency funds now being used 
for all kinds of purposes in Washington cannot be devoted to a compilation of 
this sort under really competent direction, I am sending a copy of this letter 
to lr, Jay N, Derling, chief of the Biological Survey, to ask whet he thinks 
of this idea. I notice that oll kinds of residual needs, from regional planning 
te vocational education, are drawing on such funds, and it would seen possible 
for somebody who knows the ropes to draw down enough to enable a competent man 
to spend a year in mch a compilation, He could, of course, get a lot of 
volunteer help from various organizations, The work could be sponsored either 
by the Department of Agriculture or by the Wild Life Committee of the National 
Research Council, I am grateful te you for jogeing my recollection on this 
matter. 

In my mind there can be no argument about the need of a large refuge 
in Green Bay. People who argue that beemse there are lots of ducks there, 
there aust be plenty of ducks all over the continent, are either wholly 5 
ignorant of the waterfowl situation or are sticking their heads in the send 
out of self-interest, It is universally imown that the reiiecal decrease in 
waterfowl has been accompanied by heavier and heavier concentrations on such 

remnants of desirable duck water as rewain in such places ag Green Bay, the 
Tllinois River, and some of the southern wintering grounds, You can quote me 

to this effect wherever you want to, and I an sending a copy of this letter 
to the Iowa Fish and Game Commission. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Alevh In Charge, Game Research
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. Cc. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO July 35 1934. 

Z . 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Soils Building, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

; Dear Aldo: 

Your description of dancing on a hot plate just describes it. We 
have been begging for money in order to start our surveys so that when 

the money was available for land purchase we might go full speed ahead. 

No money was made available for surveys. Now the money is available, 

and every day they want to know why we have not bought land. - what are 
we waiting for - if we don't buy it at once the Department of Justice 
will not be able to examine the titles and complete the purchases before 

the time allotment for the money expires, which is next March 30. Oh, 
well, we will get something done anyway. 

Thanks for your preliminary report on your. choice areas for Wiscon- . 

sin. I will watch for the final report with great interest. J. C. Salyer 

arrived and has jumped into the work of organizing the migratory waterfowl 
refuge purchase program with great energy and satisfaction to me. 

Noble Clark has urged me to provide you with an expense account, 
and, of course, I am very anxious to do it. I know our money will be 

‘ Py better invested that way than in any other dollars we are likely to ex- 
pend this year. Nevertheless it is one of those peculiar rulings of 

P the U.S. Government that unless you are on the payroll for salary you 

_” > cannot draw expense money. I am trying to find a way around that rule, 

and shall hope to do so. E 

Mr. Ickes was adamant on the game management personnel on your 

erosion control work, but we arranged today to pay the salary of at 

least one of the men, and within a day or so will I hope be able to 

Tt order him on-the job. With kindest regards, I am, 

. a 

yr ae i —— truly, 

ape" Or he ee I. N. Darling, 
3” - 2 Chief. 

- a or 

f- Pg py
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New Soils Building 
June 19, 1934 

Mr, Jay N. Darling, Chief 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
U. S. Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Jay: 

Thanks for your letter. Sorry to have missed seeing 
you. I wrote the program on the basis of Noble Clark's 

. opinion that it was fiscally possible, ‘The fiscal maze is 
beyond me, I am certainly not pushing the matter. 

The Soil Erosion situation is too important for me 
to keep silent, Here is a letter I have sent to Ickes, He 
did not plead lack of funds, and hardly could, because if 
funds were the trouble, he should have out his cloth to fit 
in the beginning, If it isn't fonds, then he ought to turn 
the work over to you, with the money to run it, just as 
Arthur Morgan on the TVA turned his topographic mapping over 
to the U.S.G,S, 

This incident makes one qestion whether the federal 
departments are a usable vehicle for progress, ‘Their respon~ 
sibilities are so complex that a Secretary can no longer 
understand even the general setting of the work of his own 

: Department. 

Yours as ever, 

Alovh 
Enel,
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

; WASHINGTON, D. Cc. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY May 31, 1934, 

AND REFER TO 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

New Soils Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I have just been reading the copy of your letter to 
Mr. Robert Marshall of the Office if Indian Affairs, Wash- 
ington, D.C., and I share your enthusiasm. 

I have within the past two weeks by chance encounters 
managed to talk with the Presidents of five State Universities 
on the subject which you and I have so often discussed, 

namely, the establishment of coordinated research departments 
throughout the educational institutions of the country. The 
idea has seemingly met with unanimous favor. Just a little 
money to distribute at this time would accomplish wonders and 
I am now going to see if I can't find a small sum in some of 
these various agencies in the Federal Government by which I 
can start it off. : 

Letters from various members of the Institute of Sport- 
ing Arms and Ammnition Companies indicate no dissenting voice 
and when the time comes they will gladly contribute to such a 
constructive policy. I really am getting quite het up over 
the possibilities. 

There is so mich to do every minute of every day and 
every day of every week that I wish I had the capacity to 
be in twelve different places and do twelve different things 
at the same time. 

Always s: ely, 

7 
= 7. 

J. N. Darling / 
: Chief.



New Soils Building. - 

May 28,1934 ee 

Mr. Jay N. Darling, Chief 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
U. S, Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Jay: 

It isa curious coincidence that your letter of 
May 31 concerning some method of stimmlating research in 
the agricultural colleges should have crossed in the mail 

. with a plan of Noble Clark's,which will doubtless reach 
| you shortly through Dr. Gray. It presents a definite 
| scheme of using present federal funds (I think E.C,W.) to 

_ Start a regional program for Michigan, Wisconsin, and 
Minnesota, 

I discussed these questions with Dr, Shillinger 
here last week, é 

I will withhold further comment until the Clark 
plan has come to your attention, 

Yours sincerely, 

; ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh



: New Soils Building 

May 7, 1934 

Mr. Jay N. Darling, Chief 
U, 8, Biological Survey 
Washington, D, ¢. ; 

Dear Jay: 

If a considerable sum for the committee progran should 
materialize, it occurred to me as possible that you might have to 
expand your land-buying personnel. Should this be the case, I 

. would like to call your attention to a very experienced and siillful 
land buyer who happens te be an intimate personal friend of mine and 
who is now in the Forest Service, His name is Perey J, Paxton and 
his present office address is Victor Building, U. S, Forest Service, 
Washington, 

Paxton's experience is of course mostly along the line of 
timber lands, but he has been a sportsman from boyhood and having 

; a considerable knowledge of farming. and an interest in game conser= 
vation, I think he could rapidly bend his knowledge to the acquisi- 
tion of game lands, He has a vast fund of experience on taxation and 
valuation of lands, 

Paxton, in wy opinion, is one of the individuals whoms 
had too keen a brain and too much individuality to "make good" in the 
usual sense of that phrase in a bureamcratic organization like the 
Washington office of the Forest Service, I am equally confident that 
under the more personal handling which he would receive in an organ= 
ization like yours, that you would find him extremely valuable, 
Should you want to look him over, I know he would be glad to call on 

: you. I am, of course, not sending him this letter, nor have I any 
certain Imowledge that he would leave the Forest Service if there 
were an opportunity, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research :



New Soils Building 

: May 7, 1934 

Mr. Jay N, Darling, Chief 
U. S, Biological Survey 

Washington, D. C. 

. Dear Jays 

My friend Noble Clark, wtil recently head of the 
Agricultural Experiment Station here in Madison, has been 
selected by Dr. Gray to manage the federal land buying 
activities in the Lake States region, He has an intimate 
knowledge of all of our projects and problems here and has 
the same attitude toward these problems as yourself or 
myself, I am hoping, therefore, that you and he will be~ 
come better acquainted, and I mow you will find him ready 
and willing to lend a hand on any questions sbout this 
region which may arise in your mind, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD © 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh



Copy to Mr, Darling 

New Soils Building — 
April 30, 1934 

Dean Shimer 
College of Agriculture 
Pardue University 
Lafayette, Indisna 

Dear Dean Skinner: 

John Ball has told me about the impending abandonment of the 
game management course in your institution, 

I have done a good deal of thinking about the difficulty of 
either starting or maintaining mach a course in institutions whieh do not 
have adequate funds for the purpose, and I an wondering whether the 
several agricultural colleges which are trying to teach game manageuent 
without proper funds would not do well to pool their efforts and maintain, 
let us say, in the Biological Survey, a single coupetent teacher whe could 
rotate among these institations and thue deliver a grade of instruction 
not otherwise obtainable. If, for instance, it were desired to offer each 
Serine ble tere rin Lunt <t yan meme Semone 

8 four-year uniergratuate period, then theoretically one circu- 
lating teacher could cover eight colleges and deliver good instruction at 
a cost considerably loss than that now entailed for separate teachers of 
no particular preparation, If in addition each college could maintain on 
its demonstration farms suitable samples of food and cover technique, 
each would be in a position to offer really solid material to its students, 
et aes Pte Survey would have the advantage of an intimate contact 
with the institutions which most deeply influence land utilisation, 

Tt might even be that the Biological Survey, through ome of 
its prospective now funds, might stand a part of the cost of euch a 

; Joint venture, although this, of course, is mere speculation on my part. 

If you are interested in the idea, you might broach the matter 
to Jay N. Darling, chief of the Biological Survey, I would be glad ‘to 
ao everything within my power to forward such an enterprise, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO TR20PORD 
In Charge, Game Research \ Atv “A
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\" New 
Soils 

Building 
\ April 

30, 1934 

Mr, 
day 

N. Darling, 

Chief Bureau 

of Biological 

Survey 
U. 8, Department 

of Agriculture 

Washington, 

D, C, 

Dear 
Jay: 

This 
alleged 

course 

in 
"game 

m
a
n
a
g
e
m
e
n
t
"
 

has 
been teght 

by 
a young 

instructor 

who 
had 

never 

previously 

heard ¢ the 
subject, 

although 

he made 
a valiant 

effort 

to master 

It is really 

too 
bad 

to have 
these 

colleges 

willing» 

to do something 

along 
conservation 

lines 
but 

unable 

to make 
a 

s
u
b
s
t
a
n
t
i
a
l
 

start 

for 
ledk 

of 
a pool 

such 
as 

shore 

suggested, 

I think 

you 
need 

a public 

relations 

division 

charged 

with organizing 

this 
sort 

of thing, 

rather 

than 
merely 

getting 

out newspaper 

copy. 

Yours 

sincerely, 

ALDO 
LROPOLD 

y In 
Charge, 

Game 
Research 

‘ 

AL/vh



' New Soils Building 
April 28, 1934 

Mr, Jay N. Darling, Chief 
Bureau of Biclogical Survey 
U. 8 Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D, C. 

Dear Jay: 

The attached correspondence indicates thet the 
committee office is actually making comitnents, or what 
look like commitments, in the selection of areas, 

This contains rather large possibilities for 
discrediting both the committee and the Biological Survey. 
The best men in the United States could uot make absentee 
cholees without blundering, and the comuittee office obviously 
does not have connection with the agencies which are eble to 
throw light on these questions of choice, I would suggest, ; 
therefore, that the Survey take over these selections and 
put suitable men in the field to follow them up, ; 

With best regards, ; 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LB0POLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh 
Enel.
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Mr, Frank ©, Hdninster 
ho gre Blologist 

Conservation Service 
Upper Darby, Pennsylvania 

Dear Frank: 

" I am very appreciative of your brondmindedness in keeping separate 
the matter of the book review and the mttor of my Amn This 
kind of impersonal attitude does you great credit, appreciate 
your circulating "The Ncological Conselence" and wish you had written 
me,for I am now able to furnish you reprints because 4% was ran in 
the Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, A couple of extra copies are 
enclosed, should you have any use for then. 

You may be right that my cenerelized comments were harsh. I suppose 
my personal affection for mffed grouse and my many years of anti- 
Gipation of the results of the Mew York investigation led me te expect 
more then I found. Because of some sye trouble I have not yet been 
able to read Gardiner's book, hence I am not entitled to say anything 
about what is to be found there. 

I, myself, am conscious of some degree of incongruity between what I 
said about your book in the first sentence and in the lost paragraph. 
I also confoss that I get out of patience with the prevailing reviews 
whieh seem to me “neither fish nor fowl", I of course admit at once 
that my being irked by reviews in conoral has nothing whatever to do 
with the Mé&ts or delégite of your book or that I said about it, 

I too would like to get down to detail in a personal conversation 
because I would like to run down the reason for some of the dis- 
parities in the analysis of grouse problems, ‘The fact that we have : 
dealt with two different regions mies i$ all the more important that 
we run down these reasons. I have in mind partimiarly the relation 
to grazing, and I have the lingering suspicion that soil fertility 
may be the answer, 

Again let me assure you of my deep appreciation of your scholarly 
and impersonal attitude. 

Yours sincerely, : 

ALrpm Alde Leopold
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: FRANK C, EDMINSTER 
REGIONAL BIOLOGIST, SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

UPPER DARBY, PENNA. 

' March 26, 1948 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 5 

We were so favorably impressed with your recent erticle, "The 
Ecological Conscience™ that we have mimeographed it and sent it 
out to all of our field men in the Northeastern States. A copy 
of the mimeographed reprint and the covering letter that went 
out with it are attached for your information. 

I was terribly sorry that you were unable to attend the recent 
Wildlife Conference at St. Louis. However, I listened to your 
paper with much interest. I hope that your illness is over and 

that you are now in good health again. 4 

Reading your review of my ruffed grouse book some time ago gave 
me quite e let-down in feeling. Although I can accept most of 

. your specific criticism, some generalized comment I felt was 
rather harsh. I think I eam reasonably thick-skinned about 
critical reviews--I should be for I have had plenty of them. 
Still, you alone of many reviewers found my ruffed grouse 
effort generally weak. I hope that time will prove your judg- 
ment incorrect. 

The inference that this work was hurried is certeinly not true. 
Whatever its faults, they were faults of my own inadequacy end 

not of its being a rush job. It was seven years in the meking 
and wes given plenty of review and alteration in the process. 
The accidental fact that it appeared ahead of the official New 
York book wes only en accident and was due to the delay of the 
official New York report beyond the point where my publisher 
could withhold longer. There is a long and intricate story 
connected with this. I hope I shall have a chance to discuss 
it with you sometime. 

Kindest regards.



z UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRI OJ LTURE 
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Upper Darby, Pa. 
February 4, 1948 

To: All Field Offices : 

From: Austin L, Patrick, Regional Conservator 

Subject: Article, “Ecological Conscience" 

te Attached is the transcript of a talk given recently by Professor 

Aldo Leopold of the University of Wisconsin, It is on a subject cf : 

vital importance to the Soil Conservation Service and expresses a 

: philosophy that deserves the most careful jenshaceeies: I hope 

that you will read this article carefully, partimlarly in view of 

Professor Leopold's use of the soil conservation district develop- 

ment as one of his examples of the need for an “ecological conscience" 

and where in his opinion the opportunity for great progress in this 

direction has not materialized. However we may disagree with Professor 

Leopold's conclusion, we all recognize the fundamental importance of 

developing the attitudes which he so lucidly expresses. 

ea ee en 
ed dda bat vi che, 

.
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5265 THE ECOLOGICAL CONSCIENCE * 

; by Dr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

Department of Wildlife Management 
(Address at Conservation Meeting, Minneapolis, June 1947) 

Everyone ought to be dissatisfied with the slow spread of conservation to 
the land, Our "progress" still consists largely of letterhead pieties and con~ 
vention oratory. The only progress that counts is that on the actual landscape 
of the back forty, and here we are still slipping two steps backward for each 
forward stride. 

The usual answer to this dilemma is "more conservation education." My 
answer is yes by ell means, tut are we sure that only the volume of educational 
effort needs stepping up? Is something lacking in its content aswell? I 
think there is, and I here attempt to define it, ‘ 

The basic defect is this: We have not asked the citizen to assume any 
real responsibility. We have told him that if he will vote right, obey the 
law, join some organizations, and practice what conservation is profitable on 

"his own lend, that everything will be lovely; the government will do the rest. 

This formla is too easy to accomplish anything worth while. It calls 
for no effort or sacrifice; no change in our philosophy of values. It entails 
‘little that ey decent and intelligent person would not have done, of his own 
accord, under the lete but not lamented Babbitisn code, 

No importent change in human conduct is ever accomplished without an 
internal change in our intellectual emphases, our loyalties, our affections, 
and our convictions. he proof that conservation has hot yet touched these 
foundations of conduct lies in the fact that philosophy, ethics, and religion 

_ have not yet heard of it, 

I need a short name for what is lacking; I call it the ecclogical con~ 
science. Ecology is the science of communities, and the ecological conscience 
is therefore the ethics of community life. I will define it further in terms 
of four case histories, which I think show the futility of trying to improve _ 
the face of the land without improving ourselves, I select these cases from 
my own state, because I am there surer of my facts. 

Soil Conservation Districts 

About 1930 it beceme clear to 911 except the ecologically blind that 
Wisconsin's topsoil was slipping seaward, The farmers were told in 1933 that 
if they would adopt certain remedial practices for five years, the public 

-would donate CCC labor to install them, plus the necessary machinery end 
meterials. The offer was widely accepted, but the practices were widely for- 
gotten when the five-year contract period was up. ‘The farmers contimed only 
those practices that yielded an immediate and visible economic gain for them- 
selves —.. 

This partiel failure of land-use rules written by the government led to 
the idea that maybe farmers would learn more qiickly if they themselves wrote 

* Reprinted from the Bulletin of the Garden Club of Ameri ca, September 1947,
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the rules, Hence, in 1937, the Wisconsin, Legislature passed the Soil Conserva- 
tion District law. This seid to the farmers, in effect: "“We,the public, will 
furnish you free technical service and loan you specialized machinery, if you 
will write your ow rules for land-use, Each county moy write its own rules, 
end these will have the force of law," Nearly all the counties promptly 
orgenized to accent the proferred help, but after a decade of operation, no 
county has yet written » single mle, There hes beeti visible progress in such 
practices as striy-cropping, pasture renovation, snd soil liming, but nonein 
fencing woodlots or excluding plow and cow from steep slopes. The farmers, 
in short, selected out those remedial practices which were profiteble anyhow, 
end ignored those vhich were profitable to the community, but not clearly 
profitebie to themselves, he net result is that the naturel acceleration in 
rate of soil-loss has been somewhat reterded, but we nevertheless have less 

: soil then we had in 1937s ; : 

i hasten to edd thet no one has ever told farmers that in lend-use the 
good of the comrunity may enteil obligetions over and above those dictated 
by self-interest, The existence of such obligetions is aceepted in bettering 
rural roads, schools, charches and basebell teems, but notin bettering the 
behavior of the water that felis on the land, nor in the preserving the 
beeuty or diversity of the ferm lendscape. lend-use ethics are still govern- 
ed wholly by economic self-interest, just as social ethics were « century ago. 

To sum up: we have asked the farmer to do whet he conveniently could 
to save his soil, and he has done just that, and only that, ‘The exclusion- 
of cows from woods and steep slopes is not convenient, and is not done, 
“oreover some things are being done that are at leas+ dubious as conservation 
practices: for exemple marshy stream bottoms are being drained to relieve 
the pressure on worm-out uplands, The upsiot is that woods, marshes; and 
natural streams, together with their respective frunrs end flores, are headed 
toward ultimate elimination from southern Wisconsin, 

All in all we heve built ea beautiful piece of social machinery--the Soil 
Conservation District--which is coughing along on two cylinders because we 
have been too timid, end too enxious for quick success, to tell the farmer 
the true magnitude of his obligations. Obligations have no meening without 
conscience, end the problem we face is the extension of the sociel conscionce 
from people to land, 

Poul Bunyan's Deer 

The Wisconsin lumberjack come very near eccomplishing, in reality, the prodigious feats of woods-destruction attributed to Peul Bunyen, Following 
Peul's departure for points west, there followed an event little heralded in song snd story, but quite as dramatic as the Originel destruction of the pineries: there sprang up, almost over night, an empire of brushfields. 

Poul Bunyen had tired easily of salt pork and corned beef, hence he had taken good care to see that the deer of the original pireries found their way regulrrly to the stewpot. Moreover there were wolves in Paul's day, ond the wolves hed performed eny necessary pruning of the deer herd which Paul kad overlooked. But by the time the brushfields cpreng into being, the wolves had been wiped out and the stete had passed a buck-law and established 
refuges, The stage was set for an irruption of deer,
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The déer took to the brushfields like yoast tossed into the sourdgugh pot. 
By 1940 the woods were foaming with thom, so to speek, We Conservation -Com- 
missioners: took credit for this miracle of creation; actuelly we did little 
but officiate at the birth, Anyhow, it was a herd to make.one's mouth waters 
A tourist from Shicago could drive out in the evening and see fifty deer, or. 
even mores : Salas : 

This immense deer herd was eating brush, and ceting well. What was this 
brush}? It consisted of temporary short-lived sun-loving trees and bushes 
which act as a nurse crop for the’ future forest. The forest comes. up. under. 
the brush, just as alfalfa or clover come up under oats or rye. In the normal 
succession, the brush is eventually overtopped by the forest tree seedlings, 
and we heve the start of a new forest, sak 

In enticipetion of this well known process, the state, the counties, the 
U. S. Forest Service, the pulp mills, and even some lumber mills staked cut 
"forosts" consisting, for the moment, of brush. lerge investments of time, 
thought, cash, SSC labor, WPA labor, and legisletion were made in the CXPl Cm 
tation that Nature would repent her normal cycle. The stete embarked on « 
tex subsidy, celled the Forest Srop Law, to encourage. landowners to hang on 
to their brushfields until they were replaced by forest, ‘ : 

But we failed to reckon with the deer, and with deer hunters end resort 
owners, .In 1942 we hed « herd winter ond many deer starved, It then become 
evident that the originel “murse-trées" had grown out of .reach-of deer, and 
that the herd was eating the oncoming forest, The remedy scemed to be to 
reduce the herd by legalized killing of does. It was evident that if we 
@idn't reduce the herd, stervation would, and we would eventually lose both 
the deer ond the forest. But for five consecutive years the deer hunters and 
resort owners, plus the politicians interested in the:r votes, have defeated : 
all.attempts at herd-reductions : ; ‘ 

I will not tire you with all the red herrings, subterfuges, evasions and 
expedients which these people have used to befog this simple issue. There is 
even a newspaper dedicated solely to defaming the proponents of herd-reductions 
These people call themseizves couservetionists, and in one sense. they ere, for 
in. the past we have pinned that label on auyone who loves wildlife, however 
blindly. . These conservationists, for the sake of maintaining en abnormel and 
unneturel deer herd for a few more years, ere willing to sacrifice the future 
forest, and elso the ultimate welfare of the herd itself. 

The motives b4hind this “conservation” are a wish .to prolong easy deer 
hunting, and a wish to show numerous deer to tourists, these perfectly under~ 
stendable wishes are rationalized by protestations of. chivalry .to does and A; 
fewns, As an unexpected aftermath of this Situation, there has been a large 
increase of illegal killing. end of abandonment of illegel carcasses in the 
woods, ‘Thus ‘herd-controi, of a sort, is taking place outside the law. » But 
the food-producing Capacity of the forest has been overstrained for a decade, 
end the next herd winter will bring catastrophic starvation. After thet we shell heve very few déer,:-and these will be runty from malmitrition. Our forest will be a moth~vetern rémnent consisting largely of inferior species 
of trees, 

‘
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The basic fallacy in this kind of "conservation" is that it sees to 
conserve one resource by destroying another. These “conservétionists" are 
unable to see the land as a whole. They are unable'to think in terms of 
community rather than group‘welfare, and in terms of the dong as well as-' 

, the short view, They are conserving what is imporant to them in the = 
immediate future,and they are angry when told. that this conflicts with °° 
what is important to the state as a whole in the long runs 

pe There is ean important lesson here:' the flat refusal of the average 
acult to learn anything new, -ise., to studys To understand the deer problem 
requires some Jmowledge of what deer eat, of. what they do not eat, and of 
how a forest grows. The average deer hunter is sadly lacking in such knows 
ledge, ‘and when anyone tries to explain the matter, he is branded forthwith 
as a long-haired theorist. This anger-reaction against new end unpleasant 
facts is of course a standard psychiatric indicator of the closed minds 

We speek glibly of conservation education, but what do we mean by it? 
If we mean indoctrinetion, then let us be reminded-that if is just'as easy 
to indoctrinate with fallacies as with facts, If we mean to teach the 
eapacity for independent judgment, then I am appalled by the. 'magnitude of 
the task.e the task is large mainly because of this refusal of adults to 
learn enything new, : i 

The ecological conscience, then, is en ‘affair of the mind as well as 
the heart. It implies a@-capacity to study and learn, as well as to emote 
about the problems of conservation, BY! : 

I heve a farm in one of the sand~counties of central Wisconsin, I : 
bought it beceuse I wanted a place to plant pines. ne reason for select- 
ing my particular farm was: that it adjoined the only remaining stand of mature pines in the founty, 

This pine grove is an historical landmark. It is the spot (or very : 
neer the spot) wiere, in 1828, a young Lieutenant nemed Jefferson Davis cut the pine logs to build Fort Winnebago. He floated them down-the Wiscon~ 
sin River to the fort. In the ensuing century a thousand other rafts of 
pine logs floated past this grove, to build that ompire of red barns now 
celled the Middie West, 

This grove is also an ecological landmark, It is the nearest spot where a city-wora refugee from thé south can hear the wind sing in tall 
timber. It herbors one of the best remnants of deer, ruffed grouse, and pileated woodpeckers in southern Wisconsin, 

My neighbor, who owns. the grove, has treated it rather decently through the yeers, When his son ect merried, the grove furnished lumber for the new house, and it could Spare such light cuttings, But when war prices of lumber soared skyward, the temptation’ to slesh became too strong. Today the grove lies prostrate, and its long logs are feeding a hungry saws 

By all the eccepted rules of forestry, my neighbor was justified in Slashing the grove. The stend was even-aged; mature, and invaded by heart- rote Yet any schoolboy would know, in his heart, that there is some thing
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wrong ebout crasing the last remnant of pine timber from a county. When a 
farmer owns e rerity he should feel some obligation as its custodian, anda 
community should feel some obligetion to help him carry the economic cost of 
custodienship. Y2% our present land-use conscience is silent on such ques 
tions. 

a ons Bete 
The Flambeau was a river so lovely to look upon, and so richly endowed 

with forests and wildlife, that even the hard-bitten fur traders of the 
froe-booting 1700's enthused about it as the choicest pert of the great north 
woods. é d 

The frecbooting 1800's expressed the same admiration, but in somewhat 
different torms, By 1930 the Flambeau retained only one 50-mile strotch of 
river not yet harnessed for power, end only a.few sections of original tinber 
not yet cut for lumber or pulp. 

During the 1950's the Wisconsin Conservation Department started to build 
e state forest on the Flambceu, using these remments of wild woods ond wild 
river as sterting points. This was to be no. ordinary stete forest producing 
only logs end tourist comps; its primary object wes to preserve and restore 
the romont of canoe-wnter. Year by year the Commission bought land, removed 
cottages, fended off unnecessary roads, end in general stnrted the long slow 
job of recrenting a stretch of wild rivor for the use and enjoyment of young 
Wisconsin. 

The good soil which ensbled tho Flambeeu to grow the best cork pine for 
Peul Bunyen likewise enabled kusk County, during recent decades, to sprout a 
dairy industry. hese deiry fermers wanted cheaper vlectric power than thet 
offered by local power companies, Hence they organized a cooperative REA and 
epplied for » power dem which, when built, will clip off the lower reaches of 
cenoe-weter which the Conservation Commission wanted to keev for recreational 
USE.» es 

Therewas ¢ bitter politicel fight, in the course of which the Commission 
not only withdrew its opposition to the REA dem, but the legislature, by 
statute, repealed the euthority of the Public Service Commission end mode 
founty Commissioners the ultimate erbiters of couflict between power velues 
and recreationel values, I think I need not dwell on the irony of this 
stetute. It seals the fate of ell wild rivers remaining in the stete, includ- 
ing the Flambeau. It seys, in effect, that in deciding the use of rivers, 
the local economic interest shell have blanket priority over stetewide 
recrentional interests, with County Commissioners as the umpires 

The Flamberu case illustrates the dangers that lurk in the semi~honest 
doctrine thet conservetion is only good economics, The defenders of the 
Flembeeu tried to prove thet the river in its wild state would produce more 
fish end tourists then the impounded river would produce butterfet, but this is not true. We should heve claimed thet a little gein in butterfet is less importent. to. the state than e lerge loss in opportunity for a distinctive form of cutdoor recreation.
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We lost the Flambeau as a logical consequence of the fallacy that con- 
servation cai be achieved easily. It camot. Parts of every well-rounded 
conservation program entail sacrifice,usually local, but none-the-less real, 
The farmers' raid on our last wild river is Just like any other raid on any 
otner public wealth; the only defense is a widespread public awareness of 
the values at stake. Tnere was none, 

The Upshot 

I have described here a frection of that hugs aggregate of provlems and 
opportunities which we call conservation. This aggregate of case-histories 
show one common need: an ecological conscience. : 

The practice of conservation mst Spring from a conviction of what is . 
ethically and esthetically right, es well’ as what is economically expedient. eo 
A thing is right only when'it terids “te prescrve the integrity, stability, and 
beauty of the community, and the- community includes, the soil, waters, fauna, 
and flora, as well as people. 

It cennot: be right, in the ecological sense, for a farmer to drain the 
last marsh, graze the last woods, or slash the last grove in his communi ty, 
because in-doing so he eviots a fauna, a flora, and 4 lendscape whose 
membership in the community is older than his own, and is equally entitled 
to respect. : ; \ { 

It. cannot be right, in the ecological sense, for a farmer to chennelize 
his creek or pasture his steep slopes, because in doing so he passes flood 
trouble to his neighbors below, just as his neighbors above have passed it 
to him. In cities we do not get rid of nuisances. by throwing them across i the fenee onto the neighbor's ‘lawa, but in water-management we still do just thet, ; : é 

It cannot be right, in the ecological sense, for the deer hunter to meine tain his sport by browsing out the forest, or for the bird hunter to naintein his by decimeting the hawks and owls, or for the fisherman to maintain his 
by decimating the herons Kingfishers, terns, end otters, Such tactics seck to achieve one kind of conservation by destroying another, and thas they. sub~ vert the integrisy and Stability of the community. j 

If we grant the promise that an ecological conscience is possible and necded, then its first tenet must be this: economic provocation is no longer a Satisfactory excuse for uasocial lend-use, (or, to use somewhat stronger words, for ecological atrocities, ) This, however, is a negative statanent. I would rather assert positively that decent lendeuse should be accorded social rewards ‘proportionate to its social importance, 

I have no illusions abont the speed or accuracy with which en ecological : conscience can become functionel. .It has required 19 centuries to define decent man-to-man condact end the process is only half done; it may take as long to evolve a code of decency for wen to-land conduct, In such matters we should not worry too much about: mything except the direction in which we travel, Tho direction is clear, and the first step is to throw your weight around on matters of right and wrong in lend-use, Cease being intim- idated by the ergument thet a right action is impossible because it does not yield mexinmum profits, or that a wrong action is to be condoned beceuse it peys. The philosophy is dead in haman relations, ond its funerel in land relations is overdue,
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: Deaombor 17, 1947 

Mr. Ajfred G. Utter 
Brookhill Farm 
Clarkeville, Missouri 

Dear Alfred: 

: T am giad to have a word from you and to know 
that you liked the reprints. Bob and I still 
Shih 6F peiongeatiy. anh Se have te bine 
from you later about possible animal work in 
your new situation. Whether or ne it is 

. thonte, Tian 1a hopes that you cnn earry fi 
least some incidental animal research. t 

Please give my kind regards to Mrs. Utter. 

With best Christmas wishes, 

AL¢pa Aldo Leopold
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Ligh University Farm Place 
WaAigon, Wisconsin 

Septeriber €, 1947 

Mr. Alfred Etter 
Breokhill Fara 
Glarkaville, Missouri 

Dear Alfred: 

It is good to hear from you and to know thet 
I will get to see you in St. Lowis. I don't 
yet imow the name of my hotel. Dinner arrange- 
nents are in charge of Gus H. Budde, Suite 5-7-9. 

_ G48 Bast Big Bend Road, Webster Groves 19, Mo. 

I appreciate greatly the invitation to visit at 
your country estate. Ordinarily I would not 
miss this chance but I have a commission neeting 
Sentember 17 and mist go to Mayos to have my 
fece fixed immediately after, hence I will have 
toe jwm back in a burry. Please thank Mra. Etter 
just the same gor her invitation. 

With best regards, 

, Yours as over, 

ALIPM Aldo Leopold
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August 13, 1947 

Mr. Alfred G. Etter 
Brookhill Farn 
Clarksville, Missouri 

Dear Alfred: 

I agree with you that an intensive study of unmated coviks 
would present considerable promise. I do not agree with 
you that bob-whites has been cver-exploited. ‘the more work 
done on any species, the more opportunities open up. 

Herbert Stoddard has told me that you ¢an't fool the sane 
cock more than once or twice and this might operate against 
your making an exhaustive inventory of unmeted cocice on a 
Sample ares. However, the mounted hen might alter this 
conclusion. Undoubtedly it is a mounted hen rather than 
& mounted cock you need. 

I do not have any mounted quail but you should have no 
~ @&ffieulty finding them at a taxidermists or around 

saloons. If you have to prospect any bars I would do 
. so during the present heat. ey 

ae’ & 
It would seem to me that the state conservation deyartment 
or the Pittman-Robertcon it would be glad to support 
your project. Charlie Schwarts will be baek with the depart= 
ment in a few weeks and would of course know what the store 
is. Idkewige the department should furaish traps. Your 
only obligation would be to report the thing through then. 

Yes, of course, you will receive all publications of this 
department. Yes, the phenology poner is out ve I have 
net yet received the reprints. You will get promptly 
When they arrive. 

Bob and I remenber your stay here with special pleasure and 
I hope there will be other chances for us to visit in the 
future. I will be in St. Lovis for the Stephens dinner on 
September 15, 

With kind personal regards to yourself and Mrs. Etter. : 

: Yours as ever, 

AlsPu Aldo Leopold



Brookhill Farm 
Clarksville, Mo. 
August 8, 1947 

Prefesser Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Wildlife Management 
University of Wiscensin 
Madisen, Wiscensin 

bear Prefessor Leopold: 

i have waitea much too long to write you, but it seemed best 

te have something worth saying. 

i have not fergotten my intention te carry on the necessary re- 

search to complete my degree, The oppertunities for studying quail 

here are probably as geod as could be desired and since I have had 

a beginning in that direction while in Wisconsin and have the promise 

of assistance and advice from Cyril, I shaild like te attempt some- 

thing along that line, although quail have already been rather 

strenuously exploited, i will briefly outline what I have in mind 

and I would appreciate your ideas in the matter. 

in the first couple ef months here, I spent some time learning 

to imitate the calling birds, both in their scatter and bob-white 

calls, i found that i could draw what seemed to be unmated males 

to within a few feet by giving the former call, i have not de- 

cided for certain but i assume they prebably consider me a hen in 

search of a mate, i noticed on some occasions that when several 

unmated males came in they preceeded to fight, This suggested that 

if 1 had a stuffed speciman 1 might aecoy the birds to a trap. of 

mounted a cock quail and tried out my theory but had no luck, i've 

decided now that a stuffed female would make the trapping more success- 

fal, Stoddard used a similar system for cellecting unmated males 

for food studies, if you happen to know of anyone having a pair



ef stuffed quail, or a single female, which they woulda donate to the 

cause, 1 could use them, My taxidermy leaves much to be desired 

and takes up much time, of which i have teo little already. 

the significance of unmated males in a population, their 

movements and their behaviour, and their potentialities for indicat- 

ing specific facts about a population are neglected subjects of study, 

4 think that Cyril agrees with me in believing a study dealing with 

these preblems waild be profitable. 

My approach would necessarily involve the trapping and individ- 

ual banding of birds in covies and the subsequent calling and band- 

ing of unbanded biras in spring and summer and the recerding of their 

movements about the farm, the ability te call the birds would allow ; 

ebservation ot color bands and a census of unmatea males within a 

given area, 

4 realize hat this is a big problem, especially the banding part, 

if 1 can find some small amount of financial assistance, i can nave 

the help on one of the men here on the farm, He is from southern 

Missouri and has mown and trapped quail all his life. He could take 

care of my traps the part of the week when 1 am in town, He could 

also help census quail whenever a tracking snow comes. 

the spring and summer observation would be largely up to me. if 

you have any idea at all of where funds might be obtained to finance 

tnis, 1 woulda really appreciate hearing, 4 believe Herman, (the man 

who would help me) could be talked into doing thejob for 925 a month, 

although 1 think at least $35 would be fair. this would run for 

approximately 5 monthsso g15U te 175 would take care of it. 

the problem of traps im another difficuit one. bo you have 

_ any suggestions on this? Herman could no doubt mkae tne traps if 

money were available for his time and the material, A total estimate



would thus run 92vuU to 9225 for the winter's work, 4 should 

appreciate hearing whether there is a chance of getting this, 

4 have written you before visiting bill Elder because 1 wanted 

to Know wnat to count on, i Will ZO OVET LO CoLumbia as soon as 

i hear from you and discuss the preject further, 

I have been in teuch with Cyril and Beb McCabe off and on and 

I intend te make the trip te the Wildlife Conference in December, 

I have been unable te get my movie organized as yet, but will notify 

you when it is presentable. 

The opportunity of living on a farm and learning the methods, 

attitudes etc. of the farmer is an invaluable experience. It has 

already meant much to me, 

I hope that I continue to receive copies of your publications 

and of other members of the department. It is difficult sometimes 

to keep abreast, isolated as I am, Has your phenology paper come 

out yet? 

I shall always remember the evening spent at your shack and the 

evening spent at your home, and the year at Wisconsin in the depart- 

ment. I said that what I came to you for was inspiration, and I 

received it in quantities large enough to last for a long time to 

eeme, Tell all helle. 

AS ever, sa 

E/e



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN jis ehty 

MADISON 6 | : 

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL 

March 6, 1947 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

iy. Elvehjem has approved your request to use the 

balance in the Richards position for the employment of 

Alfred Etter for April and May and for travel for Cyril 

Kabat. The balance is a little different from your 

figure of $150. Actually there was only $130 balance 

because the bonus for Russell Turk for the months of 

December and January was chargeable to your grant. There 

will be $100 available for Etter and $30 for travel for 

Kabat. 

We shall need to have the official Regent appointment 

blank for llr, Etter is you decide to employ him. 

Very sincerely yours,



22 8. Hartnett 
Ferguson, Missouri 
May 17, 1946 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold; 

I received, sometime ago, my permit to register for 
graduate work in Wildlife Management. No daté was spec- 
ified on the permit, but I assumed that it was understood 
that it would be for the fall semester, 

Although it may seem somewhat premature, in order to 
get a better idea as to what to expect in the way of a 
place to live, employment for my wife, who is a librarian 
trained at Columbie University, and especially to talk 
with you and get your advice on a number of things, I 
intended to make a trip to Madison at the end of next 
week, I would appreciate your letting me know if on Mon- 
day, May 27 or Tuesday, May 28, you could spare a few 
minutes to talk over with me those things which might be 
of importance in connection with my work there this fall. 

If there were certain arrangements which would be 
preferable in the way of living quarters, or employment, 
in respect to their proximity or convenience to the 
Department of Wildlife Management, it would be well to 
know about them before my wife and I make any other plans. 
From that point of view, dnce we can remain in Madison only _ 
two days, it would be desirable to see you Monday sometim, 
though any time during the above mentioned days would be 
very much appreciated, 

Sincerely, 

Mats Etter
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Jamary 22, 1946 

Captain A. G. Etter 
22 S Hartnett st. 
Ferguson, Missourt 

Dear Captain Etter: 

I am much pleased to hear of your work with 
Dr. Bdgar Anderson whom I imow by correspondende 
end whom I hold in high regard. Yos, 1¢ will 
be all to the good to brush up the botany. 
I am glad you let me imow about this. 

Please tell Dr. Anderson that I an at last 
compiling wy phenology records and hope to 
got around to a list of plants which he sent 
me a year ago. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold



Capt. A. G. Etter 
22 S. Hartnett Street 

r Ferguson, Missouri 

January 17, 1946 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wild Life Management ; 
University of Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

I wrote recently concerning my desire to enroll for 
graduate work, Certain developments have occurred which might 
be of some importance with regard to such enrollment. Yester- 
day I contacted Dr. Edgar Anderson, Professor of Botany and Head 
of the Shaw School of Botany, Washington University. I was de- 
sirous of arranging some program for late spring and summer which 
would permit me to continue with the project I described in my 
recent letter. He was quite enthusiastic and has arranged for me 

: to enroll for graduate work under him immediately upon my relief 
from active duty. This work will terminate in the fall and at 

that time I could arrange for attendance at Wisconsin, 

I feel that the opportunity to study under Dr. Anderson 
will give me much needed experience in plant identification and 
other aspects of botany. I will also te able to devote much time 

‘ to my progct. Undoubtedly my efforts in the field of research 
will be directed more effectively under his guidance than if I 
were working on my own, 

Sincerely, es



Jamary 16, 1946 

Captain Alfred G. Etter 
22 S. Hartnett Street 

2 Ferguson, Missourl 

Dear Captain utters 

I have read your letter with great interest and want to 
say first of all 4 my attempt to sketch the qualifications 
for wildlife @nt work was intended only to enable 
prospective students to size up themselves. 

Naturally I respect your fixed purpose and I think the thing 
for you to do is to come here or to some other school of 
the same icind. ty mes wen Dart ig say cage 
and I take it you are willing to take the @ in proving 
you are exceptional. 

Whether to make a trip here in the interim I will leave 
entirely to you. I am not a good enough "sizer-up" to 

vote on anybody across a desk. Naturally I would be glad 
to see you and to talk things over, but I am not certain 
4% would ve worth the time and expense for you. 

Your first move is to clear your transcript with the 
graduate school, It is clear that you will have no 
difficulty on this score, but it is a formality that mst 
be complied with. 

Should you be able to enroll by the sumer semester the 
question will artse whether enough courses will be offered i 
in summer to make 4t worth your while. The sumer catalog 
is not yet out, but I am agicing it bo sent you when avail~ 
able. No wildlife courses are shan in sumer bot it 
is possible that some kind of £4 experience Gan be 
arranged. This, too, you would have to take a chance on. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



: Capt, Alfred G. Etter 
22 S. Hartnett Street 
Ferguson, Missouri 

January 14, 1946 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wild life Management 
University of Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

Almost six months ago I inquired as to courses of instruction offer- 
ed by your department. I still have the prospectus which you sent, and also 
the Department of Agriculture leaflet. In addition, I now have your more 
recent circular letter concerning changes which have occurred due to increas- 
ed enrollments. For several weeks I have been in the process of combining 
the information contained therein with my personal desires and my military 
probabilities. I have come to certain conclusions, the most important of 
which is that I desire above all else to work for a graduate degree in your 
department. This, I know, is probably not the reaction you more or less in- 

tended that your recent letter should have, but as far as I was concerned I 
felt more encouraged after reading about the personal requirements which you 

desire than I had before. 

I appreciate the great seriousness you attach to attracting only 
the most capable individuals into the field of wild life management, and par- 
ticularly into your department. I should not consider applying for admission 
were I hesitant in my enthusiasm for the work or doubtful of my ability to 
contribute something. I have come to feel, on the contrary, that there is much 

_that I can do, in fact must do, whether I am able to make all the most desir- 
able arrangemmts in next few years or nt. I have already begun, in the limit- 
ed manner that army life allows, to direct my time, my efforts, and resources 
in the direction of achieving something beyond a pair of slippers and an indiff- 
erent smile, 

For the last two years I have slowly accumulated sufficient movie 
: equipment to allow me to work with considerable freedom of action. I have a 

16 mm, Bolex Camera, with 1/2" 1" 2" 3" 4" and 6" lenses, and in addition a 
projector, screen, and editor. While acquiring this equipment I have been 
gaining experience in its use, I have taken perhaps 3000 feet of color film 
and feel somehow that I have found a method of expressing to other people the 
feelings and satisfaction that come over me in the contemplation of natural 
scenes and wild animals. Much of my interest lies, I will admit, with birds, 
but I can never study them to the exclusion of everything else. It is primar- 

ily for this reason that I decided against the study of straight Ornithology. 
The most capable ornithologist, I suspect, is the one who knows the most about 
interrelated biological problems. The ancient "Harmonies of Nature" as suggest- 
ed by Bernardin de Saint Pierre in his "Studies of Nature," and their modern
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synthesis as accomplished by Dr. Graham in his book "Natural Principles of 
Land Use" are fundamental to amy zoological study. 

Although I did not purposely introduce the subject of books, it is 
perhaps of some interest to you that I have gone to more expense than was 
seemingly justified in order to have a good library of ornithological texts 
and publications. Along with these I have also selected as many books on 
related subject as possible, so that I am now in a position to do quite a 
bit of directed reading. This I only mention in fear of leaving out any-— 
thing which might be of interest to you. 

For the past six months I have spent most of my free time photo- 
graphing a single woods which remains on an old tract near my home. It is 
singularly devoid of animal and bird life, and yet, perhaps for that reason, 
I find it exceptionally interesting. I hope by the middle of summer to have 
a movie compiled on this woods and an adequate lecture prepared to utilize 
in the possible permanent preservation of the woods itself, and in an in- 
structional program to suggest more adequate care of large woods, where ever 
they may be. This must, of course, remain on a level which does not exceed 
my own untrained abilities of correlation, but at the same time expresses to 
an audience the tragedy of a forest, pastured and poached. 

It is with this independent study, plus night school that I intend 
to fill my free days between discharge from the Army (perhaps the middle of 
April) and enrollment in graduate school, whether this be for some summer 
field course, or for the usual fall semester. These months unemployed will 
not be financially profitable, but I hope they will be profitable in other 
respects. So much for my intentions. 

From your point of view, my past accomplishments are more important 
than my future plans. I have an A.B. Degree in Geology fran Washington 

University. I graduated with a grade point average somewhere around 2.5, 
was an associate member of Sigma Xi Honorary Fraternity, and a member of 
Phi Beta Kappa. In addition to thirty-six hours of Geology including Verte- 
brate and Invertebrate Paleontology and Stratigraphy, I had twelve units of 
Botany, Elementary Zoology, Archaeology and Anthropology, Chemistry, and less 
related courses. I am taking Comparative Anatomy at night at the present time, 
I also took a course in advanced exposition. I have always had the desire to 
write and on frequent occasions have exercised this desire, though not pro- 
fessionally. I feel that your requirement of writing ability could be met 
sufficiently well. 

As far as research ability is concerned, I naturally had routine 
assignments of term papers, field geology reports etc., in my under graduate 
work, I feel, however, that my main qualification in this field is derived 
from my army experience, particularly my present work which involves the 
rapid assimilation of a great amount of detail, planning and organizing 
these details into a workable program, and carrying out this program to its 
accomplishment,
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Other phases of army life have also contributed experience in this 
direction, such as planning photographic missions overseas, and the actual 
accomplishment of these missions under the difficulties of heat, dust, high 
humidity, and dilatory supply shipments. While on the subject, my main Army 
experience and training was concerned with Photography, Aerial Photographic 
Mapping, Construction of Maps from Aerial Photographs, and Terrain Model Con- 
struction, Administrative jobs inevitably entered into each of these occu- 
pations. This is particularly true at the present time, as I am Accountable 

; Property Officer for the Aeronautical Chart Plant located in this city. 

Scientific research is something at which I have not as yet tried 
my hand, but I feel that I have the necessary inclination, experience and 
ability to accomplish it. 

Although I am not taking your prerequisites in their proper order, 
I do not mean to doubt their relative importance. The ability of a person 
to work under field conditions and get along with his associates is a quality 
which can hardly be proven as one would prove a geometric problem, or dis- 
played in terms of deportment reports. Such ability is measured rather with- 
in ones own mind and experience. In this case, I believe I have a tendency 
to get along with people in the field somewhat better, on the average, than 
anywhere else; in fact, it has been my experience that my morale goes up the 
tougher things become. In numerous cases I have been under rather trying con- 
ditions with different groups of men and have generally fared quite well, 

As for woods experience, I have not the premeditated methods of a 
rabid mountain climber, or the ingrained assurance of an Ozark native or even 
the learned ways of a Troop Scoutmaster, but I feel that frequent camping trips, 
hikes, and fishing and mountain climbing experience together with sufficient 
ingenuity qualify me with respect to the aspects of self-sufficiency, I am, 
furthermore, of a sufficient build physically to withstand as much as the 
average individual. My patience permits me to withstand more. 

As for knowledge of native plants and animals, bird identification 
is my strongest point. In other fields I should say I had somewhat better 
than average knowledge. My botany course in Morphology and Taxonomy have 
helped in this respect. I am not very strong on insects, not nearly as strong 
as I should desire, and on invertebrates in general I am rather weak, but I 
trust this is something which can te overcome. I have lived in the suburbs 
all my life and have frequented the fields and woods almost constantly. If 

one can cone to have a feeling of "at homeness" in them, then I have that 
feeling. 

Though not immediately applicable to any one of your specifications, 
I have the advantage of knowing what other spots on the globe are like, having 
spent vacations in the Smokies, New England, Minnesota, Ontario and the Ozarks, 
and having been stationed for at least three months in eastern Quebec, Washington, 
D. C. Colorado Springs, Denver, the Gold Coast, and Eritrea, 

As for languages, I have two years of College German and two of College
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Spanish, though these were taken so long ago that a large part of both has 
since evaded me. So much for my better qualifications. I have also an 
equal number of short comings not the least of which is my desire to create 
things and express myself aesthetically. Since I am not gifted with respect 
to music, drawing or painting, I have leaned heavily on Photography, espec- 
jially movies, to release this desire, I can never completely divorce this 
inclination from anything I do, but perhaps this is not untoward in the 

study of Wild Life. 

To read all of this would be to get the impression that I was in 
the habit of talking about myself. On the contrary, it is seldom that I 
have the nerve to say as much as I have said to you. It is only in the hope 
that, in spite of the very limited enrollment that you are able to accept, 

: I be among those few in the first classes available to me after my discharge 
in April. I appreciate the consideration you have already extended me by 
taking the time to read this letter; I will also appreciate greatly your con- 
sideration of my application and any advice you may extend to me. If you deem 
it advisable, I should be pleased to make the trip to Madison for further con- 
sultation. 

ce . \ 

 & ot i.
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March 1, 1945 

Mr. John T. EBmlen, Jr. 
The Johns Hopkins Hospital 
601 North Broadway 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Dear John: ; 

I can see from your deseription of the present set-up that you 
may shortly become permanently committed, but on the other hand, 
there is no way for me to hurry the present deliberations in 
Zoology. I can’t warn them, because I would give the 
appearance of anticipating their own action. The only thing 
I can suggest is that you write direct to Professor Lowell ¥. 
Holand, Department of Zoology, Biology Building, Medison 6, 
asking him whether he has or knows of any openings. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

\ 

X



Feb.22,1945 
Mr.Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr.Leopold: 

Your letter of Feb.19 with the suggestion of 

Allen Stokes as a candidate for the potential opening in our 

rat research program is greatly appreciated. I know Stokes 

slightly, primarily through my brother who was a classmate. 
I will sound him out. 

I am very much interested to learn that I am 

on a list for consideration for a position in the Zoology 
Department at iiisconsin. AS you kmow, a research teaching 
job of this type is what I really want,and there are few 
places I would rather be than Wisconsin. If the two prop- 
ositions( Wisconsin and Hopkins) were being presented to me 
on an equal basis from a distance, I would take the former. 

I am telling you this because the plans for 
the research project here at Hopkins are now far advanced. 
The Rockefeller Board meets early in March to approve the 

pudget for a three year contract with the School of Hygiene 

for this project. The whole proposition is an extremely 

good one that would be hard to drop at this time. Furthermore, 
it has been built up as an expansion'of the research program 
that I started under Dr.Richter and in conjunction with a ; 
cooperating City department. I already feel a considerable 

; obligation, and, after the March meeting, this obligation 
w@& be considerably increasad. 

You can see that the idea of a possible 
job at Wisconsin poses a dilemma. The Hopkins contract will 

: not actually bind me to the job, but I could hardly walk out 
on it as soon as it had gone through. After six months or a 
year it might be possible to work in another man, 

If you have any suggestions to offer me in ny 
dilemma, or if you could give me any further information on 
the Wisconsin situation, particularly as to when the new man 
is wanted, when the offers might be made and if I have mosre 
than a remote chance, I would welcome it. 

Thank you again for your sugsestion and your 
interest. 

With best wishes, 

eae
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February 19, 1945 

Mr, John T. Mmlen 
Psychobiology Laboratory 
601 North Broadway 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Dear Johns 

I am glad to hear from you, ani you needn't lose any sleep 
about not writing me sooner. I have been thinking of you, 
however, and in view of your impending offer, I had perhaps 
better state that the Zoology Department here is considering 
you for a teaching anf research position in ornithology and 
moomalegy. It's hard for me to predict whom they will 
ultimately make offers to, tut I know you are on their list. 

I have no one in mind for the position as your assistant 
except the following: Allen Stokes, who worked for me on the 
Arboretum last summer and showed exceptional promise. He is 
teaching in the Germantown Friends School, Coulter Street, 
Germantown, Philadelphia. His main experience is in ornithology, 
tut he has a sound basic education, and I have no doubt would 
prove adaptable to mammie also. Whether or no he or you would 
be interested in an offer, I am sure you would enjoy his 
personal acquaintance. You might give hima ring. You may 
lenow Allen already. ly principal lieutenant, Alice Harper, 
to whom Allen ie engaged, tells me that your two families 
are acquainted. 

Give my love to Virginia, and good luck to you. 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold



Feb.13,1945 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr.Leopold: 

I don't know whether I ever thanked you for your 

kindness in sugeesting places where I could write to inguire about 

possible university openings. Shortly after I received your letter 

I discovered that a move was under way to establish my research 
program on a very desirable and stable foundation. Such things 

take time, but the last hurdles are apparently being crossed, and 
it seems that I shall be quite happy to stay where I am for awhile. 
Thank you very much for your letter and please excuse me for my 

apparent disregard of your sugsestions; I assure you it was not 

because of any lack of appreciation. 

The new organization, under a special grant for 

research on rat populations, should be operating within a month or 

two. Funds are apparently going to be available for several field 

assistants, and I am starting on the search fpr them. One man would 

pe employed as a technical aide for the City's well established and 

active rat control program. He wculd probably receive in the neigh- : 

porhood of $25(C0, paid partly by the City and partly by Hopkins. 
His duties would be to assist in field spertac BO, woh City Rat 

@ontrol Division as technical advisor and sup Bete nd'keep good 

records of all operations as a part of the epdtavah tension at 

Hopkins. I ean be more explicit about details later, but I thought 
there might be some value in passing this word along now in the 
event that you know of someone who might be interested. A B.S. 

student with some background in ildlife Management should be 
. Qualified for the work. Such boys are rare these days, I know, but I 

thought you might be in as good a position as any-one in the country 
to make suggestions or to comment on the availability of suitable 
men. The work would, I believe, carry a good deferment rating as a 
public health project, but such things are quite unpredictable these 
days. 

I will also need a field worker to take responsibility 
in handling rats on population, home range and control studies. This 
man would be entirely on Hopkins pay; he would not require the tech- 
nieal training of the technical aide, but should be a man of good 
intellicence, energy and imagination. I may be able to find such a 
man locally, but thought there would be no harm in mentioning the 

: matter to you. 

If you have any suggestions I would greatly appreciate 
them. 

With very best regards
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November 19, 1948 

Mre. William H, Elder 
90h Virginia Avenue 
Columbia, Missovri 

Deer Mina: 

Your fine letter arrived just after Pegrzy and I learned thet you had been 

aiek, and we are certainly pleased With the news of your recovery, and 

particularly ¢lad to hear thet your Mother was able to be with you. 

Pat hes made an inventory of the reprints of your Dad that we now heve on 

hand. If the reprinte that you and Bill heve are in any way incompleto, 
I world suggest thet you use Newsletter #35, cheek off the items on the 
list that you have, and send us the list, so that we eon compare it with 
what we have on hand. Please feel free to indicate how many sets you would 
like to have including a versonal collection at home, another one perhaps 
at the office. and an official collection for Bill's department. We will 

do our best to make up as many complete sets as we can for each menber of 

the family, and I am writing to the others about this, Your Dad has a 

reasonably complete set of reprints pasted in his albums. Please ask your 

Mother if these albums are to go to Starker with the library, or are to be 

turned over to her. ; 

Durward Allen has asked me to obtain family reactions regarding the enclosed 

letter. I would avnreetate it if B411 would send me your reactions, your 

Mother's and his. 

We liked Bill's midsemester exam. Ye will reciprocate with a copy of the 

latest one given in 161. 
4 

The duck season closed hore without anyone in the Department getting o bird. 

Yoodeoek shooting was on the lyrical side; around 50 birds being bagged by 

our fellows. 

Copies of Time's article on the Vogt and Osborn books are now circulating 

v amone the feeulty. T will let you know what we do sbout it. Salter and 

Kelloge, the two optimists on whom Time so blatantly relies, are considered 

to be exaggerators by our neople. 

I om afraid I em go ng to miss the Midwest Conference. I have been to two 

sines the first of September. vlan to tee in a third in Washington in March, 

end. numbers four and five are scheduled for Madison in April and June. 

Give my best to your Mother and Bill. Write when you can. 

‘ Sineerely, 

JIE: pm Joseph J. Hickey 
Agsistant Professor
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May 13, 1948 

Dr, William Hider 
Department of Zoology 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear BAlls : 

All of us here are anxfously awaiting the big 
event, and we hope to hear from you soon that 
all is well, 

It is my understanding that Imma will come to 
Madison at the end of June, and I am endeavoring 
to have all our readers' comments resdy for hin 
when we turn over the essays for final editing. 
This job is te be handled by Imna, as you know, 
In onfer to get through the readere' committee, 

I wonder 1f you ean find out whether or not a 
copy of the is at Columbia. According to 
our records .coples were turned ever to the 
family at 2222, "mt young Metella tells me that 
none «re there now. We could use one or both, 

I am hoping to get away to Delta for the middle 
two weeks in June. There is so mich to tall 
about that I hope you will be there then. We 
finally move into a place of our om on or 
about the first of June. Peggy urges me to ; 
have you put the pressure on Nine to visit her 
mother this summer, 

Give wy best to Mina and Mrs. Leopold. 

Sincerely, 

THipm Joseph J. Hickey 
; Assistant Professor
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March 6, 1948 

y De. Willian Elder 
Zoology Deps rtment 

University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missourt 

Dear Bills 

I like your exam and I am passing 1t to Joe and Bob, 
who will be interested in 16. 

Gerald Halaher ws here and we agree unanimously 
with your appraisal of him. He gave an exeslient 
talk: te Mumlien. Saturday we had a nesting with 

: the soile people to tallc sbout the behavior of 
miskrat powlations on impounded waters. That is 
exteel problem, and while he disclains being a 
ecientiet, hie attitude is very ecientific. 

fell Nine my eye hag been cut from under the bandage 
several days, and is doing fine. 

I will miss seeing you at St. Louis. 

With leve to Hina, 

Yours ever, 

ALtpm Aldo Leopold 

P.8. I am mailing you the book about seals called 
“The Hunting of the Silver Fleeces", I read « chapter 
or two, but didn't get any further because of the 
eye operation. The writing was a little too purple" 
to suit me. I am wondering whether the essays will 
appear “purple® to other readers.
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November 16, 1947 

Dear Aldo, ; 

Knopf's decision disappofnted us =—inot alone because of the loss 
of time in finding another publisher but because of the disallusionment 
in discovering that anyone called a "literary critic" could so badly 
miss the point of the essays. Perhaps these little men have an eye 
only on the boss's pocket book and are hesitant about any book that 
does'nt reach low enough to assure wide sales. And again, they may be 
like the art critics, who without any real yard stick for excellence, 
really must guess and only hope that they have'nt missed the man later 
to be hailed as a master. In this case they have missed the next 
Gilbert White. 

It was swell of you to dig up those goose records for us and we 
were mighty tickled to get them. When we tabulated them we were sur— 
prised to find 305 spring flocks of the sizes we are graphing (under 20). 
Like Phillips'and our counts,a definite peak was shown af 5 to 6 birds , while 
emt unlike Phillips b#d like our Horseshoe Lake counts, the highest 
peakwas at 2. Perhaps they are all one andthe same over~shot popula 
tion. : 

; te ie ' . = . o/ i Remembering yours and McCabe's recent interest in the possible 
x | effect of natural herbs on fertility, I thought of you when the follow-— 

., a \ ing story was toldme. In the Ozarks natives believe that when the 
Sar i ot oak mast is short and "pine nuts" are abundant squirrels shift their 

wer | diet to the latter and the result is a short crop of squirrels the 
ev \ | next spring. The feeling seemed to be that it was not a nutritional 
any | deficiency but a truly toxic effect. 

I went out with Flick and two guns on opening day. At the third 
volley she refused to go on, followed us for a short ways and then 
returned to the car. Psychic trauma for the dog must be terrific; she 
wanted to hunt and came back several times, but as soon as she spied 
one of the fellows with gins she left. I suppose this was due to my 
ignorance in not exposing her more gradua}ly to gans and shooting. If 
you know of any formulas for rearranging her associations I will be 
mighty glad to hear them. 

We went out cutting wood with Ike Adams today and came home with 
sane beautiful walnut we cut from an old charred stump. 

I believe I have a grad-student in chemistry lined up to analyze 
our duck bones for lead. No word from Gus. 

I hope you are planning to come to the Midwest. I was sorry to 
see that Steve's paper was deleted,
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I suppose you have heard that Dalke hasileft for Moscow, Idaho, 
that Lee Yager hax taken over the Unit at Colorado and that Logan 
Bennétt will step into Lee's job, This still leaves Pennsylvania 

and Missouri without leaders or prospects, e/s0 Okla Aome. 

Nina is feeling fine and again enjoys riding ina car. After 
cutting wood this moming we spent most of the afternoon looking for 
trapping sites for the mammalogy class. Most of our last years sites 

have gone into com, even the broomsedge fields. Our twelve year old 

blue grass stand on the University orchards was ploughed, Woods near 

town are so overrun with hunters tmt our traps are picked up -- it 

makes me realize again what a blessing the arboretum is. 

The management class participated this week in Commission beaver 
trapping and relocation.



Oetover 16, 1947 

Dr. William R. Mider : 
Department of Zoology 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Bill: 

I apprecia te very much hearing from you and I an 
glad you got some good reading in during your 

. eiekmess. You and I both kmow Nina so I imow 
the meaning of your couments on her care for 
your welfare. 

I was particularly interested in the copy of your ) : 
letter to Gus Swanson. {In the moantime I have had = 
@ very cordial letter from Professor Dowdell. f 
went to say that I am ready to take this up with : 
the National Research Council whenever you and 
Que say the time is right. I have,at least,high ne 
hopes that Professor Griggs (former chief of the 

sig biologics seetion) will help me to lay any fin~ 
ancial needs before the proper parties. 

The worst mistake I have made this year was to put S 
off my operation until so close to hunting season. 4 

; I missed opening day on woodeoels, but do not in- 
2 tend to migs opening day on pheasants next Saturday. 

: Give Hina my love. 

: Yours as ever, 

ALgPit Aldo Leopold :
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September 10, 1947 

Professor Palch L. Dowdell 
306 Appleby Hall 
University of Minnesota 
Mimicepolis, Minnesota 

Dear Professor Dowdell: 

Bill Elder has told me about Bob Groonets death, and about his very 
interesting talc with you. 

First about Bob: i had a high admiration for him, and a strong 
personal Liking. 1 am mch pleased thet you feel inelined to go 
through with the joint undertalcing you and Bob have carried on. The 
purpose of this letter ie to express my whole-hearted support for your 
intention. ; 

Your opinion that there is no real ballistical obstacle in the matter 
of improved shot is one of the most important things I have heard in 
a Geonde. If such is the case this matter mst be carried through to 
a ghowlown, and to this end I offer you whatever influence I have in 
the conservation field, 5: 

Ho doubt you will need a bielegist to works with you, os Bob has done 
up to this point. Merring only the obstacle of distance, B11] Maer 
is the best choiee I could make in North Amoriesa. I hope that you two 
can "team up" in this matter. 

I'd like to meet you in person. Should your travels bring you here, 
Please give me a ring. I will call you should I get to your cams. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALsPM Aldo Leopold



July 23. 1947 

Dy. William Elder 
Delta Wyterfowl Research Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

g Dear Bill: 

I appreciate your taking time off to write ma, anf I an 
glad you are attending some of the losal neetings. 

Your experiuents sound very interesting, and I am full 
of auriosity as to the cutconas 

The main news hare that has developed since your visit 
; ig the apparent failure of the pheasant crop and the 

discovery that the fox high of the past three years is 
dying; off at the present moment. Steve Richards has 
captured several weak foxes ani found many othere dead 
in thely dens, especially at pupping time. We are now = 
in the midst of pathological tests Wm there .re no 
parasites and the bacterial tests are negative so far. = 
It is defihitely not hydrophobie. She viras of eourse 
remain and we are injecting inte young foxes in the 
effort to Lind something further. The lack of strong 
pathological support equivalent to &.X. Meyer in 
Rndocrinology is now poinfully evident. Poynette gen = 
not meet thie situation at all, mt our Veterinary 
Department is making a valiant effort to halp us. I 
wish you were here to advige us. 

Give ny love to the girls and tell them I an writing : 
them soon. 

Yours as ever, 

Als Pu Alde Leopold



Delta Waterfowl Research Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
July 12, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo, 

Last night we heard waterfowl history in the making. 
Art Hawkins talked to Delta seminar on his census work. He 
is a fine man doing a fine job. The duck population is in 
worse state than any of us imagined. If there are noy more 
then five million ducks in the prairie provinces I don't 
see how there can be more than fifteen to twenty million on 
the continent. 

Albert and Pete are pretty bitter about the Fish and 
Wildlife Service. Al could not stomack Cottam's prefacing 
his talks with the remark that the audience was going to 
get the whole honest truth for the first time, and then 
going shead to use figures which he knew had been stretched, 
even though stretched by somefone else. It is hard for a 
man in the Delta Marshes to realize what Cottam is up against. 

Albert really saved the day at the Manitoba sportsmen's 
meeting at the Riding Mountains (incidentally this was a 
hell of a fine trip into the first virgin spruce forest I 
ever saw.) As chairman of their waterfowl committee Bert 
Cartwright spoke first and nearly had a white-washing, 
opt@mistic statement ratified, but Howell had a man planted 
to ask for Hochbaum's statement before they voted. Al turned 
the tables so completely that they would have recommended a 
completely closed season. 

My hat is off to you for your statement to D.U. 
Almost daily I hear and see evidences of their total 
corruption. Seeing even one or two of their projects would 
be enough to convince a»member that there must be some 
rat hole through which their funds must be going, as well 
as the fact that their factories are producing almost 
nothing: But all would agree that these are miner offenses 
compared with what they are doing to public opinion. 

Many thanks for your efforts to try and get for me the 
Institute's information on lead poisoning. 

Your last note to Dr. Mills, putting in a plug for our 
paper, was mightynnice of you. Ted has also written to 
withdraw his paper and planned to send it to the Journal of 
Mammalogy. I am writing today to suggest that he send it 
to the Midland Naturalist instead.
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There is a terrific Elk irruption at the Riding Mts., 
but they can't see it. Balsam poplar is being killed out, 
everything shrubby is heavily broused, the entire woods looks 
like a cow pasture with its deep trails and piles of. droppings. 
(Saw my first bear scat on one of these trails.) They haga 
20% die-off last winter -- it was attributed to the hard winter 
and too many wolves. The wolves have made their come-back in , 
the last few years. £t is strange to see their polar plan in 
managing bison. The herd is kept shot down to 60.by a 

We are sure tickled over Estella's arrival. Already all 
the neighbor kids gather around because of her leadership -- 
watching her pet crow, her leather work, her guitar playing, 
She is now sitting on Hochbaum's roof with a pair of binoculars 
watching an Eastern Kingbird's nest on one side of the house 
and an Arkansas on the other. At Al's suggestion she is using 
her crow to determine Kingbird territories and numbers. Al 
has a wonderful way of dropping little hints and starting 
people on big things. é 

I just read the first chapter of Al and Pete's new book 
for the wildfowler -- it is wonderfully done and should have 
considerable effect. Pete is busy on ink drawings of duck 

* heads to illustrate his key by which the hunter can identify 
the duck in his bag. 

Bill Carrick, the station photographer -- a second 
Charlie Schwartz -- is doing a book on the Delta marsh, a 
book of photographs to show the ecology of each season. 

We have removed the preen glands from ten sho¢gvellers 
and 20 redhead ducklings to see if they develop rickets while 
their pen-mates do not. Rowan has a note pointing out that 
the German falconers have found that a bird kept on meat alone 
develops rickets and dies. This is normally prevented by 
the female bird deliberately feeding mouthfulls of feathers. 
This seems to be for the vitamin Brabher than for Foughage. 

The first thing that the baby Bared Grebe did when 
released on the duck pond was to start eating feathers. 

We have implanted some young Pintails and Redheads with 
pellets of sex hormones to see whether three weeks under this 
influence may cause their first plumage to be adult instead 
of juvenale. The same Redheads will later be used to compare 

a with their pen-mates in resistence to lead. 

Delta is a wonderful place mostly because of Hochbaum. 
It seems that most of his time in the summer goes to helping 
others, being friendly and generous to all the families on the 
ridge, contending with the callous newpapers, and consulting 
with the multitude of waterfowl workers who come through. He 
has really gone all out in turning over to me the productions 
of the pte beves Sie year -- a year of real scarcity when 
eggs were hard to find. is 5 eae 

hn atwr 2cn Fink Corlong littl, Lh } Ella Ae Hanon pore 

Leo alway, R00
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; July 2, 1947 * fe 

Dr. Harlow B. Mille 3 Editor, Journal of Wildlife Management 
; 132 Natural Resources Building 

Urbana, Illinois . ae 

Dear Dr. Mills: 

I received copies of your letter both from ur. Shanks and Aldo Leopold and I fully aeeeeeseoe your predicament concerning the muskrat manuscripts. 6e papers would most certainly be unnecessary redundancy. 

Although I am aware that in certain frequently = j ors such as "Science," papers must be admitted to publica- ion in the order in which they ere received, and are so dated, I was not aware that this was common practice {n all journals. In short, I believe that it is your right as editor to select : for publieation the best papers which you receive regardless 
of the sequence in which you Treceive@? them between dates of 
gerne Se préss or the number dealing with the same subject. 
In other words, if you believe the Michigan paper is the best, 
I think it should get the nod. I would have complete confidence in your judgement as to which is the best of the three papers, 

Very sincerely yours, : 

3 3 Wm. He Elder 

; WHE:n ;



UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 

MISSOURI COOPERATIVE 
WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNIT 

COLUMBIA. Mo. 

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE sasgnioan white Vee June 12, 1947. 
OU uMIERSITY oF MiceOURL 

Professor Aldo Leopold SQOPERATING : 
424 University Farm Place CONFIDENTIAL 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo; 

I am es to get away to St. Louis tomorrow, so I must acknowledge 
your confidential letter of 6/10 in some haste. It ought to be acknowledgai, 
and if I don't do so now it may be some time. 

Incidentally---about an hour ago the Dean called up to say that they 
might have a little more money for salarges, and what about Elder and Camp- 
bell? He won't know for a couple of weeks---if, when, or how much-~-but 
the upshot of our conversation was that he is going to try to do a little 
soa extra for both men; in Bill's case, this would be in addition to 
the small raise already givin him for this fall. I shan't tell Bill for a 
while yet. 

I didn't write my first letter with the expectation of a reply---merely 
the hope. You haven't distorted the subject, and neither am I doing so. 
We both know the good aspects of the situation. 

Your statements about the FaWS men and the Commission administrators 
are correct. As for the first, I did nothing because we were in our forma- 
tive years, followed by wartime uncertainties; right now, I hope with all 
my heart that the California job materializes. As for the second, I don't 
see that there is anything we can do except do our job as we see it, as best 
we can, with the intention of making a reputation that will extend beyond 

| Missouri, It now seems quite likely that the Commission's $6 ,000/year will 
be doubled on July 1l---or did I tell you that? They haven't acted yet, but 
it is in their budget, and both Bode and Stephens seem confident of approval. 

As for consultation, I am stumped. It hardly seems pessible that Bili 
hasn't told you of our weekly staff meetings, the give-and-take that occurs 
there, the policy of unanimous agreement on all major points and many minor 

ones, the frequent long conferences between him and Bob Campbell and me, the 
conscious instruction by me in procedural matters, the large "know-how" file 
which I shall hand to my successor, the repeated requests for their advice--- 
formally and informally, and so on. This has been going on every since 
Bill came; for obvious reasons, I have consistently tried to prepare them 
to step into the traces at any time. This matter will need some talking ot. 

Apparently I misled you somewhat in referring to Wisconsin and Chicago. 
We are consciously heading toward their academic and scientific standards, 

but sometimes, within a University's set of rules, progress can't be as rapid 
as one would wish, particularly in procedures. The only “spot” on which 
Bill occasionally puts me involves our inability to put through changes as 
rapidly as he would like to have them put through--~-nothing more. 

One further point; I don't think there is any domination by me; to
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avoid even the appearance of it is the reason for our staff-meeting policy; 
at=whteh I am "voted down" as often as anyone else. It is in a way inef- 
ficient, and it certainly consumes time, but I think it helps to accomplish 
what you have in mind---which is the reason for it. (By the way, I am by 
no means convinced that I should remain either the University's representa- 
tive on the Administrative Committee, or the chairman of the Committee. I 
have had long talks about that, too, with the other three men.) 

Sincerely yours, 

Z fn 
Rucker Professor of Zoology



t Jane 10, 1947 

| COME LDTTIAL 

Mr. Rodolf Bennitt 
Department of Zoology 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missourd 

Dear Rudolf: 

j It was not ively clear to me when I first heard from you that you were 
inviting onl mt on your situation, tut from your last letter (May 31) I 
gather you wish to have anything I can offer, so here goes. 

Let it be clear in the first place that the favorable aspects of the situation 
far outweigh all others, and that Mine and B1ll very decidedly appreciate the 
friendly reception that they have had from everyone in Columbia, and very 
particularly, your ow personal solicitude for their welfare. ‘The question is, 
what, if anything, exists in the way of opportunities for improving the situation? 

I make no pretense at having a comprehensive view. All I can offer is some dis- 
jointed fragments. 

Probably the most useful thing I can say 1s to suggest that your young croup 
(meaning Bill and Campbell) be consulted freely on the larger policy aspects 
of the manner of handling students. In this respect I am in a parallel 
situation. I have taken on MeCabe and I am shortly taking on Hickey, and I 
must frequently remind myself that if I want them to carry the ball in the 
future, they mst = the larger decisions now. I think you might do a 
good deal to clear the air by asking these two to offer a general critique 
covering anything they have on their minds. 

One unfavorable aspect of the situation in Missouri is something that involves 
a matter largely out of your hands, mt nevertheless it forms a background to 
your situation. I am personally convinced, quite aside from any information 
ever obtained from Bill, that the Fish and Wildlife Service gave you seconds 
in the way of unit leaders. I don't think the unit leader has functioned as a 
part of the educational and research mechanism. Interwoven with this, I am 
convinced that the Missouri Commission does not mow what research is or how 
to use it, and this is also true of its executive officers. I. think you will 
realize that I have my own grounds for this statement, and I make it with con- 
siderable assurance. If the facts are as I think, it naturally makes your job 
more difficult, and it greatly limits the opportunities that you are able to 
offer students.
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I still prefer to talk this out with you in person when we have an opportunity 
if you wish to do so. 

There is one phrase in your letter which I do not understand, although it may 
refer to the same subject matter as I am bringing up. You say Bill's academic 
stendards are still those of Wisconsin. If this is true, it is true in the 
limited sense which I, here, have in mind, but I would say that the standards 
are not those of Wisconsin, but are those that could hold good in Missouri. 

In closing let me remind you with all possible emphasis that you have asked 
me to write this letter, and that in writing it I run the danger of giving a 
bad picture of a situation which is predominently good. 

With personal regards, 

Yours as ever, 

ALsPu Aldo Leopold



UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 

coLumeBia 

WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNIT 
CoLUMBlIA. Mo. 

Seri exe w SUEnignn WILDLIFE ISTE May 31, 1947. 
MiBsOWRI CONSERVATION COMMISSION 

Professor Aldo Leopold ae oceans 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Needless to say, I am greatly pleased---as I know the rest 

of the Committee will be---that you have accepted tentatively. 

Zz hope ‘nothing will happen to prevent your comfhg, and that what- 

ever prevents you from travelling now will be cleared up before 

then, This should be an epochal affair. 

Concerning the other letter, of course I am disappointed 

not to have your reaction before next fall, but I quite understand 

that this is a rather complex matter, difficult to write about. 

Presumably the next time we meet will be either at the Stephens 

dinner in September or at the Midwest Conference in Lafayette in 

December. 

Meanwhile, if you think of anything pertinent that should 

concern me during the summer, or if you want specific information 

on anything here, let me know. From June 13 to July 24, my ad- 

dress will be: Department of Zoology, Rebstock Hall, Washington 

University, St. Louis, Missouri; they have asked me to come down 

for six weeks and give a course in animal ecology. 

Best wishes, Sincerely yours, 

| Lito 
Rudolf Bennitt



May 27, 1947 

Mr. William Mider 
Department of Zoology 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missourd 

Dear Bills 

The conversation to which you refer undoubtedly dealt with Lewis and Clark rather 
than any other author, and on looking up my records I find the follewing: 

They left St. Louis May 14, 1804. They mention deer in St. Charles County, May 22. 
They mention buffalo signeand three bears near Booneville, Howard County.» They 
mention coon, bear, and deer on June 13 at the mouth of the Grand River in 
Chariton County. Elk and bear are menticned between Carroll and lafayette Counties. 
Deer are mentioned June 24 just below Kansas City. Parakeets, deer and buffalo 
are mentioned June 26 at Kansas City; deer and turkey July 1, near Leavenworth; 
beaver, elk, and young geese just below St. Joseph which was passed just before 
duly 7. Elk are mentioned July 14 above St. Joseph. These are the only notes 
I made for Missouri and as you see, no distinetly western species are included. 

Continuing through Iowa and Nebraska, I find deer, turkey, grouse and buffalo, 
also elk mentioned near Omaha and the remainder of the record I can dig out for 
you if you want to follow 4t through. ‘The earliest mention of antelope is below : 
Pierre, South Dakota. Grizzlies were encountered mch further dow near Yankton, 5. D ; 
"Goats" oecurred just above Yanicton, 

The species which extended most unexpectedly down stream due the grizzly and the 
mountain sheep. The antelope record is about where one would expect it to begin. 
I may very well have given you a wrong impression by mentioning antelope when I 
really had grizzly and mountain sheep in mind. 

We are Tt that you are stopping over here, and will save the period 
after dune 6 for the promised visit. 

love to Nina. 

Yours as ever, 

AL:PM Aldo Leopold
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May 24, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold ° 
42h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I received a note fran Jim Beer yesterday saying that he had sent in 
the muskrat manuscript, so we will send ours off this morning. 

Although I am aware of many occasional references to pronghorn in 
Missouri, I have not found any eye-witness accounts or any definite 
records, Grinnell doubts that the species came this far west. Can 
you put me right on this? I amcertain that I read in one of your 
books that "goats" were seen by early explorers in Missouri, but I 
have been unable to locate the reference. There is no rush on this. 
If you recall the reference, fine; if not, it will come to light 

before long. 

Plans for Delta are shaping up slowly. I still haven't found my 
X-ray machine, but I'm working on several leads. 

As always, 

Willian H, Elder 
Assistant Professor of Zoology 

WHE: swh a 

P.S. We are mighty glad to hear that the shack therapy was successful 
in relieving your pain. I hope that you can take it slow enough the 

rest of the summer to get rested up. 

Guess Nina has written you saying that we are getting a ride to Delta. é 

Nina has about got me persuaded to accept one of her geographic wonders 

and go by way of Madison. As we see it now we hope to leave here June 6 

and arrive that evening in Madison. Would like to show my boys your set-up 

and see Bob McCabe on Sat. morning and then spend Sunday at the shack 

with you if you can stand so much company (four of us). 

This week we have 5 masters examinations, course finals, and between 

times I am trying to caReh ey on my endocrines and become a radiologist. 
ave never Seen Nina Healthier, happier, nor more enthusiastic!
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Third Examination ; 

Note: You may omit one question. ¢ 
7 

1. Under what conditions may quail excéed the population level generally i 
considered as the saturation point for the species? 7 

2, A. Ss. Leopold's Missouri study, "The Nature of Heritable Wildness in & 
Turkeys," conveys several important management conclusions. State. aed 
these concisely, — 

3. Diseuss the pros and cons of fire as a management tool, —— 

4. Compare the breeding potentisls of coyote, mink, and muskrat. Tabu- 
late pertinent facts. ; 

. 5. Compare actual densities of Missouri turkeys as reported by Leopold ; sie 
: and Dalke with those of quail reported by Murray. 4 

6, State briefly the advantages and disadvantages of each of the follow- 
ing methods of creel census: 

a) Voluntary report : 
b) California compulsory report system : 
c) Special (chosen) cooperators / 
a) Hired employees (Michigan system) 

LO 7. Outline the specific treatment which you would use to better fish pro= - 
duction in the usual senile farm pond. 

8, What are the practical results of spring trout releases es indicated ; 
by the intensive work accomplished in Fennsylvania and Michigan? 

9. Name four distinct methods used to mark fishes for population studies. 

: 2 a 
Name and illustrate four of the most useful types of fish tags. 7 

105 Out Line the essentials to be considered in selecting.a farm pond site, 

ll. Discuss factors influencing squirrel fecundity as suggested in Allen's f 
"Michigan Fox Squirrel Management." lune : 

12, Lonvererd “ypu Cee a arlile ) ;
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(Extract from June 1947 issue of FIELD & STREAM. ) 

: SHOOTING VON'T EXTERMINATE OUR DUCKS / 

by J. P. Cuenin 

For more than a year the Fish and wildlife Service has flooded every outdoor maga= 
gine and many newspapers with propagamia on the necessity of further restricting the duck 
hunters. [Much of this publicity about the growing scarcity of waterfowl was fed to the pub- 
lic in increasing quantity during the 1946 hunting season, a period when nobody could possi- 
bly know how big the 1947 hatch of ducks would be, ; 

The two main points brought out by the Fish and Jildlife Service as arguments for 
further cutting the limit and shortening the season, or possibly closing the season, are: tes 
firet, a duck count during the last hunting period and, second, the increase in the sales of 
duck stamps, : . i 

Let us consider this business of counting ducks during the fall migrating period. 
Being in the newspaper game, I get many of the news releases sent out by the Fish and Jildlife 
Service, and in most instames these reports indicate fewer birds than during the 1945 season. 

Counting the ducks during the fall is nothing more or less than a poor guess as to 
the actual number of birds, and making the count in a certuin area on a predetermined date 
when the ducks are moving south can produce some downright misleading figures. ‘ve all know 
that waterfowl on their southern migration do not follow a regular schedule for starting from | 
the nesting grounds or arriving at certain marshes along their flyway to the wintering grounds. 
One year they might leave the breeding area quite early in large masses because of an early 
freeze, while the following year the starting-time may be set back because of mild weather, 
After the birds finally head south, they might push on quite rapidly if the temperature is low 
and feeding grounds frozen, or congregate in large numbers at favorite spots along the route 
if the tamperature remains above freezing. : 

If it is decided in advance that the ducks will be counted on a particular marsh on 
this or that date, the numbers of birds could be exceptionally large even though the total 
population is dow; or, with 150 million ducks in the country, the count could be extrenely 
low. Countless thousands might be present at any spot if a sudden cold snap farther north 
induced the birds to move south to this particular place, or vast rafts of ducks that might 
have been present a day or two before could have been driven farther south by a sharp drop in 
temperature. 

Saying that ducks are scarce because a count on a certain lake or marsh on, we'll 
say, October 30, showed few birds would be like proclaiming to the world that Broadway and 
Forty-second Street, New York, is deserted because a count of people at 7 A.%. on a rainy 
Sunday showed only a few individuals. Everybody knows that there would be thousands of peo- 
ple in that vicinity on a week-day afternoon. . 

There is only one place where a reasonably accurate count of ducks can be made, and 
that is on the nesting grounds in Alberta, ‘ianitoba and Saskatchewan, where the birds are 
quite stationary as compared with those migrating south, Even the counts made on the winter- 
ing grounds are not satisfactory as a means of determining the pepulation of the continent, 
for many ducks and geese do not stop within our borders, but continue farther south, where they 
have not been counted. A friend vho was in Mexico late in January reported having seen solid 
masses of ducks on the Gulf of California over a stretch of more than fifty miles. These birds 
extended from shore outward to the limit of my friend's vision. ; 

Now let us consider this matter of the sale of two million duck stanps. Of course, 
thousands of these stamps are bought by collectors; so the number sold does not mean that we 
have two million duck hunters. ‘ Then there is the case of the group that hunts the uplands,



They occasionally juap a duck from a slough or a small pond, and even though they do not fol- ; 
low the sport of dutk hunting ‘they buy stamps on the chanoa that they may get a shot or two. 

/ Next we have the many thousands of novice waterfowl hunters who kick in with a dol~ 
lar, try the game once or twice, get nobhing and quit; but their numbers are added to the. 
total, and we are told that a vast amy of gun toters is going to wipe out our waterfowl. As 
a matter of fact, they not only fail to bag enough birds to consider, bit they spoil the 

chances of experienced and well-equipped gunners, 

These novices know little or nothing about the sport. They have no knowledge about 
where to hunt, how to place decoys, how to build satisfactory blinds or where to build then. 
They have no decoys or boats. They can't call dwks, they don't know the killing range of a 
shotgun, and in many instances they can't hit flying ducks, Furthermore, these beginners sel- 
dom stay in their blinds long enough to get a shot,.and when in their misplaced and incorrect— 
ly set-up hide they usually stand or sit with head and shoulders showing. 

These novites, as well as the long-range, hit—em-in-the~clouds boys who have joined 
the duck hunters within the last few years, bag an extremely small number of birds, but they 
prevent others from getting good shooting. They should thus be classed among the duck savers, 
not killers. / 

Just one chap who thinks he can kill ducks at 70 to 150 yards ~- and there are hun- 
dreds of thousands of then who believe all they read about long-range shotgun shells - does so 
much firing at far-out-of-renge birds that he spoils the chances of other hunters within a 
quarter to a half mile of his stand, If it were not for the fact that on rare occasions these 
fellows cripple a duck, I would say that they should be classed with the conservationists, and 
they most certainly should not be counted as a threat to the duck population, f 

On an overcrowded commercial club here in California I have seen hundreds of thou-- 
sands of ducks pass over during a morning, but nobody had any sport because the novices and 
long-range boys were firing so often at flocks at 80 to 150 yards that none of the birds were 
given an opportunity to "work" down to decoys, ithenever one of the "skyscrapers" by the zerest 
chance wing-tipped a bird, he would go galloping around the ponds for a half hour hunting for — 
his cripple. Of course, none of the other shooters sould expect a shot as long as he was out 
of his blind, ; : 

Only a certain number of men oan effectively hunt on a marsh, lake or river of a 
specified size, With a ten-bird daily limit, ten men on this area might each bag his legal 
quota, but send twenty to thirty gunners to this spot, including a few novices with "leng- 
range" guns and plenty of shells, and it is doubtful if ten ducks would be brought in by the 
entire group. : 

I don't say that more shooters should not be admitted to the clun of duck hunters, 
for each nan whe owns a gun is entitled to take up this most fascinating sport; but what I an 
pointing out is the fallacy of the claims of the Fish and \ildlife Service that the increase 
in the numbers of duck-stamp buyers will result ina larger kill, Such a theory would be cor- 
rect if the game were upland birds or rabbits, bub it certainly does not apply to ducks, 

dhen we get right down to cases, it is not the shooting that has the greatest effect 
on the loss of ducks fro: year to year. If we stopped all shooting of waterfowl, and that — . 
geems to be the purpose of the propagamla campaign, it is doubtful if the birds would increase 
any faster than have the curlew, willet, yellowlegs and other shore birds that have not been 
hunted for twenty years or more, ail were added to the protected list in California thirty 
years ago, and there are now fewer of those birds than when their hunting was prohibited, Song 
and insectivorous birds, protected for fifty years or more, should have covered the country in 
countless millions if killing with guns were the only thing that kept them in check, but there 
seem to be no more of those species than wis the case a half century ago. 

_ Back in the early thirties, when the duck population of the ‘orth American continent ~ 
was down to 27 million, I became fearful that shooting would exterminate waterfowl. I started



a campeivn in California to cut the. limit from 25 to 15, and finally attended the American 
Game Conference in New York to speak for the reduction of the limit, ‘hen the conference 
went on record for the lower limit, I hustled down to washington, D. ©., to spear: before the 
Advisory Board of the Biologics] Survey, then in charge of waterfovl regulations, and was 
pleased to see the limit set at 15, . 

T sincerely believed that cutting the limit would solve the problem, but I was mis- 
taken. It was not the shooting so much as it was the lack of suitable breeding crounds and 
scarcity of proper wintering grounds ond refuges dlong the flyways that brought about the 
downward trend in the duck population. : 

When our ducks were down totheir lowest point, the shortest open season we had was 
thirty days, with a limit of ten on most species. Vespite the fact that the seasons were 
ercdually lengthened and the limit boosted to 15 per day and 30 in possession, the duck popu- 
lation increased from a low of 27 million up to 140 million birds. . , — 

; What brought the ducks back was improving the nesting grounds and providing refuves 

inthe wintering areas, not nerely cutting limits and seasons. If we had relied solely on 
shorter seasons and lower limits, without expanding the nesting grounds and establishing the 
present chains of refuges during the last ten years, it is doubtful if the ducks would have 
increased to a greater extent than have the fully protected shore birds and song birds. 

: In Canada, where mo.t of our ducks are reared, Ducks Unlimited umd the Canadian 
Government have improved millions of acres of nesting areas. Inthe United States the Fish 
and “ildlife Service has done a good joo of making better breeding grounds and providing «any 
thousands of acres of refuges. State gaze commissions have also helped by setting aside re- 

fuges. ‘ : 

In northern ad central California the Federal Government has 64,20) acres of in- 
violate sanctuaries, md the state has 11,200 acres set aside for the protection of waterfonl. 
in southern California the Federal refuges cover 66,347 acres. The renainder of the Pacific | 
flyway and the other three flyways also have numerous refuges, 

Even if more novice gunners take up duck hunting, the kill will not be increased be- 
cause the marsh area is limited, and additional shooters will actw lly cut down the totel take. 
Here in California 130,000 duck stamps were sold, If the number were 500,000 the bag would be 
no higher because there is hunting space for only a few thousand shooters where waterfowl may 
be taken, i 

The Fish and ‘/ildlife Service has already begun to send out pessimistic reports based — 
on returns of the score cards filled out by hunters, These cards will not give e true picture 

as to the numbers of waterfowl on any flyway because many will be turned in by novice hunters | 
and by others who visit tie marshes only on the days on which they hunt, and those days, 
probably not more than one or two during the season, could be the ones: on which there was lit- 
tle movement of birds. : ' 

Very few of the hunters spend my tine on the marsh prior to or after the season; 
hence they could fail to see tremendous flights passing throush their territory. A striking 
example of this was the flight of diving ducks in California during the 1946 season. There 
sust weren't any of those birds during the open hunting period. If any of our bay hunters / 
filled out cards, they must have presented a rather gloomy picture of the waterfowl s“tuation. 

: A couple of weeks after the season closed, however, the canvasbacks and bluebills 
begin to arrive in large numbers, am they continued to increase up to about February 20, when 
the mtire shore-lines of San Francisco, San Pablo and Suisun Bays, fully 150 miles, were 
covered with rafts of these birds. I might add here that the official duck count wis wade on- 
these waters, that were not cbscured by fog, during the first pert of Jamary, |



With the foregoing in mind, the duck hunters who have put up the money not only to - 
maintain their sport, but actually to increase the supply of birds from 27 million to 140 
million without stopping their cooting, should not acce-t a drastic cut in season or limit / without putting up an arguent. The hunters » who finance the great wrk of Ducks Unlimited, who provide the money for improving nesting grounds and refiges through surchuse of duck 
stamps and hunting licenses, and whose excise-tax funds help to maintain a supply of water— 
fowl, should not be stanpeded by alarmists vho would Like to stop aLl bird killing,
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April 24, 1947 

Mes. William Elder 
Route 6 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Nina; 

I am dictating this in order to give you a quick 
answer to your question about Hammy. I would say 
that Hammy would fit Dalice's position as well or 
better than any of the list you mention. The 
only question mark that I would know how to raise 
lies in the fact that he has not been productive 
from a research point of view since going to 
Michigan. ‘The reasons for that are probably 
complex and are largely unimown to me, and very 
probably lie in others as well as Hammy himself. 

There might, of course, be difficulties if Fran 
attempted to go along on all official activities 
in such a post. You can judge that as well as 
I can. Please show this letter to Bill and tell 
him it represents the best appraisal I imow how 
to give. 

I will reply to the rest of your letter later. 

With Love, 

/pm Aldo Leopold



April 18, 1947 

ir. Willian Sider 
Department of Zoclozy 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Bill: : 

It looks as if your mskrat poper might be ready first after 
all. Jim Beer is in his third draft. bet still quite obscures. 

am unable to judge the orth Carolina job for Ted, kuowing 
sothing of their present state orgnnization. 

I am taking the class to the shack tomorrow. ven after 
dividing the sixty into two groups, I fear my lewn will 
leok like an overmbrowsed deer yard. Hope it doesn’t rain. 

I am keeping goose flock ecunts for you and hope there will 
be enough to be gignifieant. It ought to mike a good conm- 
parison with good shooting years. 

I teo bave fiaseo lectures from which no ene profits by 
myself. I know how you ?eel. 

Yours as aver, 

ALsPu ALO LEOPOLD
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June 12, 1946 

Prefesser Alde Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo, 

Paul Smith stopped in on Sunday for a few hours visit. 
He was on his way to Nebraska to again search for living 
quarters. The preceeding week he had attended a conference 
at Lake Villa, called to illuminate all the game agents in 
the country. Apparently few were illuminated. Paul was not 
only illuminated, but disheartened and disqurketed. What he 
had to tell us was so serious in its implications that with 
his permission I am telling only you and Sydney Stephens. 

; The annual January inventory discovered only 20 million 
waterfowl (14 million ducks). Lincoln then revealed what I 
guess has been known to only a very few people (perhaps only 
himself and Crouch) -- that this figure is multiplied by 4 
for newspaper release. The justification 1s that since they 
multiplied by 4 the first year they should do so every year, 
in spite of the fact that this was purely arbitrary decision 
the first year and in spite of the fact that their census is 
now made in an entirely different way and is probably many 
times more complete than it was the first year. 

Paul was probably one of the very few who realized the 
importance of this revelation: Most of the wardens! only 
interest was the particular shooting problem of their own 
region. 

If this 1s true the ducks do not face disaster, it is 
here. Apparently the F. and W. 8. officials are scared. If 
this dope gets out, D.U. will have the ammunition it needs. 
What is worse, if the public's confidence in this great public 
agency is undermined, it may put us back 20 years. As S¥dney 
said, with the present troubled state of the world and the 
mood of Congress, they might just abolish the Fish and Wildlife 
Service. And as he also said, the implications would be so 
far reaching that it would undermine everything he hag been 
trying to do in Missouri in the way of selling tosthe:people
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the need for getting wildlife management into trained hands. 

The Service has another hot potatoe which it is afraid to 
let go of. The mortality due to botulism and fe¥l cholera on ; 
their own refuges last year exceeded anything ever known befére 
and probably ran into seven figures. It seems to me that if 
D.U. got hold of that, they could say "our refuges produce the 
ducks, yours destroy them." Since the refuge system has been 
one of the main achievements with which the F. and W.S. and 
bullworked its publicity, it is conceivable this information 
might cause the whole program to crumble. S¥d does not agree : 
here, feeling that one of Day's best outs would be to blame 
the duck decrease of{ disease. This,based on Sid's long newspaper 
experience, tells him that people do not wead the papers 
carefully enough to note where theddeaths occurred. But this is 
a minor point. The more seriéus fact is that at least some of 
the higher-ups still give no thought to this angle of refuges. 

When Paul sounded-out Lincoln about the status of Cranes 
his only response was, "They are doing so much damage in Texas, 
we will either have to get them on to a refuge or open the 
season." When Paul er suggested in his own inimicable way 
that they might get a botulism die-off after they got them 
coneentrated, Lincoln walked off with a mumbled remark, "I'1l 
make a note of that." : 

Sydney s&&#d he 1s anxious to know your reaction, as I am. 

I finally got around to reading, carefully, Schorger's paper 
on Quail in Early Wisconsin. It was interesting; I learned a 
lot, but id also raises a lot of questions which I would some- 
time appreciate your reactions to. 

1. Do these newspaper accounts give a false impression 

of real quail abundance? When the statement "on an average, 
three bevies to every 10 acre lot"(page 82) 1s made, 1t implies 
3 to 4 Birds per acre. Do you believe it? Actually from reading 
the whole paper one gets the whele. feeling there are many times 
this many birds.. When I think of the exageration of any single 
newspaper account, I wonder what faith we can put in a collection 

of them.. 

2. His data (page 87) imply that the irruptive 
nature of quail was not at all restricted to the peripheryoéf 

the species' range, or 1s herhere describing fall shuffle? 

3. There is implied on page 89 that spring migrations 
were a regular thing. How do you interpret this phenomenay ? 

4. Would you attach any importance to his statement 
(page98) that a fall population should be reduced only 20%?
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Do you still have, by any chance, any copies of your paper, 
“The Role of Wildlife in a General Education"? I do not have 
a copy myself; I would like to send one to Ben Ginsburg, and I 
can think of a number of other people who ought to read it. 

I suppose the follwwing notion ig either an old thought or 
a bum thought -- either way I would like to know. Is it at all 
possible that the reason for the extreme wandering of initial 
stocks of new game species introduced could be due to the 

| lack‘ territorial (social) resistence in adjacent areas, or in 
any area no matter how far they go? 

Do you have anyone working on the problem of pheasant 
repellents? Do you give any credence to the statement in 
Wildlife Leaflet 268 that red lead or tar is effective? 

Our cicadas ended their song period in town June 5 but 
are still going strong out in the country. 

Flickie has her long hair now and isheally pretty. She is 
wonderful company for Nina all day while am gone. Her main 
hunting interest so far is butterflies. 

Wish you could have some of our new peas. We are really 
proud of our first garden, but I don't have much need to work 
in it any more because Nina keeps it hoed to death! 

We sent Estella's glass today - it has been a wonderful 
pleasure to us. 

Comphitl and ih ant dadeh for Jorpr C, ($09) sap 
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November $, 1947 

Mr. Charles Elton 
Bareau of Animal Populations 
Oxford, Ingland 

Dear Charles: 

I have gotten far enough into the two published reports to _ 
Gomprehend the magnitude and complexity of the undertaking. 

T had no idea until I looked at the map how big a fraction 
of Mgland is Hpoiuded in the proposed procran. 

Then we next have a chonee to talk, which IT hope will be soon, 
I will be intensely interested to hear whether the present 
government will have the courage to attack sc lenge a task. 
Over here I see so many sound technical efforts stowed away 
on the library shelves that I have become skeptical. 

De you remember the symposium which the Seologicel Society 
wanted you to lesd this Christms? They finally induced 
me to undertake it, mt I refuse to enll it anything more 
than a discussion. I am sending you, within the next few 

. weeks, my introduction and an outline of the program. 

Thanks to the peak load of graduate students since the war, 
T have at last obtained permission to add a third member to 

wy staff -- Joseph J. Hickey. You may have seen sone of his 
eraithological papers. In any event on your next trip over 
here I hope that both he and §y faithful helper Bob NeCabe 
@an become acquainted with you. 

I am sending you in this mil a peper on one of my hobbies, 
phenology, also a recent paper called "The “cologicsl Gon- 
science". 

fhe Biton oaks wore girdled by mice again last winter, bet 
one of them mde a regrowth of 2 inches this sumer, which 
ie two inches greater than last year. I am beginning to
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think that in this world of mice and rabbits, an oak is a 
pretty old man before he even starts growing. You will 
remember that you planted these acorns ten yours ago. 

Please give my kind rogaris to Chitty and Milton, and 
David feck when you seo them. 

Yours as ever, 

ALzpm Aldo Leopold
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March 28, 197 

Dr, Charles Bilton 
Oxford University 

Bureau of Animal Pomlation 5 
Oxford, England 

Dear Charles: 

T have your letter about Morales Agacino and I also have a letter 
in Spanish from him. I will write him shortly and send you a copy. 

If he is not a candidate for a degree, but simply wants to come 
here and pick up the general atmosphere and take a few courses, the 
plan is feasible of execution, and I will be gled to do everything 
I can to carry it out, 

If on the other hand he is a candidate for a degree I would have to 
follow my present rule of turning down any ond all comers. I now 
have eighteen graduate students and I am not doing justice to them, 
Beginning in 1948 it micht become thinkable to take on special cases, 

since I hove by that time to have some additional faculty. 

I will heve to await an accurate translation of his letter on this : 
point. 

As to possible financial support, I will do my best, 

Weedless to say I regard eases of this kind as very important, 

With personal regards, 

Yours as ever, 

AL: Pu ALDO ZTHOPCLD 
ce: Dean Jerriott 

Fairfield Osborne 
Dean Baldwin
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Professor Aldo Leopold, 

Depts of Wildlife Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, 
Wisconsin, 
U.S.A. 

Dear Aldo, 

I have received the forml1 letter from Professors 
Hasler and Emlen and yourself, kindly inviting me to 
visit you tnis summer and give a lecture and take part 
in group discussions. I delayed replying at once, in 
the expectation that the Bcological Society of America 

might be sending along the invitation you refer to. 
But, as it will in fact be impossible for me to visit 
the United States this year, and altnough I have not 
yet heard from the Society,I think it best to write in 
order to let you know the position. E 

I think you will realise that if I were coming 
to the States, I should count it an enormous privilege 
to visit your Department, and renew contact with my 
friends in Wisconsin. I certainly appreciate very 
warmly your invitation and am sorry I cannot fulfill 
it. It is not only that I have a large number of mitten 
to attend to in respect to my University and other 
schentific work (presumbly everyone is in the same 
position there); but it is also that I genuinely require 
some time to tnink quietly about ecological questions 
and theories which I have only been able to do in odd 
times during the last six years. I am also pretty 
tired, and for this reason also wish to stay at home 
and do some continuous and not too hectic research.
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Will you therefore please convey to your 

colleagues my real appreéiation in their kindness 

in asking me and my regret that I cannot come. I 
shall be writing to you snortly about some other 

matters, but tnink it best to get this off separately. 

Yours ever, 

tt. Citta. clees ‘not 
ps. L Gofe : : 
Seine lage 6h oe Bok ore forty on 

éh« g~ee - on fe ceortiay . a 

wart CB do sere 5 ae y and 

é, it. 2 O2<eclas f
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Jamary 30, 1947. 

Dear Charles, 

The attached “official® letter discharges my official 

auty. I now wish to speak to you personally. 

What about a sumer trip, bringing Jay along, and head~ 

quartering at our house, with po apeeshes? You could - 

leave Jay with us during any si ps you care to make 

for consultation vurposes, You and Jay could also use 

our shack for as mch “rustication* as you have appetite 

for. stella and I cold join you there weekents. 

The difficulty, of course, is that such a venture would 

sacrifice the financial help on travel costs, I suppose 

it would be hard to get funds for a trip without speeches. 

Ones over here, however, the trip would entail little 

outlay except for side-trins. 

The main purnese of this letter is to urge you to take 

a rest. If a swaser trip headquartering with us has 

any appeal to you, Estella and I would be very glad, 

especially if Jay coms too. I say "sumer" besmse up 

to May I am snowed under with courses and students. 

In late May I have vromised the Park Service to go to 

Isle Royale to look over a problem of toommaay~beaver 

ond toommany-meose, Why not go with me? 

Yours ever,



Sermary 30, 1947. 

Dy. Charles Elton 
University Musews 
Oxford, England. 

Dear Charles, 

I'm glad to hear from you, ani if the Wiidlife Society approves the Committee 
Revert, I shall write you further about the “correspondents” you have suggested 
for USSR, Norway, Denmark, Bolland, and New Zealand. 

At thia writing, I wish to consult with you about an American tripe 

Tast sumer the Zoological Soelety asked me to organize a symmosium on bird 
and memrval porulation mechaniams, I teld them I would if you would join in 
the venture, A 

At the present moment the Beoloical Society ani the Zoological Society are 
considering joint sponsorship of such a symposiwa for the Chicago meeting 
next Chriatmas, and aleo the financing of a trip for you. ‘They wish first, 
however, te have some asmranee that you would consider such a trip favor= 
ably, if the were withal were obtained, 

Speaking now personally, I cannot urge a speaking tippomn you in midwinter, 
because both Chitty and Lack reported you as overworked and in need of a 
rest. You would got little rest out of « midvinter round of specchmalcing, 
The fuvitations from University of Chieago i not yet actually 
cos toa and University of Wisconsin (sent Jameary 9) are probably the 
forerunners of a whole swarm of invitations, once tha word gets around that 
you are comings 

In short, there is a conflict 4n my mind betwaen personal consideration for 
Oe Gaeta” eae ee al Society, I simply lay the matter 
fore you, “without bias". Should the midwinter trip appeal to you despite 

the hardships of speechmelking,let mea knows ani I shall start the wheels, 

Oar group greatly enjoyed all three of the Oxford group? Middleton, Chitty, 
end Tatie. 

Yours ever, 

Aldo Taonold 

PeS. It seems needless te discuss the details of the proposed symmosiun 
, until there 1s some reasoh to believe that you wight participate. 

cc — Dreyer 

Aller
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Postal Address: 10 E - 
Bureau of Animal Population 1945 Telephone: Oxford 4261 
University Museum, Oxford Telegrams: Mus, Oxford 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
_ Dept. of Wildlife Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison 5, Wisconsine 

Dear Leopold, 

It is always delightful to get any letter 
from you, and the reprints from you and your Depte, and 

you must never think that my poor reply is a measure of 

my interest in Leopold activities. 

I was very grateful to you for your kind rem- 
arks about Voles,Mice & Lemmings. Its general reception 
in U.S.A. has giyen me pleasure, and it was a relief 
also to get it off my chest before becoming completely 
sunk in war jobs as I have been since. 

I thought you would like a copy of the enclosed 
rat. control pamphlet, of which over 30,000 copies have 

been given away (perhaps not quite the same thing as 

sales!) to our Local Urban Authorities, Agricultural 
Committees, the Services (including some American units 
ever here -- who may note considerable differences in 
Bee given a Britiph and American official bodies). 

The pamphlet sums up the results of five years! 

research by our team, which has cost the Govt. over 

£50,000, I hope that sum will be recouped in food sav= 
ing, etc-e, but we have also, I think, gathered some 
useful population data which can be properly digested & 

written up later. We hope this and next year to get a 

good deal of the research published; meanwhile I have 

managed to get the unpublishedreports ae use for 

Govt. Depts. circulated to U.S.A. (among other places 

Including China and U.S.S.R..--)
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So far so good. But this year we all feel rather 
flat and tired, and I am facing the problem of re- 

habilitating these people for post-war longer-term 

research. On the whole the "rese#ved" scientist 
: works over-hard,to justify his reservation from 

military service. Last autumn I lost Ranson, at the 
age of 53, because his heart cracked up. He was a 
brilliant man, in spite of having no higher train- 
ing beyond a long apprenticeship with research men. 
I miss him very much: he was to me much as Errington 
or Hamerstroms would be to youe 
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May 12, 1948 

Dr. Paul L, Berrington 
Department of Zoology 
Towa State College 
Ames, Towa 

Dear Paul: 

I held off writing regarding your letter of May 7 
because we wore in the process of getting out our 
spring news letter. ae news letter should reach 
you in a few days, and + enclose a reprint of Green 
Lagoons and the Song of the Gavilan. We have no 
extra copike of Wilderness as a Yorm of Land~-Use. 

Aldo's essays are completed and the book will be 
yublished by the Oxford Press in the fall of 1949, 

Charlie Schwartz is doing the illustrat ft 
think these essays are nothing short of ’ 

and I am sure you will too, when you see in 
print. 

Best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

RAMeC tpm Robert A. McCabe 
Instructor !



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY . 

May 7, 1946 

Dr. Robert A. McCabe 
Department of Wildlife Management 
4oh University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Bob: 

Do you have reprints of "The green lagoons" at the office? 
I never saw this one and I know that McAtee has regarded it as one of 
Aldo's best. Also could you spare a reprint of "Song of the Gavilan" 
and could you find one of "Wilderness as a form of land use"? I saw 

the latter and was greatly impressed by it some twenty years ago, but 
I think it was Aldo's only copy, or at least one of his very last. 

And what is the status of the book of essays on which he was 
working last summer? 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul L. Errington 
Research Associate Professor 

PLE: PKT



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 

May 7, 1944 

Prof. Jed. Hickey 
Department of Wildlife Management 
4o4 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Joe: 

I was very glad to receive the informtion you just sent 
me concerning Aldo's background, etc.--which I certainly can use 
when I start work on the obituary. Harlow Mills suggested that we 

run a picture, and I will leave it to your judgement to select one. 
Possibly it makes little difference whether the picture be formal 
or otherwise, as long as it is a clear and representative likeness. 

Thank you again for helping me out. 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul L. Errington d 
Research Associate Professor 

PLE: KT 
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Dy. Paul L. Brrington : 
_, Department of Zoology 

Towa State College 
Ames, Towa 

Dear Pauls 

This is to answor your letter to Bob dated April 26. 

We are sending out some mimecographed copies of a 
biographical sketch that I have prepared for the use 

of. obituarians. This should reach you in a day or 
two. Letus know whether you want a picture of 
Aide for publication ee forml portrait, sesi- 
formal portrait, or f Aldo in his field clothes. 
I think you are absolutely right Inbelieving that 
a good menorial fellowship could be established in 
Aldo's honor, Mack ond I are a bit reluctant to 
take an active part in this, but I have just written 
to Art Hawkins about 1t. I had heard indirectly that 
the boys at Delta were considering such a project. 

Sincerely yours, 

JJHipm .  doseph J, Hickey 
’ Agsistant Professor



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 

April 26, 1948 

Dre Robert McCabe 

Department of Wildlife Management 
agi rsity of “CT 

/ Ag Nh 

Dear Bob: 

First, I wish to thank you and Joe Hickey for wiring 
mee I think that I am realistic toward the fact that one's older 
friends may be expected to die, sometimes suddenly, but I still 
have a feeling of numbness and emptiness because of Aldo's death. 
He was truly an admirable and a great man, and I learned long ago 

that he could always be counted upon to do the right thing as he 

saw ite 

In view of the growing trend toward the establishment 
of memorial fellowships at universities, I suspect that some such 
move has already been begun in Aldo's honor at Wisconsin; if so, 

the Erringtons would wish to contribute to it. If nothing of this 
sort has started, it certainly should be, for it would be especially 
appropriate in memory of the man that he was and the splendid 
objectives for which he worked. Furthermore, I believe that enough 

support could be raised over the country to permit the establishment 
of a really good fellowship--one sufficient to attract the best of the 
young minds in conservation. 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul Le Errington 
Research Associate Professor 

PLE: PKT 
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March 4, 1948 

Dy. Paul 3. Errington 
Loeology Department 
Towa State College 
Ames, Towa, 

Dear Panl.¢ 

Your letter of March 1 was roweived. I was 
partiqlarly glad to get your own appraisal of 
the paper and also the pertinent histoxy. Aldo 
was partioularly pleased that you coneur with 
the details as well os the main premise. 

It now appears definite that Aldo will not be 
: going to the conference, and that I am to give : 

us the paper. Inasemch as a pinchthitter will be 
im Aldots place, I don't guppose there will be 
too meh discussion from the floor. If there is, 
ae ok be kept in mind, One point 

vnich si to be in your wind as well as in 
the minds of some of us here is that moh of 
the P-R research on populations > otherwise 
that is designed to be practical Woldom turns 
out to be practical". Aldo does not hit this 
point too hara perhaps betause it would tend 
to make the paper argumentative. 

The varalleliams with your lone term msekrat 
investigations sound interssting. 

Hope to see you at the conference. : 

Sincerely yours, a 

‘ RAMEC $m Robert A, McCabe



‘ IOWA STATE -COLEEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 

March 1, 194¢ 

Dr. Robert A. McCabe 
Department of Wildlife Management 

University of Wisconsin 
4oh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bob: 

I am writing to you because I do not know the state of Aldo's 

health (I do not even know why he is having another operation, unless it 

be more trouble with his eye) and because he designated you as the one to 

present his paper at St. Louis in the event that he couldn't attend. 

I have just read carefully the mimeographed advance copy (marked 
confidential) of his address, Why and how research?" Briefly, I think 

that he is undertaking a very important thing, which also seems especially 

timely in view of a lot of talk that is going around as to what constitutes 

a project eligible for P-R funds. 

Perhaps a little historical sketch might be of supplementary value-- 

though I am not sure that you or Aldo need incorporate any of it into the 

address. At any rate, it might be well for saneone on the"right side of the 

fence" to have certain facts in mind in case there are arguments, either 

from the floor or off in corners. 

Prairie du Sac has by now become almost a classic example of a 

productive long-term local study. No early banding was done there, both for 

reasons of my being too busy and of my disinclination to risk introducing 

another variable into the field studies. (Aldo and I talked this over 

many times, and to the best of my knowledge always remained in essential 

agreement.) At the end of the first three years, I had my thesis material 

(but not exclusively from P. du S.) and we had an exceptionally complete 

picture of the superficial details of winter losses of bobwhites on the area-- 

yet, at that time, I did not even recognize more than the dimmest outlines of 

the thresholds of security and the inverse ratios, @wai although I did some 

fumbling with the current concepts of "overpopulation" and "saturation points" 

(see my 1933 paper in the Wisconsin Transactions), Jt took a fourth year of 

data to bring these out to the extent that they looked like something actual



= 

(Ecology paper of 1934) and a couple of more years to demonstrate them 
somewhat better (Errington and Hamerstrom, Research Bull. 201, 1936). After 
then, of course, we were interested in seeing how well the patterns were 
maintained, and I think it is most fortunate that we were; for some of the 
"off-points" showing up later proved to be important parts of the picture, 
though we cannot even yet appraise their full significance. 

It was only after we had groundwork enough to establish the reality 

of the thresholds and inversities and to judge that banding wouldn't interfere 

with our preliminary exploration thereof that we felt the time had come to 

see what could be learned through banding and related techniques. Now, 

twenty years after its inception, the study is taking us continually nearer 

to an understanding of basic population mechanisms--and those of the greatest 

importance from the standpoint of practical management--yet there is much 

farther to go. I wouldn't say that, without it, modern conservation philosophy 

would still be in the era of artificial stocking and "vermin" control (which 

hasn't entirely passed) but it has indeed meant advances that ordinary P-R 

projects could never hope to achieve. 

For that matter, just what practical information can one get out 

of the usual run of P-R presentations of population data unless the problem 

is exceptionally simple? Generally, how adequately can one appraise rates 

of loss or gain, age ratios, movements, etc., without reference to such things 

as thresholds of security or possible "cyclic" phases? I find the usual run 

of P-R reports on short-term investigations of the most limited value, and, 

in a lot of cases, they consist chiefly of undigested and practically indigesti- 

ble figures. 

The case histories of our long-term muskrat investigations show 

parallelisms in some respects similar to those of Prairie du Sac, but I shall 

refrain from outlining them here. 

As Aldo says in his letter to Gutermuth,a big need is to convince 

state administrators that P-R is unbalanced yand I am glad that he is making 

a start on the job. 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul L. Errington 
Research Associate Professor 

PLE: PKT 

ec: Prof. Leopold



March &, 1948 

Dr. Poul 3. Oerington 
Department of Zoolegy 
Towa State College 
Amos, Tom 

Dear Pauls 

I am pleased that the St. Lewls speech on rosenroh 
struck you as impotent. Boh will give it for ma, 
and your Latter will ara him with the requisite 
historionl facts in the svont of any disoussion, 
I fully confirm the history which you have supplied 
hin. 

I apprediate your sclicitude about my sye operation. 
T have now had the aye uncovered for several days 
and 4t seoms to do doing wall, ao f think ay 
worries are about over, I au abstaining from the 
St. Louis tip to play safe. I will mise the 
chance to contime our visit. 

Cyril tells me that an extra-complete banding was 
accomplished at Prairie au Sac, tut that losses 

; were heavy during the prolonged cold spall. ‘The 
jou now is 40 find out before the snow melts how 
many of the bandings survived. Foxes are still 
high. Albert is in fairly good health. “he por 
eent of young birds ig close to 80 as usual. 

With personal regarés, and love te Caroline. 

: Yours as every 

ALipm Aldo Leopold
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March 1, 1944 

Dr. Robert A. McCabe 
Department of Wildlife Management 

University of Wisconsin 
4oh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bob: 

I am writing to you because I do not know the state of Aldo's 
health (I do not even know why he is having another operation, unless it 
be more trouble with his eye) and because he designated you as the one to 
present his paper at St. Louis in the event that he couldn't attend, 

I have just read carefully the mimeographed advance copy (marked 
confidential) of his address, “Why and how research?" Briefly, I think 
that he is undertaking a very important thing, which also seems especially 
timely in view of a lot of talk that is going around as to what constitutes 

a project eligible for P-R funds. 

Perhaps a little historical sketch might be of supplementary value-— 
though I am not sure that you or Aldo need incorporate any of it into the 
address. At any rate, it might be well for someone on the"right side of the 
fence* to have certain facts in mind in case there are arguments, either 
from the floor or off in corners. 

Prairie du Sac has by now become almost a classic example of a 
productive long-term local study. No early banding was donethere, both for 
reasons of my being too busy and of my disinclination to risk introducing 
another variable into the field studies, (Aldo and I talked this over 
many times, and to the best of my knowledge always remained in essential 
agreement.) At the end of the first three years, I had my thesis material 

(but not exclusively from P, du S.) and we had an exceptionally complete 

picture of the superficial details of winter losses of bobwhites on the area-- 

yet, at that time, I did not even recognize more than the dimmest, outlines of 

the thresholds of security and the inverse ratios, ss although I did some 

fumbling with the current concepts of "overpopulation" and "saturation points" 

(see my 1933 paper in the Wisconsin Transactions) Jt took a fourth year of 

data to bring these out to the extent that they looked like something actual
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(Ecology paper of 1934) and a couple of more years to demonstrate them 
somewhat better (Errington and Hamerstrom, Research Bull. 201, 1936). After 
then, of course, we were interested in seeing how well the patterns were 
maintained, and I think it is most fortunate that we were; for some of the 
"off-points® showing up later proved to be important parts of the picture, 
though we cannot even yet appraise their full significance. 

It was only after we had groundwork enough to establish the reality 
of the thresholds and inversities and to judge that b@nding wouldn't interfere 
with our preliminary exploration thereof that we felt the time had come to 
see what could be learned through banding and related techniques. Now, 
twenty years after its inception, the study is taking us continually nearer 
to an understanding of basic population mechanisms--and those of the greatest 
importance from the standpoint of practical management-~yet there is much 
farther to goe I wouldn't say that, without it, modern conservation philosophy 
would still be in the era of artificial stocking and "vermin" control (which 
hasn't entirely passed) but it has indeed meant advances that ordinary P-R 
projects could never hope to achieve. 

For that matter, just what practical information can one get out 
of the usual run of P-R presentations of population data unless the problem 
is exceptionally simple? Generally, how adequately can one appraise rates 
of loss or gain, age ratios, movements, etc., without reference to such things 
as thresholds of security or possible "cyclic" phases? I find the usual run 
of P-R reports on short-term investigations of the most limited value, and, 
in a let of cases, they consist chiefly of undigested and practically indigesti- 
ble figures. 

The case histories of our long-term muskrat investigations show 

parallelisms in some respects similar to those of Prairie du Sac, but I shall 
refrain from outlining them here. 

As Aldo says in his letter to Gutermuth,a big need is to convince 
state administrators that P-R is unbalanced, ami I am glad that he is making 
a start on the job. 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul L. Errington 
Research Associate Professor 

PLE: PKT 

ec: Prof. Leopold
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December 17, 1947 

Dr. Paul EBrringten 
Department of Zoology 
Iowa State College i 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Paul: 

: Jin Beer tells me at this late date that he prefers 
not to go to Chicago. Since the symposium is focused 
on age composition and its possibilities of throwing 
light on populatios mechanioms, I have te ask you to 
include his data in your speech. I have asked hin 
te send you his data ag soon as possible. 

I am guessing as to whether or no thie will upset 
your plans. I of course hope it won't. Jin should 
have wade his decision earlier, tut that can't be 

helped now. 

enjoyed our trict visit at Lafayette, and hope 
be able to tall some more with you at Chicago. 

Thanks again for sharing your room with me, 

Give Caroline my love and best Christmas wishes 
to both of you. 

: Yours ag ever, 

ALspa Aldo Leopold
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Dr. Clarence Koratian 
Botannieal Batter, Beolocy ; 
Duke University 
Durham, North Carclina 

Dear Clarence: 

I heave veceived the following uote from Paul Brrington, 

"I just received a letter from a man who is starting some ecological 
work in Srazil snd who asked me to put him in touch with eeologists 
in this country sho vould care to exchange publications with him, 
He is evidently more interested in botannical then in animal eeol- 
ogy, 80 I thought that some of your pavers having forestry or land 
us@ slents might be about what he would nead, 

His nawe and address: 

Henrique P. Veloso 
Tastituto Sawaldo Craz - Mangainhos 
Caixa Postal 926 
Rio de Taneiro, Brasil 

I wonder if it might not be well to run a little notice in Beology, 
Anybody who 12 doing any ecological work in South American should 
be encouraged,*"* 

If it is feasible for you to do eo, I suggest the insertion in Beoloay 
‘of an appropriate note about “r, Yeloso's wish to exchange mablications, a ; 

I will send him as 2 starter my own plant phenology paper, now in vress << 
with you, ’ 

Sincerely, 

' ALP ALDO L#OPOLD 

eciJohn Curtis 
Pl Errington
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IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY March 3, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
yolk University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am glad to have the extra reprints of my two old papers that 

you sent me, for my supplies of these have been down to file copies for 

years; and the file copies have ways of becoming frittered away by 

people borrowing and neglecting to return them. 

Could you advantageously use a few copies of our long out-of-print 
horned owl bulletin? A few months ago, the Fish and Wildlife Service 

discovered and returned an unused stock of about 50 copies, from which I 

af have been discreetly "declaring dividends". You are welcome to some if 

you really want them. 

Regarding the trip that you suggested, there is much more in the 

picture than lack of inclination on my part. For one thing, it would be 

extremely hard to fit into my program--especially in the immediately 

foreseeable future. I really ought sometime to look over characteristic 

muskrat habitats of the East; of the South-east, where for some unknown 

reason, muskrats apparently cannot live; the Louisiana and Texas coastal 

marshes; the Bear River and Malheur areas; and the Saskatchewan River 

country, among other places. But I have a hard. time keeping up with my 

regular day-to-day field work in Iowa--the most important, which no one 

else is likely to be able to do and which cannot reasonably be left undone, 

notably during such "key" periods as the present. 

I have talked over the main problem with Tom Scott and we are together 

trying to think of an appropriate course of action. I shall also be 

receptive to other ideas that you may have and hope to talk with you 

before too long. 

Sincerely yours, 

B 
Bee Paul L. Errington 

Research Associate Professor 

PLE: PKT ( dee ohkc, 
: )
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February 24, 1947 i 
e 

My. Peal @rrington > 
2650 Arbor Street 4 
Amos, Towa \ 

Thanks for your uice letter, but I amesorry that you do not 
feel inclined to make such a trip. I resaliy think you : ' ; 
would get something out of it, as well as the other } 
fellow, i . 

Let us talk this over the next tim we get a chance. 
i" 

Yours as ever, - 

AL: Pil ALDO LEOPOLD
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February 14, 1947 

Dr. Paul Errington 
Department of Zoology 
Iowa State College 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Pauls 

1 share your fecling tha people exaggerate the degree of difference in our views 
about Prairie du Sac. People forget the agreements and remember the disagree- 
nents. 

I also coneur that some of the differences are tentative, and some may soon prove 
to be non-existent. "Phases" are a case in point. 

Our own relations in these motters have not, however, caused me any worry. What 
has caused me worry is the impression, which I find in some other states, that 
you have “sifted” their local writings, and used only the parte supporting your 
contentions. Wo matter how tmtrme this may be, these people beliove it. Part 
of this is doubtless "sour grapes", part arises from the erroneous belief that 
you do nothing wt write. Whatever the origin, it is important to the profession 
(and incidentally to you and me personally) that the impression be dispelled to 
the greatest extent possible. If you can stand the strain, I would ao. you 

plan a "swing around" the U.S. to thresh these things out. Your boss (whoever 
now is) could well afford the cost as an investment in prestige, and incidentally 
it would give you a look at the almost Incredible differences between our region 
and other regions. (I say this with 2 mental picture of southern Texas, where 
Lehmann showed me 15 coveys in an hour without getting out of the car). 

This is really important, Paul, and you are free to quote me as saying so to 
whoever you like. : 

I naturally take great satisfaction in what you say boot Cyril. 

Thanks for the Matheson reprint, which is certainly goodi I return it herewith, 

. Yours ever, 

Aldo Leopold 

P.S. Needless to say, if you undertake a "swing around", 1t will be judicious 
for you to do a lot of attentive listening as well as a lot of exposition. 
These fellows are not all good on formating general theories, but they do 
have a lot of data, most of it conscientiously gathered, and that entitles them ; 
to a respectful hearing.



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 

February 6, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
4oh University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have been thinking that there may be a more or less prevalent idea 
that my views concerning the Prairie du Sac data may be more at variance with 
those of your group than they are; and that it might be in order for me to try 
to clarify at least my own position. 

My feeling for Cyril's studies may be described as being outright 
enthusiastic--so much so that I see in them our main hope of solving in our life 
times the mystifying phenomenon that I have referred to, for Jack of a better 
term, as Phase II. If the matter is merely a question of Phase IT, then I doubt 
that there is actually much disagreement at all. The things described in connec- 
tion with Phase II will be no less actual if Cyril does discover the mechanism 
behind them; at any rate, with a few debatable exceptions, anyone can see that 
the data do line up very largely as indicated, and that the population signifi- 
cance of the changes remains great. My thought is that, if Cyril's findings 
continue to be substantiated, they will amplify rather than contradict my Quarterly 
Review of Biology treatment. He has simply gone much farther toward an explana- 

tion of the underlying mechanism than I was ever able to do. 

The latter is certainly not unexpected. In addition to the disadvantage 

of having had to work with "paper" data without even having been on the area for 
a decade, I had no idea of Cyril's specific evidence from marginal territories 
until he put it forth in his public speech at Columbia. It is possible that he 
may have mentioned this to me before, but, if so, he either did it Qnconvincingly 

or it went over my head. Judging from the impact the Columbia speech made upon 

me, I had never before heard of what was to me the really significant part of the 

evidence. 

My published utterances advance no explanation for Phase II except to 

indicate I thought it had to operate through a psychological tie-up. Considering 

the nature of the bobwhite, a close psychological tie-up is practically inevitable, 

whether Cyril's views of environmental impoverishment hold or not--perhaps 

especially if they do hold! Mrs. Nice's figures do not show the role of terri- 

toriality to be any less important in the population status of the song sparrows 

after the destruction of their habitats at Columbus than before; there was still 

the same mutual exclusion, response to patterns, etc., but on a different base . 

level. I think that a pronounced similarity exists between the Nice data (see
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my plotting and text in the Ecological Monographs paper) before and after environ- 
mental upsets and what may be taking form at P. du S. Prior to the Columbia meeting, 
I could see no reason to accept on the basis of information then available to me 
any hypothesis of environmental decline that had been put forth in general terms; 
and it is unlikely that I would if I had it to do over again under the same conditions. 
As I see it, the "key" data in this respect are those relating to the location of 
the coveys suffering the severest non-emergency reductions year after year and the 
histories and properties of the habitats available to those coveys. 

One thing that continues to baffle me is what seems to be a widely—held 
concept that the banding studies at P. du S. reveal something opposed to my findings 
or beliefs. This was impressed upon me some months ago in a discussion I had with 
Gus Swanson. Granted that the banding data are valuable in that they furnish 
definite facts that wouldn't otherwise be obtainable and that they lead farther in 
certain directions than I had expected, the differences brought out seem to me only 
of degree and readily fit into the factual framework that has recently been apparent, 
not only from that area but from elsewhere. 

Currently, it seems to be that Cyril and I may disagree as much as anything 
on the events taking place in the winter of 1936-37. My stand is summarized in the 
following paragraph, copied from my letter to him of January 31: 

"I seem unable to follow your reasoning concerning the winter of 1936-37. 
In early years I too had emphasized the emergency nature of the winter, and there 
is no question that emergencies did a fine job of messing up analysis. But when you 
single out covey #10 as the only one that suffered even slight loss, etc., before 

the emergency period, you seem to overlook the data presented in your own chart. 
You state that food conditions were good until January 7, and, unless I am guilty of 
some bad thinking, you show before that date substantial declines in coveys #11 and 
#14 as well as in #10, besides losses of a few other birds. I am rather skeptical 
about the role of shooting in accounting fully for the #10 decline; granted that 
there doubtless was some shooting, from my own collecting I long ago learned how hard 
it can be to take so many birds out of a given covey. But, in reviewing the data, it 
seems to ine that my appraisal of the 1936-37 situation on page 10 of the Ecological 
Monographs paper comes much closer to the truth than your assignment of the losses 
solely (as I understand it) to an emergency category." 

(There are some other matters, chiefly relating to the present status of 
the "l0-year game cycle in central Iowa, touched upon in the above letter that 

you perhaps might want to see.) 

I cantt judge off hand how much my recollections of the status of the 

ruffed grouse in the early years of work at P. du S. may depart fromyactuality. 

Cyril, in conversation at Columbia, questioned both the accuracy of Albert's esti- 

mates and my statement that during the recent high the grouse occurred in unexpected 

places including vacant quail range. I could be wrong concerning the latter, but 

that is the impression I got from working over the P. du S. reports of a few years 

back. I also won't try to defend any of Albert's estimates that were merely rough 

guesses; but the questionable years are those between my own termination of work on 

the area and Cyril's beginning of his, and the data from this stretch of years make 

as little sense as anything we have on the P. du S. grouse, anyway. But a signifi- 

cant residuum of good data remain for what correspond to the high years of the 

cycle-- Cyril's for the last one and my own for the one before. For back in 1931-33,
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I had grouse cycles much in mind (see my Canadian Field-Naturalist paper of 1937), 
and I actually did a lot of work right there in the field trying to arrive at 

numerical figures for the local grouse populations. Hence, we do have reasonably 
good data on densities for those years that count the most in affording us leads 
on cyclic and interspecific behavior. 

One other possible point of disagreement between you and me is suggested 
by your letter of January 21 to Dave Thompson. I think Lack!s thought "that 
mathematically speaking, a simple cycle with a true periodicity must have a simple 
cause rather than a complex of variable causes" does not tend to support Dave's idea, 
but rather the opposite. Dave listed a number of cycles and oscillations that, 
while perfectly valid phenomena, were not in phase with each other at all. More 
still could be listed, including the 3-+ year cycle in Voles and Lemmings, the 
li-year cycle that Burkenroad has advanced for starfishes, the oscillations of 
Gause's predator-prey experiments with microorganisms; but we clearly have something 
else behind the massive synchronies that surely exist in the "lO-year game cycle", 
operating in a great variety of vertebrates on region-wide or even larger scales, 
etc.--and which become increasingly revealed if we consider manifestations other 
than gross fluctuations. 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul L. Errington 
Research Associate Professor 

PLE: KT 
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Deceribor 7, 1945 

Dr. Paul Errington 
Department of Zoology and Entomology 
Iowa State College 

Anes, Towa 

Dear Peuls 

I asked Margaret Nice recently about both moults and 
breeding age of horned owl and she promptly referred 
me to the German literature which, as you say, is an 
extellont analogy. The question I was getting at is 
vhether the territorial behavior contimes through the 
moulding months. ‘There seems to be some evidence both 
pro and con. 

Yes, I think one is almost forced to think of the present 
low at Prairie du Sac as “eyelic", ‘The whole curve 
RS Se ESS ES ee eee Oe See 

axe at low 8 your. 

I am much pleased to see you mentally relating mskrate 
and bobwhites. This, I feel, is sound. I hepe for 
an early chance to elaborate your base level idea. 

The Conservation Department here is in great need of 
one or more muskrat mon and one of my new students my 
attempt to develop in this field. If I can find a good 
man I would like at some period in his graduate work 
to send him over te you to trail along on field trips 
or listen in on discussions. We are trying stoncilling 
as a mothod of banding. I would like to talk this over 
with you at the next opportunity. 

With personal best wishes, 

Aldo Leopold
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IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY November 27, 1945 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
42h University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Apert-from-Bent!s statement that —"Adults-apparently have-only one com— 
plete annual molt in summer and fall" (Life Histories of North American Birds of 

Prey (Part 2), U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 170:306, 1938), the only reference to the 
moulting season for adult horned owls of which I happen to know is on page 199 

of the abstract of Baumgartner's thesis. This is: "The annual molt of adults 

begins in midsummer and may last a period of three or four months" (Baumgartner, 

Frederick Milton, A study of the American horned owls (Bubo virginianus), Cornell 

University Abstracts of Theses, 1937:199-201). 

If desired, it might be possible to find something on the moults of the 

related eagle owl (B. bubo) in the European literature. Among others, I recall 
having seen a long paper on "Der Uhu" in the Journal €tfr Ornithologie, back about 

1934, that might be worth looking up; I am sure that I could find it quickly in the 

Library if there were any occasion to do so. 

I just asked Hendrickson how many graduate students he had in wildlife 
management, and he said about 10. 

With respect to the P. du. S. bobwhites, I wonder if we are not getting 

the equivalent of the 1936 depression phenomena--the real low of the "game cycle"? 
The evidence from most Iowa mammals and birds (not apparently including bobwhites, 
however) suggests that we are on the edge of it, if not well started downward. If 
the P. du. S. rate of gain for 1945 proves to be only around 50% (or perhaps some- 

what higher) from last spring's 93, we will be justified in thinking in terms of 
phase III. 

The newest concept that I have been chewing at is that breeding season 

densities of adult muskrats and bobwhites might be regarded as something of bio- 
logical base levels, of which thresholds of security and inversity are both func- 
tions. So far, I have been unable to think of anything contradictory, and more 

and more evidence seems to be falling in line with the idea. 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul L. Errington 
PLEshs Research Associate Professor
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sere wee . 
Sir cy 
CHAS. E. McINTYRE 

SECRETARY-TREASURER 

FRED S. FORD 

VICE-PRESIDENT AND 
MANAGING DIRECTOR 

RICHARD E, FOLLETT 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

Department of Wildlife Management 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Doctor Leopolds 

Your letter of April 16, came while I was away 

down in Maine, where I plan to spend most of my time 

during the summer. 

In reply to the first paragraph of your letter, 

I agree with Olaus J. Murie, that conservation is first 

a land problem. This is really the great fundamental. 

All of the aspen family are not only soil producers, 

but food producers as well, and poplar timber is more 

valuable today than ever both for pulpwood and lumber. As 

I see it, after burning the growth of poplar, wild cherry 

and other deciduous trees is the first process of soil res- 

toration. With all the open spaces which already exist, 

I do not believe it necessary to destroy tree growth and 

soil in order to restore grouse. Ruffed grouse feed on 

poplar almost the year round. The buds and young foliage 

in spring and early summer is one of their favorite foods. 

This I know from observation. 

The subject of burning, seems to be open for dis- 

cussion, even my good friend Dr.Arthur Allen writes that 

he favors burning for quail in the south. He states that 

fire in the hands of a competent operator like Herbert 

Stoddard is important to quail management, for its des= 

truction of ticks and promulgating the germination of 

certain Lespedezas. 

I have just returned from a most interesting trip 

at Swan Island in the Androscoggin River, just below 

Augusta Maine. I saw more Canada geese than I have ever 

seen at Jack Miner's place in the spring. They are
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trapping and branding them every day, in order to find 

out where they breed. So far they have reports of their 

breeding in Newfoundland, Labrador, Hudson and James Bay 
regions. The raise their own grain, so that there is no 
danger of contamination, and this grain is not only fed 
to the geese, but is shipped-to other refuges. 

The few grouse I saw are smaller and of darker 

color than our birds here, in Michigan. 

S¥Acerely yours 

REF/ss fds q. pl fre 
Managing Director
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Jamary 9, 1948 

Mr. William J. Frank ; 
Litehfield and Morris Sanctuary 
Litchfield, Connecticut 

Dear Mr. Frank: 

I don't regall any paper dealing with the grouse 
flushing various types in the manner which you 
specify. As you know, Ralph King who originated 
the Minnesota system, ig now at Syracuse, and 
the most useful suggestion I could make is that 
you get in touch with then. 

Ho doubt you are familiar with Fisher's Michigan 
paper which runs somewhat close to your specifica- 
tions. On the chance that you have not seen this 
I am citing it: Fisher, lee William 1939. 

Studies of the eastern ruffed grouse in 
Michigan, Michigan State ne June 1939, 
Rast Lansing, Tech. Bulletin 166, 46 pp. 

Thank you for the reprints. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALspm Aldo Leopold



STATE BOARD OF FISHERIES AND GAME 
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STATE OF CONNECTICUT 

January 3, 1948 

Mr. Alde Leopold, 
Dept. of Wildlife Management, The U. of Wisconsin, 
242 University Farm Place, 
Madisen 6, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

( Reference your letter of Decanber 17, 1947, there is 
of enclosed herein three (3) reprints of the paper "Ruffed Grouse 

.§ Drumming Site Counts". It pleased me to know that you are in 
he agreement with most éf the conclusions stated in the paper. 

iV 
= At present I am preparing another paper on ruffed ¢rnuse. 

This is based on walking grouse census line, as developed by Ralph 
King in Minnesota, and recording the birds, flushed, flushing 
distances when obtainable, and forest cover type. The study area 
used has been type mapped and the types planimetered. The per cent 
of line in each type and the per cent acerage of the types cle ced 
closely with about 2.5 per cent difference as maximumg - the line is 
a fadr sample of the ares. The study area is 760 acres ami tle line 
12.5 miles. I have determined average flushing distances for each of the 
cover types based on 640 flushing distances. The numbers of flushing 
distances in some of the types are really too few to compute an average. 
The next step is to evaluate the number of flushes per forest cover type 
with respect to the average flushing distance per forest over ty pe. 

This is necesssry to compar&é the vlaues of the cower types 2s based on 
on the number of flushes in them. “f, for instence, the average flushing 
distance in redpine plentation is 10 yards, and in hardwod swamp the 
average flushing distance is 20 yards, then to compre these two types 
it is necessary to have twice as mech line in the red pine plantation 
than in the hardwood swamp. If you knov of any studies of comparable 
nature I would appreciate the knowing thereof, The above explanation 
is qkite brief and numerous questions have presented themselves vhich 
I should like to discuss with you. It may be possible that we can talk 
them over at the St. Louis meeting, One of these qmestions is wet makes 
&@ grouse flush when an observer approaches, is it the noise of the observer 
moving through the wods, the sighting of the observer by tle bird, or 
a@ combination. Whichever it is the average flushing distence per forest 
cover type is a measure thereof for tat particmlar cover type, as well 
as a means of comparing density of the cover types. 

Wishing you a happy and prosperous New Year. 

=y. truly yours 

=<



Department of Philosophy 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 
August¥, 1946 

Dear Friend: 

; I attended a recent meeting at Chicago of the National 
Educational Committee for a New Party. It was amazing to 
me to see the determined and serious (and successful) effort 
to come to an agreement on a statement of basic principles, 
and to keep factionalism from disrupting the progress of the 
Committee. The degree and kind of support (grass-roots and 

: non-totalitarian) which is coming from labor, farm, and co- 
op groups convinces me that there is a good fighting chance 
of accomplishing the aims.of the Committee. 

We need individual financial support to help get the 
permanent headquarters at Chicago under way and to establish 
the permanent organization, after which it appears that many 
organizations will be able to give official support. It will 
strengthen the movement to have as many contributions from 
the middle west as possible. 

I hope you will contribute something, and if possible, 
raise some funds for the Committee. 

The principles, on which the enclosed questions are 
based, will be published in September, and other printed 
material will be forthcoming. 

If you know any individuals who might be willing to 
contribute now, please send me their names and addresses, 
or write to me for material, such as the enclosed, to send 
to them yourself. 

Among the 100 National Committee members at present are 
Charles Wesley Burton, Lewis Corey, Louis Fischer, Patrick E. 
Gorman, Mathew B, Hammond, Maynard Krueger, Murray Lincoln, 
Donald Schwartz, Walter Uphoff, and Arnold Zander. Several 
people, prominent in farm, labor, and political organizations, 
are supporting the Committee but cannot make their names known 
until after the elections. 

Sincerely yours, 

Broact J. Freer 

Horace S. Fries 
Member of the National Conmmittec 

Send contributions to me for the time being, or if you 
prefer, direct to the temporary Treasurer. Make checks 
payable to the National Educational Committee for a Now Party. 

or
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DO you know that we live in an age of potential economic abundance? 

DO you know that in pre-war years 1,500 giant monopoly corporations obtained 70% 
of all corporate profits and that in 1944 the 250 largest corporations operated 
two-thirds of America's manufacturing facilities? that thus private monopoly 
prevents the realization of our economic potentialities through restricted 
production? ee 

DO you bolicve that business enterprises which are owned by their own managers 
should be freed from the regimentation and continual threat of bankruptcy imposed 
by monopoly power and monopoly restrictim? 

DO you believe in an oxpanded farm security program to pramote family owned and 
operated farms? 

DO you believe in democratic regional agencies, such as the TVA, which promote 
farm and small business efficiency and savings, and insure the rights of citizens 
and workers to participation in the decisions and undertakings of the agencies? 

DO you believe in higher wages for workers and white collar groups in order to 
promote increased consumption of foods and use of materials freed from monopolistic 
restraints? = 

DO you believe in collective bargaining, labor-management mediation, and freedom 
from compulsory arbitration? 

DO you believe in strengthened democratic union rights for workers and in freedom 
of expression for all employes without danger of economic retaliation? 

DO you belicve in the promotion of non-discriminatory employment policies? 

DO you believe in a continuing and oxpanding housing program? 

DO you beliove in social security: old age, unemployment, and medical insurance, 
adequate hospitalization facilities, and the right of free selection of attending 

physician? 

DO you believe in the democratic expansion of educational opportunities to all 
people, based on the principle of ability and interest instcad of on income? 

DO you believe in the expansion of consumer and producer co-ops to insure the more 

efficient use of producing, distributing, and purchasing facilities? 

DO you believe in world poace: in the abolition of the Great Power Veto from UN, 

in world disarmament, in compulsory jurisdiction of the Court of Intornational 
Justice, in strengthening the democratic forces throughout the world? 

AND DO you want these things to be accomplished in a non-dictatorial and non- 
totalitarian way with strict preservation and intensive broadening of our civil 

libertios? 

If YOU answer YES to these questions you will want to support Tho National 
Educational Committee for a New Party, temporary headquarters in New York, per- 
manent headquarters to be in Chicago. The temporary officers are: John Dewey, 

Honorary Chairman, A. Philip Randolph, Temporary Chairman, C. J. Mclanahan, 
Temporary Secretary, Pearl Willen, Temporary Treasuror, Mary Mertinson, Administra- 

tive Secretary. 

Literature will be sent to all contributors.
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NOW IS THE TIME! 
z —________ 

The time is past ripe in America for a modern political party 
organized to meet the challenge of cur modern age. 

The United States is today faced with problems of the greatest 
urgency which the Republican and Democratic parties, controlled 
by vested interests, have shown themselves utterly unable to solve. 

WE HAVE THE POTENTIAL 
ea 

We live in a country equipped with natural resources, machinery 
and trained labor sufficient, if fully used, to produce the necessities 
and comforts 6f life for all. And yet we find millions of our wage 
earners, farmers and white collar workers living in dire poverty, 
poorly housed, poorly fed, poorly clothed. 

We live in a country where the need for manpower as the means 
to an abundant life for all is well-nigh infinite. And yet we find 
our country every few years faced with tragic periods of hard times, 
and vast armies of the unemployed marching the streets of our 
cities and villages begging in vain for work. 

We live in a country which has long prided itself, and in a large 
measure justly, on its democracy. And yet we see in this country



industry after industry concentrating in the control of the few and 
monopolies and semi-monopolies, with their high price, high 5 
profits, restrictive production policies, leading the nation into 
economic confusion and disaster. We witness increased and ominous 
signs of racial and religious antagonisms and other trends that run 
directly counter to the principles and practices of democracy. 

WORLD COOPERATION is 
econ 

We live in an age and a world which require the strict limitation 
of the sovereignty of individual nations in world affairs and the 
substitution of the a of cooperation for those. of exploita- 
tion within and without the national economy if we are to avert 
another war—a war that might mean the destruction of our 
civilization. The need for such limitation of sovereignty and 
thorough-going cooperative action on an international scale has 
been vigorously emphasized in the outstanding reports on atomic 
energy. And yet, in the present crisis, there has been, in general, 
a tragic failure of world leadership in the fight for a world organi- 
zation limiting national sovereignty and adequate to the crucial 
tasks ahead. 

THE TWO OLD PARTIES 
LD 

The great social evils of our day have existed for years in city, 
state and nation under the control of the Republican and Demo- 
cratic parties. These parties have had the power to grapple with 
these evils and the grave responsibility to-do so. They have 
completely failed, however, to meet the American challenge. 

WHY A NEW PARTY 
——— 

If the fundamental issues of our times are ever to be successfully 
met; if poverty, unemployment, economic autocracy, racial and 
religious discriminatign and war are to be banished from our 
midst, all progressive and democratic forces must be mobilized in 
a powerful political party. This new party alignment must include 
the progressive forces in all useful groups—labor, farmer, profes-. 
sional, salaried-employee, small business men, and consumer groups 
and must be democratically controlled from the grass roots. It must 
be committed to clean, honest and efficient government. It must be 
dedicated to thorough-going democracy in industry, in government, 
and in human relations. It must promote human dignity and 
freedom and be opposed to totalitarianism in every form. It must 
work toward the development of a world organization of free 
people.



In the United States the plain people of the country have shown 
their belief in the proposals for public control of atomic energy: 
They have increasingly experimented with public ownership and 
operation of the power industry, notably through such develop- 
ments as the TVA, and are fav orably disposed to the American 

proposals, in the United Nations Organization, for public owner- 
ship and operation of atomic energy on a world scale. The 
nation’s progressives have time and again demanded the public 
ownership and democratic operation of our public utilities, of 
our natural resources and of monopolies and other basic industries 
where such public controls have given promise of improving labor 
conditions, lowering prices, reducing economic waste and unem- 
ployment, and promoting democracy and world peace. The new 
party must endeavor to strengthen the control of the people over 
their own destiny in these and other spheres. 

THE “NEW DEAL” WAS NOT ENOUGH 
en naa 

Until the great depression of the thitties—the worst in the history 
of the country—the United States lagged far behind other western 
democracies in social legislation. Faced with this crisis, Congress 
began the development of a social insurance program, appropriated 
billions of dollars for public works, and passed further protective 
labor legislation. Under the “New Deal” Administration, however, 3 
millions of men and women continued to remain idle until the 
coming of World War II. 

The new party that is being increasingly demanded must go 
beyond the.old “New Deal”. It must see to it that the citadels of 
power—the giant monopolies and other key industries—are con- 
trolled not by the few for the benefit of absentee owners, but by 
the many for the benefit of the entire community, 

COMMITTEE FOR A NEW PARTY 
ee 

The basis for this new party is now being laid by progressive 
groups representative of the interests of the common man in all 
parts of the country. The National Educational Committee for a 
New Party was formed in the Spring of 1946 at a meeting in 
Chicago called by men and women active in such labor, farmer, 
civic, professional, and educational groups. 

The Committee is not a political party, but a body formed with 
the view of carrying on an educational campaign for a new political 
alignment and for the advancement of principles upon which 
such an alignment should be based. We welcome the support of the 
PAC-CIO, and of political action groups in the AFL and other



trade unions, in farm and civie groups, in helping to build sentiment 
fer the organization of a new party to be launched when the time 
is ripe. 

NATIONAL CONFERENCE. 
———— 

The next national conference of the NECNP will be held in 
December, 1946. In the meanwhile the Committee has established 

, headquarters at 112 East 19th Street, Room 1105, New York 3, 
New York, (1) to act as a clearing house for new party ideas and 
forces; (2) to establish contacts with unions, farm groups, coopera- 
tives and cther progressive groups and individuals: (3) to~en-, 
courage local and regional conferences; (4) to run a periodical; 
(5) to issue leaflets, pamphlets and statements on current events; 
(6) to schedule lectures and radio discussions; (7) to prepare for 
important conferences and to do all in its power to educate the 
American people to the need for a new political alignment ade- 
quate to the needs of our times. é 

We urge all interested in the work of this committee to com- 
municate at once with the National Educational Committee for a 
New Party. 

TEMPORARY OFFICERS 

Joun Dewey C. J. McLanaHan 
Honorary Chairman Temporary Secretary 

A. Putte RANDOLPH PEARL WILLEN 
Temporary Chairman Temporary Treasurer 

Mary Martinson—Administrative Secretary 

(The above is a preliminary statement subject to change from time to time as a result of further 
discussion by old and new members of the National Committee) 
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I 
I NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR A NEW PARTY : 

I 112 East 19th St., Room 1105, New York 3, N. Y. I 

I 1 

: CD Please send me additional information : 

Ty Thereby pledge $...cccssssessesssesusssiussnuemonthly I 
a 

: El Wheteby contribute $.200 ano So en eee : 
s eee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee



CONSERVATION 

We urge that two concepts, heretofore largely ignored, be built into 

the national program of conservation. 

The first is that the average citizen, especially the landowner, has , 

an obligation to manage his land in the interest of the community, as well 

as in his own interest. The fallacious doctrine that the government mst 

subsidize all conservation not immediately profitable for the private land- 

owner will ultimately bankrupt either the treasury, or the land, or both. 

: The nation needs and has a right to expect, the private landowner to use 

his land with foresight, skill, and regard for the future. 

The second concept is that the health of the land as a whole, rather 

than the supply of its constituent "resources", is what needs conserving. 

Land, like other things, has the capacity for self-renewal (i.e. for permanent 

productivity) only when its natural parts are present, and functional. It 

is a dangerous fallacy to assume that we are free to discard or change any 

part of the land we do not find “useful” (such as flood plains, marshes, and 

wild floras, and faunas). Too violent modification of the natural order has 

repeatedly disorganized the land's @apacity for self-renewal. Floods, erosion, 

dustbowls, and pests are not only evils in themselves, but symptoms of such 

disorganization. 

Conservation education does not, as yet, deal with these basic concepts 

of harmony between land-use and land~health. It must do so if we are to 

achieve a stable land-economy.



February 21, 1945 

Mr, William S, Feeney : , 
Ladysmith, Wisconsin A 

Dear Bilis : 

About a year ago we corresponded briefly on the question of a Wisconsin 
browse list, including all the browsing mammals, Since that time, 

' your list for deer has come ovt in the Pittman-Robertson Quarterly, 

_and I have colleeted some additional observations. In the attached - 
rough draft I have included your published mterial, my accumlated 

: f observations, James Curtis! three papers on porcupine, Sicgler's ; 

Paville Grove paper, Aldous* snowshoe hare papers, ani Durvard Allen's 
: book on the fox squirrel. : 

It cecurs to me that if you will extend and correct this compilation, . 

especially for snowshoe, porcupine, and red squirrel, we will have a 
pretty good list worth publishing in some journal, 

In ny previous attexpts, I simply rated browse as grade 1, 2, 3, or 4. ~ 
I now believe that to be fully useable, the list mst also specify the 
part of the plant eaten. The present legend takes care of this, and i 

: to a certain extent, also specifies time of year. — s 

I wish you would let me know whether you wish to join dp in this 

enterprise. If 80, I would then suggest that during next few months 

you jot down additions ani corrections in the list, while I am looking 

' up additional literature. We might then go to press sometime during 

the summer. ; 

With best regards, i 

j Aldo Leopold



4oh University Parm Place 
Jamary 10, 1941 

Mr. G. Decker French 
Box 838 
Davenport, Iowa 

Dear Decker: 

It's a satisfaction to get « letter like yours. You have evidently done 
some hard thinking, and thet is rare in this particular problem. 

At Riley we have no contract whatever with the farmers, except the verbal 
one made each year when we jointly formate our rules. It works, but 
whether it would work without the student is 2 question I cannot answer. 
It did work during the first five years when I myself did the work which 
the student now does. Your young man Sigler is quite obviously the equiv- 
alent of my student. 

Gertainly it would never be possible to find a town grovp and a farm group 
who were individually acquainted all the way through at the start. If, 
however, the leaders of both sides aro personally aceuninted, then the 
acquaintance can be extended to the rest. TI would empliasive that the town 
group should have hunted together beforehand, for this insures that their 
ideas and practices will be more or less alike. 

Of our eleven farmers, three are renters. We have had some trouble from 
new renters proving not amenable. We had to cut out a corner of the 
preserve once because of such a case. It has been just luck that we didn't 
run into a stubborn renter right in the center of things. 

I agree with you that many units will have to be motivated by a rental 
paid to the farmer rather than by privileges enjoyed by the farmer. I 
simply happen to have used the latter motive, but I have claimed for years 
that the first motive is equally necessary and legitimate. 

You certainly have leid your finger on the defect in the Wisconsin law. 
I had to be somewhat guarded in the article, because the Conservation 
Department is hostile, but I can tell you privately that we gain nothing 
whatever from the annual planting of pheasants any more. I think the 
quail preserve law should be based on wild rather than chicken wire pro- 
duction from the outset. ' 

wee
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The main reason we can't spread to adjoining ferms is that it would make 

our group too large, and we would lose the personal touch which now makes 
us hang together. It is the general public and the neighbors who get the 
benefit of the pheasants we release. 

I read the letter you enclosed and can make out most of it but not all of 

it. Hence, I will not attempt any comments. 

I would like to see the running gears of a sensible quail preserve law 

worked out, not only in Iowa but in other states. I think the law itself 

mst simply state broad principles, and the department mst have leeway 

to work out the details. Details, however, could be entrusted only to a 

strong, non-political department. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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P. 0. Box 838 
Davenport, Iowa 

January 8, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have read and reread your History of your Riley Game Cooperative ana 

certain questions come to my mind; the first being what sort of contract have you 
with your farm owners? Yeu have eleven farmers and five tow members, but you do 
not specify whether the farmers are farm owners or renters. 

I am trying here to promote a game leasing program and would appreciate 

any advice you might give me thereon. I am going on the theory that except in 
isolated cases such as yours, the city sportsman does not have the time or the 

inclination to go mt into the country and cultivate the farmer as you have done. 
He must instead depend upon an agent or upon already established personal friend- 
ship, and personal friendship is expensive of time and limited in farm erea; that 
is, it would be hard to find a dozen sportsmen who would happen to know a dozen 

neighboring farmers. 

I also go on the basis that the farmer is entitled to some return for 

the rental of his land, but no considerable investment in fencing or permanent 
plantings would be justified unlessthere was a long term lease or agreement so 

that the hunter, if he spent the money, would eventually get something back for 

it. I am enclosing herewith copy of letter going out now to some of our prospects, 
for it outlines in considerable detail what we are trying to do. 

Another thing you must remember is that none of us are connected with 

the University, and the days of the C.C.C. end C.W.s., etc. seem to be gone, so 

thet we cannot offer the farmer those advantages you were able to offer him. We 

can, however, 1 think, together with a nominal payment, offer him sufficient 

advantages so thet he will be happy in his associetion with us. 

Our rent will be $1.00 a year, plus 25¢ for each quail killed on his 
land, and the hunter will have to put an extra 25¢ per quail into a feeding jackpot. 
if mr. Farmer wants to shoot, he can, of course, pay himself the quail quarter, 

but he is going to have to come across with the 25¢ for the feeding pot. 

As L read over your project, 1 am wondering if your Wisconsin law could 

not be improved upon. As 1 see it, in due time your covers will be populated with 

the maximum number of birds that can conveniently and tolerantly live within that
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area. Meanwhile you keep putting out more birds and you have to if you are going 
to shoot any, as 1 understand the law. The contemplating of your project puts 
two thoughts into my mind. ‘the first is what is to prevent the game preserve 

members from individually securing shooting rights on neighboring farms. Under 

these circumstances the overflow from the game preserve will first of all benefit 
the individual members who heve leased the adjoining farms, and that, of course, 

is contrary to the intent of the law. As 1 understand it, the whole theory of 
the law is to give private individuals sufficient encouragement so that they will 

restock the neighborhood. 

Then another thought occurs to me. Why shouldn't your project be a 

twin project -- operate on one series of farms until they become thoroughly stocked, 

and as that time approaches, start stocking the second series. When the second 

series shows promise give up the franchise on the first series, but have the 

individual members retain the shooting rights on those farms. Of course, they 

could only shoot during the legal season, but by this twin idea they could shoot 

out of season on the preserve and in season on the stocked land. ‘then if the 

stocked series of farms ever became depleted, the preserve series would probably 

be at the maximum and the process could be reversed. 

I am particularly interested in this because of the possibility that 

the lowa Legislature will pass a game preserve law this session. If they do, 1 

will probably be consulted on it, and if consulted, 1'd feel duty-bound to give 

them honest advice rather than advice which would enable me or my friends to take 

advantage of the law. 

Your comments, criticisms, and suggestions will be very much appreciated. 

Yours very truly, 

Seckdr 

GDF: FB G. Decker French 

Enc.



of Scott County, Iowa 

P, 0. Box 836 
Davenport, lowe 
January 6, 1940 

You have been elected a Charter Member of Quail Associates of Scott 
County, Lowa. 

Quail Associates! program contemplates the leasing and developing of a 
group of farms, primarily for quail shooting. Improvements have already begun on 
the farms shown on the enclosed map. The problem now before us is thet of leasing 
and financing similar improvements on in between and on adjoining farms. 

According to the experiences of Professor Aldo Leopold on the Riley Game 
Experiment, e continuous tract is most desirable, with the adjoining farm idea 
holding forth added attractions should the Legisleture legalize private shooting 
preserves, A combination of these two facilities holds forth the maximum attraction 
to those of us who would enjoy queil hunting, practice good game management, end 
make preliminsry arrangements to teke advantage of a game preserve law, 

Our immediate problem is that of renewing present leases and to secure 
leases on in between and adjoining farms, Those details which accomplished our 
shelter construction and emergency feeding program can be extended to these new - 
farms and supplemented on the present ones. 

In proportion as we put up Shelters and Feeding Stations before the 
heavy winter storms may wea expect to see an increased quail population after next 
spring's nesting season. To promote quail welfare and multiplication, Quail 
Associates! program is divided into four parts, 

As 1. Limiting our bag to teking only the shootable surplus, 
2. Controlled shooting based on the covey as a unit. 
5. Predator control, including the illegal hunter and no trespass signs. 
4, Recompensing the farmer for the use of his land, 
5. Improved farmer-sportsman relationship. ;
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B. 6. Construction of temporary shelters, and feeding stations. 
7. Keeping feeding stations continually serviced, end shelters free 

. Of sleet, snow and ice. 
C. 6. Creating and protecting nesting cover spots in advantageous locations, 3 

D. 9. To plan and gradually execute en expanding system of permanent plantings 
of protective covers and food plantings including protective fencing-- 
on submarginel lends, fence corners, washes, gullies and draws--in small 
areas but of inestimable value and need to a permanent and increased 

quail population. ‘i 

Each of these projects takes time and effort and costs money. 

a. ‘The leasing of the farms is estimated at $5.00 per farm. 
Particularly if any permanent planting and fencing is to be done the lease should 

be for five years with a five year renewal option. 
the annual fee for exclusive hunting and trapping rights is $1.00 a year plus 

25¢ for each quail, 10¢ each rabbit, squirrel, or pigeon, and 60g for each pheasant-- 
all to be taken only according to iaw, and only when surveys have indicated a shootable 

surplus. 

b. Estimated cost of no trespass signs is $2.50 per 160 acre farm. 

ec. Estimated cost for one complete temporary sheltsr unit: 

To build one shed (F) type shelter $5.00 * 
one tepee (E) type (or brush pile) 5,00 
two feeders ; 2.00 $10.00 

There should be one such unit for each covey of quail. Some farms now have two or 
more coveys. Most of the farms have facilities (draws, washes, etc.) sufficient when 
improved to support four to eight coveys. 

a. Cost to service (provide and distribute feed, clear snow and slest from shelters 
and feeding stetions, predator control, traps, maintain no trespass signs, etc., and 
poacher prevention) based on ten farms--a ten mile route--covered in one day, one trip 
each week for ten weeks, plus five emergency (storm) trips: 

50 feeders to service 15 trips @ $5.00 - $75.00 
45 bu. (5 per trip @ §2.00 2 2 + “~graetee 

oe - —_ 200 or $10.50 per farm. 
Cost first year on 10 farms, 1 unit each: 

a. Leasing $5.00 
be Signs 2,50 

ec, Shelter unit 10,00 
d. Service 10.50 $28.00 per farm -- 10 units 

If the number of units per farm is doubled, a. and b. will be reduced 50%, ¢. will 
remain constant, and d. will be reduced 25%, That means with 20 units, the second 
10 units will cost $21.50 each for 20 units. 

Cost second to eighth year--maintenance and repairs: 
Qe $1.00 

be 1.00 
Ce 2.00 

a. _10,50 $14.50 per farm, 10 units -~- $11.75 for 20 units.
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This program of construction and service includes only temporary work and emergency 

feeding. It does not include any permenent plentings either of cover or for food. The 

construction, however, is sufficiently substantial thst it should, with the maintenance 

allowed, be serviceable for seven to ten years. 

We have under this plen a five to ten year program for preserving our seed stock-- 

for controlling the covey and protecting and feeding it through the winter, providing 

no unforeseen or unpredictable circumstances arise, 

Of course, that is a great accomplishnent, but it is only the start. We have 

provided the sed stock, Next we must provide e suitable seed bed, Nesting cover-- 

a place where mother quail cannot only lay and maybe hatch her eggs, but also a place 

where she can hide her nest from her natural enemies, be they winged, four-footed, or 

men, A hide-out is essential--a place wheres the nest msy be safe from prying syes-- 

(meny female nesting geme birds lose their smell during incubation), 

A grassy fence corner is ideal, when it is fenced off so that cattle and hogs 

cannot despoil it. Nesting areas will better serve mother quail if they are convenient 

to water. They should not be too close together, for quail are intolerant little devils-- 

they move out rather than stend for crowding. 

To protect a fence corner requires a minimum of posts end wirs, but there is quite 

a difference in expense between three strands of barbed wire and a hog tight fence of 

woven wire. To fence off a creek bank is another problem where the cost varies according 

to the area fenced, the steepness of the cresk bank, and whether cows or hogs use the 

adjacent pasture. A draw running into a creek makes an ideal spot, particularly if 

there is a nearby thicket, weed bed, or trees. : 

A covey of 8 queil - 4 pair ~ 4 nests. Allow 2 field corners and 2 cresk bank 

spots with 3 strands of barbed wire. Estimated cost for 4 senctuaries $5.00. 

Our temporary shelter and feeding and nesting program will vary with the number 

of farms leased and the number of coveys given a home. 

Based on 10 farms 1 covey each 2 coveys each Additional coveys each 

First year #33,00 $25.40 $24.00 
Future years 15,00 12,00 10.00 

Another item we may have to face and a problem to be solved is what to do about 

water during a drought, particularly when the nights are dewless. We msy have to put 

out watering troughs or poultry waterers., Quailetts depend on dew, Without moisture, 

their very existence is threatened. Waterers would require regular serving and 

additional expense. 

With ell of the above we have at least temporarily answered Mother Queil's problems 

of multiplication! The eventual solution, however, lies in permanent plantings. 

Plantings of trees for overhead protection--evergreens preferred, Shrubs and grains 

for berry and seed foods. And the area fenced in to keep cattle and hogs out, thereby 

to protect the seedlings and to give nature a fair chance to make them grow, and‘ later 

to save the food for the birds, 

Here is where the farmer will profit. Plantings of this type are approved soil 

erosion preventatives. State and Federal authorities furnish the plantings at nominal 

cost and sllow financiel benefits to the farmer for planting end cultivating the 

seedlings, and for withdrawing the land from woil depleting crops,
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Leaving this Permanent Planting for future consideration: The one big if in the 
picture is -- can we hire a satisfactory "Game Keeper" (and feeder) for the Tittle we 
are able to pay him under the present set-up. On the hope our organization will grow 
we can secure a satisfactory men this winter--so let us not worry about that until 

next fall. 

It is evident that ($5.00 each for secretaries and miscellaneous expenses) the 
initiation fee should be $25,00 with annusl dues of at least $15.00. For those who do 
not feel justified in going into this thing sll the way we can offer the Cooperating 
Membership, This contemplates the leasing of an adjoining farm, putting up a brush 
pile and feeding during the winter. 

We certainly hope, however, that there will be sufficient interest so that the 
good work that hes already been done may be expanded and a really constructive program 
kept up during the winter. : 

May I hear from you soon? 

Yours very truly, 

G. Decker French, Chairmen 
GDF: FB Quail Associates of Scott County 

_ Ene. 

5 e



G.DECKER FRENCH 
DAVENPORT, IOWA 

December 5, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Aldo: 

Enclosed herewith is copy of letter to taylor Huston. 
I trust you will not object to my having changed the wording of your 
next to the last sentence, but too many of our legislators are 
"one-galus" and I'd hesitate to further perturb them by telling 
them the truth about themselves. 

Of course, they can justify their position by pointing 
out the fact that those are the kind that elected them and that 
naturally they must represent their constituents. 

Enclosed also is a copy of letter going out to a few 
friends who have evidenced interest in my quail proposition. 

Yours very truly, 

GDF: FB G. Decker French 
Encs.
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Mr, Taylor W, Huston, Supt, 
Geme Menagement . 
Towa, Conservation Commission 
Des Moines, Lowa . ; 

Dear Taylor: 

A latter from Aldo Leopold some time ago contained 
following paragraph: 

"The most fundamental point in your legislative p 
is, of course, tax exemption for food and cover, My first sug- 
gestion is that these ecmnot be made separate) bout ultimate 
confusion, They must be in some way tied up’ p{th th \exemptions 
the foresters want for wood lots and thosp’pfich the/ goil conserva- 

. tion people want for the withdrawal of sfeéo slop nd other 
vulnerable lands, State government rather\t{hen whe farmer should 
be the agent for tying these wants together, 

"The general desirability «f th ; is beyond 
argument, The hitch is to find Morkable ways and Means, Herato- 
for most exemptions for conserrdétion purvoeb| have tended to 

. defezt themselvse, Ths local kasessor simply shifts the tex 
from the exempt lands to other \Lxnds, and ty farmer is just 
where he was to begin We gba_now wéestling with the same 
question in Wiscon: embark: 6n the notion thet the 
general public sh share in the cost of exemption, How to 
get them to do so, however, is ther question, Public partici- 
pation would alse diately se the question of posted land, 
and many legisla would to exact the provision that the 
lands mst remain to pubiyYe shooting. This would, of courses, 
ruin the scheme," 

I put this bsfore you now because you will soon be pre- 
paring e draft of o bill to permit the Conservation Commission to 
enter into long term leases for stream banks, etc., and for 4 cover 
growing program. 

It seems to me not impractical for the State to make 
certain improvements on privete lands providing only that the 
omer cooperates, The cooperation should undoubtedly provide : 
that whenever you meke plantings or erect erosion prevention
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dams or damlets, the farmer properly fence in the project, that he 
agree to plent annually a certain amount of hegari or other seed 
producing crop (the Commission to furnish the seed) and it might 
also be provided that no one trespass or shoot in, over, or across 
sach fenced in sreas. Now, of course, these provisions won't be 
observed in total, but every time and every spot where they are 
observe", thers is going to be just that much gain for wildlife, 

When you get to drawing up a bill, let me ses a draft of 
it. I*11 discuss it with some of my farmer friends and I w 
have Bill Sigler do likewise. 

Yours very truly, 

GDF: FB G.
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Dear Walt: ve 

Last summer I wrote you about a quail proposition and now that the o # 
season is practically over, I am in position to give you a report and qo ok 
some theories, Q we ,* 

Under separate cover I am mailing you my plea to sportsmen and ie ” yy 
therein you will find my suggestions as to how quail enthusiasts can and it : 
should proceed to help Mother Queil in her multiplication problems, Pl 

This summer and during the fall I leased from eight farmers in 
Davis County and ten here in Scott County the hunting privileges on their 
land, I believe that they kept faith and I em sures that the amount of 
shooting done by outsiders was quite limited--on probably ona out of 
five farms outsiders did get in, but the amount of depredation they 
committed was limited and did not seriously deplete the supply of birds, 
Probably the main reason for this was that the supply wasn't there, 

Qur surveys this spring and in the early summer indicated a bumper 
crop, 2 substentiel increase over the bumper crop of 1939, But in October 
the birds just weren't there, One farm that I hunted quite carefully 
along about the middle of the season in t59 had between ten and fifteen 
good-sized coveys on it. This year there were only three and « possible 
fourth, I say a possible fourth because we found four, but the ern 
one may have drifted over temporarily from a neighboring _s 

Three of these coveys were large, about 50 viras,/‘the fourth 
covey had 18 or 20, Our other farms ran about the same/and I believe 
it is reasonsble to assume that there are just half as meny birds this ; 
year as there were last year, Conservation officers and our experts at 

Ames do not, I believe, concur on these figures, I believe they say a 
datrease of 25%, 

All reports indicate that there was an ample supply of seed stock 
left when the season closed in '39 and that thers was not an excessive / 
smount of illegal shooting during the winter. Reports — thet the 
spring hatch wes goody thet is, thet at least the expect number of chicks 
were hatched, but there seems to be little data available as to the 
number that were raised, 

There are two explanations, The first being that the storm we had 
the middle of Jenuary took a much larger toll than preliminary estimates 
allowed for, Then there is a second theory, and the mere fact that it
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is being advanced now as a theory rather than a fect indicates how 

little is generally known sbout quail. During the summer we hed a 

long dry spell, and what wes worse was the fact that for a considerable 

period there was very little dew. There being no dew, the little quail 
suffered from thirst because they are dependent upon dew as an importent 

pert of their diet. It is probable, too, that with the ebsence of dew 

many a succulent bug was also deficient in moisture, 

When we started this quail program we went on the theory that ac 

there were two things a quail needed, or rather three; Winter cover and, ; : 

protection against heavy storme and a goodly supply of food throughout 

the winter, some of which must be placed in the shelter so ss to be 

eveilable during blizzards. And then, of courses, we recognized the 

necessity of nesting cover. 

Proceeding on thet theory we have two or more covers built on 

each one of our farms and we have generally tried to build a shed-type 

and a tepee type close enough together so that one covey of quail could 

use both and eventually demonstrate to us which type was the most 

satisfactory, both from the quail standpoint end from the expenss of 

building them. 

If further research convinces wen lixe Dr. Hendrickson end Dr. 

Brrington that the lack of dew was disastrous, then we shall have to ; 

figure out some watering device, possibly an ordinary chicken watersr 

and these will have to be placed either in the shelters whers the quail 

will be familiar with them or our field men wili have to find where the 

quail are nesting end put the water suoply convenient to those spots. 

Our plans for the coming year include winter feeding and by next 

Season we should be in fair position to judge the merit of our program. 

Until the winter is over I have only this to say to you: If you like 

quail, if you have a farmer friend who hes a covey or two on his land, 

you can do nothing better than to build « series of shelters and : 

provide winter feeding. 

I should be more than pleased to hear from yu and to have your 

reactions, comments, and suggestions. 

Yours very truly, 

GDF: FB G. Decker French



42h University Farm Place 
November 12, 1940 

Mr. G. Decker French 
Davenport, Iowa 

Dear Decker: 

I am interested in your two letters, and am not surprised that the 
warden overestimated the birds. I think your survey would have value, 
but I hardly feel able to make suggestions from a distance. 

I am delighted to send you another dozen of the Riley reprints. As long 
as they are actually used, I do not hesitate to part with them. : 

The most fundamental point in your legislative program is, of course, tax 
exemption for food and cover. My first suggestion is that these cannot 
be made separately without ultimate confusion. They must be in some way 
tied up with the exemptions the foresters want for wood lots and those 

which the soil conservation people want for the withdrawal of steep slopes 
and other vulnerable lands. State government rather than the farmer should 
be the agent for tying these wants together. 

The general desirability of these measures is beyond argument. The hitch 
is to find worksble ways and means. Heretofor most exemptions for conservation 

purposes have tended to defeat themselves. The local assessor simply shifts 
the tax from the exempt lands to other lands, and the farmer is just where : 
he was to begin with. We are now wrestling with the same question in Wisconsin 
and are embarking on the notion that the general public should share in the 
cost of exemption. How to get them to do so, however, is another question. 
Public participation vould also immedistely raise the question of posted 
land, and our “one-galus" legislators would exact the provision that the 

‘lanfis mst remain open to public shooting. This would, of course, ruin the 
scheme. 

In short, this is still an unsolved problem in my mind. 
Ay 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

{ \ 
jos \ 

ly Aldo Leopola \ 
| Professof of Wildlife Management 

pet i 
i } 
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G.DECKER FRENCH 
DAVENPORT,|IOWA 

November 7, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I very much appreciate your good letter of the 6th 

and the copies of the Riley Game Cooperative. I think some- 
how or other I can get by with the half dozen. I kmow some 

of our lowa legislators are going to be very much interested 

in a shooting preserve law and your history will much 
intrigue them. I am also glad to note that you have put 

me on your mailing list. 

I am sorry that you can't make the pheasant season, 

but possibly you could look over our quail proposition in 

Davis Vounty a little later. Personally, 1 am very inter- 

ested to find out how we shall fare as the season advances. 
I plan to limit the shooting on our farms to two days a 
week and that may incline the neighboring coveys to fly 
over onto our lands, that is, of course, if our neighbors 

allow continuous shooting. I shall be writing you again 

after I have been down there on the 15th and 16th and know 

whether the shooting is good, bad, or indifferent. 

i think you will be interested in our surveys. fhe 

State Conservation man surveyed five farms in his regular 

tour of duty. Sigler shortly afterwards surveyed the same 

five. Neither one knew anything about the other--and Sigler 

found many less quail than the game warden found. Conse- 
quently, we are having these five farms resurveyed, end 

this week-end Sigler will have with him a professional 

dog handler and either two or four dogs, plus instructions 

to thoroughly comb every bit of shelter and to count each 

bird. If anything can make a good check, this combination 

should. 

Then when the season opens I am going to pay the 
farmer a bonus for taking particular care to check the 

number of birds that are taken off of his place and the
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number of birds the hunters estimate are still there. ‘then 
on the last day of the season I may run a special survey to 
find out just how many are left. 

If you can offer me any suggestions on this check up, 

please send them along in a hurry, for 1 don't believe the 
game wardens know anything and Sigler says he doesn't either-- 

that is, about actual counting. 

Yours very truly, 

GDF: FB G. Decker French



G.DECKER FRENCH 
DAVENPORT,IOWA 

October 15 » 1940 ‘ 40 

ne 
Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Professor: 

I am exceedingly sorry that neither Sigler nor myself will be 

able to be at your meeting tonight. Mr. Sigler is tied up trying to do 
two jobs at once. He is spending the week-ends on our quail proposition 
and trying the rest of the time to keep up with his school assignments. 

I am hopeful that after the quail season I shall be able to 

interest some more of the sportsmen in our program. I am sure it is 
going to be a live issue in the coming session of our State Legislature 
and | really believe that Iowa is going to rewrite their conservation 
laws and feel sure that we are going to have the hearty cooperation of 

our Conservation Officers. Just what attitude some of the members of 
our Conservation Commission will take is another question, for after 
all, they being political appointees, they have a temptation to feel 
that they are the only ones that are competent. 

I had a visit yesterday with Messrs. Schwob and Huston in ; 

Des Moines and talked to them about the Rilsy Game Cooperative. Both 
of them are anxious to have a copy of your "History of the Riley Game x 
Cooperative." 1 myself could use a dozen copies to great advantage. 
I realize this is asking considerable of you, and naturally if there 
is any cost connected, I insist upon paying it. 

We had a very interesting meeting here last Friday evening. 
I was asked to call it by a member of the Legislature. I say he is a 
member of the Legislature because he is running without opposition, 

and will I believe make game and fish laws his major interest in the 
coming season. A man like that who has ordinary intelligence and will 

hue down the straight line is apt to get a great deal done, so I called 

the meeting in a hurry. There were just four members of the Legis- 
lature, one sports writer, and myself. 1 purposely kept Sigler out 
of the picture because I wanted to use him as an excuse to have 
another mesting and a second opportunity to correct such misdirected 
ideas as might crop out. However, [ can't see but that we made an 
excellent start, and I am enclosing herewith a copy of the notes on 

the mesting. Should you feel so inclined, I would much appreciate 
your personal criticisms, comments, and additional suggestions. 

Kad bwr Atta aries boat Furday, 

Whe irten urtt be pra did Yo Grn oon —
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Again regretting that Sigler and I can't be with you tonight, 

I am < 

Yours very truly, 

GDF :FB G. Decker French 

P.S. A letter from Director Guy D. Josssrand of the Forestry 

Fish and Game Commission of the State of Kansas, sending me the law on 

their quail stamp, states "This has proven very popular and successful 

in Kansas." i favor having both a quail stamp and a pheasant stamp 

here in Lowa, and 1 believe I would so word the law that the stamp 

was only necessary to legalize the possession of quail in a county 

other than that of the hunter's residence. This should satisfy the 

lecal boys and materially reduce political opposition. ; 

G.D.F. 

" fi 
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NOTES 
of the Meeting held on Fridsy, October 11, 1940 

All discussions were general and little attempt was made to put any of the ideas in legislative form. 

Doves were discussed first, All were heartily in favor of en open season on them here in lowe. ‘There was some discussion as to the proper deily bag, but it was felt that this should be given further consideration or left in the hands of the Conservation Commission with power to set the limit after surveying the number of birds, 

in a discussion of pheasants all favorad a longer season if the survey of birds showed a suitable surplus. It was felt that the season should include at least one week-end to convenience those who cannot gst away from work at any other time, There was no discussion as to increasing the daily limit sbove three birds, but it was felt that one hen should be permitted, It was also felt that the whole Stete should be opened ~- this on the theory that pheasants have been all over the State for e long enough time to have demonstrated their ability to thrive under local environment and thet where they did not thrive they should not |be encouraged--thet they might well be shot and ell effort end propagetion be put| forth in arsas where the environment is suitable. 

There was a discussion of the possibilities of get @ Government to exempt from farm acreage allotment plantings of fogdsend cover ng crops for the exclusive use and benefit of wildlife misx6nf th armer would reesive credit for withdrawing these areas ond the normal cash /y hefits pyarded for such withdrawal, It was suggested that the Lowe Legislature’ géiss a redolution favoring this idea and appoint e committee of nine from it member& ‘one o hom would be « resident in each federal congressional district, and that it Wend we the duty of the individual members of this committee to contact the congr: man regiqent in that district urging Congress to amend the laws to provide OF ip %. 

In a discussion of qi SSS 2 favor was expressed in the adopting ; of 2 quail stamp, all of the reebipts from thd sale of said stemp to be spent by the Conservation Cowmission as an extra fund foy he encouragement of quail, 

A state-wid Was ‘Kecomignded, with the Conservation Commission having the power to exempt ‘tein counties or areas within a county if their surveys show that there are not these lo ties a shootable surplus. This on the theory that the Conservation 6 ssion wo then be placed in the position of Closing rather than of opening sh ng terri ® 

It was re t Lowa game breeders be allowed to purchase licenses and bands permitting th & of commercially reared geme birds, that such bended birds could be sold to and served by public restaurants, providing the skin of the bird wes not broken by shot marks, Further discussion should be had as to the season of permitting such sales end of licensing breeders to charge sportsmen a fee for shooting birds in or out of season, It was recommended that commercially reared birds might be purchesed and shot at field trials end in the treining of bird dogs--under rules to be prescribed by the Iowa Conservation Commission, 

Pollution, buying streams and other cover. 

L. D. Parker 

Hugh W, Parker, Midland Kennels, Greeley, Iowa a 
Howard P. Eckermen nis 
F. A. Latchaw, Wilton Jct. a got 
W. F. Morrison, Iowa City t (ue =, .



duly 7, 1936 

Mr, L. Earl Poglesong 
Park Superintendent 
Green Bay, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Poglesong: 

’ I had heard of your Green Bay refuge development 
and want to help you all I can. It is entirely possible 
that some of the ideas we are carrying out on the Univer- 
sity Arboretwr would be applicable, ; 

Tf it is agreeable to you, I will call on you 
during my next visit to Green Bay, but without setting an 
absolute date. This will enable me to work in thie ites 
with my regular field work, I aa not able to offer you 
any particular suggestions except on the basis of a personal 
inspection on the ground, Onr plans for the Arboretum are 

not in written form so I cannot send then to you. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh



FOR ATTENTION PROFESSOR ALDO LEOPOLD 

duly 3, 1936 

Mr. L. Earl FPoglesong 
Park Superintendent 
Green Bay, Wisconsin 

My dear Sir: 

Your letter of July 1, addressed to Dean Christensen, 
has been turned over to me for anewer. 

We believe that Professor Leopold will be able to 
help you in the planning of a wild fowl eanctuary, and 
will ask him to write you directly just as soon as he 
returns to the city. It happens that he is out of town 

for a few days, but is expected back about the Sth of 
daly. 

Very truly yours, 

Assistant Director 
BG:LD Experiment Station
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JOHN H. HOWLAND 

MRS. L. E. BEERS 

ARTHUR J. GOTTO 

CLARENCE BRUNETTE 

STELLA FLATLEY Mr. Chris L. Christiansen, Dean 
A ROBO Bae _ College of Agriculture 

Demenie Nerensietre University ef Wisconsin 
pee Madison, Wisconsin 
JOHN H. HOWLAND, President 

MARGUERITE L. HANSEN, Dear Sir: 
Secretary 

JOHN TEASE, Treasurer There is a group in Green Bay and vicinity very 
L. EARL FOGLESONG, much interested in the creation of a "Wild Fowl Sanctuary". 

Superintendent The Park Board, as a group, is interested in this from 
two standpoints. First, the project itself; second, be- 

ee eause of the fact they desire ground under the control 
Fans of the Park Board for this purpose. 

PLAYGROUNDS 

PORES The ground requested is more or less of a marsh- 
5s like character right at the lower end of Green Bay. It 

seems to be ideally located for the required purpose. 
Since there is some division of opinion as to how this 
should be developed we are coming to you hoping that you 
may be able to give us some advice. 

We understand that you have an associate, Aldo 
Leopold, who has been doing some very splendid work of 
somewhat similar character in the vicinity of Madison. W, 
understand that his plans are unusual, that they are 
particularly fitting, and that it would be quite well worth 
while to secure some advice from him on our particular 
problem here. Since there are no funds backing any such 
service we would like to ask if there would be any charges 
for such service’ also, if it would be possible to secure 
his presence here and if so when? 

Very truly yours, 

/r L. Earl fFoglegpng 
Park Superint'éndent 

LEF 3H
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August 13, 1947 

Dean Wrnest H. Cherrington, Jr. 
Centenary Colienge of Louisiana 

: Shreveport, Louisians 

Dear Dean Cherrington: 

I kmew Donald S$. Parner during his graduate 
period here and can give hin an uncvalified 
recommendation for brains, research ingenuity, 
command of the biological literature and general 
initiative in research. I have not heard hin 
teach although I see no reason why he should not 
be good. 

His outstanding qualification is, as you know, 
his extraordivary command of foreign languages 
and his imowledze of foreign biological liter- 
ature. His reviews as published in Bini Banding 
have been of extraordinarily high quality and 
showed that he can write as well as think. 

T am unable to evaluate Donald Varner as to the 
special needs peculiar to your institktion. I 
@an, however, vouch for his moral character. 
If there is any question at all it is his ability 
te work cooperatively with a large group. He had 
some difficulties on that score here but I have 
no way to imow whose fault they were. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALIPU Aldo Leopold



CENTENARY COLLEGE OF LOUISIANA 
~ OFFIGE OF THE DEAN 

SHREVEPORT 

é August 1, 1947 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Mr. Donald S, Farner has made application for 
a teaching position in our Department of Biology and 
has given us your name as reference, : 

Centenary College of Louisiana is a college 
of arts and sciences dedicated to the principles of 
Christian education. It is owned and operated by the 
Louisiana Conference of the Methodist Church, but its 
program is non-sectarian to the extent that followers 

: of many faiths, including Catholics and Jews, are well 
represented in its student body, 

Naturally, we wish to appoint a teacher well 
trained in his field and well qualified by previous . 
experience. In addition, we believe that our teachers 
should be individuals of high moral character who be- 
lieve in Christian education and who will serve as 
examples of Christian living, 

We would greatly appreciate your candid 
evaluation of Mr. Farner in relation to our needs, and 
we will hold any statement you may care to make strictly 

confidential, 

: "Sincerely yours, 

a ath. Chanagjl ae 
Ernest H, Cherrington,#Jr. 
Dean 

EHC: th ;
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December 16, 1946 

Dr. Tracy Storer 
Zoology Department 
University of C,lifornia 
Davis, California 

Dear Dr. Storer: 

Some months ago you asked me about possible names for 
a vatancy on your staff, I don't know whether this is 
still open nor do I remember the exact nature of the 
position, I am writing to tell you however that Don 

X Farner who writes the very able review of the literature 
for Bird Banding is casting about for a change. He is 
now attached to the Museum of Natural History at Law 

; rence, Kansas, He is a specialized vhysiologist ané ; 
has an extra-ordinary command of foreign languages 
and foreign literature in Beology and Ornithology, 
I am sending this word just on the chance that it might 

interest you, 

With best regards. 

Yours sincerely, 

: Aldo Leopold 

ALsRL 

2, 
PhD Got. He. , abort 194
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June 20, 1946 

De. Donald S. Farner . 
Maseun of Natural History 
University of Kansas 
Lawrence, Kansas 

Dear Dons 

Yes, I would like very mach to see the paper you 
are translating from Oris Fennica. Any good 
paper on the changes in habitats of species 
would be of world-wide imoortante. 

I wrote a veviow of Quacker Comeback for the 
Journal of W4ldlife Wanagement, and I am glad 

will do one for "Bixrd-Randing". 1 am loan= 
Tea you tin fils Guppy of ty velar Vadeh eoninine 
about all. the ideas I hove to contrite. As 
background I am also sending some correspondence 
with Dyoks Unlimited. I am not at liberty to 
have this quoted, but it will indieate my dis- 
satisfaction. If you can think of any other way 
I can help, let me mow, 

With personal regarda, 

Aldo Leopold 
@ Hochbaum



- ; 

BIRD-BANDING 
EDITOR . : ASSOCIATE EDITOR 

JAMES LEE PETERS ¢ DR. DONALD S. FARNER 

ZGGLOBY, HARVARD GGLLEGE, we uaivenatvY ER URAW ERE: CAMBRIDGE, MASS. CHARLES B. FLOYD LAWRENCE, KANSAS 
SECRETARY . 

210 SOUTH STREET. BOSTON, MASS. 

June 11,1916 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 

The University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 7 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I wish to have a review of Farrington's "Quacker Comeback"! 
in a future number of Bird-Banding. I have decided to do it myself 
since in every case the potential reviewers who have come to my mind 
could be regarded as having some bias in the situation. I would ap- 
preciate it, however, it you pass on to me a few suggestions and opin- 

7 ions which I may use. 

: Recently, I began the reading of a paper by Olavi Kalela (19,0) + 
in Ornis Fennica. This paper deals with the changes in the original habiteLe 
of species due to soil erosion and increasingly dry climates. The paper 
proved to be so interesting that I am making a detailed translation of it. 
“t occurred to me that, if you are not already familiar with it, you might 
wish to have a copy of my translation once I have it in shape. Please let 
me know if you do. -I probably will be unable to send it to you before next 
fall since I will be in the field for the next two months this summer. - 

Mincerely yours, 

Wa Tuer yur . se L ‘ 

Do: : ‘Farner 

Assistant Professor in Zoology 
Assistant Curator of Birds 

Ren.
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UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 

; MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY 

Lawrence, Kansas 

February 5, 1946 

Professor Aldo Leopold i 
: College of Agriculture 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Thank you very much for your letter of January © 
twenty-fifth, 

Professor Hall has sugrested that I send to 
,you the two enclosed copies which report his preliminary 
correspondence with the American Wildlife Institute. This 
constitutes a part of Professor Hali's attempt to initiate 
a policy of real scientific conservation and a conservation 
and research program here in Kansas, As you may know, we 
have neither at the present time, 

; Any suggestions that you can make to help us get 
started will be very much appreciated by Professor Hall and 
me, 5 

We hope to pay a visit to Bill and Nina before 
many weeks go by. : 

Cordially yours, 

Wmatd § Few 
Donald S, Farner ’ 

DSF: js 
Enec.2 :
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January 7, 1946 

Mr, C. R. Gutermuth, Secretary 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C, 

Dear Mr. Gutermuth: 

In line with our conversation at the Boone and Crockett 
Club dinner, I want to reiterate my conviction that the kind of : 
work which your Institute has assisted State Fish and Game Commis- 
sions to inaugerate, constitutes one of the most useful services 
for conservation and wise utilization of wildlife that can be 
rendered.at..this..time. 

Beceuse your Institute is without self interest and be- 
cause it is independent of federal or state control, you do have 
an advantage in stimulating and aiding State Fish and Game Commis- 
sions to initiate, and carry out, sound programs. I still think 
that a large part of your cuccess is to be ascribed, however, to 
competency of your personnel, : 

You are, at least in a general way, familiar with the 
situation as regards fish and game matters in Kansas. I want to 
assure you that the present progressive Governor and the State Uni- 

: versity are anxious to have a sound program of wildlife work. In 
the year that I have been here, many sportsmen have expressed to 
me their very great desire for the same thing. The State Fish and 
Game Commissioners, without exception, strike me as sincere men 
anxious to further the public interest. None of them has special 
lmowledge of wild life management and the members told me that the — 
Commission does not have even one trained man in its employ. The 
recent adoption of a state Civil Service Law provides the means for 
selecting qualified employees. The annual budget of the Commission 
is adequate to provide for a progressive program, 

The State University which has exceptional resources for 
furthering a progressive program, has offered to assist with trained 
personnel, technical advice if desired, and even to share costs of 
basic studies and some special projects which need attention, Prob- 
ably the Commission's lack of a program fortified by research, 
results from lack of knowledge as to how to ¢o about the matter, 
Conceivably the Commission's reluctance to accept assistance prof- 
erred by the University along this line results from uncertainty 
about the University's motives. The motives were, of course, to 
apply the University's resources in meeting a state need, and to 
make the University's biological work (research and teachings) more 
effective by assisting, where needed, in a progressive program of 
wildlife management, Possibly, the Commission would take special 
pride in registering accomplishment by its own efforts alone, with- 
out assistance from other state officials or agencies, I see no 
serious objection to that attitude providing the results are obtained,



: & ea : é 

The chances of obtaining results are good, it seems 
to me, of offer were made of ‘the assistance which your Institute 

~ is qualified to give. The combination of circumstances obtaining 
: now would scem to make this an auspicious time for your Institute 

to offer such assistance, If you, Senator Walcott, and the others : 
concerned, favorably consider this opportunity, an initial con- 
ference of your representative with our Governor might be in order, 
I can arrange such a conference, Also, I am in a position to pledge 
all possible assistance from the State University, if and when it 
is desired, 

Sincerely. yours, 

(Signed) E. R, Hall 
: Director 

ER: js =
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AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE 
INVESTMENT BUILDING S 

WASHINGTON 5, D. C. 

January 23, 1946 : 

Mr. EH. R,-Hall, Director 
University of Kansas 
Museum of Natural History 
Lawrence, Kansas : 5 

Dear Mr. Hall: : d 

I am pleased to learn from your letter of January 7 that 
you have not forgotten the cooperative program discussed at the 
Boone and Crockett Club annual dinner, and I hopt that we can re- 
sume this discussion. at the llth North American Wildlife Conference : 
to be held in New York City on March 11, 12 and 15, 1946. You will 
be interested in the program arranged for the annual Conference and 
a copy of the preliminary announcement is enclosed, Incidentally, 
if you intend to stay at the Hotel Pennsylvania it would be well to 
make your reservations immediately, 

We have not had time to judge the results of our cooper- 
ation with West Virginia, and will not know for several months 
whether or not this cooperation was well received by the various 
factions in that state. It takes time to appraise a public reaction, 
and naturally we will not proceed with other work of this kind until 
we are able to appraise the benefits of our work in this nearby state. 
It is believed that we will have an opportunity to talk with some of 
the state officials within the next two or three weeks, and these 
meetings will afford an opportunity to gage the attitude toward our 
survey. = ; ; : 

I am on the opinion that there is a positive need for this 
type of extension work and feel sure that an outside disinterested 
agency can render valuable assistance to state universities and 
conservation agencies, Frequently, we find that state institutions 
are not working together, and it is possible that outsiders may be 
able to close the breach and effect close cooperation, 

: If it is decided that the Institute should enter this 
new field of endeavor, we willbe pleased to consider Kansas, and I 
hope that we can discuss the subject more fully in the near future. 

“Sincerely yours, 

: (signedC. R, Gutermuth 
: Secretary :
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3 371 B South Wakefield 
Arlington, Virginia 
December 17, 1944 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

Your note arrived yesterday. I presume that it 
' passed the reprints whith I sent to you enroute. 
Under separate cover I am sending you two spare copies 

of Bird-Banding (October) and four reprints of reviews 
from same. I have sent tear sheets of Aldrich's reviews 
to the Wildlife Institute also. How did you like Aldrich's 
review? I think fe is a good man but unfortunately is 
turning pretty much towards taxonomy ( somewhat in 
Oberholsers footsteps) and ia letting his ecology in 

which he was really trained slip away from him. 

Although the end of the war is still a long way. 
away I am nevertheless making the contacts whict I 
can for my post war spot. Through a friefid of mine 
on the Zoology and Entomology Department staff at 
Colorado State I have recently learned that there will 
be a couple of vacancies, one at least in zoology,ntoe 
be filled as soon as the war is over.There are apparently 
two possibilities for my avian physiology, either towards 
poultry primarily or towards wildlife ecology and : 
management. Personally I would like the latter. What 
do you think? Do you feel that you couldpush me a bit 
for it? What do you know about the setup in Colorado? 
I have met and ta’ked with the chap who is apparent ly 
to be the new chairman of the department. He is an 
entomologist. So far of course everything is nebulous 
and it is doubtful that anythins will shape up for quite 
sometime. However, I feel that I have a pretty good 
oar in the thing. Fort Collins is nice town’and I like 
the country around it. z 

I have just retumed from a little refue down 
by the National Airport. There. about 300 pintails, 
20 mallards, 30 black ducks, an immature snow goose, 
a Canada goose, two Black-capned Night Herons, and a 
couple of Great Blues. That seems to be the more ore 
less stable winter population. / 

Dottie joins m“wishing you a Merry Christmas. 

(yee )
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August 11, 194 

Lt. Don 8. Farnor 
3371 B South Wakefield 
Arlington, Virginia 

Dear Don: 

i If your data show a tendency for young robins to return to their birthplace, 
I would certainly develop the point. For reasons which are pretty lengthy 
to explain in a letter, I think this has great evolutionary isiportance as 
well as practical imprtance to conservation. Idncoln has had the contrary 
idea in ducks, but even here his original findings are being disproven. It 
is now certain,for instance,that young wood ducks tend to return to their 
place of birth. : 

_ As to longevity, I wrote my notes in a hurry, but it is clear to mo now that 
my term "maximum natural age of survival" is identical with your "natural 
potential longevity". Both, I take it, refer to the oldest individuals, 
regardless of numerical significance, which ever occur in a wild population. 
Your criterion "the oldest ages obtained in nature" is correct. 

My term, "statistical zero’ can best be defined in terms of my pheasant 
turnover paper, in which case, it is five years. Undoubtedly the Arboretum 
population contains individuals which are more than five years old, tut which 
are so scarce that they do not appear in statistics, of if they appoar, they 
occur in such small mumbers as to be disregarded. 

The age at which a generation reaches statistical sere is different from your 
average natural longevity, which in the case of the Arboretum pheasants would 
probably be two or three years, although I did not compute it. 

In short, I think you should add to your set of terms a term which expresses 
the idea of the statistical termination of an age class or generation. I 
think there will be many future studies similar to yours, and all will 
encounter this concept. You are coining a terminology for such studies, and 
it had just as well be complete. 

No, I have never published any definition other than those in the turnover 
paper. There are no definitions in “Game Management", because the idea was 
not bora until mch later. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold



3371mB South Wake field 
Arlington, Virginia 
August 6, 1944 

Dear Prof. Leopold, 

Thank you very much for reading thtugh the manuscript. 
Your notes and comments are very helpful. At your suggestion 
I am modifiying my remarks about shooting as producing a normal 
or atypical sample. You are certainly right in noting that 
this has to be demonstrated species by species with due consideration 
to differential migration, sex differentiation in flocks, and 
innumerable other possibilities. I am afraid that I had not 
done enough thinking about it. However I am convinced that 
there is no differential shooting rate according to age in robins; 
I believe that the data demonstrate that point cl early. 

There is one point in your remarks that interests me very 
much and which I wish to incorporate before I send the manuscript 
away but = am sorry to say I do not understand it ompletely. 
I am = Sih you suggestion as to a "further refinemat" about 
the longevity definitions to include "maximum natural age of 
survival". Is this term to replace one of the ones I use or is 
it (as I understand it) to be added to mine. What is ‘statistical 
zero“in the case of my data? I am enclosing the pertinent 
portions of the manuscript and certainly would be very grateful 
if you would elaborate for me a bit? Do you have a publication 
whichdeals with this point? I wouldappreciate a reprint if sum 

is available as I don't recall feeing it in your bok. A referers 
will do if reprints are unavailble. 

I notéce in reexaminins my crude data there area lot of 
good recoveries to demonstrate that in the vast majority of the 
cases young robins return to the hatching site or its vicinity 
as breeding birds. Somehow I had always thought this to be an 
accepted point. However in talking with Lincoln he seemed to have 
the idea that only a number of the size that couldbe explained | 
by chance actually returned. I am now considering writi ng of these 
data from this point of view. Would appreciate your opinion on the 
point. 

Navy is sending m to MCZ at Harvard inorder to study some 
of the Culicidae collection next week. Havhg rever been the re 
before I am quite pleased with the opportunity. 

Sincérely,
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3371 B South Wakefield 
Arlington, Virginia 
November 22, 1943 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

Thank you very much for forwarding tl tetter from 
Iowa State. Appparently thirgs there, as elsewhere, are 

: quite indefinite insofar as the future is concerned. 
However I do feel that it is best to get one's oar in at 
this time. ‘ 

I believe that I will also write to New Mexico ani 
Arizona if you would be so kifid*as to let me know to whom 
the letters should go. Also I would appreciate any suggestions 
as to altering the letter as it was directed to Prof. Drake 
when I come to. writing to New Mexico and Arizona. I hope 
that I will not be troubléng yam too much when I ask you to 
drop a line to them also. Any further suggestions tht you 
might be able to make insofar as contacts which I might make 
now would certainly be appreciated. 

I hope that you don't interpret this as a development 
of a violent dislike for Wisconsin on my part; I actually s 
would like to return the re wery much. However as I see it 
my chances just aren't took good or at the best uncertain. 

Do you know anything about the layout at Colorado State? 

i At the present I am seeking a reviewer for Joe's book. 
I would like to have someone (ho is both an experienced 

field ornithologist as well as an experienced teacher be- 
cause I @eel that the book has possibilities unlimited in 
the latter field. Would youcare to write a review for 
BIRD-BANDING? I can think of no one whom I would rather 

- have do it? Naturally I appreciste the amount of work that 
you have to cram into limited time and that that micht pre- 
vent you from doing so. I shall await your word and hope 
that it is favorable. If you do feel that you are unable 
to do so I would appreciate some sugeestions. I am quite 
anxious to have it done so that we can get it into the next . 
number because I feel that the book occupies a unique place 
in am@ ornithological literature. Mrs. Nice is unusually 

; enthusiastic about it. Perhaps you may have heard that 
her health has taken a marked turn for the better. 

i Sincerely yours,
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3371.B South Wakefield 

: Arlington, Virginia 

: November 4, 1943. 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
The University of Wisconsin : 
Madison,. Wisconsin on ‘ 

Dear Professor Leopold? 

Thank you for your letter of October 14 and thanks 

especially for the tips on the turkey book from Virginia. 

Il. have chewed my pencil mny times and have gone through 

several revisions on this letter to Drake and I still feel 

that it is a monster but I gvwss that I can't frame anything 

petter. I will certainly be grateful to you for sending on : 

a letter to Professor Drake. There are a couple of points 

which I didn't ride very much which you might wish to amplify. 

According to Navy standards and records I mve a good reading 

knowledge of German, French, Spanish, and Dutch and a working 

reading knowledge of Italian, Portuguese, Russian (pretty pad). 

With dictionaries, much sweating, ami lots of time I ean get 

through some Scand4navian although I would prefer that you not 

mention the latter. Also I made no point of my work with the 

Kraft Waste Disposal Committee nor my experience with Birge and 

Juday and Sirge at Trout Lake feeling that it would be somewhat 

abide the point. Perhaps you may to mntion that. Most of all 

I feel that my ornithology needs some polstering since I have 

had no formal training in the science. Actually Ido feel 

that my knowledge ts adequate for my purposes. However I hate 

to ask someone to take my wor& for that. : 

I am hoping to get seme information from Lincoln's files 

for an age study on robins. I have a pit of leave coming which 

I would like to use for such pupposes. 

Joe Hickey must certcinly be busy. Twolletters have 

failed to produce a reply which is certainly umusval for Joe. 

I am about set to try once more. By the wayis Bob MeCabe still 

in Madison? ; 

In my letter you will note that I have said nothing about 

my function in the Navy. *nould you care to menti on something 

about this it might be described as follows. I am attached 

to the Section of Epidemiology in the Bureau of Medicine and 

Surgery. My work is chiefly cor-emed with the making of plans 

and assembling of information on the prevalence of infectious 

aiseases (also vectors, intermediate hosts etc) for areas of 

probably operations particularily where the information must come 

from foreign language sources. I have already worked in six 

different languages. Also I handle many routine matters in 

medical zoology (ror example, directions for collecting and 

preserving diferent kinds of animals of medical importance, 

directing of specimens acts 4dentified to wroper authorities, 

ove rd



routine directions on control, nomenclature, etc.) The 
parenthetical list is almost endless. 

There is a possibility that I may be sent out of the 
country before long. If I do it will be on an extremely 
interesting assignment, the experience in which will be of 
tremendous value to m. It is contingent on there being able 
to find a replacement here for me which my chief says is 
porbably not possible very soon. 

How is your semirmar this year? I really miss it.- 

é Sincerely yours, 

2B; : 3



3371 8B South Wakefield 
Arlington, Virginia 
November 4, 1083 

Professor Carl J. Drake 
Department of Zoology ani Entomology 
Iowa State College 
Ames, Iowa : 

Dear Professor Drakes 

At the suggestion of some of my friends at the National 
Museum and Professor Aldo Leopold, University of Wisconsin, 
I would like to describe to you some ideas which I have for 
a teaching and research program. During the past few years I 
have eqiwyreti= tremendous interest in avian physiology. Be= 
cause many of its aspects are at the present tim relatively un- 
investigated and because there is a real need for such inform tim 
in the fields of ornithology, wild life ecology, and poultry 
science it appears certain that a well organized program in one 
or more of the fields of aviem physiology would be extremely 
productive. With an eye towards the en? of the war I am tak- 
ing the liberty to inquire of you concerning the inclination 
of your department to consider such a program. 

A program in avian physiology would, in my conception of 
the field, provide a common field for ornithology, avian para- 
sitology, wild life ecology, and péultry scieme; many probkms 
could be developed in cooperation with scientists in these 
fields. Both research and teaching would deal with as wide a 
variety of species species as practicable, ineluding domestic 
and game species, and whenever possible from a comparative con= 

. Sideration. There has been some good work in avian physiology 
in this country and in Europe, particularily in endocrinology, 
reproduction, molting, excretion, metabolism, and nutrition of 
jomestic species. On the otter tend the physiology of digestion, 
secretion, absorption, circulation, nutrition of non-domestic 
species, sense organs, and nervous system is poorly known in 
many species and practiesly unknown in most®. ; 

Ky education consists of a B. 3. (biology and chemistry), 19% 
Hamline Mateares try M. A. (zoology), 1939, University of Wiscon- 
sins; Rnd a Ph. D. (zoology and physiological chemistry), 1941, 
University of Wisconsin. In addition to classical fundemental 
zoology I acquired a rather thepough training in chemistry ine 
cluding biochemistry, physiological chemistry (thr ce courses), 
.and physical chemistry, in addition to an undergraduate minor in 4 
physics am courses in mammalian physiology, plant physiology, 
bacteriology, parasitology, ani botany. 

My teaching experience consists of four years as a graduate 
teaching assistant in the department of zoology at the University 
of Wisconsin and one and one half years as an instructor in the 

: same department. I resigned from the latter in January in order



to report for active duty as a specialist in the HospitatlCorpa, 
U. S.N. R. As a graiuate assistant I helne4 in the teaching of elementary zoology (including cl ementary ornitholocy), com- 
parative anatomy, comparative physiology, genetics, invertebrate 
zoology, and a eee As an instructor my teaching was cons 
fined to elementary zoology, giving part of the leetures and 

' @irecting the laboratory and quiz instruction. I feel that ny 
best teaching fields woulda be one or more of the followings 
general zoology, general physi ology, comparative physiology, 
avaian physiology $an4 anatomy), or elementary ornithology. 

. However I would be happy to adjust to other courses according to 
the needs of the department . 

My research experience has been largely with avian & gestive 
physiology. Reprints of some of my papers are being sent to you 
under another cover. An extensive paper on the physi olery of 
sarbohydrate digestion in biris involving my own investigations 
and an extensive review of the literature je being indefinitely 
delayed beoause of my entry into the service. At the time I was 
orsered to active duty my current research was corm emed with a 
problem in the cytophysiology of gastric secretion in the dom ctie 
fowl and ring-necl#® 4 pheasant. 

. ly interest in ornithology was developed in grammar school 
and has continued uninterupted. I enjoy field work ana feel that 
it has an important place in research in avian phystology. Three 
summers as a naturalist with the National Park Service gave -me 
considerable opportunity for fiela vork in ornithology and aquatic biology. I am a mmber of the Amrican Ornithologists’ Union, 
Wisconsin Society for Ornithology, Yilson Ornithological Sanbetsnt 

: the Eastern Bird Banding Association; I have taken an active part 
in cooperative banding. At present I am retaining my associate 
editeuship of BIRD-BANDING. In my opinion an important asset in 
working in avian physi ology is my reading, tmowledge of several 
<uropemn: languages because of the amount of important foreign 
language littrature in the fiela, 

Professor Leopold has kinily volunteered to write to you 
Giving his opinions about my ideas and plana. Should you at 
any time desire further information or references I would be 
very happy to supply them. 

Sireerely yours, 

‘ Donald 3. Farner 
Ensign, HeV(S), USNR
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6601 West Avenue 
Chevy Chase 15, Maryland 
October 8, 1943 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

I was very pleased to read of your appointment 

to the state conservation commission. Wisconsin has 

long been in need of precisely that type of move. It 

certainly will be a stride forward to lave a bit of 
good sound science injected into the commission. Con- 
gratulations and best of luck: ; 

Soon I shall have a letter prepared to Professor 

Drake sounding him out as to his reaction to an avian 

physi ology program. I shall send you a carbon and will 

appreciate very much having you send him a letter to 

follow it up. Personally I think that I would like to 

return to Wisconsin if some kind of an arrangement cou’d 

be made there. However I somehow doubt that there is 

much thought in the zoology department for a permanent 

perth for me. However it is awefully difficult to pre- 

dict just will happen there. All inal I think that it 

4s wisest for me to get as many irons in the fire as 

igs possible at this time. 

My friends at the museum have suggested also that 

I inquire as to the setup at the Universities of Arizona 

and New Mexico having in mind the interesting avifauna, 

the variety of habitats, and also the fact that it my 

be possible to get in on the ground floor of developing 

schools. I know veryi little about either and would 

appreciate anything which you might wish to pass on to 

me. 

Since my last letter to you we have added a new 

son to the family, Donald Copps. Both he and Dottie . 

are doing very well. 

On the 15th of October I am movire the family to 

Virginia. The address there will be 3371 BoSouth Wakefield, 

Arlington, Virginia. 

Incidentally have you examined Mosby and Handley, 

The Wild Turkey in Virginia? If so Eashall be interested 

to know your reaction to it. 

Na ea 
paren. Farrer
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Professor Aldo Leopold Rha 1 
424 University Farm Place : catpt “ 
Madison, Wisconsin 

A recent letter from Joe Hickey in which he 
mentions you reminds me that it is now several months 
since I have written to you. It seems that there is 
very very little time to get much of anything done. 

Now that the first set of reviews in BIRD-BANDING 
is done and the second about to appear I would aopreciate 
very much any suggestions which you might have either 
from the standpoint of the material covered or the way 
in which it is treated. I am fortunate in the library 

: facilities available but wnfortunate in the amount of 
time which I have available to work on the papers. 
Incidentally do you know of someone who might be willing 
to help me a bit insofar as the mae professimmal game 
Management papers are concerned. I first’ of all don't 
have ready access to the journals and in*the second 
place do not kmow the field well enough to bea very 
good critic. Should you have a suggestion it would 
certainly be appreciated. 

I have come to Friedmam very well also many of 
the other men on the staff at the National Museum and 
in the Fish and Wild Life Service as well as the Bureau 
of Entomology. I feel that Friedmann is keenly interested 
in my plans of a program in avian biology and physiology. 
He has made some good suggestions, Among them is the 
suggestion to make queries about the possibilities at 
Iowa “tate. He is rather of the opinion that now is 
the tim to break the gromnd. However, I feel that you 
are nearer the layout there than he is and felt that 
perhaps it would be best to seek your advice about it 
first. : 

Several of the men whom I have come t know at 
the Museum lmow Drake and I feel that vith your I help 
I could be armed with some good references. I feel 
quite convinced that this war is not going to be over 
for about two years but that figure seems to be a more 
or less common concept around here. Off hand it seems 
that now vould not be a bad time to make some preliminary
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steps. However, since you know Both Errington and Drake 

I would prefer to follow your judgement on it. 

Have you seen Soper's paper on the Blye Goose? I 
think that it is very god. 

Since I last wrote to you I have had a new chief. 
The first thing he did was to arrange to get me a half 
day more a week. So I now have a little research project 
going at the Museum. It isn't much but will serve to 
keep my feet wet for the time that I am here. Also I 
have had a change in the nature of my work in that I 
now get whole areas of possible tperations to pepate 
epidemiological manuals to cover. I have just finished 
reading more than 5000 pages of Dutch (Holland Dutch ) 
for the last one. I find it very interesting work. It 

involves the translation of keys for determination of 

arthropods of medical importance, among other things. ; 

I check my translations by using the keys on the material 

at the National Museum. I feel thet I have learned more 

in the last six months than I did in any single year of 

college. Mnday morning I s&art being tutored in scien- 

tific Japanese. I still mve a tutor in conversational 

Spanish. 

I certainly glad to here that Joe Hickey and 
Bill Elder have been so well placed. It will be good 

experience as well as useful work. In a way I envy 
them. Whereas I am getting much valuable experience 
and many good contacts I am beginning to miss the 

opportunity to do research vey much. I hope to get 

away for the AOU meetings this fall. 

Under separate cover I am sending a couple of 

reprints. 

Mrs. Famer joins m in ending best wise s. 

Sine erely, 
es — 
(asi) Wm + AWA
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THE UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH 

PITTSBURGH 13, PENNSYLVANIA 

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY February 12, 1948 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: . Paes tee 

Many thanks for the good advice in your letter. You are,’ of 

course, perfectly correct in your opinion concerning the require- 

mentg that candidates for a position in Pennsylvania be residents 

of this state. Perhaps that requirement will be done away with 

in the course of a few years. In the past however, as you doubt- 

less know, the Fish and Game Commissions have been non-political 

while the Department of Forests and Waters has been political. 

The contrast is so great that the Fish and Game Commissions are 

entirely unwilling to be put into a single department of conser- 

vation which will be the reational thing if all were on a merit 

basis. 

This present move is heralded as an effort on the part of Gover- 

ner Duff to take the Department of Forests and Waters out of 

politics. In so far as this comes to pass, the Governer will 

of course win the aprobation of everyone interested in concerva- 

tion. 

Enclosed is a kodakchrome of the largest group of councilers 

thet ever came together on Mallard Island. I have been sorry 

to be so slow in having them reproduced but as you know I have 

been pretty busy since our meeting. I am expecially sorry 

that your face is missing from the group. At this distance. I 

am not quite sure whether this was because you had already 

left or because you were taking a siesta. In any case, the 

omission is very regretable. I hope you will get as much 

pleasure from looking at those good faces 4s I do. 

Very tyuly, 

, 

pert F. Griggs 

RFG: BAM Professor of Biology
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Jamary 30, 1946 

Professor Robert F. Griggs 
Department of Biological Sciences 
University of Pittsburgh 
Pittsburgh 13, Pennsylvania 

Dear Bobs 

I am pleased to hear about the possible realign~ 
ment of the Pennsylvania Department of Forests and 
Waters. I would be hard put to name a qualified 
man even if the search were continental in scope, 
mt the proviso that the man mst be a resident 
of Pennsylvania puts me out of the running entirely. 
I suggest parenthetically that the state will have 
to get rid of that previse before they have much 
luok. 

I have only two suggestions which might be of some 
use to you. The first is to take the matter up 
with Kenneth Reid, Executive Secretary of the Isaalc 
Walton League, 31 North State Street, Chicago 2, Illinois. 
Kenneth is a Pennsylvanian and has taken a life long 
interest in this question. He is an original thinker 

on the question and I think his advice would be en- 
titled to respect. 

The second is to take it up with wy son, Imna 3B. 
Ieopold, who bent his training to this same end, 
end who has a wide acquaintance among engineers. 
His training is in erosion engineering, geology, 
and meteorology, but he also took a let of biological 
things, and I think he has ecological understanding. 
His address at the moment is Box 3166, Honolulu, 7.1. 

Please come back at me if you see any way in which I 
can help. 

With personal regards, 

Yours as ever, 

AL gpm Aldo Leepeld



THE UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH 

PITTSBURGH 13, PENNSYLVANIA 

DEPARTMENT OF January 22, 1948 

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 

CONF IDENT IAL 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

As you know the department of Forests and Waters of 

Pennsylvania has been political but Governer Duff has 

appointed Admiral Draenel to head this department and 

there is some prospect that it may be put on a basis 

of merit and effeciency. I have been asked to nominate 

a@ man to head up the Waters side of the department. He 

must be an engineer because he will have charge of a lot 

of dam construction and similar projects. I do not need 

to tell you that this country has suffered billions of 
damage from good engineering wrk which was carried through 

without eny appreciation of the biological repercussions 

& which would follow. Likewise, you are fully aware of the 

x difficulty of finding an engineer with adequate apprecia- 
. oh tion of the,effects of engineering works. At the same 

\y time it is a tremendous opportunity for the forces of 

conservation to nominate a man with broad enough outlook 

to guide the public works of this state wisely from con- 

servation as well as engineering points of view. 

Can you suggest a man who would fill the bill? He must 

be, I suppose, a resident of Pennsylvania, the salary i 

believe, would be eight or nine thousand dollars a year. 

I have marked this letter confidential becuase authorities 

naturally do not want a flood of applications and so it 

would be a disservice to the public if information as to 

what is doing were spread around. ; 

My very best regards to_you and yaurs. 

Vefy truly, i 

) . 7 

Pa 
Robe ¥. Griggs 

RFG: BAM Professor of Biology
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Jomary 29, 1948 

Mr. Howard 7. Greene 
Brook Hill Yarn 
Genesee Depot, Wisconsin 

Dear Howards 

I am pleased to hear that you liked Bob MeCnbe, 
ami Iam glad that he filled your needs for the 
neeting. 

Bod spoke to me about the possibility of a researdh 
student on your area, and I would ve glad togo 
into the mtter further. In any case I look for 
ward to your intended vieit hore so that we shall 
have a chance to catch up on diseussing things in 
general. 

Yours as ever, 

ALtpm Alde Leopold
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: January 26, 1948 

trofessor Aldo Leopold 

Department Wild Life Management 

College of Agriculture 

Madison, “isconsin 

Dear Aldo: . 

I have heard nothing from you since your operation and 
certainly hope everything is going nicely. Mr. McCahe made 
a great hit at the meeting and did a swell job. Thank you 
for sending him. 

My son Copeland and I have. been going over our conservation 
matters d feel that prbrity should now be given to th fishing 
and game project, particularly the former. This of course 
involes someone tending to this end of the business and we 
hardly know where to look or how. Mr McCabe made some mention 
of a possibility of a research man being available and I am 
wondering whether we could not set up a project in both the 
fish snd gawe end of the business. We are going to have to 
Pay someone for the work and I am wondtring whether research 
and the actual work eould not be combined so as to develope 
an attractive picture for someone. 

I am hoping to get to Madison week after this and if you 
are available would call up ahead of time to make an appointment. 

With my very best wishes, I ar 

Sfhcerely, f 

Howard 7. Greene 

HTG:GS 

Ce MEMBER of THE CERTIFIED MILK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION f AMERICA
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Jamary 28, 1948 

Professor Robert F. Grigcs 
Department of Biological Sciences 
The University of Pittsburgh 
Pitteburgh 13, Pennsylvania 

Dear Bobs 

I need not tell you that your good word for “The 
Meological Conscience" gives me mich satisfaction. 
I am out of reprints of the original publication, 
‘ut it is being copied in several other journals, 
from one of which I hope to obtain a new mpply. 
When. they get here I will be able to supply you. 

. Yes, you may be right that the title is too hich- 
brow. 

Ian sorry that our address card for you did not 
get brought uy to date, but I appreciate your calling 

2 our attention to it. It ia now correct. 

I am afraid I an out of the speech miking gane 
at the moment, but I nevertheless appreciate 
your invitation. ‘Thanics just the same, and will 
you also please alain to your dean my inability 
to come? 

It was good to have a brief word with you end I 
hope the opportunity will repeat iteelf before 
too long. 

Yours as ever, 

Abtpn Aldo Leopold



THE UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH 

PITTSBURGH 13, PENNSYLVANIA i 

DEPARTMENT OF January 16 1948 

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 2 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

: My @ear Leopold: 

Upon my return from Chicago I find a bundle of reprints 

from you. As always, I shall read them with great pro- 

fit. 

: I am writing primarily to give you a memorandum of my 

“w address which can be put into your mailing list. These 

Cy ay reprints came to the George Washington University and 

Ya SS as you know, I am now with the University of Pittsburgh. 

ow 
33 It was distressing to me to see one of your keen eyes 

bandaged up and I very much hope that you are feeling 

petter by this time. They say in A theory that misery 

loves company, a theory to which I do not entirely sub- 

scribe. 

Otto Jennings! wife is suffering from the same compli t 

that got you. She has been almost beside herself with 

pain for the last few weeks and of course that sort of 

thing soon goes to a climax which is beyond endurance. 

She is now waiting for an opening in a hospital and ex=- 

pects to try the same operation that you did. We are 

hoping that it will be completely successful. 

Very truly yours, 

Robert F. Griggs 
Professor of Biology 

RFG: BAM
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April 14, 1948 

My. Howard 7. Greene 
Brook Hill Yarn 
Genesee Depot, Wisconsin 

Dear Howard: 

Sometime when you have an hour to icill in Madison I ; 
would appreciate your dropping in. Your venture is 
Just one illustméion of a fact which I have recently 
been pounding at: that the Conservation Comission 
has go far neglected to encoumge private initiative 
by farmers in game and fish mangement. I hove 
Geferred this issue because I was fighting with the 
Geer mestion ani sould not carry too many fights at = once. I am convinced that the tine is now ripe and 

: T would value your advies on some epacifiec points of 
how to tagkle the job from the farmer's point of view. 

Let me again disclaim having given you any help in 
your local ventures. If you are getting service fron 
the Fish Departnent, it is because thay are giving it. 
not because of any intervention on my part. 

I am, of course, delighted to hear that the Figh 
Department is giving you what help it can. 

With persoml regards, 

: ce 

ALepm Aldo Leopold
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March 29, 1948 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

Department Wildlife Management 
' College of Agriculture 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Else and I have now returned from our vacation in 
Louisiana. 

I find that the State Conservation Department people 

were down here during my absence and went around the property 
in question with Copeland. Apparently progress is being made 
and today I have a letter from Mr. D. John O'Donnell, Chief 

Biologist of the Conservation Department stating that he will 

be able to look over our area on Monday, April 5th. So every- 
: thing is coming fine and I do appreciate your attention. 

I think I am going to be able to engase a local man living 
next to the creek for at least this summer which will give us 
the protection we will need fon the time being. This also 
gives us time to work out further details, etc. . : 

y 

I appreciate very much your help in this whole matter. 

incerely, ) 

2 

Howard 2< Greene 

BROOK HILL FARM 
HTG:GS 

(ot MEMBER of THE CERTIFIED MILK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION of AMERICA
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damary 5. 1948 

ly. Howard T. Greene 
Brook Hillfarn 
Genesee Depot, Viseonsin : 

Dear Howard: 

Your plans Sr starting something in the line of 
both forestry and wildlife a. me greatly, 
and I would certainly snap up y invitation for 
Jamary 11 bet for the fact that I expect to be 
temporarily hespitalized at that time. : 

; The best alternative that I oon offer is uy 
assistant, Robert A. lieCabe, who grew up in your 
county, and who is thoroughly familiar with its 
wildlife problems, He does not, however, pretend 
to be a forester, so that he could barely cover 
that end. He has been in charse of the Arboretum 
pheasant research for the last four years, and 
before that spent sever! years on Hungarian 
partridge in Jefferson County. He has just the 
personality to strike a spark with your neighbors, 

I am not mentioning this to Bob, wishing te leave 
you entire freedom, tt should youwant to give 
hin a try, he may be addressed care of my offtee here, 

Estella and I appreciate the personal end of your 
invifation, and I regret the ham luck which prevents 
our immediate acceptance, I have been thinking 
sever:1 times during recent months, that it is tine 
that you and I and our respective families renew 
their acquaintance. 

Please give Use my warm personal regards. With 
Hew Year's wishes to you both. 

f Yours as ever, 

ALspm Aldo Leopold
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December 26, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture , : 

Madison 6, Wisconsin z 

Dear Aldo: 

As you know we have been slowly developing a local interest 

in conservation and forestry. ‘tecently I have had our land and 

some of our neighbors pretty carefully checked by a forestor with 

the idea of mapping out a very definite tree planting program, 

etc. A number of city people have been moving out here in the 

last few years and we find possibly 1,000 acres that might be 

available under some sort of a managed program. 

From a business point of view, I am particularly interested 

in havinga ace available where we,can get good fishing and 

possibly M I believe thatthe right kind of entertainment 

here, I can get quite a personal interest developed in our dairy 

products in Chicago and it looks as if this phase of the operation 

might enable us to make some rather immediate progress in the 
whole program. 5 

I am thinking of inviting in about fifteen neighbors. for 

a meeting Sunday, January llth at 2:50 P.M. I figure the meeting 
will last not later than 5:30 and expect to serve coctails toward 
the end. 

Else and I would like very much if you and Mrs. Leopold could: 
come down that day and be with us. My idea of the meeting is 
largely one of exploration and without trying to make a definite 
program at thet time. However the last meeting which you attended 

produced not only a good deal of interest but some very definite 

conservation and we do need your enthusiasm and knowledge of the 
whole subject. 

My son Copeland who is here at the farm is the principal 

; (i MEMBER of THE CERTIFIED MILK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION of AMERICA



Professor Aldo Leopold December 26, 1947 

page -2= é 

enthusiast in ovr own organization as he saw enough in Germany 

to make him think we should begin thinking of the future. 

With my best regards. 

Sincerely, 

Howard T. Cregue 
HIG: GS 

ob \ Om : Eine © os 3 
are / ( |



Mor enber 8, 1947 

Mr. Ira N. Gabrielson 
Wildlife Management Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington 5, D. ¢. 

Dear Gabe: 

It is interesting that you should stumble upon my old 
article on Coon Valley. As you surmise, the picture 
today is not as rosy as it locked at that time. In 
genera], Coon Valley resembles the rest of western 
Wisconsin, and its present status is described on page 
46 (back of first page) of the enclosed reprint, Cer- 
tainly sone substantial gain has been made but it is 
certain that the job is only started. ‘Incidentally, 
the wildlife work i almost completely dropped, 
I may be mistaken I have a strong impression that 
the works of the Soil Conservation Service lost a good 
deal of its ethical and esthetic force when Brnest 
Hol@, left that service. I admit that this might be 
largely personal bias, but I am completely convinced 
that the portrait of Coon Valley which I wrote about, 
was actually started by Brnest Holt, who was stationed 
there at thet time. 

I would certainly not discourage you from taking a look, 
tut I have been obliged to enswor your question frankly. 

By a queer coincidence I today received a most interesting 
; letter from Alice Stokes telling me about the opening of the 

Pheasant season on Pelee Island. Her enthusiasm and that of 
her husbend for the cham of the island and the research 
Opportunities there is something that gratifies me greatly. 
None of us are forgetting that you made the venture possible. 

wa thing personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALtpm Aldo Leopold



IRA N, GABRIELSON C. STEWART COMEAUX 
President Treasurer 

Cc. R. GUTERMUTH er WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE “oa 
Dedicated to Wildlife Restoration 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON 5, D. C. 

November 3, 197 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

In looking through the book "Little Waters" the 
other night for some information, I again saw the story of Coon 
Valley in Wisconsin. I began to wonder if the almost ideal situ- 
ation pictured in this book still existed in that valley. 

If it is, 1 am not sure that it wouldn't be worth 
my while to get out and take a look at it since I have never 
seen that particular project. So many of these efforts start 
off so well and finally go out of the picture that I would like 
to know very much whether that happened in this case or whether 
it is still a going concern. 

Kindest personal regards. 

Sincerely, 

tra N. ie 
rresident 

LNG: g
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: May 27, 1947 

Mr. Walter A. Gresh 
837 Plymouth Building 
Minneapolis 2, Minnesota 

Dear Walter: 

Personslly, I think it was a very good thing 
to have a thorough discugesion on Prairie du 
Sac, since I realise that the office men of the 
Tash and Wildlife Service really kmew nothing 
about it. 

While I consider it the best research project 
in North America, I am not surprised thet ite 

value should be questioned by office men who 
had read. nothing tut Gaston's saan: 

I wish that all of you fellows would oftener 
find time to inspect individual projects in 
the field. 

Tt am sorry to hear about your pigumonia and 
hope you catch up on it soon. . 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

AlrPM Aldo Leopold
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3 May 22, 1947 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Jim Coutts has just completed his 
discussion resulting from the conference on the Quail Study. 
Certainly sorry to have missed that deal, but I am still 
under the doctor's orders to get more rest. Carried some 
light pneumonia around on a field trip for 3 weeks and 

; finally it floored me. My road work has been quite rough 
this winter and spring and I guess I pushed too hard and long. 

I wanted quite badly to get into that 
discussion, particularly since Aldous is just getting started 
in Federal Aid and I think he has a lot to learn regarding the 
various levels of Chicago - Region - State. One of the toughest 
problems of this job is that of holding the Central Office back 
from going off the deep end without sufficient information. 
It is virtually impossible to tell them everything, and before 
we (in the field) realize they have formulated strong and 
rigid opinions on a project or individual. For several years, 
the quail project has concerned certain individuals; and perhaps 
I should have held a discussion with all parties concerned 

rather than bull the renewals through with justification from 
this office. I have always felt that the particular project 
should have been more comphrensive, particularly from the 

3 angle of the “island" or reservoir acting as a medium of 
supply or overflow to utilization. I am especially sorry for 
having neglected an earlier discussion on that point so that 
we might have had the newer thoughts worked into this next 

year's operation of the project. ‘ 

We now have all the renewals in Chicago, 
and Mrs. Gresh and I are about to take the first vacation in 
16 years. Going to Florida and get some of that sunshine that 
I am supposed to get but can't seem to find in this country. 
Certainly hope your trouble is only temporary. 

Sincerely oo 

NORTH DAKOTA OFFERS VARIETY IN HUNTING! drean 

Guy iOAgovA meio RSOe Five Distinct Species of Upland Game Birds © Ducks © Geese
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August 29, 1946 

Mr. Seth Gordon 
Pennsylvania Game Commission 
Harrisburg, Pa. 

Dear Seths 

I lumbly apologize for the delay in answering your letter 
of August 8, I took it to the Commission mecting to consult 
with Bill Aberg and he stuck the letter in his pocket, 
hence I had no reminder to bring the thing up. 

I am not personally acquainted with Mr. Corbett or with the 
Conservation Unlimited group. The other members, however, 
recognized some of the names on the letterhead and at least 
some of them are good people. Their program, however, 
seems to me a little screwy in that they are proposing the 
abandonment of the Commission and the substitution of 
three paid members. I think you will recognize these 
symptoms. 

Their program may have other elements which are good so 
my size~up is admittedly incomplete. 

IT am afraid I have embarrassed you by this delay and I 
greatly regret it. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

NSS; Ask — EAPO" AS. Ane Ae Oi 
<<: cs QI pe



&, Tr COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 

- Soe PENNSYLVANIA GAME COMMISSION 
aah HARRISBURG 

7 August 27, 1946 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

Department of Wildlife Management 
University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldos 

Under dete of August & I wrote you relative to an 
invitation from Mr. Be L. Corbett, Milwaukee. That letter was ad- 
dressed to your re@idence. Having had no reply, I am wondering 
whether it went astray. 

Unfortunately, I mailed you the original letter 
without having first acknowledged it, which was very foclish on 
my part and I don*t have a local address for Mr. Corbett, who ap- 
parently is one of the leaders of a new conservation orgeni zation 
with headquarters at Milwaukee. 

Hoping that you can let me have your advice by 
return mail as I plan to leave here by Friday of this week and 
should write Mr. Corbett in advance of my going, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Seth Gordon, 
SG:G Executive Director



~ P= _ COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 

Ci PENNSYLVANIA GAME COMMISSION COP vy 
4 HARRISBURG 

ad y : i 

ag August 8, 1946 

| Professor Aldo Leopold ‘ 
2222 VanHise Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Aldos 

IT have just received the attached communication 
from Be Le Corbett, Milwaukee. which is self-explanatory. I 
wish you would confer with some of your associates in the Wiscon=- 
sin Department and tell me whether I should make a special : 
effort to cooperate with this new organization. In other words, 
I have plenty of problems of my own in October, but if I can 
help a sister State department in a material way, then I would 
be inelined to accept. Otherwise, 1 will simply turn dom the 
invitation. 

Incidentally, if I do accept, I wiil want some 
leads as to the problems which should be discussed frankly with 
this group. 

Shall look forward to seeing you at St. Paul 
September 9th. 

Best regards - : 

a | Spy Ss D 
4 ELE om ng Ese” 

Seth Gordon, 

Z SG2M0 Executive Director
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424 University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management September 6, 1939 

My. Gunther Graetser 
c/o Mr. McGinn 
Barnum, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Graetser: 

T am much pleased to begin an acquaintance 
with you, particularly since you are related to my 
friend Schottlaender. 

I am, however, 80 far out of touch with your 
field that my advice in seeking employment is probably 
very poor. If you can come to Madison sometime, though, 
I would be very glad to introdue you to the agronomists 
who might be able to advise you. I will de on a field 
trip all of this month, and probably will be very much 
tied up in Ostober. Any other time, however, I would 
be very glad to see you. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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_ GebruederS choeller & 60. Breslau-Rosenthal, 

Drahtanschrift :Gebschoeller Breslau January 9th 1939 
Fernruf :breslau 85554 

GUterbahnhof :Breslau-Rosenthal 
Reichsbankgirokonto . 

Postscheckkonto:Breslau 2083 

Guenther Graetzer,~squ. 

Breslau I8 

Friedrich Hebbelstr.4 

Herewith we certify that you as the owner of the "Rittergut Lange- 

nau"have been supplying our sugar beet factory with beets from 1926- 

1938 .Acecording to the acreage of your farm of about 300 ha(74o acres 

beets were grown on 35 - 40 he (80-Ioo acres)annually.és the sugar 

beets were cultivated and fertilized in the best way possible the 

results were always perfectly satisfactory. 

Besides we can certify that we have the impression that the great 

quentity of sugar beet byproducts were fully utilized by your raising 

& great live stock.Generally as far as we had the opportunity of ob- 

serving your methods of agriculture and of breeding of livestock we 

judge that you were managing your establishment with much skill ana 

expirience, 

We hope to have explained what you w anted, 

With German greeting 

sign.: schoeller 

stamp: Gebriider Schoeller & Co.



42h University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management . Sot 2. 

Mr. Ganther Graetzer 
c/o Mr. McGinn 
Barnum, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Graetger: 

I have your letter of August 19, but regret that I 
am unable to read it clearly. I can make out that my name 
was give you by my friend Schottlaender and that you are an 
agronomist now located on a farm near Prairie du Chien. 
Further than that I was unable to decipher your letter. Would 
you be so kind as to write me again either in typed German 
or in Engiish, telling me the purport of your letter? It is 
the combination of German and longhand which I am unable to 
make out. I apologise for this and am sorry to bother you 
with a further communication. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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a ’ 3, a 

Gunther Graetzer ee 

4 Personal Background, Education,and Experience, eo 

; I was born on February £5,8895,in Wilkowits, Upper Silesia, Gere = 
' many.I come from a family of large land owners.My father owned — - 

the etates of Wilkewits and Miedar(I800 acres), and my mother’s” 
father owned the estates of Schutzendorf(780 acres) ,Munchhof(SI0' ~~ 

| geres), Schonharte(240 acres),ani Weigelsiorf(830 acres), These ~~ 
: estates have been owned by the family for generations, having beh » 
| @equired by my Or ee ects and by my grandfather, respectivee 

| dy.After my highescool and University eaucation,I voluntecred Bye es 
services in the world war,rese to First Lieutenant,and was decorated 
ecveral times.I served in the trenches during the entire war. In 
1987 I married Klara Milch,the daughtor of Dr. F.Milch,President 6f — 
the Silesian See Bank and Mewber of the Board of — = 

{ > 

_ the Association of German Mortgage Banks.We have three children, 
| aged 11,9 and 5.We are all citizens of Germany,and of the Lutheran | 
| Faith ly estate, Langenau,was required by the German Army ani I wae 
| forced to sell it to the military authorities. 

; | in 1911 my father purchased the estate of Een where we took ‘ 
| up residenes.I attended High School in nearby Breslau.After this,I . 
‘attended the Technical and Agroultural Schools of the University of 
‘Munich for 4} yeare(@ years before the war, and 2s years after the 
|war), and I was, greauated in.1950,Sumns. cum Laude.Then,I worked une 
; dex my father’s Girection on the family satates,and later with ‘ieasrs, 
‘Vom Rath, Sehselier & Skene,a firm which ewned ani operated 9005 2 ‘ 

, of dand.gn s-commerctal tosis” eee ee 

‘My father Qied in 1987 and I returned home to take over the manage- 
(ment of our cotate Langenau(740 acres) .Thie was an intensively oul= 
itivated estate, where we rotated sugar beet with wheat, rye, clover, po= 

‘ ‘tatoos, alfalfa, barley, oate,and hem.iie algo had ali kinds of lives 
\steck,and engaged in brecding of horacs,cattle(av.70 head) ,heifers 

! ‘and céives,pigs,and sheep(av.760).In addition te my own estate,T 
Manage: the estates of my minor nephews(4 estates totaling about - 

\ #500 acres)during the past 16 years. 

Due to my acadeuic training,I was parteularly interested in the ap= 
plication cf scientific nethods.Fer instance,I participated actively 
ian the experimental work of the Obernigk Resoarch Association and of 

: ‘the Nitrogen Advisery Board of Beacdaeteapertavase to develop vari- 
etica of wheat,and to introduce new plants formerly net grown in 
Ge many;aleo experiments in wéed eradication).I also coliaborated 
with the German Statistical Ofiice in its periodical agricultural 
eensus and was & correspondent of the Agricultural Chamber of Com— 
merece. I also acted as appraiser of farm properties for agricultural 
mortgages banks.My experience with the cultivation of suger beets ; 

é relates particularly to the following subjects:Rotetion;sao0il prepa- 
ration;pianting and thinning practices harvesting methois;uses of 
eta Squipment;protectigen against plant deseases ani insect 

pnemiess;uses of manure and artificial fertilisers. = |



As a graduate mechanioal engtneer,I have worked in the employ 
s ‘ of the ilaschinenfabrik Lepereay Sepereng tore ee the deve- 

‘ lopment of their moter plow.I have also familiarized myself 

' thore with the latest mechanical farm implements,many of which 
I have used on my own farm, : 

os : :



«Pe enelation | i a 

_- Sugat Refinery of Vyscov,Ltd. Vyecov,liocavia,Januazy 9,1959, — 

2 peed sede Affisavit. — 
We certify horswith that Ur.Gucther Gractser,omner of the 
egtate of os Breslau, hae been ongaged p+ dey bee 

ae 90, with the year 1960 and up te the present time as agoe 
consulent for the james areas of jand which our firm. 

ewns.In this capagity it wae hie task to acquaint us ourrentiy 
with the latest imrevements of the rigs: Ager ppthnges nee 
syotem of agriculture,and te introduce with us al] the read’ 
iuprovements which he founa,Furthermore,ho wag in charge of (° 

~  the-instellation ang sedornication,espeaioliy nechanigation, ~~ 
_ ef UF equipment and working methods, — oe ee 

Valwable work sa8 done by Mr.Grastaer cepestahty in the cule ~~ 
tivation of te there not ¥y in rogard to the 
sufficiant app tion of fertilizers but alse in to 
eieplifiestion and reduction in the coet of our eBime prec a 
thous.Aclerding to his dizectione wo experimented with atand 
spacing Gud cesrelated this with the resulting oxop yields, Base. ‘ean theses sseote ENN te noe Uhvosing as our men nee 

of planting suser beets ENT ars now great gavings = 
for adverts yoars. : eo i ae 

MEL 50 sivem wa valunlTe Savive an regard to fed econss 
ny, silos, meehsnisation ef fe-d production, feed composition 
for dairy cattlejana daisy products. a 

We gogset uost sincca@ly thet the oucossstua end efficient lt 
ool getion with itr.Gractaer io dyawing te on end.We take _ a 
ena eee hin 68 of excellent,efficient,and = 
uxposs agriculturist,Gur teat wishes accompany him in 

hie future carser., ; ; 
(Bad of translation) 

Note by Ur.Graetser: . a 

(The Suger Refinery of Yyscov ia one of the mest 
- “Gedern and largest Ganuficturezs ,in-formerly-Cae<e | 

choslovakia anu bas a dadiy capacity ef avout 120,000 
2 outasd lange partabout asjof the teste gone fean ede 

ee the coxpany's own fields which ere partly qperatsd = — 
oe by the ommere ani partly leased te ap ;



New Soile Building 
Oeteber 10, 1934 

Mr, Martin Gillin 
Land 0' Lakes 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Gillin: 

Professor Juday has referred to me your inquiry about whether 
eny study is being made of the grouse cycle, 

Yeo, I have two men working on this subject, Franklin J, ¥. 
Schmidt is studying the life history of Wisconsin grouse and will come 
out with a series of publications this winter on his findings to date, 

; Leonard W, Wing is studying the cyele in Wisconsin grouse, having re- 
cently taken over this project from Wallace Grange, Both Wing and 

; Schmidt are graduate stuients working under the joint smervision of 
Professor Wagner and myself, 

Both studies are supplementary to a laboratory study of the 
diseases which has been under way for some years under the direction of 
Dr, R, G. Green of the University of Minnesota, Another life history 
etudy has aleo been made by Ralph King of the University of Minnesota, 

Green's findings are in print and I can pat you in touch with them if 
you wish, tut they are of a highly technical nature, King's findings 
are only partially in print, tut he has some popular accounts of his 
work of which he may have extra copies, I am sending him a copy of this 
letter with the request that he mupply you with the material which is 
available, 

A general account of the cycle and separate accounts of the 
species affected by it are contained in my "Game Survey of the North 
Central States," which is obtainable from Dr, ¥, 1. MaAtee, U. 3. 
Biological Survey, Washington, D, C. A further account of the cycle 
ies contained in my "Game Management," prospectus of which is enclosed. 

A general appraisal of the present status of research on the 
eyele is given in the attached mimeograph, “The Game Cycle: A Challenge 
to Selence." After reading this mimeograph you will not need to be 
told that I am immensely appreciative of any interest shown in this 
subject, We are now, a8 you know, right in the middle of the mortality 
period and are letting slip opportunities for study which will not offer 
themselves again for another ten years at least, The present man-power 
engaged on the question is entirely inadequate, although they are doing 

the best they can, One of my two men is supported by eubseriptions from 

a group of sportamen in Milwaukee, Kenosha, ani Racine, Should you by



Martin @11lin--2 Ostober 10, 1934 

any chance imow of any other group vho might be interested in contributing 
to further studies, I would be intensely interested to get in touch with 
thea. I feel that we are dealing here with a very important aspect of 
conservation which has been almost entirely neglected both by science ani 
by laymen. . 

The specific thing which needs to be stwiled, tut for which we 
leck funds to pay the travel of a student, is the present “irruption” of 
quail almost all over Wisconsin, As you will see from the “Game Survey," 
this happens only once in about every 20 years or so and it is a matter 
of the utmost consequence that when the die-off occurs, which will doubt- 
less be this winter, we learn how it occurs, where, and why, I have 
splendidly qualified men who are wishing to make this study, but lack the 
funds to pay them a little car mileage, which they cannot, of course, pay 
out of their om pockets, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
in Charge, Game Research 

Alevh 
Enel, 

Copies to Juday, King



Biology Building, October 8. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Buklding. 

My dear Dr. Leopold: 
Enclosed you will find an inquiry 

regarding the grouse disease from Mr. Martin Gillin, 
Land O'Lakes, Wisconsin. He is a bird admirer and has 
an estate and summer home on Tenderfoot Lake up there. 

I am sending him a note telling him that I am re- 
ferring his letter of inquiry to you. 

Very truly yours, 

}. Nee hee, 

C ee
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New Soils Building 

April 9, 1934 

Mr. R, B, Goodman i 
Marinette 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Goodman 

In many parts of Wisconsin there is an intense interest 
in eoons among people who run coon hounds, In ell parts of the state 
— is a less articulate interest in the economic value of coon 
AYU. 

Southern Wisconsin is inherently better coon range than 
northern, but a growing scarcity is apparent, probably due to the ex- 
hamstion of den trees, that is, hollow mags in the woods, In some 
sections this has been offset by the coons using the outlets of drainage 
tiles as dens. 

Coons ought to respond to management in the same way that game 
birds do. The first step toward such management would be a research 
project to find out more specifically about their life history. It is 
certain, however, that any attewpt to manage coons must first of all 
provide dens and, in many perts of southern Wisconsin, hollow snags are 
$0 searce that they would either have to be manufactured or imported, 

It ocourred to me that some good sound-shelled snags must be 
eneoountered in connection with hardwood logsing operations, I have not 
investigated whether the cost of logging and shipping such snags would 
be prohibitive, or whether the breakage would constitute a serious 
obstacle. I thought it would be best first to inquire whether such 

material is encountered and if so, whether you could suggest some one : 
logging operation where there is such material and where there is some 
member of the woods staff who would have an intelligent comprehension 
of the kind of material desired and how to work it up. If there is 
such a place and such a man, I would like to get in touch with him this 
summer, exaaine some material and look up probable costs of logging and 
transporting to the localities where needed, ‘the first specification 
is that the snags should be sound enough to svold breakage, of a species 
of wood possessing at least moderate durability, and at the same time 
thin-shelled enough to avoid excessive shipping weights, 

Any hardwood operation which could supply suitable meterial 
would undoubtedly be entitled to a fairly good stumpage rate on it. 
Can you give me any suggestions? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



¢. A. GOODMAN, PREST. W. ©. GOODMAN, VICE-PREST. J. F. GOODMAN, TREAS. 

A. B. GOODMAN, SECY. = 

GOODMAN LUMBER COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS OF 

HARDWOOD LUMBER AND DIMENSION 

RoTARY CuT VENEERS 

GOODMAN, WIS. iby 7; 1934 

Mr Aldo Leopold, Professor of Game Management 
New Soils Building 
Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Sir; 

Your letter in regard to hollow material for 
coon dens has been referred to the writer. 

In our logging operatiors we occasionally cut a 

hollow tree of basswood or yellow birch and we also get 
a@ proportion of hollow logs when cutting in upland cedar, 
I dontt know Mr Coonts preference for species, but cedar 
seems to be the best material that we have for your purpose, 
It is the lightest of our woods, the most durable and the 
most plentiful in a hollow form. Cedar tapers much more 

than our other species, possibly 25% in a 16 foot log, some 

logs are hollow throughout and others are sound on one end, 
logs with holes of any size up to 18 inches in diameter may 
be found, These should have 3 inches of wood to prevent 

breakage Basswood or birch if used for this purpose 
and the bark stripped off are fairly durable except where in 
contact with the soil; these trees would provide dens up to 

30 inches in diameter. 

Our standard log length is 16 feet but these hollow 
logs could be cut in any length and top diameter required and 
shipped either in carload or truckload lots. 

Yours very truly, 

Forest Engineer 

Jac L 

“BEAUTIFUL birelt ror BEAUTIFUL WOODWORK”



COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

May 16, 1934 

é Prof. Aldo Leopold 

New Soils Building 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

Thanks very much for sending me the correspondence 

which you had relative to the propagation of coon. I have 

had copies made, and I am sure that I will have opportun- 

ity to use this material to mighty good advantage if and 

when a course is offered in fur farming. 

Very truly yours, 

F.B.Hadley:W 

1502



Ay? 

August 20,1930 

Mr. Frank Grimmer 
Conservation Commission 
Capitol 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Grimmer: 

I promised to let you lmow where to find the paper 
on waterfowl refuges. I find this was in American Forests and 
Forest Life, May, 1926. Since you may not have a file of this 
periodical, I am loaning you my file copy of the article. Please 
return. 

As of further possible interest in connection with : , 
this area, I inclose a reprint on a duck census made in it. 

Hoping to have a change to talk with you often, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IBOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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Mx. Wallace Grange 

Babeoair 
Wisconsin 

Bear Walleses 

As you imow, I am always glad to get 
your views. 

Ag to my ' to on the Munninghoff conse, I confess 

thet this ie the first time in a nae 

Gemdschenee Wet { 446 aos ienee ber 0 s 

of ny friends vhose Judgment 
I value 

highly, including 
Clyde © aoe 

have expressed the same disagroenent ‘cok 
a 

have. On the other hand I seen to have 

regera for the Attorney General's ies thes 

you have. Ia short, I am open to po: hehe 

ami I am not yet 
eur , ie tat eee 

On the matter of power dams, you are mistaken 

in supposing that the Comaiesion 
is i 

power ing and anything, sisely dooms it ie a dem. On the contrary, wo had a 

long discussion on the need 
for an ; 

rc 
ties in advance, with 

& definite list of wildlife and th 

involved or not 
tavolyed in 

— a 2 val 

ath aan teh eo teak wae oy waa ALongree 

of wilderness values ehsyly en the duane 
thud we 

might need them in another war. If we lose our 

wilderness, we have nothing left in ay op * 
povemayy rt ante ny Bp pe, Aggy ome 

industrialized United States is in cmnare 

for next dreus to the Yeological Society 
for year, and I will eee that you got a : 

It ig always stimilating to mo to avap views with 
you. 

With personal reganis, 

Yours as over, 

Alapa



Babcock, Wisconsin 
December 19, 194 

Professor Aldo Lepold : 
Conservation Commissioner : 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I wish to register my personal protest against your 
vote to deny the Paul Munninghoff muskrat farm license. I 5 
understand this vote was 3 to 3, and that Bill Aberg informed 
you of the law, and also of the supreme court decisions. 

Instead of following the legislative mandate, however, it : 

appears that several of you on the Commission wish to re-write 

Wisconsin law without due le gislative process. I presume you 

have refuge in the attorney generals informal opinion, but it is 

well known that this department is subservient to the wishes 

of state agencies and often does not render an opinion in 

accord with law. I regret very much to see your alignment 

on this matter. 

I also disagree with your group on the subject of 

opposition to any and all power dams in Wisconsin, Such an 

attitude, it seems to me, is silly. It is now reported you 

oppose the Petenwell project. I believe that one thing you 

should consider very seriously is the probable status of 

Wisconsin and American industrial development at the time of 

the apparently inevitable fighting war with communism. In 

order to save “wilderness areas" and in fact our whole way of 

life we may need, (and in my opinion will need) every source 

of power we can mustere I sincerely urge you to take this 

factor into account before you condemn any additional Wisconsin 

power sites. In view of the factt hat we face a struggle for 

survival, and one which in all probability will be no pushover, 

I question whether you have the right to decide such issues on 

the basis of a single narrow viewpoint, namely the love of 

wildernesSe I have no fear that your opposition will stop 

a single development, but I do feel that every such issue should 

be resolved in favor of pro_viding greater industrial, mural and 

productive strength for the community as a whole. 

With the season's greetings, 

WWaGece 
Wallace Grange 
Babcock, Wisconsin
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May 3, 1946 

Mp, Wia.ten P. Grimmer — 
Wisesns in Gonaoryation Dept. 

ae ‘ae a ee eee 

Dear Bills 

tts ee @mpany which seemed likely to be in position ¢ sup “deemie e entirely out’ of wire end wild not accept ok There 

——— ye Poy Se , “Se. to 
or in reserve for us se an; sible damage by 
ind this spring and sumer. a Apes 7 

We have, as you know, put up approximately 2500 feet of _ fence, thus far, @nforming to the new specifications. This is 12} gauge, with maximum opening 6 x 8 ‘aiken. 

expect to go forward with the dredging work on the wieght at organ oo ue es ema five will be evail : y ¢ ) new dike. pres fenee, in the meentine, will remain where it 19. 

in esmenhins ate’ the fencing einer win ‘ 

Yours sincerel 
Sandhill Seas -Pasm; Inc. 

- : 

By Wallace Grange, Fres. : : 

oC ldo Leon



Decesbor 14, 1945 

My. Wallace Grange 
Sandhill G.me Farm 
Babeook, Wisconsin 

Dear Wallaces 

I read your minnow letter with mich interest. 
My own famildarity with the subject is near sero, 
hente I got many new ideas. 

tend ache ae i poh ar @ any avast wsce 
I of course want to soe Bill before expressing 
eny opinion. Seems to me the minnow drop is 
a we, en ee 

by beds, supervised removal, and "sealing" 
the ylold. 

Thanks for your closely~reasoned letter. 

Tours, 

Aldo Leopold



December 10, 1945 

2 

Mr. Wm. J. Pe —_ Chairmen 
Wisconsin Conservetion Commission 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

I npemetete your letter. Only the pressure of « great desl 
of work hes prevented eerlier ecknowledgement. 

On the bsesis of your commmts, I em pleased.to withdrew my 
objections to the pond development et Meadow Valley. If this 
work is to be bone fide reseerech I not only have no objection 
tat a enxious to cooperate. I do think thet it ought to be 
integrated with the University work, both because I think the 
project would benefit, emi beesuse such integretion is fur ther 
insurance against going off on e tengent. It is far from clear 
just whet is to be "“demonstreted", ond I am of the personal 
opinion thet a much larger contrition to the minnow industry , 
Would be mede through study of basic ecology for almost nothing 

: is known es to food hetits, inter species,predetion, end 
habitet requirements of several minnows. These comments, 
however, are aside from the present point, which reletes to 

: commercial ectivity. : 

I still met oppose the C.W.C.A. lease of exclusive 
minnow rights. Nevertheless, if you intend to continue these, 
several major sources of irritation can be very greatly 
minimized through adoption of a more clear eut policy es to 
methods of operstion ond sele. I will try to explain these, 
but first as to the general question of stete seles I think 
we are in close agreem@ént. Our firm recently bid on Rarksdele
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deer, (unsuccessfully), ami more recently purchased confiscated 
venison from the Department, indicating thet we do not object 
to seles of the type you mention. 

Justifiable state sales, 1 believe, arise onlyuunder one 
or more of four definite circumstances: 

(1) A compelling Mologicel reason extsts for removel of . 
a wildlife surplus. ~ ‘ 

(2) Specisl fectors of reel validity prevent utilization 
of the surplus by the generél1 public. 

(8) Im some gases, even under generel public utilizetion, 
the removal is inadequate to accomplish the 
pieologieal objective. 

(4) Meny items come to state possession purely as an 
incident to lew enforcement. 

Barksdale deer are en example of (1) and (2). Chember's 
Islend deer are even better, for in thet esse no sale resulted. 
Rough fish removel is clearly under (3), nd the sale of 
confiscated deer, and perhaps beaver complaint trepping, tomes 
under (4). I think you will find thet prectically every 
justifieble state sale, of the incidental type you mention, 
clearly fells within these four categories. I, as well as 
you, recognize the validity eni necessity of these. w 

The esle of lease rights on ¢.W.C.4. lands, on the contrary, 
does not meet a single one of these four specifications. There 

is no Compelling biological reason demanding removel, In fact, 

I am eager to ask why, if the Conservation Bulletin articles 
by Dr. Hasler are true (natural waters in Yisconsin ere endangered 

by undue minnow depletion), thé Department dees not stock minnows 
in fooGleas lakes end streams. If the propagande originating 

_ from recent fish research is sound, then it would seem the part of 
wisdom to olose somé game fish hatcheries ond utilise eny 

pessible forage minnow surplus for the purpose of augmenting _ 

the deficient netural food supply. I question, then, whether 
it ig comervation wisdom for you to sell. a resource which may 

be of we J 2 BS LSBSTOL IE. and for whieh you may have 
& gompelling Wological reeson for restocking, but no such 

E reason for renoval for commerei« ait sale. 

Neither is ther¢ any speciel factor preventing general 

public utilization of. minnows on C.W.C.A. lmdsjnor are the 
fish in possession as en incident to enfor¢ement. In fact, 
the only justification for the minnow leases thet I heve 

heard cited to date is simply the fact that they are a
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source of revenue. I oan only reiterate, then, thet this is 

commercielizetion pure and simple, with no extenuating 
factors. y 

You epperently believe then an exclusive lease on C.W.C.A. 

lends is no more threat competitively than is an area open to 

ell. You are right in theory, tut wrong in practise. After ‘i 

you read the suggestions I heve to offer as to future operationsl 
details, you will seemmy point. 

Competition is the lifeblood of free enterprise. I not only 

: have no desire to stifle private competition, tmt believe it 

is merely enlightened good tusiness to encourage it. My 

objection is to state competition, and state subsidized competition. 

In viewing this whole matter, I think it is importent to 

consider the real objectives of the conservation program. 

What, reelly, ere we ettempting tw do? It is my philosophy 

thet one of air major undertekings is to hn ts 4 doors 

of, Lie a I think the Department et fer 

more for thet puxpose than for the purpose of exacting the 
lest doller of revenue from lends unéer its control, for 
éespite all thet may be said, the state es « lend owner or 
operator is not in the seme status es e commerciel owner, 

: Yor exemple, although most hunting mey be for sport, there 

is eo incidental return to the hunter of meat, whieh is a 

veluable consideration to him. To that extent, then, "sport" 
is sccompenied by some degree of “commercialization", as e 

matter of course. Hunters do not only want something to hunt, 

and a place to hunt, but they want actual game to cerry home 

from the ghase, and despite all professions to the contrary, 3 

the reduction to possession of so mwny head of game xe ma jor 

objective. It is esteblished poliey to give hunters h 

opportunity, and game. ee 

In the case of fur trapping, the commercie] motive on the 

part of the trapper is often uppermost. It is estebl ished 

policy to provide opportunities to trap -- cate cite Lee 

but the vision of new revenue from croppe a con & 

elsewhere results in the stete poliey of revenue first and 

opportunity second on state oontrolled lends. 

Minnow harvesting is likewise primarily commercial, end 

the policy SSO EE CSET Nek is to encourege operations 
through open seasons, ete. Here again, however, when the 

stete owns or controls lend, the vision of revenue, es on 

the C.W.C.4. lends, dominates any interest in preserving 

open territory.
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Over the years I have been impressed by the fact that 
fur trepping and commercial minnowing are, in times of 
economic adversity, outlets for individuels who are unemployed, 
handicapped, short of funds, or who my merely wish an escape 
from the dull routine of ordinary life. In open territory they 
still have a ree chence of meking e living, or supplementing 
& precarious living, thwough hard work emi skill. I believe 
you should mke every effort to keep this opportunity open. I 
think that vhile you may gin more revenue through exclusive 
leases to specially selected or favored individuals, the general 
public welfare suffers, You eennot compute the fuli value of 
these outlets in dollers, nor weigh their sociel importance in 
terms of state revenue. 

It is not necessary thet the state forego all revenue 
in such cases. The solution is e speciel permit system on 
state-controlled lands. A minnow permit fee on C.W.C.4. lends 
at $25 or $50 per season, for exemple, is perfectly reasonable. 
This would convey no exclusive territary rights. If you will 
study the mtter, I think you will agree thet Horicon rats 
Gan also be trapped under this system, without disorimine ting 
ageinst one trapper applicant end another, ond without resort 
to lottery, number fers, punchboerds or other means of 
apportioning land or rights by gembling, whieh 1 believe hes 
been suggested. ; 

So long as it is within the provinee of some official to 
decide as between one applicant for « valueble right and : 
his competitor, es to which of the two shall receive the 
privilege, the wey is open for serious abuse. Sueh abuse hes 
been rather typical of operations in some states, Having seen 
such political systems, I for one do not want thet risk run in 
Wisconsin, and I heve tried for some time to point out et 
every opportunity that administration end opportunity must 
be identical for ell. My whole conservation philosophy is 
predicated on the idea thet if we are to solve our res] problems 
we must avoid rule-by-an-iron-glove administretion, end rule 
which involves “personelized edministration", with one policy 
far the friend and another for the foe, or for those who ere 
of unknown @llegience. Only es that course is avoided 
scrupulously, in my belief, can publie confidenge be rebuilt and 
the chance for abuse redu@ed. And, es I have already said 
mt will agein repeat, there is an itidefineble sociel gin 
from keeping public sress truly open to ell; a gain thet out- 

j weighs revenue considerations. 

Now, as to the C.W.C.A. lease deteils, J understand fully 
that the Commission camot ordinerily concern itself with small 
details, On the other hend, it is only os you occesionally
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v, @o get close to the details thet you heave ey wey of knowing 
hm poe’ how general policies work. It is one thing to’e brief 

\ exposition by a Department employee who presents only one 
side, and another to live with the policy as administered 
in the fi@ld. For thet reason, despite the length of this 
letter, I want to eiggues de ted 1. 

First, if OwtidGuss exclusive,minnow leases are to be let, 
I suggest this be/duly advertised competitive sealed bid. 
You gyention “considerable publicity" heving been given. I 
disagree. I should say, on the contrery, the leasing to date 
hes verged on the sub rosa approsch. Yor exemple, licensed 
private fish hetoheriés were not circulerized, or if the 
were we were not on the list. While I read advertisements 
for the sale of state pulpwood stumpage, I heve never seen 
such en ed on minnow leases. My acquaintance emong minnow 
men is growing, end I have yet to find my number who know 
about the C.W.CeA. leases. If you have time, I should be 
much interested in a statement es to just whet the “considerable 
publicity" consisted of. 

Segondly, the bid proposal should put a1) the cards on the 
table in advance, Specifically, if there is t be e drawedown 
of water on one of the flowage@d in « lease area, thet fact 
should be stated in advance. A lease without draw-down may 
be worth $200, end with draw-down $2000, 

There is some evidence that draw-downs have oceourred at 
times adventageous to your present leasee, I do not heve fects 
and figures, I should like, however, to have them for future 
operations. Obviously, if there is any desire to "cooperate" 

), With a leasee to the extent of repairing water control devices 
| at eppropriate times, one leasee may be given "@he breaks" 

end a second leasee may be denied them. I make end intend 
no specific charge. At the seme time, I ddmit my w ndering, 
end express my belief that eny drav-down in & lease sree 
should be oe after competitive bidders have opportunity 
to bid on that special cifeumstance. ow drav-downs 
should result in closing the area, or the letting of new bids. 

Third, the bid proposal. should settle definitely two points, 
one the use of wingdems in minnow trapping, speci fically 
epproving or disapmwoving, and tw, stating the percentage of 
tMllhesds and other “game fich" which my remein among the 
minnows at the time of removal. Wingdems are legal. As much 
as & cuble yard of sand or muck is often used in meking one 
such trap dam, with the result silting of the bottom, erosion 
end holes in dikes end benké. Does the Commission approve this 
practise on lands within its trusteeship? Have you considered
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the effeet of sey ten years of such operations? A lease 
with wingdems permitted is fer more valuable then one under 
which they are prohibited. I know from personal experience ; 
thet wingdems are often demaging to property. Under the 
technical application of many conservation laws, too, T am 
surprised thet the Department hes not long ego ruled that dams - 
are a pert of the trep, the specifications of which are 
stated in inches. . 

Meny minnows ere obtained together with multitudes of smell 
bullheads. Removal of sil bullheads fs costly, yet if ali 
are not removed, @ warden may say that one hes trapped bullheads 
in possession. Severe] years ago one minnow operator buried 
the bullheads removed from trapping, only to heve the werdens 
dig then up, with the result thet he peid a fine. It would be 
well, therefom, to state in advance whether 100%, 95% or 90% 

' @Y some other removal figure is to be observed by the leasee, 
At the very least, sdministration must be uniform. 

Yourth, the method of determining the state's 25% of 
gross should be improved. From casual conversation with 
field employees of the Yepartment it is my definite impression ; 
thet the present methéds are not very systematic. I also : 
know from experience thet skilled minnow opemators cen judge 
quite Glosely the number of minnows in e container, mt thet 
less skilled persons may be off 1000% or more. Actusl coung 
of minnows is leborious end your employees certainly should not 
spend full time et such work, es might be necessary if real 
accuracy were to be obtained by the counting method. However, 
it is perfectly feasible to weigh minnows, in stenderd containers, 
end the usued methods of determining percentage of grades as 
used in pea, cherry and other cenning plents, ete., ean be 
epplied also. I em sure your Fisheries men can organize the 
counting on a weight besis if so instructed, In moking these 
remarks about counting I do not intend to reflect upon 
C.WeGeA. personnel, for it is my belief that your field mn 
have received no specific instructions as to procedure, md 
I am quite sure that Madison hea never provided them wi th 
scales and standard conteiners. What is done is now past end 
no longer subject to remedy, tut I think I have pointed out 
the opportunity for better orgenizetion of your field super- 
vision and progedure if the leases are to continue. The 
widely divided responsibility on C.W.C.A. lends may be at 
fault, Wut in ey case there is ample room for more businesslike 
administration. 

Your present leasee, Welter Aron, Babsoek, told me recently 
_ thet he sold this year 3,500,000 minnows. Most of these must 
necessarily originete from his state leasehold. At current 
prices, this meens a gross of from $25,000 to $35,000,
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May I ask for specific information as to the actual cash 
consideration peid by Welter Aron in 1945 to the Yepartment, 
theoretically on the 25% efcgross basis? 

I make no assertion thet he took 3,560,000 minnows, but 
if he is e responsible operator, as his selection by the state 
appears to suggest, who am I to question his veracity? 

. #8 @ business proposition, I think inquiry into this 
matter in detail is more then justified. 

Your suggestion thet this is not subsidized state competition 
leads me to ask just vhet subsidized competition might be? 
4s ® Gompetitop, I am eager to see the stete collect in full 
on any eree leased, and in view of the first hend informtion 
direct from your leesee, I think it is withinemy right to 
ask for the fects. 

A matter of some concern to us, though without relevence 
so fer es the Commission is concerned, is the fact that 
Walter Aron, your leasee, employs and is essociated with 
other members of the seme family who heve been a souree of 
trouble to us, A brother and the father of Walter, for instance, 
Weve apprehemied trapping inside our fence...a case the details 
of whith you and Aldo heve both been apprised of previously. 
A few weeks ago I had oseasion to request Walter Aron ani his 
brother Frank to cease setting mink traps under our fence. 
Probably your Enforcement Division oan edd to the report on 
the records of members of this family up to a certain date in 
January, 19435, sinee which, I believe no Aron hes been arrested 
on @ game law violation, if my information is correct. Walter - 
4ron is not responsible for acts of other members of his family. 
Men who have been convicted of game law violations end who have 
paid their fines or served their jail terms are not, because 
of that fact, ostrecized or prohibited from earning a livelihood, 

; anc I an opposed to “taking them in" on borderline cases or 
anything which smecks of persecution. I nevertheless heve 6 
right to question just how it erises that this particuler group 
stends in enough fevor to receive a valuable leese on C.W.C.A. 
lends et a time when most other persons in the community know 
nothing about such leases being open. It mey be coincidence, 
It also may not be. For the future; I should like to know thet 
no suspicion of preferential treatment can be ae 
entertained by senyone. I have tried to indicate how this may 
be done. If Walter 4ron or emyone else bids competitively, ‘ 
with all of the cards on the table, may the highest bidder 
win, end more power to him, 

One other thing thet I think the Department might do for 
the infemt bait minnow industry is to provide, (sell),
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brood stocks of bait fish to new propegation units. cur own 
request for sucker brood stock was rejected lest summer by 
the "Fisheries Board'y e fact which does not lessen my query 
as to the sincerity of the Department's interest in the : beit minnow business. I do not even know the membership 
of the "Fisheries Board", or whet its powers are, Although £ ye offered bullheads in exchange (size and quentity up to 
epartment diseretion), @ cash consideration would be 

acceptable, though no such counter of fer was made, hen, 
on the of@ hend, the Department is adomant and unyielding 
on such matters, and at the same time professes interest 
40 assisting present and future minnow fermers, I think you : 
6h understand thet some of us find it diffieult to accept 
Department statements et face value, 

I had some smell opportunity to work with Fisheries 
Division field personmel this lest summer. We recei ved 
excellent suggestions from. personnel at Spooner, ingluding 
Dr. Yisehthai ond Dr. Gunderson, and from the men et the 
Wild Rose hatchery. f a meeting these men, end found 
them sooperative and helpful. In writing to you as I have, 
it is not my desire to condemn the "Department" @g such, or 
any individual: My interest is in Policies, and I eppreciete 
thet much policy is still unformed. 

I sincerely hope that this correspondence will have been 
constructively helpful to you end to Alde, and that it may 
lead to ironing out of any rewaining points et issue. 

Yours sincerely, 

CeCe Aldo Leopold 

WBGs dg
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sugust 21, 1945 

ur. Wa. F. Grimmer 
Supt. of Game Management } 
Wisconsin Congervation Department } 
Madison, Wisconsin - 

Deer Bill: 

Thank you for _— letter of August 18th in reference to 
the fence specification matter. 

I should like very much to meet with the committee which 
Will report to the comservation commission. I heave no doubt 
thet any remaining details can be ironed out to mutuel satisfection. 
An opportunity to discuss the matter in person appears to be 

: desireable, and if you will let me know what date is satisfactory, 
I shell be glad to come down to Medison to meet with the committee. 

Meantime, the seareh for surplus wor wire goes on, even 
though a more thorough seargh will be possible when explicit 
specifications ere available. Thus fer only one lot of wire has 
been lecated, and this was mwomptly purchesed by e governmnut agency. 

It is reported that « small quantity of commercial hogtire 
is —— through reguler trade channels. I em checking on 
th * 

: I eam gled to know that 8$ feet for height end the omission of 
the 2 inch bottom mesh are Ss to. Even that much 
Glears the way to = certein extent. wey seems to be open far 
reconversion which will meet all objectives. If m, this will be 
a happy eventuality all eround the cirble. 

Yours sincerely, : 
SANDHILL GAME FARM, Ino. 

Wallacé Grange, President 

WBG:dg 
¢.¢. Prof. Aldo Leopold
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4ugust 21, 1945 

Mr. te. F. Grimmer ; 

Supt.of Game Management 
Wisconsin Conservetion Depertment 
Madison, Wisconain 

Deer Bill: 

We submit herewith ow spplicstion for extension of 
muskrat and beaver ferm licenses to cover our verious flowege 
areas, as per previous letter end discussion. 

Since talking with you by telephone I note that September Sra 
is Labor Day, hace 1 sugvest that the count be wade on 
September 4th, if thet_is comvenient. ‘The Srd is stili 
-egceptable to us, but i presume thet department employees 
will be on holidey the Sra. 

Mr. Hheaume ag the depertment representative, and myself 
as our pepresentative are to choose 6 third man for the 

count. I stgzest enother department employee, Harry Weever, 
of Nekoosa, es the third man. If that is satisfecta y, can 
you notify hin? 

One question: I ema little hazy as to the status 
of our beaver farm bond. As I recal), I executed personal 

bond at the time of first beaver form licensing in Door 
a about 1952 or 1933. rete license Was ex- 

ten: to Wood County, end efter t the license was 
eseigned vy me to Sendhill Game Farm, Ine. I éo not 

5 recall execution of » seperete bond by the corporation.
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You might cheek your records on this, and advise whether 

or not © new bond is to be executed. The Door County 

peaver ferm license has now lepsed, ‘There were no 

beaver present at the time of originel licensing, but 

beaver are now present on the aree and throughout the 

: county as a result of my work. I do not think we took 

over 5 beaver out, all told, which means that several 

dozen beaver originating on our farm went forth em 

multiplied elsewhere, as you well know. It is safe to 

say that Door County was stoeked with beaver ag the result 

of eens farm effort there which fact gives me 

consédereble incidental pleasure. 

Yours sincerely, 

SANDHILL GAME FARM, Inc. 

Wallace Grange, President 

' WBG: dg 
CoGe Prof. Aldo Leopold



June 19, 1945 

Mr. Wallace Grange 
Bebeook, Wisconsin 

Dear Wallecet . 

I am glad you ave back, ‘The Gommisaion passed your place lest week, 
but on a tight schedule, ond not realising you were there. 

I am not surprised that you oppose the cutting regulations bill, 
Yes, I an for it, althovgh I share your dislike of regulatory 
extensions, It seems to me the lesser of two evtis, We have been 
"edneating” end relating taxes for 20 yesrs with little success) in 
preventing the premature slavehter of younr timber, eepeclally by 

small owners, 

I judge from your comments that while you onpese the bill on 
principle, that ym heave not posted yourself on ite detaila, Thus 
you speck of 2 manacement vlan being “raquired’. ‘This ie aot the 
case, If the owner rished to write his own mics, vather than follow 
those laid dows by the state, he may do so, in the form of a 

menagenent plen, Time the plan is an option, not a requirement, 

You speak of irksome regulations on diameter limite and brush disposal. 
Neither is mentioned in the bill, It is the only bill in the lake 

States which is pot based on diameter lintta, 

Muoh of your logie seema to me faulty, It is true, as you say, that 
deer ave destroying much young timber, wat is that eny reason for 

ignoring other destructive agents? If a man hes two diseases, he 
does not ignore No, 1 beceuse No, 2 16 worse. 

Again, you imply that Burope practices forestry because there are 
many forest regulations, Ia it not equally probable that there are 
many forest regulations because many lendowners practice forestry? 
Yould you regar( the Interstate Commerce Commission regulationa as 
the gause of industrial enterprise?
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Gan you tell me where the prepaganda for this bill mentions "greed" 
or "lumber barons"? I think you drew on your imgination for this, 
You also have failed to notice that most of the “lumber barens” have 
endorsed this bill. 

Your comments on the forest crop law seem to me wide of the facts, 
You speak of the counties talcing over forest lend “after private 
enterprise has been driven out by tamation”, As a matter of fact 
private entries under the law are shrinking because the counties 

Vo 
I do not assume that these details will ehanze your attitude, I do 
not claim that Gommission policy is all consistent an’ weliwhandled, 
I do assume that public debate on these matters should be factually 
accurate, elee its chief purpose is defeated, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

Signed in Mr, Leopold's 
; absence to avoid delay. 

ee Aberg 
Vanderwall \



Babcock, Wisconsin 
June lil, 1945 

Professar Aldo Leopold, Commissioner 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

For your information I forward copy of my letter to the 
Rapids paper regarding the proposed Forest Conservation Act, 
which I oppose. 

From the fact that Bill Aberg appeared for it, I assume that 
you ere also for it. I understand it is Commission sponsored, 
I cannot tell you how dead wrong 1 feel this is, but you will 
get some hint of it from the letter. ite do not need in soil 
erosion control, forestry, wildlife, any more compulsion lews 
to achieve long-term ends. it is time we tried the other 
approach. it know that 1, for one, would take the stump against 
this thing, if necessary. 

It seems to me that if the Commission is interested in 
writing a new Forestry Act, it would do a much better job of 
it by suggesting essential tax reforms, and a graduated system 
of tax benefits or concessions. 

Even if the law itself were sound, 1 doubt that you have 

adequate or competent manpower to handle the field administration 
of it in an adequate manner. trom what 1 have seen, the 

Commission has its hends full with its present powers, without 
branching out at this particular time. 

Sorry if we are on opposite sides, but in my opinion this 
law would pe a step backward not forward. if you are 
going to try to compel good forestry, you might as well 
quit before you start. And some of it may not even be the 

best kind of forestry. 

Yours truly, 

Wallace Grange 

WBG: dg



Babcock, Wisconsin 
June 11, 1945 

To The Editor 

Dear Bill: 

Your June 7 editorial favoring the so-called Forest Conservation 
Set presents only one side, the throretical side, of the 
question. The Tribune's sincere interest in forestry is 
shered by most Wisconsin people. But it is time we examined 
the cateh-words “forestry” and "conservation", end time that 
we exemined the new proposals remembering that meny a good 
fish has been cought with bait thet wes attractive oer’ 
for the hook. The ides thet the mere passing of a law 
going to work wonders in forestry is illusory, as in the case 
of many other ill-feted lews. This lew in perticuler would 
create more headaches, more conflict, end more problems in 
its own weke then it would solve. . 

9 This propesed lew would require woodland owners to prepare 
‘ "menagenent prcgrems". Sis progrems would be studied at 

Mediscm, and approved or disapproved. All use of the forest 
for commercial sale after thet would heve to accord with the 
approved program. Very shortly, the Tribune would be reportire 
the arrest of local people for violati some provision of 
the regulations. For exemple, for outtiog en under-sized 
pine tree, or neglecting to pile ani burn top brush. 

All this means en enormous increase of paper work, of attendance 
at heerings, of red tepe, end of the ettendeant irksome end 
onerously cumbersome buresucratic details. It means an army 
of tree snoopers on the publie payroll, end an enforcement 
job thet if carried out effectively will create enough 
resentment within tw years to be a feature of the next 
political campaign in Wisconsin. 

Right now, during the wer, the government has urged farmers 
to cut pulpwood end other timber. Cut it, and get it in for 
uset Now, et almost the same time, we are going squeamish 
on it, and will shortly outlew the very prectises that are 
urged so vociferously today. 

You sey, “anything is better than nothing”. I do not think 
you ectuelly believe that, but in any ease it is e dangerously 
unwise philosophy. Let me paraphrese it to say “Anything 
it in the wey of cole cee te and bureaucratic control at 

time is infinitely worse then nothing".
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This proposed lew is not a war meecsure. It is memt primarily 
for peacetime, You are right in calling it "a new venture 
in stete policy". It is so new, with the idee of regimented 
compulsion in peavetine, that I do not think the Stete of 
Wisconsin has eny bueiness passing such « lew until the 
servicemen are home and con have oe hend in things. Maybe 
they will cane home eager for mre regimentation end 
enthusiastic about tree snoopers end new mans for controlling 
the life and enterprise of citizens, but I doubt it, 

Getting down to specific flaws in this proposed law, which 
you went to see passed within « matter of days, you stress 
the folly of ——— "immature" timber. On the other hand, 
if there is « legitimte use for e stick of wood, ani thet 
use cen be met from immature timber, just whet is wrong with 
such use? There are such uses for jmme tu re timber, end as 
far ae I eon see it is no one’s business et Madison. You 
should not seek to compel lendowners to grow trees any more 
then you seek to compel them to crow corn or wheat. 

Forests ere no more basic then are eny other resource, and 
not as basic os frecdom of the press, end there is no more 
reason for the imposition of onerous restrictions in this 
case then for telling you to draw up a menegement plen for 
your newspeper and give in edvance an aceount of the news 
stories you plen to publish for the next fifty years, It is 
about time that Wwe, the people, began to realize once end for @ll thet freedom is not subdivided into four freedoms, ten 
freedoms or any other number of freedoms. If you ere going 
to run every farm woedlot by a commission at Medison, you 
might as well start to run every grocery store, newspeper 

: and cornfield from Madison, too, and if you go one step of 
the way in thet direction next session there will be another 
step. Yes, I know thet "ferm woodlots ere exempt” but the 
hook is this "unless they produce timber commercially", or 

_  gome such wording. 

The philosophy of forcing people to do this or that wes dest 
exemplified by whet was once Germany, —. hed very f ine 
forestry laws, neatly yeeneee rows of trees, the Black Forest, 
and such coldly logigal, beautifully thorough end elleinelusive . 
regule tions end efficiency that I suppose you could call it 
a model for the type of law you support. ‘The German people 
were afreié to resist this step-by-step regulation of their 
lives, end have gone down to oblivion. There is something 
& lot more important involved in this proposed law than 
Pine trees. ‘there are enough people who believe as I believe 
so thet you will hever make such a lew stick in the Stete of 
Wisconsin. The whole idea of compthsion to support some
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master —- is zene: and when the war is over I doubt if 
we, the people, will leave very much of thet sort of thing in 
‘America, A men's home is still his home, and hie lend is his 

: lend. if the State desires the lend used in certain ways, it 
ean sccompliah thet result X education, cooperation, 
incentives a request, but it hes no right, under our system 
of government, to teke over the job of the landowner, or to 
enforce theories by decrees of commissions, 

if forests are a basic, the sensible solution to the problem 
i is through tax soneessions. If Wiseonsin wants certain minimum 

forest cutting practises widely adapted, e11 it need do is 
to make tliose practises a peying proposition to the omer of 
forested lend, Tax exemption in return for the meeting. of 
such standerds is sound, simple end direct. It does not require 
& vast enforcement mehine, and it does not attempt to trensfer 
eotual control end judgment to a few men et Medison. 

1 

Before we pass lews whieh will result in the arrest of lendowners 
who decide to quit simi] trees on their own farms or forests 
it might be well to review the still current stete deer herd 
fiesco., There is little doubt that deer in Wisconsin heve : 
demaged, ruined end killed more pute trees (acre for acre, 
tree for tree), then heve been plented by the C.C.C., State, 
and private egencies combined in the lest five years. The 
some men who are going to pase upon the soundness of each 
individual's woodlend wogren, heave hed the responsi bility 
for this deer herd situction. Heve they demonstrated such 
remarkable wisdom? Or hes there been straddling, jitterbugging 
end evasion? Right now, slong with our anti-gembling laws, 
we seem to be headed for « state deer license orate, 
Certeinly, if the Conservation Commission is interes in 
the perpetuation of forests, it hes its om problem to 
solve. Until it hes taken edequete measures to protect 
“imme ture” treee of the oneness to be covered by this new 
lew from the deer within its own control, it hes no morel 
right to seek to impose upon texpayers any hish-flung 
theoretical nichtmare of red tepe such ss is proposed, If 
you doubt the damage to reproduction of natural forests in 
Wisconsin by deer, I shall be gled to cite chapter end verse 
end photogreph from stete~sponsored reports, end to refer you 
to specific areas which you gan visit-yourself. Some of these 
are not too fer from home, 

Among the tree species to be covered by this law, is the red 
oek. In one paragraph = mention "Shousands of berren acres" 
of Wisconsin tonae On the other hend, there are tens of 

\ thousands of acres in Wood, Juneau, Jackson, Vashbum, 
Burnett, Bayfield, Marinette end other counties which heve
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come in so dm sely te red osk that open-loving game has 
been crowded out. Ked osk sprouta from the cut stump, so 
that cutting of this tree does not kill the tree but 
actually increases the reproduction. Why is this tree 
ineluded in such 6 proposed law? Is it merely for the sake 
of securing ever greater control over the lives end enterprises 
of citizens? Cen ~~ cite a single legitimate forestry 
reason for its inclusion? If « fermer wents to cut every — 
cak tree on his lend for commercial wood sale, let him cut 
ite Ine few years time it will be cak of merchantable wood 

\ size again. Perhaps down at Medison they don't know this 
as yet. her? 3 

poe 06 ‘ % 

It mes 8 genet the grein, too, to heer unendingly the chant 
about ae in reletion to forest owmership end cutting. 
One wo think thet "the lumber barons", both of yesterday 
end today, hed the one motive in mind of leying weste as 
much forest es possible. Did you ever try te hold « piece 
of well forested lend, pay the texes on it, end run the 

; hazards of fire, wind end inseot loss? The way I heer it, 
the newspapers of the United Stetes are themselves one of 
the mejor reasons for the rapid depletion of our forest 
reserves, Whet's the answerf A lew compelling newspapers 
to thin their colums? <A jew to eliminate “wasteful” use 
of spece? A new rarreres Somer to tell you what the 
state of our forests will p t you to print? I dountrir 
that solution would be any mre satisfactary to you than 
the solution you seem to feel is right end preper for 
landowners who heave timber, The thing to remember is that 
the growth of forests is a » The American 
= of solving production e ne at of compulsion, 
but rather of modernizing the pient and of meking an honest 
profit. You can't tex the life out of timberlend end still 
have it lefts The mush tooted Forest Crop Lew is » public 
hunting grounds law, a is mostly used by counties 
which heve taken over where vate enterprise has been 
driven out by texation pe kept out by county bidding in 
of the ys ag is ridioulously high es to ennuel and 
severance vetes., If Wisconsin reslly wants to do something 
about forests, it een de it quickly vie the tex route. 

I fing. it bard to write with restreint about your editeriel 
especially because of the complecency with which you regard 
this further proposed regimentetion of the people of Wisconsin. 
While you feel “it tekes smell wisdom" to see the benefits 
of the proposed lew, I think a majority of lendomers will 
agree with me thet you ere wrong, that the lew would be a 
bad lew and thet the Legislature hes no tusiness in passing 
euch « lew et this time. Hegerdless of what the proposel
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is designed for, whether to free mre lent out of privete 
tends and into public ownership, or for legitimete forestry, 
I might also ask, "Whet’s the MMe rush?" 

Thies timber famine seere has becn preeched for the Leat twenty 
five years, at least. During thet time we heve leerned how 
to wee Southern Pine, we are learning to. use Aspen, end 611 
in all, somehow, it’s quite surprising thet the grettest 

' timber drein in our history could oeeur and be met euscessfully 
Guring this wer despite e11 Se of editors before 
you. In the meentime, we heave Alaska locked up 99%, end wth 
Russie end Sweden are eager enough te sell us forest preducts 
wntil the time that we can learn hew te be self-susteining. 
Sinee these forestry problema ere chronic, ent mny vise 
men have tried to solve them before eméd felled, I doubt whether 
it is really necessary for the Wisconsin Legislature to weilroed 
@ bill through the Last few daye of the present sesaion in 
oréer to save the country. Furthermore, ee 1 ssid before end 
will repeat in cloging, why not weit until the veterans ere home 
end see just how such peacetime reginmentation they ere soing to 
sted for, "forestry" “conservation” or sny other catch phrase 
notwithatending». 

Meny of us have come to have prefcund reepeot for the freedom 
we know here in Ameriea. Despite come: wante of resources, our 
freedom in the hom, in tmeiness, ent on the lond usuelly gets 
around in good time to taking up the sleck. ‘The American 
freedom of lani ownership ond operation is « pretty good system 
as is. Before we to tinkering with freedom, pessing lews 
thet put ue el) calor "programa", «nd setting up eny more 
Gestepos in Wiseonsin, let's just leok ereund eni teke & good 
long look et whet we have, Having teken thet look, I sey thet 
every time « lew such es this proposed lew is suggested we do 
our duty and bury it es quickly es possible. 

Yours sincerely, 

Wellece Grange 

WEG: dg : 

eet Williem Clark 
Senator, Melvin Laird : 
Conservation Commissioner, Aldo Leopold
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- : June 16, 1945 

ke. Wn. F. Grimmer 
Supt. of Geme Mane genent 
Wiscons in emer roster Department 
Madison, seonsin 

Deor Billi: 

fhie letter # ill report completion of the repeire to the 

fence tlow-~down of 300 feet recently reported. It will «iso 

repert « second blow-down of 400 feet (which occurred the same 

night) in the Town of Dexter, on the west side, in 5-4 feet of 
water, &t a point remote from any publie highwey. Since en 
esrth plug in 6 diteh hes to be removed to draw the weter down 

to permit work, thie 400 foot stretoh will require en estimated 

two or three weeks’ time. The plug, for safety, connot be 

removed <ll st once. I am senting ow erew in vonday, to 

: attenpt the job in the weter, but om not too optimistic. 

On Jane 7th I personally completed en inspection of the 

entire fence. Aside from the blow-downs whieh heve been 

reported to you the fence is in cretifyingly good coniition. 

‘Our erew did a sood maintenance job in my absence. There sre 

severel leening sections of fence scross marshes too boggy to 

hold posts without compliceted breoins. This has been 

aggravated by frost~-heeving of posts. I found one deer hole, 

on the west side, in a marsh, where frest heaving hed a ntly 

raised the fenee. Tne deer had pushed up the we soa poultry 

netting ond had gone underneath, The netting was 
_outwerd, tut 1 do not know definitely whether the deer went 

in or out. Alonc what we call “the T diteh" on the north 

side, where the fence is less than 5 feet from weter, becver 
have burxsowed under and been rether troublesome. There ere 

som: posta which need the short reinforeing posts, and some 

treces ar needed. It is so herd to fini help that we ere 

unable to put these in as rapidly as we should like, but we 

are proceeding.
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: The repeirs at the blow-downs reise the question of fence 
specification, sinee in such cases there is the ehoiee of 
complying strictly with the originel specifications, or of 
modifying these. We have been eble to secure enough hogwire 
to take care of the 700 feet of fence, ond the 300 feet now 
done has been constructed of new hogwire on new poste. 

The original deer-gemebird fence specifications eulleé for 
4£ inehes of bottom poultry netting, 2 inch mesh, surmounted by 
barbed wires at verious intervals to « height of 94 feet. We 
voluntarily edded crosswise poles to various heights up to 
Sh feet in some instences, up to 8} feet or better in others. 

The SOO foot newly comtructed hogwire fence deperts f rom 
the original axe ot ktoathon in (1) It substitutes hogwire 
throughout, (2) It does not heve the bottom 42 inches of 2 ineh poultry netting, (3) The present height is ? feet 10 , 
inches instead of 9} feet. 

It is our plan to superimpose 42 inches of 2 inch mesh poultry 
netting on this hogwire at such 6ime as the water is éown 
permitting the netting to be dug into the ground. It is our 

: plen to add strends of barbed wire above the hogwire to give 
- & total height of 9) feet, but we heve been uneble to my 

; even one spool of barbed wire recently. 

When we have added poultry netting eni ber bed wire, however, 
the resulting fence will still not be es per originel specification 
because of substitution of magne » In our opinion the hogwire 
is en improvement cver the originel specification. We elso 
believe it is en imppovement over poles. 

The fence reconstruétion job at the two blow-downs brines 
the whole fence specification mtter to a heed. our present 
fence is costly to meintein. Within another yeeor or two we 
wubd have to replace some poles, end we have found thet wind 
resistence is a very importent fectar to consider. Since 
I heve been home from the Navy, which is e metter of five weeks, 
we have bem attempting to formule te future Plens, and from 
every aspect thet we can see we feel that in our future fence 
work we should bese these plens upon woven wire rather then 
upon poles or other combinetions. It is our desire to heave 
& fence which will be meinteinable at reasonable cost, which 
Wil have less wind resistence, and above ell which will 
end any possible okkticism of us, or of the Commission. The 
origim} fence, end the pole modif ice tion we made of it, 
hes been adequate and commres favorably with a half dozen 
other Wisconsin deer fences, but if it is now possible to
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Gonvert to wire so much the better. Subject to our abllity 
to do go, and re to availability of mitericls end lebor, 
we hope to proceed with such work in en extensive oe In 
@o doing, we wish to be sure that the Commission will not 
leter take the technical position that eny changes we make 
are in violation of our original specification. We should 
resoh an understanding on it now, so that we heve clearance 
in advance. The area for present =n however, has 
to go gt © alterations or additions to specification, rether 
then the ——— specifications es such. However, there 
are two points the original specification whieh do not 
appeer logical or proper to us oh the basis of experience 
despite the fect that we have complied with ee end will 
continue to comply with them until otherwise notified, 

First is the gsmebird fence requirement of 2 inch mesh 
on the bottom 42 inches of our fence. Gemebirds ean fly over 
eny fenee, hence the 2 inch specification appears mesningless. 
Squirrels e over fences, en through 2 inch mesh. Rabbits 
(cottonteils) go through 2 inch mesh, and « certein proportion 
of snowshoe rabbits slso go through 2 — not ell 
gt them can. le raise the point as to whether the Conservation 
omission wishes to insist upon 42 inehes of & inch mesh at 

the bottom of the fence, or whether it will drop this item 
from the specification as to future modification. 

Somat, the height of 9} feet appeers excessive. Severel 
licensed Wisconsin deer farms have « height under thet, end 
the Thordarson farm, surrounded 7 ee hes no exterior | fence. I have been unable to authentieste any osse of deer 
negotiating a fence higher then 8 Fok on level ground. We 
ere of the opinion that « heicht of feet is adequate. we 
reise the point, then, whether the Conservetion Commission 
will insist upon 9% feet or will mdify its specification to 
8g feet. 

: We raise the question, es to such further repair and 
agdification cs we may undertake, whether the two following 

: speci fieations in lieu of our ox ginal specification will 
be considered by the Conservation Commission as "“reesonsable 
repair", or improvement. : 

8 (Covering the two recent blow-downs, and 
n all pro some other marsh ond flowage ereas vhere 

wind resistence upon the fence is an importent factor). 
| New posts, with woven wire throuchout te a height of not 

less then 7 fect, 10 inches, surmounted by 1 strend of barbed 
wire pleced «t the 8} foot Level. (Omite the 42 ineh poultry 
mesh, and reduces height 1 foot).
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SEES en The superimposing upon the present fence 
re woven wire. 40 do this, some poles would probably heave to 

be removed in order to get the wire to lay properly. 

The wire guege stretches of fence consisting entirely of 
: woven wire end berbed wire, to be not lighter then 14 guage. 

The wire guage on stretehes superiaposed on the old fence, 
to be not lighter than 16 guage. These ere minimum gusges. 
We would like to use heavier quage if same is obteine ble, 
but if we establish minimum guegee no end then ere able to 
use heavier wire we have cleared the whole metter. 

The size of mesh of such woven wire to be, above the i 
4 foot level, not larger then 9 x 12 openings. (This size 
mesh is in @mmon use on licensed deer farms in Viseonsin). 
The size of the mesh of such woven wire, below the four foot 
level, to be not less then 6 x 12 inch openings, (Alse in 

, common or general use). Here again, we would like to use 
meli¢r mesh, end hope we een do so, but desire to esteblish 

F the minimum mesh stenderd wiich is acceptable in order to 
Cleer the way for ony wire negotietions that we my be eble. 
to make. 

Assuming for the moment that we heve obtained clearence on 
our fencing plens es described in Specifications one end Two 
above, we réige’the question as to thether the Conservation 
Gomeission cares to indicate any preference of priority es 
to whieh sections of fence we treat first. We have 18h miles 

: of fence, labor is searce, materiels ere apt to become 
avelleble slowly, end hence the jot cannot all be done at. 
once. It is, eccordingly, feasible to agree on priority of 
$reetment if this metter is of interest. I therefore ask 
two questions; (1) Would the Commission prefer that eny such 
treatment we may undertake begin slong the highways, or would 
it prefer thet it begin on the remote west end north sections? 
(2) Would the Commission prefer thet in the superimposing of 
woven wire on the present fence, the first width be applied 
from the top (8% feet) down, or would it prefer the first 
width fromthe ground level up? In all probability two widths 
of wire will eventumliy be used, but in view of the present 
wire soarcity it is more than Likely thet Senet Ce okey pee 
Hebe Re PAROS pet Comurt gat Out BS comptoe 5 

While it might sppeer thet the priority of treatment of 
the fence is of little consequence, you can unéderstend that 
sinee much fence work involves the cantrol of weter, and 
the draining of flowages, the matter is of considerable 
practical importance to ws in making plone in advance. 

- It is highly probable thet we my wish to do some dredgim 
acrass marshes end floweges, even relocating some fence 
upon the new dredge bank.
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It is our hope that we may be eble to proceed with our 
fence plans just es rapidly es materiel and labor becom 
available. A government representative of the surplus wer 

: goods agencies wes here yesterdey to confer on our wire 
needs, Scouting for such wire will begin et once. However, . 
I heve no way of telling whether we ean meet our requirements 

: in this manner or note I wish it might be possible for us 
to make substential progress on our plans in 1945, but I 
heve no mesns of knowing whether this will be possible or 
whether it will have to be in 1946 or even 1947. This is 
beyond ow control. I know thet we used the first hogwire 
we have found in two years, ami that we will exert every 
effort to locate wire. It must be borne in mind, however, 
that sny wire lots obtainable my not be identical in manufacture, 
guage, mesh or in other respects: Hence it is essentiel that 
we deal with minimum specificetions, leaving the wey open for ' 
the use of various types of wre equel to, or better then, 
guch types. 

This letter attempts to desl with the present and future 4 
2 aituation and specifications. I regret hat the letter is so Ss 

long, but our difficulties come down to details in the end, 
ond we must agree on details to avoid misunderstanding. I 
think we should teke the time to iron out deteils now, in 
advance, rather than accunulete any complex new situations 
erising from dnadequete discussion of details. It is 
desireable that there be agreement and cooperation in deeling 
with the problem so that we mey all avoid repetition of sny 
past mistakes. If wire negotietions are successful we 
oust know specificelly what we can, end cennot, use. Any 
-promptness that can be given the mking of a commitment 
to us on the matter will secordingly be reggae end 
may speed the work if we should suddenly ate © supply of 
wire subject to sale. 

Copy of this letter is being sent direct to Conservation 
Comiissioner Aldo Leopold. One is also being sent to Col. Smith. 
Tf a cormusitment is to be made to us relative to fiture fence 
specificetion along the lines suggested, may we be quite 
certain that the matter hes received Commission clearance and 
have a letter on it for our files? If no commitment ia to be 
mede, and We are left on our own responsibility es we heve been 
in the pest regarding any modifications, we should likewise 
appreciate a letter certifying that foot. 

Yours sincerely, 

SANDHILL GAME FARM, Ine. 

Wallace Grange, President 3 

@eG.-Aldo Leopold, Conservation Commissioner 
Col, A. S. Smith, Legel Counsel, W. CG. D. 
Iv Ov Rheaume, Supervising Warden
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June 16, 1945 

Mr. Wm. F. Grimmer > 

Supt. of Geme Managerent 
Wisconsin Conservetion Department : 
Medison, ®iseons in 

Dear Bill: 

In en effort to get our operations on their permenent - 
bugis, we feel it is time to take up the question of 
extending our muskret-beever licenses to cover a11 marsh 
end flewage on our property. At the present tice our license 
applies toe 4 rod strip alone the ditches. 

At the time of origins] licensing most of these flowages 
Gid not exist. Ye heve created the new hebitat supporting 
maskrate ené beever. Since the ditches extend through the 
marshes end flowages, end usuelly ere e pert of the dikes 
it is obvious that most or «ll of the rats which eolonized 

: the flowages originated from the citehes. In other words 
they were our eninels. We accordingly do not wish to pey 
en exhorbitent price for the original breeding stock of 
muskreate oné beaver in the mersh end flowege ereas. I 
reenll the price we peid for rabbits ond squirrels ($519.00 
I think), end might sey thet the originel cost unquestionebly 
still exceeds any profit we heave ever teken from them, wer 
a period of years. The rabtitesquirrel count was repeated , 

- three times, as you know, but I necd say no more except thet 
we desire to avoid suche situation agin. 

There has been some past criticis= of the description of 
the licensed ditch areas, which éitches do not conform to 
forty lines or other stenéerd surveyins lines, The same 
general difficulty holds in describing marshes end fTlowages. 

_ he acreage of our floweges suiteoble for rete veries depending 
upon the amount of water. At hich water there are some 5,000 
eeres of marsh; at low water there may be only 4 third of 
a My suggestion is that the following deseription be 

used:
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"All ofthe marshes, flowages ani private waters situated 
within the deer-gemetd rd fence of Sandhill Game Farm, Ince, 
totalling 3,000 acres, more or less", 

We would, accordingly, pay the screage tax on thet basis. © ) 
' This would, I believe, amount to about $150.00 ennuelly. This 

would be giving the State the benefit of eny acreage doubt. 

If you will forward application blenk for such extend on, we 
will execute @nd return same prior to Awgust ist, with the 
understanding: thet the count will be mde during the week 
of August 15-21, 

We feel that by taking this mtter up in June, it should 
: be possible to clear it with myorie who must consider it, end 

thus arrenge for speedy ection in August. If you wented to : 
Giscuss the desoription matter with Col. Smith or with mr. Resh, 
for example, any differences in wording could be ironed out 
in the next few weeks. ‘(We have conferred previously with 
Col. Smith ond with Mr. Resh reletive to license srea description). 

4s to the three men board, I should like to serve as our 
representative. While we heve the right to assist in the 
choice of the third wen, we will accept any two men in the 
Game Divisdon and waive any further exercise of choice as to : 
the makeeup of the toerd, if thet is agreeable. However, if 
some other handling is desired, we can mutuclly agree on the 
thitd con. 

Will you kindly keep this letter aes « pert of our license 
extension application. 

Yours very truly, 

SANIHILL GAME FARM, Tho. 

Wallece Grange, Presié ent 

WBG: dg : 

GeG. Aldo Leopold 
Me I. C. Kheaune 

i ‘



Babcock, Wisconsin 
: June 11, 1945 

, Mr. Williem F, Grimmer 
Supt. of Game Management 3 
Wiscons in Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

» Dear Bill: 

Reporting on the fence repair job, I regret to sey thet 
so far we heve made little progfess. The pot~-hole is more 
or less lend-locked, em the water is herd to get down. 

: We scoured the country for extra help, finelly got two men 
at $9.00 e day each, but after a day at the job hed to call 
it off. I just checked the water en hour ago and if we do 
not have rain we may be able to get in there the middle of 
the weck. ; 

I don't think there is anything to wrry about as to deer, 
but the fence being down there looks bad and we'd like to 
heve it up. 

I met Mr. Skilling out there Sumiay, incidentelly. He called 
my attemtion to the fact that one half of the gravel gate 
was stending open at the moment, and I immediately shut it. 
The gate had been shut by the county grevel crew, I'm sure, 
wat not securely. 

We will keep you informed on progress with the fence repair 
job. 

Yours sincerely, 

Wallace Grange d 

WBG 3 dg 

: CeGe.-Aldo Leopold ; 
Supervising Warden Rheaume .
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Babcoek, Wisconsin 
“erch 9, 1945 

Dear Aldo, 

I am home on leave and shall be here until about the 25th 
of the month. it hed seemed that I might get to Madison, but 
this looks less likely now, so I'll get a letter off to you. 
I've been out on snowkhees, have seen some grouse and deer, 
and naturally am enjoying the chance to be back in Wisconsin. 
I report to Rhode Island from here, don't have any idea what 
the score will be fran there, but have decided to apply for 
discharge. Rather doubt that I'll make it, so I may be going 

out again. if I don't get to Madison on this jump, this will 
sey "hello" and "regards" at any rate. I may have missed one 
letter from you. I did receive your note, and have been 

grateful forit. 4 assume things are stealemated. 

Getting down to the unfortunate situation thet still exists, 
I'm sorry to have to report that warden Skilling is up to mme 
new tricks, or a repetition of old oms. At a meeting of the 
Wood County Conservation League, “ebruery 19th, one Frank 
Shymanski complained that Sandhill is "shipping too meny deer 
from such ae small area", Skilling was called upon for an 
opinion, 4e publicly stated that in his opinion we could not 
possibly ship that many deer from our own erea, I have this 

absolutely straight, but my source of information is confidential. 
The board of directors of the club hed first been asked to take 
action. ‘hey refused. (Tired of the whole thing, and also 
did not think it fair at this time during my absence). It 
was forced fron the floor (Shymanski), and a committee to 
ceveestee™? appointed. “here was talk of "petitions" (probably 
to the Commission), ete. My source of information says thet 
Skilling conferred at length with Shymanski in advance. While 
we couldn't prove it, there is no doubt in my confidant's 
mind (or in my own) that the whole thing was sponsored by 
Skilling, it was not spontaneous. if Skilling could make 
political capital of the situation he may feel he can cut a 
pretty good swath. 

Skilling has publicly commented on e matter that is involved 
in our litigation (allegation that we have shipped too memy deer 
insinuates invasion of our property through or over our fence). 
I should think this is in contempt of wurt, since naturally 
such matters would be and are at issue. ‘he Court Order of 
no interference is sufficiently broad, I think, to preclude 
public agitation or comment by a Commission agent. Certainly 
unless authorized by the Sommission. 

in revealing the number of deer tags issued us, Skilling 
violates a rule the Department applied to us. when Dan O'Connor 
(our attorney) and I wanted to see the deer harvest figures for
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the other deer farms in “isconsin, and applied in person for 
this purpose, there was great jangling of telephones, ahems 
and ahas, and consultations with the Attorney General's of fice. 
The net result was that all such information is "confidentaéasr", 
It simply cannot be divulged} We were told that if we wanted 
to see the figures, we would heave to resort to subpoena. We 
never did see the figures. 

But here Skilling is, as an agitator, glibly spilling out 
figures right and left, and to those who apparently desire to 
"make something of it". ¥*ersonally, i feel that any figures 
in the files at Madison are, and should be, public property 
and open to public inspection. Including our figures. There 
might be some reason to ascertain whether the use intended 
was "legitimate", but in a free country with free speech I 
don't feel thet that is necessery. But 1 do object to one 
policy for Grange, and one for the rest of the state. And, 
adding to a long list of these special-for-Grange rules, 
here is another one which can be presented in court, and 
the fact that Dan O'Connor and 4 were turned down flat, etc. 
proved. I get so sick and tired of this cock-eyed effort to 
suppress facts thet i could spit nails. it seems to me that 
Skilling wants to hang himself. far be it from me to stop 
him, But either the Yepertment was wrong in rettusing O'Connor 
and me access to such information or Skilling is way out on 
a limb. 

Of course, i don:t suppose any in-the-Department 

"investigation" will Ever do eny good. ‘too many white-wash 
experts. ‘The only way to make an investigation stick is to 
swear witnesses end take a transcript. ‘the wardens do that 
where a settler knocks over a deer in fall in a potential 
winter ssarvation area, but when it comes to investigating 
wardens it seems that "we're all gentlemen". A little 
sworn testimony, 1 think, would cure some of the lapsed 
memories. (The men who feared Skilling so much that he 
forgot some details on that trapping case ... he was our 
employee .. has now recovered his memory and can identify 
the party he saw. ‘the matter is again open). 

‘ + haven't any idea whet to expect on the Skilling matter 
except that his dismissal apparently will not happen. ‘et 
he goes right on with his dirty work. it should think thet 
at the least he could be transferred or relieved of all 
contact with commercial game, deer and fur farms. 

As to license issuance by the VYommission, 1 assume that 
this is at stalemate. 4f so, I have the satisfaction of 
knowing that I did my part in bringing the matter up, in 
attempting to seek amicable solution, and in presenting 
the facts. You, also, have done your part, 4f the effort
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fails, you and I are not to blame for thet. iI have been 
forthright and honest throughout the whole controversy. I 
have never wanted a public fight. i refrained from press 
releases and propaganda, and the pressure approach, resorting 
to the press only to combat Catlin when he came down here to 
hold his meeting. i have no quarrel with the Commission eas 
such and i merely want a chamre to go about my business and 
be as friendly with everyone as possible. Anyhow, as i say, 
I've done my parte 

4s to the allegations that we've shipped too many deer, 
our harvest of deer is still lower than has been recorded 
fr enclosed areas under research conditions elsewhere. 
There is no hitch there. Furthermore, I'm proud of our 
work with deer, and of our harvest, And, we've had the 
same charge levelled at us in the case of muskrats, beaver 
and ducks. At one time we were reported to have shipped 
thundreds of prairie chickens" out of Babcock in one 
shipment. it turned out to be empty pheasant crates, 
We've been all over the same ground so many times that 
it seems very silly. I'm sure it seems silly to the club 
directors and also that there is no spontaneous feeling 
here, except from the die-herds. 

This is getting to be a long letter, I'll spare you 
more. ‘his is a personal letter since I am not privileged 
to reveal my source of information and hence cannot prove 
my allegations officially. if you were to subpoena Skilling, 
Shymanski, the several club directors, and one or two who 
were present at the meeting, no doubt you could get the 
truth, but I'm sure that won't be done, I never saw the 
Commission (which Catlin says is "quasi-judicial") swear 
anyone, much less its own witnesses, which more or less 
makes the whole thing a kangaroo court when you come down 
to it. I've never seen so much slip-shod stuff under the 
guise of quasi-judicialness, But I'll try to be realistic 
and remember the advice of Mark S., who felt that 1 ought 
to be "humble". Unfortunately, I'm afraid I can't follow its 

Sorry to bother you with this, I appreciate your effort, 
and that of Bill Aberg. ‘Things will work out eventually end 
there's no hurry except that I do hate to leave again and 
know that Skilling will be stabbing in the back and more 
pitter than ever. I think Hazel is physically afraid of the 
man, who in my opinion is quite capable of violence, if he 
could get away with it undetected, 

With regards, 
Sincerely, 

W 2€Gg22
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Admiralty Islands 
January 24, 1945 

Dear Aldo, 

Your interest in our sitution is adequate guarantee that malice 
will not be tolerated in future handling. There is no present point in 
disfussing past malice except to say I know you hold no brief for 
Mark S. Catlin, Sr., why, with his associetes was the mainspring in the 
campaign against us. There are proved malicious incidents, 

The Commission's procedure should have been a revocation Fremetinge 
against us in court, as provided in Sec, 29.578 Deer Farms, ‘hat would 
have given both sides fair hearing before impartial judges. You already 
know thet I consider the entire procedure which was used against us 
illegal, ani in violation of Constitutional rights. If one suspects 
prejudice in court, he may obtain change of vemie. Im the procedure 
used against us many individuals having investigative, enforcement and 
bdbher responsibilities have a known background of antegonism. We have 
been faced by a closed corporation in which legislative, administrative, 
investigative, judicial, enforcement and punitive measures were all teken 
by the same organization, without right of hearing the charges, cross— 
examination, due process, or review, The attempt to bludgeon us into 
something by such force failed, and could have no other outcome so long 

.as we, as free citizens, refused to knuckle under, We instituted létigation 
te obtain our licenses; the trial cannot be held fer a long time be@ause 
essential witnesses are scattered over the world; a stalemate was reaghed. 
We could not, and would not, now accept any setulae other than the 
issuance of our licenses, for any other acceptance would recognize the 
illegal procedures used against uss; which would be contrary to my ideas 
of good citizenship. Free people must resist such processes if they 

expect to remain free. 

If the Commission were now to issue our licenses, that action would 
terminate the case now in litigation. It would enable tlw present 
Commission te start with a clean slate. 

In event of issuance of licenses, I feel sure that after their receipt, 
any outstanding issues that may require solution now or in the future can 
be solved amicably if there is the will te deal with the techmical facts, 
to be reasonable, to allow adequate time for any changes that may prove 
mutually desireable, and if the negotiations are open and honest. Of the 
latter I have no doubt if you were mediator or participant, or observer. 
The point is thet a mutual solution must come after licenses issue, 

In case the Commission, having issued licenses, is dissatisfied with 
any detail of our operatbons, or believes there is non-compliance with lew, 
then the State still has its recourse in the courts, through revocation 
action. That is the American way. (I suggested that procedure in December, 
1941). At the least, the Commission has two methods of recourse after 

: issuing license: One, friendly solution mutually arrived at, and Two, 
resort to the courts, which automatically eliminates any charge of bias 
or malice.
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I have applied for 30 day leave at home; which I think will be 
granted soon. Discharge is a renote possibility, also. If I do obtein 
the leave, then before going out again I should like to see these 
matters brought te cenclusion. I do not know thet I can do anything 
more toward solution than I have already done in my correspondence with 
you. Conclusion of the situation need not hinge at all on my leave, 
or absence, I am hopeful that the Commission may decide that the 
best thing now is to issue the licenses and open the way for a new 
ere of cooperation. We have much te gain from friendly cooperation 
at Madison, and I think also that the state progrem has something to 
gain from our work and existence. 

The Attorney General's office once intimated that "personalities 
have changed", thus brightening the prospect of finding an agreeable 
solution, I will repeat for emphasis that settlement proved impossible 
because thet which was offered merely carried on the same old fight, 
recognized the past procedure and still attempted fo force something 
dom our tlmoats. Our position has been, and is now, that issuance 
of the licenses is the first requisite of solution. 

If nothing comes of things under the present regime, then we must 
all await opportwity for our litigation egainst the Commission to 
cane to open trial; and when such trial is held, I feel safe to say 
that it will be the most unsavory thing that the Commission kes 
faced, for I simply do not feel public exposure of much that has 
occurred, and scrutiny of some the handling, could do other than bring 
the Cenmission and Department inte very poor repute. Now that the P 
Conmission is rectifying some of the mistskes made in former years 
and is attempting to find means fer cooperating with citizens under 
it's administrative jurisdiction, such an episode would seem to be 

regrettable from every angle. 

I think I have done all that can be done by correspondence and 

from this point on it would seem that the Commission must choose it's 

course of action and define just what it intends to do. The matter 

is in reality a simple one. 

I appreciate your thoughtfulness and help there with Hazel, who 
as you kmow has been under great tension and worry. Having localized 
a major sore spot, I see no reason why the way is not open for 
re-establisiment of relationships on a more satisfactory basis. Even 
if tle present disposition of the Skilling matter should fall through 

(from our view), it will not do so when I get home and am able to 

bring additional data. In any event, the localization of the area 

of present mishandling, is a step in the right direction. 

Sincerely, 

Wallace Grange SKT 2/C USNR Aa daec<_ 
CBDetachment 1050 
Fro San Francisco
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January 22, 1946 

Mr, I, C, Rheaume, aupervinsy 
Law Enforeement Area No, 4 
Wieeonein Rapids, Wieeonsin 

Dear Sirt 

Your letter of January 21 has been received. 

It appears thet there ia atinee! further that 
we gen do with respeet to the al trespass and 
illegal trapping on the Sandhill Game Farm property. 

_ We will, therefore, consider this matter closed, 

Very truly yours, 

Bee Vanderwall 
Egvrep onservetion Direstor 

5 Bron as 2 » Leopold
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Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. 
Jan, 21, 1945 

To the Director 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

Reference is made to the complaint that Warden oe 
failed to prosecute two men found trapping within the Sand 
Hill Game Farm. My letters of Jan. 15th and 19th, 

When Mrs, Grange contacted me the last time she stated that 
Earl Heath would now positively identify one of the trappers 
as a Mr, Frank Aron and that he would testify to it. 

Contacting Heath this morning, he told me that his statement 
to Mrs, Grange was that he "probably could identify the old 
man, but could not identify the other fellow." He told me he 
does not know the first name of the "old man" but that he was 
an Aron, Heath states that inasmuch as he told Mrs, Grange 
that he would testify, he would do so in the above fashion. 
He states that he does not want to say any more than he has 
to and is still reluctant to be mixed in it. 

Dist. Atty. Hugh Goggins, Wis. Rapids, has told Skilling that 
any complaint for a warrant to arrest the two trappers would 
have to come from the Game Farm, he would not recognize any 
legal complaint for warrant originating from the Department. 

Very truly yours, 

/s/ I,,C, Rheaume 

I, C, Rheaume 
Supervisor Area 4 

Copied 
cD 
1-22-45
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Wisconsin Rapids, Wis, j 
Jan, 15th. 1945 

To the Director 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin ; 

Dear Sir: 

Following your recent instructions I have investigated the complaint 
that Warden Vincent Skilling feiled to prosecute two men who were 
alleged to have been found trapping illegally in the Sandhill Game 
Farm, 

Mrs. Grange does not claim that any formal or other complaint of this 
violation was given to Warden Skilling. She stated that after the 
occurrence, it became common knowledge around Babcock that her 
employee fir, Ferl Heath of Babcock, had caught these men trapping 
within the fence during a closed season and that Skilling heard about 
it from some unknown source, She states that inasmuch as Skilling 
did hear about it, then it was his duty to run the thing down and 
to prosecute the men, She told me that the last name of these two 
men is Aron, of Babcock but she does not know the first names. 
There are a number of Aron's in that vicinity. 

On contacting Earl Heath, he told me that he could not positively 
identify the two men at the time of the occurrence and that he was 
still unable to identify them although he thought he knew who they 
were, He stated that he does not want to get "mixed. up in it" and 
that at no time did he register a complaint about it with Warden 
Skilling. 

Skilling tells me that he did hear of such a violation some weeks 
after it was supposed to happen, that he contacted Earl Heath about 
it and received the same information I list above from Heath, 

Mrs, Grange further tells me that she attempted to secure the services 
of two different attorneys to prosecute the case but that neither one 
of them wanted to take the case. 

It is obvious that Skilling had no grounds on which to prosecute 
anyone, he made an attempt to secure information in the case after 
hearing about it but was unable to even secure names, and certainly 
no witnesses. I feel that the claim that he refused to prosecute 
is entirely unjust. 

Very truly yours, 
/s/ 1, C, Rheaume 

I, C. Rheaume 
Copied 
cD 
1-18-45
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Release WILD Game 

GAME FARM, INC. eee 
The Largest Commercial Game - Deer - Fur Farm In The World. 
Pioneers of NATURAL PROPAGATION in Natural Game Country. 

BABCOCK, WISCONSIN 

— January 11, 1945 

Prof. Aldo Leopold [ 

424 University Farm Place : 
Madison 5, Wisconsin | 

Dear Aldo: | 

Thank you for your letter of January 19. lx do hope that some- 
thing constructive comes of Mr. Vanderfiall's investigation. 
However, I am greatly perplexed by your postscript in which you 
state that Mr. Rheaume “has cc on the question of the 
holes in the fence". i talked-with Mr. Rheaume yesterday and 

we discussed this very netter and he told me once again that 
there wes no question that the one hole fed been cut in the 

fence and he sein that when fhe and Mr. Skilling 
made their fence“inspection that they sfopped and examined at 
great leng *His particular hole and Yoth agreed that the 
hole was wecousty Yman made". The quotation "man made" were 
Mr. Rheofihd '‘4rexacr/ wor ds in our conversation yesterday. I 
have hgd the gréétest respect fortir. Rheaume and have trusted 
him fulpy. | ers trust bin pe am inclined to believe that 
Mr. Rhebuhe 74 been ma Ara ye oP ted or misquoted by someone 
in the W disd Peper tmen . |@f7 course, if you have definite 
proof thi ae se, I can believe nothing else 

then tha wis we havegybeen given the "double xX". 
tA > yi 

Yesterday \\ ny ed at Mr. & ume's office to give him in- 
formation relating to the Aroh trapping case. During our 
conversation he told me thet\mr. Skilling had received the 
tags on Christmas Day. He eed with me that Mr. Skilling's 

failure to deliver the tag mptly the followings morning 
(and he wes definitely in /Babeock the morning of December 26) 
could only be interpreted/ps malicious conduct as respects 
our farm. He did state that He had failed to get word to 

I S a 
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Mr. Skilling on Saturday, December 24, that the tags were 
due to arrive, were urgently needed, end should be de- 
livered promptly, but he agreed that didn't excuse Mr. Skil- 
ling's conduct on December 26. 

Letters fram Wallace yesterday state he has been transferred 

to the regular Navy and is no longer a Seabee. However, 
he is still attached to the Seabees. The best word I can 
possibly receive is that he has been transferred to the rank 

of civilian. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

SANDHILL GAME FARM, Inc. 

Hazel S. Grange, peat 

HSG: dg



“* . Gommissioner Leopold ~ 

. This is;to bring. your file up to date. 

’ A further report will be forthcoming 
from Mr, Rheaume-in due time. 

: E.J.Vanderwall 
1-11-45
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December 26, 1944 

Mr, I, €. Rheaume 
Law Enforcement Area Supervisor 
Griffith State Nursery 
Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Rheaume: 

Further reference is made to the last paragraph 

of your letter of December 24 in which you request 

any further information or correspondence we may have 

regarding a lack of ——- of two men for trapping 

within the Sandhill Game Farm. 

There is nothing further in our files regarding 

this matter. The information came to me by word of mouth 

so that we are unable to supply you with any further 

details on it. Possibly an opportunity will be afforded 

to discuse this thing at greater length as we intend to 

hold a few meetings early in January. 

Very truly yours, 

E. J. Vanderwall 
Conservation Director 

EIV:CD
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Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin 
December 24th.1944 

To the Director 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Vanderwall: 

I have your letter of December 22nd. with copies of Warden Skilling's 
report of Oct.15th.and the reply of Mrs. Grange concerning holes in 
the fence of the Sandhill Geme Farm, 

Both Skilling's report and the reply of Mrs. Grange make the use of 
words and terms that give undue emphasis to this incident; it 
approaches the case of making a mountain out of a molehill. When 
Skilling asked if I cared to accompany him on this inspection he did 
tell me that he had complaints of holes in the fence, I do not know 
the source of the oenpine hers No holes were cut by pliers and I 
did not use the term I am quoted as using-this hole was one in which 
the mesh part or lower half of the fence, was pulled down and away 
from the lst upper strand of barbed wire, these two parts of the 
fence are joined by short pieces of wire holding the mesh to the 
barbed strand. These staples were lying on the ground and the mesh 
was bashed down leaving a hole of a size that either a man or deer 
could get through, they were not large holes. I picked up two of 
these staples and hooked them back on the fence. We conversed about 
it saying that it looked as if a person had done it, We also agreed 
from the matted appearance of the marsh grass that trespassers had 
probably used the holes and that there were no clear cut signs of 
deer traveling through. 

Now I attached no particular significance to this affair, I made a 
brief note of the findings in my regular weekly report stating I 
believe that several holes were found but that deer did not appear 
to be using the passages, or words to that effect. I st-te again 
that there is a choice of words in this correspondence that bend the 
importance of this particular incident out of balance; for exemple, 
I did not use the words "definately, pliers, cuttingnstrumant or 
evidence whatsoever." On Mre, Grange request I did say she could 
quote me as saying I believed that hunters made this one hole and 
that there was a beaten trail along the fence probably made by 
hunters and surveyors and four or five posts were rotted off and 
that a number of posts had been replaced and reenforced, I say this 
with no desire or effort to disparage either party and with no desire 
to evade a definate stand in an opinion of the relations between 
Skilling and Mr, and Mrs. Grange.
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Having been in this location less than one year and a half I 
may not be in a position to Judge whether or not Mr. Skilling 
hes carried on relations with the Sand Hill Game Farm in a 
pred judiced manner, I know nothing ofthe correspondence on 
file nor of the court action I am informed has taken place. I 
have heard all sorts of stories from numerous sources both as to 
the uncooperative end dictetorial attitude of the game farm and 
some of the same concerning warden Skilling in dealing with the 
farm. The background is not first hand observation and long ago 
I determined to keep an open mind in the matter. I have had but 
one personal contact with Mr. Grange, this was during an appraisal 
of muskrats, and Skillings conduct was commendable at that time. 
Mrs. Grange hes been very pleasant in my few meetings with her. 

In this affair I believe both sides are predjudiced. The feeling is 
of long standing and dates back to a beginning with which I am not 
familiar, I feel that no harmonious agreement could be reached and 
from ali I hear, Itcould to some extent be a req ult of » lack of 
positive policy right in our ow office in past years concerning 
game farms in general and not this one in particular, both sides 
believe they are right and I don't believe a general statement by 
anyone would be just and thet a review of the entire matter would 
reveal mistakes on both sides. I would like the opportunity to 
talk to you about this matter on my next trip to Madison, a discussion 
would reveal more than occurs to one in a written report. 

I know nothing of a refusal by Skilling to prosecute two men for 
trapping within the ferm during tie closed season and wonder if I 
could have eny information or correspondence there may be on it before 
I make an investigation and report. I could at the present time 
ask only the version of Mr, Skilling and that of Mrs. Grange, I 
leave tomorrow on a trip to Rhinelander and Mercer, partly on vacation 
and in part to acquaint the new Mercer warden with that territory. 
Upon my return the above mentioned report will be made. 

Very truly yours, 

/s/ 1, G. Bheaume 

I, C, Rheaume 
Supervisor Area 4 

Copied 
cD 
1-11-45



p Jamary 10, 1945 

Mrs. Wallace Grange 
Babcock, Wisconsin 

Dear Hazels 

I am late in replying to your letter of December 26, 
Skilling's discourteous language is of course sonething 

to be saved up pending Vanderwall's report on the other 
matters. It is entirely possible that he deliberately 

. postponed delivery of the tags, but I can hardly claim 
that there was unreasonable delay between the initial 
application and the final delivery. 

I notice that Mr. Vanderwall turned the investigation 
over to Warden Beam, who, as far as I know, should be 
able to make an unbiased recommendation. 

With personal regards, : 

Yours ag over,



e Wildness - Purity - Vigor 
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GAME FARM, INC. 
The Largest Commercial Game - Deer - Fur Farm In The World. 
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Prof. Aldo Leopold | | 
College of Agriculture | 
University of Wisconsin | 
Madison, Wisconsin | 

Dear Aldo; | 

I have finally received the tags. Wh it (became too late to 
ship the deer today I started to t on an errand. When I 
was almost into Babcock am j as the three o'clock train 
was leaving the station, the train on which I should have 
shipped the deer, I passed Mr. Skilling om the highway. Be- 
lieving him at last-to be on his way to the farm, I turned 

eround in en effort to overtake him. He/had stopped, however, 

at the State building,/ which was recentVy moved on to some 
county owned/a a near the game farm. /As he was driving out, 
I walked Aver ie nid’ cor and asked hifi if he had some tags for 
us and h¢ said, "Yes, I have." I ked him how long he had 
had the gs\and he said, with “thé most insolent kind of drawl, 
"Oh, tor |p - e| a\ while. "wa" ew asked him what dey he had 
received \ Ne \ibed ahd her said ith a great deal of anger, 
Wf told y i haa them quite je/jwhile." I then seid, "Mr. Skil- 
sane. te RRS ye" a civiff question and I have a right to 
expect a ci \agswer from a/mublic officer and I want to know, 
did you get these tags today Wor some other day?" He then 
roared with the ferocity of a Hion, "I got the tags today." 

I may not be correct, but itfig my opinion that he has had 
these tags since some time Se ti day, and if not, he had the 
knowledge that the tags werg we ting for him and deliberately 
neglected to pick them up. //These tags were issued by the 
Madison Department on December|/P2, were sent First Class Mail 
to Wisconsin Rapids to Mr./Skijbimg, and unless the Post Cffice 
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can produce ironclad evidence that these tags were not de- 
livered until today and through negligence of the Post 
Office Department, I shall continue to believe that Mr. Skil- 
ling willfully and maliciously withheld these tags from our 
use. 

We have now held these deer three days. They will be subjected 
to a journey of from four to five days, and I certainly be- 
lieve that this holding period has been wholly a product of 
Mr. Skilling's vengeance. In addition to having to hold these 
deer, it has been necessary to close the traps for 4 period of 
three days, in order to avoid holding more deer. Our expenses 

run on whether we produce or not and we are badly in need of the 

funds which the fulfillment of our contract represents. We are 
not in position to bear the loss of deer in transit, due to too 

long confinement, nor the necessity of being out of operation 

to suit Mr. Skilling's annual first-of-the-year shut-down of 
our farm. — 

For the sake of argument, let us say that the tags did not errive 
until today, December 26. Can you explein why Mr. Skilling 
withheld delivery of these tags until our only daytime train was 

pulling out of the station? However bread a view one may wish 
to take of this situation, there is surely a point beyond which 

one's generosity may not be extended. 

There is no excuse in this wide world why any Game Conservation 
Officer should treat any Wisconsin citizen with surliness and 
insolence, and as @ citizen of Wisconsin I protest the hateful 
manner in which I was treated this afternoon by Mr. Skilling. 

Your letter of December 19, with reference to the investigation 
which you suggest the Commission institute came during such 
a busy period for me that I could not answer sooner. However, 
as things have worked out I am glad I did not answer immediately 
as a week ago there was a little more charity in my heart than 
there is today. I am thoroughly in favor of an investigation by 
the Commission and hope that it may be, as you sey, an unbiased 
investigation. However, if your investigation fails to find and 
deal with properly the hatred and malice that has characterized 
Mr. Skilling's entire relationship with our farm we will have 
to conduct our own investigation through the courts. When I 
saw you on October 14 this fall, I told you something would have 

to be done to release me from Mr. Skilling's persecution, I 
told you then I was not physically able to stand up to it 

any longer. I am not able to stand up to it now, and further- 
more, I have decided that I am not going to. I kept hoping 
that something would be done but to date nothing has been done 
and unless I secure immediate relief from this intolerable 
situation, f am going to place the matter not only with our
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attorney, but with the Red Cross, and with the Ninth Naval 
District, with its headquarters in Chicago, and I shall 
appeal to any other organization that may be helpful. 
While at a glance it may seem a matter of no concern to the 
Red Cross and our Naval District, these agencies are working 
constantly to aid and assist Servicemen's families in all 
manner of problems and I believe I would find they could 
assist in my problem, also. 

You have tried to help me, md have helped me, and I truly 
appreciate everything you have done. You surely must under- 
stand, however, my position when 1 state I must take thorough 
and complete steps to cure this situation, or collapse under 
the strain of it entirely. 

Yours sincerely, 

SANDHILL GAME FARM, Ine. 

Hazel ey Grange, ae 

HSG: dg
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December £2, 1944 

Mr, I, 0, Rheaume 
Law Enforcement Area Supervisor 
Griffith Stete Nursery 
Wiseoneln Rapides, VYiseonsin 

Dear My, Rheaume: 

Attached you will find a cory of a sg ye of our file 
dealing with the Sandhill Geme Farm whieh I truest is more 
or lese self-explanatory. 

After carefully analyzing thie correspondence and meking 
euch other investigations as you deem ee we would 
appreciate a full report as to whether or not Hr. awn | 
hae ¢arried on his necessary reletionshins with the Sendhill 
Game Farm without prejudice. I call your attention particu- 
larly to the following: 

fhe third paragraph of Mr. mee report of Ovtober 15, 
the lest sentence of wilch reade as follows! "At the time of 
the inepection 1t wae Impossible to tell how the holes were 
made and there were no prominent sirens of deer “ine the holes," 
In the second persaraus of Mre, Grange's letter to Attorney 
Grady, dated 13, ehe eredite you with the statement 
that, “One hole was definitely cut by pliers or some such 
wire gutting instrument, * 

P44 you at the time of the mutual inepection examine the 
heles in question and did Fr. ee concur with you in the 
thought that one hole, at least, was definitely cut by pliers? 
If that were the case and it was mutually agreed that was how 
the hole wae mede, which eappeare to be rather ogg or under 
the olreumstances, it would ecem logical that Mr, Skilling 
would have eo stated in hig report of October 15, and if there 
were on honest difference of orinion, 1t seema that thie 
factor aleo should have been brought out by yourself in a 
sunplemental report, 

(Over)
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In instances of this kind, you can readily see that 
partiel information only aggravates and further complicates 
the problem, 

Further, it hae been alleged thet Mr, Skilling refused 
to prosecute the ease where two men were oe tending 
re ng : ee of the ee Farm — 
@ opening sping season, @ may or may no 

the inetence cited in <n Grange's letter, page 2, third 
paragraph, firet sentence, 

True, action for trespass ehould have been brought by the 
Sandhill heme Farm intereste, having been apprehended by their 
personnel in the act of trespaesing, but if the men were 
pti during the @¢losed season and if sufficient evidence 
wee had to make e case, it would be expected that department 
personnel would bring aetion, It was inferred, at least, that 
no zetion we brought in this instance by ekiliinge beeause the 
two men epprehended in the act of trespassing were men whom 
Skilling intended to enll ae state witnesses in the state's 
ease rewarding issuance of the license, I realize in thie 
instance that there could be many extenuating clreumetances, 
thet possibly there was ineufficient evidence on which to 
proceed, but I would like to have the true picture of this 
pertiouler episode, 

Tt ie neeflees to tell you that investigetione of matters 
of thie kind require a e degree of diplomacy and tact in 
order that we tend to minimize misunderstendings rather than 
add to the confusion that already exists with reepect to this 
project, 

Very truly yours, 

K, 7, Vanderwall 
Conservation Director 

Eevice 

ce Mr, Robinson 
Comm, Aberg 
Comm, Leopold 

eee ? ”
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Complaints, Sandhill 
Game Farm fence 

Wis. Rapids, Wis. 
Oct. 15, 1944 

Mr. A, J. Robinson 
Chief Conservation Warden 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Robinson: 

Following is a report on the condition of parts of the Sandhill Geme 
Farm fence made from an investigation by Supvr. Rheaume and myself 
after compleints had been submitted about holes in the fenée. 

On October 10, 1944 Supvr. Rheeaume and myself insnected the northern 
most two miles of the west fence and the western one mile of the north 
fence of the Sandhill Game Farm. The fence is rapidly deteriorating 
and is badly in need of repairs to keen it in some what of a deer proof 
condition. Many of the fence posts are rotting off and the fence is 
sagging bedly in several places. 

Three holes were found in the west fence through which deer could pass 
readily. One hole wes through the middle of the fence and the other two 
at the bottom of the fence. At the time of the inspection it was 
impossible to tell how the holes were made and there were no prominent 
signs of deer using the holes. 

Some work has been done on the fence this year that being the repsir of the 
fence where a fire burned last winter and reinforcing the upright 
condition by installing new fence posts. 

The same condition exists now as it hes every since the fence was put 
up, that being the lack of constant patroll of the fence to keep it in 
as good of condition as a fence of that construction cancberkept. 

Sincerely 

/s/ V. A, Skilling 
Conservation Werden 

ec; Supvr. Rhesume 

copied: 

Jp 
12-22-44
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Wisconsin Conservation Department 

INTRA-OFFICE 
MEMORANDUM 

October 17, 1944 
DG... u:ssnssiennpenittennenssnnanenimes 

TO: E. J. Vanderwall 

FROM: A. J. Robinson 

SUBJECT: Sendhill Game Farm fence 

Attached is a letter from V, A, Skilling, 
conservation warden st Wisconsin Rapids, relative 
to the condition of the Sandhill Game Farm fence. 

fet Bode ; 

AdRiteln 

Attach. 

NOTED: 

/s/ Robt. A. Gray 

/s/ &, J, Vanderwall 

/s/ ¥. F. Grimmer 

COPIED: 

Jp 
; 12-22-44
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October 23, 1944 
Deer Farm #42 

Mr, Daniel Grady 
Attorney 
Portage, Wisconsin 

In re: Sandhill Game Farm vs. Conservation 
Commission 

My dear Grady: 

Herewith you will find copy of letter of 
- Conservation Warden Skilling respecting the fence 

around the Ssndhill Game Farm. We thought that if 
your client's attention was called to this matter 
they would see that proper repsirs are made. W111 

you kindly advise? 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

A, H. Smith 
Counsel 

AHSiead 

COPIED: 
JP 

12-22-44
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November 13, 1944 

Mr, Daniel H, Grady 
Portage, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Grady: 

I wish to thank you for your letter of October 25 and in 
whieh you enclosed copies of letter from Col, Smith and 
Mr, V, A, Skilling's _— on fence. I have been too i111 
to attempt a reply until now. 

The day I received your letter, I called Mr, Rheaume, who is 
the Supervising Warden here and who Mr, Skilling mentions as 
having accompanied him on his tour of inspection, Mr, Rheaume 
came out to the farm on the next day and we discussed this 
matter and he told me that the holes mentioned by Mr. Skilling 
were unquestionably made by hunters as a means of access to 
our property in order to trespass thereon, Mr, Rheaume stated 
that one hole was definitely cut by poet or some such wire 
eee eee instrument, although Mr, Ski ling states "it was im- 
possible to tell how the holes were made", The other two 
holes were made by someone pulling up the wire from the bottom, 
no doubt, in order to crawl under it and into the farm, 
Mr, Rheaume stated that on the outside of the fence along this 
west portion of the fence referred to in Mr, Skilling's 
report, there is a regular path made by hunters. Mr, Rheaume 
added there was no evidence whatsoever that any deer had gone 
in or out of these holes. We mention these facts, because in 
our periodic patrol of the fence on October 14 these holes 
mrp Spa. by our men ang renadred and they made a report to me 
of hav. found these holes and also that there could be no 
question that the holes were made by hunters. 

I asked Mr, Rheaume how many posts, in his opinion, were rotted 
off and needed replacing and he said there were very few, 
probably four or five, On October 16, and long before we had 
any knowledge of Mr, Skilling's report, we sent a man in who 
placed six reinforcing posts in this area and seven in another 
stretch of the fence farther up. We have been adding new posts 
here and there all summer as we have done in the past and as 
we will do in the future, There is ever constant wear on posts, 
as any farmer could tell Mr, Skilling, and the farmer need not 
be a game farmer to be familiar with the necessity of replacing 
fence posts from time to time wherever fence posts are used, 
the process of decay is perpetual and general and is not 
peculiar to Sandhill Game Farm, Ine, As long as we have a fence, 
this problem will be ever with us, and the new posts will be 

added when new posts are necessary, as they always have been.
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Getting back to the subject of the holes cut by vandals. We 
have had numerous holes cut in the fence this year. While we 
have experienced some of this destruction each year since the 
fence has been up, this year such destruction has exceeded any- 
thing previously known and the reason is obvious: with Wallace 
overseas, they know there is small chance of their getting caught. 

One of our men came upon two trespassers this fall inside our 
fence, but unfortunately, the poachers saw him first and made 
their getaway. Just about two weeks ago, one of our men saw a 
"sportsman" shooting at something inside the fence, although 
the "sportsman" remained on the outside. Our man tried to catch 
up with him, but since his means of travel was a tractor and the 
"sportsman" had a new car, the “sportsman” won the race. On 
Fridey of the same week, we found a fawn deer in this area with 
®& leg broken at the hip and still bleeding. Ae an act of merey, 
we shot the fawn and there is no question in my mind that this 
fawn was the object at which this "sportsman" was shooting when 
our man came upon him, Mr. Skilling stetes that his investige- 
tion was made “after complaints had been submitted about holes 
in the fence". I can hardly be blamed for believing, as I do, 
that the complaints were made by the very same vandais that cut 
the holes in our fenee and no doubt increased damage by their 
trespass inside. The fact that any United States citizen could 
so take advantage of a Serviceman leaves me very bitter, indeed. 

Mr. Skilling is quite in error in stating that there is a 
"lack of constant patrol of the fence". Regular check-ups on 
the fence are made by us et frequent intervals. On every ; 
check-up this fall we have discovered damage done by malicious 
ree. Our labor problem is just as acute as everyone else's. 
his constant policing end repairing due to vandalism is an 

unfortunate use of precious manpower, 

Mr. Skilling refers to "where a fire burned last winter", This 
fire was unquestionably deliberately set to do us damage and 
it did do a great deal of damage. We repaired the fence 
immediately efter the fire. This fire, likewise, was set 
while Wallace was absent, receiving military training. 

This is the second time this fall Mr, Skilling hes ceused us 
unnecessary work and worry. The first time was over our 

issuance of Muskret Trapping Permit and it was necessary for 
me to get up from bed to which I'd been confined for days by 
illness and make an all night drive to Madison, This matter 
was settled satisfactorily, but as a result of the trip, I wes 
twice as 111 afterward as before, end am just now regaining 
my strength. We do greatly appreciate Col. Smith's kindness in 
advising us through you of the present situation, 

I have gone over the entire matter so you may have the facts 
in making reply to Col, Smith. I enclose a carbon copy of my 
letter to you in case you wish to send it to Col. Smith. ; 

Yours very truly 
SANDHILL GAME FARM, INC. 

Copied CD Hazel S, Grange, Sec.-Treas. 
12-22-44
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DANIEL H, GRADY 
Attorney at Law 
Portage, Wisconsin 

November 15, 1944 
Colonel Albert H, Smith 
ree geen Commission : 
State Urfice Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Ret Sandhill Game Farm, Inc, 

Dear Colonel: 

Upon receipt of your letter, I immediately for- 

werded the same to the Sandhill Game Farm, but am 

advised by Mre, Grange that she hae been i111. 

I enclose herewith a copy of the letter which 

she has written me in explanation of the complaints which 

geem to have been made. 

I sincerely hope thet an inspection now will diselose 

a correction of all grounds of criticism, 

Trusting that you are well, and with kind regards, : 

and thanking you, I am, 

Very truly yours, 

/#/ Daniel H. Grady 

DHG:EO DANIEL H, GRADY 

Copied 
cD 
12-22-44



Casual Draft 2256, U.S.N, 

Camp Peary, Va. Aa apes 
Prof. Aldo Leopold February 6, 1944 ans 
424 University Farm Place te 
Madison, 6, Wisconsin “a 

Dear Aldo: 

I want to thimk you for checking into the deer farm license matter. We 
obtained the extension of our restraining order. Mr. Grddy says this is now 
effective while I am in service, hence I can feel that Hazel won't have it to 
fight alone. I had prepared two long letters, or reports, giving a detailed 
account of the controversy, the confusion in it all, and the errors of fact 
and procedure which have characterized it. I had intended to send these, 
reopening the matter before the Commission, and asking the C. to issue the 

licenses at once, without conditions, and without further litigation. 
However, I suppose that would be useless, No one would read it anyhow, and 
offica&ldem never admits mistakes, So, sinee this flare-up in January, I 

guess our interests are best served by sticking with the courts, In spite 

of that statement, I do hope to have a few hours to talk with you, if and 
when I obtein the 10 day embarkation leave which I expect. ‘whatever you can 

learn about the matter from talking with other Commissioners and employees 

will assist us in expesing inaccuracies and motives when we can talk. iT 

would suggest that, if you are willing, you make notations of the various 

things that various people tell you about the matter, and save these up to 

shoot at me. This has been a "no holds barred" fight, (on the other side 

at least), and I will appreciate your being direct and entirely frank in 

any question you may wish to ask. I will keep you informed as to my leave 

status. Meantime, if you have not had opportunity to do so, can you please 

find time to go through the forcomers pigant you through Hazel shortly after 

I left. It will give you the background, 

I know. that you personally are entirely fair. I believe I can say 

that of same others. The main difficulty is that no one has time to bother 

with such petty details «++. however, when we are shut down in 3 successive 

Januarys, 1942, 1943, 1944, and have the expense that has been necessary it 

is no petty matter to us. The same ones always are in control, and 

nothing ever changes, apparently, except the names on the flyleaf of the 

Bulletin, or on the letterheads. Or am I premature in my statements? 

My spare parts training course at Joliet is completed. Now I go back ; 

to Camp Peary. From there, the talk is, we will go overseas to set up a 

warehouse and distribution base for spare parts. I find the work igteresting, 

and more than that its essentiality is so clear that I am entirely satisfied. 

We don't know, of course, whether we will be shipped within a few weeks, or 

within a few months. My guess is the former. 

Please give our regards to Mrs. Leopold, and also remember us to the 

boys. Hazel may write you herself, but if not she asked me to say "hello" 

to you folks. 

Sincerely, 

A abla 

Wallace Grange, SK 2/C
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42h University Farm Place 
Vebruary 24, 1942 

Mr. Gaido Rahr 
Manitowoc, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Bahr: : 

I was a little bit disturbed when I heard that you had supported the ouster of 
Wallace Grange. I understand that he has now settled the question by recommending 
the cessation of the project, but I nevertheless desire to record in your mind 
my opinions of the issues involved. 

First, on the issue: Did Grange neglect his grouse job in favor of his game 
farm? I have no knowledge of the historical details, but it appeared to be the 
assumption of the Commission that if Grange had been negligent, he could be 
replaced by hiring any other good man. There seemed to be no realisation of the 
fact that there are less than a dozen men in North America who understand anything 
in particular about grouse, and that the average "good man" would be utterly 
useless to you in anything short of three years. In other words, I infer that 
the Commission has no understanding of what it is getting from Grange in his 
Pittman-Robertson capacity. The reports which he has given you during the past 
year could not be arrived at by a new man in any other state for less then four 
times what it has cost you. 

I am sure of one other fact: behind and underneath the technical charges against 
Grange is one single force: the antipathy of local “sportemen" against Grange's 
game-farm venture which they cannot understand, and therefore hate. They hate 
it because they hate posted land in any form. They entertain the illusion that 
all of the waste lands of central Wisconsin can eventually be owned and operated 
as a free-for-all public property. Have you examined the books of your department, 
and those of the Resettlement Administration, to see what it has cost to put even 
& gmall fraction of these wastelands under public administration? Have you computed 
the result in terms of cost per grouse, per deer, per duck, per pelt, and per acre? 
Until you do this, is it wise to accept the basic premise of the local sportsmen 
that private ownership and operation have no place in the future scheme? Can you 
name another similar region where straight public ownership, without private 
initiative, has worked out satisfactorily? 

The local sportsmen who hate Grange's venture have of course never asked themselves 
what straight public management would cost, or whether it would work. Wo beneficiary 
of public funds ever asks anything, except more funds. 

What I want to convey is thet Grange, in his private capacity, has pioneered in 
private wildlife cropping, a thing your Commission needs desperately, though you may 
not yet be aware of that need. Grange has doubtless made mistakes; all pioneers do. 
The basic question is; should the Conservation Commission encourage and guide those 
who try something new, or should it persecute and harrass them? 

Yours sincerely, 

Ge g tht. 
v. at Aldo Leopold 

C6 i 

Aber 4
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Prof. Aldo S. Leopold 
University of Wisconsin ‘ 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Professor, 

-I received your welcome and instructive letter of 
February 24 and am very happy to have you present 
facts and opinions so clearly. 

I understand your position completely; I do not 
think you understand mine. 

I shall be in Madison on Monday, March ninth, and 
will make every effort to get in touch with you as 
I should like to discuss the matter about which you 
wrote me. I am quite sure that after this conversation 
you will understand my position as I understand yours. 

i yours, 

GRR: MD ecretary Ze



Babcock, Wis. 
February 19, 1942 

Dear Aldo, 

Am pleased to have your further letter. 

I enclose copy of my letter to the Commission, with which I am 
sending each member a copy of the extract which I sent you. This 
had not previously gone to them, but only to the Madison office. 

I naturally wish to have the thing left, if possible, so tmt 
the grouse project is not just wiped out. It should be followed 
through, when the situation permits. You are right, I think, in 
feeling that Rabr is a reasonable and fair mn, and that if he 
knew the facts he would act accordingly. If you still care to 
write him it might be helpful. Use yor own judgment entirely. 
In any event, I appreciate your comments. 

My time for the state has been put in somewmt irregularly, 
often working Sundays and holidays, and long hours. All told 
T am certain I have given more than the 8 hours usually expected. 
Anything I did on the farm has actually contributed to the state 
work, but that is "over the heads" of most of the Commission. 
Bill Aberg understands it, I am sure. 

Most of what you say in your Rehr letter is also over the 
heads of the mjority of the Commission. We hive came a long 
way fron the Commission of the old days. 

Will keep in touch with you and hope to stop in when and if 
I get to Madison som. We have one more Qurterly to get out, 
if at all possible, with some of our best ecological stuff in it. 

Regards, 

Walls 2
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fae The State of Wisconsin 
gl CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

io Babcock, Wisconsin 
January 9, 1942 

Dear Aldo, 

As you may know, the game farm has been under heavy 
attack in the last month, with consequent disruption not 
only of peace-of-mind but of other routines. It is necessary 
for me to take several days annual leave, now, to supervise 
completion of the deer-proofing job on the fence. In the 
meantime, the C ommission has stopped our operations on 
deer entirely, and has told me to drop my game farm 
connections. I have done, and am doing, my utmost to 
perform my obligations on all sides fairly, but as everyone 
has known, I think, my indebtedness is such that I could 
not just forget the farm and let it go: I have devoted 
my spare time to the farm activities. 

All of which is beside the point, really, except to 
give you my version of the stories you may hear. 

I have said at all times that I was going ahead with 
this research job until I was kicked out, and so told the 
Commission. No change on that: Only the war can or will 
change it. There was a definite idea of kicking me out, 
I am sure, on the part of a couple commissioners who were 
misinformed. Without Bill Aberg, I feel certain I would 
already be out, and the farm wrecked. He is the real 
balance-wheel of the outfit, but obviously cannot take 
the time to hit more than the high spots. 

The fence inspection may come on Tuesday, the 10th, 
the day of your seminar. Each day's delay on the licensing 
may mean from $100 to $400 to the farm, since this is the 
deer trapping season. I amon the spot. I am going to do 
my best to be present at the seminar, as promised. If I 
cannot make it, Harold Mathiak and Donald Allen will 
definitely be present, and take my place. They are fully 
capable of doing sos Fine fellows. If I come, it will be 
on annual leave, and I'll try to bring back some alfalfa 
hay for the farm ... impossible to get here ... and wetl1l 
have to duck back the same night. 

This letter seems about half coherent, as I look back 
over it. If you hear nothing further from me, except by 
grapevine means, I am still planning to be at the seminar, 
or to send the boys: Wetll all try to be there. 

Best wishes and regards, 

Due Geo-e__



4oh University Farm Place 
April 28, 1941 

Mr. Wallace Grange 
Babcock, Wisconsin 

Dear Wallace; 

I hope we can now consider my slip in propriety as water-over-the- 
dam. I have apologized, and you have accepted the apology. 

I in turn accept your interpolations on my choice of words. Certainly 
physiological work is "stumbling" quite as much as manipulation of 
field conditions, and either may be scientific or no, depending on 
how done and how interpreted. I also agree fully that manipulation 
in the field has been given no adequate test. No one has commended 
you more often than I for setting out to give it a test. 

I also agree that I have no right to apply to the rest of the Depart- 
ment any feelings engendered by this difficulty between us as persons. 

What "sticks in my crop" is your assumption that my letter was an 

attempt to dominate, to supplant your ideas with mine. If you had 
written Dean Christensen suggesting that the Hamerstrom study needed 
some actual manipulation of chicken range, would I have construed your 
action as an attempt to dominate my freedom of action? 

The other thing which hurts is the evidence that your feeling is of 
long standing. I wish your frankness had been in good working order 
all along. 

Well, Wallace, I am stil! for you and your work, but there is no use 
in my pretending that I can immediately recover from your letter. 
There are few people, other than Herbert Stoddard himself, from whom 
& personal rebuke would have hit harder. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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Wale CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

Babcock, Wisconsin 
April 18, 1941 

x FILE REFERENCE: 
FA-5R 

Professor Aldo Leopold Misc. 
University of Wisconsin : 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldos 

As to your not volunteering further suggestions to me or te the Department, 
you should understand first that my comments are mine alone, as en individual 
employee, and are not intended to commit anyone else. For myself, I see no 
reason to institute a formal policy of that sort, unless you actually prefer it, 
Suggestions freely made, with equal freedom te accept or reject them, are 

almost always helpful, whether or not they gain acceptance, It is only when 
suggestions assume, or appear to assume, the guise of pressure that they become 

obnoxious. In ordinary practise, an official suggestion from the dominant 
wildlife authority in th state, to a superior officer, with copy of the letter 
to the Commissioner most interested, and without previous consultation with the 
project personnel involved does have the guise of pressure. You have acknowledged 
the error, (for which I express my appreciation), and on my part I wish to say 
that suggestions made in the ordimry manner, between fellow—workers in the same 
field, as between equals, will always be gratefully received and carefully 
considered. I believe you understand my position on this perfectly. 

On the matter of keeping contact with Hamerstrmm's birds, that presents 
no special difficulty. I would not view stationing of a man and traps near his 
Plainfield area next winter as at all out of possibility. The evening before 
receipt of your letter I had, in fact, advised him that one of our census areas 
inclujes part of his old Necedah area, and had suggested my desire to see him in 
the field to arrange for further cooperation. I also chided him good maturedly 
on two differences in our observations, (I find bowming of Prairie Chickens 
not at all interfered with when snow covers the ground, and I disagree as to 
how the "oble-oble-oble" sound of the Sharptail is made), but I thought this 
might not be stated quite right and did not send the letter. As you think back 
over events of the last eight or nine months, I think you must agree that I have 
endeavored to tée in with his work, We mutually felt that the Assistant metter 
would be unworkable. However, I offered, in effect, to set adide a certain sum 
($500), virtually without strings, for his use independently. Acceptance of his 
Michigan job, however, eliminated this, The main thing, perhaps, is that I 
offered it, and that straight through he and I have had no difficulty in working 
together, (ani will have none). You can verify this from Fred. Any manner in 
which I may reasonably cooperate, or continue his field work, will certainly 
at all times be given favorable action if such is feasible, 1 have tried to 
make clear, also, that I do not object to any line of approach any other 
investigator may take and am disposed to cooperate with any such approach so 
long as the other investigator believes he is accomplishing something. My 
only point in all this has been to preserve my own freedom of opportunity to 
do likewise.
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I do not believe that "the things thith really matter" are antirely beyond 
our sight. What matters to me is anything that may contribute to the technique of 
grouse increase. If thatleads to the laboratory, and into pure science, then we 
should go there. Up to this time, however, I do not think your "familiar factors" 
lave been given adequate test. InSofar as anyone has tested them, I have probably 
done so in my private work, and the results have been encouraging. 

At times I believe some of our differences of opinion arise from differences 
in the comotations of words. I do not believe you intend to convey, at times, 
the meaning that is given. For example, when you use "stumble on", in connection 
with what you deem to be my empirical approach to the problem, that perhaps implies, 
but is not meant to imply, that less empirical methods would successfully dig and 
find rather than stumble, As+ view it, all work on grouse at this time involves 
quite a lot of stumbling, and whether we call wmt we do "guesswork" or "judgment" 
does not much change it. The one thing I mow is that the chance of isolating 
factors that can be successfully manipulated to inrrease grouse is greatest where 
the investigator works with living populations of birds and observes the changes 
of environmental factors. ‘Such work is none the less scientific than laboratory 
work, although the exactitude of the measurements may be less so. I have not 
considered my grouse work as purely empirical, however, but I hope it will be 
enough so to afford answers as to the effect of certain specific measures which 
occur to game managers without any great lapse of time. 

You should understand, and I hope will widerstand, that my dealing with 
issues forthrightly and frankly as they come up does not, so far as I am concerned, 
operate to prechide in any manner the continuatian of pleasant relatimships. 
I @jected to what I deemed to be pressure, (as I shall always object), and ny 
remarks made under those circumstances you may wish to construe to have been 

‘ "retaliatory", for it should be true that if you have the right to point out 
what you consider to be errors of approach, I have an equivalent right in return. 
I shall hope to stop in at your office, as previously plamed, when I have 
opportunity to do so. I also expect to see Hamerstroms at Plainfield in the 
near future. Later on you may be interested in coming up to Babcock to see 
some of the work I hope will be in progress, In our grouse work in Wisconsin 
there is room for all viewpoints and all approaches, as well as for an adequate 
measure of freedom for each investigator. This has been, and is, my position. 
The extent to which my project ties in with others, particularly those of interest 

to the University, is not necessarily limited in any matter not involving a 
fundamental change in approach, and I should say is largely up to you, 1 think 
you have already cleared away the major obstacles. 

With best wishes, I remain, 

Yours sincerely, 

Waceree Ytro—~ar_ 
Wallace Grange 
Game Biologist, Grouse
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Bet Shra~ay Vek 

42h University Yarn Place 
April 16, 1941 

ir, Wallace Grange 
Babeock, Wisconsin 

Dear Wallace: ; 

You are perfectly right in saying that the Hamerstrom type of investigation 
has produced no grouse. Neither has any other grouse work by any investi- 
gator so far: Allen, Gross, King, Schmidt, Bump, Davison or any other, 
This is exactly what was giving o» concern. The same is true of every other 
game bird I know of except pheasants and quail. ‘thy? 

One can only conclude that the thinge which really matter are beyond our 
sight, or else that there are corbinations of familiar factors which really 
matter. 

There are two possible reactions to this dilemma: (1) try out more combine tions 
of familiar factors, empirically; (2) dig deeper for the things that really 
matter. 

When you selected No.1 as your line of attack, I wished you luck, ani I still 
do. It's always possible tht you may stumble on the combination which works; 
you will make the right guess if anybody can, 

Whon I selected No. 2 as wy line of attach (in the Hamerstrom investigation), 
I did so partly out of choice, but partly alse beeause I had no money, no land, 
no assistants, and because it Bee 3 campus requirements better, (Ons can't 
interest campus funds in the pulation of land, although ay own interest 
in it is attested by uy hanging on to my farm areas, despite leek of campus “ 
support.) That project, for financisl reasons, is now terminated. 

With the gradual piling up of projects producing no birds, I have become con- 
vineed that both the No. 1 and the No. 2 approaches should be tried sicultan- 
eously. You are the first grouse investigator in this state who ever had the 
funds to try both. The intent of my letter was to urge you to try both and 
to use the remnants of the Hamerstrom project (such as banded birds) if you 
could. 

I wrote the letter to Walter Scott, rather than you, because my recent contacts 
had deen with him. I acknowledge this was an error, and I offer you my 
apologies. I think my sending you a copy is sufficient evidence that it was 
not my intent to “short cut" you. I did act zention the matter te you at i 
Racine because it had not occurred to me then, 

You may be sure that 7 shall not volunteer further sugzestions unless and 
until they are asked for, either on this or any other departmentel project. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold i 
ProfesgigMatte Waiiwenent



| Babcock, Viseconsin 
April 16, 1941 

FAW~5R 
Dr. 4eon J. Cole Employment 
University of Wise nsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr, Coles 

“ I am chagrined to be placed in a position where we, seemingly, are at 
= opposite ends of a minor controversy, namely, thet preeipitated by your letter 

with Aldo Leopold to Walter Scott, I value your judgment highly, If I did 

not feel strongly that you were wrong I should wish to defer to that judgment, 
I believe, however, I am in the best position of anyone to judge the objectives 
of the grouse resdarch project, and to determine the type of personnel required, 
I believe greater vrogress is made by some one individual knowing whet he wants, 
and dviving toward it even ruthlessly, than to combine many different viewpoints 
in what would be bound to become a hodge-podge, 

Enclosed are copies of eorpréspondence with Aldo Leopold, This was written 
with some reluctance, yet with the determination that I will stick to my guns, 

In the field of genetics you have frequent opportunity to eheek your 
theories by actual experimentation with live animals, lou avpreeiate, no doubt, 
that this oppertunity to check the validity of theorles in game wotk is less 
easy, The result is that one theory is constructed on another, until we often 
see such pyramiding of unchecked theories as, in my opinion, to be wmsound, 

4s much of my experience is from the field, i see at least some of the glaring 
inconsistencies, and while I have not often had occasion to knock some of them 
down this is not to say that it would not be possible, At any rate, I am 

intensely interested in making direst field application of as much informe tion 
as is of actual use to the increase of grouse, and I hope te be able to subject 
some of the questionable ideas to actual test. As I see it, I may be the firs t 
one in this state to really get down to sarth on the subject and accumulate actual 
factual bases for further vork, either purely scientific or surely management, 
Obviously, this is such a large order thst there is no room, in any event, for 
the more stribtly laboratory chases such as are of interest to A ldo Leopold 
and Haserstrom, 

You will be pleased to know I have today written Edward sucgesting that 
I shall be pleased to obtain his services at least up to June 30th, if he is 
interested, He can advise you of the details, 

You understand, I hope, that in any coment I make, or have made, in 
this correspondence, I am not out to oick quarrels or to attack other people, 
Put it rather this way, that 1 possibly represent a school of game thought that 
is not now represented at the “niversity, and if in order to have the freedom to 
go ahead as I think best it is necessary to explain why I disagres with the ‘ 
Untversity school of thought, so be it, I am quite weary of the perpetual 
theorizing and lack of management, and if these things are now rated as 
"detailed analytical stwiies” I must confess that my conception of seientific 
enieavor has been sadly warped, In the end, however, I think my work will stand 

ra all reasonable tests. 

3 Sincerely, 

Wallace Grange 
Game Piel etet, Grouse
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Peet) Che State of Wisconsin 
Seam 
‘eae CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

Babcock, Wisconsin 
April 15, 1941 

Professor Aldo Ieopold Fa-5R 
University of Wisconsin Employment 
Madison, Wiscmsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I disagree with you so thoroughly on the subjects mentioned in your 
letter of April 11, to Walter Scott, as well as on your procedure, that I am 
going to set forth my reasons in some deteil. 

You mention that you wonder “about the continuity of the Wisconsin work 
on the prairie grouse", Also that, "Wallace Grange's present program, while 
admirable and heartily approved by us, will, we fear, eventually develop 
Bind alleys wmless the more detailed analytical projects of the kind the 
Hamerstroms have been doing are kept up", Further, the purpose of your letter, 
you state, "is to propose for your consideration the appointment of an assistant 
to Wallace Grange who combines physiological and ecological qualifications, and 
who might continue the Hemerstrom line of investigation under the general 
supervision of Wallace Grenge and yourself." ‘ou then proceed to state that 
you have such a man in mind, and that, if he is appointed, your advisory services 
will be available, 

First, as to procedure, I believe it was in bad taste to make this 
suggestion to my superiors, whereas from most standpoints of good administration, 
(and of courtesy), it might better eve been made to me direct, and if I approved, 
I might have presented it to my superiors. You are not ignorant of ordinary 
administrative procedure, and I believe you understand enough of the physiology 
of human nature, also, to have avoided this particular type of procedure, which 
is almost invariably obnoxious as you mow. I find it particularly hard to 
condme since both you and Dr. Cole saw me, for a few moments at least, as 
recently as April 6th, in person. At times 1 hear rumors of dissatisfaction 
on the part of University people as to their relationships with Conservation 
Department people, and. it occurs te me that perhaps such procedures as the 
present case may be one of the reasons for this difficulty. I am not irrevocably 
committed to formalized administrative procedures, as I think is quite well 
understood, but on the other hand there is at least some merit in the usual 

"poutine. 

For some years, you and 1 have held such very opposite philosophical 
cmecepts of conservation work that I have endeavored, more or less, to go my om 
way. In this period, (one of disillusionment, I may say), following one in 
which I had found your compamionship and philosophy highly stimulating, I have 
gone out of my way numbers of times to avoid any open rupture, and to refrain 
from any necessity of a direct conflict of our ideologies, For the most part, 
in this, I think I have succeeded, until now, Now, however, it appears to me 
that you seek to enforce your ideology as to game research, your concept of 
what my project should be, and your suggestions as to the type of personnel 
that I should select. In effect, by whatever polite terms it may be explained, 
this is an attempt to influence the independence and freedom of a research 
project. I like my freedom, and have always fought for it, and 1 shall do 
so now. At the same time, I have always accepted my responsibilities,
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Recently, ironically enough, I sought your advice as to a list of candidates who 
might be available for consideration, but I find that your dideas had already been 
set forth in some detail prior to my request, and from quite a different standpoint. 

I, also, have a certain aversion to blind alleys. But, if I my ask the 
question, is it not rather the University that is now in one? With all of the 
graduate students in game work, with the investigations of the Hemerstroms, what, 
actually, have you or they accomplished in the way of actual game increase? 
Mere specifically, in grouse increase? I think I could successfully challenge 
you to demonstrate the specific mnagement value of the grouse work already 
performed. The continuity of the grouse work in Wisconsin that you mention 
would include the work of Gross, of Schmidt, of Hamerstroms and of others, not 
entirely excepting myself. S chmidt, who was "my man" to the extent that I 
secured his first appointment to the Department, (on the advice of Professof 
George Wagner), did some practical work, and pewkams had a great deal of fine 
material at the time of his death, now lost to us. Gross's work, while of 
considerable scientific interest, I do not feel increased grouse in “isconsin 
by so much as one bird, Nor do I feel that Hamerstrom has, or is likely to, 
increase grouse as the result of his past approach to the problems, 

You will recall that Gross made significant scientific contributions to 
the litereture of the Heath Hen, if not to the Heath Hen itself, and we now know 
quite accurately the exact measurements of Heath Hen eggs, the anatomy of the 
air sac, something of the food habits and general life history of the birds, 
Unfortunately, we do not have any more Heath Hens, and I may perhaps be pardoned 
in suggesting that it is too bad we did not have less continuity of this sort 
of thing, and somewhat more of the actual land management type of activity. 
This is no reflection specifically on Dr. Gross, who did the best ornithological 
job that thatimes afforded, and whose work has, certainly, definite value. 
However, he probably typifies the academic approach to game increase problems, 
nor is re any very overwhelming evidence to indicate that our Universities, 
including! seonein, have greatly modified this basic "blaad alley" approach. 
I think it comes with extremely poor grace on the part of any University to 
suggest that those who are actually working on and with the land may rum into 
"blind alleys", I challenge you te demonstrate a single case of an academic 
institution achieving any notable increase in the numbers of a native game 
bird, whereas I en show you many such increases on the part of ordinary 
land managers who are, quite fortunately, not too imbued with the academic 
slant on things. I myself have no respect whatsoever for knowledge of, for 
or by itself, util it is translated into action of some sort. This may be 
the action of ecological understanding , but often is not, 

Your mention of a physiologist for my grouse project I know was serious, 
but I can only view it as amusing, The last type of man I should wish to employ 
on this project, would be a physiologist. I much prefer a man who understands 
the physiology of tractors, of plows, of matches, of vegetation, and of ordinary 
land operations. I doubt if an exhaustive knowledge of the endocrinology of 
grouse would res increase either Prairie “hickens or Sharptails in the 

fiela, In S I do not feel that I lack comprehension of the problem, but that 
I twve comprehended the main essential, which is that increase work must, in 
most instances, center upon land operations.
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For example, let us refer to the work of Hamerstrom-Dr.Meyer, in which it is 
reported that male sex hormones injected into female Prairie Chickens produced in 
these hens several secondary male sex behavior characteristics. This is interesting, 
scientifically, and in Dr. Meyer's other work, but I doubt if it has any value 
whatever in increasing grouse in Wisconsin. The same thing has been done with 
d€fim@stic poultry. Most gamebreeders and poultrymen have seen something of the 
sort in hen birds whose ovaries had been accidentally injured. I have yet to see 
any application of the idea to game increase. 

The Hamerstrom idea that tke sex rhythm of Prairie Chickens may explain, or 
help to explain, the population cycle, I view frankly as another of those fads which 
are widely discussed among the intelligentsia for a time, and then are exploded by 
the field facts. To my mind it is on a par with the old "glaciation hypothosis", 
which you will recall suggested that pheasants would do well only in wglaciated 

Wisconsin, The suggested approach, or one of them, in those days, was physiological: 
Run laboratory tests on the lime and other nutritional requirements of pheasants. 
Such experiments would have some value, but not for the purposes of determining 
the validity of the glaciation hypothosis. At any rate, the population of 
pheasants in the ungaaciated areas has now made even the hypothesis forgotteng 
almost. It is so easy to take three or four facts and to hang four or wix theories 
on them, (none of which can be easily disproved), and I am a believer in the MeAtee 
idea that if you take care of the facts eventually the theory will stand out for 
itself. As I say, I doubt if the theoretical approach is wht we need in our 
Wiscongin grouse work and a break in the continuity of further theoretical 
investigation of the subject I should view as a step forward, if for it we could 
substitute actual land management and specific increase measures in the field. 

That is what I am endeavoring to do, and I think I can say with some basis of 
assurance that such land operations type of work will hardly run so far up a 

"blind alley" that it does not do some good. Should! be incorrect in this 

assumption, the very worst that could be said might be that I have some notable 

precedents here in our om state. 

I further disagree with your statement that "a rounded system of field 

practise is not yet in sight" for Prairie Grouse in Wisconsin, The only reason 

it is not in sight is because too many investigators for too long have refused 

to have anything to do with any systems of field management of any kind, There 

is no justification whatever, that I know of, for mgt believing that such 

successful systems of management cannot be evolved, but there is reason to feel 

that if the work were to be shunted off, again, into physiology and measurement 

of eggs, and similar "scientific" activity such shunting will represent additional 

delay. The main ostacles to successful field practise in Wisconsin-are not 

incomplete physiological data, but public ignorance, public lack of support, 

lack of public hunting controls, and other semi-administrative factors. 

One thing more, oe. your typing of brains into "laboratory" and "field", 

I doubt if that is valid. “hey are not two types of brains at all. If they are, 

it reflects the inadequacieS of the present educational system in our higher 

institutasions.of learning. There may be Stheoretician brains" and "practical 

Brains", although I doubt if they are substantially different. It is mainly a 

matter of training and viewpoint, and my lament is that our Universities turn out 

great masses of men who have lost all contact with the realities of ordinary 

life in rural areas and who continue to view the piling up of immortalizing
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scientific papers, preserved for all time in the scientific journ als, as of far 

greater importance than the husbanding of wildlife resources on the land, There 

is not necessarily any connection between the output of papers, or of facts, and 

the production of wildlife; A fact not generally recognized, 

I regret, in tiew of these several considerations, that it will not be 

possible to help finance your further work in physiology and other activities 

from my grouse research funds, Have you tried the legislature? There must be 

some appropriate source of funds for such activity, but I doubt if the 

Conservation Department is the proper palce. At least igs my owm work I cannot 

view your suggestions as sound, and I am so advising my superior officers, 

Thank you for your severe] suggestions for temporary man—power. I have 

no doubt of t&e high qualifications of the men mentioned, and in my brief 

conversation with Mr. Mathiek I was well impressed, However, on the matter of 

a permanent Assistant, I have recaumended employment of Mr, William O'Gara, 

who is now with the project, and who was formerly a foreman at City Point 

C.C.C. camp. Request by the Department has been made to the Bureau of Personnel 

along this line. In temporary men, I expect to acquire the services of Mr, 

Wayne Truax, one of your students, for the summer, and shall be interested in 

any other men of similar qualifications, I regret that I was not in the office 

when Edward Cole called, but sll be very happy to see him at his cmvenience, 

for I feel I remember him well enough to mow that he would make an excellent 

man, Most of the remaining opportunity for employment is of seasonal character, 

but, nevertheless, it may still be feasible to arrange for a full-time man at 

approximately $100 per month, 

W ith best wishes, I reAmin, 

Yours very truly, 

Wacken Dregs 

Wallace Grange 
Game Biologist, Grouse



42h University Farm Place 
April 14, 1941 

My, Wallace Grange 
Babcock, Wisconsin 

Dear Wallace: 

Your letter crossed in tho mails with my letter to Scott recommending 
Mathiak, but of course I imagine Mathiak might take $100 per month 
even though he has an offer of a forest ranger job somewhere. Do 
you know his publication on mammal hairs? I think it better describes 
his qualifications than anything I could say. 

: Since you have asked me directly about personnel, I am sending you a 
copy of the attached letter to Walter Scott. Methiak is an excellent 
man, but his appointment would not cover the question of balance in 
prairie chicken personnel. As I see it now, there are three kinds of 
people so far working on chickens, and my guess is that no one kind 
is going to answer the problem working alone. The three together 
may eventually find something. The people who are now lacking are 
the physiologists. I would, therefore, seriously consider taking on 
a@ physiologist before making too many commitments of available funds. 

Let me make it clear that I am thinking about the project, rather 
than about any particular person. William Elder would be as good or 
better than Cuthbert, but I imagine would need a somewhat higher salary. 
If you and Walter care to discuss this, I would be glad to talk over 
the whole question. 

Please also be clear that I have no further hope for continuation 
as a University project. 2 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

i Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



42k University Parn Pace 
April 11, 1941 

MF. Walter Seott 
Conservation Department 
State Office Building - ® 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Walter: 5 

Ever since the Hamerstroms accepted the Michigan job, we have been 
wondering about the contimuity of Wisconsin work on the prairie grouse, ~ 

Wallace Grange's present program, while admirable ani heartily approved 
by us, will, we fear, eventually develop blind alleys unless the more 
detailed anslytical projects of the kind the Hamerstroms have been doing 

are kept going. 4 

One of the handicaps for keeping this analytical work going is that it 
has begun to-require two kinds of brains, laboratory and field. This 
is evidenced by the entry of Dr. Meyer last year starting a new kind of 
physiological investigation for which wildlife mansgers are untrained. 
Even though the Hamerstroms continue working Michican, which we hope 
will be the case, it will hardly do away with the necessity of the 
combination of physiological or laboratory with ecological or field effort. 

Administrators like Mr. Steen and Commissioner Aberg should, we think, 
be able to aporectate the above arguments. Althouch the Blological 
Survey and your Department are trying through the Pittman-Robertson 
act to develop usfpie field practice, it nevertheless remains true that 
there are some spéties for which a rounded system of field practice is 
not yet in sight, and the prairie grouse is certainly among these species. 

The purpose of this letter is to propose for your consideration the 
appointment of an assistant to Wallace Grange who combines physiological 
and ecological qualifications and who might continue the Hamerstrom line 
of investigation under the general supervision of Wallace Grange and 
yourself. We know of one’man who has the requisite combination of training 
and who might be content with an assistantship, namely, Nicholas L. Cuthbert. 
Our proposal is that the Hamerstrom investigation, including the 100 j 
odd banded birds now on the range be taken over by you before the contin- 

‘ uity is lost. ? 

Should you be able to do this, we need hardly assure you that our advisory 
services would be at your disposal whenever you want them. We know that 

es es, 5



Mr, Walter E. Scott ole April 11, 1941 

you will be absent from the office for a period, but we thought we 
. would plant this general idea by letter for your leisurely consideration 

and before possible other commitments might block the opportunity. 

: Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Teon J, Cole 

i 

} 

A
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faut Che State of Wisconsin 
eau CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
poe Babcock, Wisconsin 

4pril 10, 1941 

FA-5R : 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I regret very much that it wes not possible for me to stay 
over at Madison the other day, as I had hoped to drop in at 
your office. Our meeting at the Department did not end until 
late and I came on home the same nicht. 

Project plans have been quite materially changed by reason 
of the fact that the Fish and Wildlife Service "deems in- 
appropriate” the publication of the Grouse material I have on 
hand from previous work. The Director also felt that a 
publication of this kind should be limited to $200.00 or 
less and even this would not meet approval of the Fish end 
Wildlife Service. Consequently, further work on the Grouse 
literature and preparation of the publication I had in mind 
must apparently be forgotten until the end of the three-year 
period. 

there still has been no selection of additional personnel 
on the Project, since the one man I had in mind and in whom 
I am particularly interested in is well down on the Civil 
Service List and apparently cannot be employed. The present 

_ Plan, (subjectto change), is to take on a couple of men at 
from $75.00 to $100.00 per month. If you happen to know of 
any men available ines tetely and who would meet the several 
requirements imposed by the Bureau of Personnel, I should be 
interested to have their names and aidresses. 

With best wishes, 

Yours very truly, 

, © 
Wallace Grange 
Game Biologist, Grouse



Copy to Prof. Cole . 

1532 University Aveme 
April 6, 1938 

Mr. Wallace Grange 
Babcock : 
Wisconsin ’ 

Dear Wallace: 

I have thought a good deal about your predicament in respect 

to the mamscript. I am afraid I can't be optimistic about the chance 

: of advance cash down for a book. There might, however, be a possibility 

of advance cash down for serial publication in a magazine. I suppose 

Ray Holland of Pield & Stream would be the best bet (515 Madison Aveme, 
New York City). 

The NeGraw-Hill Company, for whom, by the way, Leon Cole is 
Wisconsin advisor, asked me recently for s simplified teaching text 

on game management better adapted for use in schools than my book. 
While I have not seen your manuscript, I infer that it pioneers new 
ground rather than summarises estabiished concepts. If you think it has 

textbook possibilities, let me know and I will talk to Leon Cole about 

it--or better still, see him yourself. 

I have given the now laws a single reading and can see that 
you have thought out a new system. I have doubts about the state parting 

with title to game other than on game farms, tt I admit the question is 

debatable. Your system is. at the very least, a challenging one and I 

would like to have you diseuss it at my seminar. Unfortunately I have 

no funds to use as honorarium or even to cover travel, but if you happen 
te be here on other business and can give me a few days’ notice, I would 

appreciate a chance to arrange the matter. 

Of course I am talking in the dark until I know more details 

of your manuscript. It stirs me to think that so mech thought might fail 

of reaching print, and whenever I can help you to that end, I am anxious 

to do so. 

I take the liberty of sending a covy of this to Leon Gole in 

the event you should later discuss the matter with him. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management
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Babceck, Wisconsin 
March 30, 1958 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 
University of Wiscmsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

. Dear Aldo: 

I am submitting to you for comment a group of five proposed 
laws, or changes in laws, and two letters to Bill Grimmer, all of 
which material is also being submitted to the Department. 

There is agitation in the state to amend both the G Farm Law 
and the Preserve Law. I believe that both should be “eas or 
rewritten. There are some legitimate objections to be met. Both 
need broadening. In each case the matter of procedure, and th 
whole approach to the question of "wild" game is deplorably ambiguous 
or inconsistent. The Preserve Law should be tied in with management, 
and in a way not in all cases limited to pheasants, and not in all 
eases limited to artificially produced birds, 

Every provision or clause which I have inserted is there for 

a real purpose, or to meet some objection that has been raised. In 
commenting upon specific provisions, if you care to do so, I hope 
you will present an alternative or substitute, worked out in your 
own language, to fit in where any present one is deleted. 

I cannot see what any reasonable person can object to in the 
rewritten laws, which are surely in the public interest, and which 
give every possible protection to the State. You will note that 
in the Game Farm Law, provision is made, in event of alleged abuse, 
for arbitration through the University. I believe this provision 
is a wise one, and that both sides could have confidence that an 
honest effort would be made to determine facts. My thought has been 
to remove any controversy from the realm of politics, or decision 
by any official dependent upon the rabble for his continuance in 
office. I am not quarreling with the rabble: Just making sure that 
technical matters can remain technical ones. 

It will probably be well to keep most of this dope under your 
hat or within a very limited circle until matters are far enough 
along to permit mapping out the proper publicity which will be 
necessary to focus public attention on the subject. 

Sincerely, 

AM rlhacr. 

Wallace Grange
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} Babeock, Yisconsin 
Horch 29, 1938 

Mr, Silliem F, Grimmer, Supt, of Game Management 3 
“sconsin Conservation Departuent 
Madison, ®iseonsin : 

Dear Bill: 5 

I submit herewith for your own and fer the Director’s perusal a serics 
of four srocesed statutes te reclace or change those now in effect; (1) A now 
Game Farm Lex; (2) 4 mew Ownerts Shooting Preserve Lew; (5) A new Public 
Shooting Preserve Law; (4) & Pet and Aviary Law. Ail of these. have had 
gonsiderable thought by me ower a period of years,  Theyrepresent the ideas 
of years and have been set down in good faith with the interests of both 
licensee end state at bsart, I vlan to use tiem as Model Luws in the appendix 
of my book, How To Inersase “41d Game, which I heve nearlyeompleted, I au 
gled to oubmit them for consideration und use here in *isconein, because I 
would like to see this stete meimtein ite Lead in these matters, 

The new Gane Farm Law covers, it seems te me, ali of the legitimate 
objections which I have heard raised anywhere to the present statute, fhe 
arbitration machinery provided is simple, direct and feir, It passes any 
"hot potato" involved frow the Commission to the University, which latéesr 
instittion should be, ond I om sure is, competent to handle the taking of 
expert testimony and to maintain a detached, impartial viewpoint, és 

The now Owner's Shooting Preserve Law is very drastic in many 
respects: So mich so that I do not know whether all of the present operators 
will fevor it, Neverthelese, it is in the jublic interest, The sublic gains 
many decided benefits of very tangibbe form, and most important of all bake 
omer is given a real cash incentive to taka poor lands to begin with, than 
building then up for game, his has heen locking im ali pest laws, 

The Public Shooting Preserve Law sats up new machinery of the only 
sert my brain can eonecive thes far which will do two thinge: (1) Give 
everyone access to the lend, and (2) Not cermit overshooting, It is « brand 
mew plan, and it is workable, 

I wish to coimt out thet in all three laws thore is, im effect, a 
Sst This is 2 new idea in geome congervutiun, fe have had 

k 3 for guns, and for inlividusls, bat not for land itesif, Thetis 
the future way out of 911 difficult situations of the sort involved here, and 
also of the sort involved in regulating the kill of migratory waterfowl, 
It is « good ides for the Depertment to Sconser, but as I am using it in ay 
book I would ack that I be given proper eredit for any use node of it, 

The future of the reaprt industry in this state can be vastly inreased 
by enactment of the new shooting creserve law, 

I shall be interested in your omm snd the Director's comments, It is 
my hope that ali those interested can agree substantialiyon the details of 
legislation to be proposed, arguing out any debatable points well in advanee 
of the mceting of the Legislature, I am going to try to head up the orgeniszdd 
Gane Bredder and Shooting Preserve Owner groups along tiss line, and if our 
program can ccincide with that of the Department, we will beobh or sll be 
better off, Will you kindly show this letter to our good friend Death.on~Laws 
MacKenzie, However, I think he'll agree that these give bhe Conservation 
Department the upper hand right straight through,



: @. 2, Grimmer 3/29/58 atten 

im drewing these drafte of proposed legislation I hove bees guided by 

the foliowing genera] princijies: 

(1) ALi potmts should be stated with certainty, removing ali 
questions of doubt, 

(2) Procedures, rights and acthods should be matters of lew, 
eo steted as te rule out the poreoual interpretations which 

wight obhersise occur on either side, 

{3} More than « question of gama Jo involved; The real oséate 

tax problem ize vital, and guat be met, and is set im a way 
that can and undoubtedly will be of assistencs te many 
hard-pressed counties, 

(4) Ste emphasis ia oilseed upon inersasing the production of 

game ho dese it, or how, do not ae iaportunt an thet : 
someone doos it, and on private ianda, 

(S) The landowner is treated as » eustedian of game receiving 
heneftts in progortion as he does things te lend, and es 
he gives the ublic something im exchange, 

Im return for such cooperation as I am eble to ive, I » mder if it 

would be asking tea much if I sesk em opportunity to sit in with the 

Legislative Connittes representing the sportsmen of the state at ite fudure 

sessions, I believe it iz in the public interest thet a represonsitive 

of the commercial breeders be present te prosent their case end to point 

out so a of the things which the sportomen may pot hewe understood, ly 

fides in suggesting this is that we can thresh out differences in comeittee, 

all agreeing on whet wo want, them going to the Leglelature with a united 

front, After reading the dove I om wubmitting I think you will agree 

thet i have made a feir and honest effort to owercows s]i legitimate 
ebjections to both game farns and preserves, ani to help point thoway 

toward grester sublic benefits to be derived from both, 

: fhanking you for sitting in with us the other night, and trusting 

that wo can be of mutual assistance in the logieletive bottles te come, 
z renein, : 

s tours sincerely, 

ee Ga.icee Grange, Choiraen, 
Committee On Legicletion for the 

Wisconsin Geme Breeders snd Licensed 
Shooting Freserve Operators,



GAME FARM LAW (Repealing Sec, 29,574, substituting the following 
therefor, <= HBG 3/28/58) 

(4) definitions, 
: Any Wisconsin citizen shall, on lands owned or leased by him, have 

right to establish a game farm, and to propagate, buy, sell and 
‘ : otherwise deal in game of propagated origin, subject to the provisions 

of this act, b/The license fee for a Gane Farm License shall be $5,00 
for the first year, and $2.00 for each year thereafter, 
of Ghe term game, for purposes of this section, is defined to mean any 

or mammal other than deer or fur-bearers, for which any State or 
@ebtitory of the United States, in the year during which this section 
is enacted, or subsequent thereto, provides an open hunting seasons and 

alse any species of exctic bird or mammal of huntable neture the 
importation of which inte the United States is not prohibited, 

do/, Eropaaated, ond propagated origin, for purposes of this section, 
construed to mean reared under ence, or in pens, or by hand, 

(2) Socediars, Hor sslvenslnks 
a/ app. ‘tt for such license shali first file with the Conservation 

sion HoMbcc oF autem’ te otabadoh Gone) ay on forms provided 
by the Commission, This s set forth the exact legal description of 
the lands to be embraced by license, the ownership or the leasehold of 
the land, the number of acres to be embraced, and shall present satisfactory 
evidence that all real estate taxes on the lands to be embraced bylieense 
are fully paid at the time of filing ce of Intent to Establish 
ake The fee for filing such notice shall be 1.00, remitted with bke 

CC, : 
be/ Within 6 months after the filing of Notice of Intent, the applieant 

begin construction of a fence completely enclosing the lands tobe 
lfeensed, Such fence shell be not less than 5 feet in height, and of 
such construction as to leave no aperatures larger than those in standard 
2 inch mesh hexagonal poultry netting; provided, that the Conservation 

; Gumission, at its discretion, may authorize a larger mesh if, in its 
judgment, the same is acceptable, but approval of any deviation from the 
2 inch standard shall be obtained in wékting in advanee, 

G Upon completion of the fence, the applicant for license shell file 
Sse ce of Ba ce oe AL with the Conservation Commission, The fee 

‘or filing such Notice sh be $1,00, remitted with the Hotta The 
Conservation Commission may, within 10 days, inspect or invesigate to 
determine if the fence is actually constructed, 
af Within 10 deve pitor filing of Hotdee of Fence Completion, by the 

ense applicant, the Conservation Commission ect one of two 
alternative options with respeet to any state-owned wild game which may 
be upon the area to be licensed; OQption 1, to remove all or anypart of — 
the state-wwned wild game thereon; a @ take payment from the 

; license applicant for such stock, onservation Gombission shall 
notify the applicant,within 10 days after his filing of Notice of Fenee 
Completion , which of these two options it has elected to exercise, 

(3) Bek op oot bie mo de) hee 
the Commission shall exercise Yption 1, such removal shall be 

accomplished within 60 days following the filing of Notive of Fence 
Completion, Following exercise of this Option, and remainder of stock 
still upon the area shall be estimated as hereinafter provided, and 
paid for, If Option 2 is elected, payment shall be made for all 
stock, the number of head to be determined as hereinafter protiided,



Game Farm Law ~2— 5 

g/ Payment for all state-omed game shall be made bythe license 
applicant at the rate of 50¢ per head, 

(4) Determind: of Head 
‘ & M The Sarees Commission shall determine he number of head 

of sta ~wened wild game for which papmmbt shall be made by the licenee 
applicant in the following manner, It shall, by inspection of the area, c@assify it in one of the following categories, based upon its judgment of the average condition applying toe the entire area; (A) Wery good cover, well stocked with game; (B) Medium cover, moderately stocked; (8) Poor Gover, poorly stocked, She number of head of state~owned 
game on the lands shall be construed to be, and the applicant shall 
accept it to be without question of fact, 1 head of game per 1 acre for lands falling in Class As 1 head of game to 5 acres for lands 
falling in Class By 1 head of game to 10 acres for lands falling in ; Tlass 6, 

b/ When the Conservation Commission shall have determined the 
number of head of game, aS just provided, it shall nofffy the applicant 
for license, stating the total number to be paid for, and dedutting 
from this figure any game actually removed by the State under Option 
1. Such statement of the amount due the Conservation Commission shall 
be sent the license applicant within 60 days after his filing of Notéce of Fence Completion, : ¢/ Thereupon, the license applicant shall remit to the Conservatinn sion the 50¢ per head payment, Upon receipt of papment in full, the Conservation Commission shali issue to the ap licant a Game Farm License, and shall forward to hima Bill of Sale for the breeding stock 
50 paid for, 

a_/ Upon issuance of the Game Farm License, the licensee shali become the owner of all game birds and game mammals, except deer and fur-bearers, remaining upon the premises, and shall have the right to manage Same as he may deem prudent and best; provided, tet any formerly state-owned species killed by shooting on the area shall be killed only by the licensee or his employees, and only for the legitimate purposes of game farming as distinguished from sport, 

(5) fn on Operation : & All dead game 8 or game mammale shell, before removal from the license Game Farm premises, be identified with a metal sealed tag to be furnished by the Conservation Department at 5¢ each, 
b_/ All live geme birds or game mammals shall, before removal from : the licensed Game Farm premises, be identified wib a tag attached to : the shipping container, such tag to be furnished by the Conservation 

Department at 5¢ each, 
- / The idcensee shall at all times, upon forms to be furnished by the Conservation Gmmission, keep a complete record of all shipments or removals of game birds or game mammals from the lieansed premises; 

including the names and addresses of consignees, date of shipment, and such other information as shall be required; this to be forwarded to the Conservation Commission at such regular intervals, or upon shipmabt, as it may direct, 5



Game Farm Law 3. 

()Rreestiees in Bvent of Alleged Abuse 
at any time after licensing the Conservation Commission shall 

have reason in good faith to believe that the licensee is engaged in 
harvesting or using more wild game birds and game mammals enticed uson 
the licensed premises than stray from the premises, or which the licensee 
has not actually himself propagated or purchased, it mayrequire the 

: licensee to mest with its agent to determine the facts; and to arrange 
payment for any game so taken, 

vo/ if no agreement on the matter is reached within 5 days, hhe 
Guservation Commission shall appoint an impartial arbitrator from the - 
faculty of the University of Wisconsin, the selection of the arbitrator 
to be subject to approval of the President of the University, 

2 Such arbitrator shall thereupon receive the expekt or technieal 
: tosttochy of both the licensee and his witnesses and the Conservation 

Gumission and its agentes and he may himself investigate or view the 
area, or cause it to be investigated or viewed by an expert or oxpebbs 
of his choosing, 

a/ When, in the opinion of the Arbitrator, the testimonry or 
evidence permits of a fair decision, but in all cases within 90 days 
after his undertaking of the arbitration, he shall reeommend to the 
Gunservation Commission his findinge, stating whethr or not substantdéal 
use bas been made, or is being made, of state~wwned birds or manmals 
enticed onto the licensed premises in greatcr numbers than privately 
owned game strays from the premises, ie shall also, if his findings 
are for the Commission, apvoximate the maber of birds or mammals so 
taken, and set a fair makket vaiue upon them after an examination of 
the markets, demand and prices applicable, 

e / Thereupon, and within 50 days, the licensee shall pay to 
the Conservation Department an equivalent number of head of game, or 
shali to it the full price as set by the arbitrator/ 

£ / A complete written transcript of all testimony and evidenee 
shall kept on file both by the Conservation Gumission and by the 
University, and a copy shall be furnished to the licensee involved, 
The cost of making such transcript shall be borne by the Gonservation 
Comission, if the Arbitrator's findings are adverse to it, or bythe 
Licensee if the findings are adverse to hin, 

gf The Arbitrator shall serve without pay, and shall conduct bhe 
taking of testimony in Madison, The expenses of fiadda investigation, 
if any, shall be borne by the Conservation Commission, if the findings 
are adverse to it, or by the licensee if the findings are adverse to 
him, The expenses of each expert giving testimonyshall be paid for 
by the party calling the expert, 

h_/ Sither the Conservation Commission or the licensee, within 
15 days after receipt of formal written notice from bhe rbd trater 
of his findings, may appeal the decision of the Arbitzator to the 
Judge of the @teeuit Court of Dane County, who may then direct what 
further action shall be taken, Such appeal shall be in the form of 
a action to show cause why the findings of the 
Arbitrator shauld not be set aside, 

(7) Pe es 
a 7 Any person trespassing upon, or found insdde the fences of, 

a licensed game farm shall be subject to a fine of not less than $50 
and not more than $100, and in addition shall be ifable to the lieonsee 

ia in gaining entrance, or done to the game after 
en >



Game Farm Law hue 

b/ Any person trespassing upon a licensed game farm who shall 
remove game from the licensed area without the owner's pramirsion, 
whether or not tagged, shall be subject to prosecution byhhe State for 
possession of illegal game, exactly as hough the spebiss so removed ; 
is on the closed season list, regardless of whether or notsuch is actually 
the ease, 

s_/ For violation of any of the provisions of this ge fine 
of not less than 325 and not more than $50, Revocation of ense ; 
upon the third conviction in five years, 

(8) hts of F. 9 
- Nothing in this Act shall be construed as invalidating the 

rights of any licensed Gee Bird Farm, or of affecting in any way the 
title to game or ownership of game of any such Game Bird farm licensed 
under section 29.574, hereby repealed, All Game Bird Farms licensed 
under section 20,574, and in fact operating at the time of enactment 
of the present seetion, shall be automatically deemed to have complied 
in full with ell requircments for licensing provided hereing and all 
Classification of Rand, payment for game and other provisions are . 
hereby waived, 

b/ Im all other respects the Game Bird Farms licenedd previously 
under Section 29,574, shall be subject to tho present section, 

Soa 

(9) Use of s Derived from Game Farm Law 
a 7 Gorrie @nservation Commission 

through the operation of the Gane Farm Law, whether from the saleof 
game, sale of tags, or from licenses, shall be devoted to the 
creation and operation of Public Shooting Preserves which shall be 
open to the public with no other foe than that required for the | 
regular state hunting license, 

ed 25% of all such funds shall be used for administraiive | 
or other expenses, 3



Landowner's Shooting Preserve Law 

(1) : 
owner, or any group of owners, of “Wisconsin land, except 

non-residents, shxll have the right to establish and oporate a shooting 
preserve upon which any species of exotic pheasant, exotic quail, ; 
exotic partridge, wild turkeys, and any species of game bird or animal 

except deer which has actually been propagated in captivity, maybe 

: taken, subject to the regulation of the Conservation Commission as 
herein provided, 

b / Wo shooting preserve shall be licensed if the lands desired 
to be licensed completely surround the property of any other landowner 
who. objects to licensing, : 

_g / No shooting preserve shall be licensed within one mile of any 
state game refuge created at least six months prior to the application 
for shooting creserve license, 

(2) Procedure in Obtaining Licen 
a he owner or owners avolying for shooting preserve license shall 

: set forth the legal description of the lands to be embraced byit; shall 
eertify that they are in fact the legitimate omers thereof; shall 
certify that all real estate taxes are paid upon the lands to be licensed; 
and that they will in good faith comply with the spirit and letter of 
the law, He shall also certify that he will practise game management, — 

b / Within 60 deys after filing of application for shooting preserve 
license, the Conservation Gumission shall inspect the proposed aren, 
classifying the lands apvlied for in one of the following categories; 
Class A, excellent cover, well stocked with game; Class B, medium cover, 
moderately stocked with game; Class 0, Poor cover, poorly stocked with 
game, 

2 { The classification so arrived at shail be the pernanaht 
clessification of the lands involved, notwithstanding the fact that the 
licensee may subsequently so improve, through proper mansgemmkt methods, 
his lands as to make them, in fact, of better rating than that at the 

_ ‘time of Inspection, 
ad / For purposes of this section, lands falling ine Basse A shall 

be deemed to have one head of game per acre; lands faliing in Ghass B, 
to have 1 head of game to 5 acres; lands falling in Cless C, bo have 
1 head of game to 10 acres, 

e / The Conservation Commission shall, within 60 dags following 
the @pplication for license, notify the applicant the land rating which 
it has arrived at for the isnd involved, and shall present bhe applicant 
with a bill for the native,wild state-owned game in accordance with 
the acreage enumeration previously provided for, The rate of payment 
for such stock shall be, $2,00 per head for each bird, and 50¢ per head 
for each rabbit or squirrel, the Conservation Commission to indicate 
the number of birds, and the number of mammals, 

_f£./ ‘Thereupon the applicant shall remit the sum of $5,00 annual 
license fee, plus the payment for the native game as previously 
provided for, plus am acreage fee, which shall be, for Class A lands, 
at the rate of 10¢ per acre per annum; for Class B lands, at the rate 
of 5¢ per acre per annum; for Class ( lands, at the rate of 1¢ per acre 
per annum, ands which are Class © in type at the time of licensing 
shall not subsequently become Class B or Clase A lands by reason of 
any improvements which may in fact make them of higher rating,



Ownerts Shooting Preserve License Law -2— : 

g_/ Prior to the issuance of any Shooting Prserve License, the 
Conservation Gmmission may remove ali or any part of the state-owned 
wild game upon the premises, but this shall be accomplished wihbin 
60 days foliowing avplication for license, In such event, the remaining 
game upon the land, following removal operations, shall be paid for by 
the licensee, the number arrived at as previouslyoutiined, but with 
deduction for head of game actually removed, 

(3) Disposition of Game Removed and of Fees Paid, 
a 7 All game so removed fyom premises to become licensed as : 

@ shooting preserve, and all fees, license fees ani acreage fees and 
payment for state-owned stock, shall be used by the Conservation 
Commission solely upon public shooting preserves, or for the creation 
and operation of public shooting preserves, to which any resident of 
Wisconsin possessing a regular hunting license shall be admitted wihhaut 
further fee of any kind, 

b/ So nearly as practicable, the Conservation Commission shall 
endeavor to aprly such birds and such fees to the public shooting 
preserves in the county of origin of the fees or birds, 

(4) t: on ration for Native Species 
idieensee shali at ail ® maintah at least the orgginal 

number of breeding native game birds and native game mammals upon his 
premises, If the Conservation 6mmission shall at any time in good faith 
have reason to believe that less than the original breeding stock is 
on hand on the premises, it way, upon careful investigation to determine 
the facts, closs the season on any depleted species until such time as 

4t shall appear to the Commission's satisfaction that adequate restoration 
of the breeding stock bhall have been accomplished, 

_be/ Upon termination of any Owner's Shooting Preserve Licunse 
title to all wild game birds and mommals mative to this state, or whboh 
have been stocked by the Conservation Comission, shall revert tobhe 
State, The ownership of game under the Shooting Preserve Act shall 
be deemed to be a qualified ownership only, subject to good behavior 
and faithful observation of the rules and regulations herein provided, 

os/ No live native game birds or game wammals shall be removed or 
sold the premises at any tine, 

a / No dead native game birds or mammals shall be sold as carcasses 
or meat by the licensee or his agents, All dua birds removed from 
the area shall be in the possession, and remain in the possession, of 
the original shooter, and shall have immediately attached to the right 
leg after shooting, a metal, sealed tag to be furnished the liewnsee 
by the Yonservation Commission at 54 each, Such tag shall remain 
attached to the leg of the bird until the bird or mammal is consumed, 
and shall then be destroyed, io such tag shall be used more than 
once. 

eo / The Conservation Commission at ite discretion may establish 
& seasonal beg limit for the preserve for each native species on the 
premises, this bag limit to apply to the land no matter how many 
shooters use the land, and no matter for what length of time, When 
such bag limit for the preserve shali heave been taken in any one 
season, all further hunting of thet species shall cease for the 
season, The bag limit so established for the preserve shall in no 
ease be less than 25% of the estimated spring breeding stoek of the 
species involved, nor more than 50% of the estimated spring breedhyg 
stock of the species involved,



Omer's Shooting Preserve Law abn 

£/ Ths daily bag iiwit of any one shooter using an Owner's Shooting 
Preserve, shall not exceed, for any native species of game, 5 individuals 
of one speéées in one day, 

-£e/ The licensee shall keep a complete record of all hunting done 
upon licensed premises, together with the names and addressess of each 
shooter, the amount of game taken by each, by species, by dates, and he 
shall certify that all game removed hae been duly tagged, All such 

; records shall be forwarded to the Sonservation Commission as it shall 
direct. 2 

h/ Hach licensed éhooting Preserve shall be enclosed by at least 
_ & strands of wire, the specifications of which may be set forth by the 

Conservation Commission, 
i / Bach licensed Shooting Preserve shall be posted as the 

Conservation Gummission may direct, 
: / Wisconsin residents bunting upon a licensed Shooting Preserve 

with permission of the owner shall first obtain a regular state 
hunting license, Non-residents shall obtain a ssecial Son-Resident!s 
Shooting Preserve License, for $5,006. 

(4) ations Gove c Spsoie 
The omer of a Shooting Preserve licensed under this section 

5 ve the right to release and shoot without restriction any 
species of exotic game bird or mammal the importation of whikh into 
the United States is not prohibited, if the same has been legaliy 
purchased or obtained, ani the right to release and shoot whhhout 
restriction any species of game which has actually been produced by : 
propagation under wire, subject to the provisions herein prescribed, 

b/ Release of exoties, and of other game, for the purposes of 
this section, shall be construed to include such natural increase in 
the field as ehali actualiy occur either above original breeding 

; stock, or above the original nwber of head releaseds provided, that 
the Conservation Commission shall at all times have theright to compel 
satiefactory proof of all releases made, and of all natural increase, 
if any, obtained, 

It shali be a condition of the above unrestricted shooting 
oniviisse cluuses that 25% of all game released, or 25% of ali natursl 

: increase claimed, or both, shall be paid to the Yonservation Commission 
in live game of the species concerned, or in an equivalent mumber of 
head of other game satisfactory to the Conservation Commission, and 
that mo credit for any release or for any natural increase shall occur 
until such payment in live game has been made, 
av All game so secured by the Sonservation Commission shall 

be exclusively upon PublicBhooting Preserves to which any holder 
of a resident hunting license shall have access without the payment of 
any additional fee, 

e / Upon compliance ith the above provisions, there shall be no 
bag limit upon either land or individual for the exotic species of 

: geome so released or propagated, 

(5) Sh: Seas : 
shooting of game upon an Gwner's Shooting Preserve, shall 

be limited to the- period from 7 am, October 1 to sunset of December 51, 
of each * 2 

vn died i shooting of game shall Be Linttod to the period betvoen 
se and sunset of each day,



(5) Penalties 
a / Any person hunting upon a liemnsed Shooting Preserve without 

the permission of ths owner shall be liable to the owne in the sum of 
$25.00 in addition to all damage to property or gam: which he may 
occasion, 

: d 4ny violation of the provisions of this section shell result 
7 in & of not less than $50 and not more than $206, Revocation of 

ldsense shali be automatic upon coviction for the third tie within a 
period of 5 years, 

s ( Each and every licensed Shooting Preserve shall cease $o 
n the real estate taxes upon the licensed promises remain 

unpaid for more than 1 year, 

Dram by Wallace Grange ‘ 
3/28/38



Public Shooting Preserve Law 

(1) Use of Game Funds 
75% of all game funds derived by the “onservation Commission from the 

sale cf hunting licenses, game tags, game farm licenses and tags and 

all birds derived from the game farm law and the Owner's Shooting Preserve 

Law, shall be used exclusively wvon, or for the creation snd operation of, 
Public Shooting Preserves, to which the public shail have access with no 

fee otker than the regular state hunting license, 

(2) ses With Farmers and Landowners 
a / The Conservation Commission may negotiate Public Shooting 

Preserve Leases with landomers of this state, 
b / ¥rior to execution of any such lease, the lands considered 

shall be first classified in one of the following categories: Class A, 

excellent cover, well stocked with gamez Class B, medium cover, moderately 

stocked with game; Bhass C, poor cover, poorly stocked wih game, 

¢/ ‘The lease consideration for any Clase A land shall not execed 

the Teal estate tax on such land during the preceding yemry for Class B 

janda, it shall mot exceed one half the real estate tamy for Class C 
lands, it shall not exeeed one fourth the real estate tex/ Leases for 
lesser considerations shall be permitted, 

d/ ‘The lease shell run for not lese than 5 consecutive years, 

e/ ‘the lease way provide for the leaving of feneerows, marshes, 

woodlands, fields or other coverts ungrezed, unburned or uncultivated, 
at such reasanable considerations in accordance with the acreage so 

treated as is deemed wise by the Commission, 

£/ The lease may provide for the planting of and maimtenance of 

food patches for game, at an additional reasonable consideration, but 

no fee shall be paid for any such patch grazed or used byany domestic 

livestock, 

(5) Hunting Regulations 
a Every hunter desiring to hunt upon a Public Suntng Preserve 

shall first obtein the regular state hunting license, and 

‘b ‘ He shali go to the ferwhouse or other entrance point designated 

by s or maps, there identify himself, sign the register provided, 

rocord the number of his license, and agree to conduct himself in an 

orderly manner ond subject te the laws of this state, and, 

oc / He shall at all times be personally liable to the landowner 

for any demage done by him, and 

a/ He shall re-register on his departure, stating in writing 

on the form provided the exact number of head of each species of game 

killed.by him, No hunter shall sign or register for anyother hunter, 

tuteach hunter shall register for himself, 
e / any action for damages against a hunter doing damage, or 

alleged to do damage, te the landownerts property, shall be begun br the 

: landowmer, but with the assistance of the Uoservation Department. 

(4) Preserve t 
For every Public Shooting Preserve, the Conservation Commission 

shall in advance of the shooting season set a bag limit for the lands 

invelved, and for each species thereon, 

b/ All shooting, and all access to the land by hunters, shall 

cease when the preserve bag limit has been shot, 

e/ ihe season on any one species of game for which the bag limit 

for the preserve is reached in advance of that for other species shall close 

automatically, and notices to this effect shall be posted at the place of 

registration, :



Public Shooting Preserve Law Rm : 

(5) 
ny person who shall hunt upon «- Public Shooting Preserve 

without registering correctly or fully shall be subjeet to a fine of 
$5.00 and shall lose his hunting license privileges for a period of 1 yaar, 

b £ Any person who shall shoot mny species of game upon which the | 
¢ Shootin g Preserve season has been closed, aecording to posted 

notices at the place of registration, shall be subject to a fine of : 
350000, and shall lose his hunting license priwileges for a period of 
1 year, 

(6) Shooting Period 
& Subject to the hereinbefore mentioned restrictions and 
tions, the shooting season for cach Publich Shooting Preserve i 

shall begin at 7 a,m, on October 1 and end ah sunset on December Slst 
of each year, 

2 / Suitable rest days, or gunless periods of dagg, may be 
a by the Conservation Gumission for any Publie Shooting 

Preserve at its discretion, 

(7) ef. of Public Shooting Preserves 
The Conservation Commission may limit the number of 

Public ting Preserves to the funds actually availeble for this 
purpose, 

b/ The Conservation Commission may accept donations from 
any source for the Public Shooting Preserve fund, but it may not : 
ehorge any special fee for entrance or shooting by the public uoon 
the Public Shooting Preserve property. 

: Drawn by Wallace Grange 
5/28/38



t+ and Avi Permits 
(iy fights ‘ ™ 

3 / Any citizen of isconsin who, for non-cmmmercial: purposes, 
purchases or otherwise coifes into legal possession of any bird or 
mamuel the importation of which into the United State is not prohibited, 
shall have the right tc keep same, subject to the provisions of this ‘ 
seetion, for pet, aviary or seientific purposes, : 

b./ Any non-resident of “isconsin shall have similar rights if 
he remains within the state for 30 days in any one year, 

(2) Procedure 
a / Such person shall first apply to the Conservation 6mmission 

for a permit to keep birds or mammals for pet or other purposes, and 
shall state the origin of the bird or mammal, the number of ind#@duals 
of each species, and such other pertinent details as the Commission 

: may require, 
/ ach such application shall be accompanied by the prmbit 

fee of $1,00, and? this shall be an annual fee renewable on the Ist of 
each year, 

ec / The Sonservation Commission may reject such applietion upon 
grounds of inhumane methods of keeping the bird orsmemual in captivity, 
er upon grounds of meance to public health or public safety, Any such 
rejection shall be fully explained to the applicamt, and he af 
able to overcome the conditions objected to, reeaorly for oul. 

(3) natwiast oe 
All ds and mammsls kept under permit shall be penned or 

housed and kept humangely, 
b/ The permittee assumes full responsibilityfor any damage to 

property or persons which may be done by suh birds cor mammals, 
/, No bird or mammal held under such permit shall be sold, 

traded or otherwise disposed of for profit, nor shall any bird egg 
so obtained be disposed of for profit, 8 

a / amy permittee no longer desiring to retain the bird or 
mammals involved shall notify the Conservetion Gumission, and atiits 
discretion return the seme to the Conservation 6mmission, No such 
bird or mammal shall be given its liberty without first securing the 
approval of the Conservation Commission, 

e / The Conservation Commission may, in its discretion, pembit 
final sale of the birds or mammals on hand, but thereafter the permitee 
shall not again apply for permit for e period of 1 year, 

£/ The Conservation 6emmission may revoke the permit at anytime 
in its opinion any bird or mammal. so kept is a danger to public healbh 
or safety, or when it may believe the bird or mammal is kept inhumanely, 

(4) PE ee te 
2. Nothing in this section shall be construed as authorizing 

the possession of wild fawms or bear cubs obtained from the woods of 
this state, 

b / Fawns or bear cubs purchased legally from deer farms, zoos 
or legally obtained outside of this state, may be covered by permit, 
subject to all the provisions herein ecntained, 

(5) Penalties 
a_/ For failure to obtain permit, a fine of $15 to $25, 

/ For harboring a wild fawm or cub, $15 to $25, 
c¢ / For commercial sale, a fine of $15 to $25 
a_/ For inhumane treatment, a fine of $15 to $25. 
e / For release without permit, a fine of $15 to $25, 

Drawn by Wallace Grange .. 5/28/58



¢ Babcock, Wisconsin — 
Warch 20, 1038 

ir, Williche F. Grineer 
Supt, of Game Uanagonont . 

Wisconsin Sunservation Department ; 
Mediscn, “Leoonsin 

Dear Bill: 

T am submitting to you, and through you te the Director, ancther 
propoced lew which I have worked on, The idea of this law was firet 
considered ‘en’ in 1929, at which time I. submitted a plan somexhat 
similar to, Gore cConviiecate? than, thia one to Br, Usuthe, At bhat 
time {¢ was felt thet the cublic was not sufficiently receptive to 
the paynant of additionel fess, and the matter recoived very brief 
qoneiderstion and was forgotten, I have now revised the dieas I then 
had, simplified them an¢ refined the thing in such a way tat I think 
it is entiroly workable, 

fhis is snothor item which I want to see on the legislative mee 
of the breeders and sreserve awners, For the rublicity of the thing 
these groups, I desire that it he sponsored by us, and not by the 
Departeont, However, if the Department ds wiliing te play bali with 
we by helping revise tne gene ferm and preserve lawa in reasonable ways 
to which we oan agres, I would have no objection te the Department 

sponsoring the tagging lax directly, if, it cares te, tis is a materr 
which you, the Director snd I can largely settle betwoon us, I suggest 
we discuss it with Mac when I am next in Madison, 

As nearly as I cem determine, the tagging lew would turn from 
Te to £150,000 amually ints the coffers of the fepartwent, of 

which a vary substantial smount could be used for Public Shooting Preserves, 
Bhs thing I like about 1% is that pay ie im propertdion toe kill, A guy 
like we would need about 4 or 5 tegs, but there are individuals who would 
use the full quote of 250, and they would pay then from 912,50 to $25.00 
for their shorting, in afiition to license foo, ‘Whe law cannot possibly 
hit the poor man, although it does actually amount to raising the hunting 
license foe to £1.50 or 92,00, since the first 10 tags purchased are not 
redeomable, whether or not used, 

It ie wy idea later on to gst out a pamphlet to have very wide 
: circulation in @isconsin in support of the legislative program I ax 

interested in, and which the brestors and preserve ovners ara interested 
im, Incidentally, the use of the ters Public Sooting Ground. should be 
taboo: It should be Public Shooting on Tenn, & man is ageinst 
*sheoting preserves", he must apecify w! sort ef preserves or be called, 

and when he admits he favors some, he is on the defensive from there on out, 
Bhe public im this atate will go for this program in a big wey if the proper 
gampadign is put oma I intend to see that it ia put on, 

Let me have your ideas on the tagging matter, It moans real money 

; for the Department, 

- Sincerely, 

Wallace Grange



GAME TAG LAW =x. +=: Dovised and drafted by Wallace Grange, 3/28/38 a 

(h) iiired For 411 Game Killed 
_/ On end after July 1, 1989, each and every heed of wild game killed in the State of ‘dsconsin shall be inuediately tagged after kdiling ith a tag to be furnished by the Conservation Departnont, 
b/ such tag Shall. romain om the cargass of the game bird or guse mammal until same has been consumad, after which the tag shall be destroyed, 
$ { Nothin in this section shell be construed as changing or in any way : 

the deer tag law, ; 

(2) of Ta sued 
2. / =: tags absli be of tyo sorts, obtainable at the foliowing rates: 

Ay Sols aes for ali species of grouse, sheasant, 
WORE OWL y secendsenceivenesecacseesencseecenses JOM each, d : B. Blue tags, for all species of rabbits, squirrels, 

; and for Jacksnipe, “oodeock end othar 
Waspeciiied wpectes of game secseccnsescecscseen BF each, 

(3) Por ; Redemption, 
a 7 Esch helder of « resident or non-resident hunting license may buy 

as few tags cs he wiches; and he nay buy up to 280 tags of the two sorts 
im combinetion, during eny ane year, ALi such tegs must be paid for in 
advance, Adal tional tags, up to 250 for the year, may be procured from the County Glerk upon exhibition of license and sayment of the teg feos, 
p/ Daring the period January 1 to 16 of each year, the hunter may re all unused tags, in excess of the first ten, for redemption at the ost figure, at the office of the County Clerk, upon signing an affigmation that he has used » tag for each head of game killed by him, and that he is 

returning only tags issued directly to him, 

(4) Seite ee 
Ali funds derived from the sale of game tags, less onlyihe cxtuce) cost of the tags and 10¢ for administrative expenses, shall be devetd to 

the ¢reaticn, leasing or operation of Public Shooting Preserves bochich 
the public sinli heve access with no fee other than the bunting license 
and the wurchase of game tags, 

(5) Pomaltios 
Any person failing to tag a head of game killed by him, or in his possession, shall be subject to a fine of not less than $25 nor sore than $50, and his hunting license shell be revoked for a period of not less then : 

ome yoar,



Copy to Noble Clark 

1532 University Aveme 
December 15, 1937 

Mr. Wallace Grange 
Babeock 
Wisconsin 

Dear Wallace: 

Noble Clark has been out of town, hence the delay. 

I am now able to give you a somewhat more liberal version 
of the university attitude. 

It is of interest to us to help you get out your publication 
because it will represent a contribution to knowledge of Wisconsin wild- 
life. Whether we publish it as a university bulletin or whether you sell 

: it to a commercial publisher is of incidental importance and does not 
affect our desire to help you get it out. 

Sinee your greatest need at the present time is typing, we 
are anxious to contribute what we can to fill that need and to leave the 
question of ultimate disposal to such time as we can examine the completed 
mamiscript. Should we help with the typing and your subsequent disposal 
of the manuscript commercially, all that we would expect would be an 
acknowledgment that the university hed helped. No refund would be 
involved. 

Let me warn you that the university has msamecripts of its om 
which cannot be published by the university for lack of funds. Dean p 
Christensen is hoping that the next legislature will give him a fund for 
publications, but we have no assurance that this will be done. Accordingly, 
while we at this time have an unqualified desire to help you publish, we 
cannot guarantee our ability to do so. 

Noble Clark has verified my supposition that there is absolutely 
no stenographi¢c help available in the university force. He approves, how 
ever, of my offering the help of the WPA stenogravher if and when the 
extension of the WPA cycle project is approved. My latest advice from the 
WPA office is that this might take place any day. It is not likely that 
the extension, if mde, will extend beyond July 1. Hence the desirability 
of feeding your material to us as rapidly as possible after the extension 
is approved. I will let you know as soon as we hear from WPA. 

With best regards. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopeld 
vh Professor of Game Management



New Soils Building 
duly 25, 1935 

Mr, Wallace Grange 
Bailey's Harbor 
Wiseonsin ; 

Dear Wallace: 

You should have no difficulty in getting an opening in 
game work, I am writing the attached letter to the names indicated. 

T have no funds at the present time, hence I am not in a 
position to broach any proposals, but I have a matter coming up 
about the middle of next winter which might fit your needs admirably 
if I could expand the salary sufficiently, ‘the next time you are in 

Madison please ask Miss Horn to show you the correspondence in the 
H, L, Stevens case. He has a large place near Tomsh for which he 
desires to set up a trust and place a game manager in charge. He 

has told me verbally that he is willing to regard thie as a head- 
quarters and laboratory for research work in the surrounding region. 
T have sooken to him so far simply in terms of a $600 assistantship, 

but I think it would fit his needs a lot better to have a permanent 
tan rather then a temporary student on the place, and to use it in 
eddition as a kind of field training school for ali the students 
who may have need of it. You might went to look at the place some- : 
time when you are in that vicinity. 

I eagerly await your new cycle paper, and I can assure you 
I will be more than pleased to have it published under university 
auspices, I much appreciate your attitude as to the balance of 
time owed the university, but on the matter of auspices I would feel 
the same whether you owed us any time or not, f 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh 

Encl.



New Selle Rallding 
Hadioon, Wisconsin 
daly BH, 195 

eR Ne ee ee ne Dearth, Mates Metaate 
Petts 5, Retin, Reeeeiaans Liekoteatien, fon, Wisconsin 

7. A, Fisher, eetond gional ‘Director, Soil Rroston Service, Urbana, Tints 
Boen'G. Steven, Seseaten, S0tl Geenereekion aarsion Roas 0, Stevens, Forester, ‘ofl Service, High Point, M, o. 

Gentlanent 

You have written or qoken te we recently about available caw mon. 
At the time I replied that I wae unaware of the avellabild of ouy really 
trained sat Dt J sow Leam ut tare agit ben pogebll tty of sbtaning 

et Seat ot Dees Sa, Naaate Most of you be aware with 
_ wat ay esying so that on eatdine kaaee ts Malek & eee ae 

: poh Riper an mt Uinta? otap ant eb tes dat caer a we 
netted th tee Weel Sf Caeuetn maaed te eae eee ee eee 

shout three weela’ leave of absence to attent to personal business. 

Since the apply of gome men is getting aborter oni sorter ond I 
tie Fated oan ted ie cents Godt Guinn arte" 

Sites 1G sca be cee ee es 
United States the northwestern states. 

I will be abeent in Murope for the vomainier of the auewr ant fdlle 
if you etf11 need man I mgcest you address Grance directly. 

i ale want t infor that “ilifem Seatmenke, superintendent of 
gue tn to love oartemt, 1s tow without a position tio to a poltstea) orer- 

in the Towa Comafesion. Mr, Sdmerie ia not a school-trained game manager, 
bat I consider hin one of the best sel¢-mote gane managers and enforeenent 
officers in the country, You ean affress him at Ningwan Aveme, Yes Moines, Io, 

Yours sinoerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
~ tm Charge, Gane Research



PRESERVE DEVELOPMENT CONTRACT STOCKING GAME SURVEYS 

Wallace Grange 
Game Breeder and Consultant 

Ephraim, Wis. 

Ehesssnt July 20, 1935 
Mongolian 

Blackneck 

Formosan 

Bohemian eo = 
Ringdeek Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Melanistic New Soils Building 
Mutant University of Wisconsin 

Melanotus Madison, Wisconsin 
Silver 

Golden Dear Aldo; 
Lady Amherst 

Reeves When I was last in Madison you asked whether I 
was interested in a job and I replied that I was not. 
Recently I have decided that I am, so that if you know 

Quail of opportunities for which you feel I am qualified, 
Bobwhite I should appreciate word, I have taken a few weeks 
Valley work with lMiore Game Birds In America, in connection 

with a waterfowl survey in Minnesota and the Dakotas, 
after which time I expect to be available. The period 

Waterfowl of availability depends largely upon compensation: I ? 
would be willing to commit myself for at least a year 

Black Duck if a really attractive position showed up. However, 
Mallard more immediately, I am interested in even temporary 
Wood Duck work of a month or two, The only time reservation I 
Canada Geese need make is for perhaps three weeks during the fall, 

at which time it will be essential that I sell my birds. 

roe I have just completed a week at the Crerar Library 
Eastern Wild in Chicago, attempting to piece together some of the 

cycle material which I have. A number of very interest- 
ing things have been developed but I shall not be able 

Mammals to present my material until after I get back from the 
Vetyinie Waves waterfowl work, If satisfactory to you, I should like 
Noriieen to publish this as coming from the University under your 
Cottontails auspices, probably either in the Journal of Mammalogy or 

Wisconsin in the Journal of Ecology. As you know, I still have a 
Boas time liability with the University in connection with 

Wisegais past work, and it is my thought that the material which 
it now have in prodess of compilation can be accepted by 
you as fulfilling this obligation. Do you think that 

Other species satisfactory? While you cannot pass on it until you see 
of game birds it, I believe you will find the present contribution of 
and mammals greater importance than any of my previous dope. 
usually available 

by special order. 

COOPERATIVE GAME RESEARCH



Mr, Aldo Leopéld 2 

The truth of the situation is that I am finding 
it increasingly difficult to let research alone. I 
have obtained a general manager for the farm, so that 
I now anticipate greater opportunities for outside work, 
Consequently, from now on I can do more research on 
my own time in any event but it occurs to me that perhaps 
I can discover at least part time work which will take 
some of the financial burden from my own shoulders. Actmal 
field work on cyclic species is, of course, my aim. 

I wonder if you wilibhink this over so that we can 
talk about it when I get back, and when you are back from 
Europe. Here's wishing you a fine trip! 

Sincerely, 

Wactmnce Qiu g— 

Wallace B. Grange 
WEG /AS



“Unfinished Memserint s” 
Alo Leopold ; 

Wisconsin Reology 

(for Birds of Wisconsin) 

Changes in Man Types 

Introductions ani Losses 

Shifte, Retreats, Intrusions, Rarities 

Land-use preetices in relation to birds / 

Iunboring ond fires 

‘pealiengs 

Dairy cows 

Fenees and Power lines 

Feeding ‘ 

?sf 

Moather (probably in Chapter on Topog. ete.) but uso “hordness of winters", 

“drouth indiees", chronolosy of events affecting birds. 

Phonology. Relating plant rhonomone to birds,



: MILWAUKEE PUBLIC MUSEUM u 
MILWAUKEE 3 WISCONSIN 

WwW. C. MCKERN, DIRECTOR \ h Ww 
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DEPARTMENT OF MAMMALS AND BIRDS 

O. J. GROMME, CURATOR 

W. C. PELZER, MAMMAL TaAXxIDERMIST 
W. P. DETTMANN, BIRD TAXIDERMIST 
JOHN L. DIEDRICH, Ass'T. TAXIDERMIST 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Depabtment of Wildlife Menagemnt 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

We have been very busy ironing out details for a Milwaukee Journal= 
Museum sponsored trip to Alaska this fall. The primary purpose of the trip 
will be to obtain a moose group for the museum. Hence the delay in answer to your letter of May 22nd. 

Just as a refresher I will say Bill Schorger is taking over Bibliography 
end History of Omithologye We decided to combine history and Biographies which 
logically go together in the one chapter under history. 

Dr. Lincoln will write a chapter on Bird Banding.s Walter Scott is writing History of Wisconsin Conservation Lawse There will be others such as topography, climatology, faunal areas or zones 2 Otce We cannot help overlapping in instances but this can be Overcome in our final get together and editinge 

Stoddard and I had a long discussion regarding a contribution by Wallace Grenge on his work with Prairie Ghickens and Prairie sharptails. He has agreed to write something on the management of these two Species only. His work will be included in the life historios of these species under his name and not as a special chapter because that would possibly conflict with your work on general wildlife management. 

Wherever possible I intend to ask for short contributions from the various 
Specialists who have done outstanding work to be included in the life histories under individual species as Bent has donee You can understand that these items will have to be carefully selected for brevity end general value in order that we do not becoms too voluminouse As I told you before we hope and intend to keep within two _ volumes with all life histories and illustrations in volum two. I have heard much criticism of Robert's work on account of the difficulty in handling by the general public who wish to get information quicklye 

I expect to handle all life histories in a manner similar to that used in the other state books, giving description, measurements, moults » nesting, renge, voice, general habits, etce If possible I hope to use a small map of Wisconsin for each species that does not have statewide distribution, or that is uncommon, indicating by shaded areas or symbols the state distribution, recorded nestings, and points at which specimens have been taken. With the possible exception of some



Profs Aldo Leopold 

Page if 3 

of the game birds such as the grouse mentioned above there will be nothing 
on management included in the life histories. The only ecology mentioned in 
life histories will be that necessary to describe the food habits, and general 
and nesting environment of the species concerned. 

It is difficult to tell you what to write on game management because it would 
be like the patient telling the doctor. The field is broad and needless to say 
volumes could be written on that subject alonee 

With the exception of the inclusion by Grange in the life histories of 
the chickens I do mot expect to write enything on management of any other species. 
I think if I were you I would write on the subject from its first application 
in the State which really had its beginnings with your coming here and to datee 

I think the best thing will be for me to come over as soon as I can 
when weican figure out a basis from which to worke Meanwhile I'll figure out 
roughly the number of words, etce 

’ 

: Sincerely your: friend, 

Oru: 
Owen J. Groxme, Curator 

OJGsic
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; November 24, 1943 

Mr. Owen J. Gromme 
Milwaukee Pyblic Museum 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Owens . 

I am delighted to hear from you and pleased to learn that 
the work on "Birds of Wisconsin" is contiming to mike 
some headway, despite the war. 

I am also glad to know the probable time when my proposed 
chapter is due. As you say, it will not be so time-consuming 
& job because materials are constantly accumilating. 

I was much grieved to learn about Dr. Edwards. My brief 
acquaintance with him was very pleasant. Yes, we had hatched 
@ scheme about ecological exhibits, which I would be glad to 
diseuss with you, bt it would de hard to write about it, 
because it would take too many pages. I don't get to Milwaukee 
often, but if I do, I will selze the chenee for a visit. 
Thanks for the personal invitation. 

I am glad you are not going to miss your goose hunt. Your 
report on jacksnipe does not agree with my own observations, 
in the Madison area they were scarcer than ever. It is F 
a@ relief to know they were more plentiful in some places. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence)
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MILWAUKEE PUBLIC MUSEUM 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

IRA EDWARDS, DIRECTOR 

November 25, 1945 

OMOSECRIREDERSNCE EIRBARK, 
CARNE RR 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
(University of Wisconsin) 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I received the envelope containing recent publications by 
yourself and others in your department for which many thanks. This 
reminded me that I have not written you for a long time concerning 
progress on "Birds of Wisconsin", It goes without saying that the 
war has put a considerable crimp in our progress from the standpoint 
of loss of personnel, distracting but necessary duties, ete. I am 
taking advantage of the interval however to work on the colored illus- 
trations. To date I have over one-third of the original paintings 
completed. There will be 86 or 88 of them in all, and I have been at 
it whenever possible for about one year. I have decided to finish that 
job before going into the copy, because the reproduction of the plates 
shall involve us in the greatest expense and I hope, if possible, to 
have that part of the work entirely off my hands before the war ends 
and while there is still loose money floating around. Mr. Diedrich, 
who is a most excellent research man, and who did much of that work 
for me, has been in the army for about a year and for the time being 
all stenographic personnel upon whom I depended for so much are at 
war jobs. You can understand, therefore, how the present conditions 
have cramped my style, but by no means the determination to get the 
job done in due time. When the war ends and the people are back we 
can, of course, step up the tempo. 

Before leaving for the army Walter Scott wanted to know how soon 
we needed the chapter on “History of Wisconsin Game Laws" and I told 
him that he would be having plenty of time to get it in shape after 
his return. fF figure that it will take me 18 months at least ( at the 
present rate) before I'll be through with the illustrations and ready 
to go with the actual writing myself. This will also apply to your 
chapter on ecology and game management. It will, of course, take you 
fellows much less time to do your chapters than it will take for my 
part of the work. 

As you know we lost our Director and we will be in a period of 
readjustment for some time. We expect that Dr. Edwards shall be succeeded 
by Mr. Wm. C. McKern who is a fine fellow and would be a most able 
director, The passing of Dr. Edwards will make no difference in our 
plans for "Birds of Wisconsin" and Mr. McKerm is as enthusiastic about 
it as Dr. Edwards was, he has already cautioned me against too much 
hurry on a big job of this kind. That is a very good sign in a new 
director.



Dr. Aldo Leopold 
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Aldo, some months ago Dr. Edwards told me of a cooperative 
plan that you and he had in mind concerning some miniature ecologi- 
cal groups, I think. I think you both talked it over at lunch 
at Madison during the Academy meeting. I have heard nothing further 
about it. I am wondering if you shall have occasion to be in 
Milwaukee in the near future. If so try to spend an evening out 

: at our new home. We have an “extra™ bunk and we could have oppor 
tunity to go over the book business at length. 

Please do not consider this letter as a “hurry up" note be- 
cause as I see it now the day of publication is still far off and 
I have been emphatically reminding our financial backers that 
publication will be several years hence ~ We are not going to do 

: a half-way job. 

I am looking forward to a little fun this week end or early 
next. I have been invited to a couple days of freezing in a goose 
pit over on the Walworth Prairie. I'd like to get a crack at some 
of those little fellows that are so variously called Brant. 

About the only thing unusual reported to me so far this fall 
is a noticeable increase in the number of Wilson's snipe and a 
number of White Pelicans from this area. 

a 

O.J. Gromme 

OJGzic : ;
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IRA EDWARDS, DIRECTOR 

July 21, 1942. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
College of Agriculture, 
University of Wisconsin, : 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: : 

For a long time I have been very busy at work on 
. the 80 odd colored illustrations to be used in the publication 

of "Birds of Wisconsin”. During all this time my correspondence 
has piled up on the desk until it hag me crowded out. This 
morning I decided to take the necessary time off to let my 
neglected friends know that I have not completely forgotten 
them. About every other letter is a request for anything from 
five up to a hundred dollars. My wife and I have just completed 
building a new house and I have been busier than a one arm paper 
hanger trying to fix the three lots up so that they will be 
attractive to birds next spring. All of this, of course, has 
us busted for the time being. 

Aldo, I have been very much concerned over the Con- 
servation Department's trouble over there at Madison, as have 
all of us. Things seem to be in an awful mess and the whole 
thing looks to me like the pot calling the kettle black. I 
have often in the past suggested that they need someone like 
yourself to do that job over there, but I imagine that you like 
I or any of the rest of us who are interested in something else 
besides law enforcement would not wish to mess with it. It 

seems to be generally known that the department refused to 
cooperate with you, but as I understand it all this accummlated 

' information could be had for the asking. That it too bad. I 
am wondering if there is some way for us to bring pressure to 

brsal Pottes, to the extent that the Conservation Department will be 
forced to avail themselves of the opportunity right there at 
hand in your department. 

The recent closing off of the W.P.A. has completely : 
deprived us of the help that I had especially trained to help 
me with the clerical work in connection with "Birds of Wisconsin."



Dr. Aldo Leopold ~2- : duly 21, 1942 

Needless to say, as good as some of these peopke were their work 
will all have to be checked over before use, but they were a big 
help. This will, of course, slow us up considerably, and the 
draft may take another one or two of our good men. ‘The war busi- : 
ness is cramping everybody's style so I suppose we should not 
complain. In the meantime, as I said above, I am plugging away 
at the illustrations. This work, of course, has to be done sooner 
or later. I have not been in Madison since I last saw you there, 
but we should: get together again at not too late a date. Your 
chapter on game management in "Birds of Wisconsin" should serve 
to get the idea of sound game management before the public in a 
way the Wisconsin Conservation Department never would be able to 
do it (if they knew how). There is plenty of time though, Aldo, 
and you will have opportunity to give it lots of thought. 

I imagine that the war has hit your department pretty 
hard, inasm, je very men who would be most interested seem 
to be voy a okD, the draft age. If you get to Milwaukee be- 
fore I get to Madison, I wish you would look me up. 

Your sincere friend, 

: O. tro 

. OG: LWK
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a August 28, 1941 po ) 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo:- 

To save my wind, I am enclosing a copy of a letter 
written to Bill Schorger with a tentative layout, subject, 

: of course, to change. Most of his letter will not apply to 
you but will give you a general idea of outline. I shall 
probably also include a chapter on life zones. 

Your chapter will be Management of Wildlife in relation 
to Ecology or similar title. n other words, the overlap will 
probably make it feasible to include both under one title. 
I think Dr. Edwards would like to contribute on the subject of 
Topography and Climate, so it will probably be wise for you 
not to overlap too much there. The life zones will to a 
certain extent overlap on vegetal areas and topography. 
We will have to draw more definite lines of procedure as 
the picture clarifies itself, but really cannot get to that 
yet. I assure you, Aldo, that just as soon as I can see 
clearly through the maze and say thus and so, you will be 
informed. It will take us lots of time to "evolve" and 

: the public will simply have to wait on us. 

We can do lots more through personal contact than 
by letter and I will be over again soon. As I told Schorger, 
if we can go into two volumes it will be more desirable from 
the standpoint of all concerned. Do not get any gray hairs 
and meantime make note of any bright ideas. 

Your friend, 

Ylipme OJG:IR O. J. Gromme. 
Enc.



August 28, 1942 

Dr. A. W. Sehorger 

168 N. Prospect Avenue . 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bili:- 

Two heads are always better than op@, hence your 
suggestion to make a certified copy of all inent Wieeconsin 
material was a valuable one. As you say, i 8 an enormous 
job. However, it will really save ork in the long 
run and will place material at our finger ithovut making 
it necessary to haul out every b Pet eee iele for 
each species. As a rule, we piggy along in a m til someone 
gives us a bright idea. ae 

Por the past several month everal of the best typiste 
we could get have been going ebeadiZy through my Wisconsin authors 
index and making a copy of all\g Gles noted for file under each 
especies. Of course Hen anu arkiele deals with a number or a 
list of species, it Soap] amee tings but we take care of this 
with a reference @ on each \gpecia sheet. To save time and 
get the bulk of m@ferial under\dgontrol while we still have ample 
help, we are re-reading the copies against the articles which 
appear in publications that arg/available in the St The 
final manuscript have to/ye corrected down e@ last comma 
against & nals bh shey article anyhow. Where missing 
public ie are borrowed @ copies will have to be a 
agseu that the priginal will not be ava‘lable to us for fina 
check beeause we\cannot hope to borrow material for such a 
length |of times a number of instances our files are incomplete. 
When {\was in Madiggn, I think you told me that for a number of 
years 2 have begt/ accumlating separates and ~— publications 
conta Wis narticles, I, of course, realize that you 
will nee or reference in pore iee you own contr! bution 
to the book. I am wondering, however, if you will be kind 
enough to loan certain of them to us long enough to enable us 
to make a Stag th after which we will return them to you 
immediately. ess to gay, it is out custom to handle such 
material with the greatest of care. If you are willing to loan 
this material, the logical way would be to send over a few items 
at a time as we can copy. I presume that much of the material 
is to be had at the University Library and at the Crerar Library 
in Chicago, As yet we have not thoroughly perused the 
Zoological Index for Wisconsin material. As I stated above, 
we have mch of the material but I had one of the girls make 
out a list of toe numbers. I am enclosing a duplicate of 
thie list. Publications of which we have a complete file here 
or in the Public Library, of course, do not appear on this list.



Dr, A» W. Schorger oe 8-28~41 

I feel that our bibliography should be as complete as possible 
both from the standpoint of public information and the espace 
saved if we can thus get around making footnotes or references 
at the bottom of each pages I noticed that in reviews, Todd 
in his Birds of Western Pennsylvania, was critized for duplication 
in this regards 

I am also enclosing a list of publications in which we 
have found material and others which possibly contain material 
useful to use Will you kindly peruse thie jist and note if I 
have omitted any important ones that you we need. 

You remember we discussed various ses of work on 
the book and; particularly speelal chapters 2 = and 
signed by yourself, Leopold and the ervatjiion Department. 
I feel that in order to give you fo nt time to gowens 

; your material that you should have-same idea he genera 
outline. I am sorry to say t pt atthe presen Sing we 
have not a complete enough pigtyfe to \iefine space/available. 

Our present plan bject td /revision, of course) is 
this. There will be two voddtwes,. Yolume 1 will contain 
prefece, introduction, purpose owt | of conservation laws, 
history or review of Biseansin eeortho Sey game management 
and ecology, topog othe s igus pagX{ and to save space in 
volume 2 bibliogra Zs e Ve ye 2 Sali be made up of glossary, 
life histories, tdoinical desdiptions, plates and index. The 
subject of greatest interest to|\the non-technical, general public 
namely memes 8 and plategj will therefore be contained in 
one voiume. o evantages bp obvious. It ean be gore 
convenientl handlad for loo! Ah & up and reading about “that bird 
I saw’ & eatbared taro volumes as ie the case of the 
"Birds Minnesota". 

Stoddar ggeeted (and it 19 a good suggestion) that 
we stiipk to one v as wae done by the Siological Survey in 
many their state/ liste ae, for instance, "Birds of Florida". 
However) I feel t we should go further by way of civing more 
informa ested by the tentative titles for volume ones 

It 4s possible that through unforeseen eventualities in 
these troublesome times that at the time of publication the . 
financial situation may be such that the cost of two volumes 
would be prohibitive. In that case those chapters I suggested, 

' @s well ae deseriptive material, would have to be pared down to 
fit one convenient sized volume. My present hope is to give 
those men, and particularly yourself, who have done so mich 
preliminary work, an opportunity to publish it in a a on 
way in one representative work. Of course, we know welk that we 
cannot poner ent exhaust the msterial contained in our notes and 
that we will all publish plenty aside from that contained in 
"Birds of Wisconsin" whether it be in one volume or twoe
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Dr. A» W. Schorger Se 8=28-41 

: Now, you have already told me thet you will be 
‘ willing to contribute to the chapter on the history of 

Wisconsin ornithology. I would interpret that or a similar : 
title to embrace a large field and one which will overlap into 
biography and bibliography. To avoid duplication, the man 
who writes the chapter on one should logically write all three. 
i feel that you have material enorgh to do that job. Would 
you like to take over the job of writing all three chapters? 
Believe me, Bill, it is a question of wanting to load hard 
work onto someone else but for previously expressed reasons 

i I should like to see those chapters done by W. Sehorger. 
Also, inasmuch /a8 you have gone deeply into history of 

: several of the/ now extinct species as the paggenger pigeon 
in the state, /it would probably be in order far you to write 
over your signature the paragraph dealing wi the past history 
of the several species to follow my and general 
comments in volume 2, or we could pos der a chapter 
on extinct preeeee in volume 1 upiemeyou are templating 
separate publication elsewhere rr Narical mat al that you 
have gathered. I realize t mm it willl) involve ldéts of time 
but we will have plenty of ba) becauge/ in no circumstance do 
I intend the question of tima to int et ere with the quality of 
the work. You prebably wil ke theotigh with yours long before 
I will anyhow. 

If you w ake od\the\jab, I will turn over for your 
use all material thy we have\d thay bject - authore file, 
copies of biograplies, étec. thal event we will keep on 
gathering in matepial "tr stridg" as we delve deeper into the 
literature and tuk over any maferial that you may not have, as 
we come across it, Likewise will need any material you will 
use in bibltegraphy that we ty not have, for ineorporatton when 
applicap @iiites spetig Zo make a long story short, we will 
be uBi fy’ each other's stuff. Probably the simplest way would 
be to/ping each other up to date on our authors indices (which 
would fo the key to|that whole part of the situation) so that 
neith PA would hold/y¥p the other. I wish that there was some way 
to pradetermine exastly the space we will need respectively. 
Dr. Hob@xts wrote Ap all material first with the idea in mind 
that he wonid tg @ to pare down or possibly add toe I have been 
using severat state books as a model, and am counting words, 
measuring pages and type sizes thickness of paper, etee, in order 
to determine the approximate size of book and hence the space 
available for us. I presume that you will be on vacation upon 
arrival of thie letter. I feel that it will be necessary to 
come over to Madison again to get our heads together. I will 
wait until Taylor returns from vacation so that I can get his 
notes alsoe 

Let me know your general reaction to the above suggestions. 
I am wide open for suggestions for improvement. You ean understand 
why at the present stage I cannot be more definite than to give 
you a general picture of the setup. Sincerely, 

Your friend, 

OdG:TR SS ea
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42k University Farm Place 
Februry 1, 1941 

Mr, Owen Gromme 
Milwaukee Public Museum 

‘ Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Owen: 

I am much interested to hear that plans for the book are 
developing, and I assure you I shall be gled to contribute 
the ecological chapter. I fully understand that there can be 
no remnération and that it is impossible to include all these 
chapter authors in the primary authorship of the volume. 

The question, of course, will be one of time, and I shall not 
attempt anything until we have conferred on details and 
specifications. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



MILWAUKEE PUBLIC MUSEUM 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

IRA EDWARDS, DIRECTOR 4 

January 30, 1941 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Soils Building 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo:- 

I have two things in mind. First, I got your little 
card the other day asking me to fill out the rabbit questionnaire. 
As a matter of fact I have lost the questionnaire and furthermore 
was out rabbit hunting just onee and I am afraid I cannot help 
you very much there. 

We have been working very hard here and making some 
progress on the Wisconsin bird list. As a matter of fact, we 
have made lots of progress. Right now, in order to establish 
a firm foundation upon which to work, I have been going into 
the financing end of things. As I told you, we expect to 
illustrate in color every Wisconsin bird. This will take 
about 100 plates and many thousands of dollars to get the job 
done. I have been putting undue pressure on this end of 
things because that is going to be the most expensive part 
of the job and I have to get the money from contributors 
while the war orders are coming in good and the manufacturers 
are feeling flush. We have set up a trust fund and without 
any effort at all on my part, a few of my friends have come to 
me and handed me the money. So far the plans are to put out a 
de luxe edition of approximately 150 numbered copies at $100 per. 
You can see and readily understand why it was necessary for me 
to put the cart before the horse in this case to make sure I 
was going to come out on the financial end. We are not mich 
worried about the cost of the printing of the text, etc. 

I have been going over all of the state lists 
published, such as Minnesota, Massachusetts, Florida, etce, 
trying to get an idea of how large the book shall be, how many 
pages, words to the page, gauge of paper, etc., in order that 
I can see in my mind what the thing is going to look like when 
we are through with it. An extra volume will add greatly to 
the cost. This all sounds as though we are ready to go to 
press (which we definitely are not.and of course will not be 
for several years, but we have to walk into the ring with both 
feet on the floor, you can understand that). 

Now, Aldo, looking into the future, we are trying to 
line up what talent we can definitely on certain matters. It 
is part of my plan to include a chapter on ecology in its relation 
to game management or vice versa. We, of course, have not yet 
figured out the title. I would feel very much flattered indeed 
if I could count on that chapter being written under your



Dr. Aldo Leopold -2- 1-30-41 

signature. How about it? You will have plenty of time to 
think about it. The number of words, etc., are in the quantity : 
X at present, but at the outset I would like to know if you will 
be willing to contribute (gratis financially) to that extent. 
As you understand, no one is going to make any money out of 
this book and we hope to get in enough money so that we can 
hand it out to the public at absolute cost. I am going to 
talk to Schorger on the same basis, possibly with regard to 
the chapter on history of Wisconsin ornithology or bibliography. 
Also, we have been considering the possibility of the Wisconsin 

servation Department writing the chapter on history of game 
ptalitbement in the state or rather game protection. Herb Stoddard 

is also coming in there somewhere, I do not know just yet where. 
Obviously, we cannot have everybody's name on the book as author 
but ifmy present plan goes through, I intend that each man shall 
sign his own chapter. This all, of course, subject to ratification 
by our director and the board of trustees, but I would like to 
find out now if the several of you fellows who will be concerned ‘a 
will be willing to contribute your effort on the above basis. 

I nearly got over to Madison the other day, but some 
fellows from Australia and New Zealand and Tasmania spoiled my 
plans. However, I am going to get ahold of you and Schorger 
in the very near future. Perhaps we can get together. 

With kindest regards, 

Your friend, 

O. Je Gromme 
OJG:IR



MILWAUKEE PUBLIC MUSEUM 
i MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

S. A. BARRETT, Director 

January 11, 1940 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Aldo:- 

For a long time in the past the idea of a book on 
Wisconsin birds has been a sort of “off again, on again" 
proposition with this mseum. Insofar as I was concerned 
I never knew exactly where I stood with the main office 
regarding whether to go ahead or stand still. 

I know that you will be pleased to know that 
Dr. Edwards, our new director, recently ordered me to get 
busy to the end that a book on Wisconsin birds shall be 
placed in the hands of the people of Wisconsin just as soon 
as possible, and work has started. 

This was indeed good news to me, Aldo, because you 
know how I have felt about this proposition right along, 
especially in view of the terrific need for such work and 
that Kumlien and Hollister's work was published a long time 
ago. As you know, it will take a long time, will involve 
a great deal of expense and an enormous amount of work. 
However, the beginning has to be made some time and, as I 
have always said, the sooner the better. I expect to write 
it and to paint the illustrations myself, but must necessarily 
call upon many of my friends for reliable and accurate 
information, photographs, etc. The general plan will be 
along the lines of the work by Dr. Roberts and Dr. Forbush, 
and I expect to so arrange it that it will be of some real 
practical use in the classroom. 

Phere is too much to tell you to say it all ina 
letter so I will talk it all over with you when I see you. 

Your friend, 

Lp . GROMME 
OJG:IR 
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August 7, 1948 

Miss Vivian Horn 
OTR-~GHO-SCAP 
APO 500 
Sen Francisco, California 

Dear Vivian: 

Many thanks for your kind letter of July 16 and for 
the photograph, which we appreciate. I saw Art, Lyle, 
and Al Hochbaum in Manitoba in Jpne and all were well. 
The Hochbaun's vere expecting their fourth baby. The 
ee are still on Pelee Island and Alice is expecting 

he® second baby. Bob McCabe is in Mexico with Starker, 
getting used to horses and a diet of wild turkey and 
venison. Young Estella Leopold is planning to take 
her masters degree at Berkeley (botany). Mrs. Leopold 
has just left for a fow weeks in Burlington, a longer 

visit in Santa Fe, and another visit et Berkeley, 
where another grandchild is expected this winter. I 
delieve the Sowls' will oeeuny their house this winter 

when Lyle comes down to do some course work. 

Best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

JIHi pm Josevth J. Hickey 
Asststant Professor
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Prof. Joseph J. Hickey 
Department of Wildlife Manegement 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place ; 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hickey: 

This is a belated response to your letter of May 13 asking 
for a picture. The letter was slow in being forwarded from my 
former address in San Francisco, and then it took me the rest 
of the time to dig down to the bottom of my trunk and come up 
with the enclosed, the only picture I have. I flinch at the 
thought of having this added to the archives and am sending it 
only because of my troublesome feeling that I ought to cooperate. 

The news of Mr. Leopold's death was a shock from which I 
still haven't recovered. A friend in Madison relayed the infor- 
mation that you have been made head of the department, and I am 
glad to know that it is in good hands. Please give my regards to 
Bob McCabe and to Art Hawkins when he comes around, and I'd also 
like to be remembered to the Tillotson family. I don't imagine 
there is anyone else around who would remember me. ; 

I have been in Japan since January, working for the Civil . 
Information and Education Section. At present I am a “Press 
Analyst," which merely means that I am in the unit which digests 
and circulates around GHQ the opinions expressed by Japanese 
newspapers. I am finding it all an extremely interesting exper- 
ience. 

Best wishes. Hope things are going well. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 
CIE-GHQ-SCAP 
APO 500 : 
San Francisco, Calif.



a Waser 

Apt. 201 

3535 Fillmore St. 
San Francisco, Calif. 
June 20, 1941 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I don't believe I have written to you since I joined the Army, 
although I happened to be writing to Betty about the time I made the 
change and broke the news to her, so no doubt she told youe It must have 
been quite a blow for you to lose Betty so soon. 

It is just about time for that summer peace and quiet to fall over 
the Wildlife Department, since I suppose the boys are all scattering 
for the summer. Is Lyle returning to Delta again this year? 

Betty told me of the arrival of Starker's son, which must have 
been an exciting event for you all. 

This Army life is another radical departure for me, even more 
radical than the tire business. I took the job merely because it was 
in San Francisco where I really wanted to be, and quite accidentally I 
fell into one of the pleasanter jobs around the place--secretary to 
one Colonel Franklin, who is executive officer of the post and next to 
the commanding general in authority. The colonel is quite a character. 
He has been in the Army for 40 years, is very tall and straight, has 
close-cropped iron-gray hair, the blackest, densest, most overhanging 
eyebrows I have ever seen, fierce-looking black eyes, and a brusque, 
booming voice. Altogether the effect is extremely formidable and at 
first I more or less tiptoed around, but I have gradually learned that 
he is really rather harmless and we have been getting along very well. 

This place is officially called the San Francisco Port of 
Embarkation and General Depot, Fort Mason, California. It is right in 
the city and also right on the bay, since our chief function is as a 
port for Army transports and a supply depot for the Pacific Coast. 
Consequently we have a lot of docks, warehouses, etc., and wherever 
they have room they have tucked in clerks and stenographers. The place 
is expanding so fast that people practically trip over each other, and 
there is a constant din of hammers as new barracks and warehouses are 
being thrown together. 

I'm getting accustomed to being surrounded by uniforms, and am 
now so proficient that I can tell a lieutenant from a colonel with 
the speed and accuracy that you can tell one hawk from another. At 
first it seemed slightly musical comedy when someone came into the 
office, marched up to the colonel's desk, clicked his heels together, 

and saluted before he started to speak, but now I not only take it 
for granted, I sometimes find myself on the verge of doing it.



- i som 

I like San Francisco just as well as I thought I would, strangely 
enough, and if I can find the the right kind of job eventually, I 

might stay here for quite a while. Never having been very keen on hot 
weather, I especially like the cool type of summer they have out here. 

Betty said something to the effect that Art's and Elizabeth's 
marriage had been postponed by Art's going into the Army. Has he 

actually gone? I was thinking about Mr. Faville recently and wondering 
how he was. I could go on asking questions indefinitely, but as a 
matter of fact I really don't want you to feel obligated to acknowledge 
this at all. It's just by way of keeping you posted. 

Please give my very best regards to Mrs. Leopold. 

Yours as ever, 

Ui
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Mr. Barnard A. Hendricks 
U. 5. Veterans Hospital 
Yaco, Toms 

Dear Barnard: 

I share your anxiety about finding a useful 
function for those disabled in military 

: service and otherwise. fo convey this idea 
through a comercial publication like "Look", 
though, is another matter. Such publications 
are quite naturally watching dividends rother 
than social problems. 

I haven't heard anything further from the 
. Cooperrider obituary, but I have no doubt 

that it will come out in due time. If I 
haven't thanked you for all the work you did 
on the mailing list, I want to thank you now, 

You might be interested in the attached 

nineograph. 

With personal regards, 

Yours as ever, 

Alipm Aldo Leopold ' 

4
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March 9, 1948 

Mr. Barmard Hondrieks 
U.3. Veterans Hospital 

3 Warto, Texas 

Dear Barnard: ; 

I am typing your article ond your letter and will 
send then to Look Magatine as soon as the typing 
oan be completed, mt this my not be very promtly. 
Twill let you mow when the article 4s submitted, 

Ingidentaliy I am upeble to even read it myself 
veteuse I have had an operation on my aye and T 
em now allowed to resd anything, 

With personal regaran, 

Yours sincerely, 

Abs pia Aldo Lecpold 

P.S. Do not send any money for reprints. I an 
handling that. ‘Thanks just the same for your 
generosity.
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UNITHD STATHS VETMRANS HOSPITAL 
WACO, THXas 

February 16, 1948 

Editor, look Magazine 
511 Sth Aveme 
New York 17, New York 

Dear Sirs: 

Not long ago I read an article in the Look Magazine 

_ written by Dr. Stevenson, M.D., Director of the United States 

Mental Hygiene Clinic. 

This article was well illustrated in that it gave 

typical examples of overcrowding in State Hospitals. But in 

my opinion the text failed to describe the patient's reaction 

or more correctly I should say people's reaction as I con= 

sider the greater portion of them normal human beings held 

in a bondage of ignorance, which beclouds the mind of the 

medical profession, ‘This ignorance resulta from a failure . 

to evaluate the wroblems from the inside out. 

With your permission I shall endeavor to give a 

more truthful picture of the reactions of human beings to 

thie sort of thing. 

Attached is an article which I wish to submit for 

publication at your usal rates. 

Very truly yours, 

Barnard A, Hendricks



March 9, 1948 

Editor, Look Magazine 

511 5th Avenue 
New York 17, New York 

Gentlement 

I am sending you the attached article at the request 

of Bernard A. Hendricks, U. S. Veterans Hospital, Waco, Texas. 

Mr. Hendricks, who as you see is in a veterans hospital, does 

not have typing facilities, and hence asked that the typing be 

done in my office. 

In addition to the typed article I am also sending 

the handwritten marmscript because it contains a suggestion 

for a draving which I have no way of inserting. : 

Very truly yours, 

Aldo Leopold
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Prom the beginning of time men, women and children have been 

endowed with emotions and instincts which arise from the devth of 

their minds and soul. 

One instinct which is possessed to great degree is love of 

home. ‘Take the average normal individual away from his home and he 

becomes lonesome or homesick. If this were not true the U.S.0. 

would not have spent billions of dollars during war times to break 

the spell of this emotional instinct of homesickness among the 

veteranse 

And the poor creature as depicted in the photograph bearing 

the caption "typical of a regressive attitude could well be a 

sufferer from acute homesiclmesse Homesick for a home filled with 

the love and laughter of loved ones, so homesick that she mst per- 

force draw upon her memory of good times in the past to endure at 

all the loneliness of her present situati one 

The literature of the world is filled with examples of heart- 

sick lonesomeness. 

I believe Dr. Bssenwein, the noted psychologist, would say 

this recalling of memories to aid this person would be more truly 

called a defense mechanism. The physician erroneously calls it a 

regressive attitude and insinuates something is wrong with her mind 

for dwelling in thoughts of the past. And because the poor soul 

is homesick she is denied the comforts of seeing her loved ones if 

she has any (being considered too regressive a case to have visitors) 

and her homesiclmess increases. ‘Thus the vicious cycle goes on and



on when the simple remedy for homesickness, a return to her home was 

probably all the treatment she needed in the first place. 

Next there is the love of family, and if it were not for love 

of family the telephone and telegrath companies would be much less 

rich. Families inquiring of health of kind, sending greetings, look- 

ing derware to Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays with their rel- 

atives. Times when fmilyties become closer drawn. And what could 

be more {ndicative of a family loving person who plays with dolls. 

Plays with dolls because she is cut off from her own home. Filled 

with the longing to express her love for the family by dressing 

d@ollse Since when did doll dressing become a crime that she mst be 

taken from her family and be housed in a strange and. alien world. 

Perhaps this great advance in American thinking came about just 

about the time the dressing and washing of poodle dogs became such 

an illustrous arte 

And if perhaps this kind and affectionate soul has a mop 

tucket pushed under her nose by some huge Amazon employed by the 

state and breaks into tears because she must leave the dolls in~ 

tended is this also to be considered a regressive attitude. 

‘hen too there is always the thought that she may be removed E 

from her dolls and placed in a locked ward where she wont be al~ 

‘lowed to play with dolls. Im fact she will likely, in the event 

this hapvens, to be fortunate if she has something to work with, 

perhavs a serap of paper to tear une 

-2=



Seeing others carried away to locked wards that she knows by re- 

port to be crowded, dingy and filled with profanity and lewd language 

should according to the medical profession enable her to become adjusted 

to her surrounding. Great God of heavens! Is the mind of the medical 

profession so closed toe the longings and hopes of civilized people as 

_ to imagine the locked ward is anything but a terror begetter. 

If the research conducted by Dr. Bessinger of Brooklyn Hospital 

in Mew York State is not in itself of sufficient import to impress 

the medical profession perhaps the people of the country should add 

some comnon-sense observations. Dr. Bessinger says "locked doors make 

sick people sicker". Most any individual who has visited a zoo has 

noticed that caged animale are not extremely happy. And how could any- 

one be sure that a goldfish in a bowl is happy without being a gold- 

fish. 

Yeo, that is just the difficulty, the medical profession looks 

upon individuals in an institution as they would upon goldfish in a 

bowl studying their reactions to their probings when the real answer 

to the problems is to take the word of individuals who have to live 

in crowded hallways and really learn what effect these conditions 

have. 

But alas the individuals are kept in the dark as their future, 

don't know when they'll get to go home if ever, don't Imow what eco- 

nomic security awaits them when they leave and often times many are 

even denied the privilege of being with their loved ones in sickness 

or death thus putting irreparable scars on the hearts of those in the 

hospitals and those on the outside. 

>



If the harsh, cruel and repressive methods used in hospitals 

were abandoned and a system installed whereby each individual would 

be assured of a return to his home as soon as his or her mental con- 

dition is ascertained to te as good as or better than that of the 

great majority of individuals enjoying life on the outside, then hope 

and freedom would be enthroned again in the life of the nation. A 

atudy of human beings on the outside would soon indicate that the num- 

ber of people which can be retained in hospitals against their wishes 

would be relatively small. When this procedure is adopted and hos- 

pitals are turned into insti tutions catering to the needs of indi- 

wimale needing medical attention rather than catering to the whims 

of people who don't wish to be bothered with their fellow creatures, 

then and only then will the inmates of mental institutions have the 

chance they deserve in life. ‘Then and only then will the population 

outside feel free to breathe again knowing that their freedom is 

guaranteed by sound scientific data and not subject to the inter- 

“pretations of self-styled experts who use such vague phrases as reo 

gressive attitules and cannot really point out just why an indivi- 

dual mast be prevented from enjoying the pursuits of “life, liberty, 

and happiness". 

Perhaps the lady who according to the caption was suffering 

from “catonica immobility" was in reality picturing herself as a 

Statue of Idberty in Exile. 

To correct these injustices I recommend that a sound program 

for hospitals be adopted immediately. ‘This vrogram should includes 

aye



1. Abolishment of locked wards in all hospitals. 

2. laying down civil rights procedure for preventing injustices 

and for keeping individuals in hospitals ageinst their wishes 

unless it is clearly evident that they would be menacing the 

personal liberty of someone else or endangering the human wel- 

fare. 

3. Provide compensation for all individuals mistreated in hos- 

pitals in the past. | 

4. Pass legislation to prevent mistreatment of inlividuals in 

hospitals. 

5. Institute hopeful procedures in hospitals by offering the 

vest of training in all walks of life, including forestry and 

agriculture to those desiring to remain in hospitals. 

6. Provide federal and state work programs which will afford jobs 

to all persons unable to obtain employment otherwise. 

7. Oven the hospitals to the public ant ask the public to open 

its hearts to individuals who have been in hospitals. 

8, Provide trips thru interesting country for individuals in 

hospitals. 

9. Provide for research which will determine the best possible 

environmental influences for individuals in hospitals. 

10. Bliminate with work order directions the use of profanity 

and lewd language among personnel engaged in caring for in- 

dividuals in all hospitals. Such language is not used in 

the best medical hospitals such as those operated by the 

Catholic people why should it be allowed in United States 

y



Veterans and State Hospitals. 

lle Provide new and enthusiatic endeavors such as wrking in 

woods, in parks, in National forest areas, work in improv- 

ing soil resources so as to stiumlate renewed faith in 

Americas 

12. Point out the way home in large and bold letters. 

When this vrogram is adopted, individuals will be less reluctant to 

accept treatment, they will be restored to their homes sooner. The 

money saved thru reduction of time individual is kept in hospital can 

be applied to imoroving medical facilities which are woefully inade- 

quate, 

When America restores the basic rights of freedom to the group 

of individuals in hospitals she will be safeguarding the civil rights 

of all free men, 

~6-
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March 1948 

Mr. Robert Hecht 
Artadie Lodges 
ironton, Missouri 

Dear Bob: : 

Thanks for offering me a carbon of the falconry 
mamescript. I have one, and hence you had better 
mile some other use of your copy. 

As to wood ducks: Se ee 
the Homing of @rensvlanted Youre Wood Dugics 
Vilgon ie 634 EEG 5 ths Ine are Ye 
dowbt you are already fomtlior with the moterial 
issued by the Illinois Natural History Survey on 
wood dyek boxes. Tf not, send fox 1b, and got 
the latest revision because the specifications 
have been changed. 

With best regards, : 

Arp Aldo Leenold
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February 9, 1948 

Conservation Department 
914 Grand Avenue 
Des Moines 6, Iowa 

Dear Mr. Harlan: 

I will be glad to have you come back at me later. 

Bob Mann's essay was not with your letter. ‘hen 
you do write me again please send it together with 
the cartoon it was to accompany. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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State Conserbation Commission 
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ome January 30, 1948 ee 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Member 
Wisconsin Conservation Commission 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I received your letter relative to my reouest that you write 

a parelleling essay on one of the Darling cartoons. 

I am disappointed that your illness mekes it impossible for 
you to accept this assignment. I do hope for your early and 
complete recovery. 

Roberts Mann has written one of the essays for me and it has 
already been distributed. At the time thet I wrote to him, he 
replied thet he wes ashamed to accept the assignment that, 
"This is a job for Aldo Leopold", 

ad ¢ I am enclosing a copy of Mann's short essay. 

fp’ 
ps This cartoon circuletion plan has greater significance than 

merely bringing these certoons end essays to the attention of 
large numbers of neople. It represents an attempt to determine 
whether or not it is possible to coordinate end concentrate 
the educational efforts of the various state game departments. 

There are et the present time 30 member states in the Netional 
Association of Conservation Educetion and Publicity. These 
cartoons end essays go to all of these members. Practically 
all of the states are using them in their monthly publicetions 
and about helf are metting the cartoon end essay and sending 
them to their weekly pepers. 

Here in Iowa, for instance, the material goes to 264 newspapers 
and by actual count a recent essay end cartoon anpeared in 134 

of these weeklies with a grass roots circulation of 222,000.



Aldo Leopold -— 2 

Illinois, Oklahoma, Louisiana, and many others are having 
as good success in their newspapers. 

This feature is proving to the publicity and education people 
in the states that we can coordinate and concentrate our 
educetionel efforts on e nation-wide scale. 

I want to call on you at a later date for an essay for this . 
series. The next four months will bring out essays by 
Ira N. Gabrielson, Lyle Watts, R. L. Ricker, President of 
the Wildflower Preservation Society, and Tom Wellace. 

Agein let me express my hope for your early return to the 
battle. 

Sincerely yours, 

ee 

Japes R. Harlan 
Subt. of Public Reletions 

JRH: eb 
Ene.
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Joamary 28, 1948 

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Frans Heske 
Beratung und Information 

fur Forst-und Hoizwirtschs ft 

Britische Zone, Land Schleswig-Holetein 

Hanburg-Seinbek, Bahnsenallee 14 
Germany 

Dear Franz: 

. It gives me meh satisfaction to have a direct 

message from you and I of course share your 

; anxieties about the future even though | have not 

had to share your immediate hardships. I am pleased 

to see you write from your old address, and I trus 

this implies that the foolish difficultics into 

on you after the warsare over and, I hope forgotten. 

Lam forwarding your letter to Cap Winslow, who T 

know will also be glad to have direct word f#em you. 

Gap was here in Madison for a few days at Ghristuas, 

tat he is now spending most of his time in Washington. 

You may be interested to kmow that Viettinghof? has 

gonsented to the Amerienn publication of the mamus- 

eript on falconry which he entrusted to me during 

ny German visit. I tried to get it published at 

that tine, but without success. It was than trans~- 

lated by one of my students, and will now appear with 

his consent in the Faleonry Journal. 

Cur many discussions of shilisophical subjects re- 

minds me to tell you thateT heve a book of saaays 

finished and hope I can get them published within 

the next year or two. If I succeed, I will send 

you a copy. 

I am still using the vhotorravhs, many of which you 

helved me take, fer tesching purposes here. Please 

give ny wara regards to Mrs. Heske, whose hospitality 

I remember with special pleasure. 

With best wishes, 

Yours ag over, 

Abtpm Aldo Leopold
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January 9, 1948 

My. Franklin S. Henika 
2202 Fowler Drive 
Denton, Texas 

Dear Franklin: 

I was mich interested in your analysis of 
Hedgepeth, and I was unprepared for your report 
that his personal appearance is out of the 
ordinary; that he is locally regarded as a 
crack-pot of course does not surprise me. 

IT hadn't heard a word about the invitation to 
Temas and I hope it doesn't come too soon be- 

. @ause at the moment I have an eye out of comnis- 
sion, and couldn't possibly go. In every other 
respect I have a very considerable yearning to 
learn more about the state, and your pointing 
out that Jackson works on this particular ranch 
certainly adds to the bait. Please give hin 
my regards. 

We had a good Christmas, Nina and Carl both 
being at home. 

Give my love to Dorothy and Poter. 

Yours ever, 

Algom Aldo Leopold



MURRELL L. BUCKNER, CHAIRMAN Se 

SG. eu kee FRANK JONES 

MARFA JUNCTION 
. T. MCDANNALD 
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* overen Game, FISH AND OySTER COMMISSION oun 

HOWARD D. DODGEN ge ~ ve H. E. FAUBION 

EXECUTIVE tEcRETARY 4 fe *& 5 ASS'T eres SEC'Y 

- + “at 

AUSTIN. TEXAS 

2202 Fowler Drive 
Denton Texas. 
December 31, 1947. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
2222 VanHise Ave. 
Madison Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 
Several items have accumulated to justify a personal letter, aside from 

conveying greetings of the season from my family to yours which 1 do herewith. 

By now 1 assumézyou have read all of Hedgpeth's writings even as 1 have, at least 
those for which he has reprints, and are interested in knowing more about him. His 
stuff is obviously 14 carat, 1 know you must read it with as much enjoyment as do 
Jackson and 1. By the balance of the Texas staff he is regarded as considerable of 
a screwball, a judgement no doubt partly inspired by appearance. He wears a beard, 
and in looks and actions could pass for Paul Muni as Louis Pasteur in the motion 
picture film of that title. At a recent meeting of the Texas Academy of Sciences 
1 hunted for but did not find him. The reason, he informed me by letter, was the 
quantity of medical papers dominating the biological section. As a sort of passive 
protest he stayed home. 

My guess is that discreet silence is one entity with which Mr. Hedgpeth is quite 
unacquainted, it being one thing that just would not occur to him, On this point, 
without intending to raise an argument, let me venture the opinion that discretion 
is only one of several possible reasons for the philosophical silence of numerous 
individuals whose perception and appreciation of philosophy is adequate, and who 
are capable of sound writing, if necessary even in words of more than one syllable. 
As one of these who has deliberately chosen to influence progress from the bottom 
up rather than from the top down, mch as 1 enjoy philosophical writing 1 have no 
illusions whatever about its relative importance to progress in comparison with 
more practical writing designed for a larger audience. Much pleasure as 1 may derive 
from reading Hedgpeth or Leopold on philosophy in American Scientist 1 wduld honor both 
more for a factual article in the Saturday Evening Post. 

Quite by accident the other day, 1 learned that you have been or soon will be urgently 
invited to visit Texas again, more particularly the Watt Mabhews ranch, on the Clear 
Fork of the Brazos near Albany, Texas. Should you have forgotten, 1 remind you that 
this is A,S, Jacksons current home range. I go over fairly often for a few days 
visit and always find something new that 1 have not seen before. You will find Mr. 
Mathews much to your tasd® 1 think, the quarters comfortable without being pretentious 
solitude in quantity available if desired, end as Jack says the liquor is good. To / 
date my visits there have not overlapped those of the Brittinghams, but sooner or 
later they will. On my next trip over sometime this winter Fe wil}. test prppgheads 
on one of the older and more vicious wild boars inhabiting the mnery hills jn the



rougher portion of the ranch. Shotgun slugs will be used for gun support just in f 

case, but even so it should be exciting sport. Young pecan fed wild hog , if you 
hav= not tasted it, is one of the most epicurean foods 1 know of. 

All in all the Clear Fork has much to recommend it for a fortnight sabbatical even 
at the expense of other university duties as might ordinarily preclude such a trip. 
On this basis it would be fully justifiable in the larger sense, and whatever 1 may 
be or not be, in such matters 1 am still one of the surest instinctive judges you 
will ever know, 

Sincerely; 

FS, Henika.
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October 16, 1947 

CONFIDENTIAL 
Mr. John W. Aldrich 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
Washington 25, D. ¢. 

Dear Hy. Aldrich; 

Pranilin Hentle is a personal friend of ming but I will txy to give : 
you as unbiased e rating as I am able to under the ciroumatances. 

First of all he 1s a maa of outstanding brains. His biological educa- 
tion is especially thorough and ended up with a doctors dagroe in 
Genetics, mt he has always beon an export in ecology of wildlife, He 
management of game birds and to a considerable extent to management 
of mmmls and also general ornitholegy. 

Heniim hag a fundamentally critical mind and the question of whether 
this results in a scientific output of exedptional quality or a 
merely destructive outcome depends, in my opinion, on the skill and 

Foe ayapathy with which his work is supervised. Supervision by a 
caw Verse pol itieally minded state administrator’ is not the way to mke the 

most of a man like Franklin Heniia, I would be willing to bet that he 
sould produce the opposite resulia. 

I would etrongly advise that you invite him to come,on for a personal 
conference ani make up your own mind nes cee 
I would be willing to bet that should he come th he would far exceed 
the average af the Patuxent personnel as far as euslity of seientific 
service is concerned. 

T might remrik incidentally that Mrs. Franklin Henike ia an exceptionally 
charming girl, for whom both Hrs. Leopold and I both have a very high 
regard. This often helps in a semi-rural commmity like Patuxent. 

If you wish to pin me down on any more specific question, please come 
baci at me. 

With personal regards, 

ALIPH j Aldo Leopold



: IN REPLY REFER TO ADDRESS ONLY THE 

DIRECTOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 4 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

WASHINGTON 26, D. C. September 22, 1947. 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Game Management, 

University of Wisconsin, : 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Doctor Leopold: 

Dr. Franklin S. Henika has evinced interest in a P-3 biologist position 
which we have open here in the bird-banding office and has given you as one 
of the references of whom we might inquire about his fitness for the worke 

The duties of this biologist will be to conduct research on fundamental 
; problems relating to the distribution, migration and survivel of birds through 

statistical analysis of the bird-bending recovery records, with special refer- 
ence to waterfowl; to publish the results of his studies, to supervise the g 
clerical work relating to the bird-banding cooperator program, to cooperate 
with other Service biologists and outside investigators, making availeble to 
them information contained in the bird-banding files, and aiding with the in- 
terpretation of this information. This will be almost entirely an office job 
but the incumbent may expect e week or two of official field work each year. 

The person selected for this position would be headquartered, et least 
for the present, at the Patuxent Wildlife Research Refuge, Laurel, Marylend 
twenty miles from Washington and would work in the Nelson Laboratory where 
the bird banding and bird distribution files are housed. A college training 
in biology, a special interest in birds, end some knowledge of statistical 
methods are the minimum requirements. 

7 I hope you will tell me frankly in a confidential letter addressed to me, 
—Room 414, U. S. National Museum, Washington, D. C. just wheat you think of 

2 Henika's fitness for this position. 

With best regards, : 

Sincerely yours, 

ee Aldrich, In Charge, 
Distribution and Migration of Birds, 

. . Division of Wildlife Research. 

%%y



Dosenber 10, 1945 

Dr. FT. 5. Henike 
Game, Fish and Oyster Comission 
Austin, Texas 

Dear Franklins 

I would consider the directorship of PR a very important 
and thoroughly worthevwhile aseignnent, provided you have 
reasonable freedom to hire and fire your men, sbkett projects, 
end pans on publications. 1 aa pleased to hear you my have 
this chance. I can soe no possible flaws except those arising 
from lotal personalitier ond preetices, which I of course do 
not know anything about. 

The job of getting out the ecoumlated findings is also a big 
one ani one the rest of us will welcome. : 

I take 4¢ that if Marsh cote the PeR Directorship, that you 
may nevertheless go ahead with the other Job, provided you are 
not under Marsh, I certainly would avoid getting umer, or 
Se eee an hee ig tee ee ee cee 
chief. How could Toxss cat awoy with that with Fish and Wild 
life? In the long xun that would come home to roost. 

I have almost completed getting Irv Buss appointed as PR 
research director here. I think wo are tilding up a very 
strong gvomp, correctly organized. See mémeograph attached. 

Main news here is an avalanche of students: 9 on hand, about 
50 wishing to enroll. I'11 not be able to handle more than 
10 or 15. 

Sorry your visit here is put off, but we count on it later. 
Give my love to Dorothy. 

Yours ever, 

Aldo Leopold



MURRELL L. BUCKNER, CHAIRMAN GENE HOWE 

DALLAS ‘ > AMARILLO. 

G. F. STEWART FRANK JONES 

JUNCTION MARFA 

A. T. MCDANNALD WILL E. WATT 

Newryem, GAME, FISH AND OYSTER COMMISSION fee 
5b op 

HOWARD D. DODGEN . H. E. FAUBION 

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 3 ASS'T EXECUTIVE SEC'Y 

AUSTIN AUSTIN 

~ 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 

27 November 1945. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold : 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 
It is now several weeks since the Army turned me loose, and as you 

see by the stationry, 1 am back at work in Texas. The Game Commission here 

wasted me back in a hurry, being shorthanded, and was instrumental in securing 
my reléases Lt General Walker conmanding 8th Service Command is a native Texas 
and a quail hunter from way back. He is also interested in getting some surplus 
deer trapped from Camp Bullis near San Antonio and released on Camp Swift, and 
called me in for a long personal interview to tell me about it before 1 left. 
Now all 1 have to do is get the deer trapped and take the General quail hunting 

and the account will be squared. 
Aldo, 1 have.a new assignment here which 1 have taken on a temporary 

basis until 1 see how it works out. I want to tell you about it, and ask that for 
once you please break down and let me know what you think about it. It came about 
in a peculiar manner,since after Nr Dodgen, current Executive S=crstary,secured 

my release, 1 discovered that it would not be possible to continue the Prairie 
Chicken project on which 1 was working before the war until next July when the 
new fiscal year begins. They are short of operating funds until then, not because 
they do n°t have the funds eventually but because present budgets were set up 
on a continuing war basis. Dan Lay, who took over as director of the P-R program 

when Phil Goodrum left is resigning the job to return to the field in Hast Texas. 
The directors job is therefore open, and 1 have been told that 1 will be considered 
for it along with several others when they return from the Army and Navy in a few 
months. Mr Dodgen does not want to make a permanant appointment unt&l txen. 

After considerable discussion, 1 agreed to come into the Austin office 
and serve temporarily to keep the administrative wheels running until a new director 
is appointed. This is my secondary duty. Primary duty is to edit and rewrite the 
technical findings of the P-R setup past and future, for technical publication in 
journals and as departmental bulletins, rewrite the same material for popular 
corisumption in the monthly magazine, and perhaps eventuaily in text form at 
various education levels. This can easily turn into a full time job,and might 
lead to interesting opportunities for pioneer work along educational lines, It 

gives me a foothold in the Austin office, and a chance to influence policy,which 
has been and is the weak spot in the Texas program. In wany ways its a better~ 
“assignment than being director of the program, for political pressure here is 
considerable. It would be a sort of roving editorship, with freedom to travel the 

State to the extent 1 felt necessary. ‘ 
I can see the good points to this assignwent clearly enough, it is the 

possible undesirable features of it that have me puzzled. Mr Dodgen is personally 
a very agreeable man, easy to work with. His background is what you would expect 
of an accountant working sixteen years for the Texas Game Commission. There is no 
evidence as yet that he will contribute any leadership along policy lines, or do 

anything that the comission does not think up first. My guess is that he wants 

A



to turn the P4#R work over to a director and forget about it. I think he leans 
strongly toward a native Texas for the job, particularly one Earnest Marsh- who 
worked as Phil Goodrums assistant for a year or more before going to the Navy. 
Marsh is a personally charming chap, with a Nasteré degree from University of 
Texas in botany, his field work being done mostly in old Mexico. He started with 
the Texas program a year or so after 1 came down here,as a field man under Lehman, 
then was brought into ing haetee office to help Phil with administrative detail 
when Mr Tucker would not,Goom#rum transfer in one of the game managers as an 
experienced assistant. He has no background in either administration of game 
management, and does not miss either apparently. He is full of screwy ideas, for 
examDle at one time was most insistant that all game managers in Texas conduct 
their quail censuses on the same day - to secure comparable results 1 guess. 
We have tangled more than once on such points, and although 1 still think he is 
one of the most charming chaps 1 have ever met , 1 cant quite see working under 
him here in Austin. Should things turn out that way therefore, 1 have about decided 

to ask Mr Dodgen to take me off P-R payroll end set up my job under State funds. 
This could be done easily enough since at one time they had a "Director of Education“ 
here in the department. The idea seams reasonable enough to me, does it strike 

. you a s unreasonable under the circumstances ? I am asking frankly and humbly for 
your opinion, please give it to me. ‘ 

The past two weeks have been spent in rewriting a manuscript by Hilbert  - 
Siegler whom you may remember as one of your onetime students. The title," Waterfowl 
and theif Management in Inland Zast Texas", a hundred page report of fiveryears 
work by the author. Have it about done now, and it will appear serially in Texas 
Game & Fish, the monthly magazine, and will also be published in bulletin form. 
This is quite the toughest job of this sort that ever came my way, since Siegler 
does not write well, and much of the technical material was not sound. Never having 
worked with him in the field 1 had to guess at the value of many of the findings, 
excluding a goodly portion just to be on the safe side. 

Dorothy and the boys remain in Dallas for the present since Peter is in 
g school and living quarters are unobtainable here. Austin has 100 percent inflation 

on housing values at present which preclude@ purchase of a house here for a while 
at least. My visit in Madison, planned for so long, was not feasable at this time. 
Since it would not have been possible to bring the family until a break in the school 
term 1 am less disappointed thah 1 otherwise would be. We will make it later, within 
the year 1 hope. Bill Grimmer writes that it will be some time before the Wisconsin 

; program is cleared for expansion, so 1 guess Texas is not the énly State with fiscal 

and administrative difficulties. 
Yours; 

; : mat: Henika. 

lL. Fags way Cele 6 Por Sopot, CaCl, Aix, oe 
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. December 19, 1947 - 

Mr. Joel W. Hedgpeth 
Institute of Marine Selence 

\ Univevelty of Texas 
Port Aransas, Texas 

Dear My, Medgpeth: 

I am much pleased to hear from you, tut I am sorry 
in a way that you have left the Game and Fish Depart- 
ment. Universities neod = point of view, tut they 
do not need it as badly af state game and fish depart- 
ments do. 

1 Thanks you for the reprints which I shall read shortly. 
: I can understand your diffioulties about reprints 

: of the article in The Land. 

Thank you for sending reprinte to Starker Leonold, 
who I know will grasp your point of view. 

I of course expected rebuttals to your Science 

article, but I doubdt the usefulness of an endless 
E debate. Some people simmly do not understand, and 

ne anount of rebuttal will change the situation. 

I am putting you on my mailing list, and hope : 
shortly to send you an article called “The "ecological 
Conscience". I am out of reprints, but it is being 
mun a gecond time, and I hope to suyply you within 
& month er so, Let's keep in touch with each other. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALipn Aldo Leopold



THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS 

RSE 
Port Aransas, Texas fr ae 

INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE Dec. 3, 1947 re - 

Dr. Aldo %, Leopold 
The University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Dr, Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of Nov. 29, which has been forwamied 
by my fomer employers, the Gane, Fish and Oyster Commission, 
I am sending yousome reprints which may interest you; un- 
fortunately it does not appear that I will have separates of 
the recent article in fhe Land, as yours is the first notice 
I have head that the issue was even published, However, thay 
are Bn expensive outfit to get reprants from and +'ve just 
been badly stuck on’ a couple of other reprint deals, 

I was interested in your remarks on the lack of stream 
esthetics at the San Antonio meeting last February, md 
tried to buttohole you afterward, but you eluded me, I have 
bem thinking about it and may prepare some sort of squib 
on the subject one of these days. 

It seens that there is to be another rebuttal of my views on 
progress in the America Scientist (one appeard in the last 
issue) and that I am expected to take om both my critics in 

the April issv, 

: Maybe I will work Texas over--after I leave the state, How- 
ever, at the San Antonio meeting 1 did get in some licks at 
tle tail end of my p@er. They are wrecking things as fast 
as possible on the coast here, 

% ; Sincerely, 

sol We late tan. 

P.S. I am sending these sane reprints to 5, Leopold,



babe 

December 17, 1947 

Mr, Carl L. Hubbs 
Seripps Institution of Oceanography 
University of California 
La Jolla, California : 

Dear Carls 

: I am glad to have a word from you, and I apprec- 
jate your sending the reprints, which I will lool 
at with interest. 

I am still in hopes that you are developing the i 
threat to rare species which we used to talk about. 
It seems to me that no fish man has ever covered 
this question adequately in rublished forn. 

With best regards to yourself and family, : 

Yours sincerely, 

Abitpn Aldo Leepold



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

THE SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OF OCEANOGRAPHY = 

LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA 

December 10, 1947 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Thanks for sending on the news letter of your department. 
Although I am not at all active in general wildlife management 
considerations, I do not wish to lose contact entirely with the 
field. Also, I have quite a group of students coming through 
in fisheries, and I am anxious to have them realize that active 
work goes on in the game field. I send separately a number of 
more or less recent reprints. You will see from these that T 
had some difficulty finding some that would be of interest or 
concern to you and your group. I left out a series of reports 
on hybridization between fish species in nature. If by any 
chance you or any of your group would be interested in that 
set, I would be glad to send the papers on. 

I notice by one of the announcements for the Christmas 
meetings in Chicago that you have a symposium on animal popule- 
tions. I wish that I might be able to attend this, but I have 
been east so much letely that I will not be able to get to 
Chicago. I do plan to get to our Ichthyologists and Herpeto- 
logists meeting in Louisiana next March. 

With the very best regards of the season. 

Cordially, 

at bE « a a 

Carl L. Hubbs 

CLH: ch
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COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY » ® 
Edison Building, 72 West Adams Street of ] \¢e 

CHICAGO 90, ILLINOIS Q : 4" \/ 
1a : iy 

Telephone RANdolph 1200 / o 
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. October 29, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Dr. Nemethy, on two different occasions, has mentioned 
the great help you were to us on our visit to the 
University last Monday and how nice you were about it. 
Thank you very much. 

Attached are copies of my letters to the men we talked 
with. Also list of some of Nemethy's publications and 
his activities since 1922. This I think brings you up 
to date on all that I have done. 

Kolb spoke very highly of you and said Nemethy could 
not have any better sponsorship. Later he pointed out 
that it was quite difficult to crash a big university. 
Perhaps I should have let that pass, but I said what I 
was looking for was a place where Dr. Nemethy's abili- 
ties could be of great use. Kolb said he understood 
that, of course, and was very nice about it so I think 
no harm was done. 

If you have any additional thoughts on the matter or 
wish any further information, please lét me know. 

Thanks again for all you did for us. 

Sincerely, 

Gan Lo 

FH:JMW



October 29, 19)'7 

Professor I. L» Baldwin 
Dean and Director 
Department of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Dean: 

After talking with you last Monday, Dr. Nemethy and I 
called on Professors Hobson and Kolb, 

Professor Hobson turned out to be an old acquaintance 
of mine, and we had a very pleasant talk as he was 
peg nn a J familiar with the universities in Vienna 
and apest. ; 

Professor Kolb very graciously told us in considerable 
detail of the work that was being done in his field. 

Enclosed is a list of some of Dr. Nemethy!s publications 
and a memorandum showing his activities since 1922. 

It was good to meet you and we both appreciate very much 
oo you gave us and the interest you showed in our 

visit. 

If there is oy shes hho information you would like, 
please let me know. 

Sincerely, 

PH 30MW 
CC: Professor A. Leopold a



Ostober 29, 19:7 

Professor Asher Hobson, Chairman 
Department of Agricultural Economics 

het espe | of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Professor: 

It was good to renew my acquaintance with you last Monday, 
and Dr. Nemethy and I both appreciate the time you gave us 
and the interest you showed in our visit. 

Attached is a list of some of Dr. near? publications and 
a memorandum of his activities since 1922. 

He stayed on his farm until the invading Russian army was 
fifteen miles away and then got away to Austria under very 
exciting ciroumstances. All his property was confiscated and 
his farm divided into small parcels of land and distributed 
to others. 

In Austria he acted as interpreter for the United States Mili- 
tary Government. He arrived in this country less than a month 
ago with a passport for permanent residence and has already 
applied for United States citizenship. 

He is forty three years old, married, and has one child. His 
wife and child are with him. He not only speaks English well, 
7 have observed, but also Hungarian, French, German, and 

Italian. He gets along well with all kinds of people. 

My interest in him, in addition to the very favorable impres- 
sion he has made, comes from the fact that his father-in-law, 
who is now Professor of Electrical Mgineering at the Univers 
sity of Budapest, has been a life long friend and was my room- 
mate when we were both students at the University of Karlsruhe. 

If there is any further information which you wish, please let 
me know. 

Sincerely, 

FH :IMW / 
CC 3 Professor A. Leopold “



October 29, 197 

Dr. John H. Kolb 
Professor of Rural Sociology 
Department of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Professor: 

It was good to meet you last Monday, and br. Nemethy and I 
both appreciate very much the time and information you gave 
us and the interest you showed in our visit. 

Attached is a list of some of Dr. aon publications and 
a memorandum of his activities since 1922. 

He stayed on his farm until the invading Russian army was 
fifteen miles away and then got away to Austria under very 
exciting circumstances. All his grceer was confiscated and 
his farm divided into small parcels of land and distributed 
to others. 

In Austria he acted as interpreter for the United States Mili- 
tary Government. He arrived in this country less than a month 
ago with a passport for permanent residence and has already 
applied for United States citizenship. 

He is forty three years old, married, and has one child. His 
wife and child are with him. He not only speaks English well, 
as = have observed, but also Hungarian, Prench, German, and 
Italien. He gets along well with all kinds of people. 

My interest in him, in addition to the very favorable impres~ 
rs he has made, comes from the fact that his father-in-law, 
who is now Professor of Electrical Engineering at the Univere 
sity of Budapest, has been a life long friend and was my room- 
mate when we were both students at the University of Karlsruhe. 

If there is any further information which you wish, please let 
me know. 

Sincerely, 

Gail Wom oe 

TEPYE.. rossor A. Leopold 4



LIST OF PUBLICATIONS. BY 
Dre Ae Nemethy 

1h Indian Hill Rad 
Winnetka, Illinois 

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS PUBLISHED BY3 

On the Sunny Side Royal University Press 1937 
(West Hungary's social conditions) 

Juridical System for Farm Labor Royal University Press 1937 

Farm Labor Conditions and Wages Royal Hungarian Government 
(A lecture at the continuation Department of Interior 1938 
school for government officials) 

Our Farm Labor Legislation Royal Hungarian Government 
Department of interior 1938 

Promotion of Hungarian Agriculture Stadium Publishing Co. 1942 

Minimum Wages in Agriculture Stadium Publishing Co. 1939 

The Cooperative of Common Welfare Stadium Publishing Co. 190 
(A new form of social aid) 

The Social Situation in the County County of Gyor 1937 
of Gyor 

Hungary's Agriculture "ungarn® 19). 
(In German language) 

The Future of Hungarian Agriculture *yngarn" 192 
(In German language) 

SERIES OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN VARIOUS MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS 

NUMBER 
In DATE 

ARTICLE SERIES PUBLISHED 

Hungary Between Fast and West 6 1937 

The Smiling Revolution (Planned Economy 
Under the Roosevelt Administration) 3 1939 

Developments of Hungarian Agriculture 3 190 

fhe Diary of an Agrarian 8 19h2 

Synopsis of Agricultural Economics k 192 

fhe Truth About Our Yields 2 19h3 

Land Reform 3 19h2



a2 

SERIES OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN VARIOUS MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS 
oe sie “<< ee 

NUMBER 
In DATE 

ARTICLE SERIES PUBLISHED 

The Truth About the Distribution of 
Our Landed Property 2 19h3 

The Different Systems of Food Supply 
Administration 3 193 

Europe's Food Supply and Hungarian 
Agriculture 2 192 

Mechanization of Agriculture 2 190 

Compulsory Labor Insurance in : 
Agriculture 2 1937 

Commercial Fish Raising in an Italian 

sagen i 1933 

Migration from Country to Tow % 1942 

ARTICLES ON TRAVEL 

Diary of a Journey in England 7 1931 

Diary of a Journey Around Africa 23 1933



Dr. A. Neme 
1) Indian Hilt Road 
Winnetka, Illinois 

EDUCATION AND OCCUPATIONS 

1922 ~ 1926 Hochschule fur Bodeneultur, Vienna - Degree of 
Agricultural Engineer 

1928 neyad Hungarian Palatine-Joseph ee of Techni- 
cal and Economic Sciences, Budapest = Diploma of 
Agriculture 

1929 = 1931 Assistant - Department of Agricultural Sociology and 
Administration 

1941 = 195 Operated own farm of bee acres for entire period 
and in addition passed his examination in law, took 
Doctor's Degree in Economics, and held the following : 
public and private positions: 

1937 Editor of local newspaper 

1937 = 190 Appointed by the pengivion government 
for field research of rural social 
conditions in area with rural popula- 
tion of 250,000. Duties to study area 
and advise area officials. 

1938 Royal Hungarian Palatine-Joseph Univer~ 
sity of Technical and Economie sciences, 
Budapest - Doctor of Economics Degree 

1939 = 1945 Member of the State Council for Social 
; Eoonomics 

1935 = 19h5 President of the Upper Trans-Danubian 
Co-operative. 

1940 = 192 President of Hungarian Cattle Dealers 
Association : 

197 Has already worked as a farm hand on a dairy and hog 
farm at Sugar Grove, Illinois, in order to get some 
first hand experience of farm practices in this 
country.
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Ostober 24, 1947 

Mr. Foster Hannaford 
Room 716% 

, 72 West Adans Street 

.,. Ghieago 90, Illinois 

Dear Foster: 

I am much interested in your proposal to Dean Kivlin 
and I hope te hive the opportumity of discussing it 
with the Dean. Both Perky ani Pred, as well as 
yourself, heve told m about this family. 

Fred and I het © very pleasant hunting trip yesterday. 

With best regards, 

ALsPu Aldo Leopold :



; FOSTER ee Pe 

Room Se "ta M 

eT CHIGAGS 90 

October 21, 197 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

The attached copy of my letter to Dean Kivlin is 
self explanatory. 

If you think my proposal has any merit, I should 
appreciate your good offices in furthering it 
along. 

Hope that you have fully recovered from your bout 
with the Mayo Hospital and that I shall have the 
opportunity to see you Mondaye 

Sincerely, 

FH :JMW 
Ence



October 21, 197 

Dean V. E. Kivlin 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dean Kivlin: 

It has come to my attention that many of our Agricultural Colleges 
have need to expand their teaching and research staffs to handle 
the great increase in the amount of work they are doing and that 
they are having some difficulty in finding men of the necessary 
experience and ability. For this reason, I call your attention to: 

Dr.» A. Neme 
1, Inddan mid Road 
Winnetka, Illinois 

br. Nemethy received his degree of Agricultural Engineer at the 
Hochsclmle fur Bodencultur at Vienna. As you doubtless Imow, 
the term Agricultural oe in European universities does not 
indicate specialization engineering as we use the word but is 
the highest degree given 7 eee faculties to students 
who pass examinations in a ranches of agriculture. 

Dr. Nemethy later received his Doctor of Economics Degree at the 
Royal Hungarian Palatine-Joseph University of Technical and Rco- 
nomic Sciences at Budapest where he then acted as Assistant in 
the Department of Agricultural Sociology and Administration for 
two years, 

From then until about two years ago,he operated his own farm of 
1,050 acres about half way between Budapest and Vienna where he 

pee tl apn corn, sugar beets, potatoes, and sweet clover for 
seed for improving the soil; operated a dairy herd of fifty 
milking cows; and raised and sold about 1,00 hogs per year. 

He stayed on his farm until the aveatins Russian gs ey fifteen 
miles o and then went to Austria. His farm and other property 
were confiscated and his house burned. 

In Austria he acted as interpreter for the United States army 
occupational forces, He arrived in this country about three weeks 
ago with a passport for permanent residence and has already 
applied for United States citizenship, 

He is forty three years old, married, and has one child. His 
wife and child are with him. He not only speaks English well



Dean V. E. Kivlin «= 2 October 21, 19:7 

but also Hungarian, French, German, and Italian. He is Anglo} 
Saxon in appearance and gets along very well with ail kinds of 
people. 

Dr. Nemethy and I expect to be in Madison on Monday, October 27, 
and if you would like to interview him for the purpose of deter 
mining his qualifications for possible employment in your Departe 
ment, I should be glad to bring him to your office and introduce 
him to yous 

In ~~ I should very much appreciate sot from you as 
my interest in this man comes from the fact that his father-in- 
law, who is now Professor of Electrical pene at the 
University of Budapest, has been a life long friend and was my 
roommate when we were both students at the University of Karls- 
ruhe. For this reason, I am interested in any suggestions you 
may have as I should Like to give Dr. Nemethy the best advice I 
cane 

Sincerely, . 

- / of 
lew Moro Zr € 

FH :dMW L 
CC: Professor Aldo Leopold Y
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April 24, 1947 

Mr. Willian ¥. Grimmer 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bills 

George Halazon is ready to autopsy the next group 
of birds at Poynette. Seventy-two birds consisting 
half of the birds which have been on a starvation 
diet and half of normal controls will be autopsied 
beginning Sunday. The duration of the job will 
depend on how much help Halagon ean get, but it 
will take at least Sunday and Monday. 

This as you know is in furtherance of the research 
project which is trying to find a method of inereas- 
ing the survival of game farm plantings by feeding 
certain hormones in advance. 

If there are any obstacles to the use of the 
Poynette laboratory for this purpose during this 
time by Halazon and his assistants, will you 
please let me imow by Saturday? In the absence 
of word from you, I will assume that everything 
is clear. I am writing this note because of the 
lack of phones. 

Yours sincerely, 

Abspn Aldo Leopold



April 24, 1947 

Mr. Clark Salyer 
Fish and Wyldlife Service 
Merchandise Mart 
Chicago 5, Illinois 

Dear Clark: 

George Halazon, ono of my students will complete 
his master's degree in June, and is interested in 
possible work either for the sumer or for a 
longer period on the Federal Wildlife Refuges. 
Will you kindly refer this letter to your employ- 
nent manager so that he will know that Halazon 
is available and can be reached in my eare. 

Halazon is of foreign parontage, but has mado an 
excellent record here. Ho is a hard worker and 
has had thorough training fet only in Wildlife 
Management, but along physiological lines. His 
‘thesis deals with a new hormone which we are 
trying out to increase the survival of artificial 
pheasant plantings. He has an excellent physique 
end a pleasing personality. His war record includes 
several special citations. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALIPM Aldo Leopold



(\ aR 
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April 19, 1947 

Dr. Ronald K. Meyer 
451 Biology Building 

Dear Dr. Meyer: 

When George Halazon's support played out for the phoasant project, I tried to get him 

the Academy scholarship, but now learn that my lication was turned down. My own 

funds are too scarce to help him but it seens ay feir that his travel at least 

should be covered. I am letting you kmow about my unsuccessful effort in the chance 
that you or you and Irv might be able to think of something. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALsPi Aldo Leopold
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September 18, 1946 

Mr. George Halazon 
143 S, 67th St, 
Milwenkee13, Wisconsin : 

Dear George: ; 

If Dr. Meyer is assuming guidance of your thesis research, 

I will be very glad to have you enroll as a joint major, 

I am glad that you got a favorable reception from Dr, 

Meyer, 

With vest regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

j
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Fetruary 24, 1947 

Professor George 0, Hendrickson 

Seience Hall 
Towa, State College 
Ames, Towa 

Dear Professor Hendrickson: 

Yés, we have a new technique for aging mskrats by 

priming pattern. ‘The work was done by James Beer 

and he is now working on his manuscript. I hope it 

will be published within the year. Should you want 

an advanced look at it, Jim might be able to send 

you a carbon, I am leaving that to him, but we 

both have grateful recollections of help extended 
to us by Paul Zrrington on this project. You 
will in any event, get reprints of Beer's paper. 

Thanking you for your interest, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LSOPOLD 

7 ALs pn



: ORYICTORY, % 

Ay, BUY 
ye Bae UNITED STATES 

Unis DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

IN REPLY REFER TO: 

lowa Co-operative Wildlife Research Unit 

Science Hall, lowa State College, Ames, lowa 

George 0. Hendrickson, Assistant Leader 

February 14, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
. Department of Wildlife Management 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

If my memory serves me rightly, I recall you telling 
recently at the San Antonio conference that you have a technique 
for aging of muskrat pelts. I shall appreciate very much receiv— 
ing any information or reprints on the topic that you may care to 

send at this time. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aen4e OO. Aichi, 

George 0. Hendrickson 
Assistant Leader 
Iowa Cooperative Wildlife 
Research Unit 

GOH: PKT
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ees Wr. Aldo Leopold 
BOSTON, MASS. State of Wisconsin Conservation Dept. 
JOHN HIGHTOWER Madison, Wisconsin 
“FIELD AND STREAM’ = 

NEW YORK CITY Dear Aldo : 

BEN EAST 

“OUTDOOR LIFE"’ 

NEW YORK CITY It seems to me that the biggest single shortcoming of 
RIES TUTTLE our men who write for the outdoor magazines and outdoor 
one moines Reciever vsieun= columns of the daily newspapers is this: that they 

wa have not yet gained a clear understanding of the de- 
See aie pendence of wildlife resources on land use, At least, 
HUNTING AND Fistinc In canana these men do not have a thorough enough grasp of the 
Be AeR eRe ONTANIO subject to put it into simple and easily understood 
ee ee language for their readers. 

ona a ec I have been hammering away at the OWAA officers regard- 
MEMPHIS, TENN. ing this matter and they agree that each issue of our 
JACK HALPIN Outdoors Unjimited should carry a land use article -- 
Seley that is, a clear and concise statement by someone 
TIMMY RORINGON whose opinion will carry real weight. 
SPORTS AFIELD 

MINOEAROLIS FONE That the subject is a tremendous and complicated one, 
baled Se ete I fully realize. But I am wondering whether you would 

BALTIMORE. MD, not be willing to address to me, as an officer of the 
NASH BUCKINGHAM association, a brief comment on any aspect of this 
MEMPHIS, TENN. problem which you would like to cover. I will send 
FRANK DUFRESNE your letter on to our Executive Secretary for inclusion 
Se es in a forthcoming bulletin. 
G. W. PHILPOTT 

SAN FRANCISCO CALL-BULLETIN 

ANDY. ANDERSON I think the matter is worth giving some time, for you 
HOUSTON, TEX., PRESS will reach a group of more than 3,000 outdoor writers 
BOB BECKER who, through the combined circulations of their various 
ee publications, reach a bigger percentage of the American 
See enaes sportsmen than can be reached in any other way. 
CHARLES E. GILLHAM 

EDWARDSVILLE, ILL. rdially yours 

BOSTON HERALD 

LEN HOFFMAN 

Seas C _Asonara wait 
GEORGE ROBEY 

CITIZEN ° . Qa ne en LH:s 56) eepar™ 9 eee 
Sawenin COMMISSION Mr. Leonard Hall Woes BWW Sebowanw0WM Se ee. 

MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA Possum Trot Farm ow i ics PAA SCATNE 
LOU WILLIAMS Route 6 Box 1246 rw f2d ToL. rt 
CHATTANOOGA TIMES . a Sappington 23, Mo. en bz S422 use ce S22, 
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Hamre, 
STRICTLY PERSONAL COLUMN 

"VACATION IS REALITY" 

By Sydney J. Harris 

Chicago Daily News - Sept. 3, 1946 

They say that going to the country for a vacation is "an escape 

from reality," but I don't agree. It's an escape into reality. 

The life we lead in that complex mechanism called Modern Society 

is not real; it is highly artificial, It is a life of the nerves, not of 

the heart. If it were natural and easy, we would not get ulcers and nervous 

breakdowns and almost as many divorces as marriages. 
nom nce = 

Reality is sitting on a moonlit,pier at midnight and dangling your 

bare feet in the water. Reality is lying on your stomach in the tall grass 

and wateni the sailboats whipped by the wind across the bay. Reality is 

toasting, m rshmallows before an open fire and singing the old, almost for- 
gotten, songs of camp days. : 

These are the simple things man was created for; and these are the 

things he has outgrown, He has gone from sunlight to sin lamps, from wind- 

swept hills to air-conditioned cocktail lounges,from friendships to "contacts", | 
———— 

He has been forced to fight for his daily bread with more ferocity ~ 

and cunning than any primitive man -- and in an era when science has shown 

us how the earth can support us all plentifully and in peace. He has been 

forced to scheme and lie and cheat -- and then give all his winnings to a 

psychoanalyst, 

SPECTATOR 

He has ceased to be a participant in life, and has become merely 

a spectator. Instead of having a good time himself, he is content to sit in 
a movie house and watch actors pretending to have a good time. Instead of 
playing himself, he is content to sit in a stadium and watch other men who 
are paid to play for his amusement. 

He has never known, or has forgotten, the joys of a barn dance or 
a hay ride, and all the other communal pleasures that bring people together 
without strain or self-consciousness or struggle for prestige. His slogan 

is "To Hell with You," and his symbol is a box of aspirins. e 

He is tied down to a job he hates, or merely tolerates, because 
he knows no other and is too old to learn. His life is fenced in by a thous- 
and ‘absurd formalities that he is too cowardly to defy and too tired to change. 
He gets drunk not because he likes it, but because he can't stand being sober; 
and he worries about another war, but never realizes that peace must be fought 

for and not just hoped for. 

He has flat feet, colitis, constipation, astigmatism, swayback, and 
a blue-vlate-special stomach. He is always in a hurry, but never going any 
place that really matters, because as soon as he arrives, he is in a hurry to 

get away again. 

And this poor, tortured,trapped creature is called Civilized Man.
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MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY 
MISSOULA 

April 30, 1941 

Dear Professor Leopold: 
I have enclosed a carbon copy of a hastily 

written letter to the Hamerstroms in which I have tried to out- 
line the duties and circumstances surrounding the job that Dr. 
Severy has wired you about. It seems to me that Hamerstrom, if he 
could be induced to come,would be just about the best man possible 
to obtain for the job. 

If he is not interested can you recommend 
someone else? 

I see quite a bit of Wallmo. He has been in 
school the last two quarters. He seems to be doing very well 
scholastically and he certeinly is very much interested in anything 
with feathers or hair. 

Sincerely yours, t 

GAA Wop 

oo



April 30, 1942 

Dear Hamerstrom: 
You have undoubtedly heard by now from Dr. Severy 

with respect to a job here on Pittman-Robertson funds directing 
a state wide study of upland game birds. Dr. Severy has asked mé 
to write you telling of the general set-up which might possibly 
influence your descision if you were offered the job. 

In the past the Fish and Game department hes been 
a politicsl football; every governor putting into office some pal 

. Of his that needed a job. Our new Govenor Sam Ford, is now making 
good a campaign promise to take the Fish and Game depertment of 
of poxitics. He has appointed a new commission of five members all 
of whom have been active in Montana Sporting circles. Dr. Severy 
is the chairman of the commission. He is professor of Botany and 
a Wis. Ph. D. doing his work under Duggar in plant physiology. — 
He is a great guy; open minded about everything, willing to be 
told if he feeld that you know more about something than he does. 
Severy is one of the most popular profs on the campus and is well 
kmown throughout the state as a speaker at high svhool commencements 
and sportsmans banquets. The new Fish and Game Warden Dr. d. 8. 
MacParland is a practicing veternerian, who has raised martens, minks, 
etc. A very able fellow and seems to be well versed in fur-bearers. 

The Pittman-Roberston bill was just passed by the 
state legislature a couple of months ago.efter it had been defeated “ previously. The comission and the warden are trying to get their 
projects underway and approved by Gabrielson before the first of June. 

Here is the general set-up with respect the wildlife 
in Montana. Western Montensa is largely forest service land which has 
been studied fairly well be forest service men #s Har as the elk and 
deer are concerned. They are now studying sheep and will probably 
put more emphasis on them now that P. R. funds are avéilable. 
The game birds have never been touched in this state. You probably 
know as much about the a@istribution of these in the state as T do. Sharp-tails occur east of the divide and are variously reportea as rare to very abundant in different areas. Sage hens are apparently 
Still common in some areas. Ruffed Grouse are common in western areas partioularyy et the lower elevations. Blue Grouse ere common at the higher elevations but suffers continually from sheep herders and any other people that go into remote areas. Franklin's Grouse is common in some mountain areas but rare in some others. Pheasants are very uhe abundant in irrigated areas. 7 killed my three birds the first day of the season in twentyfive minutes. Buns are generally found all over the state though they don't become as abundant as the pheasants. 

Your Job es Severy has put it to me would be to sup- : : ervise a bunch of boys probably wildlife grads from this school. who would be fairly capable except that they would lack experience. These 2 boys would apparently be stationed in various sress in the state and you would trein them in taking the rom, eo king of data. At the end of = this summer you would make recommenda ions to the commission with 

x



what ereas and what species could be taken. In short the future of 
the upland game birds of Montana would rest in your hands. 
Your would deal with antelope secondarily in eastern Montana and 
perhaps play sround with muskrats and beaver to some extent. 

Apparently you would heve a state car to run around in at state 
expense. You would have to attend a lot of sportsman's banquets and 
give short spemkeex speaches. You would be contacting ranchers and 
others in the field that would have to be favorably impressed with 
your program. You would find the general attitude toward conservation 
entirely different here than it is becoming in the midwest. There 
would be « great deal of room for educations] work amonst the deputy 
wetdens sné@ amongst sportemen. ‘ 

Aside from the work of recommending onen seasons on these birde 
you would then be free to make general life history stnéles, your- 
self together with the younger men working under you. 

The policy in the past hes been to allow ones to three days of 
shooting of these species in verioue parst of the state. Some sports- 
man's club in eastern Montana tells the State department that they 
have u lot of gnovse so the department opens the season. Meybe the 
Sharp-teils were very abundant but the sage hens in the same area 
may have been searce. However both snectes would be shot. If you 
were to recommend the shooting of one species but not another you 
would have to get the hunter's educated as to how to tell the biras 
apart.( I found last year in 2 little project Tf worked on in MY 
Montana thet the warden in the amea didn’t kmow the difference be- 
tween a femule Franklin's and a Ruffed grouse when the specimens 
were in tne hand!) 

I suggested your nane to lr. Severy this afternoon as the one 
that [ thought would be beat qualified to tackle this problem. You 
would find yourself in a great country and you would be able to do 
& great deal of good. This new commission really means business aa 
far as their attempts to put the management of Hontana game on 8 
sound footing. I told Serery that if they were able to pursuade you : 
to take this job on than they would have teken a big aten in the 
right direction. The $2700 is apparently tops as far they can now 
go in a startdng salary. Severy seys that you would be assumed of 
two years of work and that if averything was running smoothly at the 
end of thet time it might very well resolve itself into fomething 
permenant. 

I trust that these few worts may give you ea better ifen es to 
the way thinge set so thet you will feel you mow as much as pose 
sible about the situation before deciding. 

Sincerely 

Phil Wright



424 University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management Mareh 20, 1939 

Mr. Charles W. Hejda 
Lindstedt-Hoffman Co. 
Manitowoc, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hejda: 

I find I have only three copies left of the drainage bulletin, 
*fhirst on the Land." I am sending you these and you —s more by 
writing the Nation] Association of Audubon Societies, 1 Fifth Aveme, 
New York City. 

The author of this bulletin, William Vogt, is well known to ay 
group here and intensely interested in Wisconsin problems. I can certify 
that his attitude is fair to sll interests concerned. 

I am asking the Audubon Society to send copies to BAll Aberg 
and Frank Graass. 

IT am also asking the Soil Conservation Service to send you a 
copy of “Little Waters," which I think contains important background 
material which will interest you. It is, however, less distinctly appli- 
cable to the Manitowoc Marsh question. 

I enclose herewith three mimeographs which I have recently pre- 
pared for class use and which deal with Wisconsin marsh ecology. 1 think 
that any landowner who is contemplating the drainage of a marsh should con- 
sider the effects on the plant and animal commnity, sample cases of which 
are portrayed in these mimeographs. Drainage of Wisconsin peat marshes 
has been almost invariably followed by peat fires, and these have invariably 
produced solid atands of either aspen, nettles or giant ragweed. The nettles 
and ragweed are useless to any kind of life and the aspens are useful only 
to beaver. I would bet on it that if the Manitowoe Marsh is drained that 
you will see it covered with one of these three within ten years. 

During the Wildlife Conference at Detroit I got acquainted with 
one of the officials of the Hudson's Bay Company. He tells me that 
millions of acres of marshland in northern Canada have suffered the same 
fate as the marshlands of central Wisconsin, only up there the thing that 
dried them out was not drainsge but the trapping out of beaver. The peat 
in these marshes is burning and then coming up te aspen just as in Wisconsin. 
The Hudson's Bay Company, in cooperation with the Canadian government, is 
just now embarking on a wholesale restoration program which will be one of 
the largest conservation moves ever undertaken on the continent. I mention 
this simply to show how widespread has been the damage from failure to fore- 
geo the evil results of tampering with marshes.



2 + Hejda 

I have one other publication) which I think would interest 
you but of which I have not a single extra copy. This is “The Wisconsin 
River Marshes," published in the National Waltonian, September, 1934. 
I am sorry I can't send you this, but if you can find somebody with a 
file of the magagine,I think you would get valuable information from it. 

I am anxious to keep you supplied with whatever technical 
information may be needed to carry out your campaign. Please keep in 
touch with me and let me know your needs from time to time. When you 

are in Madison I would be glad to have you drop in and get acquainted 
with my group of students. 

Wishing you success, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management



1532 ar Ave, 
April 20, 193 

Mr. Lawrence A. Hautz 
1017 First Wisconsin National Bank Bldg. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Hautzt 

The sample of grain sent with your letter of April 1 has been 
analyzed by Orville Lee, one of my students. Professor Stone hag helped 

him identify doubtful weed seeds. 

The sample consists of about 90 per cent oats, 5 per cent barley, 
and 5 per cent weed seeds, with a trace of wheat, ‘the oats are of poor 
grade, 

I have personally tried oats and barley in hoppers for several 

winters, but always found the birds so reluctant to eat these grains that 
they would leave the area if they could thereby get at corn, 

This winter Arthur Hawkins, one of my students, made systematic 

palatability tests on wild quail, pheasants, and Hungarians near Lake Mills. 

He gives barley a 40 per cent rating as compared to corn, and oats a 15 per 

cent rating, 

I have no doubt barley, or even oats, could keep birds alive if 

you, can hold the Binds and oe then eat, but I think the rub comes in hold~ 
ing birds on these feeds. My present opinion is that it is not worth while, 

in terms of labor and expense, to feed oats if corn em be had. 

The weed seeds, being only 5 per cent, are not enough to give 

value to this feed, and at the same time they include enough noxious species 

(see attached table) to carry quite a risk if the feed were placed where such 
species could grow. ; 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
: Professor of Game Management 

vh 
Encl.



Classification of Weeds Present 

Yellow Dock * 8 “ oosmon > 

Bur Clover Two burs found very rare high 

Yellow Trefoil In all samples i comuon * 

Sweet Clover = 3 * common low 

Ball Mustard 1 seed found ? ? 

Wild Buckwheat In all samples common high 

Canada Thistle In most samples noxious ? 

Merning Glory Six seeds found « ? 

Ragweed 4 ‘ ® common high . 

Veteh 3 " 4 ? t 

Yellow Foxtail In most samples common high 

Green a # a LJ a w 

Ladies Thumb a a“ a e « 

Lamb's Quarters Trace found # 7 (small size) 

Timo thy In most samples « ? (email size) 

Red Seeded Proso 
Millet 1 seed ? high 

Barnyard Grass 3 seeds found common ® 

Wild Rose stones In most samples * ? (hard coats) 

Plax « ® a 8 t 

Mallow (cheeses) Trace noted ? ? 

Quack Grass e * noxious ? (similar to oat@ 

Beres (fungus) Quite common ? mamas oem 

_ to livestock, 
Effect on game 7
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mscoweners Deer Sir: 
S. W. STROTHMAN = 

eae Wisconsin hed e snowfell end prolonged cold snap 
credited as the worst in the state's history thus fer, 
Many game birds died, 

The Izaak Welton League and many generous individuals 
cooperated to supply grain and grit to the upland birds, 

Under separate cover I am sending you 100 pounds of 
grain teken at rendom from contributions of more than 
70 tons thet we doneted and distributed to all parts of 
the state. Now comes the real problem, I received meny 
complaints that this grein is worthless; thet game birds 
would not eat it; thet it contained much weed seed making 
its use dangerous if put on the ground, We are all inter- 
ested in the elfevietion of unusual circumstences such as 
the game bird situation this winter, but will you please 
heve the grain anealized and let me know: 

1. Wheat birds will eet it? 
2. Are dangerous weed seeds present? 
3. Would broadcasting such grein prove ea menace? 
4, Has it any redeeming qualifications? 
5. Should innocent users like ourselves be 

werned and further instructed what constitutes 
good grain for upland birds? 

6, Wheat is the real information on the necessity 
for Grit? Quote: "One hen went ea whole yeer 
without access to gravel and still had over 
five grams left in the gizzard." 

Please see thet some one in some department gives this 
request sincere and complete consideration; for we all want 

to do a good job of aiding wild life end there is no per- 
centage in ignorant floundering. os 

truly yours, ee 

ays 
~ LAWRENCE A, HAUTZ 

LAH: FT Secy-Treas, — 
“WE PLEDGE TO POSTERITY THE OUTDOORS OF OUR ANCESTRY”
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TELEPHONE 5021 7823 39TH AVENUE 

R.L. HUNGERFORD 
REGISTERED Civit ENGINEER 

SURVEYOR 
KENOSHA, WISCONSIN 

April 4, 1936 

Wir. Aldo Leopold, 
1532 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

i regret that I was so negligent in the returning of your paper, 
"Farmer-Sportsman setups in the North Central States" . I am 
returning same herewith. 

I wish to thank you very much for your ready response and help 
in this matter. We all appreciated your willingness to loan 
us the above paper. tad not the writer have been taken ill and 
confined to his bed, these papers would have been used and re 
tupned before. 

We are still digging for data on public shooting areas, that will 
be of value in giving our local people a true light on just what 
has been uncovered on this subject: so should you ever run across new 
information that you think would be of help to us we certainly 
will be appreciative of hearing about it. 

Very truly yours, 

R. L. Hungerford, hes rman, 
Committee on Public Shooting Areas, 
Kenosha County Conservation Club.



1532 University Avenue 
February 25, 1936 

Mr. R, L. Hangerford 
7823 - 39th Aveme 
Kenosha, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Hungerford: : 

I now begin to get the outlines of your question. 

I delivered a paper along these lines called “Farmer~ 
Sportsman Set-ups in the North Central Region" at the Wildlife Con- 
ference, This will be in print in the Proceedings later, but mean- 
while I am loaning you my file copy, which please return. 

As you see, I have not tried any public shooting grounds, 
although I think they are worth trying if certain rudimentary precautions 
are observed, I do not think, however, that there is any standardized 
formula which will fit any and all situations, and the only way I could 
really help you is to examine your area in person, ‘This I will be clad 
to do sometime after I am free of classes in May or June. 

You will find good literature on thie question extremely scarce. 
Some sample items are quoted in the bibliography of the enclosed article. 

You may be sure that I am anxious to work with you and with 
Warden Ogburn in this enterprise. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

: P.S. Since writing the above I have come across a very useful description 
of the Williamston set-up in Michigan, and I am asking the Department to 

send you a copy. It is in the form of a mimeographed news release, You 
will get it shortly. 

AcLe



TELEPHONE 5021 7823 39TH AVENUE 

R.L. HUNGERFORD 
REGISTERED Civil ENGINEER 

SURVEYOR 
KENOSHA, WISCONSIN 

February 17, 1936 

Mre Aldo Leopold, 

1532 University Ave-, 
Madison, Wisconsin» 

Dear Mre Leopold: 

Your letter of February 3rd. to Judson W. Staple+ 
kamp, President of the Kenosha County Conservation Club, has 
been handed to me to answer. I will explain why we are anxious 

to obtain certain information that we beleive that you may 
have already assembled. 

At a recent meeting of the above mentioned club 
our local consevation warden, William Ozburn, reported that the 
State Conservation Department were now entertaining an idea of 
starting two, or more, experimental public shooting preserves. 
Our section of the state will without doubt be considered for 
the location of at least one of them, we understand. Some of 
usmknew of similar activities being in operation in other sec- 
tions of ou country, and that there were many angles to be con- 
sidered. We a&so felt that it was our duty to enlighten the 
people of our county on what hagsalready been found out about 
these projects; after which we would endeavor to find out what 
the general local opinion and reaction.indicate. We would then 
have a club debate and draw up certain resulutions to be passed 
on to the State Conservation Dept. for their guidance. 

To carry out the above a committe was appointed and 
: myself made chairman. We have decided to accumulate all infor- 

mation relative to the issuse that we may beleive that will be 
of value to the public» we will disseminate this material through 
local news paper articles in hopes of arouséng local interests. 
W, will also encourage general discussions, and the sending in 
to our committe as many suggestions and opinions as possible. 

With such material organized we feel that it should be a fairly 
accurate barometer to guide us in passing on reccommendations 
for a local project. 

you : 

We feel that,may have just the material that is needed; 
or if not, that you may be able to direct us to it. Any informa- 
that you may care to pass on for the above us will be appreciated. 

66 aS your, 

R-. L.- Hungerford, 
Chairman of ye on Public Shooting 

, Preserves, of the Kenosha County 
Conservation Club.



1532 University Aveme 
: Mareh 10, 19 

- 

nine 

Mr. Larry Holmes 
403 Sherman Averme 
Evanston, Illinois 

Dear Mr, Holmes? 

You may be assured that instead of being bored by your letter, 
I am again struck by the degree of advancement in your thought, You may 
particularly count on me to go with you on the principle that production 
should precede advertising, I will say frankly that it is to my mind 
a dishonest policy to boost and advertise Wisconsin outdoor facilities 
when we have not even made a start toward putting outdoor resources on 
the up-grade. 

I em interested in your negotiations with the Conservation 
Department, wut I am afraid I have no influence in that quarter, I 
certainly hope there is a difference in attitude between resort owners 
and hotel keepers. 

To my mind the deer situation spells the immediate initiation 
: of a deer research program. We do not know how to turn around until 

we know where the deer are too thick, where they are too thin, why the 
two opposite conditions prevail, what the effect of tmnting is, and in 
what direction our deer ranges are heading. Pennsylvania made the mistake 
of riding to glory on an apparently thrifty deer herd, tut is now being 
pulled up with a jerk to find a tunch of ruined ranges. We are in the 
game boat. I would like very much to undertake a deer study, but I have 
no means. One extra good man could do a lot of execution with the COC 
Camps available to make routine observations, What i mean of course is 
the overhead of these camps. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh
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March 3,1936. 

Dear Protessor Leopoldi- 

lt is exactly the question of deer ranges that is one of the dis- 

turbing factors,and one of my reasons for wanting toattempt to 
do something toward educating resort owners. 

In Sawyer and Price Counties there has been quite a bit of agita~ 
tion for a complete closed season = the "Save a Deer Club" movement, 
for instance. Yet | have seen evidence of overstocking = browse 
eaten as high as adult deer could reach,etc. = right in my own 
area,sand quite wide-spread according to one of our guides. 

Now,there are several of the resorts which would like to keep 
open for the hunting if or when there is another deer hunting 
scasone |,at least, teel that we can't doothis unless we 
inaugurate some definite and continued conservation programe 
(For instance a program which would eliminate tinding SIX shot 
does within 100 yards of e ach other = killed and lett to rot! 
This was reported last open season by our guide.) 

I've written to Mr.Grimmer,suggesting that those of us resort 

owners who are intereste d might get together. He replies lor 
his press agent does) that the Department is satistied with its 
existing contact with the State Hote! Seepers Association,and 
that the state is starting a $50,000 advertising campaign. 

I'm regusted’ In the first place a production (conservation) 

program should precede a marketing campaigne In the second place 
~50,000 is a ridiculously inadegaute sum to advertise a business 
which produces several hundred million in revenues,and which pays 
more than 100 times $50,000 in taxes. Inthe third place the hotel 
keepers are a different brand of cats trom us who are in erested 
in fishing and huntingesseeeeAm | thinking straight? 

Ot course it would be hard to get these resort people together. 
But | don't think I'm an absolutely unique "hut" among them. There 

must be others. I'd like to try tog et them together,and would 
it | could tind any signs (among ofticialdom) of a willingness 
to cooperate with us,instead of discouraging us. 

l¢ I'm not boring you = what do you think | might do to get this 
started? OE Be ste 

Sincerely, ~ oe : Z 

Prot.Aldo Leopold, ae / Y 
University of Wisconsin.
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Children under 8 years—¥% rate oF Den 
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2 403 Sherman Ave. 

: March 3,1936. 

My deer Mr sGrimmers~ 

: Thank you for your letter of Fabe28. 1 will ¢ertatniy attend the : 
game meeting this summers ‘ ; : 

The predator control meeting to which | reterred was called for 
@ discussion of wolf (timber and brush) control ta Price and 

5 Sawyer county. Two men represeting themselves as trom your 
department called the meetings. Tye announced purpose was to 

~ discuss the relative merits of stats frapping vs bounty trappings 
; My people report to me that there was no discusstonjthat the mecte 
“3 tng heard @ vigorous detense of state trappinge 

ils Guite frankly | have no @onvictions on either sidegmy ignorance 
“38 atmost 100%. | am asking that you put me In touch with sources 
yl ( of tnfermation on the relative mertts of the two methods of @n= 
oe frol,tn order thet | may reach a decision. ee 

We Thank you for putting me tn'touch with Mr.Atexander. | have a 
ee most ftnteresting letter trom him, 

44 seems to me,however,that the problem of the hunting end fishe 
ing fesort owners difters trom that ofthe Hotel Keepers! Associ ae 

i tion, Our crop Is fish and gameynot tourists. Tourists merely 
are the harvesting machinery! J,et least,fecognize very keenly 

: that Tt my resort is to continue successtul we must nlant fish 

and game just as carefully os 14 we were growing any agricul~ 
tural crops | an convineed thet there ts a rantdly growlag num= 
ber of other owners who will agree with this postion. : 

. : 2 Stacerely yours, 

W.F Grimmer, 
Supt. of Game Managem nt, 

é Conservation Department, 
_ Sta 2 of Wisconsin, \ : : 

j Madison,1s. \ i 
: : 2 ; | \ % 

: ‘ x : . 
$ ae : 

i ee bak . 3 a Z
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‘ 403 Sherman Ave, 

; Merch 3,1936, ; : ! 

Siok My dest Mr.Atexanderte~ 

Thank you for your tnt eresting better of Feb, 20, 

1am a to know thaf your advertising Campaign has gotten under ways It will be interesting to see what results 1+ will produce, | followed’ this legtstatton tn tts tortuous path through the teg~ Istature,and had some Correspondence with Governor Latolletie conevrating Tt. js \ : A 

The problem at the hunting and fishing resort ownersshowever,ts slightly different trom that of the Hotel KReepers"Association members,in my bellet, 

) dD thtak you wit! find that o great many of the owners of this. | tvpe of property are Impressed by the thought that if we are to (| Goatinue to operate successfully we must consider fftsh and game | @8 @ Srop. We must plan to plant and reap Just as tf we were 2 producing agricultural crops. Our “trop” is not the tourists ‘i! he ts merely the machinery tor harvesting ovr true crop. ‘ 
is 1 am convinced that with some encouragement from the Conservation d. Department the hunting and fishing resort owners would coopers ate with you tn sateguarding and increesing the fish and game. 

Sim erely yours, 

: _ deHsAlexander, gt : ; Supt Reereational Publichty, 
Conservation Department, 
State of Wisconsin, ; 

: Madtson,Wis,. 
:



Yew Soils Building 
: duly 2, 1935 

Mrs,Frances X, Hutchinson 
Wychwood 
Lake Geneva, Wisconsin 

Dear Mrs. Hutchinson: 

I was very mach surprised and, of course, pleased to get a cheek 
for $50 from the Garden Club, I had entirely forgotten the matter of 
expenses, and in any event I had no thought of any euch amount, However, 
I can assure you thet it is most welcome, and I appreciate it especially as 
en evidence of the occasion having been worthwhile from your standpoint, 
Will you please transmit my thanks to the other officers of the Club? 

During the discussion I thought I saw an expression of particular 
interest on your face when I mentioned the discovery that migration dates 
show a cyclic rhythm, In order that you may have some of the details, I 
am enclosing Wing's paper on this subject, ‘This was written before he came : 
here to study cycles, I also enclose a more recent and I an afraid some~ 
what technical paper which further extends his findings, You may find this 
pretty heavy going, 

Mrs. Leopold and I greatly enjoyed your hospitality, 1 am hoping 
that sometime you can come up here and let me show the Arboretum and our 
plans for conservation work here, I am Gescmaniie anxious to have you 
meet one of my advanced students and get a personal impression of the kind of 
eonservation worker we are building for the next generation, ‘The best way 
te do this would be to meet at one of the fam demonstration areas and let 
the student show you what he is doing on the ground. Mr. Morse might also 
be interested in this. 

If at any time you feel like one or all of these undertakings, I 
am of course at your service and would be delighted to hear from you, 

Yours sincerely, : 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh 

7: Buel.



New Soils Building 
October 30, 1934 

Mr, J. A, Harlow 
Mikana 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Harolow: : 

Your willingness to undertake some actual work is a serious challenge 
which I do not intend to let go by. 

Why don't you work on the qestion which we have discussed several 
times already, namely the northward thrust of the ringneck pheasant? As I 
told you, the invasion of your county by ringnecks was exactly contrary to 
the predictions of all game men, and there may yet be a question of whether 
it is permanent. Even if it is permanent, it is of great importance to find 
out what the birds are using as winter food and how their winter feeding habits 
differ from pheasants farther south, 

While we ordinarily say that such an investigation can be undertaken 
only by a trained man, I myself suspect that this is mere priesteraft., There 
is no reason whatever why you cannot do this thing and there is no reason what- 
ever why I cannot stand at your elbow even by mail and give you the information 
from time to time which might help you to unravel the snarls in which every 
such investigation finds itself at intervals, It would be a help, though, if 
we could have a long verbal session on it to begin with, so first of all let 
me know whether you are contemplating another trip to Madison, and when, Save 
at least a full half-day for a thorough discussion, 

Your outlay will, I think, be confined to buying a few books and 

using some gas in exploring and mapping the pheasant situation in your county, 
: Most of the literature is not in books and I can get it for you without charge. 

It is highly important that work get under way this winter because 
if it is a serious winter, it may be a critical one in this investigation. : 

Let us call our subject "The Northward Thrust of the Ringneck 

Pheasant in Barron County," 

the first move is to determine the present boundaries of the pheasant 
range and the relation of those boundaries to soil type, food and cover, I 
am sending you a copy of your county soil map and would suggest that you cruise 

around and determine by inquiry from reliable people (a) the range now occupied, 
(b) the year of first arrival and first abundance, (c) if possible, make a guess 
where the birds came from: that is, whether from farmer eggs, plantings of birds 
or natural spread,



J. A, Harlow-2 October 30, 1934 

During our preliminary session I can give you the legends which i 
we game managers use for entering such material on maps and in notes, but 
in the meanwhile it will be satisfactory simply to devise your ow system, 

During the winter we will want to take some specimens and examine 
what they have been eating. For this we will have to arrange a collector's 
permit, If you decide to undertake this investigation, it would be well to 
apply to the Conservation Department for a collector's permit, using my 
neme as a reference, If you have a good warden nearby, you could get him to 
collect the specimens and thus dispense with the formality of a permit, 

¢ The books which I would recommend are as follows? 

Leopold, Aldo. Game Managenent, Charles Seribner's Sons, New York, 

1933. $5.00, 

Leopold, Aldo. Report on a Game Survey of the North Central States. 
1931. Obtainable free of charge from Dr. W,.L, MoAtee, 
Bureau of Biological Survey, U. 3. Department of Agriculture, 
Washington, D, C. 

Maxwell, Aymer, Pheasants and Covert Shooting, 1913. ‘The MacMillan 
Company, 60 Fifth Avenue, New York, 

Tegetmeier, ¥, 3B, Pheasants: their natural history and practical ; 
management. The Field, The Field House, Bream's Buildings, 
London #, C. 4. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh 
Enel.
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Mikana Wis,oct,20,1934, 
Aldo Leopold = 

Tmiversity of Wisconsin 

Madison Wis, 

Dear Mr,Leopold;- 

From the first of October until the first of May 

I haven't a thing of importance to do.I,prehaps,should be content 

to enjoy the hunting and late fall fishing and 4 long winter of 

leisure, The urge to be doing some thing upsets any peace of mind 

wnich should be the reward for such independence, I have identified 

myself with things of 4 conservation nature becuase I see the need of 

heroic measures necessary to,ati least,kesp pace with the demand for 

fish and game. I appreciate the fact that a complete conservation p 

Program encludes environment inprovement along with ,if not before , 

propogation.,Our state's consarwation efforts,hampsred as they are by 

Political expediencies,ars wholly inadequate, 

My political ventures are for the express purpose 

of correcting some of the evils which hold back this work in Wiscon- 

sin, I hopt,and not with out some assurance,to be able to have 4 

direct voics in changing this policy. 

In the mean time,if you have anything to offer : 

a conscientious layman,whereby I might become better acquainted with 

your greater technical knowledge,I would greatly appreciate the 

opportunity. 

Respectfully 

foe J.A,Harlow & ag ar SLIAS



New Soils Building 
. April 24, 1934 

Mr, L, W, Hutcheroft 
State Board of Health 
Capitol Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Hutcheroft: 

I of course had no intention of giving anyone an 

; alibi for postponing action on the carp matter, although I 

agree with you that what I said could be construed in that 

Ways 

I read your paper with mich interest and appreciate 

very meh your permission to keep 1t for my permanent records, 

You have done a careful job of writing this and I hope you 

will publish it, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh 

tite ‘a Carp



WISCONSIN, THE HEALTHFUL, THE BEAUTIFUL 

OFFICERS AND MEMBERS DEPARTMENTS 

G. WINDESHEIM, M. D., PRES., KENOSHA BUREAU OF GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 

JOS. DEAN, M. D., VICE PRES., MADISON BUREAU OF COMMUNICABLE DISEASE: 

Jr SEELWAN, M. De MeWAUiE = 
MINA B. GLASIER, M. D., BLOOMINGTON BUREAU OF EDUCATION 

STEPHEN CAHANA, M. D., MILWAUKEE BUREAU OF MATERNITY AND a ar State Board of Gealth sess 
C. A. HARPER, M. D., MADISON BUREAU OF PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING 

ee Capital Building BUREAU GF HANITARY ENGINEERING 
G. W. HENIKA, M. D., MADISON BUREAU OF PLUMBING AND 

ee ee Madison, Wisconsin sav LABORATORY OF HYGIENE 
L. W. HUTCHCROFT, MADISON BRANCH AND COOPERATIVE 

See April 16 > 1954 ROTC AuDnEeD Ua DIVISION 
BARBER AND COSMETIC ART DIVISION 

EMBALMERS DIVISION 

BIOLOGICALS AND PASTEUR TREATMENT 

IN REPLY PLEASE REFER TO 

Aldo Leopold 
2222 VanHise Avenue 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold,- 

I want you to know that I thoroughly enjoyed your 

talk at the Isaac Walton banquet last week and believe what 

you said and the way you said it will have great influence 

in really arousing the Conservation Commission to a real- 

ization of their responsibilities and opportunities. What 

you said about the way our Four-Lakes Region has been neg- 
lected was especially apropos. 

In a way, I was disappointed with your suggestion 
that some elaborate research work extending over a period 
of years be started to determine what our attitude should 
be on the subject of carp control. It seems to me that 

with the evidence presented by the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, 

by Prof. Cole who was formerly here at the University and 
@ number of other thoroughly scientific studies, we already 

know that the carp is a menace to practically all kinds of 
aquatic vegetation. Of course, I am not opposed to scien- 
tific studies but I am afraid this suggestion will be seized 

upon by the Conservation Commission as an excuse for carry- 

ing on their present program over another series of years. 

If this is done, of course our lakes will be practically 

ruined. 

I have assembled a great deal of literature on the sub- 
ject and am enclosing one copy of an article which I prepared 

\ sometime ago and thought you might like to have for reference. 

I realize that all of your activities cannot be centered on 

any one subject and it may be you can obtain fom this report 

some ready information that you will have occasion to use 

from time to time. I see in your plan for enlisting the coop-



Mr. Leopold e 

eration of the farmer in game production great possibil- 
ities and hope that we will be able to sell that program 
to most of them. 

Very respectfyl yours, 

ch



Lk H Toherofh 

ROUGH FISH REMOVAL 

Phe removal of rough fish to improve conditions for game 

fish has long been a eubjeot for acrimonious debate in a number ‘ 

of states. Serious accusations have been made against officials 

in charge, largely because commercial fishermen heve done the 

work under contract. 

Where coumercial fishermen do the work, anglers invariably 

avouse them of not taking out small carp and other undesirable 

specios, and of sausing widespread destruction to game fish and 

fish food. 

he new Wississippi Game and Fish Commission tackled its 

problem in a different way. While the work is fone by commercial 

fishermen under the direat supervision of the Commission's agents, 

they pay a royalty of 25 per cent to the state, and are compelled 

to destroy gars and other unsalable fish or give them away - no . 

throwing them back to play more havoc. ! 

‘the Minnegota Conservation Commiseion recently decided to 

dispense with the old aontraet system of removing rough fish, and 

the state will do the work in the future. Commenting on the change 

in policy, John R/ Foley, Chairman of the Commission, says: "While 

the state is primarily interested in eradivating the rough fish, 

the commercial fishermen are interested in perpetuating an in- 

dustry from which they may derive a livelihood. ‘The Conservation 

Commigsion has decreed an end to tie unholy alliance of state 

and sonmer¢ial fishermen in rough fish removal." 

his action is hailed as one of the greatest forward steps 

ever taken in Minnesota. 

Field & Stream - Ootober, 1953/
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_ New Soils Building 
“Madison, Wiseonsin 

February 6, 1934 

Mr, H, 0, Hougen 

Loretta, Wisconsin 

= Dear Mr, Hougen: 

I am very glad to hear about the good 
i work you are doing through the schools, ‘Some 

: additional copies of the winter feeding vaper 
are enclosed, It is hard for me to make a selection 
of literature along the specifications you give 
in your letter, I happen to have a pheasant bul- 
letin which I enclose, My other material is 
split up into papers on a single aspect of a 
single species, Do you have my “Gane Survey of 
the North Central States?" If not, you can get 
it from the U, S. Biological Survey, Washington, 
D, C,, C/O W, L, MeAtee, 

: Sometime when you are in Madison drop 
in and you can select the literature which you 
have actual use for. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL/ gm In Charge, Game Research 
Ene.



THE STATE OF WISCONSIN 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT : 

Loretta Feb.3,1934 

Aldo Leopold i 
Game Manager 
University Of Wis. 

Dear’ Sirs 

Could I have a number A B C'§ of winter bird 
feeding . 

I have recently organized twelve schools 
in this vicinity in winter bird feeding.Winter high 
Draper high Ojibwa and Exland grade,and balance rural 
schools all in southern Sawyer County.Through the 
Conservation Department and Winter rod and Gun Club 
we have furnished feed.This venture has met with more 

success than we anticipated at the start.Through the 
influence of the. children in the various School 

Conservation Clubs many of the parents who never showed 
interest are now conservation minded. 

I call on the Schools about once each month $5 
and would like literature on various game birds to » 
pass out,would also like a history of the Mongolian ee 
English Black neck and Mutant.The Sawyer County Board 
the County Supt.of Schools to order a half hour 
conservation class per grade each week,I have been asked 
to take a class or two a week,would like to use game 
birds as a topic but first I need information on this 

subject and would appreciate any assistance you could 
give. 

Very truly yours, 

WV. A. / bee, eee “ 

Conservation Warcen.
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We New Soils Building 
Madiaon, Wiecongin 
Senuary 33, 1934 

Prof, ¢. 3. Hoan 
Agricultural library 

Dear Prof. Heans 

If tho library does not already subscribe, 
< weeds steamy voumeaah Sek © Peetiate. feet 
seription to dowrneal of Animal Ecology, Ganibridge 

. University Press, Fetter Lene, B. Cc. 4". 

@he gubseription is thirty shillings per 
year. Only four mubers have come out so far, and they 
contein so mach material of value to so many depart- 
ant ae ee Seana ak Eanes Saeh Se eee 

with Volume 1, Number 1. 

All University eetivities dealing with the 
control of populations, including Zconomical Mntimology, 
Geme Management, Fish ange Gk. aaeTe, See: 
will find in this journal edvanced material not ob’ 
able elsevhere. 

< shall need it for reference material in 

ee Oe Seen heh le a : my copy, go ny 
loc ant cseurlingly 18 wesld qreukiy Seatlitade iy 

course to have the journal available in the library. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL/gn Game Manager
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; Dec, 31, 1953 : 

Drs, R, A, McCabe and J, J, Hickey 
Departrent vildlife Management 
42h University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Bob and Joe: : 

For the first time in at least a decade, I revisited many of my haurts 
of the late thirties at Favilb Grove, and my thoughts are-trevents are still 
buzzing fiom the experience, Some of the changes which have taken pl ce 
were startling, to say the least; others are slight, The more drastic ones 
appeared to be cetrimental to most wildlife, but some ak erations should 
have been beneficial, 

i Upland game populations here are not what they used to be, according 
; sf to my casual observations, One bright spot: I saw two deer where none had 

owt lived for two generations of Favilles, It was a real satisfacti op also, to 
: fini that the deer were using three of Bobts end my cover plantings (the 

chain starting back of Ben Berg's, through the Four acres y and the Faville 
woods red cedar planting), Some of these plantings, incidentally, are A-=1 
denonstzations of what can be done on odd corners of southern Wisconsin farms, * 

One look at the prairie, and even Ley Morrison could make a wretty shrewd 
guess on why the chickens are gone, But what caused the elimination of quail 
and huns from Faville Grove and a marked decline in pheasants: acricultural 
changes, weather, predators, hunting pressure, lack of winter feeding, cycles, 
or combinations of these and other factors? 

Looking back over the years, it seoms to me that the game manager of 
today is just as mich at a loss to explain some of these population changes 
and to lay out a practical progran for the average “lisconsin farm as Bob and I 

vif were in the late thirties, In fact, we may have been on the right track at 
gh Po that time, but noy one has followed through, It was with satisfaction that 

i wer 8 I observed that most of the odd corners which we started to develop survived 
a 5] the landedevelopment boom of the recent war and post-war periods, But it was 

: 12] Gale discouraging to note that nothing had been done since--our inspiration failed 
: ‘ to generate a spontaneous follow-up (in the community or at the University), 

f Does that indicate complete failure in endeavors of this sort? I think 
i not. I think, instead, that the fault has been in not following throuch, 

\ The seed which we planted did not spread because no one combinued to water 
it until its roots were firnly established, I still firmly believe that the 
Leopold idea of demonstration and experimental areas for training students 
and gaining knowledge is sound, - 

aN ae / one ther ., 
ee shorting on THebee nis bhite® Forme (pcg fovith Farr), f 4 Z
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If I had it to do over again, I could think of no graduate problem more ? interesting to me and more badly needed than a followup in places like Faville Grove where measurable changes have occurred, ‘Whether even a tope notch student could Segregate the factors causing the changes and cme up with some new tricks for holding the line against wildlife depletion is open to question, I'll admit, Maybe it would take a dozen graduate problems, but I can see no shortecuts, Either we seak out the answers, or wildlife mane agement on the farm is as dead as a dodo, 

Faville “rove Area would be hard to beat for studies of this type for numerous reasons, especially if the University farm (old ?ilford Neadous ) could be induced to cooperate, Past records, a fifteenayear start on deme onstration plantings, the prairie remnant, the exbensive ditéhings (Goose : : Pond slated to go next) » commtable distance from the University, are som of its advantages, 

Just a suggestion to end the old year, 

Happy New Year, ; 

Art Hawkins



we THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

Madison 6 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

April 27, 1943 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum, et al. 
Delta Waterfowl Research Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

Now that the immediate shock of Professor Leopold's death has passed, Pat Murrish, 
Barbara Rogers (the Professor's secretaries) and I thought some of his close friends 
would like to know some of the details of the tragedy. This is not meant to bea - 
morbid recitel of facts, but we feel that by knowing some of these facts the 
tensions that accompany an event like this will be somewhat lessened. 

In brief, the story is as follows. 

Prior to the spring vacation which started April 17, Aldo had been run down con- 
siderably by a series of events, the most important of which were over-work and 
unaccountable reoccurrences of his facial disorder. He left Friday afternoon 
for the shack with the intention of spending at least ten days in relaxation and 

in planting a small pine plantation. Mrs. Leopold and Estella accompanied him. 
He apparently was enjoying the stay at the shack and had begun to plant some of 
the pines. On the morning of April 21 a rather large grass fire got started on a 
neighbor's property. This was about eight o'clock. At about ten o'clock the 
fire began to threaten a neighbor's mink ranch. Aldo, with other neighbors, be- 
gan to gather to help combat the blaze. Mrs. Leopold warned Aldo not to par- 
ticipate. To this Aldo replied that in a case such as this, there was nothing 
to do but to go and help. It was almost like a conditioned reflex with him. He 
apparently took an active part in the fighting, although he was at the time, 

somewhat apart from the major burning. It is alleged that the wind shifted, and 
strengthened the fire at the point where he had been working. 

When he did not report at the shack for lunch, Mrs. Leopold and Estella became - 
concerned, and went to a neighbor to inquire about Aldo's whereabouts. A small 
remaining group of men began to search for him and the man who actually found the 
body showed exceptional foresight in that he did not call attention to it, but 
instead took Mrs. Leopold back to the shack. He then returned and took the body 
to the farmhouse. The Sauk County Coroner ruled beyond all doubt, that Aldo 
died of a heart attack. This was undoubtedly brought on by his weakened condition, 
exertion, and heat. The unfortunate thing was that after Aldo collapsed the fire 
passed his body, and he was therefore bedly burned. : 

Needless to say, his close friends rallied in a hurry so that Mrs. Leopold was 
well taken care of in those first hectic twenty-four hours after the accident. 
Young Estella held up like a trooper, and was a great comfort to her mother. 
His sons Carl and Starker were able to come home from Massachusetts and Calif- 
ornia respectively. The third son, Imna, whose wife is expecting a baby, was 
unable to get here from Hawaii. Likewise, his daughter Nina, who is also 
expecting a baby momentarily, was unable to leave Columbia, Missouri.
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To eliminate the mental strain of double funeral services, none was held in 

Madison. No flowers were also requested. ‘The body was taken to Burlington, 
Towa on Friday, April 23, and was buried in Aspen Grove Cemetary in the Starker 
plot (Aldo's mother's maiden name). The cemetary is an old one, and the Starker 
plot is on a little kmoll, and Aldo's grave is below two tall white pines. 

From Madison, Professor Roark, Joe Hickey and I acted as pallbearers. The day . 
“was a very beautiful one. ‘The services were short, simple, and impressive. 

These are the facts. 

We are now attempting to carry on as best we can where Aldo left off. It is 

obvious that we are rattling around in his shoes. There is, however, one 

idea that seems to be in the minds of most of us, and that is that somewhere, 

somehow,we would like to have a memorial for the Professor. At this point, 
I would like only to implant the idea and hope that if ideas occur to any of 
his friends, we should be very glad to hear about them. 

Sincerely yours, 

RAMcO:pm a: A. McCabe 
Instructor 

os GQu: 
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: EXCLUSIVE CONNECTION WITH WESTERN UNION CABLE SERVICE 

is 
~ Kn A eS FANNIN NVI LON). 

e wee 

) MAVEN ne cnaa ayaa) TELE GRAPHS 
TORONTO 

1 YH 19 

OAK PARK JILL 905 A APRIL 23 1948 

ARTHUR HAWKINS, 
DELTA WATERFOWL RESEARCH STATION, 

DELTA, MANe 

you GUYS KEEP YOUR CHINS UP, WE ARE ON OUR 

OWN NOW. GRAB THAT TORCH, OIG DEEPER, PHENOLOGY FOREVER. 

BOB MANN 

T1005 ;
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(operating its own lines and those of the Great North Western Telegraph Company, 
the Grand Trunk Pacific Telegraph Company and Canadian Government Railways). 

HEREINAFTER CALLED THE COMPANY. : 

ALL MESSAGES ARE SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS, WHICH HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE BOARD 
OF RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS FOR CANADA, UNDER GENERAL ORDER 162, DATED MARCH 30Tn, 1916, AND ORDER 
49274 DATED 5TH DECEMBER, 1932, WHICH ORDERS WERE PUBLISHED IN THE CANADA GAZETTE ON DECEMBER 

241TH AND DECEMBER 3isr, 1932, AND JANUARY 71, 1933. 

It is agreed between the sender of the message on the face of this form and this Company that said Company shall not be liable for. damages arising from failure 
togtransmit or deliver, or for any error in the transmission or delivery of any unrepeated telegram, whether happening from negligence of its servants or otherwise, or 
for delays from interruptions in the working of its lines, for errors in cipher or obscure messages, or for errors from illegible writing, beyond the amount received for 
sending the same. 

To guatd against errors; the Company will repeat back any telegram for an extra payment of one-half the regular rate; and, in that case, the Company shall be 
liable for damages suffered by the sender to an extent not exceeding $200.00, duc.to the negligence of the Company in the transmission or délivery of the telegram. 

Correctness in the transmission and delivery of messages can be insured by contract in writing, stating agreed amount of risk, and payment of premium thereon 
at the following rates, in addition to the usual charge for repeated messages, viz.: pne per cent for any distance not exceeding 1,000 miles, and two per cent for any 
greater distance. 

This Company shall not be liable for the act or omission of any other Company, but will endeavour to forward the telegram by any other Telegraph Company 
necessary to reaching its destination, but only as the agent of the sender and without liability therefor. The Company shall not be responsible for messages until the 
same are presented and accepted at one of its transmitting offices; if a message is sent to such office by one of the Company's messengers, he acts for that purpose as _the 
sender's agent; if by telephone, the person receiving the message acts therein as agent of the sender, being authorized to assent to-these conditions for the sender. This 
-Company shall not be liable in any case for damages, unless the same be claimed, in Writing, within sixty days after receipt of the telegram for transmission. 

No employee of-the Company shall vary the foregoing. ? ; ‘ 
: q é 
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; CLASSES OF SERVICE * 

TELEGRAMS t Day letters are received subject tothe express understanding and agreement 
a aeat Tate exedited cee , that the Company does not undertake that a Day Letter shall be delivered on the 

A full-rate expedited service. day of its date absolutely and at all events; But that the Company's obligation in 
+ this respect is subject to the condition that there shall remain sufficient time for 

NIGHT MESSAGES ey . |” the transmission and delivery of such Day Letter on the day of its date during 
Accepted up to midnight at reduced rates, to be sent during the night and [| regular office hours, subject to the priority of the transmission of full-rate messages 

delivered on the morning of the next day after their date. At places where the | under the conditions named above. 
Company's offices are not open on Sundays, delivery will be made onthe morning / 
of the next ensuing business day. 5 NIGHT LETTERS 

DAY LEtmens L EES A dd idnight educed be di he hi : + ccepted up to midnight at redu rates, to sent during the night and 
A deferred day service at rates lower than the standard sles Tates as j Gelivercdvon the morning of the next day after their date. At places where the 

follows: One and-one-half times the ten-word day message ratéfor the transmis" {  Company’s offices are not open on Sundays, delivery will be made on the morning 
sion of 50 words or less, and one-fifth of the initial rate for such 50 words for each" _of the next ensuing business day. The rates for Night Letters are still lower than 
additional 10 words or less. The minimum charge for transmission over the the standard Night Message rates, as follows: The standard day rate for 10 words 
Company's lines of any Day Letter will be 45 cents: E for the transmission of 50 words or less and one-fifth of the initial rate for such 

Day Letters may be forwarded by the Company as a deferred service, andthe {| 50 words for each additional 10 words.or less. The minimum charge for trans- 
transmission and delivery of such Day Letters are, in all respects, subordinate to mission over the Company's lines of any Night Letter will be 30 cents. 

, the priority of transmission}and ‘delivery of fullirate messages. Night Letters may, at the option of the Company, be mailed at destination to 
Day Letters may be delivered by the Company by telephoning the same to the addressees, and the Company shall be deemed to have discharged its obligation 

the addressees, and such deliveries shall be a complete discharge of the obligation = in such cases with respect to delivery by mailing such Night Letters at destina- 
of the Company to deliver. tion, postage prepaid.
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: April 15, 1948 

Mr. Alber®@, Gnllistel 
Service Bitiding 

Rear Albertt 

My student Artiuy Hawicing bas dheaked up on Otte Lang's work ae 
austodian on the Feville Pmirie Nstarel aren and found that lang 
has done all the work that we possible, coneidering the failure 
of the University to furnish him with materials for the gate, siens, 
fence maintenance, eto., or to authorise his to bay them. He has 
walked over the ares a$ least ones @ month for a year; he hag sedn- 
teinued the fenee as far ae could be done without materiale; he hae 
watched all neighboring cattle henwis te see that none broke dn, and 
he hog gheeieed all entering eure to insure that they had a logitinate 
errand. 

Havicine thinks Leng would be willing to oontinue as custodian, despite o 
the faet that he feels hurt that the verbel plans agreed to by me « 

4g I underetend 4%, there are tro paychedin due, fo¥ duly 1947 and 
Beoanhor 1927, at 325.00 each. 1 hope these ean now be oaid, 

i understend that the last Apborntus Comeittes meeting turned over 
the gagtedien supervision to the Arboretum Melegiet. Singer he 
happens te be on my eteff, I vould sow Like written confirmation that 
the job is his, and that a specified fund is available for the maine 
tenance of the area. 

A £ sak pemsnton, ot the next nesting, to Wring uw gous of the inplice- 
* thone of this cage an 4% affeets our agreement with the Conserm 
Repartnent. ss 

Yours siaserely, 

Aliya Alda Lewpold
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August 13, 1945 

Miss Ada Hayden 
The Grasclend Research Foundation 
Towa State College 

Dea¥ Mise Hayden 

The Faville Preirie Preserve has now been 
deeded to the finiversity and will now be in 
ee eS ee eee He will 

undoubtedly prefer to make ou’ own desorip~ 
tion of the area for publication for the Beolog» 
ical Societys hence I am referring your letter 
to him. : 

The article I published on Faville Praizie 
“ee and would be of little value ag 
a scientific deseription. I have ud reprints. 

The following paper, by one of my students, 
however, contains a list of plants for several 

: spots in the immediate vicinity and many of 
Sen Senin Ache ove shee Sena ae Buvtiio 

ot Hawkine, Arthur S., "A Wildlife 
History of Faville Grove, Wisconsin", reprinted 
from the Trangaetions of the Acadeny 
of Seienses, Arta and rattore, Sieh 1940. 

Sincerely, 

Aldo heopold 

Sn ts atte - re 
© Havicine ‘ 
Curtis ‘
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July 16, 1945 

Robert K Henry, Congressman 
Congress of the United States 

House of iepresentatives 
Washington, D, ¢, 

Thazks for | courtesy in advising mo about the Live Decoy 
ails. ae : y 

_ I greatly regret that such legislation hag beon taken seriously 
x -any committee of Congress. Be ite te oy een Seely 

ae ee nn tn tet ae tee wildlife 
conservation. you had lived with live decoys as I have, 
Tua at on ee ee ee 
Mississippi river), you would never tolerate such a bill. 

T fear that guch a dill is a mtural to, the 
winding is aetit peas fen toe Ca eee 
and Wildlife Service, creating the impression that an enormous 

an a 
enhanced tendeney to concentrate, ut those of us who do not 
happen to live on a concentration area, and who kunt all fall 
without seeing more than a few score of ducks, are hard to 
convince that we can afford to return to such destructive 
devices as live decoys. 

Tast fall I haunted 22 days on the Wisconsin River and saw a 
total of 22 mallards, 5 wood ducks, 32 teal, 59 canada goose, 
and 1 jacksnipe, I did not fire one shell at any waterfowl. 

I hope you will oppose this bill. : 

Yours sincerely 

Alfio Leopold 

eo W. ¥, Grimmer 
Ira Gabrielson, Director Fish and Wildlife Service 
Tom Main, Ducks Unlimited, Winnipeg, Canada 
Albert Hochbaun 
Kenneth Reid, IWLA, Merchandise Mart, Opieago
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Mr. T.H.tusselman 
Gem City Business College 
Quinsy, Illinois 

DearrMr. Musselman: 

I am glad to hear from you again, You have raised some 

very interesting questions which have started me out on 

some new lines of thinking. 

At uy brother's place in Burlington there has been a 

tendency for more and more wood ducks to nest on top 

of the bluff. I had ascribed this to the erection of 

boxes, but you may be right in suspecting that the cutting 

of timber may have played a part. I am sending your 

letter to ny brother because I know he will be interested. 

As to predation, Arthur fawiins of the Illinois Natural 
Mistery Survey, thinks there is a teadency for predators 

to get into the “wood duck habit" after a colony has 

become dense, We have started a new colony here partly 

to test this theory, It will, of course, take a ood 

many years to mike the test. 

I am aurprised that you hed sueh good Incl: in raising 

d@neklings, Most attempts have failed, The insect lamp 

doubtless aceounte for the difference, 

Sincerely, 

Aldo Teoneld 

ce Tleonold 
Ravi ns . 

s 

a 

- . rl



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN c / V g 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE at CA : 
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DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT < 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

MADISON 5, WISCONSIN 

May 25, 1945 

Mr. Arthur Hawkins 
7 Manhattan Avenue 
Batavia, New York ; 

Dear Art: 

I got your note a day after Bob had verified two banded 
nesting wood ducks around the Arboretum, both of course 
of Illinois origin. Both were in hollow trees, having 
evidently rejected the boxes without sawdust. I knew 
you would be pleased with this news. We may find more. 
I am sending a copy of this to Fritz. 

I appreciate your note and of course all of us are pleased 
that you like the pack ratting idea. You would really 
be surprised how easy it is to get a dozen copies of 
angthing when I say it is for the boys in the service. 

Thanks for the phenology items. They are just what I 
wanted and help to fill some gaps. I appreciate your 
taking the pains to dig them out. 

The worst news around here is: that Alice leaves tomorrow. 
I hope you are having a good vacation. 

Yours, as ever, 

Aldo Leopold
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- Faville Grove Wildlife Araa 

’ Genoral Notes 1942 

There was no resident student on ths area in 192, These notes were made 

vy R. A, HeCabe in conjunction with a nesting study and on separate visits 

to tho arade ' 

Prairie-Plants i 

lL, White fringed orchis olonr the rim of tho slough on tho Faville : 

prairie proserve had only six plants (blossoms). 

2, None of the transplanted small white lody slippers blossomed } : 

fron the 1941 transpleatings, but tho plants wore present and 

apparently healthy, — ‘ : 

Trame pea hut i Paes ; 

3. Tho seal yellow ledy slipper 44 not come up at alle . 

L, There wero fower ladys tosses this year then dn 1940 or 1941, 

5.Bottled gentian coms up in several new places along the prairie road, 

6, Ancelics has inersazed alone tho prairie rond, especially in the i 

: @itch east of the old red house. j 

7. There were no wood Lilies found in 192 or 1942, : i 

&, Proivlo dock, vrairio clovor, Turk's cap lily, blazing star, 3 } : 

muccoon, violets, cono flower, bileskeyad susan were about the same ‘ 

6s in 19U0 and 19/4. 
ee 

9, There was mors broad leafed eilrhtun than in LOW, 4 

10. “Allows are invading bodily in tha southoast part of the prairle | 
presorvos : ; ' 

ll. Bind weed 4s bad in the ‘opea of tho "old Tynn Faville gate" 

between the "ducks pond" and the prairie preserves : 

12. The Iynn Faville pasture (west half) ves wot under the plow for 
the' first time and the corn yield was very cood. ee 

13. Stockel's 100-acre pasture was again “over prazed," ; : 

14, The Paville prairie preserve wis fenced. 

Proinie onioals a tS ee on 
wy Gandia i 

1.,thero vere resident 6 march have, } or G short-sared owls; 4 

6 or 8% prairie chickens plus the other comuon nesting species. 

2, Four sondhill cranes wero seen to stop for a short pertod on the prairic. 

: © CAS ou tate 4 Bose Telarc :
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3. A jackrabbit wos seen during the hwating season, ‘ 

4, Stunt end coon were also kmown to use the north-south prairio 

road as a travel lano,. ¢ 

5, A bluo~ving teal nosted in the nowly made nucle pond (lynn Faville's 

pasture.) 

6, Otto Tanse trapped 35 mmoskrate ont of the "duels pond" and 4 minis | 

“along the river. eee i 

Unlend 

1. Thore were no large yellow lady slippors in faville’s woods, 2s 
(1 in 1941) 

2, Mrank Tillotson did little or no eutting in the Paville woods, ; 

. 3, Tho goose yond was too soft to mole tamuracle cutting feasible. ; 

h, A voty of deer had boon sdon many times on tha areaeea buecle and doo 

seon abous June 10, 100 yards from Farmers Island by R. A, McCabe. 

5. A coon was soon at Farmers Island in tho spring of 192 and in the = 

"winter of 1912 on the Stockwell fern (west of G) 

6. In 1940 = 2 opossum 
In 1942 = 6 onossun ‘ ey 
In 1912 = 1520 opossum (femora have seen 18) | 

: | 

7. Rabbits at a high (more than ony time since 1935). i 

8. Squirrels in pest proportions. 

Qe leo also very atundants (Yao tew 4 dee mmucar) 
10, Thoasants srent most of the 192-5 winter on the high ground 

{no census made), : i 

ll, Winter foodine was carried on by a few momboray 1t wes not employed 

until the cold spell in January. : $ 

12, Hons and quail wore few in fall but appeered to have rintered 
vetter than in 1940 or 1942, 

13. No mourning doves wintered--8 had wintored on the Faville homestead — 

form in 1941. 

1%, The horned owl population waa 2 palr--one long-eared owl was soon 

in the goose rond in December. i 

15, There wes more shocked corn outstanding in 1942 than in 1941.
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16, The Johnston boys reported a ruffod grouse in the Yerry junipers; 
this was not corroborated, 

17. Plover notes wore talon by Irv Buss, 

18. Hsying extended over a icncor poriod (3 1/2 weels) than 4n 
1945 or 1941, 

19. the (2) red fox planted on tho Berg form in 19! were not sean laa 
year. .
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a Aldo Leopold 

a = 424 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

March 1, 1945 

Dear Arthur: 

: Alice and I were pleased to get your letter, and the 
family were also pleased to hear from Betty. I am glad 
that the arrival in the family not only transpired 
safely, but that he has reached the Indian backboard 

stage. I thoroughly approve, but Alice hasn't said. 

Your estimation of a goose kill from crippling loss is 
very interesting, but I do not see anthing wrong with 

it. It's a relief to know that you are still able todo 
field work and are accumlating data. The skeleton 
comparison with Harold Hanson's Horseshoe geese will be 
interesting. Let me know how it comes out. 

“ Bob made an extra big catch of pheasants, both at the 
Arboretum and the Fish Hatchery, but the snow is now 

leaving us, and I imagine the trapping is nearly over. 
The enclosed Riley news letter will tell you something 
about the shooting season which was only moderately good. 

The main news with me is that Carl is home on leave after 
two years absence. He looks fine, and is scheduled 

to go back to Quantico for further training. 

Bob will doubtless write you direct about the Hun papers 
In my opinion, it is in almost final shape, barring 
only the revision of a few pages at the start. Bob has 

been so tied up with trapping that he has been unable to 

do this minor revision. 

The quail trapping at Prairie du Sac showed the usual Coa 
rate of return on last year's banded birds.® I think 
that Cyril and Irv, by pooling their banding returns, 
have just about got an important quail paper nailed down. 

over © = =-



Irv hasn't been home, but he did have some leave 
with his wife in San Francisco. 

118 class this year is small but interesting. 

I haven't seen Mr. Faville or the Tillotsons 
but hope that the old gentleman is well. 

By the way, the Commission has appropriated 
$5,000 for a start toward buying up natural areas. 

With love to Betty, and write again 

when you feel like it, eo 

Yours as ever, 

—————



Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

February 20, 1945 

Dear Arthur, 

Peggy Hickey tells Alice that you are being switched 
to a different assignment. I'd like to hear about it, 
and also to know your recent news. 

I have never heard whether the scheduled arrival came 
off all right. I hope so, and also that Betty is well. 

In the event of any change in your notion of going 
back to Illinois Natural History Survey, be sure to 
let me know, for the Wisconsin Department is now 
formulating its post-war organization. 

Carl is home on leave and looks fine. He and Keena 
went up to the shack yesterday. 

We have had a hard winter, tut pheasants have pulled 
through all right. Rabbit browsing is terrific, also 
some mice. 

Bob is getting a bigger banding than usual. 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo 
—_—s 

often LiF tun Yon Kime cn heer c enesfusrclut



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

5 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

August 31, 1944 

$/Sgt. Arthur S. Hawkins 
Route 1, Box 322 

Amarillo, Texas 

Dear Art, 

I like the idea, but there are only a handful who will formlate 

their own questions. The rest will only vote on an assortment you 

place before them. 

Here are some off-hand suggestions on the kind of questions (not 

all of which are suitable for Illinois): 

1. Can Hochbaum's specifications for nesting territory be applied 

in marsh management? 

2, To what extent is the continental population of any species 

divided into local "races" (morphological or physiological) 

which must be conserved as units? (Example: Bear River geese) 

Are there criteria (such as mating habits) by which the existence 

of local races may be predicted? 

3. What waterfowl species have intra-specific population controls 

equivalent to "inversity"? What are these controls? 

4. What sex and age differentials are operating in the kill? 

(As differential on young geese at Horseshoe lake) : 

5. What are the effects of "perverted" refuges like Horseshoe Lake? 

What is the cure? 

6. Fundamental "blind" research in physiology and endocrines. 

lyle is here. Sorry you can't see him. 

Yours, 

oe 
. Aldo Leopold 

ec Albert Hochbaum 

Bill Elder : 
%



Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Jamary 29, 1944 

. a 

Dear Arthur, eke 

I, too, was feeling that d been a long time since 
I had heard from you, so as awfully glad to get your 
letter. 

You ought to write a Special paper on the soldier as 
an ornithologist. am Serious about this. 

It's queer how ideas, Aike dust storms, come down out 
of the sky. All of otr crowd are playing with the 
notion that repeAts Are a lot more impdrtant than we 
used to think. /Bob/is studying repeats to find out 
about the local of pheasants on the Arboretum, 
and also the localities of cottontails. I can well 
imagine that som@very good deductions will come out of 
your repeat ducks. Certainly we have no good notion of 
the winter shifts in duck population. 

Your sex counts strike me as having the same kind of 
value that is showing up differentials in winter 

movement and distribution. If a hundred workers could 
be making such counts and pooling them, we might really 
learn something. 

Was the low pheasant population in New York peculiar 
to this year, or has there been a trend in that direction? 
You may remember that John Phillips was sure there had 
been a downward trend in New England. It almost 
seemed to me like what I used to call a "recessive 
establishment". The same thing happened in the 
Williamette Valley, although nobody has ever admitted 
it in print. ‘ Org eer 

I have no jackrabbit data that amounts to anything. 
There are quite a few records of the yield obtained 
from jack rabbit drives, mt Walter Taylor doubtless 
knows about this. 

over



Alice is adding Hammy's present address in Nebraska.* 

I now have a hope of immediate revival of Faville Grove 
as a food and cover demonstration by the Department. 
Will keep you posted. 

Love to Elizabeth. 

Yours as ever, 

Adelo 
——y 

* Lt. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr., A.C. 
6th Alt. Tre. Unit 
Fairmont, A.A.F, 
Geneva, Nebraska 
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Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wisconsin 

February 11, 1944 

Dear Art, 

I have transmitted your ideas to Mr. Bubbert. 

I was unaware that the New York pheasants had 

stayed down ever since 1936. This is an extremely 

interesting situation, and I don't know how to inter- 

pret it. The change from Mongolians to Chinese 

doesn't strike me as a sufficient explanation. 

Wisconsin changed strains several times without 

producing any visible effect. 

We at last have some cold weather and a light snow. 

The present plan is for Deerwester to take over 

Faville Grove. I have always had a favorable 

impression of him, and think it might be a go. I 

hope he can make a census this winter so that the gap 

in the censuses will not be too long. 

I have a new German pointer pup. He looks promising 

so far. 

Yours as ever, 

ae 

= 
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Aldo Leopold 

Madison, Wisconsin 

May 1, 1944 

$/Sgt. Arthur S. Hawkins 
Veterinary Service, Station Hospital 

Amarillo Army Air Field 
Amarillo, Texas 

Dear Art, 

I have already sent Fritz a copy of Albert's 

Canvasback, but I am sending him your letter 

so that he will know that you thought of him. 

Your check is returned. 

We all missed you at the Conference. 

Today is that morning when buds are breaking and 

all the May birds are arriving in a rush. I wish 

I were making a trip with you at Faville Grove. 

Yours as ever 

_



424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 
Jamary 20, 1944 

Mr. Joseph Burkhardt 
St. Croix Falls 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Burkhardt: 

You may remember that in about 1937 you sold o German 
pointer to Arthur S. Hawkins of Leke Mills, and that 
this dog subsequently came into my posseseion. The 
Gog is registered as Gots von Tusbingen FDSB 259226. 

Gus turned out to be one of the most brilliant field 
aoge I ever owned, tut I lost him last November. I 

am anxious to get a pup of the same strain, or else 
of a similer strain. You may remember that he was 
long legged, and I want to avoid getting any pup of 
@ short legged strain. I am interested only in a pup, 
both of whose psrents ~ate good hunters. 

If you are atill raising shorthaire, I would like te 
know what you have on hand or in prospect. If not, 
can you forward this letter to someone whose stock 
you can recommend as equal to Gus's? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ec Irv Buss 
Avs eek



Le RG Gus 

; November 25~27, 1943 

Gus's Last Hunt 

We came up to get us a deer. Took the boat up to Anchor's island, 
hoping to find it free of hunters. I stood at the lower crossing 
while Estella and Gus went up the north shore to mke a drive. They 
had no seoner left than I found the fresh track of a deer, crossing 
the channel from the mainland, and dragging a leg. ‘There was blood. 
It was clear that somebody's cripple was on the island, 

In a few mimates a disgusted looking hunter appeared. He had 
followed his eripple to the island wut couldn't find her. 

While I was talking to the hunter, I heard Gus! "big-game" yelp. 
I knew he had found the cripple, and hurried to join him. 

When I got there, I found Estella in tears and Gus in the middle of 
the river, The deer had taken the water and crossed to the north shore. 
Gus had followed. On a bar in the middle he had come upon the doe and 
gotten kicked. I had heard the doe give a loud blat, like a half-grown 
ealf in desperation. 

Qus is a weak swinner because of his crocked leg. I éoubted whether 
he would make the far shore, toward which the current carried him. We 
hurried back toward the boat, but it was too far to enable me to reach 
him in time. We were overjoyed when he at last reached the north bank. 

It took me half an hour to get to the boat and cross the river. 
When I reached him he had his hind legs in the water, his forelegs 
clinging te a sod. He was baying weakly, but wes unable to lift his 
head. I carried him up the bank, bet he couldn't stand. His hind 
quarters were paralyzed, either by exhaustion, or the kick from the 
deer, or both. : 

Gus recognized me when I carried him up the bank, but he was soon 
seized by convulsions. I covered him with my coat, but covld do nothing 
else for him. I had to tell him goodbye, and put him out of his misery. 

A. le
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: 42h University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 
September 23, 1943 

Members, Faville Grove Wildlife Area: 

Another hunting season has rolled around, and I am sorry 
to tell you that due to the shortage of students, funds, 
gasoline, and tires I am unabie to furnish any help for the 
operation of the area this fall. This being the case, 

there seems little object in holding our usual membership 

meeting. 

I hope, however, that you will continue to regard the 
farmer group as still in existence, All that is required on 
your part is to continue to limit hunting on your farm to 
your family, your help, and invited guests. Meanwhile 

I will continue to permit your use of the University signs. 

After the war, I have hopes of reviving a more active 
wildlife program, either by the University or by the BaKaar 
Conservation age 

oT fa a Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

a ON eee yo ate 
Like x Y, atl, 

ee as ee «ge he ene 
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: Aldo Leopold 

Madison, Wisconsin 

6 

July 30, 1943 

S/Sgt. A. S. Hawkins 
Veterinary Service, Station Hospital 
Amarillo Army Air Field, : 
Amarillo, Texas 

Dear Art: 

I am asking Bob next time he goes out to bring back 
some reprints of the Faville Grove History, and also 
Betty's prairie maps. Thanks for adding the 1941 
map which will be carefully preserved. 

I am glad you saw Bill Hamilton. 

Jim Ayars' wood duck article came out in the July 31 
issue of the Saturday Evening Post. If by any chance 
you do not get a copy, drop me a note and Alice will 
lay one aside for you. It's a pretty good job of 
popular interpretation. 

Ted Frison was up yesterday, and I am glad to see that 
he wants to keep the waterfowl projects going, but 
finding personnel is, of course, difficult. 

The Burlington folks were awfully glad to have you 
and Elizabeth stop off, and I am especially glad that 
you didn't miss Fritz entirely. 

Starker is signing off from Missouri, and will be home 
for a month writing his thesis. (Maybe two months. ) ‘ 
We expect him in a week or two. 

either 
All the wood docks tel loa to hatch or died except 
two which are thriving. Halpin says the air bubbles 
got burst in shipping, even in the fresh eggs. Maybe 

over



this is a hint for future shipments. Bob is 
raising a bunch of young Huns to get a final 
check on molts and bursa. 

With best regards, 

Yours as ever,



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

6 
DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

July 19, 1943 

$/Sgt. Arthur S. Hawkins 
Amarillo Army Air Field 
Amarillo, Texas 

Dear Art: 

The University Committee is outlining a general conservation 
course for undergraduates, and it seems likely that your 
Wildlife History of Faville Grove will be one of the 
readings. I have only 13 copies left. Do you have a 
supply at Faville Grove? If so, may I get an additional 
15 copies? Would Mrs. Tillotson know where they are? 

With best regards, 

Chole 
———» 

Aldo Leopold



2117 Taylor St. 
: Amarillo, Texas : 

i April 16, 1943 

Prof, Aldo Leopold 
Wildlife Management Division 
424 University Farm Place — ; 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I was very glad to have your criticisms concerning my 
recent report. I certainly cannot argue your point that for meat 
alone, waterfowl is not a drop in the bucket toward alleviating the 
meat shortage. [Equally strong is your criticism that if ducks are 
left unshot, so much the better for the duck population. Perheps I 

: stuck my neck out too far. However, my logic ran along these lines: 

General acceptance of the "harvest the crop" policy, gives 7 
the green light to hunting, regardless of war and material shortages. 
However, war conditions are bound to serve as a check against over- 
exploitation, Therefor haf not evaluate the situation and proceed 
according to sound principles of game management. I have studied the 
Panhandle in this light and concluded (perhaps erroneously) that the 
management measures,which I recommended, would tend to balance the 
present wide discrepancy in effort-success ratio without harming the 
waterfowl populatim as a whole, : 

As I attempted to point out in the report, lakes, during wet 
years, are so distributed that a large number of persons could share in 
the pleasures and profits of duck shooting with the minimum of drain on 
rubber and gas, if the obstacles were lowered a bit. In my opinion, our 
war-time policy toward hunting should follow one or the other of these 
two roads (and not a middle course). (1) Conclude hunting as a sport and 
restrict its use to a control of range and crop denis TH Within the 
limits of sound managenent, harvest the surplus the easiest and most 
productive way possible, I have chosen the latter policy for the reasons 
given, ‘ 

Had a very enjoyable week-end on the Howe Ranch near Canadian. 
Heard my first "booming" lesser chickens and learned that they sound 
(ami act) considerably different than greater chickens. Also saw several 
groups of "wild" turkeys, a fairly typey looking bird but probably not too 
high in Starker's classification, Collected some good information on fish 
produstion of some of the better Panhandle lakes, during the draining of 
one of the lakes, My best as ever, 

ARTHUR S. HAWKINS 

ASH/gl



| 2117 Taylor St. 
Amarillo, Texas, April 2, 1943. 

Prof, Aldo Leopold erent 
Wildlife Managenent Dept. i 4 
University of Wisconsin ; k ; 
Madison, Wisconsin 

_ Dear Aldo: ; 

At the request of Bandy Siegler, who is in charge of the Texas 
Pittman-Robertson Waterfowl Project, I have prepared a report 
covering some of my findings in the Panhandle. 1 knor Al Hochbaum 
will be interested in comparing notes on courtship, so after reading 
it, will you kindly pass it on to Al? 

I hope you will make allowances in so far as some of the writing . 
is concerned. Bandy gave me just a few days to meet an April ist 
deadline, I'd appreciate having your comments concerning the report, 
If I'm here long enough and have the time, I'd like to step out of ay 
field a bit and attempt thesame sort of reconnaisance of the sport 
fishing resources—just for experience. 

: “al wrote me how much he enjoyed seeing you again at Minneapolis. 

Summer has hit here with a vengeance. Temperatures are running 
about 80, No rain to amount to anything since last October, and no 
snoy, As things now stand, I may see another dust bowl. The wheat 
is about shot from drough 4 peer ues. Ranchers are beginning 
to unload their steers as Yu~4- (hfycen because they are running 
short of feed ami can't get . 

“Betty and I are fine and still aijoy the Panhandle, She is 
assistant manager at the largest Post lxchange on the post, Recently 
I received a letter from Starker in which he brought me up-to-date on 
his work. Please say hello to lirs, Leopold and Estella, 

Sincerely, i 

ASH/gi ae
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Aldo Leopold — - 

Madison, Wisconsin : 

4ok University Farm Place 
October 30, 1942 

Corporal Arthur Hawicins 4 
4235 W. 10th é 
Amarillo, Texas 

Dear Art: 

I am mich pleased that you like the Amarillo plains, 
and especially that you have a sympathetic local friend 
who is helping you get around. 

It's also good news that you have a fairly agreeable 
assignment now from the Army. : 

We held the Faville Grove meeting a couple of weeks 
ago, and I am sending you an extra copy of the 
shooting rules. 

There are lots of pheasants this year everywhere. I 
got two nice cocks, shooting on the upland of Farmers! 
Island on the opening Sunday. Cocks seemed to be 
gethered on the island as a result of the shooting, and 
most of the hunters were wearing themselves out down 
in the cattails and tamaracks without seeing many birds. 
In’the thicket on the hill these cocks furnishelshooting 
much like ruffed grouse shooting except, of course, they 
were considerably slower. Bob McCabe also got a cock i 
in the same place, and we found a fourth one lying dead, 
apparently a head shot from some distant spot. 

Farmers! Island is now full of maidenhair fern. This 
is, of course, in keeping with your theory that it represents 
mixed hardwood, but I can't remember their being there 
in former years, can you? 

over



My brother Carl and I had a very fair grouse hunt from 
the shack, working the streams in Adams County. The 
flushing rate was better than either '41 or 'HO, ana 
about equal to '39. This was a pleasant surprise. 
The rates were; 1939--4.2 per hour 

1940--3.0 per hour 
1941--3.0 per hour 
1942--4.0 per hour 

Farther north, there are said to be many localities 
which have already lost their grouse. This would sound 
like a cycle, but theA@/was no parasitism in the birds 
that we killed. The adult-juvenile ratio, however, was 
about 50-50, which sounds a little like a cycle. 

I thought you might be interested in the seminar schedule 
attached. 

Bob is doing a good job writing up the Hungarian paper. 

The invitation for a grouse hunt at the shack is hereby 
extended, and I hope this war may be over before the 
next high. 

Give my love to Betty. 

; Yours as: ever, 

se



UNIVERSITY oF WiscONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT September 8, ighe 

Pvt. Arthur Hawkins 
2107 Ninth Street 
Witchita Falls, Texas 

Dear Art: : 

Thanks for the references. The one on aging by teeth should have 
particular value, and I am sending it to Bill Feeney. 

I can appreciate your difficulties about literature. I assume 
you are getting your journals, tit that your worries pertain to 
literature over and above journal papers. 

Cuw out 

By all odds the most important thing which has happened recently 
is Elton's "Yoles, Mice, and Lemmings". I'd be glad to send 
this to you if you think you have time to read so large a volume. 
It may take me several months to finish reading it myself, after 
which it is at your disposal. Alice has been saving reprints 
for you as we manage to get hold of them. Do you want them 
sent on to you instead of accumlating here? 

Your migration notes on upland plover interest me particularly. 
Irv told me the other day that they left Faville Grove a few 
days earlier than usual. I neglected to put down the exact 
date, but it clicks approximately with yours. 

Pete Henika tells me he has a high on blue quail and bobwhite. 
He also said he hoped to stop off to see you. His address is 
200 Main Street, Shamrock, Texas. 

I am mech pleased about the prospective furlough. The opening 
dates are as follows: 

Grouse, northern counties--September 19 
Grouse, southern counties--October 17 
Pheasants--October 17 
Dacks--September 26 

Yours as ever, 

Se 

Aldo Leopold 

ce Feeney 3 
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COMMISSIONERS ' A GENERAL HEADQUARTERS 

Se 
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FRANKLIN 3000 
: CHARLES G. SAUERS, GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT 

" April 29, 1942 

Private Art Hawkins 
Sheppard Field al 
Wichita Falls, Texas 

Dear Art: 

iI am enclosing a report on our duck-banding operations for 1940 and 

: 1941. When I get around to it, I will write to Doc Frison and 3ill ‘lder 
regarding your suggestion as to making banded releases on licGinnes Slough. 

Lynn was in here on furlough the other day but 1 didn't get to see 

him. Everybody seid he looked like a million dollars. 

I recently spent two days in Madison at the request of the \/isconsin 

Friends of our Native landscape. Professor Leopold and I talked at their 
dinner that evening. They asked me to study the Devil's Lake State Park 

and pull some of their chestnuts out of the fire. Professor Leopold 

talked on the Forcupine Mountain areas which are in danger of being com- 

pletely denuded of timber within 12 months. He and 1 talked all morn- 

ing, and then spent the afternoon with Bill Longenecker, Frofessor Aust, 

and Aust's landscape class in the arboretum. i have to sit down with 

Leonvold about every year or so to get my thinking straightened ovt. We 

certainly covered a lot of ground. 

I sympathize with your reactions to army life. ‘Some of us are 

simply not fitted for that kind of existence. You are one and I am 

another. 

or yp. yours, 

Lf 
ae 
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Aldo Leopold 

Madison, Wisconsin 

April 14, 1942 

Dear Art: 

I am a little surprised about the poor bird showing 
of good cover in your territory. If this keeps up all 
Spring and is not a local temporary difficulty, I would 

like very much to be posted on it. 

I put in the last of my plantings yesterday. The season 

is about two weeks early. Irv says plover arrived at 
Faville Grove yesterday, April 13, which is exactly the 
same day as last year. I am taking the class out to help 
him census on April 25. 

Toronto was interesting but with no startlingly new 

developments about war status of the profession. Albert 
was there and did a good job demonstrating sex and age 
in ducks. 

Bob is doing a good job rounding up the nesting study, and 
I think we will shortly have a manuscript to show you. 

Mother and Marie are here for a few days. Mother's 
trouble is better. 

Will write you more detailed news shortly. It's fine to 
hear from you. 

With best regards, 

Olde 
— 
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

April 7, 1943 

S/Sgt. Arthur S. Hawkins 
2117 Taylor Street 
Amarillo, Texas 

Dear Arthur: 

You have certainly accumulated a surprising amount of good 

data. I am sending the report to Albert. 

I like all of your report except the management section. 

i I don't see any misfortune in having an undershot area. 
As for the meat value of ducks, I can't go along at all. : 
The gas, rubber, lead and brass per pound would be 
shocking. I think the Conference went haywire trying 
to mix elk, deer, waterfowl, and small upland game 

into one slogan. 

Well, that's a small part of your very excellent report.ctwol obout a” 

wty opr: 
have" to Elizabeth. 

Yours as ever, 

Obhe 

Aldo Leopold 

ec Albert



Prairie chicken folder 
March 1942 

The following are approximate figures on the planting of prairie chickens 
on the Cook County Forest Preserve: 

In 1940 about 7 cocks and about 4 hens were trapped in southern Illinois and 
released on the Preserve. | 

In 1941 11 cocks were found booming. 

In 1942 no chickens had been seen to date. : 

This information was given verbally from memory by Roberts Mann. (March 30, 1942) . 

cc Hamerstrom j 
Hawkins



424 University Farm Place 
March 17, 1942 

Mr. Donald Culross Peattie 
Q4O Mission Canyon: Road 
Montecito, Santa Barbara 
California 

Dear Mr. Peattie: 

I am sorry about the non-arrival of the "Wildlife 
History of Faville Grove". It likely was sent 
c/o The Audubon Society and got hung up somewhere, 

I am sending you another copy now to the Santa Barbara 
address. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
‘ Professor of Wildlife Management 

CC Hawkins f 
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GY o Mraeceaty Corigyn) Enh 

“224 BUENAZ VISTA ROAD 

MONTECITO, SANTA BARBARA 

CALIFORNIA 

ae 

March 3, 1942 pe yuu 

Wr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I looked forward with interest to 
receiving the "Wildlife History of Faville 
Grove" which you mentioned in your letter 
of January 2, but it has never come. This 
is the sort of thing I would like to have, 
and I am hoping that it will drop out of 
the mail some day. 

Thank you for all the kind things 
that you say of my work. I hope very much 
that some day I am going to have the pleasure 
of meeting you. 

Sincerely, yours. v 7 => 

e Donald Culross Peattie 

DCP sry 
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT yo University Farm Place 

Damary 29, 1942 

Dear Arthur: 

Bob is approaching the stage in the Hungarian paper 
at which the details of writing must be planned. He 
gave the material at seminar the other evening, and 

you will be pleased to know that it went over big. 

‘ What I would like to ask you is whether Ted Frison 
expected to have the publication of this paper under 
his auspices. I am, of course, perfectly willing that 

it be published by Illinois, and so is Bob, but before 
saying anything to Ted Frison on the subject, I thought 
I had better get your impression. 

If it is to be handled by Illinois, Bob and I need Ss 

some advance notion of length, style, limitations Gl 
plates, et cetera. 

With best regards, 

_—— 

Aldo Leopold 

Mr. Arthur S. Hawkins 

Detachment Medical Department 
Station Hospital, Bldg. 1268 
Sheppard Field, Texas 

Ort Lighe <2 arte with w bool afaclinn at hrapulal 
Ticnnis cee Ei get owen wohl at Crerrrane 9 Ach ov,



Aldo Leopold 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Jamary 20, 1942 

Dear Arthur, 

I was glad to get your letter and have delayed reply until 
I could get to Faville Grove. Feeding may have been faulty 
during the storm, but I found everything shipshape since then. 
The census indicates pheasants are way up: 212 birds as 
compared with 137 last year, but this was not a drive. Both 
Hungarians and quail are down,with censuses of 120 and 75 
respectively. Arboretum pheasants are up. The drive showed 
317 as compared with 299 last year. 

I hope you have seen Pete Henika by this time, and I hope you 
find time to let him show you around, particularly to show 
you the kites on the Canadian River. 

I had a nice visit with the folks at Faville Grove and found 
Elizabeth looking well and Mr. Faville looking better than 
usual. 

I hadn't seen the Scheinfeld book, but I'm asking Alice to 
get it for me. Am reading Peattie's "Road of a Naturalist", 
but find it pretty highly colored. 

Most of my time nowadays is spent grinding away at manuscripts-- 
Delta Bulletin, my paper on Prairie du Sace with Paul Errington, 
and Arboretum pheasants. Fortunately the last is finished. 
Bob McCabe is making good headway on the Faville Grove Hungarian 
paper, and I think you will tw pleased. He has not started 
actual writing yet, but has drawings, graphs, and tables 
finished. 

Carl is enlisting in one of the meteorology schools next 
month.



Aldo Leopold 

Madison, Wisconsin 
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Please excuse this typewritten reply, but I didn't want 
to delay longer. 

Write me again when you have time. 

Yours as ever, 

do 
__ 

ORrneroke lms fey vue G Le farwuire a ert 

hon fact vf habe tas ua Nulit Core, 

_ deo.
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Mr. Donald Peattie 
c/O National Audubon Sockty 
1006 Fifth Averme 
New York City, New York 

Dear Mr. Poattie: 

Professor Robert Redfield told me yesterday that 
he thought you would like to see the "Wildlife 

History of Faville Grove", which I am sending 
you under separate cover. 

This venture by one of my graduate students is, 
in a very modest degree, parallel to your "Prairie 
Grove"; but of course without any attempt at 
literary writing. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Hawkins 

‘ ° 

al



; ij UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

cal COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

{ } ce MADISON, WISCONSIN 

Who 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT you University Farm Place 

November 28, 1941 

Mr. Arthur S. Hawkins 

Co. A, 26th Battdlion / lake Mills, Uiscons/t 

Medical Tfaining Center, Barracks 308 

Caup Gragt, Illfinois / é 

Dear Arthur: 

Here is a rough draft of the talk you helped wed he pee Acs 

me outline. You will notice that I didn't Lulblarst 

cover more than a fraction of the ground we : 

talked about. 10m. TY 

Dee, +4 1G¥) 
If you have any suggestions, I'd be glad to 1 i 

have them. Mark up this copy and return it Mid -uronp we Coop, 

if that is the quickest way. 

With best regards, 

a 

Aldo Leopold j



424 University Farm Place 
October 22, 1940 

Dr. Rudolf Bennitt 
Wildlife Conservation Building 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Rudolf: 

In order not to leave you in the dark about my contribution to the 
"symposium," I enclose a rough draft. I had to hurry this and have no 
idea whether it is better or worse than preceding attempts. In any case 
it is the best I can do. 

I am sending several copies so that if you should wish to have some- 
body primed to discuss its applications to particular technologies, you 
can use it for this purpose. I have an idea that Hamerstrom, @rrington, 
Hawkins, Roberts Mann, and perhaps Gus Swanson would be good bets. A copy 

has already been sent Hawkins. 

I will be out of touch of mail all this week. 

I will await your direction as to how to modify, amputate, or extend 
this to fit in with your own plans. 

Your letter to Arthur of October 14 has just come to my attention. 
Now that you have a (presumably) better basis to go on, by all means carry 
out your arrangement with Lyle Jeffrey either as part of the discussion or 
a8 a Separate paper. It probably doesn't matter mech how it is designated 
in the program as long as Jeffrey enters the disevssion. 

> I am sending a copy of this to Arthur. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Wildlife Management



BIOTIC LAND USE 
Aldo Leopold 

The system of ideas now known as ecology is arranged for use in ; 

scientific description and research. . 

This is an attempt to rearrange the same ideas for guiding land use and 

conservation. 

The utility of any science may be deeply affected by the categories set 

up as a “language” for its exploration. The present categories of ecology 

are not an attribute of land, but rather of those minds which first examined 

land as a community. Some other language may be better. The language best 

for finding facts may not be best for inducing people to use then. 

Alternative arrangements of ecological thought, if sound, may therefore 

improve research, or practice, or both. 

The term land, as here used, includes soils, water systems, and wild 

and tame plants and animals. We deal here only with the interactions of 

these component of land, and their collective behavior before and after human 

dominance. 

; es = 
‘. 

" / The first characteristic of new land is [stabiaity. Undisturbed communities 

change their composition and their internal economy only in guibaates time. 

Within the time-scale of human affairs, they are stable. 

The second characteristic of new land is diversity. The biotic community 

is diverse in composition, complex in organization, and tends to become more so. 

Man has developed technologies for the control and use of land. Soil and 

water are controlled by engineering, floras and faunas by cropping or management. 

These technologies achieve, each within its own narrow field, various
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degrees of success. There is a tacit assumption that the sum of their successes 

equals stable land. It is assumed that if good agronomy, erosion control, 

pasture management, forestry and wildlife management be simultaneously applied 

to a given area, stability will follow. It is admitted that this assumption 

is conditional upon something which technicians in khaki call "coordination." 

Planners in tweed call it "integration." 

Many efforts have been made to define coordination, but I recall no effort 

to examine the validity of the basic premise. Is it true that, given good 

coordination, the sum of the technologies equals stable land? 

It is common knowledge that the technologies are partially competitive. 

"Good" agronomy means a coverless countryside devoid of all but the least 

exacting species of wild plants and animals. It means widespread drainage with 

possible derangement of water systems, and the extinction of marsh and bog 

communities. "Good" pasture management relegates woods to the poorest slopes; 

ordinary pasture management abolishes woods entirely. "Good" forestry, until 

very recently, meant artificial monotypes which excluded wildlife and sometimes 

sickened the soil itself. "Good" ome management, in Burope at least, abolishes 

the predators, which is in turn presumably accountable for irruptions of rodents. 

Can good coordination iron out these conflicts? Perhaps, but it seems safe to 

say that there are few or no instances in which it has yet done so. 

It is common knowledge that the technologies are usually applied too late, 

and that they are seldom all applied with equal intelligence to an entire land 

unit. We have no evidence worthy of the term "scientific" on what they could 

do if perfectly balanced and timed. Our only guide is their collective performance, 

so fer, on those land units where the largest oumber of technologies have been 

applied, for the longest time, with the most earnest attempt at coordination. 

In America, most such attempts are so far governmental rather than private. I 

will cite two as examples.
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In southwestern Wisconsin erosion control, flood control, pasture 

renovation, crop rotation, nitrification by legumes, woodlot improvement, and 

wildlife management have been applied more or less thoroughly during the last 

decade. Each has scored its own success in spots, and the disorgani mtion of 

the land has doubtless been reduced somewhat in its velocity. But this 

region still displays flashy streams, loss of topsoil, silting of reservoirs, 

migration of plowland from upland to marsh, irruption of white grubs and weed 

pests, exaggerated drouth damage, falling water table, ani scarcity of upland 

game. The momentum of erosion started during the wheat era and the dairy boom 

is probably reduced but clearly not arrested. I+ seems doubtful whether the sum 

of the technologies will stabilize this land. 

Again: in the Southwest, erosion control, range management, stock water 

development, reclamation by irrigation or pumping, and mountain forestry have 

been applied during a period varying from 10 to 40 years. ach has scored its 

own success in spots, notably national forestry and range management on the 

headwaters. But they do not add up to stable land. All came too late, after 

erosion due to early overgrazing had gained momentum. The result: silted 

reservoirs, tearing out of valleys, widespread drainage of already dry soils by 

gullies, wholesale conversion of grass to chaparral, replacement of palatable 

by unpalatable range plants, irruption of rodent pests, loss of vulnerable 

and predacious wild species, falling water tables, dust storms. This land was 

set on a hair-trigger, and it seems doubtful whether the sum of the technologies 

will ever reclaim more than parts of it. The disease will run its course and 

end up in new, and mech lower, levels of productivity. 

These are only two instances.. As evidence in the court of land science, 

both are defective in that technology came too late. But a glance at world 

experience, now made available to us by such unbiased appraisers as Savers and 

Whitaker, soon convinces one that technology usually comes too late. It seems
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academic, therefore, to say (as I myself have done) that the technologies 

are preventatives, not cures, and thet applied in time, they would successfully 

preserve for lend its normal stability of organigstion, or health. It seems 

more realistic to conclude that conservation, at bottom, is not to be accomplished 

/ by any mere mustering of technologies, especially if they be, as at present, 

partially competitive. Conservation calle for something which the technologies, 

individually and collectively, now lack. 

What do thay now lack? At thie point I perforce depart from “scientific” 

logic, for we are beyond the range of scientific evidence. What I offer is 

opinion, or, if you prefer, judgment. 

They lack, firstly, a collective purpose: stabilization of lend as a whole. 

Until the technologies accept as their common purpose the health of the land 

as a whole, "coordination" is mere window-dressing, and each will continue to 

Cancel the other, at least in part. The acceptance of this common purpose does 

not call for the surrender of their separate purposes (soil, timber, game, etc.) 

except ae these conflict with the common one. 

They lack, secondly, a collective yardstick for appraising ways and means 

to stebilisetion or land-heslth. Bach technology has its own yardsticks, 

usually yields or profits. But only commercial land uses have any profit, and 

some of the most important land uses have only spiritual and esthetic yields. 

The collective criterion of good land use mst be something deeper and more 

important than either profit or yield. ‘hat? 

among the ordinary yardsticks, I can think of but one which is obviously 

‘ & common denominator of all technologies: soil fertility. That the maintenance 

of at least the original fertility is essential to land health is now a traise, 

/ and needs no further discussion. 

What else? What, in the evolutionary history of this flowering earth, is i
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most closely associated with stability? The answer, to my mind, is clear: 

diversity of fauna and flora. 

It seems improbable that science can ever analyze stability and write an 

exact formla for it. The best we can do, at least at present, is to recognize 

and cultivate the general conditions which seem to be conducive to it. Stability 

and diversity are associated. Both are the end-result of evolution to date. 

To what extent are they interdependent? Can we retain stability in used land 

without retaining diversity also? 

There are two ways to explore this question: examine the performance of 

lands where diversity has been lost, and examine the land mechanism itself for 

leads. I shall attempt the latter first. 

“es * - 

No "language" adequate for portraying the land mechanism exists in any 

science or art, save only ecology. A language is imperative, for if we are 

to guide land-use we mst talk sense to farmer and economist, pioneer and poet, 

stockman and philosopher, lumberjack and geographer, engineer and historian. 

The ecological concept is, I think, translatable into common speech. 

A rock decays and forms soil. In the soil grows an oak, which bears an 

acorn, which feeds a squirrel, which feeds an Indian, who lays him down in his 

last sleep to grow another oak. 

This sequence of stages in the transmission of food is a food chain. It 

is a fixed route or channel, established by evolution. Bach link is adapted 

to extract food from the preceding link sndhand it on to the succeeding one. 

The chain is not a closed circuit. ‘Squirrels do not get all the acorns, 

nor do Indians get all the squirrels; some die and return directly to the soil. 

The food channel leaks at every link; only part of the food reaches its termims. 

Food is likewise sidetrackedinto branch chains. Thus the squirrel drops
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a crumb of his acorn, which feeds a quail, which feeds a horned owl, which 

feeds & parasite. The chain branches like a tree. 

The owl eats not only queil, but also rabbit, which is a link in another 

chain: rock-soil-sumae-tularemia. The rabbit eats a hundred other shrubs 

and herbs. Hach animal end plant is the intersection of as many chains as there 

, 2Te species in its dietary. The whole system is cross-connected. 

Nor is food the only link which connects them. ‘The sak grows not only 

acorns, it grows fuel, brose, hollow dens, leaves, and shade on which many species 

depend for sither food or cover. The chains are not only food chains, they sare 

chains of denendency for a maze of services, competitions, piracies, and 

cooperations. ‘This maze is complex; no living man could blueprint the biotic 

organization of even one acre, yet the organization is clearly there, else 

the member species would disappear. They do not disappear. Fossil bones and 

pollens tell us that our fauna and flora remained virtually intact since the ice 

age, which is 200 centuries. 5 

Soil, the repository of food between ite successive trips through the 

chains, tends to wash downhill, but this downhill movement is slow and in 

healthy land, is offset by the decomposition of rocks. Some animals likewise 

accomplish an uphill movement of food. : 

Stability, then, is the continuity of this organized circulatory system. 

Land is stable when its food chains are so organized as to be able to cirsulate 

the same food an indefinite number of times. 

Stability implies not only characteristic kinds, but also characteristic 

mimbers of each species in the food chains. . Thus the aboriginal Indian existed 

only in small numbers; more Indians would have killed each other or their 

hunting ground, else would heave been blotted out by some blizzard, drouth, or 

epidemic. 

eo &
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We have now modified both the species-composition of the food chains 

and the mumbers of their constituent aninals. Chains now begin with corn and 

alfalfa instead of oaks and bluestem. The food, instead of flowing into elk, 

deer, and Indians, flows mostly into cows, hogs, and poultry; farmers, flappers, 

and freshmen. The remaining wildlife eats tame as well as wild plants. 

These substitutions are, perforce, accompanied by readjustments. To every 

tinkering with every link in every food chain, the whole land mechanism 

responds with a readjustment. We do not understand or see these adjustments, 

for most of them occur without perceptible dislocations. We are unconscious 

of them, unless and until the end-effects turn out to be bad. 

The heath hen died out, without visible cause. very drouth now brings 

@ graveyard of dead oaks, without visible cause. White grubs demolish the 

pastures, without visible cause. Rodents riddle the western ranges lie they 

once lived as peaceable members of the biota. Soils which stood up under wind 

and rain now melt into the gulf, for reasons only partially clear. ‘These and 

scores of other land troubles are probably the end-effects of unseen chains 

of adjustment in the land mechanism.



(Budolf: Will have to finish later. The following outline will 
convey the idea. ) 

1. Visible adjustments: carp, starling, Jap beetle, chestmt blight, 
blister rust, ete. 

_ @. Refute idea that land mst be handled with kid gloves. But it can't 
always stand a sledgehammer. 

3. Interpretation of productivity in pioneer times. 

4, Criteria of biotic land use 

a. maintenance of fertility 
bd. maintenance of diversity 

We are now ready to interpret the status of the various technologies 

in biotic terms. Now follow the discussions called for in the program.
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le 
ae Tuesday 

Dear Art: 

Sunday I finally got an offer from 
Washington. Of course they didn't give me mch 
time, with the result that I have to be there next 

Monday. So this is to say goodbye. When you next 
get to Washington, be sure to look me up (no doubt 
I will have an address by that time). 

V5 

I have a feeling I won't like the job very well, 
so I don't intend to stay very long. So try to 
visit Washington again in the fairly near future!



Sid Entomo: Building 
Jemmary 27, 1937 

Dean B. B. Fred 

Graduate School 

Dear Dean Fred: 

Bliwoed 3, Moore and Arthur 3. Hewicins will come up for 
eet Se Ae They will have done gradeate work with . 
me for 1 year and years respectively. 

in order to mike gure that no course requirements have been 
overlooked which they should be taiing during the second senester, 
T enclose swanaries of their vork. 

A Committee consistins of Professors ¥. C, Paasett and 
L, ¥, Graber and myself han passed on their records and recommended 
them as seceptable, A copy of the requirements for master's degree 
in my division is attached, 

Hoth wil) submit theses consisting of techuical pspers 
covering their research, These may not de in print by June, but they 
will be completed and submitted for wibiication. The committee 
will pass on each, 

Will you let me know whether the course requirements have 
been met in a manner satisfactory to yout 

I am sending a cony of this to bean Haldwin for inforeation, 

Yours sincerely, 

Alas Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 
enel 

4



1/26/1937 

ARTHUR 3. HAWKINS 

Master's Degree 

Bachelox's Deeree. Cornell,1934. 3.5, 

Gredits. 18 graduate credits required. Has: 

po, (Soils 123), Wilde, Ist sem, 1935-6........0+003 C8 
Zool. Seminar (nal. abe}, Wagner, 28 sem. 1935-6 

Lst sem, 1936-7. ..ceceee02 OF. 
Invertebrates (Zool. 102), Noland, ist sem, ees er, 
Research & Topical Work in Game Management 

sot 2a BOs nn 0-60 000004440065 0eseneenees beeneeescevdh cr. 

1 = Evececseeenrersevesseresesesensesoveses, & cr, 

sen, SREP ORE REE Ree cr. 

19367, let ten (ager, Boon, 200, 6), (igr. Boon, 161, ‘i 
SPOTTER EHR OTERO eee eer ee ee er, 

Proposed: 2nd sem (Agr, Boon, 200, 9; Agr. Boon, 261, 
Tl -evssensonsesstonensvenncese cece sacesesssongll Oy 

cr, 

ER. ney (Zool. WD) innvcwicdedsseessecadeteencusecees 3 or? 

Zoolony & Botany, 2 years college work required, Has: 

ee 2 yrs, 

peeg 1/2 yrs., Wisconsin 1-1/2 yrs. 
Sh, dadints sak Reta Giiicheetsssssssosnecovece 9 900s 

Corneli,Gen. Entomology, Forest Insects, Parasitology, 
MAGE cos cccccncesevesccsccassccnccessseccccsscces 2 90Gs 

Shenistry & Physics 

— 101, 3 er., 105, om both in same 

semester. This corresponds to a year's course here). 
Algo Water Analysis... .ccccssscecessncecueseveseecece lyr. 

4.0, lyr. 

Fromeged thesis! Published papers on various game management work at Faville Grove 

Committee: Leopold, Fassett, Graber.



2 + Arthur 5, Hawkins - Master's Degree 

(Other Courses at Comell: Genetics, animel mtrition, animl physiology, 

bacteriology, geology, aquiculture, general forestry, forest mensuration, 

surveying, farm surveying, mechanical drawing, forest taxation, conservation 

of natural resources, conservation of wildlife.)



(Toe g 
University Nesting Survey - 

Asks Cooperation of All | : ‘ 
| Jefferson-County Farmers ; 
i : pene 1 

The University of Wisconsin De- - 

.|partment of Wildlife Management 

has undertaken an intensive nesting 

survey in Jefferson county. A. S. : 

‘|Hawkins, manager of the Faville 

| Grove Wildlife area, is directing the] ~ 3 ‘ 
,|survey in an attempt to determine 

:jthe nesting mortality among the| s 

,|game birds of the county. } 

| Six men of the Faville Grove 

ieee sixteen men on the county 
ljcover survey, creameries and road| : 
||mowing crews are aitempting to fos 

)|}make a complete report on the num- 55 

ber of nests broken up during hay- 

‘jing and reaping, but they need the = 

jassistance of every farmer in this 

vicinity. 

Nesting questionnaires wil] be sent 

‘!to every farmer on which he can fill 

‘Jin the number of nests disturbed, 2 

‘kind of birds, number of eggs, 

‘}location and whether the bird re- 

turned after mowing. All game 

bird’ nests will be charted but — Sere a ee 

special attention is being paid to] “A Century of Agriculture in 
Hungarian partridges. Jefferson County” is the program 

| : x : being arranged by the centennial 
Farmers are asked to send in a ‘ 

. = committee to be featured on the 
report immediately after the first). a 

haying tc A. S. Hawkins, Faville Dinner eet Bieta over Ww: Ge a 
Grove Wildlife Area: Tuesday, July 7, W innebago Indian 

chanters are scheduted to sing, and 

5 esa GLEE Nts eae = A. S. Hawkins, manager of the Fa« 

ville Grove Wildlife Area, Frank 

Everson, county agent, will speak.



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

yan COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
: MADISON, WIBCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS Faville Grove Wildlife Area 

Lakemills, Wisconsin 
June 29, 1936 

*g the editore of thd Jefferaon County neveceperse ; 

The University of Wisconsin, Department of Wildlife 
Management, has undertaken an intensive nesting survey in Jeffer- 
son County. In addition to a small crew of field workers, t his 
survey is being aided by the Land Economic Survey, which is just 

. Starting in this county, and by the county 4-H clubs, as well : 
as road crews, creameries, and other agencies. 

The success of the nesting study depends on the indi- 
vidual farmer of this county. All we ask is that each farmer : 
Will jot down, on the form sheet which we are distributing, the 
xind of game bird nest he finds, whether it is in a hay field, 
fence row, etc., end the date on which he finds it. Since this 
Study is especially interested in determining the hay field mort- 
ality of the hungarian partridge, we would also like to know the 
hay acreage on which the farmers! nesting observations were made, 
and the detes on which the hay was eut, so that we can determine 
how much the hay fields are used by nesting game birds at diff- 
erent times during the summer. Of course, any additional observ- : 
ations made by the farmers vill be very welcome, and space is left 
on the nesting blank for additional information. 

We would greatly appreciate the cooperation of your paper 
in reaching the farmers of your section, 

The nesting reports can be sent to my office at Faville Grove, ; 
telephoned in,(number 3776), or given to any 4-H club leader. 

We would appreciate it if your office could also be 
listed as a receiving station for the nesting reports. 

Sincerely yours, 

Arthur S. Hawkins, Manager ’ 

ie Sf hs 
H. R. Siegler, In charge of Investigations 

ssueen Midbet RS ito,
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EAVILLE GROVE TILDLIF' AREA YESTENDAY, TODAY, AND TONORPOW 
2 - : 

Then the first white settler orrived nearly a century 

aco, he found that over helf of Paville Grove's 2/00 acres was : 

open rrass prairie interssersed vith on oercestonal bur oak iglend. 

Tho remainder of the arcs vas a minture of wooded upland and 

'temarack swamps. 7 ; 

. The clear waters of tho Crawfish River, with its plen- 

tiful supply of wild rice end other fine duck foods, added to the 

ehern of the prairie. Fish ebounded in this beeutif1] stream which 

wea also the breding snd fceding ground of countless wildforl, 

eng water-loving fur bearers. ‘Yeny old timers stij1] alive can 4 

- remember the vast numbers of prrirfie chicken living on the Craw- 

fish prairie. : 

Deer, ruffed grouse, passenger pigeons, end quail. thrived 

on the plentiful food suvply furnished by the parkelike oak groves 3 

wroerk-like because the Indinns burned these preirie wood annuelly, 

and the underbrush could not develop. 

Old timers remember two more or less important wildlife 

problems eff cting their carly agricilture; one wea the countless 

numbers of passenger piceons whieh made grain olenting, a reel 

problem, and the other was the svoracic ravages of coyotes on their 

‘ herés of shecp. , : 

Yaldlife and ell nature, during the ploneer days, were 

an inseperable part of the wettler’s life. His successes end his 

failures vers both closely linked with wildlife and 1ts environ- 

ment. : 

With this brief account of TFaville Grove # centur, ago, 

let's bring the picture up to dete. It took the eorly settlers 

but a short time to realize thet the soll was rich and productive. 

is a result, 8 land boom followec; and ogrieulture began in earnest. 

. Ke To of Gert bY Hen een Sein Aawed Calern HES, Dak pela 9) 1936. 3 ey > BEL, 4 

Cees ohn BAe EE THOME Cocco tN LEI GL Fa LORG (EID Wb blicg ns Des fen Ga



; ‘wiret, tho epee wea plven ove; almost o.elunively-to 

: weet froviie., bee, Plaid, Sil Stump fenccs wae Gullit oo “ivice 

the fielin ané pet rid of the ouprplus tinbear.. 

ucil, resbits, possencer plocons, oud cven rouzfed prouse 

found this carly tericuiture quito fevornble to their necds, 5a. |. 

it rave then better Interipercion of gover sna food types. Hat the 

same time, however, cortain other epoctcs, such a8 cor and otter, 

were forced to retrest thafove the plow and cxc. 

/ progrorouae deir? Industry doon sprene vip, and clean 

Farming beeose the mule.  Almoest-cil apeviles of Gildlire pesan 

; 16 feol the yvreacsure of heavy fareing- and over-nustipe,; end pe- 

cane much recucer in numbers, oF even erte tahter on the arda. 

: The onee besutiful Grewfish River Beesne muddy, shellor, wee 

. rithout veretrtion, thus recucing, 1 to « shade: of ite fornes 

productivity. Tala wee partie dae to slitting eausce by the eultiv= 

Eel on Gf mony news: Cleles, enc cartier to the ark or too Agely= 

intro@vecec errs. 

It harcens that at Feville Grove lives » metas yvhose in= 

terects tn modem Yorhine are ec erent: thet he received one of 

the Sonat esvetes araran given by: *Leeonein to thes: farsere 

obviously Lesacine the way in eprieulture. Mr. Stoughton favilie 

received thic recognition for hile plonecring work in holsetein 

Drecé ina. ; : : 

“et In epite of the Pact thet wr. Paville hed something 

i of & stmicecle to keep his lerree farm running snoothily, and to 

give his four chileren 2 colleg: cducetion, te found tine for 

the finer thines of Llife--the pprreciotion of ae tind meture. 

He foun? tine to play on cetive port ta ehureh end courhity 
| . 

affeira. “til? tore renerkeble, he somehow found time to become 5 

: the Locsl] authortt’ on Indien relies, nnd to beeone known to. 

: iiseconetn betenista ng «a Leading wild florer eonservyatlontat,



ong on tah cortiy On The ane tap ot W1eaontin. nc erGria has 

bOSe Tae for Ve. Paville, who @iecovered it. ' 

thet wore Pltting than’ that the Univeraity of Risconsin 

should entebliel & PLLOLife moncgsment Cenonstivetion aciubered 

around Ur. Favilie's farm? Mr. Peville end tho other nine faruers 

of the aren vant wildlife brought baek to thet: farua because they 

- belheve that arturs appreclation hna e definite olned in mnedern 

foratans. These forne;s belleve, a3 the Universite of * iseonsin 

belicves, tust wiidlite oan De brourht back vithout @ great det. 

of agerifios, 1a time and aoney, to the Lan* orner. True, mame 

will never bo as abundent a6 Th once wes. “sole neauniery instincts 

ferbid tint. jut wh enreful management, © ree ocoteble wildlife 

population os: onee nore beoone @ mart of the Jnoriesn Parc. 

Sherr sougury hod yanked since the evrhly pioneer days 

of bnia resion, but Faville drove is agoln sjoncertnr=-this tine 

ig 20a Sta not $9 po~connest min with nature in overy d5y life. 

The pasagenecr vlecon, seer, obier, and ruffest mrouse now only 

. exist In Slecetat mesertéd of gone of the oldest old tiners, end 

: on) BR POUMAaHY OF the once “bundant preiric ehiesen in left. 

"o renlace the netive geste bird spheetes whieh have becn exteruinated 

from the aren, bungerien partridge and rinr-nockec phersent were 

introduaes shout ton yerrs aro, and have now seco establiares. 

About throes years amo, ob the request of the local ferne 

era, the Ualveraity of “1Lsconsin, uncer BpnPeunest ilde Leopold, 

. began to make use of somo of the teiy op ortunities to be found 

on this sre:, to atudy the resicent wiidiife and its relation 

to the famner. ‘Tncidoutally, shatlar Shosriemibies aro present ane 

, in almost eny fayniag commmity. es 

ha attempt io bein wede te pat ae many of the findings a9 _ 

i secu practical from the gs tend point of the lend orner , into actual 

L preetiac. $ :
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EA Sit be wee €6 Cueresi sa monet +5 Fence: oo. 

bogie Srinelpled veoh the fapter interested 3 inererAsing wilé~ 

“Lure should woneuber: The Improvenent of winter Sood and vover 

; conditions in s°lonp step in butiding up 6 geese erap, wild fenc= 

Ing ége5inset erasing ie the only wey uerwrabant an of the choice 

Wid flovers. age 1 

: : During the past. few years, public sentiment towayd 

sonscrvation-spartlcalarly gol] caondervetion--hes been growing. 

Fildlife conseryetion cocd hand: in hand with soil consemvetion. 

Thad, & System of & cperinental and dewonsatration areas for wild-— 

life maniesment 18 Geveloping under fedorel, state, and; loeal 5 

Bilacices. Tiville “reve ~ ildllfe arve- is oart of Lhis syaten, 

snd as auch, is helping to mold the future wildlife nlstory of 

this vlelnity.!.Perhtipa ite infliuenda will exten oyer a much 

Lereer cre -snho can sey? i : ; 

2. 
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i } PRAIRIE CHICKENS vs. OTHER GAME BIRDS 

{ AS The most common answer given by fermers and hunters to the 

Question: “Why have prairie chickens been elimins ted from your 

. local marshes during the past 10 years?" is that pheasants have 

“driven the chickens out". True or not, the fact remains t heat 

Pheasants have increased many: fold during the same period” that 

the prairie chicken remnants have steadily declined, On the Ormnfcks 
Prac, hewvevtr, : 

We have yet to witness actual combat between prairie chickens 

and pheasants, although many tizes the two species have been 

* observed close to each cther. On January 24, 1937, at Favitle : 

Grove, eighteen prairie chickens were seen feeding at a rack 

feeder, on which ears of corn had been spiked. Thirty yards . 

gas in @ shelter feeding station, fed tro ring necked pheasant 

hens. Soon a coek pheasant emerred from nearby cover, walked 

over to the rack feeder and for five minutes fec under the rack 

OM corn which the orairie chickens had éropped. Neither species 

Seemed to notice the other. : 

: Meanwhile, the hen pheasants left the shelter. Threé : 

Fungerian partridges moved into the station immediately. Vaving 

occupied the rack for two hours, the prairie chickens lets, and 2 
E : =a 

the Nunrarian vartridges, apparently patiently awaiting their = 

turn, ran out to the rack. Like the pheasant, they declined to : 

: mount the rack but fed on kernels dropped by the prairie 

chickens. 

Between 1935 end 1939 the Srawfish prairie chicken fiock 

was observed at close range from a blind at Least 100 times. 

Cock pheasants sould be seen or heard fromtthe blind on éach of = 

these visits, but no sign of conflict between the two syecies - 

. was observed. On one.oecasion, a Hungarian partridge alighted  . a 

3 at the edge of the booming @founds, perhaos es en interested -
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PRAIRIE CHICKEN COURTSHIP 

‘ Four miles north of Lake Mills there is an sere of land that exhibits/one of the seven wonders of the bird world.--the _ courtship display of the prairie chicken, The stage upon which . this sunrise and sunset performance takes place,during April and May,is remarkable in that of all theacres on the Crawfish Prairie this one particular acre is us&d year by the birds. I am compelled to mark the "booming ground"as this stage is calleé,by a stake in order to find 4t again,but the chickens seem to need no such marker, 

A blind erected at the edge of the booming ground makes it Possible to watch the birds from only a few feet distance, Usually the birds fly away as one approaches the BAXhd dooming ground, This enables the observer to "get set"in the blind before the chickens return some fifteen minutes or half an hour later, They come vithout warning. You are busy watching some ducks fly over, or listening to a bittern "pumping"in a nearby slough,when all of @ sudden you wings end a chicken appears in front of you. It isn't lomg before all of thebitds are back. They look around suspiciously at first,but soon apparently satisfied that all is well begin to give a variety of queer noises, 

After the proper amount of talking,one of the suitors--all , of thebirds are males--erects two long neck feathers straight over his head so that they look like horns or ears. The raising of these feathers exposes two bright orange sacks on the side of the chickens’ throat. Bare skin above the eyes is also bright orange. The cock now lowers his head,droops his Wings stiffly,reises his tail perpen- dicularly at the same time spreading it like a fan,and begins to stomp his feet vigorously. This stomping produces a buzzing sound audible up to about thirty yards. Now he fills his air sacks s0 : that they nov resemble an orange in size as well as color. With a convulsive shake of his head the air sacks are deflated ané a sound is produced not. unlike thecooing of a mourning dove,but of such a Quality as to be audible foras much as two miles, 

All of the other cocks now try to show any hen that may be _ watching that this one bird which I have describedd is only a piker compared to them. A great hub-bub insues in which there are staring ; / Guels, and a few real scraps, 

: The courtship performance of the prairie chicken is only i one of the reasons why A the Crawfish Prairie is anenchant ing Place to see a Spring sunrige or sunset. In fact if there is a more inspiping than the prairie in mid-spring,I would like to see it. i 

t 

} \
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Winter Mortality and Nesting Failures: Their Effect on 

Game Bird Populations in Southern Wisconsin 

Aldo Leopold and Arthur S. Hawkins 

In the span of the decade 1929-1939 are found the coldest 

and warmest winters; the heaviest and lightest snows; the wettest 

and driest nesting seasons; and the worst heat and cold waves on 

record in Wisconsin. Game birds have experienced the easiest and 

hardest wintering conditions and the best and worst nesting 

conditions since weather records began, during this period. A 

critical analysis of the relationship between weather and farm 

game-bird populations is attempted in the following paragraphs for 

two reasons: (1) weather, to all outward appearances, has been the 

strongest force governing game bird populations in southern Wisconsin 

during the past decade; (2) weather is unmanageable per se, but an 

understanding of its effect on man's doings and on game survival 

should be helpful in managing game. 

Intensive studies of game populations began in January, 

1955. The area covered by these studies is roughly the southern 

half of Wisconsin. The greatest portion of the material here 

presented was gathered at or near the Faville Grove Wildlife Area in 

Jefferson County, southeastern Wisconsin. Data is given on four 

game birds, all of which are found at Faville Grove: prairie : 

chicken, quail, ring-necked pheasant and Hungarian partridge. The 

partridge has been studied in more detail than the other species. 

Note: Instead of analyzing a decade it might be better to bring 
in the spread of the Hun and pheasant and go back to 1918 or 
earlier. 
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ij UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT December 21, 1945 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

E MADISON 5, WISCONSIN 

Mr. J. J. Hickey 
2391 Parkwood 
Pittsfield Village 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Joe: 

It is welcome news that you expect to finish 
the course grind by June. I can see, of course, 

that you can make no commitments until mech later. 

I have not yet heard from either Hamny or Albert, 
but Art, like yourself, is tied up for the 

present. Yes, Starker would fit the bill 
exactly, but his report will tie him up for 

. a long time to come. 

We expect Alice and Allen tomorrow. 

The following are now back: Lyle Sowls, Irv 

Buss, Harry Anderson and Bruce Stollberg. Art 
was here for a visit yesterday. 

You might be interested in fyhe attached circular 

which gives the status quo. 

Yours as ever, 

pn eee ; 

B hnck w uery DAatotin, pe ee Liners ord 
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NEWS LETTER FOR PROSPECTIVE GRADUATE STUDENTS 
Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin 

December 20, 1945 

You are one of many students who have inquired about graduate work here. 
This news letter is aimed to keep you appraised of the situation. 

Inventory . Candidate for: 
M.S. Ph.D. Undecided Total 

On hand Sept. 1945 iv i: 0 2 
Enrolled lst semesttér 3 2 2 7 
Here, ready to enroll 3 2 0 5 
Former students, will ; 

return = Ss. O- 5S 
Total g 218 Hors a 19 

Applied to enroll, 2nd 
sen. 5 z . a 6 

Applied to enroll, Sept. 

16 0 1 Oe: 1 
Grads inquiring 5 

indefinite 15 es 0. 18 
Total prospective grads20 5 Sr37G. oe 25 

. In addition, the following undergraduates have. applied: 4 for second 

semestor, 3 for September 1946, 24 for an unspecified date, 31 total. : 

Capacity: New Faculty. The normal capacity of the Department, as announced 

annually in its prospectus, is five graduates at one time. In order to 

accomodate the temporary post-war demand in so far as possible, two changes 

_are being made. 3 a 

(1) We are negotiating for two additional instructors. 
(2) Arrangements have been made with the State Conservation Department to 

carry some students as research assistants. These men will 

“ alternate between field work and campus, thus taking their campus 
work in relays. 

It is estimated. that these changes will double my capacity, but it will 

still be impossible for me to carry through to a degree all who have applied. 

Qualifications for Wildlife Work 

Since part of the present applicants. will have to be dropped some time, 

and since there is no way to judge qualifications for wildlife work in 

advance (excopt the scholastic standard olready imposed by the Graduate 
School), I am suggesting the following criteria which may help you judge 

for yourself how badly you want to come hore, as against othor schools, 

some of which aro loess crowded and porhaps less oxnacting. 

(a) Research Ability. This is by far the most important. Some mon 
with high grades do not havo it. Some can oxecute research, but 

cannot plan it. If you lack a clear mental picture of what this 
Department moans by a "publishable thesis", (i,o. the kind of 

roscarch requisite for a dogroc), I suggest that you look up the



2 ~~ 

following samples in your library: 

(1) Hamerstrom, F. N. JR. 1939. A study of Wisconsin prairie 
chicken and sharptailed grouse. Wilson Bulletin 5132!105-120. 
Also same author 1941: Experimental study of browse as a 
winter diet for prairie chicken, Wilson Bulletin 53:3:185-195. 
These two papers were parts of a thesis. 

(2) Buss, Irven 0. and Arthur Hawkins, 1939. The upland plover 
at Faville Grove. Wilson Bullotin 51:4:202-220. This paper 
was presented as a thesis by the senior author. 

(3) Hawkins, Arthur S. A wildlife history of Faville Grove, 
Wisconsin. 1940. Trans. Wis. Acad. Sciences Arts and Letters, 
32:29-65. 

Another thesis, considerably elaborated later, and now in book form, 
may be more available to you: 

(4) Hochbaum, H. A. -19U}, The canvasback on a prairie marsh. 
Amer. Wildlife Institute, Washington. 201 pp. $3.00. 

(>). Natural History. This means familiarity with common birds, mammals, 
and plants, and if possible also fishes, reptiles, amphibians and 
insects. As between two students otherwise alike, I will keep the 

one who comes tho better equipped in this rospect. 

(c) Ficld Skills. Since many of tho students will alternate betwoen 
campus and fiold work in the Conservation Departmont, there will 
be a preforonce for students who have the personality, physique, 
field skills, and "woods oxpcrience" which onables thom to fit in 
easily with a ficld organization. 

(d) Writing Ability. Inability to oxpress ideas clearly and simply is 
the most froquont defect in wildlife students. With such a large 
onroliment, I will be unable to furnish much editorial coaching. 

This difficulty will ordinarily not ariso until tho later part of 
the graduate poriod. If you doubt your ability to writo or to 

learn how to write, I adviso attending some school whero a thesis 

neod not bo publishablo. 

(e) Languages. As between two Ph. D. candidates otherwise alike, I 

will keep the one whose foreign language requirement is the most 
nearly met. 

Specialities in Other Departments 

While this department is evidently to be crowded for three or four years 
to come, a similar condition doos not exist in some closoly related depart-— 
monts which have only recently organized facilities for cooperating in 

wildlife work. Thus a student intorostod in spocialized training in 
ornithology and mammalogy can soon got it in the Zoology Dopartment, where 
a new faculty mombor is being omployed. Specialized training in wildlifo 
pathology is now available in Votorinary Scioneo. Arrangomonts are in 
prospect for special training in food habits research. 

Some of the prospective students might bo intorosted in one of these 
specialitios. :



University Restrictions on New Students 

Because of the housing shortage, the University is considering possible 
restrictions on enrollment. Their exact nature is not yet determined, but 

it is unlikely that they will apply to Wisconsin residents, or.to war 

veterans. It is probable, however, that the Graduate School will require 
a grade-point avorago of 1.75 for new non-resident non-veteran students. 

General 

Pleaso let it be clear that this Departmont feels a deep responsibility, 
especially toward those prospective students whose training has been deferred 
by military service. We want to do everything possible to help you, whether 

or not you end up here. However, we mist maintain the quality of the 

training, else it is not worth your while to come. This letter aims to 

help you size up your own qualifications. 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Monagoment
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT you University Farm Place 

November 6, 1941 

Mr. Joseph J. Hickey 
132-24 Maple Avenue 
Flushing, New York 

Dear Joe: 

The State Civil Service crowd has been making us jump 
through the hoops explaining why we are selecting a 
wildlifer to do a soil conservation job. The available 
members, however, have now agreed that they will vote 

yes, but that the matter must await formal action at 

the Board meeting November 18. They have promised a 
yes or no on that date, and I shall wire you. 

Are you hooked up so that you could come out immedi- 
ately after November 18? What I have in mind is-- 
you ought to get a look at your region before travel 
is impeded by snow. 

With best regards, 

Ache Linhot! ——— 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT yah University Farm Place 

October 30, 1941 

Mr. Joe Hickey 

132-24 Maple Avenue 
Flushing, New York 

Dear Joe: 

Noble Clark, Assistant Dean and Head of our Experimental 

Station, phoned me this morning that he hes cleared 

your appointment with the Civil Service as far as 
informal consultation can go, but it will have to be 

pessed upon formally by the Civil Service Board November 4, 
It has already been approved by the Soil Conservetion 

District Committee. 

As soon ag I can get definite word after November 4, 
I shall wire you the outcome. You might let me know, 

meanwhile, the probable date of your moving, assuming 

that everything goes through o.k. 

With best regards, 

Redo ofok 
ere 

Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Wildlife Management



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

Z MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT hol University Farm Place 

October 17, 1941 

Mr. Joseph J. Hickey 
132-24 Maple Avenue 
Flushing, New York 

Dear Joe: 

Your letter pleases me. I now have everything lined up 
for a consultation with the committee, during which I 

can say that you are (now) the only available candidate, 
that I have confidence in your ability to overcome 

the lack of previous familiarity with the question, and 
that, as evidence of your own confidence, you have 

agreed to a probationary period. 

If, then, they will gamble with me, we can go ahead. 

If not, I will notify you promptly. 

I can't well guess when work should begin, assuming 7 

an o.k. on the part of the committee. I think we 
could allow you at least a month to wind up matters 

: at home. 

With best regards, 

ee 
Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Wildlife Management
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT yak University Farm Place 

October 7, 1941 

Mr. Joe Hickey 
132-24 Maple Avenue : 
Flushing, New York 

Dear Joe; 

I have just talked to Noble Clark, Director of our Station and member 

of the Soil Conservation Committee. 

I was glad to get your letter of October 3, which clears me up on a good 
many points as to your own limitations and preferences. 

The question in your case is whether your lack of previous experience in 
the various fields affecting land-use would be overcome rapidly or slowly. 
There is no way for either you or me to judge this question. Moreover, 

the fact that you would be obliged to move your father adds a sort of 

finality to a move, and I assume you would have to weigh this in the 

balance. 

Would you be willing to come out here on a six-months trial period basis 

without commitment beyond that period, it being understood that the 
project would go ahead through the two years, if we were in full stride 

by that time? 

Also what degree of assurance have you that the venture would not be 

interrupted by military duties? 

If we are in the clear on both these points, then I am ready to recommend 
you to the committee. I hope you will understand that if these funds were 

my>own, I would probably not suggest the trial period device, but it is my 
first undertaking for this committee, and I will naturally be asked about 

your training. I will heve to make a case for the assertion that you have 

the extra brains to make up for the lack of special training. 

With best regards, 

kaw lecholf 
—_———_—.. 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT yo University Ferm Place 

October 1, 1941 

Mr. Joe Hickey 

132-24 Maple Avenue 
Flushing, New York 

Dear Joe: 

Since writing you about the headwater survey, a last minute opportunity 

has come up for a scholarship under which we could select our own research 
rather than have it prescribed, as in the headwater survey. 

Such a scholarship carries only $400 plus resident tuition, but I assume 

that despite this difference in stipend you would prefer it. I would, of 
course, prefer not to change your field of specialization too violently. 

On the chance that such a scholarship might appeal to you, I have just 
wired you as follows: "Wire me your grade-point averege senior year and 

previous years, specify what institutions. Letter". I need these grade 
points in order to file a tentative application for you before the committee 
meets on Friday, October 3. Your regular application blank, which is enclosed, 
should be filed with the committee as soon as possible. 

As soon as you get this letter, please send me a night wire stating whether 

such a scholarship, if offered, would be acceptable. Of course, if not 
acceptable, you needn't bother to follow up with the application. What I 
must avoid is a declination after the scholarship has been awarded. 

Should we fail to get the scholarship, or if it is not acceptable to you, 

the headwater survey is still open. I am interviewing two new men within 

the next week. There is not the same rush in this case because no courses 
are involved this semester. I would naturally prefer to get a man with 

forestry and agricultural training. I will not attempt to say anything more 
until your attitude on the scholarship has been determined and until after 

I have interviewed these two men. 

My mental picture is that if we get the scholarship, you would take course 
work the first semester, probably taking a light load because of the late 

start. This would give us the semester to develop future plans. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

cubu Lope 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

P.S. As to question 17 on the application, I will file one letter for 
you at once, but the other two you should arrange for. Dick Pough 

would be good for one, but I would suggest a university man for the 

other.



WISCONSIN HEADWATER SURVEY 

I am looking for a graduate student to mke a survey of eroding 
headwater areas in southwestern Wisconsin and lay out a plan for their 
conservation, either as county forests or by means of some new 
administrative device. The survey is to be made by the University 
for the Soil Conservation District Committee. 

“ 

: ey oe we gig Sagat eget 0 lly 
expense, and will probably run for two years. One s ter per 
year may be spent in course work. Resident tuition status is assured. 
Work showld begin as soon after duly 1-as-e suitable man tan be 
Lecated. 

A parallel project on land economic questions involved in head- 
water areas is already started. 

Qualifications desired: Knowledge of forestry, erosion, farming, 
wildlife, recreation. Ability to deal with farmers, officials of 
cooperating agencies, consultants on campus. Deferred status as to 
military service. Previous field experience of some kind. 

The assignment presents a chance for some mature student of 
outstanding ability and versatility to take = Master's Degree in a anaes 
wildlife. Some man who already has a job in this or some allied field, 

and who desires educational leave for advanced work, might fit the 
requirements best. The most promising candidates may be called here, 

on expense, for personal intervidw, before a final selection is 

made. :
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: ‘3 UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

: COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT You. University Farm Place 

September 18, 1941 

Mr. Joe Hickey 
132-24 Maple Avenue 
Flushing, New York 

Dear Joe: 

If you happen to know something about forestry and erosion, 
I have a very good opening described on the attached sheet. 
I know this is not what you are looking for, but it is my 
only financial berth. I hadn't thought of you for the 
place because I had you mentally classified as interested 
in ecological ornithology. I suspect we could sneak in some 

ecological research in the course of the travel which the 

position would entail, but the job would bore you unless 
you want to expand along the line of land problems. But if 
you are interested, I would rather have your intelligence 
than most people's training. 

The only other opening I know of is a possible one at the 
University of Missouri. I am writing Rudolph Bennitt telling 
him that if he still has an opening, he might want to get in 

touch with you. The probabilities are that his openings are 
filled by this time. My son Carl is in one of the openings, 
of which there were three some time ago. The particular 
research work which might be open now is unknown to me. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce Bennitt



Attach Photograph 
Here 

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

GRADUATE SCHOOL 

MADISON 

(APPLICATION FOR UNIVERSITY FELLOWSHIP, SCHOLARSHIP, OR ASSISTANTSHIP) 

This blank should be filled out and forwarded, together with all documents in support of the appli- 
cation, by February 15 to the Chairman of the Department in which the candidate wishes to major. 
In accordance with the rule of the Association of American Universities, notification of awards will be 
made on or after April 1. 

: Date ee csike it ee ee Se 

Te Named (print): 235. he eee ol ee ee ee ca 
(Last) (First) (Middle) 

2. Proposed major field of graduate study__.__-._--------------------_-------_-_- oie 

i, Prestntaddcess:- 2 Sa ee eee, aoe 

4, sbtome address, coe 22s oe ee ee Se 

Sse Wateand place of bitth- ame 2 2 eg eS a em semen a 

62:3 Singlevor marricdsnscSea 520s een se 2 ee ee 

7. Number of ‘childrenor. dependents... = ee a 

Bais ELS La Gis ae ee ee EINE ee eS eh ae wader Mie 

On Physical: disabilities, if any 2-2 pice 2 ee ee ee ee ae ae 

10. A recent, signed, unmounted photograph of passport size should be attached to this application.



11;:-Collegiate. institutions attended, ‘dates and deprees ..242- 5 so 5 ee es 

(An official transcript of undergraduate and graduate records must accompany this application.) 

12. (a) Are you able to make use of books and periodicals relating to your major field of study 
which are'written in,Germaniand Prench Pascoa se. ee eee, Se ee ee 

(b) Have you passed reading tests in these languages? as--.2.--+-- 222-3 o ne 

ii mot, are you-prepared ta.take such en examination? 24. = 8 2 

13. Honors or other evidences of high scholarship awarded to you (such as Phi Beta Kappa or other 
honorary scholastic societies, prizes, etc.) 

14. Have you been self-supporting either in part or in whole during your college course? If so, state 
kind of work done and give approximately the total amount earned —~_-----_--_--_____________ 

15: Bxpeérience::(a) “Businesstes asta ese eas eh es CS NA Se ee See 

(b) teachings sc. 5 5 <n so oes ones ohne pie ee te cnet FE St Re See 

16. Original work filed in support of this application. (a) Books or reprints of published papers



(bj: Theses: or*other impiblshed qnaterialsses oe een ee ae eas 

. 17. Give names and addresses of three persons well acquainted with you and your work whom you 
are asking to write letters in your behalf. (Such letters should be sent by the writer to the 
Chairman of the candidate’s major department.) 

18. Do you agree, if you accept an appointment, not to resign before its expiration, except for illness, 
without the consent of the Dean of the Graduate School? ~-------------__--_--_--_--_u.--_-. 

19. In this space make a statement of about 300 words concerning your plans for graduate study and a 
professional career. 

(over)



(Please return this sheet to the Dean of the Graduate School, 

University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin) 

APPLICATION FOR UNIVERSITY FELLOWSHIP, SCHOLARSHIP, OR ASSISTANTSHIP 

Diy IN etrne 8 a See a er eae See ne te en, 
(Last) (First) (Middle) 

Zick toposed major, field of oc adisat cSt yc Seca eeceoe eeaeni 

3.5 Present: addtdss a= thoe es ee ee 

(> Home address = 2 = sae sues ae eek So ee et Soe ee ee a eee eS 

5. Date ahd place of bikthie22 os Sea. 5s 1 Ces Se ee ee ioe A ee Oe ere ee 

G.-Sinple.or married. 2S 2 eS ae ha ae Se ee ee epee en 

7. Collegiate mstitutions attended, dates and depreés =.= 2-2 300 2
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. No. 723 Se pee be 
ae 1941 ee ety ee comme pee & 71-4 

quirements Is shown 

REPORT OF RATINGS—JUNIOR PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANT ($2,000 A YEAR) EXAMINATION 

UNITED STATES CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

PoP OES ou wits te daring) 
Sir: 

IMPORTANT.—Ordinarily nothing can be accomplished by writing to the Commission in regard to your 
relative standing and prospects of certification. The names of eligibles are entered on the registers according 
to the ratings attained and every proper consideration is given to those whose names are reached’ for certifica- 
tion. Please read carefully the information on the back of this sheet. This may answer your questions. If, 
however, you find it necessary to write to the Commission, be sure to indicate the date, place, and title of the 
examination taken by you. 

IT IS ALSO MOST IMPORTANT THAT YOU STATE YOUR CORRECT RATING. 
Ratings required.—In each of the two subjects, nonpreference competitors must attain a rating of at least 

70; competitors granted military preference a rating of at least 65, excluding preference credit; and competi- 
tors granted 10-point preference a rating of at least 60, excluding preference credit. 

Baste Following is the method of finding the average percentage of an examination: Multiply the rating of each 
subject by the relative weight of the subject, add the products and divide the sum of the products by the sum of 
the relative weights. The quotient will be the average percentage. 

E The names of competitors who obtain an average percentage of 70 will be entered on the register of eligi- 
bles with the average percentage obtained; but those whose average percentage is below 70 are ineligible for 
appointment. The period of eligibility is ordinarily 1 year, unless the Commission finds it desirable to extend 
the eligibility of the entire register for an additional period. All honorably discharged soldiers, sailors, and 
marines and the widows of such, and the wives of injured soldiers, sailors, and marines who themselves are not 
qualified, but whose wives are qualified to hold such positions, are entitled to preference under the act of July 
11, 1919. (See the reverse side of this sheet.) 

The United States Civil Service Commission advises the competitor not to come to Washington, D. C., for 
the purpose of seeking Federal employment, as a result of this examination, except in response to a definite 
offer of employment from a Government establishment. 

A duplicate notice of rating will be furnished an eligible only when it is found that the original notice was 
not received. 

NOTICE.—Applicants who attain eligibility and are selected for appointment must furnish to the appoint- 
ing officer at the time of reporting for duty, proof of date of birth. Applicants should NOT furnish such proof 
to the Civil Service Commission. An extension of time not to exceed 6 months after appointment may be 
granted upon satisfactory evidence that additional time is necessary. 

OPTIONAL SUBJECTS 
1. Junior Administrative Technician. [) 8. Junior Engineer. 14. Junior Meteorologist. 
2. Junior Agronomist. ( 9. Junior Forester. ( 15. Junior Physicist. 
3. Junior in Animal Nutrition. [] 10. Junior Geologist. (J 16. Junior Range Conservationist. wy 4. Junior Biologist (Wildlife). J 11: Junior Home Economist. A 17. Junior Soil Scientist. 5. Junior Business Analyst. q 12. Junior Horticulturist. 18. Junior Writing and Editing Assistant. 

( 6. Junior Chemist. 13. Junior Legal Assistant. (1 19. Junior Zoologist (Parasitology). 
1 %. Junior Economist. 

Your ratings in the examination taken at Se I 
(Place) 

on MarneQ 8, (941, are as follows: 
(Date) 

SRS ae a Se SUBJECTS ee Ratings 

Le. General test.. 22. a2 ee ee ee ee ee Shs HOD = 

Ineligible rating in Subject 1 (see above)_........----___----- nnn 

Zi 2 Professional questions. a ee eT 2) Rea pa: 

Ineligible rating in Subject 2 (see above) _.________.--_-___.---_---e nn as] 

AVERAGH PRRCENTAGH. =e pees oe ea i nae a ee eS Bane Mes 

PREFERENCE { (1 Veteran (5 points) CJ DIsaBLED VETERAN’S WIFE (10 points) } 
ADDED C] DISABLED VETERAN (10 points) [1] VETERAN’s wipow (10 points) ae ee ee re aa eae Fae awe [een c oe meeclename eae 

Print your name and address below, keeping within the frame 
Very respectfully, 

Jos eu ahs Hic KEY U. S. CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION. 
See a ees ene et Namie) = tne ae eee ee a 

32-24 Maece Roe. 
(R. D. or street address) | 

_-Feusainig ONLY. 
(City or post office’ (State) [OVER] 

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 2389191



eee INFORMATION FOR ELIGIBLES ‘anuary 1941 

1. Change of address.—Eligibles should report PROMPTLY to the | register for an additional period of time. Eligibility resulting from 
Commission any change of address. Failure to do so may cause loss of | examinations reopened to persons granted 10-point preference continues 
mranicteats only until the expiration of the register, even though they may receive 

2. Inquiries vegardiny exsrinction—Any necessary communication | “™ “= + 7eat of elizibility. 
regarding this examination should be addressed to the Commission. 14. Removal of name from register—Probationary appointment causes 
Eligibles should in every instance state the kind of examination, date Se conor a ee See ae ee un ee 

a ee eee sb the time, ond rating abate tion, Probationary appointment also causes the removal of an eligible’s 
8. Availability.—It is the duty of the Commission, when departments | name from registers resulting from all other examinations of grades 

request certification to fill vacancies, to certify only the names of those | equal to.or lower than the one from which appointed, but, upon request 
persons who are available for employment. Accordingly, the Commis- | in writing, within the period of eligibility, a name may be restored to 
sion must know the precise conditions under which the eligible is willing | these registers for the remainder of the period. Where presence of an 
to accept appointment so that it may determine whether to certify his | cligible’s name on a register resulting from a competitive examination 
name. Employment may be either temporary or probational. If eligi- | is the basis for authorizing the eligible’s transfer, reinstatement, or 
bles are not able and willing to accept temporary employment, they must | change in status, his name is removed from the register, unless the 
definitely so inform the Commission. An eligible who has not already | register is for a position of a higher grade than that to which he is 
stated accurately the lowest salary he is willing to accept should do so | appointed (by transfer, reinstatement, or change in status); if other 
immediately. If willing to accept appointment only in certain localities, | registers of a lower grade resulted from the same examination, the eli- 
he must indicate clearly the place or places where he would accept | gible’s name is removed also from those registers. Temporary appoint- 
employment. When an eligible is no longer able to accept temporary | ment does not affect eligibility for permanent appointment, either favor- 
employment, or employment under the conditions of salary or locality | ably or unfavorably. 
which he previously indicated were acceptable, he should report at once 1G. Subsecuattt: daniinstione=A> Gore ols.. aka teu 
Ee ee 6 ee is he oy eee oe eeada si, Tayachber ang BibeeGient examineeertor 

4. IMPORTANT.—Loss of eligibility upon failure to accept appoint- | which he is qualified. If, while eligible, he is again examined for the ment.—An eligible who has neglected to report the fact of his unavail- | same position and the old register continues concurrently with the new 
ability or the changes in the conditions under which he is willing to | one, his new rating, if eligible, supersedes the old, whether higher or 
accept appointment, and who, after certification, fails to accept a pro- | lower; if ineligible, the new rating will not affect the old and his eligi- 

paren or a permanent eee when Upeatee will a eee bility will continue for the remainder of the usual period. 
‘rom the eligible register. His eligibility will not be restored unless : z : 

gives reasons for failure to accept which are satisfactory to the Com- | | 16. Period of probation.—The first 6 months of service, except when 
mission, and assurance that he will accept the next appointment offered Erne GR es: 8. Dekiod GE Drain ‘Gniest a loner: yeas 5 Milde iW conditions he givesras coospuisle: provided by regulation for any specific position. Upon written request, 

the name of a probationer separated from the service without delin- 
5. Suspension of eligibility—Upon request in writing, eligibility may | quency or misconduct may be restored to the eligible register, at the 

be suspended for any period within the total period of eligibility. If at | discretion of the Commission, for the remainder of the period of 
any time an eligible becomes unable to accept appointment under any | eligibility. 
conditions, he should immediately request that his eligibility be sus- Sf. Veteran preferesce—Tion cleiiility & Satiow. of 80. terol. 
pended. If he later becomes available during the period of eligibility | Veterans allowed preference on submission of the required documentary 
(see par. 13), his eligibility will then be restored upon request. proof have 5 points added and need earn a rating of only 65, except that 

6. Relative standing.—The relative standing of eligibles is determined | the following have 10 points added and need earn a rating of only 60: 
by the rating attained, except as modified by the State apportionment, | (1) Veterans who submit official statements from the proper depart- 
by veteran preference (see par. 17), and by the certification procedure | ments showing the present existence of service-connected disability: 
outlined in the examination announcement. Relative standing is sub- | (2) veterans over 55 years of age who, because of disability, whether 
ject to variation by the addition to the register of new eligibles with | Service-connected or not, are entitled by law to pension or compensation ; 
higher ratings, by the entry on the reemployment list of the names of | (8) widows of veterans; and (4) wives of veterans mentioned in (1) 
persons separated because of reduction of force, by restoration of eligi- | and (2) above when the veterans themselves are disqualified for ap- bles previously not available, by the appointment or declination of those | Pointment because of disability. Names of 10-point preference eligibles 
with higher ratings, by the granting of veteran preference after the | ae placed at the head of the register. Veterans are released from age 
register has been established, and by other changes. limitations, up to the retirement age, except for a few positions; they 

. i . are also released from many physical requirements. Any military or 
1. Apportionment.—Appointments in the departmental service at | naval service subsequent to the filing of am application should be 

Washington are required by law to be apportioned among the States, | promptly reported. Preference as a veteran’s widow is canceled upon 
Territories, and the District of Columbia, upon the basis of population. | remarriage of the widow. Women who elaim widow preference should 

8. Field appointments.—Positions in the field service in Washington, | therefore notify the Commission of any change in their marital status. 
D. C., and outside, are not subject to the apportionment but are in what 18. Members of family.—Section 9 of the Civil Service Act provides 
is known as the “nonapportioned service.” For the purpose of certi- | that whenever there are already two or more members of a family in 
fication in filling most such positions the United States is divided into | the classified service, no other member of such family is eligible for 
districts, and certification is confined to residents of the district in | appointment in that service. Eligibles are warned that they should not 
which the position is located. accept appointment contrary to this provision of law, and that if they 9. Certification—selection.—Upon request of an appointing officer to | do so, any expense in reporting for duty will be incurred at their own 
fill a vacancy, the names of the highest three eligibles on the appro- | risk. The eligible should report promptly to the Commission the ap- 
priate register are certified. The appointing officer may select any one | pointment to the service, or the separation from the service, of any 
of the three. The Commission has no authority to interfere in the | member or members of his family, as his eligibility for appointment proper exercise of this discretionary power. The eligible chosen is noti- | may be affected thereby. 
fied of his selection by the appointing officer. It is not practicable to ai . 
notify eligibles of their nonselection even though they may have received | _, 19. Section 10, Civil Service Act, provides: “That no recommenda- 
inquiries concerning availability for appointment. However, the names | tions of any person who shall apply for office or place under the pro- 
of those eligibles who are available and acceptable but are not selected | Visions of this act, which may be given by any Senator or Member of are promptly restored to the eligible list so that they may be considered | the House of Representatives, except as to the character or residence for additional appropriate vacancies that may occur. of the applicant, shalll be received or considered by any person concerned 

10. Prospects of certification—The Commission ordinarily has no | ‘= ™#king any examination or appointment under this act. : 
definite information as to the occurrence of vacancies until requested to | _ 20: Physical ability—To receive appointment eligibles must be physi- make certification, and is therefore unable to predict with certainty an | ‘Ally capable of performing the duties of the position to be filled. Per- eligible’s prospects of certification. sons appointed will be given a physical examination by a Federal 

Seat ae saree medical officer before entering on duty. 11, Certification out of turn not permissible—Examination papers are If an appointment should be offered you and you have any doubt as rated under - system es ey and fairness. Likewise, | to your physical condition, it may save you unnecessary trouble and under the method of certification, nothing can advance or retard the cer- | expense to have a thorough physical examination made by a doctor of tification of an eligible’s name out of turn. The higher the rating re- | medicine, in which event you should show him the statementa of dutics ceived the more likely it is that it will be reached for certification. (In | and of physical requirements in the announcement of the examination this connection, see par. 17, “Veteran preference.”) taken, to guide him in making observations. 
12. Restriction on number of certifications.—When an eligible is con- You are cautioned not to resign any position you may hold, when 

sidered for three vacancies by any one appointing officer, in connection | offered appointment, until your physical condition is declared satis- with any one examination, and is not selected for appointment, the eli- | factory by the Commission. 
gible’s name will not be certified again to that appointing officer in con- Note.—Remediable defect or curable disease—A remediable defect or nection with that examination. curable disease will not exclude a person from examination, but proof 

18. Term of eligibility.—The term of eligibility is 1 year, beginning | that such defect has been remedied, or disease cured, must be received 
with the date on which the name of the eligible is entered on the register. | during the life of the eligible register before a person who is otherwise 
(This date is approximately the date appearing on the notice of rating.) | @alified may be considered for appointment. 
The period of eligibility cannot be extended in individual cases but, when 21. Fingerprints.—Fingerprints of all appointees, other than tem- the needs of the service require, eligibility may be extended for the entire | porary, are taken before entrance on duty. 

ePO 281073—m
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October 16, 1947 

Mr. Albert G. Johneon 

” Route 2, Box '57 
Wankegha, ¥isconsin 

Your qustation fren Malloy striae we a8 so axed thet 
: I am going to & oat your resemmendation of reading = 

\B the article by Righter on forest tree breeding. Tf am 
: - going to look it up in the lfibmry. 

: \ Your somments come se close to a reeet diveussien 
T hed with Dr. Biker ghet I an taking the Liberty 
of sending your letter to hia. 

I am sending you under separate cover three additional 
eeples of the phenology seper. 

Yours sincersly, 

AL@PM Aldo Leopold °



Sg a i ae re ee SI ee 

ALBERT G. JOHNSON, ROUTE 2, BOX 457, WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 
yeaa ae veioes sear een ee eae Og ee a ee oe 

September 25, 1947 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Since speaking to you last week relative to 
tree breeding 2nd its possibilities I have looked up 
an article that. I think might somewhat allay your fear 
of a coming “cabbage culture" forestry with the further 
development of this field. It is "New Perspectives in 
Forest Tree Breeding" by F, I. Righter, Science 104, 1-3, 
July 5, 1946, My own view on the principle objective 
of forestry is that it should aim toward getting natural 
reproduction of high quality stock from desirable species. 
Planting, which is unfortunately regarded by so many as 
the reason to be for foresters, should be a last resort 
to save the patient in extremity from poor management. 
Past and present policies of clear or "selective" cutting, 
however, are bringing about a constant deterioration of the 
breeding stock of our forests since both of these practices 
consistently remove the better fractions of the stands 

leaving the powrer material to reproduce. In no other 
crop, vegetable or animal, is such an unthinking course 
followed. It follows from this that one of the principle 
purposes of tree breeding is the preservation for reproduc- 

\ tion of superior native stocks, not merely hybridization 

., » for increased vigor. In this connection I often think of 

\WA, L. H. Bailey's remark about hybridizing in his "The Cult- 
» ‘ ivated Conifers", whichWhile somewhat long I am going to 

\w «quote: "There is now a prevailing tendency, perhaps amount- 

ww ing to a habit, to hybridize plants on sight as soon as 

q! they. co into cultivation from the wild, as if not worthy 

\ cheney of creation, This habit expresses lack of apprec- 

jiation of objects of nature, and substitutes desire for 

something artificial or that exhibits skill of manipulation. 
Promiscuous crossing obliterates or confuses the small 

essential differences in species of plants that in themselves 

are thecrésults of long natural histories and are records 

of adaptation to environment and of distribution on the 

earth," 

Dr. Riker, who has been doing so much work with



ALBERT G. JOHNSON, ROUTE 2, BOX 457, WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 
Oe eect) oe eee vic meee EL eo a nee ea ene 

(2) 

: blister rust immunity in the white pine, told me shortly 
after I saw you that the University is contemplating 
the inaugration of a comprehensive tree breeding program, 

If broad enough such a program could prove of great 
value to forestry in th state, 

I was talking to Mrs. Schmitt last night about 
the regulation matter and we decided to start to sound 
out the approach to it that I briefly outlined to you. 

Sometime soon I would like to see the plantings 
on your land, especially the jack pine of which you spoke. 
If you plan to be up their some weekend I could arrange 
to drive over. 

Several members of the loval bird club expressed 
interest in the phenological reprint you gave me, can you 
spare a few more copies for them? Four or five would 

probably suffice. Paul Jones, as you might imagine, is 
one of those interested, I would like to see him work 
up his local bird records in a similar manner, 

Sincerely yours,



e. 

| 
\ isl 

April 19, 1947 

Miss Barbara Joy : 
12k Sturgeon Fddy Road 
Yeusau, Wisconsin 

Dear Barbarat 

The answer to your question is that improvement 
of lands or waters for wildlife is usually a 
Local question and unanswerable in general 
terms. Moroover, the auswer is usually diff*- 

: erent for each gpecies. 

T suggest the followlag as possibly of some 
use bub with the limitations already mentioned, 

Saker, J. H. The swdubon Guide to Attracting 
; Birds, Doubleday Doran and Go., 1941. ; 

268 pp. 

Hubbds, Cgrl tex and B. We Be chueyer 1938 

The Improvement of Lakes for Fishing, A 
Method of Fish Man-gement. Bulletin of 
the Institute for Fisheries Research #2, 
(Of the Michigan Dept. of Conservation) 

University of Michigan, Ann Aybor, Mich. 

233 pp. 

There is a lot of literature on improving farm 
lands, but that would hardly fit in improving 
camps. I am afvaid that this is a very unsabis- 
factory answer. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, : 

[pm Aldo heopeld



CAMP PIONEER FOR INTERMEDIATES DEERPATH LODGE FOR SENIORS 

AND JUNIORS 5 

Mail eees TRE JOY CAMS - 
Telegrams Z indly Address Reply to 

THE CAMP CRAFT CAMPS FOR GIRLS 

Hazelhurst HazeLyurst 
‘Wisconsa Barsara Eten Joy City Address 

Director and Owner 

Marjorie Camp ie4 Sturgeon Sddy Road 
Director Wausau, Wisenmsin 

HazeLHurst, WISCONSIN April 9, 1947 

: Dear Aldo: 

iN oe 
hi Y Thank you so much for your pronpt and helpful letter of the 

1] 3rd. 
Pp 
ro Now I have mother question to ask you. Could you recommend 

[\8 to me some source, which is not too scientific, on the sub ject 

Ut of improving fish and wildlife habitats. 

1 I have in mind a pamphlet that eald be recommended to camp 

fs directors which they could use in improving their lands so 

HY that wildlife would be more at home. I would also like to <7 
na know if there is some mterial which could be given to these 
YS . < same people to tell them about things they could do around SS | ng 

Sa a lake shore or on a stream to wake them more attractive to 

fish. Perhaps you saw the article entitled, "Hane Made 

x Fishing," in Field and Stream for April 1947. That applies 

t to trout streams. Is there not somthing which could be 
i applicable to just an ordinary lake? 

“5 ea I have in mind a lake over in Michigan where there is a camp 
HN on which the owners cleaned up their shores so cerefully that 

rasahy there was no protection for fish whatsoever, @onsequently 

ste \if the fishing is very poor. 

+; iy I am getting together some material vhich will be helpful, 
J I hope, to camp directors who are interested in making 

& { their lands and waters more useful. 
ey , 

. *s sialic There ig no great hurry about this, but I would very much 
A appreciate your help. 

bas Sincerely yours, 

— <0 farA— 
(Soca 
eye | 

es ee & 
BPN BEJ /mh Barbara Ellen Joy, Director 

| eras eed 

bee



April 3, 1947. : 

Mise Barbara Bilen Joy 
American Camping Association, Inc. 
343 South Dearborn Stroct 
Chicago 4, Illinois ‘Ss 

Dear Barbara: 

I am sorry we missed a chance to visit with you. 

The terns “hard wood" and"s0ft wood" are very confusing. 
In standard usage among lumbermen and foresters “hard 
wood" means any broad leafed tree, while “soft wood" 
meane any coniferous tree. In this sense, all birches 
ama all maples are hard woods despite the fact that at 
least one maple is not very hard. Likewise, 211 pines 
are soft woods despite the fact that several of then 
guch as long leaf pine are quite hard. It is proper 
to speak of long leaf pine as a hard wood, tt not as — 
a hardwood. It is proper to speak of silver maple as 
a softer weed than suger maple, tut not as a softwood. 

I have not lesked up the official statistics, but just 
off hand I would rate the birches and maples in order ef 
hardness as follows: 

Birches Maples 

Yollow birch Sugar 
White birch Rod. 
Red birch Silver 

Box elder 

With personal regards, 

Yours as ever, 

AL?PH ALDO LEOPOLD



THE JOY CAMPS 124 STURGEON EDDY ROA! 

sae cna mah enon eae 

BARBARA ELLEN JOY . 
Qrol Presipent 

AMERICAN CAMPING ASSOCIATION, INC. ‘ 

343 SOUTH DEARBORN STREET 

CHICAGO 4, ILLINOIS PLEASE REPLY TO ADDRESS CHECKED 

March 31, 1947 

Dear Aldo: 

While down in Madison last week + tried to see you but you 

and the family were up at the shack and when I called at 

8 o'clock Monday morning you had all gone to wrk. 

I have been reading a Girl Sq@ut book in which they alter- 

nately call birch and maple soft and hard woods, They 

mke no distinction between the different kinds of birch 

and maple in either of these categories. 

Would you please be so kind as to send me a correct list 

of the birches which are mrad and soft and maples the same. 

I will be very grateful for this accurate information. 

I expect we stall all see each other again at the wedding 

on the 14th. My best to all the family and thanks in 

advance for this informtion. 

Cordially yours, 

BET /mh Berbera Ellen Joy, Director



ily ~— at. Lenet bu fe May, 
MELVIN JOHNSON, D. D.S. EARL Doyte, Pu. G., Pu. C., B.S., D.D.S. : 

Drs. Johnson & Dogle Pre Lamon thonaen 
Dental Surgeons : 

318 SOUTH STREET . 

WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 

PHONE 748 

June 10,1941. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
VMadison,Wis. 

Dear Professor Leopold:- 

I received from Mr.Howard Greene,a copy of your suggestions 
made to the land owners in this locality. It is very complete and 
contains such valuable information that I prize it highly. 

After my visit with you both on location and at Mr.Greens,I 
find as I drive around the county that I have a much greater 
appreciation for the natural things that are here and realize how 
I might have messed up my own tree planting if it had not been for 
your suggestions, 

I personally wish to thank you for coming and looking over 
my land and for a most pleasant visit with you. 

Today I received an application blank from the Wisconsin 
Conservation Department for a thousand forest tree seedlings. As 
far as I can see there are no trees on this list that would be 
applicable to my land with the possible exception of black cherry, 
as there are a few black cherry trees in my woods at the present 
time.



MELVIN JOHNSON, D. D.S. Ear Doy-e, PH.G., Pu. C., B. S., D.D.S. 

Drs. Johnson & Doyle 
Dental Surgeons 

318 SOUTH STREET 

WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 

PHONE 748 

I have arranged for a farmer to bring me some tamarack in 
the fall but they are hard to get in any quantity. 

Thanking you again, I am 

Since ln 

MEJ: LT. y Melvin E,Johnson



kok University Farm Place 

Dr. Melvin B. Johnson 
318 South Street 
Waukesha, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Johnson: 

I am glad that my recommendations were of some use to you. — 
I hope you will use them as indicating a direction for planning 
rather than as ironclad specifications. I know from experience 
that no one can walk in on a new area and say what after one 
look around. 

None of the species now available from the state nursery 
are usable on your land with the single exception of red maple. 
You will reeall I spoke of this for mixing with the tamarack 
for fall color. If they send you red maples less than a foot 
high, I would hold them in a mrsery bed for a year before 
planting them out. 

Black cherry would be usable in the richer coves and 
ravines of your woods, but you may have enough already. 

I am glad to tell you that the Wisconsin Rapids Nursery 
is now raising both tamarack and red cedar, but they will not 
be available for a year or tio. 

When you move the wild tamarack seedlings, I would 
suggest: 

1. If the trees are spindly, put in a tall stake 
for supporting them at the same time that you 
plant them. 

2. Plant them on somewhat drier ground than the 
plece they came from would suggest. For some 
reason which I cannot comprehend, moved tamarack 
do not survive where water stands on their roots 
during the spring growing period. 

3. If the seedlings are growing in a mossy place 
without grass, try cutting the roots on one 
side and then pulling toward the other side,



Dr. Johnson 
oBe 

lifting the entire mat of roots. Sometimes 
a whole square yard of roots is obtainable 
in this way, whereas cutting the usual circle 
with a spade would yield only half the roots. 
In soddy ground this suggestion will not work, 

I need hardly caution you not to let any nursery send you 
any Buropean larch in place of tamarack, 

Should you wish to, I would be glad to take you to my 
plece sometime where I have had some success and more costly experience 
in a job similar to yours. I could point out my errors mech — 
better there than on paper. 

With kind regards and appreciating your interest, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Mr. Greene



New Soils Building ; 
Jamary 7, 1935 

Dr. Merritt La Count Jones 
510 Third Street 
Wausa, Wisconsin 

Dear Merritt: 

T am delighted to hear from you, Wallace Grange, as you know, 
is one of my close personal. friends and I believe you are right when you say 
that the central Wisconsin project originated with him, At least I know 
that I got my first soncevtion of a large mublio area in that region directly 
from him, His technical knowledge of the problems there is ¢o outstanding 
thet it hardly seems conceivable that he should not have a large part in the 
formation of management policies. 

My own connection, however, with the selection of personnel will 
be indirect and at the invitation of the Conservation Department, The only 
direct point I can insist on is that the ofministration should be of a 
technical character, As you lnow, my connection with the project has been 
wholly advisory, 

Frankly, I think thet Vallace's ownership of a large bloc of 
land immediately adjacent would operate against, rather than for, his assuming 
the superintendency, In the Forest Service, after meny years of trial and 
error, we had to discourage ownership of abutting property by forest super= 
visors, I have not mentioned this to anyone else and I am mentioning it 
to you only because in your ease I do not want to give any opinion without 
giving all of it. I do not see, however, that this need by any obstacle to 

: Wallace's assuming a part in the technical, as against the administrative, 
Job. , 

T have not discussed this matter with MacKenzie, but will certainly 
keep your suggestion in mind, I already knew in general what the situation 
WAS 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



DR. MERRITT LA COUNT JONES 
510 THIRD STREET 

WAUSAU, WISCONSIN 

December thirty-first 
1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Wisconsin Conservation Department 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Mr. Van Wormer of Babcock, Wisconsin was in the office this 
afternoon and was discussing with me the proposed game sanctuzry 
which was being created down in that region. He also told me that 
Wallace Grange was interested and that at a later date Wallace 
intended to move his game farm down into that locality; in fact, 
Grange owned almost seven thousand acres at the present time, he 
said. 

I do not know what your opinion is in regard to Grange but I 
have always had the highest respect for him. We certainly were 
able to work well and I believe that it was owing to our early 
efforts that a great deal of the present work is being undertaken. 
I understand from Mr. Van Wormer that Grange would seriously con- 
sider taking some part in the proposed sanctuary under the direction 
of the Conservation Gommission. I mean that he would be glad to 
accept some position, such as superintendent, etc. or perhaps he 
would accept even a lesser job if you felt that he would fit into 
it. 

I cannot recommend Grange too highly and hope that if there 
is any such opening you will seriously consider his qualification. 
In my contact with him, I have found that his ideas on conservation 
are basic, broad and are the type which bring maximum results. 

He does not know | am writing you this letter, as I am doing 
it only as a friend of conservation and especially as it concerns 
upland game birds. 

MLJI 
G



New Soils Building 
December 11, 1933 

Dr. Merritt L. Jones 
Wausau, Wisconsin 

Dear Merritt: 

40g 
I am glad to have you call me on the gentems of the prairie 
chicken investigation. Now that you recall the circumstances 
I remember that you are right. 

It will please you to hear that Wallace starts work on December 
15 on a renewal of the chicken project, giving his immediate 
attention this winter to recording the cycle. This is being 
done with funds privately subscribed in Kenosha, Racine, and 
Milwaukee. There is not yet enough money to cover the year 
but what there is, is signed up for three years, and I hope 
to find the rest elsewhere. 

I appreciate what you say about the directorship, but I am 
not a candidate for this position. Since my present job 
was set up out of donated funds, I have a moral obligation 
to stay with it. 

I did not fully comprehend your sugcestion about the Board 

of Health. I think your sugcestion is a sound one, and would 
appreciate your help in presenting the matter. Will you 
give me a ring when you are next in Madison so we can talk 
it over? 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL/ gm Game Manager



DR. MERRITT LA COUNT JONES 
510 THIRD STREET 

WAUSAU, WISCONSIN 

December sixth 
19 $6 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
1 Soils Building 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I received a copy of the letter which Mr. Grange wrote 
to you a few days ago and through it learned that you are 
still working along the lines we talked about. 

While you were here in Wausau, you made a statement 
that I think should be corrected. It is rather embarrassing 
for me to do it, but nevertheless I feel that credit should 
pe given where credit is deserved. 

The prairie chicken study in this state was not the dream 
of Mr. Grange, nor did he create this investigation. At the 
time that we were active in the Izaak Walton League to get a 
six man commission, I proposed this type of work to the directors 
of the League and long before Mr. Nagler was hired, we were 
seriously considering some type of investigation which we could 
cerry out by private funds, if necessary. 

Mr. D. C. Everest, of this city, knew of my interest and 
my plans in regard to this study. He communicated these facts 
to Mr. Noyes and it was largely due to this that I was offered 
the position on the Research Bureau which I accepted. Several 
months before Grange was gotten, this was on its way. 

I do not wish to discredit Wallace in any way. He is a 
fine man and did splendid work. Please understand what I am 
trying to tell you. 

I wish you would give me your slant on the resignation of 
Kelleter. There isn't anything in the world that would please 
me better than to have you as director. If there are any wires 
I can pull, or anything I can do, please call upon me. 

Very sincerely yours, 

MLJI 
G



New Soile Building 

Novenber 23, 1933 

Dr. Merritt I. Jones 
510 Third Street : 
Wausau, Wisconsin 

Dear Merritt: 

The suggestion in your letter about a research project 
in the source of human tularemia cases strikes me very favorably 

and it oceurred to me that Dr. Stovall might be able te finance such 
@ man for at least thé winter by gétting funds under the civil works 
administration. 

wh Accordingly I discussed the matter with him over the phone. 
We concluded that a man of medical training was required and Dr, 
Stovall says he has no promising timber available even if the money 
were in sight, : 

‘ A man eduld dabtless be found, however, if the project 
were organized in a more lsigurely way. I would be glad to help 
you present it to the Board of Health or to serve you in any other 

way which you suggest. I am strong for the idea. 

; : Sincerely yours, 

ALDO LBOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh



DR. MERRITT LA COUNT JONES oe q J 7 
510 THIRD STREET \ 

WAUSAU, WISCONSIN 

November fourteenth 
T8595 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Conservation Commission 

Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: : 

During the last few weeks we have had one patient who got tularemia 

through a tick bite on the hand. Three weeks ago I saw a patient who 

undoubtedly got his infection from cleaning partridges. Yesterday I 

talked with Doctor Stovall and he told me that they had had a case of 

tuleremia from a tick bite and also one which they thought came from 

the bite of a deer fly. 

It just occurred to me that it would probably be worth while to 

see how many such records you could collect. We might be able to get 

the Board of Health interested in the problem, as it would seem to me 

that these cases were going to become a distinct menace to the public. 

They might be very interested in continuing some investigation along 

this line and perhaps it would be an opening wedge to get them to 

supply us with a small amount of money for’ your department. 

Please let me know what you think about it. 

MLI : 

G é



Soils Building 
October 24, 1933 

Dr. Merritt L. Jones 
Wausau 
Wisconsin 

Dear Merritt: 

My long silence doesn't mean that I have forgotten 
our conversation. I have written up a description of all 
the projects that seem to me the most urgent at this time, and 
am enclosing a copy. I can provide you additional copies 
should you need them. 

Since this is in a sense an official university docu- 
ment, I am obligated to send a copy direct to the Comission, 
I am asking Dean Christensen to do this. Copy of his letter 
is attached, 

Confidentially, Haskell has interested some Kenosha 
people in the prairie chicken project. Maybe it would be wise 
not to push the Commissim until I see how 4t comes out, I'L 
keep you posted. 

T am very appreciative of your help in these matters. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO L#OPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh 
Incl.
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April 6, 19h8 

Mrs. David Frye 
Box 283 
Gellege Station 
Durham, North Carolina 

Dear Libby: 

T need to lecate an expert on forest soils to mke 
a critical appraisal of a mamscript in that field. 
There is a Professor Harold J. Luts at Duke, who 
is the senior author of a book on forest soils, 
yablished by Wiley in 1936. De you happen to have 
encountered eny evidence as to his standing and 
competence as far as your campus is concerned? if 
s0, I would appreciate a very brief summary of 
his local standing. Please do not go to a lot 
of work. If no evidence has come your way, just 
say 80. 

I have been thinking of you recently and wish 
you were here to talic phenology. Jim Zimmerman 
and I swapped notes yesterday and find that 
April is nine days ahead of last year, which if 
course was very late. Fasque flowers started 
this week, and I can woll remember your first 
expedition to see one. 

Yours as ever, 

ALipm Aldo Leopold :
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May 1, 1946 

Iucia B&. Briggs, President 
MilweukeesDowner Gollege 
Milwaukee 11, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Briggs: 

I am interested to hear that you are considering 
Mligabeth Jones. I know her well because I not 
only had her es a student, tut she is the cb 
author of a paper with me on which we have been 
working for three years. : 

I would not know how to find a person better 
afapted to your needs both as to scholarship 
and to personality. She meets all of the eriteria 
that you mention and to a special degree. She 
has the faculty of tibeiseetions other girls. 
I noticed this im many cases, including my ow 

en , 

Miss Jones is extraordinary for her capacity 
end ability to do steady hard work, both indoor 
and outdoor. In fact, habitual overwork: is 
the principle criticiem I could think of in her 
case. 

Miss Jones wrote me recently that she will be 
in Madison in dune and I would strongly urge 
that you tall with her in person while she is 
here in the state. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold E



MILWAUKEE-DOWNER COLLEGE 

MILWAUKEE 11, WISCONSIN 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

April 29, 1946 

My dear Professor Leopold: 

I am looking for an instructor to teach 
zoology, and also assist with some other science. 
Miss Elizabeth Jones has been recommended, and 
has given your name as a reference. 

I shall appreciate it greatly if you will 
tell me something of her scholarship and per- 
sonality. Would she have the right kind of 
background which gives thoroughness, and would 
she interest the students? Is she conscientious? ~ 
Is she strong enough to do steady, hard work? 

Would she fit in well as a member of the com 
munity of a small women's college? 

I shall be grateful if you will write frankly 
concerning Miss Jones's good points and weak-— 
nesses, and shall consider such information as 
confidential. 

Sincerely yours, 

LRBikjf Maca’ ff ; 4, 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin
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= : class and for the last few months have deen 7 \ A 
writing a joint paper with her and fouhd her qb Aya 
outstandingly good in every respect. In my i i 
opinion you would be fortunate to get her 
services, 

I should add that my work with her has been along 
ecological lines 2 i rect knowledge 

; of her zoology aie rhe ee zoology 
department has the same opinion of hor that I 
have. \ 

\ Sincerely, 
\ \ 

ff SS 

f ‘Aldo Leopold 
( Professor of 

Signed An Mr. Leopold's absence t “walalige lignt. 
to avoid delay. = 

Dr. 1.8. Gray 
Department of Zoology 
Duke University 
Durham, North Carolina 

Dear Dr. Grays : 

Elizabeth Jones tells me that you are considering 
her for a teaching position in your department. 

Miss Jones is one of those uncommon students 
who hag initiative, tenacity, originality, and 
& cooperative personality. I have had her in 
Class and for the last few months have been 
writing a joint paper with her and found her 
outstandingly good in every respect. In ay 
opinion you would be fortunate to get her 
services. 

I should add that my work with her has been along 
ecological lines and I have no direct knowledge 
of her zoology work. However, the zoology 
department has the same opinion of her that I 

. have. 
Sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of 

Signed in Mr, Leopold's absence Wildlife Mgmt. 
to avoid delay. *
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Aprah 11, 1945 

Professor Arthur Hasler 
Biology Building 

Dear Arts 

I happen to have learned that Libby Jones is not a full 

momber of Signs Xi. It would be my impression that sho 
should be. I would be glad to Join you in such a 
recommendation if you, as her major professor, should wish 

to originate it. 

With vest regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence 
to avoid delay)
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le Zoology . 

Course Nature of Course Where taken Credits 

Generel Biology Hiram College 6 hrs, 
Advanced Zoology Comp. vert. and * = 6 hrs. 

invert. onate 
; wel nat. and Phys, Lecture. - . S hres. 

ye" nebics " " S hrs. 
at Qu" Physiology Lecture and Lab Spith College 6 hrs. 

jv" Histology - 6 hrs, 
Quam" Embryology Comp. Vertebrate ¥ * 6 hrs, 

Master's Thesis Histological study of 6 hrs. 
ageing of rat thyroid <= z 

Limnology U,. of Wisconsin 4 or. 
Med. Ent. , r 3 ore 
Seminary Serology and Imnunology ® * 1 of, 
Limn, J. Club * i 1 cr. 
Wildlife Ecology | = r 3 ore 
Hydrobiological 
Methods ~ . . 2 or. 

Research Wildlife Management 200 * ¥ 2 ere 
Seminary Evolution * ¥ 1 OF.5 

2. Botany 5 
Geaas of Cubt Pto£e | Bet 

= General Boteny Tax. and Morph. Hiram College 6 hrs. 
toe} Eeelogical Botany . « 6 hrs. 

low. Research : Botany 200 U. of “iszonsin & cr, 
eotef, akgac CFaske ) aclerarcl, 
3. Related subjects 

Geology Hist. and Phys. Hiram College S hrse 
Forest Soils : U,. of Wis. S cre 

4 Lenguages 

French 2nd yr. College French Hiram College 6 hrs. 
German 1 semester * - 3S hrs. 
Spanish 2 yeers College Spanish ” * 12 hrs. 

5. Chemistry 

General Chemistry $ course Qual. Anal. = * 6 hrs, 

6. Physics 

Beginning Physics Secondery school Bellaire H, 8. 

7. Mathematics 

Algebra ist yr. and adv. . " 
Plane Geomety 1 year i - 

Geel $n watdlfe (oper ian toed Blair, ’) 

GAL WARP Trlr gate 16 | Da a



June 9, 1948 

Dr. Charles M. Kirkpatrick 
Dept. of Forestry and Conservation 
Purdue University 
lafayette, Indiana 

Dear Kivic: 

Thanks a million for the photographs of the 
Professor. Ye are attempting to make a small 
collection of just that kind of a photograph. 

Under separate cover we are sending you photo- 
grpahs 2 and 3. Number 4 print will be delayed 
until we have a sufficiently large order for the 
commercial photographer that is printing them 
We will send it on to you at that time. 

4g far as the reprints are concerned, Kirk, if 
you gan give me some ides as to which ones you 
would like, I will do my best to get those that 
are available for you. 

Best regards, 

RAMcCtpm Robert A, MeCabe 
Instructor



PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE 

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY LAFAYETTE, INDIANA June 4, 1948 

Mr. Robert A. McCabe 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bob: 

Here are copies of 2 pictures taken in the 

Purdue Memorial Union Building during the Ninth Midwest 

Wildlife Conference. The date was December 9. Both 
of them include Professor Leopold, one being better 
than the other. These were publicity shots but it hes 
occurred to me that these might be the last pictures of 
Professor Leopold. Therefore, I have secured them from 
the photographer, and gladly offer them to your depart-— 
ment or the family. 

I would like very much to have copies of 
photographs 2, 3, and 4 listed in the recent news- 
letter. If this is not a fair exchange I hope you 
will reserve copies for me and I will gladly purchase 
then. 

I thought I had most of Professor Leopold's 
reprints, but it appears thet most of them I do not 
have. A few of them are fairly recent, but are largely 
reviews. What are the chances of picking up some of 
these shorter articles that I did not receive from the 
mailing list? 

Sincerely, 

fick 
C. M. Kirkpatrick 
Assistant Professor 
in Wildlife Management 

CMK/h 

Enc.



May 4, 1948 

Dr. 5S, Charles Kendeigh 

University of Tllinois ; 
Vivariun Building 
Wright and Nealey Streets 
Champaign, Milinois 

Dear Charles: 

This is in anawer to your letter of April 16 to Aldo 
Leopold, who as you know, passed away from a heart 
attack last woek. 

It has been Professor Leopold's practice to use the 
master's degree as 2 resenrch derree and determine in 
this way, that the student is capable of doing mature 
research for the deostornte. Such students are then 
encouraged to take positions with outside organizations 
gach as the Wisconsin Conservtion Department, Fish ond 
Wildlife Service and the Delta "aterfowl Research Station 
and engage in research which they can then use for a 
Yh.D, These students return to the University from tine 
to time either for consultations or to take courses. 

A more recent arrangement was woriced out where Wildlife 
Management Institute turned the money for a study over 
to the University. We found this arrangement very un- 
Satisfactory because the state ordinarily has many 
restrictions on the use of its funds outside of Yisconging 
In this instance when the University was nly the custodian 
of the money, auditors were gain and again hanstringing 
simple payments that were delayed for weeks on end. 

It is very clear to us that the imeense amount of time 
needed to complete field studies encourages the exploita- 
tion of outside funds in the pursuit of doctoral theses by 
our students. There 4s a good deal of Pittman-Robertson money 
now available, which on o@casion lends itgolf to this problen. 
Sur solution has deen to train the men before they leave the 
campus for jobs along these lines, The students not only mve 
to be trained first, but they also have to perform enough re- 
search so that we are in a position to recommend them. In
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at least one instance, we were able to recommend a man on 
the besis of two summers of ficld work, directly under 
oar supervision on » problem which had nothing to do with 
his thesis. 

Should you have any further questions, I would be glad to 
answer them. 

Sincerely yours, 

JIHipm : Jeseph J, Hickey 
Assistant ?rofessor



; UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 
; VIVARIUM BUILDING 

; Wright and Healey Streets 
: Champaign, Illinois 

April 16, 1948 

Dre Warren Chase 
Dr. George 0. Hendrickson ‘ 
Dr. Dan Leedy 

lL Professor Aldo Leopold 

Dear Colleagues: 

We have been troubled for several years at the University of 
Tllinois in arranging for our graduate students in ecology and : 
wildlife management to accept positions with other institutions 
such as the Natural History Survey and the State Department of Gon~ 

| servation, for which they would receive a salary and at the same 
time use the research work as a basis for writing theses for Univer~ 
sity eredit. The matter has come to an iesue again at the _— 
time and I would like to find out how thie matter is handled in 
other universities. 

Obviously, where the student is doing routine work assigned to 
him and which fits into the research program of an outside investi- 
gator and for which the student would have no publication right 
sueh work cannot be presented as independent research for a graduate 
— On the other hand, if the student is assigned a problem 

ch an outside institution is interested in pune solved and for 
ee nent, We Stcting Se ped & eeleny, ont Te 6 ent is allowed 

eonesiderable independence conducting the research and has the 
privilege of publishing it under his own name, why should it not be . 
possible that this be granted university credit? This would seem 
eapetially permissable if the work is done under the joint super 
vision with a member of the university staff who would also be 

nesible for the reeearch meeting the quality and standards set 
up e the university. 

I have noted from time to time that other universities have 
had students working on joint programe with state Departments of 
Conservation and other outside organizations. I would be interested 
in learning just how these arrangements are set up so that they re- 
ceive the approval of the Graduate College. In certain cases I 
know it is possible for the outside coneern to give the money direct- 
ly te the university who then turns it over to the student in the 
fore of a fellowship. However, it ie not always convenient to work 
out the arrangement in this manner. I will be glad for what help 
and a@vice you can give me on this matter. 

Very truly yours, 

“sk 
SCkires i S. Charles Kendeigh



ZOOLOGY Si10 - ADVANCED FIELD ECOLOGY 
- . UNIVERSITY OF ILLTNOLS 

J June 23 - July 21; one unit credit; prerequisites: graduate 

standing or second semester senior, a basic course in ecology is 
d@esirablee All advanced students in ecology are urged to participate 

in this course unless they have had equivalent exoerience elsewhere 
in mountain ecology. 

Field studies will be conducted between June 23 and July 13 

at Brownfield Woods, Illinois; Mammoth Cave National Park, Pine Moun- 

tain State Park, Natural Bridge State Park, Kentucky; and 11 days will 
be spent in the Great Smoky Mountain National Park, Tennessee. after 

return to the campus several days will be allowed for further discus- 

sion and analysis of information collected in the field, and a final 

report will be due on July el. 
and University, cars 

Transportation will be by station wagonf lodging will be in 

tents; expense for transportation and tent-lodging will be about $35 

Bach student is advised to provide himself with bedroll, air-mattress, 
raincoat, stout hiking shoes, extra sweater or jacket, bathing suit, 
and changes of clothing since laundry facilities are limited and prim- 

itivee By University regulation, each student must carry adequate 

accident insurance to ride in University cars. The minimum required 
may be obtained for $2.00. Breakfast and lunch will usually be pre- 

pared in the field and evening dinner obtained at a restaurant. 

Enrollment is limited, so an early deposit of $10 is desira- 
ble to insure a place in the party. The other $25 should be paid at 

the’ preliminary meeting for organization on June 21, 5:00 P.M., room 

202, Vivarium. 

This trip presents an unusual opportunity to compare within 

a distance of a few miles, types of ecological communities distributed 

elsewhere all the way from tho Gulf States to Canada. These communi-~ 

ties include oak-maple, western mesophytic, mixed mesophytic, beech- 
maple, oak-chestnut, oak-hickory, oak-pine, pine-heath, scrub pine, 

hemlock, and spruce-fir forests; grassy and heath balds; beech orchards; 

and second-growth shrubby areas. 

In each community there will be routine studies in which all 

will participate. Each student will also choose a problem or a group 

of animals or plants on which to specialize, and considerable time 

will be allowed in each area to collect data on one's own particular 

interest. The objective of these studies will be the analysis of an- 

imal and plant distribution in respect to communitics, elevation, lat- 

itude, size of populations, niche requirements, and life-history. 
Groups of svecial interest available for concentration are birds, rep- 

tiles and amphibia, snails, millipedes, centipedes, foliage insects, 

soil invertebrates, and aquatic invertebrates. There will be some 

opportunity for trapping small mammals but several areas can be visited 

only once. Qualified botany students may specialize on various groups 

of plants. Arrangements are being made with park officials for limited 

ecllections of all groups except birds. At the termination of the 

study in each area, the class will summarize and compare notes so that 

nueh will get the benefit of the other's findings. Broad, general 

correlations will be made when the entire field work is completed.



Oe 

For the second four weeks of the summer session, if students 

wish another unit of credit, they may enroll in Zool. § 10 for one- 

half unit and/or Zool. S21 or s120 for one-half or one unit. Zool. 

§10 will begin classes on July 15 and is primarily a field course 

in ecology open to juniors and seniors as well as graduate students. 

There will be studies of a variety of ecological communities within 

a radius of Urbana-Champaign. An alternative is for the student to 

spend the second portion of the summer session on some special prob- 

lem (Zoole S821) or on his thesis research (Zool. 8120). It is desir- 

able to register for the entire summer session on the regular dates, 

June 19-22. 

Students wishing to participate in these field studies 

should communicate as soon as possible with the undersigned, who will 

be glad to answer further questions about arrangements for the trip 

or any phase of the work. 

8. Charles Kendeigh 
Vivarium Building 
Champaign, Illinois 

/rs 
4/13/48



April 24, 1948 

My. Valentine 0. Ketcham 
Stamford 
Connecticut 

Dear Mr. Ketehams 

I aw very sorry to inform you that Aldo Lee@pold 
passed away on ipril 21 from a heart attack. 

le collapsed after fighting a grasa fire for two 
hours on a neighbor's property, It was the kind 
of @ challenge to which he always responded, 

Only a woek before, Oxford University Press verbally 
: agcepted a book of Aldo's cssays for publication 

in 1949, I have some hopes that this will be 
published as 14 is a very fine example of the 
keind of thinking for which Aldo was so unique. 

If you wish to write « letter to Batella, she 
can be reached at 111 Clay Street, Burlington, Iowa, 

Sincerely yours, 

ITHpm Joseph J, Hickey 
Assistent Professor
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April 15, 1948 

Mr. Rex King : 
United States Forest Service 
Post Office Building 
Altaquerque, New Mexico 

Dear Mr. Kings 

The attached letter from M. ¥. Talbot is part of 
a search that I have been making for several yeare 
for some printed sesount describing the essentials 
of the method used in the Southwestern district 
for years for computing cattle population from 
calf and steor shipments. Such a document is 
badly needed for teaching purposes, not only in 
range management courses, Wat in game management 
courses. If you know of such a publication, can 
you refer me to 1t? If there ie none, oan you 
delegate to one of your technical men the tagic 
of writing auch a publication? Deeades of expert 
work should not be lost te history. It is apparently 
one of those techniques so universally used that no 
one aver stopped to inquire whether it had ever been 
deseribed. 

Yours sincerely, 

Alipm Aldo Leopold 

oo: M. W. Talbot ;



| 
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March 17, 1948 

Myr. Janes ¥. Kimball 
Dept. of Game, Fish and Parks 
Pherre, South Daicta 

Dear Jini 

Irv Buse has sent me his letter of March 4 about 
your mamiseript. While { didn't get to resd it, 
f just want to add that there is no doubt in oy 
wind that density controls sheasant crowing. 1 
have been keeping records on this for years, and 
evowlng always etarte oarlier ond lasts longer 
in the denser populations. By earliex I here 
reier to date; it aleo aturts earlier in the 
morning 44he dense populations, and there is 
nose fail orowing in the dense populations than 
in the thin ones. I have no records on frequency 
(that is erove per minute) but I have never doubted 
that the same mule apolios. 

With best regards, 

ALtpm Aldo Leopold



‘ - 4 March 1948 

Mr..James ¥. Kimball 
Dept. of Game, Fish and Parks 
Pierre, South Dakota 

Dear Jim: ; 

‘ “ I.was very pleased to read your MS, and I am very sorry 
that Aldo could not read it just now. he handed it to me 
yesterday asking that I read it and comment on it to you. I 
have penciled a few remarks directly in your copy which I am 

: returning, a: 

Briefly here are a very few notes: I think you would 
improve your paper by outting out fractions, . You imply lab- 
oratory refinement which I'm sure you do not claim. In tables 
where the total must equal 100 use them, but I question their 
use in the text. 

.I think, you have very probably underestimated density in 
relation to frequency and occurrence of crowing. We have some 
data that shows the rate of crowing going down with increasing 
density. You touch on this subject on pages 17 and 21, but I 
don't think you clerify the possibility of this factor. In this 
connection, why not use a large holding field say 40 acres. Put 
a known number of wing-clipped or brailed cocks into the field. 
Then in a second field introduce a significantly larger group 
to simulate higher density in the field. Knowing the density in 
each field it would then be rather simple to test crowing by these 
cocks during the time of season and hours of day that you use. 
You could also use these fields to measure distance of audibility, 
accuracy of your technique, and even determine how possible it is 
to work out an actual census. 

I suggest writing out per cent in text and using % in tables 
or captions under figures and tables only. 

I'm not sure that I can agree with everything you say regarding 
obstruction of sound, p. 15. The “acoustic clouds" you mention are 
likely ionized clouds, and the degree of ionization will determine 
the amount of interference. This is very similar to radar inter- 
ference and performance (I was radar officer for Navy on carrier) 
which can cut down performance to near zero. These also affect 

radio transmissions, and the height of such clouds is generally 
wetl established. However, radar has been shown to affect bird 
migration and attract certain birds such as homing pigeons which 

have been observed circling a radar tower. I have seen them



about our ship's antennae on several occasions, and in correspondence 
with Kalmbach learned that others had noted the same. Now 
the perception of these ultra-high radio waves appears to be 
centered in the labyrinth of the inner ear, and by operation the 

animals can be immunized" to these waves. It appears then that 
sound is affected by atmosphere if you want to call it that, and 
since rain and fog cut down the efficiency of these same ultra- 
high radio or radar waves to as low as 50 per cent, I must believe 
that they also affect certain sound perception and recording in 
the ear. 

I look forward to seeing you in St. Louis‘ where we: probably 
can discuss some of these matters at close range. . 

pest personal regerds, ; : 

a : one truly yours 
: GAME MANAGEMENT DIVISION 

Irven 0. Buss 
Chief of Wildlife Research 

TOB Pie oe 
~? CC: Aldo Leopoid ; :
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Mv, domes ¥. Kimball 
Department of Game, Fiah ond Parks 
Pierre, South Dekota 

Dear Jiat 

Seer t ieee an ce ee Sos eat 
cause I have an eyo out of commission ond will have 
to wait until someone can rend it te me. In oxder 
not to hang you up, I am oagsing it on te Irv, 
and will leek forward to absorbing it when suwblighed. 
T wap glad to gee Peterson's paner coma ot. 

it ie hard to offer you workable suggestions as to 
& man for your research work because you ds nok 
specizy the galary. ‘the following of my atucents 
avo ol employed by Irv Baga and they are of the 
calibre you need; you can ane most of then at 
St. Louis; Daniel %. Thompson, Harry Stroobe, 
Beuce Stellberg, Bonsld &. thompson, Iyv can 
Give you varbal details if you wank to follew 

lips 

With best rogarde, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALtpm: Aldo Leopold



Tebruary 6, 1948 

My, Jamea , Kimball 
Department of Game, Fish and Parics 
Pierre, South Dakota 

Denar Kimball: 

I .ameimch pleased to hear from you, but I hasten to mike 
Clear that the mineographed paper which I sent you is not a 
publication, and was presented only verbally at the symposium 
in Chicago, You are, therefore, not under obligation to mote 
in the sense of quoting a published paper. If you prefer never 
theless te quote me, you are entirely at liberty to do ao, tut 
4t should be clear that there is no published reference. 

I have realised clearly that you were thinking along the sane 
lines ae our Wisconsin group, anf this fact has greatly en- 
coureged mo for I have long lomented the absence of a really 
ecological pheasant project in the Dakotas. It pleases ne =i) 

greatly that you are now ready to give a paper at the 5t. pie 
Louis conference. e ni du wt aaake 

v2 he 
What I meant by the passage that puasled you is this: /that when 
we sddod up all the predation losses we could find, plus all 
of the take, plus all of the weather losses, plus all of 
the accidents, the sum never equalled the difference between the 
breeding potential and the netusl census. On the other hand, when 
wo mike a census and know the percent of young in the population, 
we know mthematically just what part of the breeding potential 
has agtually survived and the difference mat represmmt mortality 
of some icind, somewhere down the line. I am sure this is no new 
thought to you, but I think it is new to the layman te whom wo ; 
ave talking. He dees not realize that the aging of game crops é 
has added immensely to the potentialities of research. 

Just to male sure that you have the latest version of the sym 
posium, I am attaching a copy. You need not consider yourself 
limited to this, however, because I will stand behind anything 
I said in the first Wersion. 

When you order reprints of your St. Louis paper will you pleaee 
order 200 for me, and tell the printer to charge them to my 
department? I an gure that ay etudente ail alee Irv Buse! group 
will all want o copy and I would also like to send a few copies to 
special names on my mailing liat.
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I hepe for an opportunity to get better acquainted with you in 
person. x oe Sains @ Sur of this to Irv Buss because most 
of my contacts you have been made indirectly through hin. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sinterely, 

ALgpa Aldo Leopold



ELMER PETERSON, PIERRE : COMMISSIONERS 
DIRECTOR A. M. McKAY, ORIENT 

ME A SSSTANT RECTOR “nn > cat Iw P.O. BEAULIEU, WINNER 
DALTON H. LOGUE, PIERRE 9 he ASCO ay ae VICE CHAIRMAN, 

CHIEF WARDEN ht Ga ee ot Z f£. J. KAHLER, SIOUX FALLS 
AL VAN LEUR, WOONSOCKET ° x athe Pigoxs WALTER H. BURKE, PIERRE 

aoa < OSI Be Ser seen 
Bras er mee MANCEL W. PETERSON, WAUBAY 

RICHARD CROPP, —- MITCHELL 

4 oxith Dakota Vepatitcnt off Game, Fish and Parks. 
PIERRE 

February 4, 1948 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

Dept. of Wildlife Manegement 

University of Wisconsin 

hah University Ferm Place 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

In the midst of prepering a paper titled, "Pheasant Populetion Cherecteristics 

end Trends in the Dekotes" for the coming North Americen Wildlife Conference, 

I received & copy of your introduction to the Round'Teble Discussion. In your 
introduction end summery you have covered the major points which I plan to present 

in my paper. In fact, you cover the subject so well end present it in e manner 
so fer beyond my cepabilities that I begin to wonder why I em writing the peper 
et ell. However, that is beside the point, end I wes actually very pleesed to reed 

your peper es it indicates thet I wes possibly thinking elong the right line. 

Now I would like to kmow if it is possible to obtein your permission to quote from 
your introduction end summary of the Round Table Discussion. 

I heve two copies of your mimeogrephed peper which differ somevhet. The earlier 
does not include the summary, but conteins very much the seme informetion as the 
paper which I believe was put out at a later dete. In the former issue I find 
one underlined stetement which confuses me somewhet. It reeds es follows: "but 
the sum of 211 deaths found never equals the totel which must have occurred, " 
In meking this stetement concerning e nesting study it must be thet you ere con- 

sidering that ell nests on the study area theoretically ere found. From a percen- 
tege point of view we find avite the reverse situetion to be true. Of the 461 
nests which we hed under observetion in South Dekote lest yeer, only 12% were 

successful. In spite of this, a check of 12,000 pheesents in the hunter's bag 
yielded the high ege retio of 3 young per adult (our sex ratio was close to 100). 
Apparently the nests which we did not find were more successful then the nests 
which we found. At eny rete, I will eppreciate it if you will put me streight 
on the meening of your ebove stetement end if possible give me permission to 
quote from this paper. 

Sincerely, _ 

f wa 

__ td Z 

Ja f. Kimbell, Coordinetor 
men-Robertson Projects 

JWK: pdp 
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PSOLURARN JOHN ALDEN KNIGHT 

Crenceff JR ff nate) 929.WEST FOURTH STREET 

\LABLES/ WILLIAMSPORT 30, PENNA. 

Wg January 22, 1948 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

The University of Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 
Agricultural Hall 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Thanks for sending me a reprint of the review of 

The RUFFED GROUSE by Frank C. Edminster. The press of 

work has prevented my reading this book completely but 

I have hed a chance to look it over and I feel, like 

you do, that it should make a good handbook for fieid 

workers and conservation students during the years to 

come. 

The critics atid reviewers have been exceedingly 

pentle with me when discussing my recat book. This 

leads me to the conclusion that it is an excellent idea 

to be honest with your readers and to avoid making _ 

claims or didactic statements concerning the validity 

of which there may be considerable room for doubt. at: 

tried to steer this course in setting up the manuscripts 

both for WOODCOCK and RUFFED GROUSE as I felt then, as I 

do now, that it is the only way to handle a discussion 

of birds sbout which we evidently know all too little. 

We did not send out any Shristmas cards this year 

so I am enclosing, as a rather belated greeting and a 

possible item of interest, acopy of the current edition 

of the SOLUNAR TABLES. Reedrdless of what your feelings 

may be in the matter of the Solunar Theory, at least AE 

would like to pass along the wish that you will find 

ample opportunity to put if to the test on the streams 

and lakes this summer. 

_ With kindest regards, 

Sincerely, 

JAK: pw hyp ‘ 

enc. :



— Kine Lr 

April 30, 1945 

John Alden Knight 
929 West Fourth Street 
Williamsport, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr, Knights 

Your woodcock book is a pleasant surprise, I always rather fear getting into the 
position of appraising books written for sportsmen; so many of them are so far 
below what they might be, and so far below their Buropeen equivalents. Your 
"Woodcock", on the other hand, is a high-grade job, and with this reassurance, 
I'd like to help all I can on your new venture into ruffed crouse, 

I'd like to see you emphasize the fact that if sportsmen would only keep records, 
we would by now know a lot more than we do about the principle grouse problem: the 
wycle, 

As to what kind of records: (1) flush per hour or per day (2) bag. Example: 
Jobn Phillips in “Shooting Records Wenham lake 1926-1935", (I assume you have this) 
and Arnold Seacrave (unpublished) whose data will come out 4h my paper, of which 

I have already vromised you an advance copy. 

Example of why records are needed: we don't mow whether the southern Appalachians 
and the northern Rockies synchronize with the cycle in Iske States and New England. 
An intelligent theory of ayeles depends on such data. 

Another example: one redord does not reflect the status of the cycle. One mst add 
up many records to get the real status. I shall prove this in my paper. 

How mech time are you allowing yourself to write the grouse book? Until I know 
this I am shooting in the dark asp what I might do to help. 

Dr, A. WY, Sechorger of Madison will shortly publish a history of the Ruffed Grouse 
in Wiseonsin, Wis material will be a gold mine for you, as you can judge from his 
history of the prairie grouse, which I am sending you. 

I fee] personally grateful to you for writing a sportaman's book that sportemen 
needn't apologize for, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Ieopold 

P.S. The only bad slip in your book ison the cover: "This is the first full and 
up-to-date account of the American Woodcock", I bleme the publisher for this, but 
it is quite a slur on technical men who supplied you with so much information, I 
know of course that the cover refers to "sporting" books, but that does not fully 
excuse the assertion, 

‘ ec Shorger 
Alexander
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FSOLUNARN  JonNn ALDEN KNIGHT 
Rresce HR ff nace) 929 WEST FOURTH STREET 

\TABLES/ WILLIAMSPORT, PENNA 
Wie, ‘ 

\/ April llth, 1945 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir; 

For the past year I have been endeavoring to gather 
together all available data having to do with some of the most 
perplexing aspects of the management of ruffed grouse. ‘The 
purpose of this task is, eventually, to put together a manuscript 
for a book on ruffed grouse. 

By way of explanation, the proposed book will be in no 
sense an attempt to do a scientific work. Rather, my function 
in the matter will be more that of a reporter and it will be my 
job to put together a more or less comprehensive condensation 
of what has been learned, together with various theories that 
have been formed, concerning grouse cycles, controlled food 
supply, epidemics, and so on. 

To give you a clearer idea of what I plan to do, I am 
taking the liberty of sending you a copy of my last book, WOOD- 
COCK. The book on ruffed grouse, built along the same lines as 
WOODCOCK, will give the upland gunner, in as unscientific lang- 
uage as possible, a fairly complete picture of the life and 
habits of our number one game bird. It will, of course, include 
data on guns, shells, dogs, hunting methods, cover, ami so on. 

Some of my friends in the Wisconsin Conservation Dept. 
tell m that you have done some interesting work on this bird 
and I am writing you to learn if you would be kind mough to 
let ow readers have the benefit of yow work. 

Respectfully,
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lem" December 17, 1947 

Mr. Karl W. Kahmann 
Hayward 
Wisconsin 

Dear Karl: 

No, I do not have a varying hare and I would like 
very moh to have one. Please make me a skin and 
send me the usual bill. It would be still better 
to make two skins, one swimmer and one winter. 

Your theory that the seont glands might tell a 
predator the condition of a deer is very interesting. 
I, too, have seen them awiteh from one track to 
another. but I never guessed at the reason. Unfortun- 
&bely I know absolutely nothing about literature on 
this subject, but I am seniing your letter to John 
len on the chance that he might know of something. 

I om glad to see you thinking up researches of your 
own, and I think you have a magnificent opportunity 
to carry such work to the stage of actual publica- ‘ 
tion. I would be glad to back up your efforts, when- 
ever they need any backing. 

Tt also occurs to me that Bill Feeney or Wallace 
Grange might be of some use to you on this, from 
the practien! end. I have one student, Dan Thompson, 
who 1s working on wolf food habits, and I am taking 
the liberty of showing hin your letter, 

With best Christms wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

Ab¢pm Aldo Leepeld
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IN THE WISCONSIN INDAIN HEAD COUNTRY 

Dec. 15-1947 

Prof, Aldo Lecpeld 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

Do you still want a study skin of the Varying 
Hare--=-there are a few Ground again. ; 

Do you know of anyone having written a book or 
made some experiments with the cheesy depesite found 
in the toe-glands of deer; This is most abundant and 
aromatic in the hind feet of the buck but occurs on 
all feet of both sexes and all ages. 

I have a theory that this secretion varies in odor 
and consistency according to the condition of the animal 
and have:been able to detect a difference between the 
odor in a healthy animal and one starving or badly wounded 
but recovering==~-even with my rather poor and tobacco 
impregnated sense of smell, 

: ; I have algo noticed tWice where coyotes or dogs Lave 
given up one deer track they were following to take up 
one that crossed the original track and in both cases I 
finally came across a dead or dying animal. I could see 
nothing about the tracks which differed mechanically. 

MIGHT : 
If this theery could 03/Sroven, st would be just one 

other way in which the wolf’be able to hekp in eliminating 
diseased and otherwise undestyable breeders among its prey. 

a : 
I 

Zz @rl W.Kahmann
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Angus 25, 1947 

Me. Karl W. Kehmann 
7 Coudersy Cozy Gabins 

Hayward, Wisconsin 

Dear Karl: 

I received the skins and welcomed then as additions 
to the office collection, but I did not expect them 
to be complimentary. Thank you very much indeed. ' 

Thanks even more for your sympathetic rematks 
. about the deer fight. It helps a great deal to 

kmow that a few citizens know what the score is. 

With kind personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALsPM Aldo Leopold
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IN THE WISCONSIN INDAIN HEAD COUNTRY 

Aug. 12-1947 

Prof. Alde Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Prof, Leopold: 

co Tam forwarding to you under separate cover 
Study skine of a pair of Brewer's Blackbirds and 
a Golfinch. 

These have been in my desk drawer ever since 
I made them up and I see now that a shrew has dam= 
aged them a bit-=--they may be of some slight value 
to you for study skins in spite of this-~--and--= 
"Einen geschenkten Gaul siehts man nicht ine Maul" 
e0--=please accept them’with my compliments for What 
they may be worth. 

One other thing---eeveral of us up here note that 
you were the only Commissioner to stick by your guns 
and. hold out for an "Any Deer" open season. Congratulations! 

We are glad to learn that one member at least is 
"Out of Politics", : ‘ 

siseexeiy, /// me 
S 

b W.Kahmann
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IN THE WISCONSIN INDIAN HEAD COUNTRY 

July 27-1938 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Game Management Division 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Prof, Leopold: 

The three days I spent on the trip through Madison about 
tWo Weeks ago,set me back so much that I have only now had time 
to glance through the copy of the "Game Research News Letter" 
which you 60 kindly gave me. If it ig agreeable to you,I should 
like very much to receive this letter and if after lo@king over 
a few copies I find that it does not interest me sufficientiyto 
Warrant ite continued receilpt,I shall certainly let you mow so 
if can be sent to a more appreciative reader. 

A piece of literature cited in this News Letter,which would 
interest ue particularly is "What is the weaning of Predation?" by 

. Errington and I wonder if he could tell me how to secure a copy. 
x Sigurd F.Olson's A study 47 predatory relationship, with,particular 

yf reference to the wolge in the April" 15¥e"Sofsatheie*udathayy” an cure 
WA I can get hold of. You will see that I am particularly interested in 

the question of predation”and have in mind the writing of a few 
articles in an affort to reach the average sportsmen and his Warped 
ideas of the subject. 

This season I am finding out more than ever that a surprising 
number of Mallards nest nearby and I am wondering whether a banding 
experiment to see where Sawyer County pps a pies to,would be 
worthwhile.I am rather convinced that few Mallards reach us from the 
north or West and that all our mallard hunting is with locally raised 
birds.I do not believe that a great many could be banded in any one 
season,as there are only a few places where the young flocks congre- 

gate,which are suitable to this work,and I feel that they would soon 
abandon these places if trapping were carried on too strenuously. 

Assuring you of my willingness to cooperate in any way that my 

rather limited time will permit,1 an, ; . 

yg 2 Tery truly yours ye Dy i‘ Very truly your Lil Mbie geese



424 University Parm Place 
March 25, 1940 

Mrs. Alfred Kieckhefer 
Station F, Route 9, Box 206 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mrs. Kieckhefer: 

Thanks for arranging the meoting between Mr. Schlesinger 
and the Hamerstroms. I am sorry, though, that you will not be there, 
as I am anxious to have you meet the Hamerstroms. I hope you get 
some good fishing. 

I didn't know that you were in touch with Fuller and the 
Ridges Sanctuary. In my opinion it is a very worthy venture, and 
should be followed by ® score of like attempts to preserve samples 
of flora in various parte of the state. If the Garden Clubs can 
see the importance of this job, I think it is better adapted to their 
organization than almost any other I could think of. You might want 
to appoint a Garden Olub committee to make an inventory of various 
prospective areas which need protection of some sort. 

There is another move that goes with this thing, and that 
is the starting of » public wildflower mrsery that could be drawn 
upon by people who want stock for gardens. As long as such stock is 
not obtainable from public sources, it is going to be bootlegged 
through commercial dealers from farm woodlots. Much of the stock now 
offered by commercial dealers is thus bootlezged. 

Believing this move to be in the wind, a group here on the 
campus has been developing the techniques of nursery production. These 
are now far enough along to use, and we also have manpower trained to 
use them. What is now needed is a public demand that something be done. 
Let's talk this over when we get a chance. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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New Soils Building 
June 25, 1935 

Mr, R, A, Kolb 
Chelsea 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Kolb: 

I am glad you have gone ahead with your quail venture. 
Meanwhile we have had a big die-off during the past winter, so 
that it is mch harder to get stock than it was when we first 
discussed the matter. 

If you wish to get stock without charge, I would sug- 
gest filing your application at once with ¥, F. Grimmer, superin- 
tendent of gane, Conservation Department. It is unlikely, however, 
that he will have any stock before the winter trapping operations, 
and I cannot be certain that he will have it then. 

If you can my stock, I would get in touch with Otto 
Beyer, Portage, Wisconsin, specifying that the stock mst be 
pure Wisconsin bobwhite. 

. I am definitely planning to look over your property 
this sumer, 

7 Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh 

, peok



Chelsea, Vis., Juns, 9th, 1975 

Prof.Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture : ae 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Prof.Leopold:- 

This is a continuation of some crrsasnondence we 
have had in the past, and of the conversation I had with vou 
when I was in Madison early this spring. 

It refers to the matter of planting some Boh White here on mv 
frem fere ah Chelses. 

As I recall our conversation I told you that I had an area of 
lowland, that has willow brush and part of it has tall erass and reeds. 
There is woods cover and alders, and adijiofns oven pastures on ths one 
side and cultivate field on the other. If I gather your description 
correctly, it is an ideal place for planting. In adiition xkme to the 
natural feed we have cleaned up a small area and planted it to 
buchwheat. We have fenced this and have included an area of the erase 
and brush within the enclosure. 

This is as far as we have gone now, but it is my plan that hv fall 
we provide brush viles, and some corn shocks both “or cover and for 
feed. At the same time we shall erect a shelter in which to have feod 
hoppers for the winter. 

I should like your further advice on the matter. Tt was ~v 
original plan of course that I get some Roh White durine the fall or 
winter and keep them in captivity during the winter monthea, and so have 
them at least semi domesticated when I liberated them tn apnring. 
Naturally now that we have sone as far as we have T am more then over 
anxious to acquire some for planting now as soon as nossible. T 
gathered from conversation with you, that you would he able to help 
me obtain a planting without charge. 

In any event I am taking this opportunity to remind vou that vou 
did promise to drive through here some time this summer. Ioan 
hoping though when that time comes it will be opportune for me to he 
at home, so I may consult with vou. 

Thanking you very kindly in advance I am 

Yours very CLK



/ New Soile Building 
June 19, 1934 

Mr, R, A, Kolb 
Chelsea 
Wisconsin 

Dear Nr. Kolbe : 

Your plan for establishing quail is sound as far as I can 
determine from a paper description. Much, of course, depends on the 
kind ef food and cover on the land. ‘This is too complicated a matter 
to set forth on paper, tt I will try to drop in on you sometime 

during the sumer to see if I can contribute any suggestions. 

Otto Beyer, Beyer Game Farus, Portage, Wisconsin, handles 
Quail of Wisconsin origin. I do not iow his prices, I suggest you 
write him direct, : 

I do not see why half 5 dozen birds should not muffice 
for the kind of planting you have in mind. A dozen would, of course, 
be better. I 

Yes, quail are mbject to many peultry diseases and often 
these diseases are more or less hamless to poultry mt deadly to quail, ; 
I would consider it important to confine them on clean ground and keep 
them as far away es possible from poultry, 

You might escape the labor of milding a winter pen by plant- 
ing a food patch ond letting the birds winter in the wild. In future 

years this will be necessary in any event, especially at your letitude, 
I would suggest a mixture of sorghum and belowheat, flanked by a patch 

of corn. It is important that the location of this patch be right, 
You may get some hints on location from the attached paper, If the 

birds are wintered in pens they should be released by April, : 

Quail will have to be mrsed along in order to maintain 
themselves permanently that far north, and I doubt if you can hold the 
birds except on extra favorable found, The extent to which your ground 
is favorable I can tell only by a personal visit. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

_ALDO IBOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Research 
ALewh : 
Enel, ,
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New Soils Building 
June 19, 1934 

Mr. f, R, Kelly 
The Maccabees 
757 North Broadway 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Kelly: : 

The first thing to determine in your son's case 
is whether the College will admit him on graduate status 
on the basis of his Mt, Union diploma, ‘his oan be deter= 
mined by submitting his undergraduate record to Dean I, L. . 
Baldwin, Agricultural Hall. 

The course which we offer in gane management is 
not a professional course, but rather merely a course of . 
lectures for the information of biological atudents 
specializing in other lines, We do, however, offer gradu- 
ate research work in gase management, which ordinarily 
covers a minimum period of three years, Whether your son 
would be qualified to undertatce such work I can only tell 
on the basis of a personal interview, I am anxious to be 
of any assistance to you that I can and will be glad to have 
you drop in, It will be well for you to phone in advance to 
make sure that I am in town, 

A prospectus of the lecture course is enclosed, 

Yours sincerely, 

In Charge, Game Research 

Encl, /
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